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DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY TO WIT :

3 BE IT REMEMBERED, That on the fourth day of December,

Š SEAL. & in the forty -seventh year of the independence ofthe United States

$
Şof America Anno Domini 1822, WILLIAM GRIFFITH of the said

Savagears
district, hath deposited in this office the title of a book the right

whereofhe claims as author, in the words following, to wit :

“ Annual Law Register of the United States. By William Griffith , Counsellor

at Law . Vol. III."

In conformity to an act of the Congress of the United States, entitled “ An act

for the encouragement of learning, by securing the copies of maps, charts, and

books, to the authors and proprietors of such copies during the times therein men

tioned . ” And also to the act, entitled '“ An act supplementary to an act entitled

" An act for the encouragement of learning, by securing the copies of maps, charts,

and books, to the authors and proprietors of such copies during the times therein

mentioned ,' and extending the benefits thereof to the arts of designing, engraving

and etching historical and other prints."

WILLIAM PENNINGTON ,

Clerk of the District of New Jersey .

1

D. Allinson , Printer.



ADVERTISEMENT.

The states comprised in this III. VOL . are ,

.

. .

VERMONT, commencing at page 1
VIRGINIA,

NEW HAMPSHIRE , 29 | Ohio,

CONNECTICUT, 58 ILLINOIS,

RHODE ISLAND, 90 GEORGIA,

NEW YORK ,
122 INDIANA,

NORTH CAROLINA , 194
MASSACHUSETTS ,

PENNSYLVANIA , 234 Ending at page

310

386

410

428

450

474

564

.

. .

. .

.

It was my purpose to have prefixed to these volumes, some introduc

tory remarks, as a survey and comparative view of the most important

provisions wholly peculiar to certain states, or varying in essential par

ticulars from those in other states'on subjects of regulation common to all :

But in attempting an essay of this nature, I soon found , that it would re

quire much time for its completion , and more labour than my impaired

health could at present sustain .

It must be left to gentlemen , as occasion requires , or whofrom curiosity

may wish to possess this information , to examine for themselves : Next to

the practical uses to which these compilations may be applied, nothing will

more attract attention than these peculiarities, beside the various modifica

tions and diversities which exist on titles of law and municipal regulation ,

in some degree common to every state.

I also intended here, to submit to my subscribers and the publick, certain

considerations connected with the design and continuance of the Law Re

gister, in a form somewhat more fitting than a mere prospectusor adver

tisement allows.

But having issued a Notice relative to these particular volumes, in

which under the General Note,' I have inserted in substance what it was

my intention to say, I refer the reader to that notice. It follows this ad

vertisement, and in the form it was published : Although not altogether

appropriate as an “ Introduction " it will, I hope, convey all that is mate

rial for me to announce at this time.

>
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At the end of Vol. IV , will be found such corrections and additions, as

have been suggested to me by the gentlemen whofurnished the matter of the

several states after they had received a printed copy. These will be in such

form as to admit of being connected in binding up , with the principal article.

After so much trouble already encountered by them , it is not to be expec

ted that the contributors of what is now to be published , will extend it.

But should they or any other gentlemen do me the favour to note omissions

or mistakes, they shall be carefully set right in a future number.

It will be perceived, that the Territories of the U. States, Michigan,

Arkansaw , Florida and the district of Columbia, are not noticed .

Conceiving them as more properly belonging to the “ Federal System," a

notice of their laws and regulations is deferred , and will be attached to the

1st and 2d volumes of the Register,

Notwithstanding all possible care , some errors of the press and in the

transcription of such an immense body of Ms. have occurred ; they are

however I believe, not material, and will be attributed to the intrinsic dif

ficulties attending a first impressionfrom manuscript.

WM. GRIFFITH .

New Jersey, City of Burlington,

December 1822.



N. JERSEY, BURLINGTON, Nov. 23, 1822.

ANNUAL,

LAW REGISTER OF THE UNITED STATES.

Vols. 3d. & 4th . for 1821,2.

THE Editor informs the Publick, that Two volumes of this annual

work, will soon be published.

Under the title , of “ State Laws and Regulations, &c.” they will

comprise a great body of information separately compiled for the

STATES of,

1. ALABAMA 13. MISSOURI

2. CONNECTICUT 14. NEW HAMPSHIRE

3. DELAWARE 15. NEW JERSEY

4. GEORGIA 16. NEW YORK

5. INDIANA
17. NORTH CAROLINA

6. ILLINOIS 18. OHIO

7. KENTUCKY 19. PENNSYLVANIA

8. LOUISIANA 20. RHODE ISLAND

9. MAINE 21. SOUTH CAROLINA

10. MARYLAND 22. TENNESSEE

11. MASSACHUSETTS 23. VIRGINIA

12. MISSISSIPPI 24. VERMONT

CONTENTS.

The SUBJECTS treated of in each state, are editions ; the periods they comprise, and how ci

the following, ted ; the public laws in pamphlets since , and how

I. STATE OFFICERS, obtained .

And officers of the U. STATES, connected with DIGESTS and abridgments of state laws ex

the judicial department, and some others; their tant : the periods they contain ; and others pre

names, residence , titles, tenure of office , mode of
paring.

appointment, salaries, &c.
State REPORTA : (and also, of thecircuit and

II. THE TIMES AND PLACES
district courts of the U. States ,) chronologically

Of holding the several circuit and district courts, arranged ; with their titles at large ; the periode

of the U. States ; the states composing each cir comprised in each volume ; the times of publica .

eait, and the names of the judges of the supremetion and names of thereporters.

court, and of the district judges, who preside in THEATISES on the law, and practice of the law ;

each .
or applicable to particular officers and jurisdic

III. THE SEAT OF GOVERNMENT,
tions; or op particular subjects, as conveyancing ,

And the “ TIMES OF THE MEETING of the le- mercantile forms &c .; chronologically arranged ,

gislature, " in each state .
with their titles and contents fully stated ; times

IV. Of ATTORNIES & COUNSELLORS,
of publication, and names of the authors or com

in each state :
pilers:

On what lerms of previous study, examination,

&e. and by whom admitted ; and how, from other
The catalogue of each state , accompanied with

states, & c.with the “ constitutions ” of certain as- explanatory notes : The whole presenting a com

sociations of the bar ; and incidental notes and ob- / prehensive view of ( domestic) law books in the

servations. U. States, from the earliest times to the year

V. LAWS AND LAW BOOKS,
1892, inclusive ; with some notices of foreign books;

periodical miscellanies, and law collections in the
of each state.

STATUTES : an account of the prior and latest
U. States, and ofworks in preparation .
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VI. COURTS OF LAW AND EQUITY fore officers out of court ; drawn pursuant to the

of the several states : laws respecting them , and at full length. DIREC

Containing their names ; style of the judges ; tions ; respecting the certificate ; seal of the offi

extent of territorial jurisdiction ; general and
cer or court to it, when necessary ; subscription

peculiar organization ; the jurisdiction, origi- of the names of grantors on acknowledgment, or

nal , exclusive, concurrent , or appellate, of of the witnesses on proof, required or not; affir

each ; and over what subjects, civil and criminal mations, how taken : Grantors ormortgagors,

respectively ; and the methods of carrying up in other states ; what officers or courts iliere,

causes by appeal, error, certiorari, motion and may take the acknowledgment or proof ; certifi

notice &c.; with various information relative to cate of, how authenticated, as taken by the pro

this important title.
per officer, &c .

Together, with the RULES of the several supe.
Grantors &c. in foreign countries ; what pro

riour courts of common law and equity in each vision for taking the acknowledgment or proof,

state ; carefully revised , arranged in order of in such cases.

time, and numbered in arithmetical progression ;
GRANTOR or witnesses, dead, removed from the

with an alphabetical and synoptical INDEX to state , or not to be heard of ; what provision for

their contents, respectively ; and notes ; present secondary proof, as by hand writing &c.

ing a great body of useful, and many peculiar re Copies of deeds, &c. by whom , how , and at

gulations of practice. ( 1 )
what office exemplified ; evidence on trial, in

what cases ; and when the original must be pro.

VII, OF CONVEYANCES, duced .

in the several states.
PRIORITY ; by recording of deeds, mortgages

REQUISITES of: most usual deed; possession how &c., of real and personal property, in the several

passed ; technical words in , if necessary ; rules of states; times respectively allowed after execu

construction and operation ; subscribing witnesses, tion , for this purpose.

when required and the number ; sealing, when MARRIED WOMEN ; their competency to con

necessary; and other requisites to the formalper- vey, devise &c. in the respective states.

fection of instruments, for the alienation of es. JOINING in the deed with the husband , when

tates . required ; private examination of the feine, when

RECORDING of deeds, mortgages &c.; necessa necessary ; what officers and courts, authorised to

ry or not between the parties and their heirs ; take their acknowledgments and examinations, in

subsequent purchasers, mortgagees, &c., their pri- and out of the state :

ority against unrecorded deeds ; notice of a prior
FORMs, of certificates at large, drawn pursuant

unrecorded conveyance, effect of. to the laws of each state ; with directions in all

ENTITLING a deed to record : “ acknowledg- cases, either where they convey theirown estates,

ment” by the grantors, or “proof” by witnesses or relinquish dower :

for that purpose ; courts and officers in each state, The whole accompanied with notes, critical and

authorised to take acknowledgements or proofs : explanatory : Containing whatever is necessary

Forms of certificates of acknowledgments by the to be known by the citizens in each state in re

parties, and of proof by witnesses in court, or be spect of their own laws, or of the laws of the se

( 1 ) I would particularly direct the attention English books now , are almost a dead expense

of the bench and bar in the U. S. to the head of to the bar ; a bale of reports will scarcely fur.

si Law Books " and of “ Rules of Court. ” Lit. nish an important case - here.

tle is hitherto known of the vast extent of the As to “ Rules of Court," those of the higher

first, and how deficient our libraries are, in di- tribunals will with a few exceptions be found

gests and works of great merit, and specially in these Volumes. They have been revised with

adapted to disseminate not only state law , some care, and in form and connection I hope,

but legal information of every kind ; and more not a little improved, accompanied with indexes.

useful, as they come nearer to our peculiar prac- A reference to the “ Rules in the state of New

tice and subjects which occasion legal contro - York" for example, will afford some view of the

versy , than foreign treatises and reports. At a improvement I allude to. But it is to the jurist

small expense, gentlemen might possess them . and lawyer, to whom I recoinmend theperusalof

selves of the latest digests, of the Statutes and these peculiar codes . They show the result of the

Compendiums ofpracticallawin each state : combined wisdom and ingenuity of men versed

As to “ Cases” they are now ably reported, and in law and its obliquities, for a century past,

the decisions themselves will be found in many to supply the defects of legislative regulation ,

states of a very high character, and furnishing and counteract the “ law's delay.” They will

expositions on almost every question of law suggest many useful regulations, and though

which can arise ; and on subjects common to none may pretend to be without defect, yet from

every state . the whole, might be framed moreperfect systems.
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ances .

sue :

veral states, on this important head , relative to the Will of “ personal” estate ; formalities of exe

fornial execution and recording &c . of convey. cution, what required ; revocution of, what ;pro

bate, how and before whom ; will and inventory,

VIII. JUDGMENTS, AND EXECUTIONS, where deposited or recorded ; office copies by

in the several states.
whom and how certified ; when evidence on

trial :

Lien of, against the alienation of the debtor , of Proved in other states or foreign countries,

real or personal property , when it commences. effect of ; copies how authenticated ; evidence, in

Creditors, priority among, upon judgments and what cases :

executious, how determined in respect of real Ex'ors and adm’rs, in “ another” state ; suits

or personal estate . by, if allowed, or how to enable themselves to

Lien of judgments, on after acquired estate ;

and of attachinent, by the peculiar laws of the Peculiar statute provisions; unborn children ;

New England states. implied revocations by marriage and issue ; after

Different kinds of execution in the several acquired land &c : Comprehending a general and

states; and effect of judgments and executions, practical outline, of the existing law in each state,

beyond the territorial limits of the court, in the respecting the execution &c , of wills and testa

same state. Sale of real and personal estate on ments, with some notes and decisions.

executions; regulations concerning conveyance by

the oficer, how made ; irregular or fraudulent
XI. DESCENTS ;

sale; relief against, summary or what authorised. the law of in the several states :

Stop Laws, or enactments in the several

states, tending to delay execution, or to impair, ted; to the half blood, how ; and among colla

Lineal, descending or ascending, how regula

or defeat the remedy of creditors; carefully de.
teral relations :

tailed according to existing laws.
The numerous laws in some states, and prolix

Judgments by confession , in or outof court; enactments in others, on this difficult, complex

before or after debt due ; prohibited wholly; or to and important subject, being carefully reviewed ;

what extent allowed and modified in the several the order of succession in each reduced and sta

states. Judgments reversed after sale of the pio- ted briefly, under distinct numerical divisions ;

perty ; the debtors remedy.
also, various incidental and additional matter re .

The Ca. Sa. in what cases allowed ; how relative to propinquity ; representation ; advance

stricted in regard to persons, and amount.
ment ; aljenage ; bastards & o ; with notes.

Effects, exempted from execution .

With notes, references to, and abstracts of state XIL. DISTRIBUTION ;

enactments and judicial opinions. Exhibiting, of the personalty of intestates, in the several

an extensive outline of state law and regulation

on the subjects embraced under this title .
To the widow, children and lineal descend

IX . INSOLVENT LAWS,
ants ; to ascendants ; and among collateral rela .

tions ; 22 and 23 Car. ii . c . 10. and 29 C. ï . c. 30.

of the several states.
how far adopted : Together, with peculiar en

Persons entitled to the benefit of ; exceptions; actments in each state , and relative to various

actual imprisonment necessary , or when not ; subjects of administration ; exhibiting the existing

methods of application ; determined by court or law of the several states, as deduced from their

jury; notice to creditors ; time required to ob- statutes.

tain a discharge ; disposition of property surren
XUI. ENTAILS.

dered; effect of discharge, as to the person or

debt; peculiar enactments &c. presenting a gen The law of entails, as variously modified in

eral view of the existing law on this subject, in the several states ; with references to, and ab

the several states , with notes & c .
stracts from state laws, directing the manner of

barring the entail, by conveyance or otherwise .

X. WILLS ;

XIV. DOWER.
Alienation by, in the different states ; how re

strained ; formalities of execution to pass “ real ” The law of, as existing in the several states ;

estate, in respect of witnesses, co -attestation, election of the widow , in case of testamentary

signing &c. provision ; peculiar enactments relative to the

Revocation of wills of land , what sufficient : widow ; methods of recovering and barring dow

statute of frauds and perjuries, how far the rule : er &c ; with notes and directions.

Probate before what officer or court ; manner
XV. CURTESY :

of proving where no contest ; how if contested ;

effect of probate or rejection, in respect to the The law of, as existing and modified in the se .

heic or devisee of the land : veral states.

states.
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XVI. LIMITATION OF SUITS : XXVIII. CHOSES IN ACTION :

Times of, as prescribed , for real or personal
Assignments ofbonds &c.; assignees how to

property, in the several states ; suvings, to citi
sue ; liability over , when, and on what conditions ;

zens and non -residents ; peculiar enactments ; peculiar laws, in the several states, with notes &c .

points adjudged ; notes &c : Containing various

information, under this important head of state XXIX . DECREES IN CHANCERY :

law .

For money, how executed ; on foreclosure of
XVII. TAXES :

mortgages ; and in other cases ; peculiar enact.

Sale of lands for, in the several states ; gener - ments & c , in the several states.

al regulations ; notice ; time and terms of redemp

tion ; vesting in the state ; advice to non -residents; XXX. DIVORCE :

abstracts of laws, decisions, notes &o ; principally For what causes ; by what court granted ;

for the use of persons owning lands, in other cause of, to arise in the state, or parties be resi

states than where they dwell.
dent or not ; peculiar laws and provisions con

XVII. ADMINISTRATION :
cerning, in the several states.

( administrators. ) XXXI. ENGLISH LAW-BOOKS ;

Right to , how regulated in the several states ;
Allowed to be read in the state courts, or not;

when and by whom granted ; Security; duties of;
or under what restrictions.

accounting; 31 Ed. iii. c . 11 , 21. H. viii. c. 5. in

force, or how modified ; peculiar laws ; notes &c. XXXII. FISHERY:

XIX . ALIENS : Rights to , in front of the soil ; peculiar laws

of the several states &c.
Their disabilities, and privileges, in respect to

holding and disposing of estates, under the exist- XXXIII. FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES ;

ing laws of the several states.

To defeat creditors and purchasers ; 13 & 27

XX. ALLUVION :
El, if in force ; peculiar enactments & c, in the

The law respecting it, in the several states. several states .

XXI, ANTINUPTIAL CHILDREN : XXXIV . FRAUDS :

Legitimated, by after marriage, or not ; pecu Stat. 29. C. ü . c . 3. adopted , or to what extent;

liar laws of the several states.
peculiar laws in the several states.

XXII. ATTACHMENT :
XXXV. GUARDIANSHIP : (Guardians.)

Against non -residents, and absconding debtors;
Who entitled ; appointed by will or deed ; by

provisions, in the several states & c.
what court granted ; their powers and duties ;

XXIII . BAIL. accounting ; peculiar laws &c ; in each state ;

notes &c.
Laws respecting, in the several states.

XXIV . BARON AND FEME : XXXVI. INSOLVENT ESTATES ;

ofdeceased persons :
Rights of, respectively; regulated by the law of

England, or how modified in the several states. Creditors paid pro rata or not ; how settled ;

peculiar enactments & c , in the several states.
XXV. BASTARDS :

XXXVII. INTEREST :Under common law disabilities or not ; peculi.

ar laws & c, in the several states. Regulations, concerning, in the several states .

XXVI. BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND XXXVIII. JOINT -TENANCY

PROMISSORY NOTES. in lands :

Regulated by the law of England , or how mod As at common law ; or how modified, in the

ified ; demand ; notice ; protest ; liability over ; several states ; notes &c.

damages on protest ; peculiar enactments ; deci

sions &c, in the several states ; and notes : Ec. XXXIX . LANDLORD AND T'ENANT :

hibiting extensive information, on this impor Distress for rent, allowed or not ; peculiar en

tant branch of law, as variously modified in the actments &c, in the several states .

several states.

XL. LIFE ESTATES :

XXVII. BOOK ACCOUNTS :

Tenants for, their rights and liabilities; regu .

How recoverable ; for what things furnished ; lated by common law , or how modified ; waste ;

when evidence ; interest on ; peculiar laws & c, in peculiar enactments & c, in the several states.

the several states.
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XLI. PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY EX'RS is consiructed , corresponding to the number

AND ADM'RS.
and contents of each question and answer ;

Order and priority of ; pro rata . when ; con and us these are the same and numbered alike

fessing judgments; sale of effects and lands; and in each state, this index serves for all. For ex

pecu iar laws and regulations in the several ample : It is desired to know , what “ Books of

states ; notes &c. Reports ” have been published in Vermont ? By

recurring to this index at “ Reports, " it will re

XLIL POWERS OF ATTORNEY:
fer to No. 14 ; and by turning to No. 14, the un

Made in other states, or foreign parts ; how to swer is given for that state ; and at No. 14,

be executed and authenticated, to be effectual in (Virginia for instance and ) in every other state ,

the several states.
will befound an answer to the question respect

XLIII. PUBLICK OR PROPRIETARY
ing reports of casesadjudged in such other state .

There is also an index to the contents referring
LANDS :

to the page throughout. Beside these, there is

If any for sale ; prices ; how applied for &c, to each appendix, a distinct alphabetical table of

in the several states. contents .

XLIV . SEALING OR NOT :
Gentlemen in the different states who may de

Effect and operation of, in respect of the instru.sire to become subscribers to the Law Register,

ment ; if common law governs ; orhow changed; please to signify their intention by aline(postpaid)

or to befurnished with these volumes only, will

scrolls, equivalent to was ; peculiar laws & c, in directed to “ Mr. David Allidson ,Cityof Burling.

the several states.
ton , New Jersey."

XLV. SET-OFF: It would be the wish of the Editor, to deliver

How regulated , in the several states.
the present volumes to his numerous subscribers :

But many of them are so widely apart and dis

XLVI. TRUSTS : tant from the place of publication, andthe size

Law ofEngland received , or how modified, of the books not aclmitting of carriage by mail,

in the several states. it 28 not deemed practicable to send them to every

individual. The best expedient he can propose
XLVII. USES :

to subscribers ( and others who may only desire

Stat 27. II. viü . c . 10. adopted , or what simi- these particular volumes ) is, to designate some

lar provisions, in the several states . person or bookseller in any principal city or town,

XLVIII. USURY :
to whom they may be sent on their account.

Penalties of, and peculiar laws respecting, in

He suggests, thefollowing places :

On the Ouro, Pittsburg, Cincinnati and Lou.

the several states. isville : On the MississIPPI, Natchez and New

PARTICULAR NOTICE.
Orleans : On the ATLANTIC, or its rirers, at

any place uccessible to ship or steam boat naviga

The above mentioned3dand 4th volumes of the tion .

Law Register, will befollowed by the 1st and2d, Notwithstanding this intimution, orders for

comprehending the “ Federal System , ” and the conveyance in any other way, will be observed .

particniars filling under that title , as mentioned An early attention on the part of gentlemen ,

in the prospectuspublished Jan. 1 , 1821 ; extracts whomay feelany disposition to patronize or pos

from which , are annexed. The reasons for this sess this work, to the foregoing suggestion , will

anticipation, are stated in the note below. enable the editor to make arrangements for its

Each of thepresent VOLUMES ( stitched I will punctual delivery, and iend !o their mutual con

erceed 5-10 pages, printed on fine paper, ( royal venience.

octave, ) and with a new type .* There is a

runtung title denoting the particular state, and The subjects of these volumes and the

the paging is continued in one series through scope they fill, could leave no question of

both ; but the mutter of each state, is printed by their value if, in point of execution and mat

itselfwith a title page, and separable from the ter , they actually correspond with the rep

others in binding up, us may be convenient. resentation held out in the table of contents .

The whole rexcept the appendix to each
My own judgment on this , might perhaps

state, ) is arrangedin the form of “ Question be inore impartial than at first view would

and Answer," from No. 1. and proceeding in

arithmetical order . general Index "
be supposed, for in reality I have nothing

at stake . The authorship is not mine , and the

The quantity of matter in the 2 volumes, very small portion of books which will be

will nearly equal 3 vols. of law reports, in com left after my subscribers are supplied , re

mon octavo of the same number of pages each.
moves all pre ansion of pecuniary loss
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in the disposition of that residue. I could | information on all these heads, from 21 states ,

wish however, to do justice to others ; I in the timeit has been accomplished.

mean the gentlemen who are the contributors But eventually to attain it, I immediately ad

of what is published.
dressed in a printed form , Questions, to gentle

In this view , I hope it will be allowable for men of the law in each state, (known to mefor

me to say, that the work as it progressed, the subjects embraced in the several titles of the

their experience and eminence at the bar) on all

was communicated to many competent judg- table aboveexhibited, and as there arranged.

es, and I could subjoin as many testimonials
These questions in number, are 177, but in

in favour of it.
cluding the particulars of each principal inter

I merely select out of the number, those rogation, amount to several hundred. They

which follow . They are from gentlemen were put in a form so discriminated and precise

only known to me, by their reputation and as, if answered, the replies would afford all ne

competency to decide.
cessary information.

Extract of a letter fromDavid Hoffman,
In accomplishing this task , my correspondents

Esq Professor of law in the University of Ma- had to review the whole body of the luws of their

ryland.
respective states, ( compiled and in pamphlets )

“ I am much delighted with the work as and from the nature of the information sought,

far as it has progressed. It will be invalua.
were subjected to a process of inquiry rendered

ble to the country at large, and to me it will extremely difficult from the minuteness, no less

than the extent of it. The difficulty of execute

prove a " pearl of great price .”
tion wus not a little increased, by the necessity

Extract of a letter from -Rich- they were under from the nature of this work, to

mond , Va .
confine themselves to limits compatible with its

“ Let me congratulate you on your pro- supposed design : On the one hand it was indis

gress , which far exceeds myutmost expecta- pensable to avoid prolixity, and on the other a

tions. I have examined the important heads generality, which would convey indistinct views,

of each of the numbers , as they came on : so and defeat the main object to be attained, viz ;

far, your friends have every reason to be sat “ information practically useful in every state,"

isfied, and the publick at large must acknowl.
on the points of inquiry.

edge, that you havefulfilled your engage. I be found in all respects equally full,or perhaps
The performance of the severalparts, will not

ments to the letter." ( 1)
exact : Many circumstances connected with the

personal situations of contributors, and differ

( 1 ) I have taken the liberty to mention Procent views ofwhatI wished, will account for this :

fessor Hoffman from the mere circumstance of Ifatter myself however , that the profess.on and

his publick situation , but without his knowledge the publick will be satisfied : On my own part,

or sanction. The name of the other gentleman I want terms in which to express my grateful

is with -held : I know not why it should be ; but feelings towards those gentlemen, whose grat

have a faint recollection , though quite on ano- uitous labours have enabled me to publish so

ther point, that I am under some restriction , great a body of information on the subjects of

which might reach in his opinion this case . these questions ; local indeed to the particular

state, anul of least consequence there ; but of

GENERAL NOTE . common importance in every other . Imperfec

tion , from the nature of the case must exist ;

At the time I announced to the public an out- it would have required a folio for each state, to

line of my extensive undertaking (Jan. 1821.) I remedy this ; and mistakes or omissions not un

was well aware that many subjects connected with frequently must have happened, from inherent

it, were of so detached and insulated a character, or accidental causes, easily comprehended, and

as not easily to be interwoven with the systematic which I doubt not , will be as readily pardoned

scheme which I had delineated ; and yet were not | by all who are competent to decide, upon the pe

only necessary to its completion , but really of culiar difficulties attending 80 many minute de

more importance to the public, taken together, tails upon such a variety of subjects ; and all

than any single part of it, and ought if practica- these, to be reduced to the most condensed limits,

ble to be first executed . and composed not unfrequently on a sudden ,

This will be easily comprehended, by a survey and from first impressions. While these answers

of the several titles and specifications in the pre. were preparing in the different states, and in a

ceding table of the contents of the 2 volumes course of transmission , I was employed on that

about to bepublished.
part of my work which falls under the headof the

I did not then however , entertain a thought, “ Federal System , ” ( the particulars of which are

that any diligence could enable me to collect the I mentioned in the prospectus) and had nearly fine .
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ished the 1st sol. in Feb. last, ( 1822 ,) much of itſ not likely to give them much information, or any

being then printed. considerable aid in the ordinary routine of their

it this time, I had received a large portion of business and practice .

MS. from the several states ; and it seemed to The editor however is not without a hope, that

se of so much more immediate consequence to be many important parts of their state law and re .

made public, that I suspended what was begin, gulations collected from numerous statutes, ori

and commenced the preparation of that for the ginal and supplemental, digested under appro

press, which will now appear in these volumes priate titles and in a small compass, will afford to

The information they convey, was promised, them andtheir students, many facilities.

andconstitutes an interesting andperhaps as ex Such for e.cample , as the law and forms re

tenzitely useful a section , as any in the great and specting conveyances ; of judgments and execu

arduous scheme which I have projected. At tions ; of wills and testaments ; of descents ; dis

some time, and in some form it must have been tribution of estates on intestacy ; limitation of

published, and I feel persuaded that when it ap- suits ; and the incidental matter connected with

pears, all who take any concern in the subjects these titles.

and success of the Law Register, will approve of And as respects other individuals and officers,

my determination to give it the precedence.
the instruction to befound in the compilement of

It appeared to me at first,practicable, to com- anyparticular state, cannotfail to be highly and

prise the whole in a single book, of so large a size generally useful, to the citizens of that state.

and containing so much matter ; but with all pos- But the great benefit to be derived from these vo

sible compression and allowable reduction of the lumes, to gentlemen who administer or practice

manuscripts received , it could scarcely be got into the law , and other citizens, is the knowledge then

two ; a factwhich will create no surprise, when communicate of laws andregulations in all OTHER

it is considered, that they contain a “ notice of parts of the union .

the laws and regulations " of24 states, on the va
In reference to adjoining states, as far as they

Fious subjects indicated in the table of contents , respect the rights of property, and prescribe the

with much incidental matter , not strictly falling forms essential to its transfer and security, a

onder that description . knowledge of these, is obviously necessary, as

Thus much it seems incumbent on me to men . well to professional men as others, in such neigh

tion , at this time, in assigning the motives which bouring districts ; and even in the most distant,

induced me to deviatefrom the order of publish- such are the relations which subsist between debt

ing , as laid down in the general syllabus of my
or and creditor, and result from other transac

design
tions among citizens of the several states, infinite

The volumnes of the Law Register about to be ly diversified and daily occurring , thut to have

issized , consist of 24 books, ( if they may be so de

some acquaintance with their legal codes andme

nozinated,) viz : one for each state in the union ; thods ofproceeding ,would seem indispensable.(1 )

comprising in a practical form , a great body of
The law of “ Conveyances and Mortgage ; "

legal mformation, or incident to institutionsand Of" Judgments and executions;” of Insolvency ;"

the rights of persons and things in such state :
of “Wills and Testaments ; ” of “ Descents ,” of

From the nature of the subjects, and the man
“ Distribution on intestacy : " of " Limitation of

ner in which the materials were of necessity col. suits ; ” of “ Taxes ;” of “ Notes and Bills

lected, it is not equally complete in its parts, of Exchange ; ” of “ Assignments " and on

er systematick, in the whole ; yet taken through many other subjects (indicated in the pre

out, affords a view of judicialestublishments, and ceding table of contents as it exists in the

particular law in each state , hitherto very little several states,) concerns or muy concern many

known, and no less striking from the novelty it persons in every state, and ought to be under

exhibits, than for its obvious utility to all persons stood not only by lawyers andjudges, but all per

who administer the law , or whose rights and pro
8ons extensively engaged in business, and con

perty depend on its forms and execution in the cerned in landed property held in their own

several states .
right or under liens.

The “TABLE OF CONTENTS” prefixed ,exhibits

In respect to many other titles , such as relate

& very brief and imperfect view of the matters
to the "condition of the bar ; " the " statutes and

zlich will be found in these books, or the la- law books of the several states ; " the peculiar

bour employed bygentlemen who contributed the organization of courts and modes of administer.

answers for each state , and I may add , of the ing justice, in each : ” the special “ rules ofpraca

compiler, in conforming them to his titles and be ( 1 ) A gentleman who furnished answers to

stowing that uniform habit in which they now ap- my questions in “ Kentucky ” observes : " thou

pear, without altering the substance, and rarely sands have been lost in this state to merchants

venturing on any change of language. and others on the sea board andin other parts of

To professional gentlemen, the compilation for the union , from ignorance of our peculiar laws

the state in which they reside , may be supposed as I respecting mer ile and papersecurities."
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The prouc

two.

tice in all these courts;" and various other to- , also very properly made the vehicles of lighter

picks alluded to in the table, they more immedi- and more attractive reuding ; such as biogruphi

ately concern the legal profession , legislators, cal notices of eminent jurists or distingushed

students oflaw and general readers ; and from lawyers ; and of the eloquence of the bar or the

their importance and immediate connection with senate : It has been found on experience, that

legul studies and knowledge, cannot fail in they cannot long sustain the double character of

my opinion to impart both improvement and combining general disquisitions and speculatire

pleusure, to all liberal and inquisitive minds. law literature and intelligence, with technical

I must be excused here, in adverting to the detail and digested compilements of positive en

progress and continuance of this work . Inqui- action

ries have been made, " when the Law Register These latter, whatever be their merit, must of

would appear ; ” and gentlemen not acquainted necessity be disjointed and soon lost sight of for

with the extensive nature of my undertaking , practical purposes and daily applicution, amidst

have asked when "my book ” would come out. In the voluminous pages and diversified matter of a

reply to the last inquiry, the answer will be found general miscellany, such as I allude to . Such u

in the delineation ofmy original design as shown one however, it cannot be doubted , must if well

in the prospectus. It contemplates, not " a book," conducted, be in universal request.

but a series of books in the form of an annual tising members of the bar in the U. S. amount

compilation on the subjects of law , or connected to more than six thousand, ( 1 ) and when 10

with law , as there exhibited. these are added all those in judicial, legislative

In respect to the “ annual appearance of the or executive departments to whom such a work

Law Register, the year elapsedfor the first vo must be officially useful, and to these again gen

lume : But in fact, one was ready within the eral readers, it woulil be disparaging to the

time ; yet as the subjects of it, viz : “ State country to suppose a periodical miscellany of thut

Laws and Regulations, ” could not be contained description could fail of most umple support.

in a single volume, I deemed it more advisable to The “Law Register " is however , wholly of a

defer publication ,untilthe whole on this branch different character: It will be confinedas original

was finished ,which will now be accomplished, in ly proposed to an annual volume, embracing all

those titles of positive law and subjects connected

A word more on the “ nature and design of with them , indicated in the prospectus. It is prin

the work . ” This is fully stated in the pros.cipally intended as a compendium of law and

pectus ; and ( in my judgment,) it differs essenti- forms for the lawyer's office; and for the imme

ally in its character from books which have been diate use of men whatever stations they fill, or

published, and are publishing in the form of quar- whatever interests they have at stake, who are

terly law journals or magazines : It is more seeking for law as it is, to direct and govern

a law book , and systematic in its parts, and them in the practical performance of the duties

intended more directly to subserve the purposes they owe to themselves and to others ; and who ,

of a lawyer's office and business, and to assist for these purposes may have at hand, such

individuals any way concerned in the execu - abridgments, indexes, and notices, as will ena

tion of law , and whose interests and situations ble them in some degree to comprehend the vast

daily call for a knowledge of its essential forms. concatenation of legul institutions, provisions and

In stating thus much, it is far from my pur adjudications in the U. S. But in addition to

pose as it would be disingenuous (and fruitless these, accompanied with such other informution

also,) to detra : frum the merit and utility of of a more general and miscellaneous description,

other law publications, bearing any resemblance

in name or objects to the Law Register. ( 1 ) I have the names and places of residence

Magazines of the nature alluded to, are very of the gentlemen of the bar from 15 states in

properly made the repositories ofmore discursive 1821 . In Maine, 217. Massachusetts, 521. N.

juridical intelligence : They collect and give to Hampshire, 204. Vermont, 220. Connecticut,

the professsion and the publick at short intervals, 273. New York, 1391. New Jersey , 134. Penn

essays on constitutional law ; on civil and penal sylvania, 417. Delaware, 32. Maryland, 175 .

reforms ; critical reviews and notices of for . Virginia, 483. Kentucky, S07. Ohio, 204. Geor

eign and domestick law works ; of recent tri. gia , 157. Louisiana, 106. Whole number in these

als and opinions at large of a peculiar or impor. 4841.

tant character ; dissertations upon the con In the other 9 states, viz, R. Island, N. Car

stitution of legal codes, and the amendment of olina, S. Carolina, Tennessee, Mississippi, Al

the law ; upon the policy or right structure of abama, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, the estimated

particular branches of municipal regulation, number at least 1000 .

such as relate to pauperism ; to bunkruptcy, and The whole probable number in 1822, 6000 .

insolvency; in short whatever regards if I may Thejudicial officers in the several States and

89 call it " political jurisprudence.” They are' Territories, cannot be less than 20 thousand !
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as cannot well be reduced to any exact classifica- 1 VI. The Rules of the Supreme Court, and of

tion , and yet important, ta the bar, to legislators the several Circuit and District Courts of

and citizens. the United States.

I must suffice at this time however, to refer to VII. MISCELLANEOUS matter, useful and impor

the annexed extracts from the exhibition of my tant to be known , not comprised ander the

scheme as published in Jan. 1821, in order to dis foregoing divisions, and connected with the

friminate andpoint out the particular purposes Federal System .

and objects to be attained in the publication of

the Annual Law Register. EXTRACTS, from the Prospectus of the “ Annual

Ifmy health bearsme out, it will be continued Law Register of the U. States," as published

36 img as the labour it imposes, meets withpublic
Jan. 1 , 1821. By WILLIAM GRIFFITH , Esq. late

approbation, and adequate reward.
one of the Judges of the U. States for the 3d.

The 1st and 20 volumes, relative to the “Fed.
Circuit.

eral System ," willfollow those now to be issued, The Editor proposes to make the “ Law Regis.

comprehending,
ter " a vehicle ofinformation, on legal subjects and

provisions, important in their nature, and of gen

I. Certain POBLICK DOCUMENTS relative to the eral use and application to the citizens of the

U.States ; as the Declaration of Independ- union ; accompanied by well settled forms and

ence ; Articles of Confederation of the 13 practical directions.

States ; Constitution of the U. States, and It will comprise , as fundamental parts of the

amendmeuls ; certain Ordinances of theOld work, beside various other matter

Congress, relative to Courts, Territories, & c. 1. The ConsTITUTIONS of the U. States, and the

with notes historical and explanatory. several States.

IL A SUMMARY of the whole STATUTE law of | 11. A SUMMARY of all the Laws ofthe U. States,

the US States, necessary to be generally on the subjects of permanent and general

known ; correctly abridged , and arranged un concern , arranged alphabetically under pro

der proper titles, such as , per titles.

-Aliens, (and naturalizadon ; ) Army (and III. A SUMMARY of the Laws of the particular

Davy ;) Census of 1820 ; Congress ; Crimes and States, and Territories, of permanent and

Punishments ; Departments (of government ;) general concern , arranged in like manner .

Evidence ; Fees ; Fines and Forfeitures ; Fugi. IV. A Digest of cases adjudged, in the Courts

tives ; Gaols ; lodians ; Insolvents ; Judiciary (and of the U. States, from the adoption of the

judicial system in all its parts ; ) Land system of Constitusion , to the present time, including

the U.S.; Limitations ; Militia system ; Ministers many adjudications not to be found in books

(consuls and vice -consuls ; ) Miat; Oaths ; Offices ; of reports ; arranged alphabetically ,in a new

Patents ( copyright, inventors ;) Pensioners (inva and perspicuous method, exhibiting as well

Eds,military bounties ;) Post- Office ; Public Debt; the principal matter decided , as incidental

( stocks, banks ; ) Revenue ; ( tonnage, customs, ta opinions.

ritf, taxes ;) Ships and Vessels ; Slaves ( slave V. A DIGEST of cases adjudged, in the Courts

trade ; ) Territories ; Treaties ; &c. of the several States, to the present time, on

M. A Diaest, of all ADJUDGED Cases, in the the same plan. The decisions of the Federal

several Courts of the U. States, since the and State Courts to be separately abridged ;

adoptou of the Federal Constitution to the so that while all the American reports will

present time, arranged underproper heads; be compiled , those in each State , and of the

stating, not only the principal matter decid U. States, will be distinct ; a plan affording

ed, but incidental points and opinions. ( 1 ) obvious advantages.

IV . Entries or Forms of Writs, Declarations, VI. Entries, of Forms, and Precedents, of

Libels, Pleadings, Judgmeuts, &c. in the Writs, Pleadings, Judgments, Appeals,

District, Circuit, and Supreme Courts, of Writs of Error, and other proceedings, in

the U. States, in causes of Admiralt the several Courts of Admiralty, Law and

Equity, and Common Law, and in Criminal Equity , of the U. States.

Proceedings; and upon Appeals, Writs of VII. Fonms relative to Common Assurances,

Error, &c. and the Conveyance of Real and Personal

V. CATALOGUE Or Law Books, comprehending property, &c. in the several States.

the Statutes of the several States, and the The utility of these Summaries ofthe Laws of

U. States; the Reports and Treatises of Law Congress and the several States; Digests ofad

and Jurisprudence , published in each State, judged cases ; and Entries, or Forms; will be

and Foreign Reports, and Treatises, with readily perceived by those conversant with the

prices &c. subject ; and who have not the means or the lei

süre, to procure or examine the voluminous Sta .

( 1 ) With many hundred MS. decisions. tute books, and Law reports at large, -- at this
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time, sufficient to make a considerable library, Books of Reports, foreign and domestick ; their

and yearly accumulating. prices, and where to be procured , so that a

In addition to these heads, ( forming in them library may be more readily made ap, or sup

selves a full and systematick view of the existing plied by orders.

Codes of Law , constitutional, civil and criminal, 10 . of the organization of Courts of Law

ofthe American governments ,) the Register will and Equity in the U, States, and the several

contain , particular and CONTINUING States : the names of Judges and Law Officers

1. NOTICES, of Statute Laws, and Judicial de
in each : the times and places of holding Courts;

cisions, respecting landed and personal PRO. the terms of admitting attornies and counsel

lors &c . and whatever else is peculiar and im
PERTY . in the U. States ; such as relates to

Wills, Conveyances, Descents, Mortgages, &c .
portant in these respects.

It will be observed, that the preceding prospec
and the acquiring or disposing of real and per
sonal Estates, andthe forms to be observed in tus, refers to Summaries and Digests, of Ameri

order to give effect to transactions of this nature,
cun Statutes, Lawsand Decisions ; and the prin

in Courts of Justice, and torender them valid cipal object of the work is, to present, ( what has

between the parties.
hitherto been a desideratum , and is becoming

more and more necessary ) a “ COMPENDIUM of
2. of Laws and Decisions, which relate to

American Statute and Common Law , with
TAXES, and the means to avoid forfeitures; Forms and Precedents,” sufficiently expanded

and of Laws and practices, touching the con

however, to convey to the inquirer, a full and
dition and security of titles, as affected by acts

correct knowledge of the subject under examina
of Limitation, &c.

3. —-in respect to ALIENS, their rights and dis- tion . But besides this, it will contain full ac .

counts of, and references to foreign reports, and
abilities, and the proceedings, and forms to be

judicial intelligence of importance or novelty,
observed for obtaining naturalization .

which may be useful to Judges, Professors of Law ,
4. of Laws and Decisions, respecting Pa

or others in the U. States.
TENTS, Copy -right, &c. and the forms requi

red, insecuring to authors and Inventors their this aREPOSITORY, of all that he deems useful to
And generally , the Editor proposes to make

exclusive rights.

5.of laws and Decisions relative to Bank- the department of “ Law.
be known throughout the Union , falling within

NUPTS and InsoLVENTS, in the several States
It will be perceived, that this is a work not

and U. States; and of legal obstructions or fa- merely designed for Courts and Lawyers; to

cilities, in the recovery of debts.
them indeed it may yield much information , and

6. -of Laws and Decisions, on subjects of certainly relieve them from expense and no small

a ConstiTUTIONAL nature, or of general inter- share of research and trouble, on many occasions :

est as relating to Crimes and Punishments ; to
But the Editor flatters himself, it is a publication

Slavery ; to real and personalEstates : to pero which, if executed as it should be, will prove emi

sonal Injuries; to Creditor and Debtor ;expost nently useful to the people of the U. States at

facto laws, and laws impairing the obligation large .”

of contracts.

7. of Laws, Regulations, and decisions, re
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION .

specting NaviGATIONS, TRADE, and Com.

MERCE, and which immediately concern those “ The work to be in Royal Octavo, each vo

engaged in commercial transactions: such for lume to contain at least 500 pages closely printed .

instance , as relate to Ships, and vessels em
One volume ( entire, or in halves as may be

ployed in the foreign, or coasting trade ; to convenient, ) stitched—will be delivered annually :

Bottomry ; Insurance ;.Charter Parties ; Bills price to Subscribers five dollars a volume, paya

of Exchange ; and promissory Notes, &o. such ble on delivery of the volume, or the first half of

also as respect the customs, and other branches
any volume .

of revenue &c .
Gentlemen who subscribe, will please to ad .

in respect of Publick Lands, Stocks, dress ( POST PAID ) to Mr. David Allinson,

Pensions, Treasury Payments, Military land City of Burlington, New -Jersey, designating their

titles, &c . with directions and forms.
residence-- and where that is much in the interi.

9 . of Law Books, and Law Reports in
or , naming, if convenient, an agent, in some

general : Under this head will be exhibited, place near the Atlantick waters.

coinplete lists of books, comprising the Stat
Notice will be given by the publisher, when

utes of the U. States, and particular States ; | any part of the work is ready for delivery.
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OPINIONS , fith , at the New Jersey Bar, and the knowledge

we possess of his personal character and qualifi

We bave considered the plan and purposes of cations, fully authorize us to say, that the work ,

Mr. Griffith in his prospectus, for the establish- in our opinions, will be conducted in a manner

ment of a periodical “ Law REGISTER, ” in the adequate to its proposed objects, and satisfactory

United States, and do not hesitate to say , they to the publick .

promise a work of great interest and usefulness, The conviction we entertain , on this head , as

to all persons, engaged in prosecuting or admin- well as our high respect and regard for the Edi

istering the law.
tor, induce us to hope that his undertaking, will

Ifnothing more had been proposed, but a Sum- meet with encouragement as ample, as it must

mary of the Federal and State systems of juris- prove laborious and useful; and more especially ,

prudence , including legal adjudications, prece. we recommend it to the patronage of the Amer.

dents, and practical directions, that of itself, if ac.ican Bar.

complished , would undoubtedly, be a very im RICAD. STOCKTON . Jos. M'ILVAINE.

portant acquisition to the Bar, and the Publick .
AARON OGDEN . CHARLES Ewing .

But it is as a Periodical Generul Repository of Lucius H. STOCKTON . GARRET D. WALL.

law intelligence, that the intended Register ap SAML . L. SOUTITARD .

pears to us to possess peculiar attraction . The

multiplicity and diversity of municipal authorities Trenton , Nov. 14th 1820.

and legal regulation in the United States, respec

ting persons and things, are immense ; and ne We have read Mr. Griffith's Prospectus of a

cessarily so, arising out of the condition and cir. Periodical Work, to be entitled “ The Law Reg

cumstances of so many governments and judica- ister of the United States.” The utility of such

tures ; yet, from a community of rights and ob- a publication will readily be perceived by the

ligations among the citizens of the Union , they practising Lawyer, in every part of the union : and

operate more or less upon all . its many advantages are fully pointed out, by the

A publication designed , periodically, to collect, i very respectable gentlemen who have signed the

methodize and condense , from bulky volumes preceding papers.(1) We beg leave to unite with

and scattered memorials, these multiplied and them in recommending it to the 'American Pub

varying materials, and to serve as a history and lick, and, in their wishes for its success . Mr.

record of passing legislation, and judicial opinions, Griffith is personally known to most of us ; and

cannot but prove highly useful, we think almost to all, by the high rank he holds among the dis

indispensable, to practising Lawyers, and gentle tinguished Jurists of our Country–We there

men engaged in the daily prosecution of foren- fore entertain the fullest confidence, that the

sick and judicial employments.
Law Register, will be entitled to the liberal pa.

The annual Law Register, proposed by Mr. tronage of the Profession, and add to the reputa

Griffith, seems predicated upon this practical
tion, which that gentleman now so deservedly

basis, and promises, at a very moderate expense ,

possesses.

to accomplish these results : Indeed, so obvious is Rich. Harison. David B. OGDEN.

the utility of the design , on its face, as to make Thos. ADDIS EMMET. Joun Wells.

it quite unnecessary to specify more particularly S. Jones .
SANL. BOYD.

the reasons which induce us, to express our en Jos. OGDEN HOFFMAN .

tire approbation of it , and to wish for the estab

lishment of the Register, as a permanent and New York, December 21st, 1820 .

widely extended Law Book . The only question

that can be made is, upon the erecution of the ( 1 ) Alluding also to the opinion of Jared In

extensive plan which is delineated, in the pro- gersoll, Wm. Rawle, Ch . Channcey, Horace

posals submitted by the Editor, and on this point, Binney, William Meredith and John Sergeunt,

we think no apprehension need be felt. Esqrs. expressing in very strong and flattering

A long Professional intercourse with Mr. Grif. ' terms, their approbation of the Editors design .

)

CORRECTION.

For No. 14. at page [ 5 ] read No. 17 .
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INDEX. (1 )

( Referring to the marginal Nos of the Questions. )

No. I. STATE OFFICERS.

No.
Governor of the State , who; residence; title; term of office; how app . salary . )

Secretary of state , do . do. do. do, do . 2

Chief Justice, do. do. do. do . do. do . 3

Clerk of Sup. Court, do. do. do.
4

Attorney General, do. do. do . do.
5

Legislature, annual meeting . 6
a

U. STATES OFFICERS AND COURTS.

District Judge U. S. who, residence.

Do. Clerk, do. do .

Do. Attorney, do . do .

Do. Marshal, do. do.

Circuit court, presiding Justice, who ; in what circuit.

District courts, when and where holden.

Circuit, do. do.

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

LAWS, AND LAW BOOKS.

Statutes, prior compilations of ; latest do ; No. of vols ; how quoted .

Publick Laws, in pamphlets since , how obtained.

Digest of state laws ; do . preparing ; by whom .

Reports in state courts ; reporters ; No. vols.; periods ; preparing ; state

reporter.

Digests of, do.

Treatises on Law ; practice of &c. relating to certain officers, or ju

risdictions ; how quoted,

Foreign Law Books, republished ; by whom .

Reports in District, or Circuit courts of U. S.; reporters; No. vols.; pre .

paring ; periods.

Digests, do. do. by whom ; do. do.

Original law books, if any , and what published

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

ATTORNIES AND COUNSELLORS.

Attornies and Counsellors distinction between,

-terms of admission , previous study, examina

tion &c.

of other states .

25

26

Coukts . (2 )

Courts, names of, beginning with the lowest, 27

Style of, respectively, 28

Extent, of territorial jurisdiction, &c . 29

Subjects of jurisdiction (original , ) of each, 30

(1) Note. The questions being the same relative to each state , this Index will

serve for every other, as well as Vermont; except the appendixes : for each of which a

separate index will be given.
(2) See act Nov. 1 , 1821. p. 4. Vermont.



iv. INDEX
.

No.

31

32

33

Courts, subjects of jurisdiction, partly original, and part appellant.

- of appellant jurisdiction , only.

of equity, or equity and law, how organized,

appeals from , how carried up,

State Printer, who,

Book Seilers, principal , at seat of government.

34

35

36

9

No. II . CONVEYANCE BY DEED.

Deed of freehold estates, what most usual, 1

Possession under, how passed, 2

Technical words, if necessary ; or if construed by the intent,
3 , 4

Formalities of execution ; No. witnesses ; sealing ; scrolls, &c. - 5, 6, 7,8

Acknowledgment, (proof,) and recording, if necessary, as between par

ties,

Subsequent purchasers, and mortgagees ; how affected, if omitted ;notice,

effect of, 10

Feme covert, conveyance by, of her own estate , or dower ; if a bar to her

and her heirs, 11

How executed by her, if jointly, or separately from husband, at election , 12

Private examination of ; if necessary , 13

Officers, before whom, to be taken in the state,
14

Form of the officers certificate, of examination, and acknowledgment, 15

Dower of feme, if barred by alienation &c. of husband, or by sale on execu

tion &c . 16

Peculiar laws respecting dower, if any , 17

Acknowledgments and proofs of Deeds, (generally,) what officers may

take them , I 8

Form of Certificate of acknowledgment, (the grantor or mortgagor not be

ing covert , )
19

Form of Certificate of officer, when execution proved, by witnesses, 20

Subscription of the names, of grantors or witnesses to the acknowledg

ment, or depositions, if necessary , 21

Seal of the officer , if necessary to the certificate, in either case,
22

Quaker &c. being a witness, form of affirmation ,
23

Grantor, mortgagor, or witness in another state, or territory, what officer

there, may take acknowledgment, or proofs of execution,
24

Proof of being such officer, to be annexed to the certificates, what necessary, 25

Grantors , or witnesses, dead, removed, or residence unknown, what se

condary proofs of execution, allowed, 26

Do. do. in a foreign country, living or dead , what provisions for proof

&c . in such country ,

Deeds and mortgages recorded, if copies evidence , by whom exemplified, 28

Mortgages priority of, between mortgagees, how settled,
29

Time for recording of, what allowed , as against subsequent mortgagees,

Deeds of mortgage, if acknowledged , proved &c . in all respects as other

deeds,
31

Generally, what other requisites than before mentioned, to make deeds

32
and mortgages valid &c .

-

27

30
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No. III . JUDGMENTS ( Execution . )

No.

Judgments, if a lien on lands ; sale oflands ; if allowed, 33

Lien of a Judgment, when it attaches, against alienation of the debtor, .34

Priority of liens, between judgment creditors ; how determined, by prior

ity of judgment, or execution,
35

Judgment, effect of, on after acquired land, 36

In respect of chattels, priority, between judgment creditors ; if by first

judgment, or first execution, &c . 37

Debtor's right to sell chattels, if barred or not, before execution , 38

Judgments in Inferiour courts, effect of, against alienations by debtor, or

upon judgments by creditors, out of the jurisdiction, 39

Judgments, a general lien on all det'ts lands ; when , and in what court, 40

Execution at once in every county, if allowed ; if not, whether subsequent

judgments and executions may obtain a preference, in other counties, 41

Execution against lands , immediate on judgment ; or not ; if sale allow

ed , conditions of payment, 42

Deed of the officer, if delivered without previous acknowledgment in, or

confirmation by the court ; summary redress for fraud, or irregular

ity, if any , 43

Previous appraisement to sale, if required ; selling for less , effect of &c.

Levari facias, elegit, extent, if such executions in use, 45

Stop laws, what laws or regulations if any, impeding, or impairing the

creditors remedy, on execution , 46

Security in such case, against intermediate waste, and forth coming of the

property levied on ,

Redemption of lands sold ; if allowed to debtor ; time and terms of, 48

Judgments by confession , on warrant of attorney ; if entered in vacation, 49

If the debt not due, is judgment valid , or not,
50

In such case, is the judgment a lien, against subsequent judgments, fol

lowed by execution,
51

Judgment reversed, effect of, if the land reverts, or what is debtors remedy, 52

Ca. Sa. if allowed in the first instance, at election of party, 53

Bail, how liable, if for the debt, or exonerated by surrender,
ibid ,

Imprisonment for debt, if for any sum ; persons exempted,
54

Ca. Sa. regulated generally by the common law, or how varied , 55

Exemption, of personal property from execution ; what allowed, 56

47

No, IV. INSOLVENT LAW.

57

58

Insolvent law, if a standing one ; what debts if any , not within it.

Length of time, required to obtain a discharge ; trial ofpetition, by court

or jury,

Actual confinement on execution, if necessary ; or if debtor may petition

atany time,

Peculiar provisions, in regard to insolvents, what,

59

60

No. V. WILLS, &c.

Wills of freehold interests,; if allowed, &e .
61
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67

70

No.

Formalities of execution ; what required, in respect ofwitnesses, co-attes

tation, sealing &c.
62

Revocation of Wills of land, formalities required, what, 63

Stat. 29 Car. II . c. 3 ; if adopted or how varied,
64

Probate ofWills , before what officer or court ; conclusive on heir, or not, 65

Proof of, how made ; by the witnesses, or oath of ex’rs. in first instance, 66

Will and inventory , in what office registered ; office copies, if evidence ,

Testament , of personalty, formalities of execution ; what required, 68 , 69

Ex’rs and adm’rs, having letters testamentary , or of adm’n in another

state ; if entitled to sue,

If not, what is to be done, to enable them to sue, 71

Exemplifications
of wills and testaments, in other states ; if evidence, or

must original be produced , and proved,
72

Foreign wills and testaments, how proved to be evidence ; what provi

sions concerning, by statutes .

No. VI. DESCENTS.

Inheritances in fee simple, how descendible , among lineal heirs,

How among collaterals. 75

How, in respect of half blood ; if common law governs,

Common law, when it prevails , in descents, 77

Peculiar laws, respecting descents ; if any, 78

73

74

76

79

80

No. VII . DISTRIBUTION, (on intestacy.)

Surplusage on intestacy ; how distributed , between the widow , children ,

and their representatives,

Collaterals on intestacy ; bow distribution among ,

Ştat . 23 Car. II . c . 10. & 29 Car. II . c . 30. of distribution, how adopted,

or varied,

No. VIII . ENTAILS : DOWER : CURTESY.

Estates tail , and incidents of,

If abolished, converted into fees, or mmodified,

How barred , by the tenant &c.

Dower and Curtesy ; if the common law governs , or how altered,

-
.81

82

83

84

85

86

87

No. IX. LIMITATION OF SUITS .

Lands , what adverse possession bars action , of the owner,

Exceptions ; what savings, by reason of impediments , in favour of owner,

or his heirs,

What, in favour of foreigners , or citizens of other states,

Construction of these statutes ; if according to English decisions,

Peculiar laws, relative to limitations,

Debts and personal suits ; length of time to bar action,

What savings,

What, in favour of foreigners; or citizens of other states,

88

89

90

91

92

93

No. X. TAXES.

Lands ofnon -residents ; if sold for taxes,

Notice of sale ; what to contain,

94

95
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Officer, to give notice,

Notice, length of time, and in what places, -

Deed, on sale ; absolute, or conditional,

Redemption, when allowed ; terms of ; at what office,

Vest in the state ; in what case, and when redeemable,

Non -residents ; how to prevent sales, and forfeitures,

No.

96

97

98

99

100

101
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No. XI. MISCELLANEOUS.

Restraint ofalienation , by debtor pendente lite, ifallowed , and how, 102

Bail ; creditor, when entitled to, ibid.

Letters of attorney , concerning lands, made in other states, or foreign

parts ; how authenticated , to be evidence, 103

Aliens ; if capable to take lands by descent, or purchase generally ; or in

what special cases , 104

Administration ; guardianship ; right to, how regulated,
105

Guardians, appointed by will ; if allowed ,
106

Payment of debts by ex'rs and adm’rs ; order of, 107

Lands, sale of on judgment, against ex’rs or adm'rs ; if allowed, 108

Preference, by ex’rs and adm’rs confessing judgment, do. ibid .

Joint-tenancy, in lands ; as at common law ,or how modified ,
109

Sealing or not ; effect and operation of, in respect to instruments ; ifcom

mon law governs ; or how changed,
110

Scrolls ; equivalent to wax , or not, - 111

Bastards, if under common law disabilities ; or in what respect not, 112

Antiouptial children ; if legitimated, by marriage of parents, 113

Alluvion , if the common law prevails,
114

Fisheries ; rights to in front of the soil , what, 115 , 116

Fraudulent conveyances, to defeat creditors and purchasers ; Stats. of

13 & 27 Eliz . against ; if in force, or what provisions, 117

Statute of Frauds, &c . 29 Car. II . c . 3. if in force,
118

Uses, Stat. of 27 Hen. VIII , or similar provision ; if in force,
119

Uses and Trusts ; English law respecting, if in force, 120

Baron and Feme, rights of respectively ; if regulated by the English law,

generally,
121

Usury, rate of interest, what, 122

Laws against Usury ; what, 123

Book accounts ; how recoverable ; for what things furnished ; what pre

liminary proof, of Books &c. 124

Interest on, when recoverable ,
125

Bills of Exchange ; Promissory notes ; if regulated by the law of England

generally, 126

Demand, and notice, to drawer , or endorser of non -acceptance, or non

payment ; how necessary, before resort, &c .
127

Protest, of non-acceptance, or non-payment ; ifnecessary ,on inland bills,

and notes, 128

Pecuiiar law ; or regulations, respecting negotiable bills, and notes,
129

Damages, what recoverable on protest, of foreign bills , &c .

Divorce ; a vinculis ; for what causes ; by what court ; cause of, to arise in

the state and parties be resident, or not,
131

-

1

1

130
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No.

Attachment ; foreign and domestick , against absent, or absconding debt

ors ; if allowed, 132

Landlord and Tenant ; distress for rent, if allowed,
133

Sett- offs ; how provided for,
134

Choses in action ; other than billsand notes ; assignee how to sue ; liabil .

ity over &c . 135

Common law, in respect of ; if it governs, or how modified,
136

Life Estates ; tenants for : their rights and liabilities, if as at common law ,

or how, 137

Decrees in Chancery ; how executed , when for money, or on foreclosure

of mortgages ; process of execution, to what officer directed, 138

Insolvent Estates ; testators, or intestates insolvent ; creditors paid pro

rata, or how , 139

Publick or Proprietory lands ; if any for sale ; how applied for,
140

English Law Books ; if read in the state courts ; under what restrictions,

if any, -
141

-

INDEX, TO THE APPENDIX OF VERMONT.

1

( Referring to the marginal numbers. )

RULES OF THE SUPREME COURT OF VERMONT.

Entering actions, when,

Appeal causes, when to be heard ; on what pleadings,
2

Delivering copies, of pleadings to the court, on error brought, or demurrer, 3

Do. do. of bills, answers, pleas, and demurrers in equity, 4

Motions to continue causes ; when and how to be inade,
5

Clerk's fees, and duty , on continuance of a cause,
6

Do. his duty and fees, on orders for publication, in newspapers, 7

Pltff. in error, when to enter record of the judgment, and how certified, 8

Bills , petitions, and decrees in chancery , to be signed &c. by solicitor, 9

Briefs for the court, on arguments, by whom, and how to be made out, 10

Do. do. in chancery causes, 11

Suits in chancery, against non -residents, notice, how to be given, 12

Original causes, plea and replication in , when to be delivered, 13

Guardians, petitioning to sell real estate , publication how made,
14

Attornies of county courts, admission of, to sup. court, how, 15

Do. do. applying to be admitted solicitors, in chancery, how, 16

Do. of sup. court, applying to be solicitors, how,
17

Do. do. not to be bail, in sup. court, or chancery, 18

CORRECTIONS .

At No. 15. p. 8. in theform strike out, after husband , the mark of parenthesis.

No. 21. p . 9. in answer, read “ affidavit. ”

No. 82. p . 15. after barred ,' place a semicolon .



ix .

VERMONT. Postscript, to follow after
P. 26 .

RULES OF SUP. COURT.

Since the article for Vermont was printed, the following alterations,

and additions to the Rules of the Sup. Court of Vermont, made in De

cember Term , 1821 , have been received.

5th Rule-at the end add, “ And if the motion is founded on the absence of

a witness, the affidavit shall state the name and place of residence of

the witness , and the substance of the testimony expected from him . "

6th . Instead of 50 cents, the clerk's fee for filing affidavit to be 25 cents .

10th . Altered, so as to exclude " heads of argument, ” in briefs.

12th . For confession , read concession.

13th . Omitted.

15th. For law term, read stated term.

The following are new rules adopted at the above term .

New trials on discovery of new evidence , how proceeded for .

1. " That every petition or motion for new trial, founded upon the discovery

of new evidence , be accompanied with a statement of the preceding trial

and the evidence given upon that trial, so far as to show the applicability of

the evidence relied upon as new discovered, and also with the affidavit of the

party and witnesses."

Dilatory Pleas, proceedings on .

2.“ That all dilatory pleas in actions originally entered in this Court, shall be

filed with the clerkby the opening of the court on the second day of the first

term, to which the plaintiff shall reply on the opening of the court the fourth

day."

Pleading, on 5th Proviso of 3d sec . Jud'y act, es in Error, when .

3. " That in all actions, brought pursuant to the fifth proviso in the third sec

tion of the Judiciary act ; the defendant shall plead by the opening of the court

on the third day of the first term , to which plea the plaintiff shall reply by

the opening of the court on the fourth day of the term ; and that, in all cases

in error, the defendant's plea shall be filed with the Clerk by the opening of

the court, on the third day of the first term ."

Pleadings, in other actions, how put in .

4.“ Thae in all other actions, all pleas shall be filed with the Clerk within

thirty days after the first day of the first term . Replications shall be filed
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within twenty days after the expiration of the said thirty days; and twenty

days shall be allowed to each party for filing every succeeding plea, until the

pleadings are closed, and each party shall file his plea with the Clerk , within

the twenty days allowed to him for that purpose."

Examining witnesses, how by counsel.

5.66 That in any trial at law, of an issue of fact, no witness shall be exam

ined by more than one counsel on each side.”

Exceptions to opinion of court, within what time to be presented.

6. “ That all exceptions to any opinion of the Court on any trial of an issue of

fact, shall be drawn up by the party excepting, and presented to the Court for

allowance within forty - eight hours, after the verdict or other decision of issue

of fact.”

Files of Court, not to be taken out of office.

7. “ That no files, or other record of the Court, be suffered by the Clerk to

be taken out of his office ."

Depositions on trial of causes, to be kept in Clerks office.

8. “ That all depositions read on the trial of any cause , shall be lodged with

the Clerk, and remain in his office subject to the inspection of both parties. "

Form of depositions not excepted to at trial, no exception after.

9. “ That whenever a deposition is read on the trial of any cause, without any

exception to the caption or form of taking, no exception shall thereafter be

taken to the caption or form of taking such deposition .”

CONVEYANCES.

In explanation of answers to the 2d and 9th questions, (under No. II. Con

veyances, p. 7,, my correspondent suggests, that it may be proper to give the

words of the Stat. which make the conveyance though not acknowledged and

Tecorded , valid as between the parties. In this respect, the Statute , after en

umerating the requisites as to the manner of executing a deed &c. enacts,

" That no deed &c. shall be good and effectual in law to hold such lands, &c.

against any other person or persons but the grantor or grantors and their

heirs only, unless the deed or deeds thereof be acknowledged and recorded as

aforesaid .”

He adds, " the other requisites of the Statute, which require sealing and

witnessing by two witnesses, though necessary as between the original par

ties at law, in order to passing the estate, yet an instrument -wanting any

or all these requisites, ( except signing , would be sufficient to induce the

Court of equity to decree a conveyance."
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REGULATIONS OF THE BAR IN VERMONT.

The same “ General Regulations for the Gentlemen of the Bar, " exist in

the state of Vermont, as in New Hampshire, (see appendic to N. H. ) except

that the words in italick in the 9th rule, are repealed ; and the 17th rule, my

correspondent remarks, “ is not in force "

STATE OFFICERS.

It appears, by the Vermont “ Register and Farmer's Almanack” publish

ed by Walton at Montpelier for the year 1822 , that the Hon .C. P Van Ness,

has been appointed Chief J. of the Sup. Court. (see p. 1 , No. 3. post.)

pln the note, ( post. p . 28, preceding New Hampshire ) on the propriety

of publishing these articles of state law and regulation " in the form adopted ,

I have mentioned my communications, as being received from gentlemen of

the Bar only ; it is proper for me to say, that several of them are from per

sons in high judicial stations. I have with no small degree of solicitation

endeavoured, to prevail on my respectable correspondents to allow me to men

tion, to whom the publick will be indebted for this gratuitous service, as well

in justice to themselves , as to give a sanction to the statements received .

Except in a very few instances, and in these with great reluctance, I have

notbeen able to succeed : my intention at present is, to postpone a reference to

any of the gentlemen ; first, in the hope of obtaining the consent of all , and

secondly, that they may have an opportunity of revising what is published,

before any notice is taken of the source from which it is derived.

Ed.
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VERMONT.

[1821 , 2] STATE LAW , AND REGULATIONS. 1

NO.I. STATE OFFICERS. criminal; there is a clerk of this court

in each of the counties ,app . annually

1. Who is Governor of your state : | by the court.

his residence : title : term of office : 5. Who is Attorney General : his

how appointed : and salary ? residence : term of office : how ap

A. RICHARD SKINNER, Manchester , pointed ?

Bennington c. title, “ Governor and A. There is nonembut an Attorney

commander in chief in and over the for the State in each of the counties,

state of Vermont, ” term of office 1 app. annually by the legislature.

year,app. by thepeople, salary $ 750. 6. What place is the seat of Gov.

2. Who is Secretary of State : his ernment in your State: when does

vesidence : term of office : how ap- the legislature first assemble there ?

pointed ? A. MONTPELIER, Washington c :

A. WILLIAM SLADE jr . Middlebu- assembles annually 2d thursday in

ry, Addison c. term of office 1 year, October .

app. by the legislature.

3. Who is Chief Justice of the Su UNITED STATES OFFICERS .

preme Court of law, or of law and

cquity: his residence : term of office :
7. Who is District Judge : his res

how appointed : salary ? idence : if two Districts, the name

A. DUDLEY CHACE : Randolph, Or- and res. of each Judge ?

ange c. term of office 1 year, app. A. ELIJAH PAINE : Williamstown ,

the legislature, salary $ 1000.

style of court, “the supreme court,

Orange c .

and Court of Chancery."

8. Who is Clerk of the District

4. Who are Clerks of the Superior court: his residence: iftwoDistricts,

orSupremeCourt ; and of the Court the clerk and residence of each ?

of appeals and error, in the last re- A. Jesse Gove : Rutland, Rutland c.

sort : their residence : term of office ?
9. Who is District Attorney : his

4.The supreme court, is the courtof residence: iftwoDistricts,theattor.

appeals and error in the last resort, ney and residence of each ?

and has also in many cases original A. WILLIAM A. GRISWOLD : Bur.

jurisdiction in suits both civil and lington, Chittenden c.

1



[1821 , 2.] VERMONT. ŠTATE LAW, AND REGULATIONS.

10. Who is Marshal: his resi-l individual, who may undertake to

dence : if two districts , the Marshal collect them.

and residence of each ?
16. Is there any Digest of the State

A. HEMAN ALLEN : Burlington , Laws, and by whom : or any in pre

Chittenden c. paration ?

11. What Justice of the Supreme A. None has been published , nor is

Court of the U. States holds the Cir- any known to be in preparation.

cuit courts in your State : what states 17. Are there any Reports of cases

compose the circuit ?
in your State Courts : who are the

A. BROCKHOLST LIVINGSTON : New reporters : what number of volumes :

Tork Connecticut and Vermont ; com- during whatperiods : are any in pre

pose the 2nd Circuit. paration : is there a state reporter :

12. At what times and places, are his nameand residence ?

the District courts of the U.S. held A. In 1793 Nathaniel Chipman Esq.

in your State ? then chiefjusticeofthe supreme court,

A. Windsor 27th May, Rutland 10th published a small volume of reports,

October . comprising a period from 1789 to

13. At what times and places, are 1791 inclusive; the same volume con

the Circuit Courts of the U. States tains dissertations on the statute a

holden ? dopting the common law ofEngland ,

A. Windsor 21st May, Rutland 3d the statute of conveyances, the statute

October .
of off -sets, and on the negotiability of

notes, with an appendix containing

LAWS- LAW BOOKS. forms &c. This is a valuable little

volume, but nearly out of print : it is

14. What number of volumes does well known that the author has since

the compiled body of your Statute law taken many reports and notes of ca

consist of: in what year does it com- ses, and it has been hoped , that he

mence : up to what time is the last would publish a new edition of this

compilation : by what name is it quo- book, including his reports & c . taken

ted ?
since , but this is uncertain .

A. It consists of 3 volumes ; the first
In 1804 , John Simmons published

Statutes were passed in 1779, and a small volume offorms,entitled the

from timeto time, down to 1797; they | however nevercame into general use ,
Gentleman's Law Magazine, which

were then revised by the legislature and is now out of print.

and published : were again revised and is now out of print.

in 1808 and published in 2 volumes ,
In 1809 and 1810, Royall Tyler,

though part were bound in one.
chief justice of the supreme court,

In

1817, those subsequently passed, cases decided in the supreme court of
published two volumes of Reports of

were collected and published in an Vermont in the years 1800, 1 , 2, 3. ( 1 )

additional volume. They are quoted

Ver . Stat. 1 , 2 , 3 , vol.

( 1 ) The gentleman who favoured ine with

15. Can the publick Laws con- these answers, observes, “ that these cases have

tained in pamphlets, be procured : been found to be so inaccurately and unfaith

where and ofwhom ? fully reported , that they are rarely cited , and

A. They are printed by different
never relied on as authorities, even in our own

courts : nor are the decisions made while he

printers, and probably cannot be pro- presided in the court, at all regarded as law

cured, except by application to some l in this state."

1

.
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About the year 1813, Thomas A. None, except those previously no

Greene Fessenden , published a vol- ticed .

ume under the title of the law of Pa

tents, of which he is now about pub ATTORNIES- COUNSELLORS .

lishing a second enlarged edition . In

1815 the same gentleman published 24. Is there any distinction in the

avolume offorms, entitled the Amer- profession of Attorney and Counsel

ican Clerk's Companion , and Attor- lor : in what does it consist ?

ney's Prompter.
A. There is none, except that be

In 1820 , William Brayton , a judge tween attornies of the supreme court

of the supreme court, published a and solicitors in chancery, and attor

volume of Reports of cases adjudg- nies of the county courts.

ed in the supreme court of the state 25. By whom are Attornies, or

of Vermontin the years 1815, 1816, Counsellors admitted : on what pre

1817 , 1818 and 1819. cited Bray- vious term ofstudy, or examination :

ton's Reports. on admission to one court, do they

18. Is there any Digest of Cases in practice in all : are their names re

your State Courts ; by whom : what gistered , and where ?

number of volumes : or any in pre- A. Attornies are admitted in the

paration ? county courts , to practice in such

A. None, nor any in preparation . courts : persons of a publick educa

19. Are there any Treatises, on tion , are required to study three

the law or practice of law in your years in the office of somepractising

State: or applicable to particular attorney ; and persons of a private

Officers, or Jurisdictions: their titles education , having been by previous

and how quoted ? study qualified to enter college, may

4. None. be admitted to the practice after five

20. Have any Foreign law books years study : an admission in one

been republished in your state : what, county , authorizes the party admit

andby whom ? ted to practice in every other county.

A. None. Attornies of the supreme court and

21. Are there any Reports of Cases solicitors in chancery, are admitted

in the District or Circuit Courts of after three years respectable prac

the U. States, in your State : who is tice in the county court, provided

reporter: what number of volumes: they are found qualified, on exami

during what period ? nation by a committee appointed by

4. None. the court.

22. Is there any Digest of adjud 26. On what conditions, are attor

ged cases in thoseCourts, or either nies and counsellors from other states

of them, or any rules of practice ? | admitted to practice law , in your

(rules requested .) State ?

4. There is no digest of adjudged A. By the rules of the bar, attornies

cases. Rules of practice have been and counsellors from other states, in

adopted in the circuit and supreme which the same term of study is re

courts. The rules forwarded. ( To be quired, and in which the same comi

given in appendix .)
ty is extended to attornies from this

23. Haveany books been composed , state, are recommended for admis

and published in your State, on law , sion to the respective courts, withouť

ør legal subjects of any kind ?
any previous study here.
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COURTS. ( 1 ) jurisdiction, and holds sessions in

each of the counties. Civil suits be.

27. What are the names of thesev - tween citizens of the state, must be

eral courts in your State, beginning commenced in a county where one of

with the lowest ?
the parties resides. If deft. only be

A. Courts of Justices of the peace ; a citizen , he must be sued in his own

of probate ; county courts in the sev- county. If neither party be a citi

eral counties ; the supreme court ; zen, the suit may be commenced in

and court of chancery . any county in the state .

28. Their style or title, (as Justi The county courts have jurisdic

ces of the Supreme or Superior tion strictly speaking, only in their

Court ; & c. )
respective counties. Yet suits of a

A. “Justices of thesupremecourt ;" transitory nature , may be commen

"Judges ofthe county court;" " Judg- ced in any county court in the state ,

es of probate ; ” “ Justices of the with the same limitation as to citi

peace."
zens and strangers, as in the supreme

29. The extent of their several ter- court. Justices of the peace are coun

ritorial jurisdictions : how classed, ty officers , having however civil ju

into circuits, &c. ?
risdiction to the amount of fifty - three

A. The supreme court has general dollars in personal actions general

( 1 ) Since receiving the replies under this the third tuesday of July ; at Montpelier, in

head , the gentleman who communicated and for the county of Washington , on the

them , has transmitted to me an act passed first tuesday next following the fourth tues

by the legislature of Vermont, Nov. 1 1821 , day of July ; at Chelsea, in and for the coun.

as follows :
ty of Orange, on the third tuesday next fol

AN ACT, Making further provisions in the lowing the fourth tuesday of July ; at Wood

Judiciary department , and for repealing cer- stock , in and for the county of Windsor, on

tain acts and parts of acts therein mentioned .
the fifth tuesday next following the fourth

Secr . 1.— It is bereby enacted by the General | tuesday of July ; at Newfane, is and for the

Assembly of the state of Vermont,-that from county of Windham , on the seventh tuesday

and after the passing of this act, the supreme next following the fourth tuesday of July

court of judicature shall be annually holden And it shall be sufficient in any process issued

by two or more of the judges of said court, by, or returnable to said court, in the proceed .

for the trial of all questions of law and fact, ings thereof to style the sąnie , as the tuesday

in and for the several counties in this state , of the month on which the said court shall

at the times and places following : viz . At actually commence its sitting. And all ques .

St. Albans, for the counties of Franklin and tions of fact, when the parties shall so agree,

Grand Isle, on the last tuesday save one, in shall be tried by the court.

December ; at Burlington , in and for the Sec . 2. - And it is bereby further enacted

county of Chittenden , on the first tuesday of That said court shall have , and take cogni

January ; at Middlebury in and for the coun .
zance of all complaints, informations, indici

ly of Addison, on the third tuesday ofJanua. ments, actions, suits, and every other matter

ry ; at Rutland , in and for the county of Ruc. or thing, in law , or equity, that are now pen

land, on the first tuesday next following the ding in the supreme court of judicature, in

fourth ruesday of January; at Bennington and the several counties in this state-and the

Manchester, alternately, in and for the coun . same, and all appeals, writs, recognizances,

ty of Bennington , beginning at Bennington and every other matter or thing, that shoald

on the third tuesday next following the fourth be returned or entered at the supreme court of

tuesday of January ; at Irasburgh , in and for Judicature, at the times and places heretofore

the county of Orleans, on the first tuesday of by law appointed : and all persons and par

July ; at Guildhail, in and for the county of ties that may be required to appear, or aitend,

Essex , on the second tuesday of July ; at Dan at such times and places, shall be returned

ville, in and for the county of Caledonia, on 1 andentered, appear and have day, in said
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ly , but with some exceptions. Suits , and causes of action of a civil nature,

may be commenced before them with excepting such as are cognizable be

the same restrictions as to residence fore a Justice of the Peace, actions

ofthe parties, as in the higher courts. on bonds conditioned for the pay

The state is divided into probate ment of money , or jail bonds, actions

districts, of which there are general- of debt on judgment, debt on recog

ly two in each county ; in each of nizance , or actions on bills, notes,

which a judge of probate is appoint- liquidated accounts, or on book ac

ed , havingjurisdiction of the probate counts . In the actions excepted, an

of wills, and settlement of estates. appeal lies to the supreme court in

30. Which have original jurisdic- favour of either party , which is al

tion , and over what subjects respec- lowed by the county court on motion

tively ? of the party, and entering a recogni

1. The supreme court has original zance to prosecute the appeal, &c.

and exclusive jurisdiction of all capi In all other actions, if commenced

tal and other high crimes and mis- at the county court, defendant on

demeanors, and of all civil suits in motion made, on or before the third

favour of the state. It has also ori- day of the return term of the writ,

ginal jurisdiction concurrent with the may remove the cause to the supremo

several county courts, of all actions court, in which case no proceedings

6

court, at the next term thereof, in said coun Sec. 6 — And it is bereby further enacted

ties respectively , as are appointed in this act . That the secretary of state be , and is hereby

Sec . 3.- And it is bereby further enacted- directed to cause this act to be published in

That all original writs , returnable to the su all the Newspapers printed in this state, as

preme court of Judicature,may be signed by soon as may be . "

the clerks, or either of the judges of the said Note.- My correspondent remarks, that

court, or by any judge of the county court, or the alterations produced, result more from

by a justice of the peace. the repeal of certain preceding acts , than from

Sec 4. - And it is bereby further enaeted the provisions apparent on the face of the act .

That either of the chancellors of the court of As 1st . That the jurisdiction of Justices will

Chancery , ay , at any time in vacation, extend to $ 100 in most cases.

make all orders and decrees, and issue all2. That the county court will have exclusive

writs and processes, necessary or proper to original jurisdiction in all civil actions , ex

be made or issued , preparatory to the final cept those in favour of the state.

hearing of any suit in chancery, reversible at 3 That a review will be allowed to each par

the next term of said court, in which said ty in the county court , or an appeal to the

suit is pending supreme court ; and a review in that court,

Suc. 5.— And it is bereby further enacted unless there has been a verdict twice one

Thai an act, entitled “ an act , in alteration way.

and amendment of an act, entitled an act , 4. That only one term of the supreme court,

constituting the supreme court of judicature , can be held in each county ; and the atten.

and county courts, defining their powers and dance of two of the judges made requisite

regulating judicial proceedingswand of an act at jury trials.

entitled an act making further provisions The effect of all which he adds, is , the abol

in the judiciary department,” passed Nov. 10, ishing the nisi prius system , blending the law

1820 - and an act entitled “ an act in amend- and jury terms and proceedings and chance:

ment to an act entitled an act, constituting ry , together in one term.

the supreme court of judicature , and county It is proper to add, that the letter commu.

courts, defining their powers, and regulating nicating this , is written with no view to a

judicial proceedings,” passed Nov. 16, 1819 ; precise analysis of the act and its consequen.

and also all other acts and parts of acts con ces , but as presenting some of its general

trary to the provisions of this act, be, and features, and I may not quite understand the

the same are hereby repealeda writer's letter in this statement of it,
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can be had on the action in the court however file his bill in term , and take

below, but the cause proceeds de novo an order of notice : and where de

in the supreme court. If deft. does fendant is beyond the reach of pro

not remove the cause as above, the cess of the court, one of the chancel

judgment ofthe county court is final. lors in the vacation , may prescribe

A writ of error or certiorari lies in all the mode of notice. The county court

cases , from the county to the supreme may however by statute , chancer

court, and the latter in cases proper, bonds & c . or prescribe the time of

from a justices court. In all cases, redemption, in ejectment on mort

an appeal on motion merely, lies from gages & c .

a justice's court to the county court. 34. What methods are used by

31. Which have partly original, parties aggrieved, to carry up judg

and partly appellant jurisdiction ; ments from Inferior Courts ?

over what subjects, and from what A. This may be done by an appeal,

courts ?
on motion of the party aggrieved, or

A. Answered above.
by writ of error , or in cases proper,

32. Which have appellant juris- by writ of certiorari.

diction only, from what courts, and

in what cases ?

MISCELLANEOUS .
A. We have no courts which have

appellate jurisdiction only.

33. Which are courts of equity,
35. Who is State Printer : and his

and which of law ; or exercising both residence ?

equitable and legal powers : are the A. We have no state printer. The

proceedings by bill and Subpæna, as legislature from year to year , and

in the English chancery ? sometimes for a longer time farm out

A. The supreme court is the only the state printing at discretion .

court which, strictly speaking, is a 36. Who is the principal Book -sel

court of Equity, and this exercises ler at the seat of Government ?

both legal and equitable powers. The A. Goss is a printer, and prin

ordinary mode of proceeding is by cipal book -seller, at the seat of go

bill and subpæna. The plaintiffmay verament. ( Montpelier . )
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No. II. CONVEYANCE BYDEED, & c. | tion of common assurances , gove

erned generally by the rules of com

1. What is the kind of Deed, most mon law ; or by the intent ascertain

in use in your State, for the con- ed from the whole instrument, as

veyance of estates in fee , and of free- upon wills ?

hold interests : is it that of bargain 1. The construction ofcommon as

and sale ?
surances, is governed generally by

4. It is : the form , is that of a deed the rules of the common law ; their

poll. operation may probably in many in

2. Does the legal possession , where stances, be controlled by statute .

the grantor is seized, pass to the 5. Are attesting witnesses, and

grantee , without livery of seizen , or how many, required to conveyances

any other act to be performed by ei- by deed of real estate in fee, or for

ther party ; and is this by operation life ; and whether absolute, or by

of the statute of uses, by any local way of mortgage?

acts, or by usage ? A. Two attesting witnesses are re

A. When the grantor is seized , the quired in all cases , in all conveyan

legal possession passes to the gran- ces by deed of real estate in fee, for

tee, without livery of seizen, or any life, or leases for a term ofmore than

other ceremony of the law ; this is one year, whether absolute or con

by statute : but in order to this, the ditional.

method of executing the Deed point 6. Must the deed be sealed ?

ed out by the statute must be pursu- A Deeds must be sealed.

ed ; that is, the deed must be signed 7. Is a scroll sufficient ?

and sealed by the party granting the A. A scroll is not sufficient.

same ; be signed by two ormore wit 8. Are the common law requisites,

nesses : must be acknowledged by for the formal perfection of Deeds

the grantor or grantors before a jus- or common law assurances, altered

tice of the peace ; and recorded at in practice or by statute, in any par

length in the office of the clerk of the ticulars in your state ?

town in which the lands &c. lie. A. Acknowledging and recording,

3. In the creation of estates in fee, are added by the statute, to the com

or fee tail, are technical words ne- mon law requisites.

cessary, as “heirs and assigns," or 9. Is it necessary to the validity

“ heirs ofthe body ? ” of a Deed , as between the parties and

A. In the creation of estates in fee or their heirs , that it should be acknow

feetail, technical words are necessa- ledged by the grantor, or proved by

ry as at common law . We have the witnesses, before some court or

however no entailments in this state : officer , and be recorded ?

the constitution declares, “ that the A. It is not.

legislature shall so regulate entail 10. As against bonafide subsequent

ments as to prevent perpetuities ; ” purchasers and mortgagees ; must the

the legislature has never acted on prior deed or mortgage to affect

this subject, nor is it known that any them, be recorded : within what pe

attempt has been made to create an riod from the time of execution , re

entail : the operation of the consti- spectively ; and in what office : will

tution on a deed of entailment, has notice of the prior title, though the

notcome in question. Deed is unrecorded, bar the second

4. Is the construction and opera- incumbrancer ?

d

at
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A. A Deed as against subsequent, A. “ STATE OF VERMONT.

bonafide purchasers, or mortgagees , Windsor to wit. At Won

must be first recorded in the town- personally appeared A. B. signer and

clerk's office, and for want of such sealer of the foregoing deed , and being

office, in the county -clerk's office, in by meexamined privately, and sepa

the town or county where the lands rate and apart from her husband ,) ac

lie : no particular period within knowledged , that she did voluntarily ,

which & c . is specified : notice of a and without any fear or coinpulsion

prior title , though unrecorded , will of her husband, sign , seal, and deliv

bar a subsequent purchaser, or in - er the said deed for thepurposes there

cumbrancer. in mentioned , before me,

11. May a femecovert, convey or C. D. Justice of Peace. ”

mortgage lands, or freehold estate 16. To bar the feme of dower in

held in her own right, and her dow- the husband's estate ; is her joining

er in the husband's estate , so as to in the deed , and making such ac

bar her and her heirs ? knowledgment, necessary in all ca

A. A feme covert may convey any ses : Is it so, where the husband's

estate of which she is seized in her land is sold on execution , for the

own right, with consent of her ba- debt of the wife , before marriage ;

pon . or for the husband's debt: or where

12. Is this done by joining with the conveyance is by the husband , or

him in the conveyance to the gran- husband and wiſe, who are non -res

tee or mortgagee, or how ?
idents ?

A. This may be done by joining in a 17. Generally , is there any thing

deed with her husband. peculiar, and variant, from the com

13. Is a private or other examina- mon law rights of the widow , in re

tion of the feme as to her free con- spect to dower in your state ?

sent necessary , before the convey. A. A widow in this state is endowed

ance as against her and her heirs, only of lands of which her husband

takes effect ? dies seized , and consequently need

4. A private examination is neces- not sign a deed with her husband ,to

sary , and she must declare, “ that bar her rightof dower in his lands.

she executed the deed freely, and 18. What officers in your State,

without fear or compulsion of her are authorized to take acknowledg

husband ." ments and proofs of deeds and mort

14. What officers may take this gages ?

examination, by the law of your A. In ordinary cases , a judge of

State ? any court of law in the state, or jus

A. This examination may be taken tice of the peace , may take the ac

by a Justice of the peace , or any knowledgment of deeds : when the

Judge of any court of law in the grantor is abroad out of the state , or

state . dead , the proof of such deed by the

15. What is the proper form of a oath of one or more of the witnesses,

certificate, to be endorsed or annexed whose names are thereto subscribed,

to the deed by the officer, where a made before any counsellor ( of the

feme covert joins in it for the pur- council of state ,) judge of the su

pose of conveying her estate, and ac- preme or county court in this state,

knowledges the execution before such is equivalent to an acknowledgment

officer &c : if thegrantor and all the wit
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men

nesses are dead or out of the state, subscribe the acknowledgment, or

the proof may be made before the deposition ?

supreme or county court, by proving A. Neither the grantor or witnesses

the hand writing of the grantor or need subscribe the acknowledgment

witnesses, or by adducing other evi- or proofs, except when the proof is

dence to the satisfaction of the taken before the county or supreme

court ; and such evidence being en- court in the case above specified ,

tered on the back of the deed, or then the deposition, or affadavit,

annexed thereto , is equivalent to an should be subscribed , sworn to, and

acknowledgment &c : an acknow - together with the order of court, be

ledgment or proof of a deed , taken annexed to the deed, and recorded

out of the state , if agreeably to the with it.

law of the place where the same is 22. Is the certificate of acknowl

taken , is valid here. edgment by the grantor, or depositi

19. What is the form of a certifi- on by the witness, to be under the

cate, to be endorsed on, or annexed seal, as well as the hand of the officer ?

to a deed ormortgageby such officer, A. No seal in this case is required.

when the grantor ( not being covert,) 23. If a Quaker, or one conscienti

acknowledges the execution ? ously scrupulous of taking an oath

A. The same as the form above is the witness, what is the form of

tioned in case of a femecovert, omit- affirmation prescribed by your law ?

ting the words within ( ). ( see A. “ I do solemnly , sincerely, and

No. 15.)
truly affirm ” is the form prescribed

20. What is the proper form of a by statute for the declaration oraf

firmation of Quakers, and other percertificate, to be endorsed or annexed

to the Deed or Mortgage by the sons who are scrupulous of taking

an oath.
cer , when the execution is proved be

fore him, by the deposition of one 24. If a Grantor, Mortgagor, 013

or more of the subscribing witnes- witness, is in another state or territo

ry , what officers in such other stateses ?

or territory, may take the acknowl
J. “ STATE OF VERMONT !

edgment of the grantor, or deposition
Windsor to wit ; at W

of the witness, to the execution ?

personally appeared A. B. one of the
25. Where the officer is of another

subscribing witnesses to theforegoing state or territory asaforesaid,(wheth

deed ,and made oath, that he saw C.D. er a Notary , Magistrate, Judge, or

the grantor, sign, seal, and deliver Mayor de.)— what proof or instru

the samefor the
purposes

therein men ment must be made or annexed, to

tioned , and that the said A. B. and the certificate of
acknowledgment or

E. F. the other subscribing witness deposition, showing he is such officer,

in the presence of said grantor and of as he describes himself ?-Or will

each other, then and there severally the deed be admitted to record , or

subscribed their names to the said deed, be evidence on a trial, without any

as witnesses of the signing, sealing, authentication from some authority

and delivery thereof by the said gran- in the state, that he holds theoffice or

commission he assumed ?

Before me , G. H. Judge of the su 26. If Grantors or Witnesses are

preme (or county court." ) | dead, or removed from the state , or

21. Must the grantor or witness cannot be found by the grantee or his

offi

-on

tor.

1
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assigns: is there any provision in the state , recorded in the several of

those cases or any of them , for sec- fices, and have the like competency

ondary proofs on which the deed or in evidence as absolute deeds ; if not,

mortgage may be admitted to record in what do they differ ?

or be evidence on trial ? as by A. The same.

proof before the proper officer , of the 32. In regard to the execution ,

hand writing of the witness, or par- acknowledgment, proof and record

ty, and that he is dead, out of the ing of deeds and mortgages in your

state , or cannot be found ? state, in order to make them effectual

27. If the grantor and witnesses between the parties, is there any

are in a foreign country, and living other thing to be observed , not com

or dead, is there any provision for prehended above ?

taking an acknowledgment or proof A. There is nothing, not compre

in such foreign country , and what ? hended in the above.

A. Already answered . ( see 18)

28. Are Deeds and Mortgages du- No. III. JUDGMENT, (EXECUTION )

ly recorded evidence,on trials ; how, &c.

and by whom are copies of the record

exemplified ?

A. Records of deeds and mortgages
33. Do judgments bind real pro

are evidence on trials, except the deed perty, and may it be sold on execu

is immediately, to the party offering

tion in your state ?

it : in such case , he having the cus 34. From what time is ajudgment

tody of the deed, must produce or | ( or decree in equity ,) a lien on real

account for not producing it : the estate , against the alienation of the

record is exemplified by the town debtor, is it from the actual signing

or county clerk of the office where or entry, or by its relation to the

the record remains ; though prob- term & c. ?

ably, the testimony of a witness 35. What is the order of priority

who had compared the copy offered among judgment creditors in respect

with the record , would be admissi- of lands ; is it determined by the pri

ble.
ority of judgment, or by delivery of

29. In what order do mortgages execution to the officer ?

take preference of each other ; is it 36. Does a judgment bind, after

by priority of execution , or of record- acquired land ?

ing ? A. Judgments merely as such , do not

30. Is any term ofdays or months, in any way bind real property , no lien

allowed after execution; within which can be created on real property by

the mortgage being recorded, a sub- legal process, except by attachment

sequent mortgage gains no priority on the original process ,or the actual

by first registering ? levy of an execution : if attached , it

A. Already answered. ( see 2. 9. must be described in the officers re

10. ) Mortgages and other deeds, turn, and a copy of the writ, and re

stand on the same footing in these re- turn endorsed thereon, left in the pro

spects. per office for the recording of deeds ;

31. May Deeds ofmortgage be ac- in which case it is holden till the suit

knowledged and proved by the gran- is ended, and for five months after

tors and witnesses, in like manner , judgment, in order that the plaintiff

before the same officers in and out of may set it off on execution : if the
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levy is not made in that time, the sold, ( after advertizing) without any

lien is discharged, which during its previous appraisement; and on what

continuance, is valid against subse- conditions as to payment ?

quent conveyances by defendant, and A. Only one execution on the same

against all other creditors .
judgment can be taken out at the

37. In respect of chattels, as be- same time, and this cannot be done

tween creditors, has the first judg- till after the rising of the court, in

ment, or the first execution delivered, which the judgment is rendered ,

the preference ? without the special order of the

A. The case is much the same as to court ; the execution is in nature of

chattels, and no lien is created , ex- a capias, and of a fierifacias, and is

cept byactually seizing them on the directed against the goods, chattels,

original by attachment, or, in execu- lands, and tenements of defendant,

tion : the delivery of execution has and for want of them against the

no effect, exceptto the same officer, in body : the sheriff cannot take the

which case the one first delivered, body, till after having demanded,

must be first levied and satisfied . and being unable to find goods and

38. In respect of chattels, may the chattels : the creditor may , but is not

debtor alienate , before execution de- obliged to take lands, instead of the

livered ,as he may at common law ? body : lands cannot be sold on exe

4. The debtor may alienate, either cution, but creditor may take it

before or after the delivery of execu- at appraisement; and there is six

tion, provided , there be no fraud in months for redemption given to the

the transaction : if therebe fraud , the defendant, after the levy.

sale would be void as against all cre 43. In such case is a Deed made

ditors : in other words, delivery of by the officer, and delivered to the

execution has no effect to bind the party , before acknowledgment of it

property.
by such officer in court ; or confir

39. Is a prior judgment in an In- mation of the sale by the court, va

feriour court, a lien on lands without lid : If there be fraud or irregularity,

its jurisdiction, as against alienation is there any summary redress ?

of the debtor ; or has it any effect, A. The officer gives no deed , but

against a subsequent Judgment cre- merely returns his proceedings on

ditor in a different court, and lands, the execution , which with the return ,

within a different jurisdiction ?
is to be recorded in the office of the

40. Is there any Court in which clerk of the court where judgment

a Judgment entered , will bind the was rendered, and in the town

lands of the defendant as against clerk's office, and these give a com

other creditors in every county ? plete title as against defendant, and

4. Answered in replies to the prece- all subsequent purchasers and cred

ding questions. ( see 33, 4 , 5 , 6. ) itors .

41. Can Execution be taken out at 44. Before real Estate can be sold

mce, in every county : and if not, on execution , must it be appraised ;

may the lien &c . be lost by subse- and sale delayed , until it brings the

quent Judgments , and Executions in appraised value, or some proportion

other counties ? ate rate of the valuation ; how long

42. Can Execution issue immedi- is this suspension to continue?

ately after Judgment, against the A. Already answered. ( see 42.)

real estate of the debtor, and that be 45. Is there any writ of levarifa
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cias, elegit, extent, or similar modes 51. In such case is the Judgmeut

of execution in your state ? an incumbrance on the debtor's es

A. There is butone form ofexecution tate , against subsequent Judgments.

known to our laws, and this is regu- for debts due, and followed by im

lated by statute ; i see 42 butrents, is - mediate execution ?

sues and profits of lands and tene- A. Warrants of attorney to confess

ments leased for life or years, are lia- judgment, are wholly unknown to

ble to be taken in execution by any our lawsand practice of our courts .

creditor of the lessor, or ofsuch per

52. If after sale and conveyance
son or persons as have a right to re- of land on execution the judgment is

ceive such rents, issues and profits ; reversed ; does the estate revert, or

and the officer levying such execu- must the debtor look to the creditor

tion , may cause the tenants to attorn for the price the land brought, or

to the creditor, and if he refuse, to what is your law in such case ?

turn him out of possession, and give A. Wehave no statute or decisions,

livery of seizin to the creditor , who

bearing directly on this question,
may retain possession, till his debt

with interest is satisfied out of the judgment would vacate the levy.
My opinion is , that a reversal of the

rents and profits.

53. Is the Ca. Sa, allowed at the
46. Are there any recent or other

laws in operation, tending to delay the first instance: are bail to the ac
election of a judgment creditor, in

or impair thecreditor's remedy on his

execution, by suspension, appraise
tion exonerated by surrender of the

ment, or a minimum fixed, below principal ?

which real or personal property , or A. This question as to the state laws

both, may not be sold : or constrain and practice, is already answered.

ing the creditor to receive other than ante 42.) In the circuit court of

lawful money &c. or what else : do the U. States, the creditor is at liber

these laws expire, and when ? ty to take either a ca. sa. or afi.fa.

47. What security is required , du- at his election : bail to the action

ring such suspension, that the are exonerated by surrender of the
pro

perty shall not be wasted, or be forth body,at the term in which the judg

coming ? ment is rendered ; or to the sheriff

A. There is nothing of this kind . having the execution , before a return

48. May the debtor redeem land of'non est inventus ; or on the return

sold on execution, and within what of a scire facias, and paying the cost

time and on what terms ? of the scire facias.

A. The debtor may redeem at any 54. May the debtor be imprisoned

time within six months, by paying for any sum ; and are none exempt

into the hands of the clerk of the ed, as females, fathers of families,

court from which execution issued , aged, & c. ?

the amount of the judgment, and 12 A. Debtors may be imprisoned for

per cent. interest.
any sum however small, and none

49. May Judgments on warrant are exempt, except married women,

of attorney for that purpose, be en- and they only according to the rules

tered in vacation ? of the common law.

50. Can Judgments be entered up 55. Is the Ca. Sa. regulated , and

in all cases, on a warrant of atty . its effects determined generally by

before the debt is payable ? the common law ; or in what parti
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ft !

6 .

3

1

5

culars are the rules of the common testator, and to the entire disinheri

law departed from ? son of his children or issue &c. ?

1. Already answered. ( ante 42, 53. A. Lands and freehold interests are

56. Are any kinds of personal es- devisable at the pleasure of the tes

tate exempt from sale on execution ; tator, and to the entire disinherison

absolutely, or how ? of his children or issue.

1. One cow , ten sheep, and necessa 62. What formalities of execution ,

ry bedding and apparel, and neces- are essential to a will of lands, in re

sary household furniture, and the ne- spect of the number of witnesses, co

cessary tools of defendant's trade or attestation , sealing, & c . ?

profession, are absolutely exempt A. “ All devises of land, tenements,

from execution : what are necessary or hereditaments mustbe in writing,

in these particulars, is not defined and sealed by the party devising the

by statute, nor by any known deci- same, and signed by him or her or

sions of our courts. by some person in his or her pre

sence, and by his or her express di

No. IV. INSOLVENT (LAW.) rection ; and must be attested and

subscribed in the presence of the de

57. Is there a standing insolvent
visor, by three or more credible wit

law in your state , under which debt- nesses,all signing in the presence of

ors may be released from imprison- the testator,or the same will be void

ment, on surrender of their proper and of no effect.”

ty : Are there any persons on ac
63. What formalities are required ,

count of the nature of the debt, or in the revocation of wills ofland ?

cause of action, excepted out of it ? A “ No devise & c. or any clause

58. What length of time is usually thereof is revocable otherwise, than

required , to effect a discharge: Is the by some will or codicil in writing

claim of the debtor for a discharge, declaring the same ; or by burning,

determined by the court or a jury ?
cancelling, tearing, or obliterating

59. Must the debtor be actually the same by the testator, or in his

in the gaol, or on the limits, when

bis petition is made, and while de presence, and by his direction or

consent." These requisitions seem

pending : or may he apply for the to be conformable to 29Car. 2. c. 3 .

benefit of the law , at any time before
64. Are the provisions of the sta

a suit brought, or after suit, and be- tute of frauds 29 C. 2. c. 3. in force,

fore execution and imprisonment ?

60. Is there any thing peculiar in of wills of land, or to what extent ?

or adopted in regard to the execution

the insolvent law of your State ?
A. Answered, in the two preceding

A. We have no general law on the
questions.

subject of insolvency : the legislature
65. Before what court, or officer,

frequently pass laws in individual
are wills of lands and personalty,

cases, which may be regarded asin - exhibited for proof : does the proof in

solvent laws ; the provisions of these the probate court, or before the Sur

acts are various, and dictated by the rogate, affect the right of the heir, to

circumstances of the case .

question its execution at law ?

A. The state ( as remarked under the
No. v. WILLS, & c .

head of courts &c . ) is divided into

61. Are lands and Freehold inter - probate districts , of which there are

#sts, devisable atthe pleasure of the usually, but not in every instance,

1

2 .

a
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two in each county ; before the court the 29 Car. 2. C. 3. except, that in

of probate in the district in which the stead of 30) . a nuncupative will by

testator last dwelt, (or if not an in- our statute , may be good for 200 dol

habitant of this state, in some one of lars.

the districts in which the testator left 70. May executors, having letters

estate,) the will must be proved. So testamentary, or administrators let

far asmy information extends it has ters of administration, granted in

been considered, that probate of the another state, sue in your state ?

will before the court of probate and 71. If not, what is to be done to

no appeal taken, ( for in most cases enable them to sue ?

an appeal lies to the supreme court A. Executors having letters testa

from a decree of the probate court,) mentary , or administrators letters

is imperative upon all persons having of administration granted in another

an interest in the estate : this ques- state , cannot as such sustain ac

tion is not known however to have tions in this state ; to enable them to

been determined here, but in New sue here, letters of administration

Hampshire where the statute is much must be taken from some court of

the same, it is decided, that the pro- probate in this state.

bate does not affect the right to ques 72. Are exemplifications of wills

tion the execution of the will at law. and testaments, by the proper offi

66. Is the execution proved by the cer in other states , evidence in your

witnesses, or oath of the Executors, courts ; or must the originals be pro

or both in the first instance ? duced and proved ?

A. The execution of a will is to be 73. How are foreign Wills and

proved by the subscribing witnesses ; Testaments proved in your state :

others may be called to show the are there any statutes, or provisions

sanity or insanity of the testator. regarding wills and administrations

67. In what office is the will and &c. in other states, or foreign couns

inventory registered : are office co- tries : How are foreign Wills, Deeds,

pies evidence ?
Judgments, &c. exemplified, to be

A. In the office of the register of the evidence in your courts ?

court of probate ; and in cases of a 1. Exemplifications of testaments by

devise of real estate , in the town- the proper officer in other states, are

clerk's office also : office copies are by Stat. made evidence in our courts;

evidence in most cases.
copies of wills and testaments and

68. What formalities are required , the probate thereof, which have been

to the execution of Testaments, or proved and allowed in any court of

wills of chattels ?
probate in any of the U. States, or

69. Are any number ofsubscribing in a court of probate in any other

witnesses, or the signature, or seal of state or kingdom, according to the

the testator required ; or is a will of laws ofsuch state or kingdom , where

personals proveable by the rules of the testator had estate real or perso

the common law : or what law ?
nal, whereon the will may operate ,

A. Our statute has left wills of chat may be filed and recorded in the re

tels when in writing , as to the form- gistry ofthe court of probate here, in

alities required in their execution , whose district such estate is found ;

the same as at common law . As and in such case, if letters are grant

to nuncupative wills, the statute ed , it would be with the will annex

makes the same requisitions, as in ed , and if real estate is devised in
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such will, it must also be recorded ther living, she takes a share equal

in the town-clerksoffice, in which the with the sisters, or their representa

land lies, and copies of such records tives : These provisions respecting

are made evidence in all cases. the mother, seem to be taken from

the statute 1 Jac. 2.c. 17. though in

No. VI. DESCENTS. stead oftaking equally with the bro

thers and sisters generally , she takes

54. How do Inheritances in fee sim- equal with the sisters ; that is, half

ple descend upon Intestacy , among as much as the brothers.

lineal heirs ?

75. How among collaterals ? NO. VII. DISTRIBUTION ON INTES :

76. How , in respect of the half TACY , (OF PERSONALTY .)

blood : does the common law govern ?
79. Upon intestacy, how is the sur

77. Does the common law prevail
on descents, in any cases, and what ? plusage of the intestates personal

78. Is there any thing peculiar in property distributed between the wi

dow, children , and representatives ?

your law of descents ?
80. How among collaterals ?

4. Our statute adopts in general, the
81. Are the provisions of the 22nd

provisions of the statutes, 22 & 23 and 23rd Car. 2. c. 10, and 29 Car .

Car. 2. c. 10 & 29 — Car. 2. c . 30. 2.C. 30, called the Statutes of distri

called the statutes of distribution , as bution, in force or adopted in your

rules of descent for real estate. The state, in what does your law differ ?

instances wherein it varies, will now

A. The surplusage of personal es

be pointed out.
tate not bequeathed, is distributed by

Ist. Male children take twice the

our statute in the same manner as

amount of female children.

2d . The widow takes only an es

real, except that the widow takes

one third forever.

tate for life, in one third of the re

al estate, whereof the husband dies No. VIII. ENTAILS, DOWER , CUR

seized.

3d. If the child of any intestate

die, before he or she arrive at full 82. May entails of real estate be

age, and unmarried , his or her share created , as under the Stat. de donis

of the real estate descends to the bro- and with the same incidents, in re

thers and sisters, and such as legally spect of being barred Dower ; Cur

represent them in the same propor- tesy ; Waste & c. ?

tion ; that is, a double portion goes 83. Are entails abolished ; con

to the brothers ; if the child die after verted into fees ; or otherwise modi

arriving at full age, and in the life- fied by your laws, and how ?

time of the mother, she inherits 84. How barred by the tenant ?

equally with each of the sisters. 1. We have no statute or decisions,

4th . If any person die after mar- on the subject of entails ; nor is it

riage, or becoming of full age, with known that any attempt has ever

out lawful issue, the father being been made in this state, to create an

alive, he inherits the whole estate ; estate -tail.

unless there be a widow, in which The constitution merely says, that

case, she takes one half in fee in lieu “ The legislature shall regulate en

of dower , and the father the other ; tails in such manner , as to prevent

in case the fatherbe dead anu the mo- perpetuities."

TESY , & c .

J

2
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85. Is the widow entitled to dow- after be sued , prosecuted or maita

er ; and the husband to Curtesy ; as tained , for the recovery of any lands,

by the common law ; or how altered? tenements, or hereditaments, if the

A. The widow is entitled to dower of cause of action shall accrue after the

estate only, of which the husband passing of this act, but within 15

dies seized . The husband is entitled years, next after the cause of action

to an estate by Curtesy , in the real shall accrue, or have accrued to the

estate belonging to the wife as at plaintiff or demandant, or plaintiffs

common law ; with these restric- or demandants, or those under whom

tions, that the children of the wife he she or they claim . And that

and their representatives, who would no person , having right or title of

legally inherit, must have deceased, entry into houses, lands, tenements ,

and he can hold by the curtesy lands or hereditaments ; shall hereafter

only , whereof the wife was seized in thereunto enter, but within 15 years

fee simple. next after such right of entry shall

accrue, or have accrued .

No. IX. LIMITATION OF SUITS. Limitation of personal actions, Sec.

7th, “That all actions of trespass,

86. What length of adverse pos- quare clausum fregit, all actions of

session of lands is a bar to the right trespass, detinue, trover , or replev

owner ,and his heirs, being under no in for goods or chattels ; all actions

disability ? of account, and upon the case , (oth

87. What savings are there, which er than such as concern the trade

prevent the running of the time, a- of merchandize, between merchant

gainst the owner or his heirs ? and merchant, their factors and ser

88. Is there a saving in favour of vants ;) all actions of debt, grounded

foreigners or citizens of other states ? on any lending or contract , without

89. Are the general principles of specialty ; all actions of debt, for ar

English law, on the bar of these Sta- rearages of rent ; and all actions of

tutes, adopted in your state ? assault, menace, battery, wounding ,

90. Is there any thing peculiar to and imprisonment, or any of them,

be remarked on the Statutes of Li- which shall be sued or brought,after

mitation , in your state ? the passing of this act, shall be com

91. What length of time bars re- menced and sued, within the times

covery ofdebts by specialty ; Assum- hereafter limited , and not after

sit ; Trover; Detinue ; on the Case ; wards ; that is to say : The said ac

Slander; and other personalactions ? tions of account, the said actions of

92. What savings ? debt, and actions upon the case ,

93. Are there any in favour of ci- (other than for slander, ) and the said

tizens of other states, or Foreigners? actions of trespass, detinue, and rem

A. This whole subject may be most plevin , for goods and chattels ; and

satisfactorily disposed of, by copying said actions of trespass, quare clau

the 6th , 7th , 8th, 9th , 10th , and uth , sum fregit, within 6 years next after

sections of the statute of limitations. the cause of such actions or suits re

Limitation of real actions, “ Sec. spectively, shall accrue, and not af

6th, That no writ of Right or oth ter : And the said actions of assault ,

er real action ; no action of eject- menace, battery, wounding, or im

ment or other possessory action , of prisonment, or any of them , within 3

whatever name or nature, shall here- years next after the cause of such ac
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tions or suits respectively shall ac- matter alledged in arrest of judg

crue , and not after. And the said ment, the judgment be given against

actions of assault, menace , battery, the plaintiff, that he take nothing for

wounding or imprisonment, or any ( by) his plaint, writ or bill ; as also

of them , within 3 years next after when judgment, in any action or

the cause of such actions or suits re- suit, shall be rendered against the

spectively shall accrue, and not af- plaintiff, on any plea in abatement,

ter. And the said actions upon the or on demurrer, and the merits of

case, for slander, within 2 years next the cause shall not be tried ; that in

after the cause of such actions or suits all such cases , the plaintiff, his heirs,

shall accrue, and not afterwards. executors or administrators, (as the

Limitation of sundry civil actions : case shall require ,) may commence

Sec. 8th, “ That all actions upon a new action or suit, from time to

promissory notes in writing, ( attest- time, within 1 year after such judg

ed by one or more witnesses) ex- ment reversed , or such judgmentgiv

ecuted after the passing of this act, en in arrest, or rendered on plea of

shall be commenced and sued within abatement, or upon demurrer, a

14 years, next after the cause of ac- gainst the plaintiff, and not after .

tion shall accrue thereon , and not Infants, feme coverts, & c. not

after. And all actions on promisso- barred, Sec. 10th , " That this act

ry notes in writing unattested, exe- shall not extend to bar any infant,

ented after the passing of this act, feme covert, person imprisoned, or

shall be commenced and sued within beyond seas, without any of the U.

6 years , next after the cause of action States, or non compos mentis, from

shall accrue thereon , and not after . bringing either of the actions before

And all actions of debt, or scire facias mentioned , within the term before

on judgment, within 8 years, next set and limited for bringing such

after the rendition of such judgment, actions, calculating from the time

and not after. And all actions of such impediment shall be removed .

covenant, (other than covenants con- And if any person , against whom

tained in deeds of conveyances of there is or hereafter may be any

lands, for securing the title of said cause or suit, for any or every the

lands,) within 8 years after the cause species of personalactions before enu

of such action shall have accrued , merated, who at the time the same

and not after . And all actions of co- accrued,was without the state, and

venant, brought on any covenant or shall not have known property or es

covenants, contained in any deed of tate therein ,which could by the com

conveyance of lands, as aforesaid , mon and ordinary process of law ,

within 10 years next after there shall be attached ; that then and in every

have been a final decision, against such case , the person who was enti

the title of the covenantor, in such tled to bring such action or suit ,

deed. shall have liberty to commence the

PROVISO , Sec. 9th , “ Provided al- same, within the respective periods

ways, and it is hereby further enacted, before limited, after such absent per

That if, upon any of the said ac- son's coming or return , into this

tions or suits, judgment shall be ren- state .

dered for the plaintiff, and the same Writ oferror to be served within one

be reversed by writ of error , or a year after judgmenton which predica

verdict pass for the plaintiff, and for ted , Sec. 11th , “That no judgmentor

3
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proceedings, in course of justice, in making roads, bridges, and for other

any real or personal action , shall purposes calculated to facilitate the

from and after the passing of this act, settlement, or promote the general

be reversed or avoided for any error interest of the proprietors and land

or defect therein , unless the writ of owners . In none of the cases, have

error, or suit for reversing such absentees or non -residents, any spe

judgment, or proceedings in course of cial privileges.

justice, be commenced and duly serv 95. Before a sale, is notice to be

ed on the defendant or defendants in given of the property taxed ; the a

error, according to law, within 1 mount; and the time and place of

year next after the rendition of such sale ?

judgment, or within 1 year next af 96. What officer is to give this no

ter such error or defect shall have tice ?

intervened ; saving always unto in 97. In what manner : for what

fants, feme coverts , persons non com- length of time , and in what places ?

pos mentis, persons in prison, be- A. Notice is to be given of the pro

yond seas , or without the U. States, perty taxed , and the amount of tax ,

the right of bringing any writ of and the time and places of sale in the

error , or suit for reversing any judg- newspapersprinted in Windsor, Ben

ment, or proceedings in the course of nington , and Rutland, 3 weeks succes

justice, at any time within 1 year sively 30 days before the day of sale ,

next after such impediment shall be by the officer whose duty it is to

removed , and not after. collect the tax .

98. If a sale takes place, is the

No. X. TAXES.
deed given to a purchaser absolute ?

99. If not, what time is allowed to

94. May landsbe sold in your state redeem , and on what terms : at what

for the payment of taxes : has an ab- place or office, are the sales entered?

sentee any privilege ? A. There is usually 1 year's redemp

A. Lands are liable to be sold for the tion allowed , during which time the

payment of state, county and town officer is not to convey. When the

taxes ; but ordinarily , taxes are levi- time of redemption has expired , he

ed only on improved estates ; when gives an absolute deed .

it is otherwise, the act assessing the 100. Do lands on which taxes are

tax makes particular provision for notpaid , in any case vest in the state:

the mode of sale , and directs what and then how and in what time, to be

officer shall collect, and assigns the redeemed ?

time of redemption, which is gene- | A. Lands on which the taxes are not

rally 1 year : undivided lands, that paid, do in no case vest in the state.

is, lands holden in common among
101. What officer in any county,

the proprietors of a township, are ought a non resident desirous ofkeep

liable to be taxed by a vote of the ing his taxes paid , correspond with

proprietors for all proprietary pur- for that purpose : or what is most

poses, such as making surveys , divi- prudent for him to do ?

sions of the lands &c. It is common A. Payment of the tax, or for the re

also , for the legislature to grant demption of the land , must be made

taxes on particular townships, ( es to the officer, who is the collector of

pecially new towns or towns par- the tax. There have been several

tially settled,) for the purpose of private land offices established by in
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dividuals, to whom application for If theprincipal is not surrendered, the

information , or for the payment of bail becomes liable to execution a

taxes, or redemption of lands may be gainst him on the scire facias , for the

made. It is not known that any now whole judgment,and additional costs.

exist, except one at Ryegate, kept by

James Whitlaw esq. There are now LETTERS OF ATTORNEY.

no tracts of wild land belonging to

the state . The uncultivated lands, 103. Is there any provision in your

are principally owned by persons laws, for the proof and recording of

living within the state, and non - resi- letters of attorney , made in other

dents generally , have agents here to states, or in foreign parts, for the

take care of their interests. The conveyance of lands or chattels in

acts of the legislature respecting land your state ?

taxes are very numerous, and fre- A. Letters of attorney for the con

quently varying ; to make an ana- veyance of lands, are to be acknowl

lysis of them, would be to compose a edged and recorded in the same

volume, which when made would be manner, as deeds of conveyance.

useless. ( See ant. 2.)

No. XI. MISCELLANEOUS, ALIENS .

BAIL , &c. 104. Do aliens stand on the foot

ing of the common law, in respect of

102. May 'debtors pendente lite, be taking by descent, or purchase: may

restrained by attachment of proper- they in any case purchase, or hold

ty, or otherwise, from alienating it : real estate under your laws ; as for

Is the debtor liable to be holden to example, in Mortgage ?

bail, on the principles, and in cases A. Aliens, as to the subject matter

allowed by the common law gener- of this question, stand on the footing

ally ? of the common law . We have no

4. Debtors pendente lite, cannot be statute on the subject.

restrained by attachment or other

wise, from alienating by the courts ADMINISTRATION . GUARDIANSHIP .

of law . Writs of sequestration may

issue out of chancery , when a bill 105. Is the right of administration

is pending
regulated as in England by the stat

A debtor, is always liable to be utes of 31. Edw. iii. c. 11. and 21. H.

arrested ,on an original writ ofattach- viii . c . 5. or by local acts ?

ment, and may be committed unless A. In general, our statute has adopt

he find bail, to the acceptance of the ed the regulations of the statutes 31.

officer: the bail become such by en- Edw . üži. c. 11. and 21. Hen . viii. c.

dorsing their names on the original 5. as to the right of administration.

writ. The party thus endorsing be- The next of kin must be 21 years of

comes bail, not only for appearance, age, and both executors and adminis

but to the action, but may at any trators, must give bond, before they

time pending the action, or on the re- can proceed to administer the estate.

turn of a scire facias, surrender the 106. May Guardians be appoint

principal in court, paying the costed by will : Does the common law

on the scire facias if one has issued. regulate guardianship :
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A. We have no statute authorizing of the executor, and may be sold by

the apointment of guardians,by will. him , under the authority of the court

Whether our courts would adopt the of probate. From the commission

provisions of 12. Car. ii.C. 24. has ers, an appeal lies to the supreme

never been decided . The courts of court.

probate are empowered to approve of 108. May executors and adminis

such guardians, as may be chosen trators give a preference by confess

by minors of the age of 14 ; and to ing Judgments ? Are lands ever sold

appoint them in their discretion , for on Judgment against Executors or

such as are under that age ; and for Administrators ?

such as are over that age, who ne- A. The executors or administrators -

glect or refuse to choose one. Also, can give no preference, in any way.

in case one be chosen who is unable Lands in case of a solvent estate,

to give satisfactory bonds, or who may be taken , appraised and set off

refuses the trust,or when the minor on execution , as in other cases on

being 14 years old , shall be without Judgment against the executor & c ,

the government; in any of these ca- but can in no case be sold on execu

ses , there is nothing to limit the dis- tion .

cretion of the judge of probate.

JOINT- TENANCY .

PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY EXECU

TORS AND ADMINISTRATORŞ. , 109. Is Joint-tenancy in land crea

ted , as at common law , and its inci

107. Is the law of England, in re- dents the same : If not, how mod

gard to the order and priority of pay- ified ?

ing debts by Executors and Admin A. By statute, the common law on

istrators, in force in your state : if this subject is reversed ; in deeds to

not, what is the law there ?
two or more persons, they hold , as .

A. If the estate is not represented as tenants in common, unless the deed

insolvent to the court of probate, the expressly declare , that they shall

executor or administrator becomes hold as Joint-tenants, and not as ten

liable , ( after order for payment of ants in common .

debts by the court of probate) to pay

all the debts. If the estate is
repre

sented insolvent, commissioners are

appointed, before whom all the debts 110. Is the common law , in regard

must be proved ; the creditor not to the effect and operation of instru

proving his debt in a given time as- ments sealed , and not under seal ,

signed by the court of probate, is generally in force : how changed ?

barred. When the debts are all as- A. The common law , in regard to

certained, they are paid pro rata instruments sealed, and not under

without any priority, except debts seal , is generally in force in this

due to the state, rates and taxes, and state .

debts for the last sickness, which are 111. Is a scroll, ink , or printed

always paid in full : if there is pro- seal, equivalent to wax , in any and

perty sufficient for the purpose of what instruments ?

paying debts , the personal estate and A. A scroll, ink , or printed seal , is

real if necessary , (except the wi- not equivalent to wax or wafers, in

dow's dower) are assets in the hands any instrument.

SEALS.
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USES.

BASTARDS . lar provisions, adopted in your state ?

A. Our statute “ regulating the con

112. Are bastards subject to the veyance of real estate , and for the

common law disabilities, in your prevention of frauds therein ," hasa

state ? dopted nearly in terms, all the pro

A. Bastards are capable of inherit- visions of the Stat. 29. Car. ii . c. 3.

ing and transmitting inheritance, on which relate to the conveyance of

the part of the mother, in like man- lands, &c. that is to say, the 1st, 3rd,

ner as if they had been lawfully be- 7th , 8th, and 9th sections of that act,

gotten, of such mother.
and all that part of the 4th , which

113. Are antinuptial children, le- relates to the samesubject.

gitimated by the marriage of the pa

rents ?

A. They are legitimated by the inter

marriage of the parents, if they are

119. Is the Stat. of 27. H. viii. cal

recognized by the father . led the Stat. of uses , (or similar pro

visions) in force ?

A. We have no statute of this kind.
ALLUVION .

120. Is the English law of Uses

114. Does the common law in re- and trusts, in force in your state ?

spect of alluvion , prevail ?
A. We have a statute, adopting gen

A. The common law is supposed to erally, the common law of England,

prevail as to alluvion . so far as the same is applicable to

the situation of the people in this

FISHERIES. state, and consistent with the con

stitution , and statutes of the state ;

115. Is the owner of lands, bor- but few or no decisions have been

dering' on a navigable river, where made, in relation to the subject of

the tide flows and reflows, and on uses and trusts .

arms of the Sea, entitled to the rights

of several Fishery, in those waters in BARON AND FEME .

front ofhis land ?

16. Is this so, by statute , or usage ? 121. Is the common law of Baron

A. We have no statute, or decisions and Feme adopted in your state : does

on this subject, and doubtless the the wife's chattels, real and personal,

common law prevails.
( if reduced to possession ) vest abso

lutely in the Baron ?

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES . A. The common law of Baron and

Feme, is generally adopted here; and

117. Are the Statutes of 13. and the wife's chattels if reduced to pos

27. E. or similar provisions against session , do absolutely vest in the

fraudulent conveyances to defeat cred- husband.

itors, and purchasers, in force in

your state : or similar acts ? USURY .

A. Our statute on this subject is co

122. What is the rate of interest
pied very nearly, from 13. Eliz. c. 5.

in your state ?

A. The rate of interest established
STATUTE OF FRAUDS .

by law in this state, is 6 per cent.

118. Is the Stat. of 29. Car. ii . C. 3. 123. What are the provisions a- ,

( called the stat. of frauds, or simi-l gainst usury ?

INTEREST.
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A. Our statute does not make the , gotiable ; and generally governed by

security void, but directs that no the Law Merchant of England ?

more shall be recovered than 6 per A. We have so little to do with for

cent, and inflicts as a penalty on those eign bills of exchange, that we can

who receive more, a forfeiture of the scarcely be said to have any law on

whole usurious interest, and 25 per the subject. Inland bills of exchange

cent interest, on the whole sum of the and promissory notes are negotiable

contract , in which is reserved more here, to a limited extent ; and where

than 6 per cent. Whether the 25 per not varied by statute , the common,

cent interest is intended to be an ac- or law merchant, may be considered

crting sum , and if so , when the com- as generally applicable to them .

putation is to commence , and when 127. Must demand be made by the

or whether, it is to be merely a forfei- holder on the drawee, or maker, and

ture of 25 per cent on the contract, notice of non -acceptance, or non -pay

without relation to time, has never ment be given to the drawer , or eil

been satisfactorily decided, the bet- dorser, by the rules adopted in the

ter opinion is, that the latter doctrine English law merchant, in order to

will prevail.
entitle him to recover ?

A. This question may be answered

BOOK ACCOUNTS. generally, in the affirmative.

128. Is a protest for non -acceptance

124. Are book accounts evidence of or non-payment, necessary on inland

debt in your state : for what things bills and promissory notes, in your

furnished : on what preliminary proof state ?

respecting the books, as containing 1. Protest for non -acceptance , ornon

the original entries &c. payment, is not necessary in these

A. We have a statute giving the ac- cases .

tion of book account, directing , that 129. Is there any peculiar practice,

if defendant plead any plea, which if or statute regulations in your state,

true he oughtnot to account, the issue varying the general rights of parties

shall be tried by a jury . If found for to bills of exchange and promissory

plaintiff, the court is to appoint audi- notes, as established in England and

tors. Original books of entries, and mostof the states, and what ?

the oath of the parties, are admissi- | A. Our statute , makes bills and pro

ble evidence beforethe auditors ; and missory notes negotiable, but ex

perhaps, on any question arising on pressly permits defendant to plead

the acceptance of their report, be- an offsetof all demands proper to be

fore the court. plead in offset, which he may have

125. Is interest recoverable on a had against the original payee , be

book debt, from what time ?
fore notice of the endorsement ; and

A. The court allow interest on book to plead or give in evidence on the

accounts after the customary time of trial , any matter or thing, which

credit has expired. would equitably discharge the de

fendant, in an action brought in the

BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND PROMISSO- name of the original payee.

130. What damages are recovera

ble, upon the non -payment, protest

126. Are foreign and inland bills and return , of foreign bills of ex

ofexchange and promissory notes ne- change ?

RY NOTES.
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SET -OFF .

A. No instance is known where more LANDLORDS AND TENANTS .

than common damages, (id est, the

sum and interest,) has been allowed , 133. Is the law of Landlords and

or ever asked for. Tenants, in regard to distress for

rent , similar to the English law ; or

DIVORCE. how is it ?

A. The law of landlord and tenant,

131. Are Divorces, a vinculis grant. in regard to distresses for rent, is

ed in your state : for what causes :

by what court: must the cause of not in force here ; either ejectment

divorce arise in the State, and the to oust the tenant, for non -payment

of rent or covenant on the lease, will
parties be resident there ?

lie .

A. Our law on this subject has un

dergone many changes ; the causes

are , impotency, adultery, intolerable

severity , wilful desertion for 3 years,

with neglect of duty in either party ;
134. Is the law of set-off ofmutual

and 7 years unheard of absence. Di- debts, similar to the English law ,

vorces are granted by the supreme
and that of other States ?

court only. The petitioner must have 4. By our statute we do not plead an

had his permanent residence in this off - set in bar , but when there are mu

state 1 full year, before granting the tualclaimsbetween the parties, defen

bill : the parties must both have dant may plead thegeneral issue, or

resided in this state , at the time the confess plaintiff's demand, and also

act complained of took place, except plead an off-set in nature of a decla

where both parties shallhave resided ration, withone or more counts, to

in this state, and one of them shall which plaintiff pleads as in other ca

have deserted the other and left this ses. Or, he may plead the general

state, or have removed therefrom , issue to defendant's counts in off-set,

and shall thereafter have committed and also plead a set-off to defendants

any act, which would be a sufficient claim , and so on till the pleadings

cause of divorce, had such act been are closed ; and the jury are to find

committed, while both parties resi- the sum in arrear to either party, and

ded within this state . Divorces are judgment is to be entered according

in all cases a vinculis matrimonii, ex- ly for the balance found, either for

cept when the cause is for intolerable plaintiff or defendant.

severity, in which case it may be a But defendant cannot plead in off

vinculis, or a mensa at thoro, at the set any demand not due, at the time

discretion of the court. of the service of plaintiff's writ, or

any promissory note assigned to him,

ATTACHMENTS . unless notice of such assignment was

given to plaintiff, before the com

132. Do foreign and domestick at- mencement of his action .

tachments issue in your State, to

compel the payment of debts, from

absconding, absent, or foreign debt

135. Are choses in action , other

A. Foreign attachments may issue, than bills ofexchange and promissory

to compel the payment of debts from notes , assignable: may the assignee

absent, or absconding debtors. sue in his own name : is there any

CHOSES IN ACTION.

ors ?
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liability of the assignor over, unless of execution of a decree," and by sta

expressly stipulated ? tute, the court may issue an execution

136. Is the common law in respect in common form, in cases proper .

of choses in action , adopted ; or how

modified ? INSOLVENT ESTATES .

A. These questions have been alrea

dy answered , except the last clause 139. In case the Testator, or In

of the first question : the endorser of testates estate is insolvent, are cred

any promissory note , or other chose itors paid pro rata , and how, &c ?

in action , when the endorsment is 1. Already answered. ( No. 107)

general, is liable as at common law.

If the endorsment is limited , he is PUBLIC OR PROPRIETARY LANDS .

liable only according to the condi

tions of such limitation. 140. Are there any lands which

belong to the State : how are they

LIFE ESTATES &c. obtained by one desirous of purcha

sing : Is there any proprietary land

137. Are tenants for life, years, &c. yet to be taken up, or located, and

entitled generally to the same rights, how obtained ?

and subject to the sameliabilities,as A. We have none such belonging to

by the common and statute laws of the state .

England ? 141. Are English law books, al

A. We have no statute or decisions lowed to be read in your State courts :

varying the rights, or liabilities, of if so, under what limitations ?

tenants for life ,from the common law. A. Our courts consider themselves

bound by the common law, in all ca

DECREES IN CHANCERY. ses applicable to our situation , and

when not varied or restrained by the

138. How are decrees in equity ex- constitution , or statutes of the state :

ecuted : where the decree is for pay- all decisions made in Great Britain

ment of money ; or on foreclosure of before the revolution , are considered

Mortgages &c. does the Court issue as authorities. All modern decisions

execution against the body, goods in England and the other states, are

and lands, &c. or decree a sale &c. read in our courts , and are consid

What officer executes the process ? ered and valued according to the

A. Our supreme court is by statute , weight of the reasons assigned, or

clothed with all the powers of the rather as evidence, of what the com

chancery in England: decrees are en- mon law on the subject under con

forced by " attachment,” by “ writs sideration, is.
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APPENDIX.

RULES of the SUPREME COURT, adopted Jan. term , 1817.

1. Ordered, That all actions cognizable before this court shall be entered

before the opening of the court on the first day of the session thereof.

2. That all causes brought to this court by appeal, from any county court,

shall be heard , tried and determined, upon the pleadings in the court below ;

unless the party, wishing to change his plea, shall give notice to the adverse

party, in writing, of the alteration, amendment, or new plea intended to be

made, at the time of granting such appeal, or not less than thirty days before

the session of the court to which said appeal shall be taken .

3. That on the entry of every writ of error, the plaintiff in error shall de

liver to the court a fair copy of the writ of error, with the assignment ofthe

errors . And whenever an issue of law is joined, the party demurring, shall

furnish the court with a fair copy of all the pleadings in the cause .

4. That the orator, in every suit in chancery, shall deliver to the court a

fair copy of the bill at the opening of the court,on the second day of the term ,

and the defendant shall deliver to the court a fair copy of his answer, plea, or

demurrer, at the time of filing the same .

5. That all motions for the continuance of causes, shall be made on the first

day of the sitting of the court, founded on affidavit in writing, of the person

in whose favour the motion is made, or his attorney, which affidavit shall be

lodged with the clerk of the court.

6. That there shall be paid to the clerk, for his use, on the filing each

affidavit for continuance, fifty cents- whose duty it shall be carefully to en

dorse the true day when the same was filed in court, and to keep the same

on file .

7. That in all cases where an order has been made by the court, or either

of the judges, for publication in any newspaper, it shall be the duty of the

clerk to inspect such publication, whose certificate that the same is made in

pursuance of said order, shall be received by the court as prima facie evidence

that such order has been complied with, and the clerk shall receive twenty

five cents as a fee for such inspection and certificate .

8. That whenever a party, plaintiff, shall enter a writ of error in this court,

he shall , on or before the second day of the term, file and lodge with the

clerk, a full record of the judgment of the court below, on which such writ

of error was founded, properly certified by the clerk of said lower court; and

the same shall be keptfor the information of this court, and the inspection of

the parties.

9. That all bills in chancery, hereafter to be brought, and all decrees for

signature, shall be endorsed or signed by some solicitor of the court, sub

scribed with his own hand at the foot of such bill, petition , or decree , and

who shall be answerable forthe propriety of the form and language of the

same, and the correctness of such decree.

10. That every case to be heard in this court in error -- on demurrer - in

arrest of judgment - on a case stated-case reserved — and on a motion for

new trial — the counsel for each party shall, before the cause shall come on to

be argued, make out and deliver to each of the judges, a brief therein, fairly

written ; which shall contain the principal point or points intended to be re

lied on , and the heads of the intended argument, distinctly and concisely noted,

and properly arranged under each head ; the authorities to be produced in

support, with fair and distinct references to the case , book , and page .

11. That every case to be heard in chancery, op demurrer, on plea, on bill

1
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and answer, and on traverse of the answer ; the counsel for each party shall,

before the same shall come on to be heard , make out and deliver to each

judge, a brief therein , fairly written , to contain the point or points of law ,

equity, and fact, intended to be relied on , distinctly and concisely noted, and

properly arranged ; and under each, the authorities to be produced , with fair

distinct references to the case , book, and page ; and, as far as shall depend on

confession or proof, with distinct and concise references to the concession ,

document, and other proof in the cause.

12. Thatwhenever any bill in chancery , against a person resident without

this state , shall be presented to a judge of this court, such judge may make

an order, either directing personal notice by a copy of such bill and order

thereon , to be left with the respondent by some suitable indifferent person,

whose return shall be verified by oath ; or directing a publication of the sub

stance of such bill and order in some publick newspaper, three weeks suc

cessively, the last of which publications shall not be less than four weeks

before the session of the court to which the respondent shall be cited to ap

pear ; either of which orders made and complied with, shall be sufficient

notice for the respondent to make answer to such bill.

13. That in all causes originally entered in this court, the defendant shall

plead therein, by the opening of the court on the second day of the term - to

which plea the plaintiff shall reply, by the opening of the court on the third

day of the term .

14. That whenever the guardians of any minor, ideot, lunatick , or distract

ed person, shall think it necessary to the support, or conducive to the interest

of their ward, to sell and convey his real estate, and shall present his petition

therefor to either judge of the supreme court; such judge may direct the

substance of said petition and his citation thereon, to be published in such

publick newspaper, as he shalljudge will most probably give notice to all con

cerned of the premises, for suchnumber of weeks as he shall think proper,

the last of which publications shall be at least sixty days, before the session of

the court to which such petition shall be addressed, which shall be deemed

sufficient notice to appear, &c .

15. That hereafter. when any attorney who has been admitted to the coun

ty court, and has practised with reputation therein for three years, shall ap

ply for admission as an attorney of this court, which application shall be made

at the law term of the court in the county where such candidate resides ; the

court, onthe recommendation of the bar of such county, will appoint a com

mittee of the members of such bar, to examine into thecharacter and qualifi

cations of such candidate ; and if such committee find the candidate qualified,

they shall recommend him to the court for admission .

16. And whenever the attorney applying for admission as aforesaid, shall

wish to be admitted as solicitor in the court of chancery ; it shall be the duty

of the said committee, so appointed as aforesaid , to examine into the qualifi

cations of the candidate , who shall be admitted by the court on the recom

mendation of such committee, in writing.

17. That when any attorney of this court shall apply for admission as soli

citor in the court of chancery, on the recommendation of the bar of the county

in which he resides, the court shall appoint a committee of such bar, to exam

ine into the qualifications of such candidate, who shall be admitted on the re

tommendation of such committee, in writing.

18. That no attorney or solicitor, of this court, shall enter bail in any suit

or process which is or shall be pending , in the supreme court or court of

chancery.
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NOTE.

The replies, from gentlemen in each state on the subject matter of the seve

ral questions, 80 immediately depend upon the terms of the question, that it

was necessary, in order to prevent mistakes and avoid prolixity , to retain the

method of " question and answer, ' without change.

It presents to the reader the knowledge sought for, in the most concise, per

spicuous and authentick form : much more so, than could possibly have been

given in any attempt ofmy own, to compose the matter ofthe several unswers,

into an elementary digest of state law and regulation on the several points of

inquiry, independent of any reference, to the manner and form under which it

was communicated .

Such an account must necessarily have been diffuse, desultory , and prolix ;

it would have stood on no original authority : my version might be faulty , both

in the comprehension of what had been communicated, and in the manner of

stating it : und gentlemen who had made the communications, might have felt

some chagrin , at seeing their meaning paraphrased away in a new dialect :

It is obvious, that in no shape could this species of information be elicited in 80

distinct and condensed a form , as that which has been assumed . The answers,

applying to the terms as well as the scope of the question, can frequently , only

be understood by a reference to the particulars of the interrogation ; and in

respect to respondents, as they best understand the subject, their own lan

guage will best interpret their meaning.

The repetition of the questions, seemed necessary : a8 by a mere insertion

of ar : swers, leaving the reader to refer back always, to the general set prefix .

ed to the work, the inconvenience would be excessive : I have therefore con

tinued the questions in an abridged form , and merely as introductory to the

subject of them, in all the states, except the leading one of Vermont : It will

for this reason happen , that the answer may not always be quite intelligible,

as applying to parts of the question which do not appear ; in such case , the

reader musl recur to it as stated at large in the corresponding number, under

the head of “ Vermont."

Another reason is decisivefor thisform of publication, that it enables me

and my correspondents to rectify errors and supply omissions, at all times

hereufter, with ease and despatch, and without the circumlocution which would

otherwise be unavoidable .

It is hardly necessary here to state, that gentlemen who gave these answers,

universally disclaimed any intention of conveying more than a mere out

line in many instances, such as respects courts &c; the particular provisions

of acts of the legislature, &c.— My design was, to obtain practical information,

in regard to all the essential forms, to be understood in the disposition of pro

ferty , and the effect and results of state legislation , &c. in all important

cases alluded to in the questions : -This purpose will be found essentially at

tained : indeed it is not too much to say, if I can rely upon my own judgment,

that this part of my work, will put the publick in possession of a mass of infor

mation, which, considered in reference to its various subjects and details, will

be found equally curious and useful to citizens of the U. S. whether in pri

vate or publick capacities :-A work, which I could scarcely have hoped to

publish in 80 short a time, and for which the community are indebted , to the lib

erality ofgentlemen of the bar, who, amidst professional cares and perplexities,

have devoted themselves to a task , requiring no small share ofresearch, and

much of skill in the performance.
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lo

STATE OFFICERS. 6. What place is the seat of Gov

ernment in your State , &c . ?

1. Who is Governor of your state A. Concord : the legislature assem

& c . ? bles on the first wednesday of June

A. Samuel Bell ,Chester; title, “ His annually. ( 3 )

Excellency : " ( 1 ) term of office one

year ; app. by election of the people ; UNITED STATES OFFICERS,

salary $1200.

2. - Secretary of State & c . ? 7. Who is District Judge, & c . ?

4. Samuel Sparhawk, Concord ; term 1. John Samuel Sherburne, Ports

ofoffice one year ; app. by jointballot mouth.

of the two houses of the legislature. 8. Clerk ofthe District court,

3. Chief Justice of the Su- & c . ?

preme Court of law, &c. ? 1. William Claggett , Portsmouth .

A. William M. Richardson, Ches 9. District Attorney, & c. ?

ter ; term of office during good beha- A. Daniel Humphreys, Portsmouth .

viour , or until 70 years of age ;sala 10. Marshal, &c. ?

ry , $1400.

A. Michael MClary , Epsom.

4 . - Clerk of the Superior or 11. What Justice of the S. Court

Supreme Court, &c. ? ( 2 )

of the U.S. holds the Circuit in your

5. — Attorney General : & c . ? State, &c . ?

1. George Sullivan , Exeter ; term 1. Joseph Story : Maine, New Hamp

of office five years ; app. by the shire, Massachusetts, and R.Island,

governor and council.
being the first circuit.

12. At what times and places, are

(1 ) By the Constitution , he is appointed District courts of theU.S. held , &c.?

Caprain -General Commander in chief, and A. At Portsmouth , 3rd tuesday of

Admiral, of the army and navy .

(2 ) My correspondent answered this ques
tion, but the clerks of these courts being nu . (3) In a book I have, containing the con

merous, (two generally in each county,) their stitutions of the different states, published in

names are omitted . This is of no conse. 1820 , thetimefor the annual meeting is sta

quence , as New Hampshire is one of the tedto be the last wednesday in October.

states, where a yearly calendar is published , I presume there has been some alteration ,

which supplies the bar with all necessary in legislative or constitutional,sincethe adoption

formation , in respect of officers, courts, & c. of the constitution , 2d wednesday Feb. 1792.

Ed.

Ed.
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March and September ; Exeter, 3rd time to time, under the direction of

tuesday of June and December. the court.

13. Circuit Courts &c. ? Report of the case of the Trustees of

A. At Portsmmuth , 1st of May, and Dartmouth College, against Wm . H.

Exeter, Ist of October. Woodward : argued and determined

in the Sup. Court ofJudicature of the

state of New Hampshire, Nov. 1817,
LAWS- LAW BOOKS.

and on error in the Sup. Court of the

U. S. Feb. 1819.

14. What number of volumes does

the compiled body ofyour Statute law
By Timothy Farrar, Counsellor at

Law . Portsmouth N. H. 1819. ( 1 )
consist of, &c. ?

A. The compiled body of statute law 18. Is there any Digest of Cases in

is in one volume, published in 1815, your State Courts, & c. ?

and contains all the statutes then in A. There is no digest of cases, in our

force, price $3 50. quoted “ 1. N. H. state courts, and none in preparation.

Laws." ( 1 ) 19. Are there any Treatises, on

Statutes enacted since 1815, are the law in your State & c . ?

printed in uniform pamphlets at the A. No treatise on any branch of the

close of each session of the legisla- law or its practice has been pub

ture, and will form at a proper time lished in this state.

a 2nd volume.
20.—Foreign law books repub

15. Can the publick Laws in pam- | lished in your state, & c . ?

phlets, be procured, &c. ? A. Noforeign law books have been

A. Pamphlets since 1815 can be pro - republished here , except “ Lawes

cured , at many book stores in the Elementary Treatise on Pleading "

state , and particularly at Concord , A. D. 1808.

of Isaac Hill, by whom most of them 21.- Reports of Cases in the

were printed . District or Circuit Courts ofthe U.S.

16. Is there any Digest of the State in your State, &c. ?

Laws, &c ?
A. There are no reports of decisions

A. There is no digest of the statute or in the District Court of the United

common law of this state , nor any in States in this state.

preparation. There are three volumes of reports

17. Are there any Reports of cases in the U. S. Circuit court for this

in your State Courts, &c. ?
circuit, two of them by John Gallison ,

d. One volume of Reports of decisions and the third by Wm . P. Mason :

of our Superiour Court, from 1816, they embrace the period from 1812

to 1819 ; has been published by Na- to 1818.

thaniel Adams, price $ 3,75cts. Ano 22. Is there any Digest of cases

ther is now nearly ready for press. in those Courts, &c. ?

There is no established state Reporter, A. None.

but it is expected, that the publication 23. Have any books been compo

of decisions will be continued from sed, in your State, & c . ?

( 1 ) Antecedent editions were published ; ( 1 ) The report of this important case by

1st , in 1780, one vol . 2nd , in 1789, 1 vol. Mr. Farrar, occupies upwards of 400 pages ,

3d , in 1792, 1 vol. 4th, in 1797, 1 vol. 5th , in and should be in every lawyer's library , as

1805, 1 vol 6th and last, as above, by Nor . affording not only the most profound judi

ris & Co. Exeter . cial opinions on constitutional law , relative
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A. No original law books have been 25. By whom are Attornies, or

published in this state . Counsellors, admitted , &c. ?

The late Ch. Justice Smith has A. Students at law , having been re

however some valuable manuscripts, gularly admitted to the degree of

which are very much wanted by the Bachelor of Arts at some college,

profession , particularly an elaborate and pursued a course of legal study

treatise, on the law of “ Descents and under the direction of a counsellor

Last Wills :" but whether the learn- for the term of 3 years, (the last of

ed author will consent to give any which must be in the county where

of them to the publick, I am sorry they apply for examination ) are ad

to say , yet remains doubtful. mitted to an examination by a stand

ing committee of the Bar ; if reported

ATTORNIES - COUNSELLORS. by the committee to be qualified, they

are recommended by the Bar to the

24. Is there any distinction in the superiour court, and on that recom

profession of Attorney and Counsel- mendation are admitted to prac

lor. & c. ? tice by an order of court, and sworn

A. None. in open court, after which, they may

to legislative powers over contract, and cor. States , will undoubtedly give , in his valuable

poration rights, yet published ; but the great work , a condensed account of this case , ne

est display of professional erudition and tal . cessarily omitting all that part of the discus

ent : It will be noticed in the proper place in a sion , which took place in the State court .

future ool. of the Law Register ; in the mean This case will however form but a small

time, I subjoin Mr. Farrar's advertisement. part of the volume, and the volume itself

will form the fourth of a series , the size and

“ Advertisement. "
expense of which will exclude it from the li

"Upon the decision of the questions involv- braries of many, who would be desirous to

ed in this case, depended the title to the see a more enlarged account of the case.

whole property and corporate franchises of a
For these reasons, the Reporter trusts he

useful and respectable literary institution. Its has not rendered an unacceptable service to

importance therefore to that seminary alone, the profession, in presenting them with this

would seem to require the publication of a volume. The arguments and opinions have

full report of the arguments and reasonings, in most instances been taken from the origi

which preceded and led to it . But the im nal minutes of their authors, and corrected

portance of the decision is not limited to a by themselves. To their goodness in this

single institution . It is perhaps of equal im- respect, the Reporter gladly embraces this

portance to every other literary and charita- opportunity of publickly acknowledging his

dle corporation of our country. They are all, obligations. In one or two instances , where

or nearly all, of the same nature, and hold the counselcould not render the same assis

their property and franchises by the same te . tance, their arguments have been carefully

nure . Whether this be a permanent, vested
prepared from notes taken at the time they

interest, or a mere estate at the will of the
were delivered .

legislative body, is the general question here
The papers relating to this case , which are

discussed and settled. The singular ability thrown into the Appendix, are all the docu

and success , with which every part of the ments disclosing any legal views originally en

subject has been investigated and developed, tertained of the constitutional rights of this

not less than its general and particular im- corporation at the time,and subsequent to the

portance, havegiven an interest to the cause, passing of the legislative acts. The other

that would hardly be satisfied with any re
papers in the Appendix, it is hoped will not ,

port, which should fall short of giving its be thought to diminish the value of the pub

entire judicial history . lication .

Mr. Wheaton, the learned reporter of the
Portsmouth, August, 1819.”

decisions of the Supreme Court of the United
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practice in any state court : the or- sum demanded in damages, does not

der for their admission is recorded exceed $ 13, 33 cts. In criminal cau

by the clerk, with the other proceed- ses , their jurisdiction extends to

ings of the term . slight punishments for certain petty

26. On what conditions, & c . from offences.

other states , &c. ?
The Judge of Probate has origi

A. Attornies and counsellors belong- nal jurisdiction of the probate of

ing to other states are admitted to all last wills and testaments ; granting

the privileges ofmembers of the Bar letters of administration ; letters of

in this state, by courtesy. Those guardianship for minors, &c. and

removing from other states to this the settlement of all administration

state are admitted, on certificate of and guardianship accounts , &c . &c.

their standing , to a similar standing The Courts of sessions have original

here, provided the requirements in and conclusive jurisdiction of ques

the state from whence they came are tions,of laying out roads, and set

similar to those of this state, and tling accounts, for the maintenance

provided the rules and practice of of county paupers.

the profession in that state , are equal The Superiour court has original

ly liberal towards gentlemen of the and final jurisdiction of all civil and

profession going from this, to re - criminal causes, not included in the

side among them . jurisdiction of a justice of the peace ,

and also , appellant jurisdiction of

COURTS. all causes, whereof a justice of the

peace, or a judge of probate, has

27. What are the names of the se- original jurisdiction.

veral courts in your State, &c. ? 33. Which are courts of equity,

A. “ Justices court," “ Probate and which of law, &c. ?

court,"" “ Court of Sessions,” “ Su- A. We have no courts of equity ; but

periour court of Judicature."
recent statute has given to the Su

28. Their style, &c. ? periour court chancery jurisdiction , in

A. “ Justices of the Superiour court cases of property appointed to char

of Judicature, Justices of the court itable uses : under this statute no

of Sessions, Judge of Probate, and proceedings have yet been had .

Justice of the Peace .” 34. What methods are used to

29. The extent of their several ter - carry up judgments &c. ?

ritorial jurisdictions, &c. ? A. Within the limited time after

A. The territorialjurisdiction ofeach judgment in the court below, an ap

of these courts , is confined to one peal is claimed and entered of re

county , except the Superiour court, cord, and in some cases bonds filed

which extends to all the counties in to prosecute the appeal, with effect,

the state .
&c. The appellant, then takes out

30. Which have original jurisdic- a copy of thewhole record, including

tion, &c. ? the papers filed in the case , and

31. —partly original,and part- enters the action in the Superiour

ly appellant &c. ? court.

32. appellant jurisdiction on

ly, ốc. ?

A. Justices of the Peace have original

jurisdiction in civil causes, where the 35. Who is State Printer, &c . ?

99

MISCELLANEOUS .
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A. Messrs. Hill & Moore, Concord. ther a general demurrer to the decla

36. Who is the principal Book - seller ration , or a general demurrer to the

at the seat of Government ? plea of the general issue , according

A. Isaac Hill.
as the plaintiff or defendant had a

The above answers show the differ - greed to appeal the cause, ) were filed

ent courts and jurisdictions as they with a reservation to each party , of

exist at the present time : until recent- a right to plead anew at the Superi

ly, the Superiour court had no origi- our court, where the action was en

nal jurisdiction in civil causes . tered by the party appellant, and

There was a court of Common stood for pleading, trial, and judg

Pleas in each county, which had ap- ment, precisely like an original ac

pellate jurisdiction of civil causes, tion in that court. It was however

of which a Justice of the Peace had in the option of either party , to put

original jurisdiction ; and original the cause to a jury in the court be

and conclusive jurisdiction of all low, on the pleas intended to settle

causes, where the sum demanded in the cause. But no advantage was

damages did not exceed $50,00 ; and gained by this course , for the appeal

original jurisdiction of allother civil vacated the judgment and the ver

causes. dict, so that, the cause was entirely

Before this court was abolished , open for a new trial both as to fact

the usual course of business was, for and law, in the appellate court. This

those actions which were not for shows the meaning of an appeal in

trial, to be terminated there ; and this state.

those which were disputable or in Causes were removable by writ of

tended to be litigated, to go up by error, certiorari, &c. to the Superiour

appeal directly to the Superiour court for the correction of errors ap

court. The appeal was claimed and pearing on the record, as at common

entered of record, in the manner law, in cases where the Inferiour

mentioned in answer to No. 34. The court had final jurisdiction , that is ,

pleadings, (which were usually ei- I where no appeallay.
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gages ?

No. II. CONVEYANCE BY DEED , 14. What officers may take this

&c. (1 ) examination, &c. ?

15. What is the form of a certifi

1. What is the kind of Deed most cate by the officer ,where a feme co

in use in your State & c. is it that of vert acknowledges the execution , & c.?

bargain and sale ? 16. To bar the feme of dower in

2. Does the legal possession pass the husband's estate ; is her joining

without livery , &c. ? in the deed, and making such ac

3. In the creation of estates in fee, knowledgment, necessary in all ca

or fee tail , are technical words ne- ses, & c. ?

cessary , & c. ? 17. Generally , is there any thing

4. Is the construction of common peculiar in respect to dower in your

assurances, governed by the rules of state ?

common law ; or by the intent, & c . ? 18. What Officers in your State

5. Are attesting witnesses & c . re- are authorized , to take acknowledg

quired to conveyances ? ments and proofs of deeds and mort

6. Must the deed be sealed ?

7. Is a scroll sufficient ? 19. What is the form of a certifi

8. Are the common law requisites cate by such officer, when the gran

for the perfection of Deeds &c. alter - tor acknowledges the execution ?

ed , in any particulars in your state ?
20. what is the form when the ex

9. Is it necessary to the validity ecution isproved before him, by the

of a Deed as between the parties & c.deposition of the subscribing wit

nesses ?
that it should be acknowledged by

the grantor, or proved by the witnes
21. Must the grantor or witness

subscribe the acknowledgment, or
ses , and be recorded ?

deposition ?

10. Asagainst bona fide subsequent

22. Is the certificate to be under
purchasers and mortgagees ; must the theseal, as well as the hand of the

prior deed or mortgage to affect
officer ?

them , be recorded : within what pe

riod : in what office : will notice of is the form of affirmation by your
23. If a quaker is witness , what

the prior title, though unrecorded ,
law ?

bar the second incumbrancer ?

24. If a Gfantor, Mortgagor, or

11. May a feme covert convey witness, is in another state or territo

estate held in her own right, and her ry, what officers in such other state

dower in the husband's estate, &c. ?

&c. may take the acknowledgment of

12. Is this done by joining with the grantor, or deposition of the wit

him in the conveyance , &c. ?
ness, to the execution ?

13. Is a private examination of the 25. Where the officer is of another

feme necessary , &c. ?
state &c . what proof or instrument

• ( 1) The Gentleman who favoured me with all that the questions called for ; yet in this

the information relative to “ New Hamp- instance, as in all others, for reasons which

shire," has under this head , as well as some will be explained in the preface, the questions

others , instead of particular answers to each are all prefixed in an abridged form ; and

question, found it most convenient to convey sometimes in order to understand answers

what was sought for in one connected view fully, it will be requisite for the reader to recur

It will be found, on examination , that he has to the question at large, which will be found

combined in a very brief and lucid manner, at the corresponding No. under Vermont.
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must be made or annexed to his certi- such lands, tenements , or heredita

ficate , showing he is such officer & c . ? ments lie, shall be valid to pass the

26. If Grantors or Witnesses are same, without any other act or cer

dead , removed from the state , or can - emony in law whatever : and no

not be found : is there any provision deed of bargain and sale, mortgage

in those cases for secondary proofs, or other conveyance, in fee simple ,

& c . ?
fee tail, or for term of life , or any

27. If the grantor and witnesses | lease for more than seven years from

are in a foreign country, and living the making thereof, of any lands, ten

or dead, is there any provision for ements,or hereditaments in this state,

taking an acknowledgment or proof shall be good and effectual in law to

in such country ? hold such lands, tenements, or here

28. Are Deeds and Mortgages ditaments against any other person

recorded evidence, by whom are cop- or persons, but the grantor or gran

ies exemplified ? tors, and their heirs only, unless the

29. In what order, do mortgages deed or deeds thereofbeacknowledg

take preference of each other ? ed and recorded in manner afore

30. Is any time allowed after exe- said . "

cution within which the mortgage The instrument of conveyance un

being recorded , a subsequent mort- der this statute must be in writing,

gage gains no priority by first re- signed , sealed , and delivered ; that is,

gistering ? it must be a deed . It must also be at

31. May deeds of mortgage be ac- tested by two witnesses , acknowledg

knowledged and proved in like man - ed before a magistrate , and recorded .

ner in and out of the state, recorded These are the only requisites of the

and have like competency in evi- statute. The form of the instrument

dence, as absolute deeds &c ? is no way material, and technical

32. In regard to the execution of words are unnecessary
Such words

deeds and mortgages in your state , must indeed be made use of, as by a

is there any other thing to be obser- fair and liberal construction will

ved , &c . ? show what estate or interest was

A. The mode of conveyance by deed intended , and the land or property,

in this state , is regulated by statute . which was the subject matter of the

The provisions of the one now in deed .

force, and which for substance has The ancient feoffment, or perhaps

been in force ever since the year 1701 , even a naked release, without cove

are as follow nants express or implied , would be

“ That all deeds or other convey - sufficient to pass the title of the gran

ances of any lands, tenements , or tor, or the estate and interest which

hereditaments lying in this state , he had authority to convey, which is

signed and sealed by the party gran- all that can pass by any form of con

ting the same, having good and law- veyance under our statute. But the

ful authority thereunto , and signed deed in most general use, is called a

by two or more witnesses, and ac- deed of “ bargain and sale," and in

knowledged by such grantor or gran- form , resembles the English deed of

tors before a justice of the peace, (or that name under the statute of Oses .

by another statute, a Notary Pub All conveyances however, have

lick] and recorded at length in the their operation under our statute , and

registry of deeds in the county where not under the statute of uses. It is
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1

immaterial whether the lands be in , chaser, or he has otherwise notice

possession, remainder, or reversion ; equivalent to the registry , the gran

whether holden jointly with others tee shall hold.

or in severalty ; whether the estate Any Justice ofthe Peace, or Notary

to be conveyed be a freehold , or a Publick in this state , or any other

term of years, conditional or uncon- state or nation, is competent to take

ditional. Thewords “ bargain, sell, the acknowledgment, and probably

grant, enfeoff, convey, & c .” transfer (by a liberal construction, which the

the lands, or the right of the grantor case requires ) any person exercising

if he has a right merely, thepowers, which those officers here

Livery of seizin , or any other act exercise.

or ceremony whatever beyond the The following is the form common

deed itself, is not necessary . Recor- ly used.

ding the deed gives publicity to the

“ State of NEW HAMPSHIRE.

transaction, and preserves the evi
Rockingham ss. } on the

dence. The acknowledgment and
day of A. D. 1822,

recording, form no part of the deed : the above named
personally

that, takes effect from the making. appearing, acknowledged the above

The acknowledgment is a mere war - written instrument by him subscribed,

rant for recording, and aids, in the to be his voluntary act and deed ,

proof and authentication of the in
Before me

Justice

strument.

of the Peace.”

When the grantee neglects to re

If the grantor or lessor refuses to
cord his deed , it shall not in certain

cases, and under certain circumstan-acknowledge his deed, the grantee

ces, be effectual to hold the lands, may put it on record without acknow

which had passed by it. But as it
ledgment and it shall be good

respects the grantor and his heirs, though acknowledged for sixty days ;

and

the acknowledgment and recording
ajustice of the peace of the Quo

rum , at the request of the grantee,
are unnecessary. They need no no

his heirs, executors , administrators,
tice ; the grantee therefore shall hold

in all cases against them .
or assigns, may summon the grantor

But when others may be supposed to hear the testimony of the subscri.

to suffer for want of recording, then bing witnesses, and upon proof of

recording is essential. The deed to
the execution , by one or more of the

pass lands is the same as it respects
subscribing witnesses, the justice's

the grantor, his heirs, and all other certificate thereof, shall be equivalent

to acknowledgment.

persons. But these other persons

It is not known, that a resort has

may be injured for want ofnotice,that

thelandshave passed from the gran
ever been had to this course ; but it

tor ; therefore, the requisites ofac- is conceived however, that a certifi

knowledgment and recording are su - cate in the following form , would

embrace all the matters required by
peradded, as it respects them.

the statute.

As the statute limits no time for

registering, but requires it for notice “ State of NEW HAMPSHIRE .

to purchasers fc. it is sufficient that Rockingham ss. On

the notice, be given , when necessary. the day of A.D. 1822,

That is, if the deed be registered the within named and

before the purchase by thesecond pur [or one of them as the case

}
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may be,] subscribing witnesses to the , sion of the estate conveyed by the

within deed, personally appearing deed , and that they or others claim

made solemn oath before me, ing under them , have ever since con

one of the Justices of the Peace of the tinued in the quiet enjoyment there

Quorun for said county, that they saw of; and the proof must be taken be

the within named
(the grantor ] fore some court of record in this state.

voluntarily sign, and seal the said Other cases, as for instance, where

deed , and that they subscribed their the grantor refuses to acknowledge,

names aswitnesses thereto at the same and the witnesses are dead &c . re

time. The said
[ the main unprovided for by our statutes .

grantor) at the request of Copies of the record are certified ,

[ the grantee, his heir, executor, ad- [ a true copy , attest ] by the recor

ministrator, or assignee as the case der ; and such copies are evidence ,

may be,] was duly summoned to ap- prima facie,of the execution of such

pear before me at the time and place of deed in all cases except , where the

said examination , to hear the testimo- party claims immediately under the

ny of the said subscribing witnesses, deed, and then , he is bound to pro

by an original summons delivered to duce the original, and prove its exe

him the said (or left at cution in the first instance.

his usual place of abode as the case In the particulars above noticed,

may be) by the sher- it is not recollected, that any dis

iff (deputy sheriff, or constable as tinction is to be observed between ab

the case may be in said county , on solute , and conditional deeds or mort

day of A D. 1822, gages .

[which must be at least seven days The rights of the widow in res

before the examination ) and was (or pect to dower, are generally the same

was not, as the case may be) present as at common law ; but a femecovert

at said examination may bar herself from this right, by

( Signed as the other )" Jus- joining her husband in the convey

tice of the Peace of the Quorum .” ance, inserting a clause in the deed , to

If the grantor or lessor is beyond show the intent with which she joins.

sea , or removed out of this State , or Afeme covert may also freely con

dead, before acknowledgment, proof vey her own estate, by uniting with

of the execution of the deed by one or her husband in a deed thereof; and

more of the subscribing witnesses, the deed may be executed and ac

is equivalent, to the grantor's ac- knowledged in the samemanner that

knowledgment before a Justice of other deeds are , without any addi

the Peace ; and if the witnesses are tional ceremony whatever.

dead, or beyond sea , or removed out

of the United States, and the grantor

No. III. JUDGMENT, (EXECUTION )

&c.

is also dead, proof of the hand wri

ting of the grantor, and of the sub 33. Do judgments bind real pro

scribing witnesses, made by oath of perty , and may it be sold on execu

tro witnesses, is also equivalent tion in your state ?

to such acknowledgment; but in 34. From what time is a judgment

these cases, it must be made to ap- | (or decree in equity ,) a lien on real

pear to the court taking the proof, estate, against alienation ofthe debt

that the grantees, during the life time or, &c. ?

of the grantors , took actual posses 35. What is the order of priority

1

i
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among judgmentcreditors, in respect of attorney be entered in vacation ?

of lands ?
50. Can Judgments be entered on

36. Does a judgment bind, after warrant of atty . before the debt is

acquired land ?
payable ?

37. In respect of chattels, has the 51. In such case , is the Judgment

first judgment, or firstexecution de- an incumbran
ce

against a subsequen
t

livered , the preference ?
Judgment for debts due, and follow

38. In respect of chattels,may the ed by immediate execution ?

debtor alienate , before execution de 52. If after sale and conveyance

livered ? of land on execution the judgment is

39. Is a prior judgment in an In- reversed ; does the estate revert, & c . ?

feriour court, a lien on lands without 53. Is the Ca. Sa. allowed in the

its jurisdiction , &c. ?
first instance : are bail exonerated

40. Is there any Court in which by surrender of the principal ?

a Judgment will bind the lands, in 54. May the debtor be imprisoned

every county ? for any sum ; are none exempted , & c . ?

41. Can Execution be taken out at 55. Is the Ca. Sa. regulated by

once, in every county , &c. ? the common law, $c. ?

42. Can Execution issue immedi 56. Are any kinds of personal es

ately after Judgment, against real tate exempt from execution ?

estate of the debtor, and that be sold , A. Judgments as such , form no lien

without any previous appraisment or incumbrance on the debtor's estate

&c. and on what conditions as to pay- real or personal ; nor can real es

ment ? tate be sold on execution.

43. In such case , is a Deed made We are disgraced by no suspension

and delivered to the party, before laws, appraisment laws, or others

acknowledgment of it by such officer constraining the creditor to receive

in court, or confirmation by the any thing else, than the lawful cur

court, valid : If fraud or irregularity, rency of the United States, in pay

is there any summary redress ? ment of his debt.

44. Before real estate can be sold These negations in strictness, dis

on execution , must it be appraised , pose of nearly all the inquiries under

and sale delayed, until it brings the this head , and yet perhaps, commu

appraised value, or some propor- nicate no information .

tion , &c . ? Personal actions are commenced,

45. Is there any writ of levari fa- either by writ of attachment, or sum

cias, elegit, extent, &c. in your state ? mons. In most cases the plaintiff

46. Are there any laws to delay may takehis election . On the writ

or impair the remedy on execu- of attachment, the goods, estate, ( or

tion, by suspension ; appraisment, body for any snm exceeding $13 . 33)

and a minimum fixed , & c. or con- of the defendant, may be attached for

straining the creditor to receive other any cause of action, on which a judg

than lawful money &c. ?
ment for debt or damages may be

47. What security is required , recovered. Goods when attached , are

that the property shall not be wasted , taken into the possession of the offi

and be forth coming ? cer, and are either retained by him ,

48. May the debtor redeem land or delivered to some other person ,

sold on execution, &c. ?
who is responsible to him , and is for

49. May Judgments on warrant this purpose considered as his agent.
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When real estate is attached , a copy paying the debt, interest, and cost,

of the writ with the officers return, at any time within one year.

is left at the office of the town clerk of Should the creditor prefer to levy

the place where the land lies, for his execution on the body of his debt

publick notice . If the body of the or, he may be detained within the

deft is arrested, he is either detain - four walls of the prison, or within

ed in the custody of the officer , or the liberties (on giving bond with

admitted to the more friendly custo- sufficient sureties for his remaining

dy of his bail . there, ),until he pays the debt, or is

A lien thus acquired continues, un- discharged under the act for the re

til thirty days after the rendition of lief of poor debtors .

judgment ; and in case of a debtor Thepriority of liens on the debtor's

afterwards surrendered by his bail, goods or lands is determined , by tbe

until thirty days after the surrender, priority of the attachment, or seisure,

when if the execution is not levied , whether on mesne or final process ;

the lien is discharged. and no lien exists, where an attach

The execution (which may issue in ment, or seisure has not been made.

24 hours after final judgment is ren No personal property, but a few

dered , and is either a fieri facias, an articles of small value and of the

extendi facias,or a capias satisfacien- first necessity , is allowed to the deb

dum, at the election ofthe judgment tor or his family, and no real proper

creditor) commands the sheriff, to ty is exempted from this liability to

cause the judgment to be paid and creditors.

satisfied, out of the goods, chattels, Bail may be discharged, by deliv

or lands of the debtor, and for want ering up their principal at any time

of goods, chattels or lands, to the before scire facias brought against

acceptance of the creditor, to take them ; and at any time afterwards

the body of the debtor, and detain and before final judgment rendered

him in custody until he is discharged against them, they may be dischar

by order of law. ged by surrendering the principal

If the execution is levied on the and paying the costs of the scire faci

debtors goods, (whether they had as. We have not two different kinds

been previously attached on mesne of bail as in England , bail to the

process or not, they are to be adver- sheriff, and bail to the action . The

tised , and sold at publick auction in contract of our bail is , for the ap

four days after the levy . If it is pearance of the defendant to answer

levied on the debtors lands, apprais- the suit, and to abide the order or

ers are to be appointed, to value and judgment of the court thereon .

set off the land to the creditor by Persons become bail , either by

metes and bounds, after which , he giving a bail bond , or by endorsing

may take the land or not as he pleas- their names on the back of the origi

es. If he chooses to take it at the nal writ. This latter mode origin

appraisment, seizin is delivered to ated in the practice of writing the

hin or his attorney by the officer, and bond on the back of the writ, which

the proceedings recorded in the office was at first omitted in the hurry of

of the recorder of deeds, which makes business, and the signatures permit

as perfect a transfer of the debtor's ted to stand alone It is now the on

title, as would his own dee i , except- ly mode in use, when bail is given

ing the right to redeem the same, by before commitment. If bail is given
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after commitment and return of the No. v. WILLS, &c.

writ, a bond is made to the sheriff.

61. Are lands and Freehold inter

The remedy against bail, is by scire

facias.

ests devisable at the pleasure of the

testator, and to the entire disinheri

No. IV. INSOLVENT (LAW. ) son of his children or issue &c. ?

A. They are substantially, though

57. Is there a standing insolvent not nominally ; for any child , or his

law in your state , &c. Are any per representatives in case of his death,

sons on account of the nature of the not having a legacy in the will, and

debt, &c . excepted out of it ? not having been advanced in equal

58. What time is required to effect proportion before,shall inherit in the

a discharge : Is the claim for dis
same manner as though the parent

charge, determined by the court or had died intestate .

a jury ? 62. What formalities of execution,

59. Must the debtor be actually are essential to a will of lands &c ?

in the gaol, or may he apply for the 63. What formalities are required ,

benefit of the law, at any time &c. ? in the revocation of wills of land ?

60. Is there any thing peculiar in 64. Are the provisions of the 29

your insolvent law ? C. II . C. 3. adopted in regard to the

A. We have no insolvent law appli- execution of wills of land & c ?

cable to any class of debtors, but A. The 5.5 of the Stat. of frauds 29

those actually in execution, confined C. 11. C. 3, is re -enacted in this state,

within the gaol or on the limits : but the 6. was omitted . ( see 5. Bac.

these, it is believed without any ex- abr. upon Wills 306. )

ception , may at the end of 30 days Probably , no revocation of a will

from their commitment, having giv- oflands would here be held sufficient,

en 15 days previous notice to the but by actual cancelling &c. by the

judgment creditor, have a hearing, testator, or another instrument exe

before two justices of the peace of the cuted with the same formalities, as

quorum, on a petition to be admitted the will itself.

to take the poor debtors oath , so cal 65. Before what court, or officer ,

led ; and if no sufficient objection is are wills of lands and personalty,

offered, that is, if no proof is made exhibited for proof: does the proof in

satisfactory to the justices, that the the probate court, affect the right of

debtor has property or has fraudu- the heir, to question its execution at

lently disposed of property &c. he is law ?

admitted to theoath,which is in sub- A. Wills are proved in the probate

stance, “ that he has no property court, and their execution can never

real or personal, in possession , re- be questioned in any other court, (2)

mainder, or reversion , excepting ( see Vermont, No. 65.)

what is by law exempted from at 66. Is the execution proved by the

tachment and execution, nor has he witnesses, or oath of the Executors,

disposed of any in such a manner , as or both, in the first instance ?

that his creditors may be defraud

ed .” He is then discharged from his New Hampshire, no insolventlawexists, by

imprisonment, and his body can no which , a debtors person may be discharged ,

more be taken for the same debt. ( 1 ) but as against the particular creditor or credi

tors , at whose suit he is imprisoned , at the

(1 ) It would appear from this, that in time of his petition. (2) Anappeallies, p. 32.
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4. Usually by one or two of the sub - Testaments proved, in your state :

scribing witnesses, though we have &c ?

no statute altering the common law A. A copy of a will with the probate

in this respect. thereof made in another state of the

67. In what office is the will and union, or in any foreign state ac

inventory registered : are office co - cording to the laws thereof, duly au

pies evidence ? thenticated, may be filed and record

A. The office of the register of pro- ed in the probate office of any county

bate, whose attested copies are evi- in this state, where the testator had

dence. real or personal estate whereon the

68. What formalities are required , said will may operate ; and such

to wills of chattels ? filing and recording will have the

69. Are any number ofsubscribing same force and effect, as an original

witnesses, or the signature, or sealof will proved and allowed in the same

the testator required ; or is a will of probate court. Letters of adminis

personals proveable by the rules of tration with the will annexed may

the common law &c ?
then be taken out, and the will enfor

A Wills of personalsare proveable as
ced here.

at common law, unless they purport
Letters of administration on the

to dispose of lands also, in which property ( lying in this state) ofany

case they are void for the whole, un person deceased, may be taken out

less they are executed with the re- here, and the rights of the personal

quisite formalities, to take effect as representative enforced.

wills of lands. As to the manner of authenticating

We have no statute regulating the foreign records, we have no peculiar

execution of wills of personals, ex - statutes or usages. The authentica

cept nuncupative wills : our statute tion of the records of other states

on this subject re -enacts, the 19, 20, and territories, is of course provided

21 , 22, and 23rd. 9. of the Stat. of for by the act of congress, ( vid.const.

Frauds, 29 C. II . C. 3 . U. S. art. 4. § 1. c. 1. L. U. S. 2 vol.

The provisions of the St. 26 G. 11. 102. May 26, 1790. 3 vol. 621 .

e . 6. relating to devisees, creditors Mar. 27, 1804.)

&c. being witnesses, are re- enacted in

this state , ( see 5. Bac. ab . pr. Wil No. VI. DESCENTS.

son , 331 , where it is called 25.

Geo . II ) 74. How do inheritances in fee sim

70. May executors, or adminis- ple descend upon Intestacy, among

trators having letters in another lineal heirs ?

state , sue in your state ?
75. How among collaterals ?

71. If not, what is to be done to
76. How , in respect of the hall

enable them to sue ?
blood : does the common law govern ?

A. No, they must take out letters in
77. Does the common law prevail

this state .
on descents, in any cases, and what ?

72. Are exemplifications of wills
78. Is there any thing peculiar in

and testaments , by the proper offi- your law of descents ?

cer in other states, evidence in your 1. Inheritances in fee simple descend

courts &c ?
upon intestacy in equal shares among

73. How are foreign Wills and the children, and such as legally re
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TESY , &c.

present such of them , as may be one third, and if there are no chil

dead. dren , one half of that surplusage

Where thereare no children, the in- forever .

heritance descends equally to the next

of kin in equal degree and those who No. VIII. ENTAILS, DOWER, CUR

represent them , but no representa

tion is admitted beyond the degree

of brothers and sisters children.
82. May entails be created , as un

When any of the children of the der the Stat. de donis — and with the

intestate die within 21 years of age,same incidents, in respect of being

and unmarried , their shares go to Barred; Dower ; Curtesy ; Waste

&c ?

the other children and their repre

A. Yes .

sentatives ; but if any of them die

after 21 years of age , unmarried and
83. Are entails abolished ; con

intestate, living the mother, she inverted into fees ; or otherwise modi

herits equally with the other chil- fied &c ?

dren .
A. No.

If any person dies intestate after 84. How barred by the tenant ?

marriage, or arrival at 21 years of 1. Answered in 82 .

age, and without issue, living the fa

85. Is the widow entitled to dow

ther, the whole estate, except the er ; and the husband to Curtesy ; as

widow's dower, goes to him , but if by the common law ?

the father be dead and the mother
A. Yes.

living, she is entitled to an equal
No. IX. LIMITATION OF SUITS.

share of the estate with the brothers

and sisters, and their representatives. 86. What length of adverse pos

The provisions of our law on this sub- session of lands is a bar &c ?

ject will be seen , to be very similar A. No person can maintain any ac

to those of the civil law , and the tion for the recovery of lands, unless

English statutes of distribution .
upon a seizen within 20 years.

No distinction is here made, be 87. What savings &c ?

tween the half blood and the whole
88. Is there a saving in favour of

blood .
foreigners or citizens ofother states ?

A. There is a saving of 5 years af

No. VII. DISTRIBUTION ON INTES- ter disability removed, to such as

TACY , ( OF PERSONALTY .) were, at the time the right or title

descended or accrued to them , either

79. Upon intestacy , how is the under 21 years of age, feme covert,

surplusage of personalproperty dis- non compos mentis, imprisoned, or

tributed ?
without the limits of the U States .

80. How among collaterals ? 89. Are the general principles of

81. Are the 22nd and 23rd Car. English law, on the bar of these Sta

ii. c . 10, and 29 Car. ii. C. 30, called tutes , adopted in your state ?

the Statutes of distribution & c. a- A. They are.

dopted ? 90. Is there any thing peculiar in

1. The surplusage of the personal your state on this head ?

estate , is distributed in the same A I recollect nothing.

manner as the real estate , with the
91. What length of time bars re

exception, that the widow shall have covery &c. in personal actions ?
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ers ?

A. We have no statute limiting the A. ( 1 ) Unimproved lands of non re

time, within which debts by specialty sidents , may be sold for taxes The

may be recovered ; they are governed taxes are to be made out and deliver

by the principles of the common law.ed to the collector, by the soth of

Other personal actions in general May, annually : the collector is to

are limited to be brought within 6 lodge a copy of his non resident list

years after they accrue ; but actions with the deputy secretary of state,

of trespass, assault, battery &ç are within the first eight days of the

limited to 3 years, and actions of next session of the legislature, which

slander, to 2 years .
commences on the first wednesday of

92. What savings ? June. The dep'y secty is to keep the

93. Are there any in favour of ci- list at his office for the inspection of

tizens of other states, or Foreign- those concerned , and to discharge

such taxes as may be paid to him , till

A. With a saving, in favour of per- the first day of September, when the

sons infant, femecovert, imprisoned, copy is to be returned to the collec

or beyond seas, without the U. States, tor : the collector is then to advertise

or non compos mentis, of the whole such as remain unpaid, in the New

time aforesaid, after disability remo- Hampshire Patriot, and in some other

ved ; and if the person against whom paper printed in the county where the

the suit is brought left the state, be- lands lie, three weeks successively ,

fore the action accrued , and left no beginning eight weeks before the day

property here that could be attached of sale, that at a particular time and

&c. then the whole time is allowed place in the town where the lands lie ,

after he returns. so much of the same will be sold at

publick auction , as may be sufficient

No. X. TAXES.
to pay the taxes and incident charges;

· 94. May lands be sold for the pay- if the taxes are not previously paid ,

ment of taxes : has an absentee any he is bound to seli accordingly,

privilege ?
and to give a deed to the purchaser

95. Before a sale, is notice to be at the end of one year from the day

given &c ? of sale, unless the land is redeemed

96. What officer is to give this no- within the year, by the payment of the

tice ? taxes and charges to the collector.

97. In what manner &c. Improved lands 1 ) and buildings

98. If a sale takes place, is the of residents and nonresidents may

deed absolute ? also, under peculiar circumstances,

99. If not, what time is allowed to and where goods or the body cannot

redeem , and on what terms : at what be found on which to make distress,

place or office, are the sales entered ? be sold for the payment of taxes as

100. Do lands on which taxes are sessed on the owner .

not paid , in any case vest in the state : Lands on which taxes are not paid,

and then how and in what time, to be do not in any case vest in the state.

redeemed ? A non resident owner, desirous of

101. What officer in any county, keeping his taxes paid on impro

ought a nonresident desirous of keep- ved lands and buildings, should

ing his taxes paid, correspond with have an agent for this purpose in the

for that purpose : or what is most

prudent for him to do } ( 1) This is the language of our law ,
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BAIL , &c.

town where they are situated ; for this head in your letter of the 16th

unimproved lands, he may have an inst. ( Jan.) I would mention ,that al

agent in the town, or at the seat of though the usual process for com

government, or correspond with the mencing suits is the writ of attach

deputy secretary ment, yet generally when actual se

curity is not wanted, no other than

No. XI. MISCELLANEOUS. a nominal attachment is made : the

sheriff returns, that he has attached

a “ hat," & c . of the “ value of three

102. May debtors pendente lite, be cents ,” and at the same time given

ſ'estrained from alienating &c. Is the the defendant a summons notifying

debtor liable to be holden to bail , &c? him of the cause of action , time of

A. [ See ante no. III . Judgments. The the court &c. according to law.

debtor's property may be attached , The execution is the same in all

person held to bail on the writ cases, however the suit may have

by which the suit is commenced, at been commenced : the substance of

the time of the service thereof, but its direction to the sheriff was stated

not afterwards pending the suit. in No. mu . (Judgments. Instead of

After final judgment on the execu- saying “ it is a fi. fa .” an “ extendi

tion , the property or body may be fa. & c. at the election of the creditor,

seized, whether previously attached it would have been more correct to

or held to bail or not, and whether have said, “ it has the operation of a

the suit was commenced by writ of fi. fa . an extendi fa. or a ca.sa. at the

attachment or summons. election of the creditor : in his use of

In reference to the questions ( 1 ) on these remedies, the creditor is not

or his

bet

(1 ) The questions referred to were stated, of the plaintiff, to direct a sale of the goods,

thus “ There is one part however of your ex or an appraisment of the land ?

position under the head of Judgments -and 4th . If realestate is attached and levied upon,

Executions, No. III . ' on which I should wish is the sheriff compelled to go on and make

at some future time a little further explana the appraisment: you observe, that the

tion. Your law of attacbment, is not at all sheriff is to have the lands set off, and the

understood among us : yet I think its princi creditor may accept them or not : what is

ple excellent. the effect in regard to his future remedies

You observe, after a judgment upon pro
if he refuse to accept?

cess commenced by attachment, the execution 5th . Though , the plaintiff should omit after

which may issue is, either afi.fa. an extendi
the 30 days to take out his execution of

facias or a ca. sa . at the election of the judg
extendi facias, and thereby loses his lien,

ment creditor : yet if he take it out before alienation by the

1st . Are these writs issued successively, or does
debtor or a lien acquired by another credi

the writ of execution first issued, compre tor , will it not be as valid , as if taken with

in the 30 days ?
hend an order to sell the goods, the real

estate, and take the body, if the goods and 6th. If the pitf.elects a ca. sa. in the first in

lands are insufficient ? stance, is his future remedy against the

estate gone ; or may he abandon the ca. sa .
2nd. Must the goods be sold , and the lands

and revert to the estate by an extendi facias,
be appraised in such case , before the sheriff

where there has been an attachment ?
can take the body, and does the writ contin- 7th . When the suit is commenced by sum

ue in his hands, beyond the time of its re

mons, and a judgment is obtained, does
turn , for the purpose of taking the body pro

residuo ? the same process of execution take place,

as where property has been attached , if the

3rd. If the goods and land are levied upon or estate is the debtor's at the time of judg

seized on the execution , is it gt the election ment and execution ?
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l'estricted to any particular order : | them within thirty days after judg

if he takes the body in the first in- ment, the creditor has thereby lost

stance, as he may, and that is finally no right but what he gained by the

discharged from the execution un- attachment, that is, the right of pri

der the act for the relief of poor ority : if no alienation or subsequent

debtors, (see 57 , ante, ) the creditor lien has intervened , he may proceed

has still a right to take out another in the same manner as he could with

execution , and levy it on the debtor's in the thirty days, and in the same

goods or estate if any he has : the ex- manner as he may against the other

ecution does not remain in the hands property of debtor.

of the officer after the return term, Property acquired after the judg

for the purpose of obtaining further ment was rendered , is equally liable

satisfaction when only a part of the to the execution , as property owned

debt has been paid ; but a new execu- at the time.

tion of the same tenor, called an

alias, is issued for this purpose. LETTERS OF ATTORNEY.

If goods are seized in execution

they must be sold, ( that is, the credi 103. Is there any provision for the

tor has no right to dispense with a proof&c . of letters of Attorney, made

sale , without the consent of the debt- in other states , or foreign parts, for

or, ) but if they were attached on the the conveyance of lands &c . in your

writ, the execution may or may not state ?

be levied on them as the creditor A. Letters of attorney, authorising

chooses : if not levied on within thir- the conveyance of land, and executed

ty days after final judgment, the lien with the same formalities as a deed

is discharged , and the debtor may of land, may be recorded without

demand his goods again. proof, in the same manner, and in the

But lands seized on the execution same office as a deed of the same

may be appraised or not appraised , land , and the recording will have the

accepted at the appraisal or not, at same effect as that of a deed .

the creditors election : in fact the

whole process is under his controul,

and he may stop it where he pleases.

The lien will continue after the levy 104. Do aliens stand on the foot

or seizure, during the life of the ex - ing of the common law, in respect of

ecution ; but if the levy is not com- taking by descent, or purchase : may

pleted, that is , the land appraised , set they in any case hold real estate,

off by metes and bounds, and seizinas in Mortgage ?

delivered by the officer and accepted A. We have no peculiar laws in re

by the creditor, before or during the gard to aliens: they stand on the

return term , the lien will be dischar - footing of the common law , except

ged : the creditor may break off, at so far as they may be affected , by the

any stage of the pursuit of his reme- constitution, laws, or treaties of the

dy against the lands, before the re- United States.

ceipt of seizin , and resort to the debt

ors goods or body, or other lands. ADMINISTRATION . GUARDIANSHIP .

If the lien acquired by attachment

ofgoods or lands is lost , by reason of 105. Is the rightof administration

the execution not being levied on regulated as in England by the 31

ALIENS .

1
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Edw. iii. c . 11. and 21 H. viii. c. 5. subsequently commenced, can be sus

or by local acts ? tained , except for funeral charges,

A. The right of administration is re - expenses of the last sickness, and

gulated by local laws, but in the debts due to the state and U.S. which

same manner as it is in England by debts are entitled to priority and to

the statutes mentioned. be paid in full : the commissioners

106. May Guardians be appoint- are allowed from six to eighteen

ed by will : Does the common law months, as the case may require, to

regulate &c ? liquidate the other claims, giving

A. Both parts of the question an- publick notice of their appointment,

swered in the affirmative. times of meeting &c. all claims not

substantiated before them , or before

PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY EXECU the court on appeal, are barred .

TORS AND ADMINISTRATORS . When the time allowed the com

missioners is expired , their report is

107. Is the law of England, in re- made to the judge of probate, and a

gard to the order of paying debts by decree passed distributing the resi

Ex’rs and Adm’rs, in force &c ? due of the estate, ( after paying the

108. May ex’rs and adm’rs give a privileged debts and expenses of ad

preference by confessing Judgments? ministration, among the creditors

Are lands sold on Judgment against agreeably to the report of the com

Ex’rs or Adm’rs ?
missioners, in proportion to their de

A. No, all persons having claims on mands .

the estate of a person deceased , are

to exhibit them to the executor or JOINT-TENANCY.

administrator within two years next 109. Is Joint-tenancy in land , as

after the probate ofthe will or taking at common law , &c ?

out letters of administration , with a A. A statute of this state requires ,

saving of one year more in favour of that all conveyances to two or more

persons out of the state, or in capti- persons shall be adjudged tenancies

vity, otherwise the claims are bar- in common , unless, the words “ joint

red .
ly ," as " joint tenants," the “ survi

No action can be commenced on vor of them ,” or other equivalent

any such demand, until one year af- words be used, clearly showing a

ter the probate of the will or taking | different intention in the parties.

out letters of administration : if the

estate is sufficient to pay all the

debts, the adm'r or ex'r is then li 110. Is the common law, in regard

able to be called on to pay them : the to the effect of instruments sealed ,

estate is presumed to be sufficient, and not under seal, in force ?

unless a commission of insolvency is A. Ves.

taken out. 111. Is a scroll &c . equivalent to

If it is insufficient to pay all the wax &c ?

debts, the ex'r or adm'r makes a A. In none.

representation of that fact to the

judge of probate, who thereupon ap

points commissioners to examine and 112. Are bastards subject to com- .

liquidate the demands ; after this, no mon law disabilities ?

suit at law , whether previously or A. Yes.

SEALS .

BASTARDS .
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rents ?

113. Are antinuptial children , le - B , for the use of C. Here the estate

gitimated by marriage of the pa- would pass from A, by virtue of our

own statute , but it would vest in C

A. No, not by marriage after their instead of B , by the operation of the

birth . statute of uses.

120. Is the English law of Uses

ALLUVION . and trusts , in force ?

A. Yes.

114. Does the common law in re

spect of alluvion prevail ?
BARON AND FEME.

A. Yes.

121. Is the common law of Baron

FISHERIES .
and Feme adopted : does the wife's

chattels vest in the Baron ?

115. Is the owner of lands, bor- A. Yes.

dering on a river where the tide

flows and reflows, & c . entitled to se USURY . INTEREST .

veral fishery in front of his land ?

116. Is this so , by statute, or u 122. What is the rate of interest ?

A. Six per cent per annum .

A. We have no statute on the sub 123. What provisions against usu

ject: ancient statutes and usages, ry ?

may have altered the common law A. Substantially the same as the

on this head : this however is dispu- stat. of Ann , ( 1 ) except as to the ex

table ground.
tent of the penalty : the security is

not by our statute absolutely void

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES .
for the whole, but only to the extent

of three times the amount of the

117. Are the 13. and 27. E. against usury.

fraudulent conveyances in force in In addition to the mode of proof

your state : or similar acts ?
under the statute of Ann, our statute

provides , that in certain cases ,when

STATUTE OF FRAUDS.
the security is sued, the oath of the

defendant to the truth of his plea,

118. Is the 29. Car. ii. c. 3. ( called shall be sufficient evidence to autho

the stat. of frauds, ) or similar provi- rise the court to make the deduction ,

sions, adopted in your state ?
unless the plaintiff will make oath,

A. The provisions of these statutes, that there is no usury.

are incorporated into our own sta

tute book .
BOOK ACCOUNTS.

sage ?

USES.
124. Are book accounts evidence

119. Is 27. H. viii.called the Stat. in your state : for what things fur'

of uses, ( or similar provisions) in nished &c ?

force ? 1. Yes, for any kind of articles that,

A. This statute is doubtless a part in the common dealings of traders,

of the law of this state : a conveyance

(1 ) 12 Ann, which makes the security void,

might be so framed as to operate and inflicts a forfeiture of treble the money

ander it ; for instance, Aconveys to ' borrowed.
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mechanicks, farmers, or professional maintenance, when it was in his

men are the subject of book charge. power so to do : By the superiour

The book to be proved by the clerk , court, and the parties must have their

or if none, by the party himself, who domicil in this state .

made the original entries.

125. Is interest recoverable on
ATTACHMENTS.

book debt ?

A. No. 132. Do foreign and domestick at

tachments issue in your State , a

BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND PROMISSO gainst absent, or foreign debtors ?

RY NOTES. A. We have a process resembling

the English foreign attachment, by

126. Are foreign and inland bills which the goods, effects, or credits of

of exchange and promissory notes any debtor, may be attached in the

negotiable ; and generally governed hands of a third person having pos

by the law of England ? session thereof, and who is stiled a

A. Yes. trustee of the debtor ; we do not un

127. Must demand be made by the derstand the meaning of yourdomes

holder, and notice of non -acceptance tick attachment.

or non - payment be given to the draw

er or endorser, by the rules adopted LANDLORDS AND TENANTS.

in the English law to entitle him to

recover ? 133. Is the law of Landlord and

A. Yes.
Tenant, in regard to distress for

128. Is a protest for non - accep- rent , similar to the English law ?

tance or non -payment, necessary on A. The remedy by distress has been

inland bills and promissory notes ? so long disused, that it may be doubt

A. No. ful if it would not now be held ob

129. Is there any peculiar practice, solete .

in your state , on this subject ?

A. No. SET-OFF.

130. What damages are recovera

ble, upon the protest of foreign bills 134. Is the law of set-off, similar

of exchange ? to the English law , and that of other

A. We have no statute on this sub. States ?

ject, nor practice enough , to have A. Yes.

established any legal usage.

CHOSES IN ACTION.

DIVORCE.

135. Are choses in action, assign

131. Are Divorces , a vinculis able : may the assignee sue in his

granted in your state &c ? own name : is there any liability of

A. Yes, for the impotency, adultery, the assignor over, unless stipulated ?

extreme cruelty, or absencefor three 136. Is the common law in respect

years without being heard of, of either of choses in action, adopted ?

of the parties : and to the wife in case 1. The common law governs in this

of thehusbands absence for the space respect, and its principles have un

of three years, without making suit- dergone the same melioration here ,

able provision for her support and as in most other places.
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LIFE ESTATES &c. A. Pro rata , ( see ante 107 , 8.)

PUBLIC OR PROPRIETARY LANDS.
137. Are tenants for life, years, &c.

entitled to the same rights , and sub

ject to the same liabilities, as by the

common and statute law ofEngland ?

A. Yes.

DECREES IN CHANCERY.

140. Are there any lands which

belong to the State : how obtained

by one desirous of purchasing : Is

there any proprietary land, and how

obtained ?

A. We have no publick lands, that

any body will be likely even to wish

to purchase.

138. How are decrees in equity

executed &c ?

A. See ante No. 1. 33. ) We have had

no practice, under our limited chan

cery jurisdiction .
ENGLISH LAW books.

INSOLVENT ESTATES. 141. Are English law books, al

lowed to be read in your State courts :

139. In case the estate is insolvent, if so, under what limitations ?

are creditors paid pro rata, & c ? A. Yes,without any limitations.
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APPENDIX.

GENERAL REGULATIONS for the GENTLEMEN of the Bar, in the

State of New Hampshire.

ARTICLES.

1. The members of the bar in the several counties, and those usually prac

tising in the same , shall form themselves into societies, and be bound by the

rules and votes by them respectively made and passed, not inconsistent with

these regulations.

2. The members of the bar in their respective counties shall, at the time

they adopt these regulations, elect a President and Secretary for the ensuing

year, and who shall hold their offices until others be elected, provided always

that the Attorney General shall , when present, preside in the county so

cieties.

3. It shall be the duty of the secretaries to record the doings of their re

spective societies, and immediately to transmit copies thereof to the secretary

of each society in this state.

4. Each county society shall appoint a committee for the examination of

candidates , to hold their offices for one year and till others be appointed.

5. No person shall be admitted as a student, or recommended for admission

to practise, unless he sustains a good moral character ; and in case the candi

date for admission as a student in an office has not had a degree in the arts,

he shall ( excepting a knowledge of the Greek language , ) be duly qualified to

be admitted to the first class of students at Dartmouth College ; which qua

lifications shall be ascertained by the said committee of examination, and by a

certificate from the preceptor or instructor of such candidate ; and no county

society shall recommend any candidate for admission to practise, until they

have ascertained by their said committee of examination , that such candidate

has made suitable proficiency in the knowledge of the law.

6. No candidate who has received a degree in the arts shall be recommend

ed for admission to practise, unless he has, by the previous consent and ap

probation of a county society, regularly studied three years after having re

ceived such degree , in the office and under the direction of some respectable

member or members of the bar, practising before the Superiour Court. And

no candidate who has not received a degree in the arts shall be recommended

for admission to practise, unless he has studied five years as aforesaid .
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7. No member of the bar shall receive as a reward for the tuition of a stu

dent at law in his office, any sum less than two hundred and fifty dollars, for

the time required by these regulations for admission to practise, and in that

proportion for a shorter time.

8. No student at law shall be allowed the benefit of any perquisites or pro

fits, arising from the business of the office in which he studies , or from any

business whatever appertaining to the profession of the law ; nor shall he en

gage in, or pursue any other employment, during any part of the term of his

study.

9. No member of the bar shall have more than three students in his office at

any one time, nor shall he keep a student at law in his office, without the con

sent of the county society had at some regular meeting at the term before, or

the term after the commencement of his study in such office .

10. No student shall be recommended for admission to practise at the

Court ofCommon Pleas, without having been propounded to the county socie

ly for such recommendation the term preceding .

11. When a candidate for admission to practise shall have received a vote of

recommendation , notice thereof shall be given to the court in writing under

the hand of the president, including a request for his admission to the bar.

12. A person having been regularly admitted in a Court of Common Pleas,

and practised two years with reputation in such court, shall be entitled to

a recommendation for admission to the bar of the Superiour Court.

13. The persons competent to vote for the admission of students to an office,

and for the recommendation of candidates to be admitted to practise, shall

consist only of that part of the county society who are admitted attornies at

the Superiour Court: and no such votes shall be valid, unless passed by the

concurrence of two thirds, of those who are present and entitled to vote on the

occasion.

14. All admissions to practise shall be in the county where the applicant

has last studied ; and after the expiration of one year from the ratification of

these rules, no person shall be recommended for admission to practise in any

county, where he shall not have studied the last twelve months of his term.

15. After the denial of admission to an office as a student, or the denial of

recommendation to be admitted to practise, no subsequent application of the

same candidate for either of said purposes , shall be sustained at the same term

of the court.
And after the refusal of admission to an office by any county

society, no application therefor by the same candidate shall be sustained in

any other county.

'16. Any person having studied conformably to these regulations a part of
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his time in any other state, and having completed the residue in this state ;

or having been duly admitted to the bar in any other state , where the rules for

admission are in all material points similar to the foregoing, and having con

formed to the same ; may be recommended for admission in this state, provi

ded the rules and practice of the bar in the state from which such person

comes, grant the same privileges to candidates going from this into such

state , and not otherwise. In all applications however under such circum

stances for admission to the bar, the person applying must produce satisfac

tory evidence, of his orderly standing at the bar from which he comes.

17. To avoid irregularities in practice, no member of the bar shall give

aid or countenance to any suit or process commenced by a person not admit

ted to practise in conformity to these rules, except by licence of the county

society.

18. If any member of any county society should violate any of the foregoing

rules or articles, he shall upon the first conviction thereof before the county

society to which he belongs , be reprimanded by the president thereof; and upon

the second conviction, shall forever thereafter be excluded from any fellowship

with said county society , or any county society in the state, and be considered

as having forfeited all his right as a member of the bar ; provided, that upon

a vote of three fourths of the society he may be restored to fellowship.

19. Any member ofthe bar who shall be guilty of any species ofmaintenance

or champerty, or of loaning or advancing directly or indirectly , any sum of

money or other property to any suitor or client, or to any other person for the

use or benefit of any suitor or client, for the purpose of procuring or obtaining

retainers or engagements in any suits or business of any kind in his profession

as a lawyer ; shall for the first offence be reprimanded before the county soci

ety to which he belongs, by the president thereof, and for the second offence

shall forfeit all his rights as a member of the bar, and thereupon it shall be the

duty of the county society to which such member belonged, to move the Su

periour Court if such member be an attorney of said court, and if not, the court

of Common Pleas, to dismiss such offending member from his office as an at

torney of said court : and it shall be the special duty of every member of the

bar, having satisfactory information of any breach of this article, to give im

mediate notice thereof to the county society to which such offending member

belongs .

20. Any county society may hereafter propose alterations in the foregoing

rules, or additional articles, which when adopted by three fourths of the county

societies in the state, shall be in force.

21 7 he foregoing regulations, when agreed to by a majority of the bar in

any county shall be obligatory in said county, after which all bar regulations

heretofore made in such county inconsistent with these , shall be void, and the

secretary of such county society shall furnish every member thereof with a
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copy of these regulations, for which he shall receive two dollars from each

member. ( 1 )

Dec. 1804.

(1 ) It appears that in this state, Gentlemen of the Law in each county form a so

ciety, acting under rules intended to promote uniformity in certain points of profes

sional conduct, and preserve the dignity of the bar. The admission to county practice

in the state , depends on the examination and recommendation of a committee of the socie

ty, to the court in which application is made ; 7'hese articles having been received, from

the Gentleman to whom I am indebted for all the information under this title of the

L. Register, I presume (to some extent , ) the associations are at this time organized in

that state ; this would be a suſficient reason for inserting them here , for their use . But in

dependent of that inducement, many of the regulations appear to possess so much merit,

as on the score of example, to be worthy of being communicated to the profession gene.

rally.

Note. My correspondent informs me, that the Superiour Court of this state , has not yet

adopted any written Rules for regnlating its practice.

By recurrence to answer 25, p . 31. it appears , that attorneys are admitted by the Su

periour Court, and when admitted may practice in any State Court : I infer from this ,

that the rule of two years previous practice in the County Court, before admission to

practice in the Superiour Court, has been altered . Ed.

!

2

T
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58 STATE LAW , AND REGULATIONS. ( 1821 , 2.)

STATE OFFICERS. ford , the assembly meets annually on

thefirst Wednesday of May ,alternate

1. Who is Governor of your state ly at Hartford f N. Haven : will as

& c . ?
semble at N. Haven in May, 1822.

A. Oliver Wolcott , Litchfield : title

“ His Excellency :" app. annually,
UNITED STATES OFFICERS.

by the electors of this state : salary

7. Who is District Judge, &c. ?

$1,100.

A. Pierpont Edwards, Bridgeport.

2. Secretary of State & c . ?

A. Thomas Day, Hartford : app. & c. ?

8. Clerk ofthe District court,

annually, by the electors of the A. Charles A. Ingersoll, New Haven .

state .

9.—DistrictAttorney , & c . ?
3. Chief Justice of the Su

A. Hezekiah Huntington , Hartford.
preme Court of law , & c. ?

10. Marshal, & c . ?

A. Stephen Titus Hosmer, chief Judge A.Andrew Hull, Jr.
+

oflaw and equity: Middletown : term
The state forms one district.

of office during good behaviour : app.
11. What Justice of the S. Court

by the general assembly : salary of the U.S.holds the Circuit in your

$1,100.

State, &c . ?

4. — Clerk of the Superior or

A. Brockholst Livingston : Connecti
Supreme Court, & c . ?

1. Clerks of the Superiour court, in cut, New York, and Vermont com

their several counties, are clerks of pose the second ) circuit.

12. At what times and places, are

the supreme court of errors in their

District courts ofthe U. S. held, &c.?

respective counties : app. by the

judges of the superiour court.

1. New Haven , 4th Tuesdays in Feb

5. -Attorney General : & c . ?

ruary and August ; Hartford, 4th tues

A. State attornies, supplythe placeof daysin May and November.

13 . Circuit Courts &c. ?

an attorney general ; there is one ap- A. New Haven , 19th April; Hartford,

pointed in each county by the coun

ty court, term of office two years.
17th September.

6. What place is the seat of Gov

ernment in your State, & c . ?

A. Hartford f New Haven ; the state 14. What number of volumes does

offices and records are kept at Hart † Nat. Int. Mar. 11, 1822.

1

LAWS - LAW BOOKS.
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the page.

the compiled body ofyour Statute law 18. Is there any Digest of Cases in

consist of, & c . ? your State Courts, & c . ?

A. The " statutes of Connecticut," as 1. None, nor any in preparation.

revised by the general assembly , The Digest of American Reports

May 1821 , are published in 1 vol. in 3 vols: " published by I. Riley,

cited Stat. Conn . tit. 56. $. 9. or by contains the cases in Day's Reports.

( see ante 17. )

15. Can the publick Laws in pam 19. Are there any Treatises, on

phlets; be procured, & c . ? the law in your State & c . ?

A. May be procured at the Secreta - A. “ A System of theLaws of thestate

ry's office , or of Hudson f . co . Hart- of Connecticut, in six books By Ze

ford . phaniah Swift, ( late Ch. J. )" 2 vols.

16. Is there any Digest of theState pub. 1795, 1796 .

Laws, &c ?
A new edition , with additions and

A. None, nor any in preparation.
corrections, is preparing by the au

thor .

17. Are there any Reports of cases

* A Digest of the laws relating to
in your State Courts, &c . ?

the offices of Sheriff, Coroner, and

A. “ Reports of cases adjudged in the Constable, by Joseph Backus, counsel

Superior court, from May 1785, to lor at law ," 2 vols. 1812 , Cited Back.

May 1788, with some determinations
Sher . 1 .

in the Supreme court of Errors, By 66 The Connecticut Town Officer, By

Ephraim Kirby esq." 1789. Cited Samuel Whiting , " 1814.

“ Kirby's Reports. ”
20. Foreign law books repub

“ Reports of cases adjudged in the lished in your state, & c . ?

Superiour court, and Supreme court A. “ Espinasse's Reports ( 5 vols.) and

of errors , from July, 1789, to Jan. Peake's Reps. bound in 3 vols. with

1798, by Jesse Root, a judge, (af- improvements, By Thomas Day

terwards ch . J.) of the Superiour counsellor at law ," Hartford 1810,

court,” 2 vols. published 1798, 1802, Thudson g Goodwin , out of print ; a

Cited Roots Rep. new edition , with additional refer

“ Reports of cases adjudged in the ences , and including the 6th vol.

Supreme court of errors , with some Esp. Rep. is in preparation.

decisions in the Circuit court of the U.S. “ Bosanquet of Puller's New Re

for the district of Connecticut, from ports, 2 vols. with corrections, and the

1802, to 1810, inclusive, 4 vols. By addition of notes and references; By

Thomas Day esq;" published 1806, Thomas Day esq .” Cited “ New Rep.”

to 1813 ; Cited “ Day's Reports." ( 0. D. Cooke, proprietor of the edi

“ Reports of cases adjudged in the tion , printed at Hartford , 1811.)

Superiour court of errors, ( prepared “ Bosanquet & Puller's Reps. 3 vols.

and published in pursuance of a sta- a new edition with corrections, and

tute law of the state ,) commencing, the addition of notes and references,

June 1814, By Thomas Day esq ." by Thomas Day esq." Hartford, 1811 .

of these, two vols are published, and Cited “ Bos. & Pull.”

Nos . of the 3 vol. They are to be ( Note, The 3 vols. of Bos. 8. Pull.

continued indefinitely : pub. at Hart- and 2 vols. of New Rep. generally

ford by 0. D. Cooké, vol . 1 , 1817, go together,constituting one set ; the

vol. 2 , 1820, vol . 3, No. 1, 1820. Ci- latter being sometimes cited as 4 &

ted “ Conn . Reports."
5 of Bos.f. Pull . )
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“ East's Reports, 16 vols. with cor 25. By whom are Attornies, or

rections and the addition of notes and Counsellors, admitted , & c . ?

references, By Thomas Day, esq." | A. Attornies or Counsellors, (for we

( M. Carey & Son , Philada. proprie- make no distinction in the profes

tors of the edition , printed Hartford, sion ,) are admitted to practice by

1815.) the county courts after examination

“ Ord's Essay on the Law of Usu- and recommendation, by themembers

ry , 3d edition : comprising the later of the bar of said courts ; when re

decisions in England , Ireland and A- gularly admitted in one county,they

merica, with notes and references, By may practice in either of the other

Thomas Day, counsellor at law ," counties.

(Hartford , 1809, 0. D. Couke, pro A record of their admission is

prietor of the edition. ) made by the clerk of the court, where

21 . Reports of Cases in the they are admitted : term of study for

Districtor Circuit Courts of the U.S. graduates, two years : for all others,

in your State, & c . ? three years : two years practice in

A. None, except before mentioned , the county courts is required , before

( Vide ante 17.) admitted to the bar of the higher

22. Is there any Digest of cases courts .

in those Courts, & c. ? 26. On what conditions, &c. from

A. None, except “ Rules of the Dis- other states , & c . ?

trict court of the U. States, for the A. When examined and recommend

district of Connecticut in prize cau - ed by the members of the bar, and

ses,” and “ general rules in cases of approved by the court.

seizure, for violation of the laws of

the United States ,” Pamphlet, New COURTS .

Haven, 1812.

23. Have any books been compo 27. What are the names of the se

sed , in your State, &c. ? veral courts in your State, &c. ?

A. “ A Digest of the law of Evidence A. “ Justice courts, Probate courts,

in civil and criminal causes," and a County courts, Superiour court, Su

“ Treatise on bills of Exchange and premecourt of Errors. "

promissory notes, By Zephaniah 28. Their style, & c. ?

Swift, one of the judges, ( since A. “ Judges of the Supreme court of

Ch. J.) of the Supreme court,” 1 Errors," 6 of the Superiour

vol. 1810, Cited “ Swift's Ev." court ; " of the County

66 The law of Baron and Feme; court;" “ of Probate ;"

Parent and Child ; Guardian and “ Justices of the Peace.”

Ward ; Master and Servant ; and of 29. The extent oftheir several ter

the Powers of courts of Chancery ; By ritorial jurisdictions, & c. ?

Tapping Reeve," ( late Ch. J. ) 1 vol. A. The territorial jurisdiction of the

1816, Cited “ Reeve's Dom . Relat." Supreme court of Errors, and of the

published by the author. ( see no . 18.) Superiour court, extends through the

state ; both courts are held in the

ATTORNIES - COUNSELLORS . several counties ; the former, annu

ally ; the latter, semi-annually.

24. Is there any distinction in the The County courts, over their re

profession of Attorney and Counsel- spective counties .

lor, & c . ? There are 32 Probate districts in

1
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the state, and a judgeto each , whose or at any other time, to the amount

jurisdiction is limited to his own of 20 dollars ; breaking and stealing

district.
from a building in the day time ;

Justices ofthe peace, have jurisdic- perjury ; subornation of perjury ;

tion throughout the county in which riots ; preventing proclamation a

they reside. gainst riots, and also for not disper

30. Which have original jurisdic- sing after proclamation made.

tion , &c. ? In civil causes their original juris

A. Justices courts and courts of pro- diction embraces, all actions not de

bate, have original jurisdiction only. terminable by a justice of the peace )

Justices of the Peace have cognizance wherein the matter in demand does

of the crimes of drunkenness, pro- not exceed the sum of 70 dollars, and

fanity , and sabbath breaking, and of all actions brought on bond or note

all offences punishable by fine or for- given for the payment of money only ,

feiture, not exceeding seven dollars : and vouched by two witnesses.

and of all civil causes in which the They have Appellate jurisdiction

title of land is not concerned, and the of causes from a justices court, as

matter or thing in controversy does above. ( See 30.)

not exceed the value of thirty five 2. The Superiour court has origi

dollars ; but if the sum demanded be nal jurisdiction of all offences where

more than seven dollars , an appeal is of any part of the punishment is, or

allowed to the next county court, may be, death , confinement in New

except in actions on notes or bonds, gate Prison , or incapacity to hold

attested bytwo witnesses, and given office, and of high crimes and misde

for money only. meanors at common law : also, of di

Probate courts are prerogative vorce, relief in cases of insolvency and

courts, having jurisdiction of the other matters of a civil nature, not

probate of wills and testaments ; of cognizable by the subordinate courts .

granting administration ; of appoint- For its equitable jurisdiction see No.

ing guardians ; and of all other mat- 33, infra .)

ters of a testamentary nature. An The appellate jurisdiction of this

appeal lies from a decree of the court court arises from the county courts,

of probate , to the superiour court. and the courts ofprobate : appeals lie

31. —partly original,and part from the judgments of the former, in

ly appellant &c. ?
all cases, where the title of land is

1. County courts, and the Superiour concerned, or the value of thematter

court, are of this description. in dispute exceeds the sum of 70 dol

1. The original jurisdiction of the lars, except in actions on bonds or

county courts in criminal causes, is of notes attested by two witnesses, on

all crimes not cognizable by a justice receipts given by or to officers, and

of the peace, and which fall short of on award of auditors ; and from the

the original jurisdiction of the Su - determinations of the latter, in all

periour court ; and in cases , where cases, except from a decree accepting

the statute gives thesecourts concur- the report of commissioners, and

rent jurisdiction ; which is of the even then, if the administrator be , a

following offences, namely, the se- creditor to the estate , and has a debt

cret delivery of a bastard child, or allowed him .

for concealing its death ; horse-steal
32 . appellantjurisdiction on

ing ; stealing from a person at a fire, ' ly, &c. ?
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A. The Supreme court of Errors has 1. Appeals must be made during the

no original jurisdiction : here all session of the court making the adju

causes , brought by way of error or dication upon which they are found

complaint, from the judgment or de- ed : Bond with surety must be given

crees of the Superiour court, in mat- by the appellant, and a duty of one

ters of law or equity, wherein the dollar be paid. Writs of error may

principles of either have been mista- be brought at any time within three

ken, or erroneously adjudged, are years from the time of rendering

finally determined. But though in judgment, to be signed by a judge of

technical strictness, this court has the supremecourt, and a duty paid ,

cognizance only of writs of error and bond given .

from the superiour court ; yet as all Note, There are city courts held

the individuals composing the former monthly in each of the five cities in

are judges of the latter, a convenient the state : They have cognizance of

opportunity is afforded while they all causes, wherein the title of land is

are thus assembled , for hearing ar- not concerned cognizable by county

gument on motions for new trials , courts, if the cause of action arise,

-and cases stated. ( 1 )
or both , or either of the parties live

33. Which are courts of equity, within the limits of the city : They

and which of law, &c . ? have the same power of carrying

A. Justice courts and courtsofprobate their judgments into effect by execy

are courts of law ; the other three, of tion &c. as the other courts.

law and equity. In all causes in

chancery, the proceedings are by bill MISCELLANEOUS.

and subpoena. The county court has

original cognizance of all matters in 35. Who is State Printer, &c. ?

equity, wherein the sum demanded A. Not any state printer.

does not exceed 335 dollars ; and the 36. Who is the principal Book -seller

superiour court of all other causes. at the seat of Government ?

34. What methods are used to A. Oliver D. Cooke, at Hartford :

carry up judgments &c. ? How of. Spalding, at New Haven .

(1 ) These of course , occupy a considerable respectively pending ; but this advice is al

portion of the term The ' opinions of the ways followed , and is considered as sétling

judges upon them , are given by way of advice the law. See 3 Day 28. 1 Conn. Rep. Fre

to that branch before which the cases are face, xxv. xxvi.

1
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zen.

No. II. CONYEYANCE BY DEED, &c. 7. Is a scroll sufficient ?

A. “ No statute , or judicial decision

1. What is the kind of Deed most of the supreme court, has determined

in use in your State &c. is it that of what is necessary to constitute a seal;

bargain and sale ? a wafer covered with a piece of pa

A. Our instrument for the convey - per, is most commonly used : the deed

ance of estates in fee, ( with the ex - must be on paper or parchment.

clusion of certain terms which relate 8. Are the common law requisites

to the system of feuds,) is the same for the perfection ofDeeds & c. alter

as the English feoffment, and is de- ed , in any particulars in your state ?

noted by the word deed ; which, ac- A. There are no essential alterations,

cording to common acceptance, sig- but such as are noticed under this

nifies this kind of conveyance only ; head .

but in law proceedings, it is consi 9. Is it necessary to the validity

dered according to its legal import of a Deed as between the parties & c .

Or, more concisely, our only in that it should be acknowledged by

strument of conveyance, is a deed of the grantor, or proved by the witnes

bargain andsale, either with or with - ses, and be recorded ?

out covenants of warranty and sei- A. The statute requires all grants

and deeds, made of real estate , to be

2. Does the legal possession pass acknowledged before some judge or

without livery, &c. ? justice of the peace. A deed of land ,

A. Livery of seizen , either in deed or without a proper certificate of the

in law, is not necessary : On delivery grantor's acknowledgment,is no evi

of the deed by the grantor, the legal dence of title . If the grantor refu

possession passes immediately to the ses to make acknowledgment, the

grantee by operation of the statute : grantee may enter caution with the

Or, as some jurists have held , on the town clerk, which will secure his

recording ofthe deed ,see 1 Conn .Rep. claim till a trial is had ; and then, a

88, 89, 90. 2 Conn. Rep 98 f. seq. copy of the judgment of the court,

3. In the creation of estates in fee, recorded in the register of the town,

or fee tạil, are technical words ne- will establish his title. All deeds

cessary , &c. ? are required to be recorded in the

A. The same as in England. office of the clerk of the town in

4. Is the construction of common which the land lies ; and are of no

assurances , governed by the rules of validity, except as against the grant

common law ; or by the intent, &c. ? or and his heirs, until so recorded .

A. The construction is generally go 10. As against bona fide subsequent

verned by common law . purchasers and mortgagees ; must the

5. Are attesting witnesses & c. re: prior deed or mortgage to affect

quired to conveyances ? them, be recorded : within what pe

4. To all conveyances of real estate , riod : in what office : will notice of

two attesting witnesses are required. the prior title, though unrecorded,

6. Must the deed be sealed ? bar the second incumbrancer ?

A. Sealing is not made requisite by A. The purchaser has “ a reasonable

statute, but is universally practised, time" allowed him to have his deed

(the stat, requires ealing, when the recorded in the records of the town

wiſe conveys her estate, Conn. L. where the land lies ; and if it be not

304, Ed.) so recorded , nor any notice given,
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the subsequent purchaser, by procu-, husband dies seized ; but cannot, as

ring a prior record of his deed, will at common law, be endowed in all he

take the estate . has possessed during the coverture :

Or ', more concisely , all deeds re- a divorce, ( there is but one kind in

corded within a "reasonable time," this state, and that a vinculo,) will

will take effect according to the time not bar the wife of dower, if she be

of execution . It has been held , that the innocent party .

the recording of a mortgage deed af 18. What Officers in your State

fords constructive notice of its con- are authorized , to take acknowledg

tents to all subsequent incumbran- ments and proofs of deeds and mort

cers .
gages

3 ?

11. May a feme covert convey A. Vide , post. 24 , 25 .

estate held in her own right, and her 19. What is the form of a certifi .

dower in the husband's estate, &c. ? cate by such officer, when the gran

12. Is this done by joining with tor acknowledges the execution ?

him in the conveyance , &c. ? A. “ Personally appeared , A B, sign

A. The wife can have dower only, in er and sealer of the foregoing instru

the real estate of which her husband ment, and acknowledged the same to

dies seized ; and can convey her free- be his free act and deed , before me, this

hold in no case withoutjoining with day of 1822

him , consequently, she cannot convey C D Justice of the Peace."

her dower. 20. what is the form when the ex

But the wife joining with her hus - ecution is proved before him, by the

band may convey her real estate by deposition of the subscribing wit

deed under their hands and seals, and nesses ?

by them duly acknowledged and duly A. According to our practice, the

recorded . acknowledgment mustbe made by

13. Is a private examination of the the grantor in person, or by his duly

feme necessary , & c . ? authorized attorney , which super

14. What officers may take this sedes the necessity of any other cer

examination , &c. ? tificate than that above mentioned ,

A. Such examination is unknown to see 19. - The power of attorney

our law. must be for that special purpose ,

15. What is the form of a certific and executed and acknowledged ,and

cate by the officer, where a feme co- recorded , as in case of deeds.

vert acknowledges the execution,&c.? 21. Must the grantor or witness

A The same as at 19, mutatis mu- subscribe the acknowledgment, or

tandis. deposition ?

16. To bar the feme of dower in 22. Is the certificate to be under

the husband's estate ; is her joining the seal , as well as the hand of the

in the deed , and making such ac- officer ?

knowledgment, necessary in all ca- A. The grantor (or his attorney in

his name,) signs the deed or mort

A. See 11 , 12, ante . gage, which is attested by two wit

17. Generally, is there any thing nesses . He then acknowledges the

peculiar in respect to dower in your same to be his free act, and the offi

state ?
cer, whose attestation is sufficient

A. The widow is endowed of one without seal,certifies it accordingly .

third of the real estate of which ber ( see 19.)

ses, &c . ?
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or

23. If a quaker is witness , what is purported by his signature, & c.

is the form of affirmation by your but this will not be considered as

law ?
prima facie evidence on trial. The

A. “ A B , ( conscientiously scrupu- execution must be proved by the at

lous of taking an oath , did solemnly, testing witnesses, or by secondary

and sincerely affirm and declare, that, evidence, according to the rules of

& c "
the common law.

24. If a Grantor, Mortgagor, or 26. If Grantots or Witnesses are

witness, is in another state or territo- dead, removed from the state , or can

ry , what officers in such other state not be found : is there any provision

&c. may take the acknowledgment of in those cases for secondary proofs,

the grantor, or deposition of the wit- & c. ?

ness, to the execution ? A. The same as at common law.

4 By Statute, "all grants and deeds 27. If the grantor and witnesses

of bargain and sale , and mortgages are in a foreign country, and living

of houses and lands, shall be acknow- or dead, is there any provision for

ledged by the grantor or grantors, to taking an acknowledgment or proof

be his or their free act and deed , be - in such country ?

fore a justice of the peace , or before a 4. The acknowledgment must be ta

judge of the supreme or district courtken, in conformity to our law . (v. 24 )

of the U. States, or of the supreme 28. Are Deeds and Mortgages

superiour courts, or thecourt of com- recorded , evidence ; by whom are

mon pleas or county court, of any copies exemplified ?

individual state, or before a commis- A. Copies exemplified by the secre

sioner or other officer having power to tary or clerk of the office where re

take acknowledgments ofdeeds : and corded ,are legal evidence ; provided ,

all grants or deeds of real estate, the non-production of the original is

which have been , or shall be, ac- satisfactorily accounted for .

knowledged before such judges, shall 29. In what order, do mortgages

be good and valid in law ; and when take preference of each other ?

deeds are executed by an attorney A. The first incumbrancer, who has

duly authorized , his acknowledg- a legal claim , shall be preferred to

ment shall be sufficient. ( 1 ) the second, and so on according to

25. Where the officer is of another priority of title, as evidenced by the

state & c. what proof or instrument record .

must be made or annexed to his certi
Or, more concisely, by priority of

ficate , showing he is such officer & c. ? execution , if the record of the first

A. A deed acknowledged before an mortgage be made within a reasona

officer in another state, will be ad- ble time; otherwise a subsequent in

mitted to record here, without any cumbrancer may gain a preference,

other evidence of the fact of his hold- by priority of recording.

ing the office he assumes , than what 30. Is any time allowed after exer

cution, within which the mortgage

(1) It seems by the Connecticut law, thar being recorded , a subsequent mort.

even as between the parties, no deed has any gage gains no priority by first re

validity, unless, written, subscribed , witness.

ed, and acknowledged as above mentioned :

gistering ?

nor against third persons, unless recorded A. There is no other term specified

also, or notice ; but as to this last, the act than a reasonable time : and of this,

makes no such exception: Ed the court or jury will judge, accord .

9
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ing to the circumstances of the case . 38. In respect of chattels, may the

31. May deeds of mortgage be ac- debtor alienate , before execution de

knowledged and proved in like man- livered ?

ner in and out of the state, recorded A. We have no law to prevent him .

and have like competency in evi 39. Is a prior judgment in an In

dence, as absolute deeds &c ? feriour court, a lien on lands without

A. Mortgage deeds stand on the its jurisdiction, &c. ?

same footing in this respect, as ab- | A. ( See 33, 36, and 40, 41.)

solute deeds. 40. Is there any Court in which

32. In regard to the execution of a Judgment will bind the lands, in

deeds and mortgages in your state , every county ?

is there any other thing to be obser 41. Can Execution be taken out at

ved , & c . ? once, in every county, & c . ?

A. If a mortgagor dies, without di- A. No, the court granting execution

recting how his estate shall be appli- , may direct it to the proper officer to

ed to discharge the mortgage, and serve , any where within the state ;

the equity of redemption goes to his but the judgment,aside from the levy

heirs or devisees, they must redeem of the execution, binds no estate,

with their own money ; they cannot see 42. )

call for the application of personal 42. Can Execution issue immedi

estate for that purpose , as in En - ately after Judgment, against real

gland .
estate of the debtor , and that be sold

without any previous appraisment

No. II . JUDGMENT, ( EXECUTION ) & c . and on what conditions as to pay

& c . ment ?

A. Immediately after judgment is

33. Do judgments bind real pro- rendered , execution may issue a

perty , and may it be sold on execu- gainst the estate, both real and per

tion in your state ? sonal, of the debtor , and for want

34. From what time is a judgment thereof against his body : If personal

( or decree in equity ,) a lien on real property is to be had , the officer has

estate , against alienation of the debt- no legal right to levy on the real es

tate ; but the creditor may elect,

35. What is the order of priority whether to take real estate, or the

among judgment creditors, in res body of the debtor : if land is taken ,

pect of lands ? it must be appraised by three free

36. Does a judgment bind, after holders of the town where it is situ

acquired land ? ated ; and then the execution , with

A. Judgments bind real property in the officer's endorsement of satisfac

this state in no case , unless the ori- tion thereon , recorded in the records

ginal writ, (being a writ of attach- of the town, and by the clerk of the

ment,) upon which judgment is rencourt from which it issued , will com

dered, has been previously served plete the creditor's title to the pre

upon the estate. mises : land attached , must be levied

37. In respect of chattels, has the upon within four months after final

first judgment, or first execution de- judgment, or the lien created by the

livered , the preference ? . attachment will be lost.

A. The first execution levied , has the 43. In such case , is a Deed made

preference, and delivered to the party , before

or, & c . ?
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the !"

acknowledgment of it by such officer of twenty days ; and if the debtor

in court, or confirmation by the does not appear within that time,

court, valid : If fraud or irregularity , and pay the debt, and costs of suit,

is there any summary redress ? he must sell at the beat of drum to

4. Fraud and irregularity may be the highest bidder, such goods and

rectified by law : but no summary re- chattels, or so much thereof as will

dress is provided .(no deed is made, 42) satisfy the execution and discharge

44. Before real estate can be sold the expenses, and the overplus, ( if

on execution , must it be appraised, any ) must be returned to the owner .

and sale delayed , until it brings the 47. What security is required ,

appraised value, or some propor- that theproperty shall not be wasted ,

tion , & c . ? and be forth coming ?

A. In case execution is levied on A. There is no other security, than

landed property, the creditor takes the officer's liability to make good

so much as, according to the valua- all damage sustained by either par

tion of the appraisers, will pay the ty, through his mismanagement or

debt and costs ; and if any thing re- fraud ; or , more concisely, none .

mains, it must be paid over to the
48. May the debtor redeem land

debtor ; but if there is not enough of sold on execution, & c . ?

the whole, the officer will take what A. Lands sold on execution , cannot

there is, and endorse the receipt of be redeemed in any case , except wher

it upon the execution according to taken for payment of taxes ( see No.

the appraisment; we have no pro- x. 99.)

vision for a delay ofsale.

49. May Judgments on warrant

45. Is there any writ of levarifa: of attorney be entered in vacation ?

cias, elegit, extent, & c . in your state ?
50. Can Judgments be entered on

4. Neither of these modes of execu- warrant of atty. boforc the debt is

tion is practised here, except in so

payable ?

far as our execution against land re

51. In such case, is the Judgment
sembles an elegit, ( See 42, 44.)

46. Are there any laws to delay Judgment for debts due, and follow .

an incumbrance against a subsequent

or impair the remedy on execu

tion , by suspension, appraisment, A. We have no practice of entering
ed by immediate execution ?

and a minimum fixed , & c . or con

straining the creditor to receive oth- upjudgment in any case , on a war

rant of attorney .

er than lawful money &c. ?

52. If after sale and conveyance
A. We have no laws to embarrass

the creditor in his remedy by execu- of land on execution the judgment is

tion , nor any minimum fixed , below reversed ; does the estate revert,&c.?

which property of whatever nature 4. Upon the reversal of a judgment,

may not be taken , though there are estate taken by execution founded

certain articles exempted from at- thereon , will also revert.

tachment, ( see post, 56.) For ap

53. Is the Ca. Sa , allowed in the

praisement of lands& c. seeante 42.) first instance : are bail exonerated

When personalestate is taken on ex- by surrender of the principal ?

ecution , the officer must advertise it . A. Surrender of the principal, exon

for sale, naming the time and place, crates the bail . ( as to ca. sa. v. 42. )

by posting an account thereof on a 54. May the debtor be imprisoned

sign -postin thevicinity, forthe space for any sum ; are noneexempted, & c . ?
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A. No limit, nor any class of per- quantity of Indian corn or rye not

sons exempted . exceeding ten bushels of each, and

55. Is the Ca. Sa. regulated by the meal or flour manufactured there

the common law , g -c. ? from ; any quantity of wool or flax

A. The distinctions, of ca. sa .,fi.fa., not exceeding twenty pounds weight

lev . fa. g -c. in the executions of the of each, or the yarn or cloth made

common law , are lost in our execu- therefrom ; one stove, and the pipe

tion , which embraces the power of belonging thereto ; being the proper

them all, ( nearly but not exactly.] ty of any one person having a wife

After judgment is rendered , execu- or family : and that the horse, saddle

tion issues, and is proceeded with, and bridle of any practising physi

as before mentioned , (42 & 44. ) cian or surgeon, of a value not ex

In addition to an execution for ceeding one hundred dollars ; shall

cost and damages, when not paid in be exempted, and not be liable to be

an action of disseisin , the officer is taken , by warrant or execntion, for

commanded to re-seize the estate , any debt or tax whatever."

and put the plff. into possession. Executions are made returnable in

When judgment is rendered a - sixty days, or to thenext court. They

gainst executors, or administrators, may be renewed, and an alias grant

for debts of the deceased , execution cd by the clerk at any time without

goes only against his estate in their application to the court, unless there

hands. These are all.the executions has been a mistaken levy, and the

known to our law. In executions a- execution is endorsed satisfied ; and

gainst sheriffs, the ca. sa. part is nè- in this case , application must be

cessarily omitted : so against per- made to the court.

sons who have been discharged from Poor debtors may be relieved in

imprisonment under a decree of in- this state by statute . When any per

solvency . son is committed to goal on civil pro

56. Are any kinds of personal es- cess , and is unable to pay the debt,

tate exempt from execution ? he may make application to ajustice

A. By statute, the following articles of the peace, and after notice is given

are absolutely exempted from at- to the adverse party or to his attor

tachment by warrant or execution, ney, if the party be not an inhabi

for any debt or tax whatever, to wit : tant of the state, to show cause if any

necessary apparel, bedding , and he has &c. he may proceed to inquire

household furniture, necessary for into the matter, and if no sufficient

supporting life ; arms ; military e- reason is shown to the contrary , he

quipments ; implements of the debt- shall administer to such poor debtor

or's trade ; one cow ; any number of the following oath, namely, “ You

sheep not exceeding ten ; and two A. B. solemnly swear , that you have

swine ; being the property of one not any estate, real or personal, in

person : that any quantity of wood possession, reversion or remainder,

not exceeding two cords ; any quan- of the value of seventeen dollars in

tity ofhay not exceeding 2 tons ; any the whole, or sufficient to pay the

quantity of beef or pork not exceed- debt or demand for which you are

ing 200 lbs. weight; any quantity of imprisoned ; ( except what is by law

fish not exceeding 200 lbs. wt.; any exempted from being taken on exe

quantity of potatoes or turnips not cution, and that you have not di

exceeding five bushels of each ; any rectly or indirectly , sold , or other
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wise disposed of, all, or any part of | be allowed, commissioners are ap

your estate , thereby to secure the pointed, who immediately proceed to

same, to receive or expectany profit the execution of their powers. A

or advantage thereof, or to defraud certificate, under their hands, of the

or deceive your creditors : So help insolvent's having conformed to the

you God . ” And the keeper of the requisitions of the act, will protect

gaol shall not, thereafter, stand char- his person from imprisonment : the

ged with such prisoner , unless the petitioner must state and prove, that

creditor shall lodge with the keeper he has a fair character for probity

of the gaol, such sum of money for a and industry, and is not justly

weekly maintenance as the county chargeable with idleness or misman

court in the county shall establish, agement in his affairs ; that he is in

as the weekly allowance to be made solvent; and that he has not convey

by creditors , for their debtors, after ed any of his estate, with intent to

such oath shall have been adminis- defraud his creditors.

tered to them ; which maintenance 59. Must the debtor be actually

the several county courts are author- in the gaol, or may he apply for the

ized to establish : and when any pri- benefit of the law, at any time &c. ?

soner shall take such oath , upon two A. Applications may be madeby any

or more attachments or executions, person, and at any time, who can

such weekly allowance shall be paid, make out his case . ( see no. 58.)

in equal proportions, by the plaintiffs 60. Is there any thing peculiar in

or creditors, by whom he is detained your insolvent law ?

in prison ; and it shallbe the duty of A. Nothing in addition to what has

the gaol-keeper to pay such prisoner , been stated above, worthy of parti

every week, the amount of his week- cular notice. (v. no . 56. p. debtors. )

ly allowance in money , if by him re

quested . ” No. v. WILLS, &c.

No. IV . INSQLVENT (LAW.) 61. Are lands and Freehold inter

ests devisable at the pleasure of the

57. Is there a standing insolvent testator, and to the entire disinheri

law in your state, &c. Are any per- son of his children or issue &c. ?

sons on account of the nature of the A. All persons of a sound mind, and

debt, &c. excepted out of it ? of the age of twenty -one years, may

A. There is such a law , from which dispose of their real estate by will

no persons, inhabitants of this state, or testament, to whom they please,

are exempted , on account of the na- even to the disinherison of their chil

ture of the debt or cause of action . dren .

58. What time is required to effect 62. What formalities of execution ,

a discharge : Is the claim for a dis- are essential to a will of lands &c ?

charge, determined by the court or A. Wills must be in writing, on pa

a jury ? per or parchment, subscribed by the

A. The time is variant, according to testator, and attested by three wit

circumstances. The petition must nesses, all subscribing in his pre

be preferred to the superiour court, sence ; sealing is not made requisite

where the justice of the application by statute.

will be inquired into , and the justice 63. What formalities are required ,

of the claim decided upon ; and if it in the revocation of wills of land ?
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J. By statute, burning, cancelling, 67. In what office is the will and

tearing or obliterating the will by inventory registered : are office co

the testator himself, or in his pre- pies evidence ?

sence , by his direction and consent ; A. In the records of the court of pro

or by some other will or codicil in- bate : and certified copies from such

writing, declaring the same, signed records, are legal evidence.

by the testator in the presence of 68. What formalities are required,

three or more witnesses, and by them to wills of chattels ?

attested in his presence, constitute an A. By statute, all persons of sound

actual revocation: if a child be born to mind of the age of seventeen years ,

the testator , after he has made his have power to dispose of their per

last will and testament, and no pro- sonal estate by will or testament :

vision is therein made for such con- Married women, may dispose of their

tingency, it operates as a revoca- estate, both real and personal, by will,

tion of such will. in the same manner as other persons.

64. Are the provişions of the 29 69. Are any number ofsubscribing

C. ii . c. 3. adopted in regard to the witnesses, or the signature or sealof

execution of wills of land & c ? the testator, required ; or is a will of

1. The requisites of 29 Car.ü. c. 3. personals proveable by the rules of

nearly resemble those in force here, the common law 8c ?

( see 62, 63.)
A. To wills of personalty, nosubscri

65. Before what court, or officer, bing witnesses arerequired : the sub

are willsof lands and personalty, scription of the devisor is sufficient.

exhibited for proof: does the proof in The proof is generally the same as

QPBy the 2nd 6the probate court, affect the right of at common law .

the heir, to question its execution at of the Stat. ( see Conn. Stats. 199.) it

law ?
would seem , that the testator must

A. Before a court of probate ;and the subscribe a will of personalty. Ed .

decision of this court, upon the proof trators having letters in another

70. May executors, or adminis

exhibited , is conclusive upon the

heirs, unless they appeal, and obtain state, sue in your state ?

a reversal of the judgment.

71. If not, what is to be done to

enable them to sue ?

66. Is the execution proved by the A. They cannot sue in this state,

witnesses, or oath of the Executors, unless they take out letters of ad

or both , in the first instance ?
ministration , or prove the will here,

A. The execution is first proved in
72. Are exemplifications of wills

the probate court, by the attesting and testaments, by the proper offi

witnesses : wills may also be proved cer in other states, evidence in your

* before a justice of thepeace, who must courts &c ?

enter the oath of the witnesses upon A. The originals must be produced

the back of the will , and attest the and proved ; or, the non -production

same : in this case no further evidence of the originals satisfactorily ac

will be required when broughtbefore counted for ; in which case , exempli

the probate court : or , more correct- fications would be received .

ly, the judge of probate will give the
73. How are foreign Wills and

same effect to such evidence , as if it Testaments proved, in your state

had been made before him person- & c . ?

ally. 4. Wills made in a foreign country
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must be executed in the form pre- mainder of the real and personal es

scribed by our law : they must be ex- tate, by equal proportions, according

hibited and proved in the district to its value at the time of the distri

where the land lies, unless retained bution, to and among the children ,

in the jurisdiction where the testator and such as legally represent them ,

died , and then sworn copies may be if any of them are dead ; excepting

exhibited , and the execution of the children , who shall receive estate

originals proved . by settlement of the intestate , in his

lifetime, equal to the shares of the

No. VI. DESCENTS .
others ; and children advanced , by

settlement or portion , not equal to

74. How do inheritances in fee sim- the shares of the rest, shall have so

ple descend upon Intestacy , among much of the estate as shall make all

Lineal heirs ?
the shares equal; and the estate shall

75. How among collaterals ? be so divided , as that the male heirs.

76. How , in respect of the half shall have their part in the real es

blood : does the common law govern ? tate , so far as the estate will allow :

77. Does the common law prevail but whenever the court shall find ,

on descents, in any cases , and what ? that it will best accommodate the

78. Is there any thing peculiar in heirs of any estate, to distribute part

your law of descents ?
of the personal estate to the male

heirs, and part of the real estate to

NO. VII. DISTRIBUTION ON INTES- the female heirs, such court shall

TACY, (OF PERSONALTY.) order such distribution to be made

accordingly : provided , thatwhere it

79. Upon intestacy, how is the shall appear to the court of probate,

surplusage of personal property dis- that any estate in houses and lands

tributed ? cannot be divided among all the chil

80. How among collaterals ? dren , without great prejudice and in

81. Are the 22nd and 23rd Car. convenience, said court may order

. C. 10, and 29 Car. ii. c. 30 ,called the whole to be set to the eldest son,

the Statutes of distribution & c . a- if he accept it, or, on his refusal, to

dopted ? any other of the sons, successively ;

A. Descents, and distribution on intes- and the son accepting it, shall pay

tacy, are both regulated by the same to the other children of the deceased ,

statute, and a transcript of those their equaland proportionable shares

sections which relate to them will, of the true value of such houses and

perhaps, afford the most satisfactory lands, upon a just appraisement, to

answer to the interrogatories upon be made by three sufficient freehol

these subjects. ders, on oath , or shall give security

“ Sect. 30. The distribution of the to pay the same in some convenient

estate shall be in the manner follow- time, as the court shall limit, with

ing, that is to say , one third part of lawful interest.

the personal estate to the wife of the Sect. 31. And if any of the chil

intestate, ( if any there be forever ; dren die before he or she come of

and one third of the lands and houses age, and before marriage, or before

during life , where she shall not have any legal disposition thereof, and

heen otherwise endowed before mar- before marriage, the portion of such

riage : and all the residue and real child deceased , shall be equally di
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TESY , & c .

vided among the surviving children, set offand divided in the same man

and their legal representatives. ner as other real estate . And ifthere

“ Sect. 32. If there be no children , be no wife , all the estate , shall be di

or any legal representatives of them , vided among the children and heirs,

then one moiety of the personal es in manner aforesaid ."

tate shall be set out to the wife for The most material departure of

ever ; and one third of the realestate our law from the common law of de

for the term of life ; and the residue scents, is the abolition of primogeni

of the estate , both real and personal, ture; permitting the estate to ascend

except as herein after provided, shall to parents ; and giving the half-blood

be distributed and set off equally, to a preference to relations in a remoter

the brothers and sisters of the intes- degree.

tate, of the whole blood, and those

who legally represent them ; and if No. VIII. ENTAILS, DOWER , cuk

there be no such kindred , then to the

parent or parents ; and if there be no

parent, then equally to every of the 82. May entails be created , as un

brothers and sisters of thehalf blood, der the Stat. de donis — and with the

and those who legally represent same incidents , in respect of being

them, and if there be no parent and Barred ; Dower ; Curtesy ; Waste

no brother or sister, or those who &c ?

legally represent them , then equal 83. Are entails abolished ; con

ly to the next of kin , in equal de- verted into fees ; or otherwise modi

gree : kindred of the whole blood fied &c ?

to take in preference to kindred of 84. Howbarred by the tenant ?

the half blood , in equal degree : 85. Is the widow entitled to dow

no representatives to be admitted er ; and the husband to Curtesy ; as

among collaterals, after the repre- by the common law ?

sentatives of brothers and sisters. A. Entailments are not allowed in

Provided , that all the real estate of this state , but for a single life. The

the intestate, which came to him by statute enacts, that “ no estate in

descent, gift, or devise, from his or fee simple, fee tail, or any less estate

her parent, ancestor , or other kin- shall be given by deed or will to any

dred, shall belong equally to the person or persons, but such as are

brothers and sisters of the intestate, in being , or to the immediate issue or

and those who legally represent them, descendants of such as are in being,

of the blood of the person or ancestor at the time of making such deed or

from whom such estate came or de- will ; and every estate given in fee

scended ; and in case there be no tail, shall be and remain an absolute

brothers and sisters, or legal reprc- estate , in fee simple, to the issue of

sentatives as aforesaid , then equally the first donee in tail.”

to the children , and those who legal Words ofprocreation must be used

ly represent them , of such person or here (as in England , to create an es

ancestor ; and if there be no such tate in fee tail; and so far as our

children or representatives, then e- law of entailment corresponds with

qually to the brothers and sisters of their's, the incidents to it are the

such person or ancestor, and those same. The first donee or tenant in

who legally represent them ; and if tail , may commit waste ; the wife

there be none such , then it shall be has her dower or thirds in the estate ;

1
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every such

the husband of a female tenant in tail, struction in the English law of limi

may be tenant by curtesy ; and lineal tations, so far as they are applicable

warranty, descending with assets to to ours , may be considered as in force

the heir, will bar the estate . here; as where the stat. begins to

run , a supervenient disability, will

No. IX. LIMITATION OF SUITS. not stop it . 2 Conn. Rep. 27.

90. Is there any thing peculiar in

86. What length of adverse pos- your state on this head ?

session of lands is a bar &c ? A. Nothing.

A. By statute, “ No person shall at
91. What length of time bars re

any time hereafter make entry into covery & c. in personal actions ?

any lands or tenements, but within
92. What savings ?

fifteen years next after his right or A. In actions on specialties and pro

title shall first descend or accrue to missory notes, not negotiable, the li

the same ; and mitation is seventeen years, with a
person so

not entering, and his heirs, shall be saving " that persons legally incapa

utterly disabled to make such entry ble to bring an action on such bond,

afterwards ; and no such entry shall or writing, at the accruing of the

be sufficient, unless an action shall right of action , may bring the same

be commenced thereupon and prose- within 4 years, after becoming legal

cuted with effect, within one year next ly capable.”

after the making thereof.
Actions ofaccount, of debton book , on

87. What savings &c ? simple contract, or assumpsit, found

A. Provided that if any such person ed upon implied contract, or upon any

&c. at the time of the firstdescending contract in writing not under seal,

or accruing of the said right or title, ( except promissory notes not nego

be within the age of twentyone years, tiable,) within six years, saving as

feme covert, non compos mentis, or im- above, 3 years : In trespass on the

prisoned, then such person , or his case, there is a limitation of six

heirs, may & c. bring such action or years also , but no savings.

make such entry , &c. so as such
Actions founded upon express con

person shall within five years next tracts not reduced to writing ; upon

after full age, discoverture, coming trespass ; or upon the case for words ;

of sound mind, enlargement out of three years, and no savings.

prison, or the heirs of such person , Actions founded on penal statutes,

shall, within five years after the one year, after the offence committed.

death of such person , bring such ac Actions against sheriff, his deputy,

tion, or make such entry , and take or constable , for neglect of duty, two

benefit of the same. ( 1 ) years , after the right accrues .

88. Is there a saving in favour of
Where a judgment for the plff. is

foreigners or citizens ofother states ? arrested or reversed ,he (or his heirs

A. (See 93.) &c. ) is entitled to one year from that

89. Are the general principles of time, to bring a new suit.

English law, on the bar of these Sta 93. Are there any in favour of ci

tutes, adopted in your state ?
tizens of other states, or foreign

A. The general principles of con- ers ?

( 1 ) It would seem , that this limitation in A. In all the above cases , the time

terms, would not bar an action pn the right. Ed. / in which the deft. is without the state ,

10
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BAIL , &c.

is excluded from the computation ; 101. What officer in any county,

but there is no saving in favour of ought a non -resident desirous ofkeep

the plff. who is a foreigner, or absent ing his taxes paid, correspond with

from the state. ( See stat. Conn. 309 for that purpose : or what is most

to 312. tit. 59.) prudent for him to do ?

A. He may appoint whom he pleases

No. X. TAXES. in the town or county where the land

is situated , to transact his business

94. May lands be sold for the pay- for him. No other prudence is re

mnent of taxes : has an absentee any quired , than to select a faithful and

privilege ? trusty agent.

A. They may : and an absentee, has

no particular privilege.
No. XI. MISCELLANEOUS .

95. Before a sale, is notice to be

given &c ?

96. What officer is to give this no 102. May debtors pendente lite, be

tice ? restrained from alienating &c. Is the

97. In what manner &c. debtor liable to be holden to bail , &c?

A. The collector must give such no- A. The debtor may alienate his pro

tice , by advertising three weeks suc- perty at any time while the suit is

cessively in a news-paper, printed in pending, unless brought by writ of

the county , or if therebe none there, attachment, which operates as an ef

then in an adjoining county , at least fectual restraint upon the property

six weeks before the time of sale . attached . If the creditor has any

98. If a sale takes place, is the apprehensions that the debtor will

deed absolute ? alienate his estate, it is the common

A. So much of the property must be practice to commence the suit by

sold, as is sufficient to pay the tax writ of attachment: In this case,

and costs . For this, the collector bonds for prosecution must be given ;

gives a warrantee deed, which must so that, if the plff. fails to make his

be lodged with the town clerk, there plea good, the deft. may be indemni

to remain unrecorded one year ; and if fied. Bail is allowed in all civil ac

the owner does not appear within tions, and in most criminal prose

that time, and redeem the land, the cutions, except for capital offences ;

deed will be recorded , and title be- and generally upon the principles of

come absolute in the purchaser. the common law.

99. If not, what time is allowed to

redeem, and on what terms : at what LETTERS OF ATTORNEY.

place or office, are the sales entered ?

A. The land may be redeemed , as a 103. Is there any provision for the

bove, within a year after the sale, by proof&c . of letters of Attorney,made

paying to the purchaser the purchase in other states, or foreign parts, for

money, and twelve per cent interest. the conveyance of lands &c . in your

100. Do lands on which taxes are state ?

not paid, in any case vest in the state: 1. We have no specific regulations,

and then how and in what time, to be concerning powers of attorney exe

redeemed ? cuted abroad ; except that they must

A. Lands taken for the payment of be produced, proved, and recorded ,

taxes, never vest in the state. with the conveyance.
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ALIENS . directs the executor to make pay

ment of the debts of the deceased, in

104. Do aliens stand on the foot the following order, viz :

ing of the common law , in respect of 1. “ The funeral expenses, and in

taking by descent, or purchase : may cident charges of settling, and sel

they in any case hold real estate, ling the estate.

as in Mortgage ? 2. Debts due for the last sickness

A. Aliens cannot take estate, by de- of the deceased .

scent or purchase ; nor hold real 3. Taxes and debts due to the

property till they have obtained li- state .

berty from the general assembly , or 4. The debts of the several credi

become naturalized . tors, as allowed by the commissioners,

in proportion to the sum found to be

ADMINISTRATION . GUARDIANSHIP . due.” Whether debts are secured

by judgment, specialty, or simple

105. Is the right of administration contract, there is no preference.

regulated as in England by the 31 108. May ex’rs and adm’rs give a

Edw. ii. c. 11. and 21 H. viii . c . 5. preference by confessing Judgments ;

or by local acts ? Are lands sold on judgment against

A. Administration and Guardian - ex'rs or adm'rs ?

ship, are regulated by statute. If A. The executor or administrator,

the executor dies before administra- after giving bonds for the faithful

tion is closed, or is unable to act, the discharge of his trust, must make

court of probate will appoint a per- and render unto the court of probate ,

son to administer upon the estate . a true inventory of all the property

The substance of the English statute of the deceased, and the court will

upon this subject, is incorporated thereupon grant him an orderofsale,

into ours . by which he is to be guided in the

106. May Guardians be appoint- disposition of the estate. (Ex'rs as

ed by will : does the common law well as adm’rs must give bond , for

regulate &c ? the faithful discharge of their trusts,

A. Guardians, may not be appointed with sureties . Conn. Laws, 200.)

by will ; but must be chosen by the

wards, (which may be done by males JOINT- TENANCY .

at 14, and byfemales at 12 years of

age ,) or, be appointed by the probate 109. Is Joint-tenancy in land, as

court. Guardianship is regulated by at common law, &c ?

the common law generally ; though A. The same as atcommon law ,both

by stat. the ward is disabled to con- in its creation and incidents, except

tract, even for necessaries, without that on the decease of a joint-tenant,

the approbation of the guardian. his share descends to his heirs, in

stead of vesting in the surviving te

PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY EXECU nant.

TORS AND ADMINISTRATORS .

SEALS.

107. Is the law of England, in re

gard to the order of paying debts by 110. Is the common law , in regard

ex’rs and adm’rs , in force &c ? to the effect of instruments sealedy

4. By statute, the court of probate and not under scal, in force ?
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BASTARDS.

21

A. Seals are not required by the sta- no further ,whether navigable, in the

tute, as requisite to the perfection of popular sense, or not. In a river

conveyances. They are , however, navigable above tide water, the pro

universally affixed to instruments, prietors of the adjoining land have

intended to have the effect of deeds. an exclusive right of fishery, oppo

111. Is a scroll &c . equivalent to site to their land, to the middle of

wax &c ? the river ; and the publick have an

A. A wafer covered with a paper is easement in the river , as a highway,

in most general use ; though wax , for passing and re- passing with every

and printed or stained seals, are not kind of water -craft. ( See 2 Conn.

uncommon . Rep, 480.) It has been decided , that

the taking of shell -fish on the sea

shore, between high and low water

mark , is acommon right. (5 Day 22 .

112. Are bastards subject to com

mon law disabilities ?
FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES.

A. They are subject. to the common

law disabilities. 117. Are the 13. and 27. E. against

113. Are antinuptial children, le - fraudulent conveyances in force in

gitimated by marriage of the pa- your state : or similar acts ?

rents ? A. We have a statute , against fraud

A. No children are legitimated by ulent conveyances, abridged from

marriage of the parents, but such the 13 Eliz . C. 5. and somewhat nar

ás are born after the marriage.
rower in its provisions. According

ly, it has been held , that a voluntary

conveyance to defeat the claim of a

ALLUVION .

third person for damages arising

from a tort, which would be void un

114. Does the common law in re- der the stat. of Eliz . as well as at

spect of alluvion prevail ?
common law, was not within our

4. The common law prevails.
statute against fraudulent convey

ances . ( 1 Conn . Rep. 295.) It has

also been decided , that where a con

veyance was made to a child in con

115. Is the owner of lands, bor- sideration ofnatural affection , with

dering on a river where the tide out any fraudulent intent, at a time

flows and reflows, & c entitled to se- when the grantor was free from em

veral fishery in front of his land ? barrassment, (the gift constituting

116. Is this so, by statute, or u- but a small part of his estate , and

being a reasonable provision for the

A. Our courts have professed to a child ;) such conveyance was valid

dopt the common law, in relation to against a creditor of the grantor ,

the right of fishery. They have de- whose claim existed when that con

cided , that in the sea , and in arms of veyance was made. (1 Conn . Rep.

the sea , the right of fishery is com- 525.)

mon ; in all other waters , several.

They have, at the same time, consi

dered rivers, arms of the sea , as

far as the tide flows and reflows, but 118. Is the 29. Car. ii. €. 3. ( called

FISHERIES.

sage ?

STATUTE OF FRAUDS .
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USES.

the stat. of frauds,) or similar provi-| event of his prior death , survive to

sions, adopted in your state ? her.

4. Our statute of frauds and perju 2. When atestator gave his daugh

ries, is copied with little variation , ter , a feme covert, a legacy of 2001.

from the 4th and 17th sections of directing the interest to be paid her

32 Car . ii. It has been judicially during her coverture, and the princi

decided , that our legislature in a - pal afterwards ; it was held , that the

dopting the English statute of husband alone was entitled to receive

frauds and perjuries, adopted the such interest, and that his receipt

construction given to it by the En- was sufficient evidence of payment.

glish courts. ( See 2 Day 225.) 3. Where a man deserted his wife

and children, leaving her keeping a

boarding house, without any other

means ofsupport, and did not return

119. Is 27. H. viii. called the Stat.ſ to them, or make any provision for

of uses, ( or similar provisions) in them, and she continued in the busi

force ? ness in which she was left, conduct

120. Is the English law of uses ing herself in a reasonable and pro

and trusts , in force ? per manner, to obtain support for

A. The English law of uses and herself and children ; it was held,

trusts, has never been introduced that he was liable for her contracts,

into this state ; and there has been made in the course of such business.

but one decision in our courts upon

the subject ; by which, “ the cestui INTEREST.

que use will take an absolute estate,

as large as the use or trust given to 122. What is the rate of interest ?

him . If the use be to him and his 123. What provisions against usu

heirs, then he takes an absolute es- ry ?

tate in fee simple ; if for life, or years, A. Six per centum , per annum , is the

then an absolute estate for life or rate of interest established by law in

years ; while the feoffee or trustee, this state ; and if any person takes

takes not even the shadow of a legal more , it is usury , and he forfeits the

estate ." ( See Kirby 368, and 1 value of the money loaned. All secu

Swift's Syst. 321 , 2.) rities for money , on which a high

er rate of interest is reserved, are

BARON AND PEME. void . In the construction of this stat

ute , our courts profess to follow the

121. Is the common law of baron English decisions.

and Feme adopted : does the wife's

chattels vest in the baron ? BOOK ACCOUNTS.

1. The common law of baron and

feme, is generally in force here. 124. Are book accounts evidence

The following points have been re - in your state : for what things fur

cently decided by our supreme court. nished &c ?

1. A share of personal intestate A. Book accounts, containing a quan

estate, accruing in the right of the tum meruit, and a quantum valebat,

wife during coverture , vests , even afford a ground of action in this state,

before distribution made , in the hus- denominated debt on book , which is ,

band absolutely, and does not in the in some respects, peculiar to ourlaw.

USURY .

:
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The parties must produce their books have been lately decided by our su

of entry, and, in addition to other preme court.

evidence, may be admitted to their Promissory notes and bills paya

oaths in order to substantiate their ble at banks, are entitled to three

claims. ( See Stat. 93. ) days grace.

125. Is interest recoverable on 1. Promissory notes within the

book debt ?
statute making notes negotiable, are

A. Their is no time fixed by law, entitled to the same days of grace,

from which interest is recoverable. as inland bills of exchange.

Where goods sold and charged on 2. In the contract of indorsment,

book, are to be paid for on a certain it is a condition precedent, that the

day, interest is allowed after the holder shall usedue diligence in ma

term of credit has expired : if no day king demand, and giving notice.

of payment is agreed on, after the 3. The indorsment of a bill or

customary term of credithas expired. note over-due, is equivalent to draw

See 1 Conn. Rep . 32.) ing a new bill , payable at sight.

4. Where the parties live in the

same town , personal notice must be
BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND PROMISSO

given of the non-payment of notes

RY NOTES.
and bills ; but in other cases , the

putting of a letter into the mail ad

126. Are foreign and inland bills dressed to the party entitled to no

of exchange and promissory notes tice, is legal notice.

negotiable ; and generally governed 5. Where a note or bill is made

by the law of England ? payable to two or more persons , and

A. Our statute, borrowed from the by them jointly indorsed in their in

Stat. Ann . enacts , “ that all promis- dividual names, each is entitled to

sory notes, duly executed , to the notice of non -payment. Therefore ,

amount of thirty -five dollars or more, an acknowledgment of due notice by

for the payment of money only, and one , will lay no foundation for an

made payable to any person or per- action against all.

sons, or to his or their order, or to 6. A, being insolvent, made a pro

the bearer ; shall be assignable and missory note payable to B or order ,

negotiable according to the custom which B , with full knowledge of such

of merchants, and the law relating | insolvency , and having given no

to inland bills of exchange," which, value for it, indorsed, to give it cred

together with foreign bills , are nego it and currency : held , that notwith

tiated here upon the principles of standing these circumstances, the

the Law merchant, as received in indorser was entitled to regular no

England generally. tice .

127. Must demand be made by the 7. A, made a negotiable note, pay

holder, and notice of non-acceptance able in six months from date ; after

or non -payment be given to the draw it was due, and while a suit on it,

er or endorser, by the rules adopted in which the body of A had been at

in the English , law to entitle him to tached and committed to prison, was

recover ? pending, B, the payee , indorsed it

A. Wehave adopted the English de- to C ; shortly afterwards, C, indor

cisions on this subject as our law. sed it to D ; and D to E, who took

The following points, among others, it ignorant that the note was over
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due, when first negotiated. Held, the other addressed to him at New

that E could not recover against B , York , and a third letter addressed

without showing demand and notice to him at New York, was left at the

within a reasonable time. compting -house of the acceptors. It

8. Where the indorser of a prom- was held , that although the holder

issory note, shortly before it became was ignorant of the drawer's place

payable, agreed with the holder, in of residence, yet as it did not appear

consideration of time being given , that he had used due diligence to

that he would pay the note ; it was make inquiry, the notice given was

held, that this was equivalent to insufficient.

proof of demand and notice, and sat 14. A being the agent of B, pro

isfied the usual averments of demand cured , for the purpose of raisingmo

and notice, in the declaration . ney for his individual use, a bill of

9. The precise day of demand and exchange to be drawn on him, as

notice, it is not material to allege agent, which he accepted as agent,

in the declaration ; it being sufficient and then got it discounted, and ap

to make outthe proper time in proof. propriated the avails to himself; such

10. Where a promissory note was acceptance being within the scope of

made by one partnership, and indor - A's agency, but without the knowl

sed by another, the acting partner in edge of B. In an action brought by

both being the same person ; it was the indorser of the bill , against A ,

held, that this fact did not excuse in his individual capacity, it was

the want ofdue presentment for pay- held, that the plaintiff could not re

ment to the makers, and notice of cover on the bill , as the acceptance

non- payment to the indorsers. bound B only ; nor on the money

11. Where one having funds in counts, for he held a written securi

the hands ofhis correspondent, drew ty, valid and uncancelled, on which

a bill on him for the amount, which alone his remedy must be sought.

the latter accepted, but failed to pay ; 15. Where a promissory note, or

it was held , in an action brought by other obligation, is payable in a cer

the payee ,(drawee )against the draw- tain number of days from the date,

er , that the acceptor was a compe- the day of the date is to be excluded

tent witness for the drawer . in the computation of time.

12. The acceptor of a bill , with 16. Where no time of payment is

funds, who has failed to pay, is not specified in a promissory note, the

liable for the costs of a suit against plaintiff mustdeclare upon it, accor

the drawer . ding to its legal effect, as payable on

13. A bill was drawn and dated demand ; otherwise the declaration

in Alexandria, on persons residing will be insufficient, ( See Conn. Reps.

in New York , who accepted it. The Vols. 1 , 2, 3. )

drawer's residence was, in fact, in 128. Is a protest for non -accep

Fairfield in Connecticut ; which was tance or non - payment, necessary on

publickly known, and was particu- | inland bills and promissory notes ?

larly known to one of the acceptors. A. No : the term " inland bills" be

The billbeing protested for non- pay - ing understood in its strict sense ;

ment, immediately afterwards two Bills drawn in this state upon per

letters containing notice , were put sons in any other of the states, must

into the post officeat New York, one be protested in order to entitlc the

addressed to him at Alexandria , and holder to recover damages.
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129. Is there any peculiar practice, LANDLORDS AND TENANTS.

in your state , on this subject ?

A. Nothing but what has been sta 133. Is the law of Landlord and

ted .
Tenant, in regard to distress for

130. What damages are recovera- rent, similar to the English law ?

ble , upon the protest of foreign bills A. Distress of personal property for

of exchange ?
the payment of rent, is not admitted

1. Twenty per cent, according to the here, as in England , in favour of the

general understanding of our mer- landlord against the tenant.

chants, sanctioned , it is believed , by

one or more decisions of the superi

our court.

The damages, payable on the re

turn of bills drawn or negotiated in

134. Is the law of set -off, similar

this state on persons in any other

to the English law, and that of other

States ?

state, territory or district of the U.

S. are regulated by statute. (Note, A. Wehave a statute providing for

the rate of damages over and above a set-off of mutual debts, where the

the principal sum and interest va- plaintiff lives or resides out of the

ries, according to the distance and state, or is insolvent. See Stat. 43, 4.

situation of the states .

(The statute is strictly confined , to
see Conn .

Stat. 360.)

sett -off against a non-resident, or in

solvent plaintiff. Ed. )

DIVORCE.

SET-OFF.

CHOSES IN ACTION.

131. Are Divorces, a vinculis

granted in your state &c ?

A. Divorce is granted by the superi- able :may the assignee sue in his

135. Are choses in action , assign

our court, for adultery ; fraudulent
own name : is there any liability of

contract ; wilful desertion with total

neglect of duty for three years'; or

the assignor over, unless stipula

ted ?

for an absence of seven years by one

A. Bonds, notes, (not negotiable) and
party not heard of. All divorces

must be from the bond of matrimony: signed at law, so as to enable the as

other written contracts, cannot be as

the statute warrants no divorce a
mensa et thoro. As to where the signeeto bring an action in his own

cause of divorce must arise, the law

name for the recovery of the debt,

yet he acquires such a property in
is silent

the paper , that he may keep it - re

ceive the money due upon it, or de

stroy it, without being held account

132. Do foreign and domestick at- able to the assignor.

tachments issuein your State , a “ In equity, bonds, (and, by parity

gainst absent, or foreign debtors ? of principle, notes, or any other cho

4. Attachments, foreign and domes- ses in action ,) are assignable for a

tick are regulated by statute . The valuable consideration paid , so that

property of absent, and absconding if the obligor or debtor, after notice

debtors, may be taken by attachment of the assignment, pays the money

for the payment of their debts. ( See to the obligee, he will be compelled to

Stat. 237.) pay it over again : but a payment to

ATTACHMENTS.
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INSOLVENT ESTATES.

the obligee will be good, where there DECREES IN CHANCERY.

is no notice of assignment : An as

signee must take the bond , or other
138. How are decrees in equity

security, subject to the same equity, executed &c ?

that it was in the hands of the obli- A. When the court decrees the pay

gee.” (2 Swift's Syst. 157.) The ment ofa certain sum ofmoney,execu

following late decisions show, that tion is granted ; and when the perfor

the rights of the assignee, will be re- mance of a specifick act is decreed, or

cognized and protected in a court of the refraining therefrom is enjoined,

law .
it is done under a certain penalty ;

1. An action will lie in favour of for the recovery of which , action of

one of two jointcovenantees , against debt must be brought. Courts of

the covenantor, for fraudulently ta- equity have power by statute , to pass

king and pleading a discharge from the title to real estate, by decree,

the other covenantee, who had as- without any act to be done, on the

signed his interest in the covenant, part of the defendant, see Stat. 196,

and was a bankrupt, of which the

defendant had notice .

2. The assignee of a negotiable

note payable to order, by sale and

delivery without endorsement, (on
139. In case the estate is insolvent,

which , by direction of the assignee,
are creditors paid pro rata , &c ?

a suit has been brought, and judg
A. Creditors to insolvent estates,

ment obtained, in the name of the are paid pro rata , according to their

payee,) is the creditor of the maker, strictions before mentioned, see ante
claims allowed, subject to the re

and is the proper person to be ser

107.
ved with notice on a petition by

the maker , for an act of insolvency.

(2 Conn. Rep. 324 , 503. )
PUBLIC OR PROPRIETARY LANDS .

1:36. Is the common law in respect

of choses in action, adopted ? 140. Are there any lands which

A. The common law in respect to belong to the State : how obtained

choses in action is generally adopted by one desirous of purchasing : Is

here, with this exception, that pro- there any proprietary land , and how

missory notes not negotiable , are con obtained ?

sidered as specialties. A. We have no proprietary lands, in

the sense probably contemplated by

LIFE ESTATES &c.
the question. In some ofour ancient

towns, there are proprietors ofcommon

137. Are tenants for life, years, & c. and undivided lands, who are author

entitled to the same rights, and sub- ized by statute, to hold their meet

ject to the same liabilities, as by ings, and to exercise the powers of a

the common and statute law of En- corporation . But these lands have

gland ? been principally aparted, and are

A. Tenants for life, years , &c. are now holden in severalty.

generally entitled to the same rights,

and subject to the same liabilities,

as by the common and statute laws

of England.
141. Are English law books, al

ENGLISH LAW BOOKS,

11
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lowed to be read in your State courts: 1 but those of our supreme court, are

if so, under what limitations ? considered as authoritative ; except

1. English law books are read in perhaps, decisions of the English

our courts, indiscriminately with the courts made upon statutes which we

opinions and reasonings of eminent have adopted, previous to their a

jurists in other parts of the civilized doption here : in that case, we have

world, particularly in the sister considered our legislature as having

states. Our courts are willing to adopted the construction , as well as

receive light, from whatever source the letter.

it emanates. No decisions however,
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APPENDIX.

RULES OF PRACTICE in the SUPREME COURT of Connecticut.

May Term , 1807.

1. The presiding judge, in charging the jury, shall state to them the seve

ral points of law which may arise, and declare to them the opinion of the court

thereon.

2. Bills of exceptions shall not hereafter be admitted , but motions for new

trials shall be admitted, in all cases , in their room; to be filed within forty -eight

hours after verdict, and during the session of the court.

3. The several circuit courts shall hereafter, at their discretion, reserve

such motions for new trials as they think proper, for the opinion of the nine

judges, either with, or without stay of execution.

party, before4. In all cases of writs of error, the counsel for each argu

ment, shall furnish the court with a brief, containing a statement of the case,

with the points and authorities intended to be relied on .

5. In all motions for new trials before the nine judges, the counsel for the

party who makes the motion, shall go forward in the argument.

June Term , 1808 .

6. In all cases before the superiour court, where the defendant pleads the

general issue, and intends to rely upon a defence, which, by the rules of the

common law, ought to have been spread on the record by special pleadings ;

and in all cases founded upon an express contract, where the defence pro

ceeds upon the ground of the existence in fact of the contract between the

parties, but attempts to avoid the effect of it, by matter arising at the time of

entering into the contract, or subsequent thereto ; he shall give notice in wri

ting of such his intention, at the time when by the rule of the court, he is

bound to plead, and state therein the ground of his defence ; from which de

fence, so notified, the defendant shall not be at liberty to depart on the trial,

and insist upon another defence : This notice, however, shall not be construed

to admit, as special pleadings would do, the truth of the facts alieged in the

plaintiffs declaration .

7. All motions, and other matters , reserved, on the circuits , for argument

before the nine judges , shall be entered in the docket of the supreme court of

errours, at the next succeeding term , before the second opening of the court:
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July , 1809 .

8 That hereafter, no attorney shall be admitted to practice in the superiour

court, until he shall have practised two years in the courts of common pleas

in this state ; and unless he sustain a good moral character, and shall be found

qualified for practice on a publick examination of his knowledge of the law,

by a committee of the bar, in the county where the application is made, to

be appointed by the superiour court : and on report of such committee, that

such applicant has the requisite qualifications, the court shall direct an entry

of record to be made, that he is admitted to practice in the same .

9. That all motions for new trial in the superiour court, shall state the facts

on which such motions are grounded, and shall be submitted to the inspec

tion of tire court ; who, at the term when the motion is made, shall direct that

all the facts shall be correctly stated, on which the questions of law arise . If

the party in whose favour the verdict is found, shall contend that the points

or matters, on which the motion for a new trial is made, were immaterial in

the final decision of the case , he may state such facts, or other points ruled in

the case, as may be necessary to show it ; to be corrected by the court as

aforesaid , and added to the statement of facts on which the motion is made.

10. That no amendment shall afterwards be made of such motion , unless it

shall be discovered that there has been a mistake or omission, so that the

merits of the case cannot be tried : and then such amendment shall be made,

only by the notes of the judges who tried the cause.

11. That in motions for new trials, the prevailing party shall be entitled to

recover costs in the supreme court of errours, as in other cases, to be taxed in

the superiour court.

12. That when a motion is made for a new trial, and the party making it

'neglects to carry it forward , he shall pay costs in the same manner as if it had

been done, and withdrawn on the second day of the session of the supreme

court of errors.

13. That when execution shall be stayed on a judgment for a debt , or da

mages, if a new trial shall not be granted, interest shall be computed thereon

from the time of its being stayed, till the time execution can be issued , and

added thereto .

14. That when, in the trial of a cause, any point shall be ruled against a

party which may be a ground for a new trial, the court shall, on his motion ,

direct a statement of such matter to be made and lodged on file, though on a

motion in arrest, judgment shall be rendered in his favour, if they judge that

such matter is proper to be reserved for the opinion of the nine judges : and

if such judgment shall afterwards be reversed in the supreme court of errours,

then such party may enter his motion for a new trial in the docket of said

court, and proceed therewith as in other cases .
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June, 1810.

15. That hereafter, whenever the superiour court, at any of the sessions,

shall stay execution for the purpose of taking advice of the nine judges upon

any question of law reserved , they shall stay the same, subject to the order of

the supreme court of errors.

June, 1814.

16. After the first week of the present term, the consent of parties, or their

counsel, will not excuse a compliance with the rule passed June, 1808 , re

quiring all motions and other matters reserved for argument before this court,

to be entered in the docket before the second opening.

June, 1815 .

17. Ordered, that the party who shall move for a new trial , in any case which

shall be reserved for the opinion of the judges of the supreme court of errors,

and the plaintiff in a writ of error which shall be brought in that court ; shall

furnish three copies at least of such motion or writ of error, and lodge the

same with the clerk thereof for the use of the court, at or before the second

opening of the court : unless the party moving for a new trial shall obtain an

order of the court which shall allow such motion, dispensing with the same,

and substituting in lieu thereof an abridgment of the case approved by said

court ; and a like order by the judge who shall sign said writ of error ; in

which cases , lodging said abridgment shall be a compliance with this rule.

18. Ordered, that it shall be the duty of the counsel on both sides, in every

case to be argued before the judges of the supreme court of errors, to furnish

for their use three copies of a brief, containing a statement of the points on

which they rely , and of the authorities intended to be used in support of

them.

November, 1817.

19. Ordered, that the party who shall move for a new trial, in every case

which shall be reserved for the opinion of the supreme court of errors, and

the plaintiff in every writ of error, which shall be brought to the said court,

and the plaintiff in every case reserved for advice, shall furnish nine copies of

such motion , writ of error, or case reserved, and lodge the same with the

clerk for the use of the judges of the court, at or before the second opening

of the court, so that each judge may be supplied with one of the said copies ;

unless the party moving for a new trial shall obtain a written order of the

court, which shall allow such motion or reserve such case , or of the judge

who shall sign said writ of error, dispensing with the same, and substituting

in lieu thereof, an abridgment of the case approved by the said court or

judge ; in which events, the lodging nine such abridgments with the clerk ,

at the time aforesaid, shall be a compliance with this rule . And if this rule
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is not complied with, in any case , the same shall be continued or non -suited,

at the discretion of the court.

20. Ordered, that it shall be the duty of the counsel , on both sides, in every

case to be argued before the supreme court of errors, to furnish to each

judge of the said court, at the commencement of the hearing of the said case ,

a copy of his brief, containing a statement of the point or points relied on ,

and of the authorities intended to be used in support of them.

21. In any action ofindebitatusassumpsit, on the motion of the defendant for

the production of a bill of particulars specifying the precise ground of claim ,

the superiour court may , at their discretion , direct it .
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INDEX

To the Rules .

1

No.

Presiding Judge, charge to the jury, how 1

Bills of Fxceptions, abulished ; mot. for N. Trial substituted 2

Motion for N. Trial in the circuit, may be reserved for the 9 judges &c. 3

In cases of Errour, each party to furnish a brief to the court 4

On mot. for N. Trials before the 9 judges, counsel for the motion to precede 5

On general issues before Sup. Court, special motion of defence, when

necessary 6

Cases on the circuit reserved for argument before the 9 judges, when

to be entered H

Admission of Attornies, in the Superiour Courts, terms of 8

Motion for N. Trial, in the Superiour Courts, how to state facts
9

Amendments of such motions , how made
10

Costs allowed in Court of Errours, on motion for N. Trial, and taxed

in Sup. Court 11

On motion for N. Trial in Court of Errours not proceeded in, costs to be

paid as if carried forward , and withdrawn 12

On mot. for N. Trials and execution stayed, interest accrues, till execu

13

Points at Trial, how reserved , for a party who succeeds in arrest, but

the judgment reversed on reference to the 9 judges
14

Execution stayed in the Sup. Court on reference to the 9 judges , subject

to the order of Court of Errours
15

Consent of the parties , not to excuse breach of the rule of June 1808 for

entering motions &c . and in Court of Errours
16

Three Copies, of motions for N. Trial, and writs of Errour in Court of

Errours, to be delivered by the party &c. 157

Briefs, of cases to be argued in C. of Errour, each party to furnish 3 &c. 18

Party moving) in cases before C. of Errours, to fusnish 9 copies of the

motion, writ, or case , except &c . ( 1 )
19

Briefs, to be delivered by each party to the several judges, on arguments

in Errour.
20 .

Bills of particulars, Superiour Court may order it, in Indeb. assumpsit.

tion goes

.

21

( 1) It would seem , in Connecticut, that “ copies of motions & c,” mean, the whole case .'

Ed .
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RHODE-ISLAND.

98 STATE LAW , AND REGULATIONS. ( 1821 , 2.)

STATE OFFICERS. 1. There is no established seat of

government. The annual election is

1. Who is Governor of your state held at Newport, 1st Weds. in May;

& c . ?
the general assembly by law , con

A. WILLIAM C. Gibbs, Newport; venes, alternately at Providence and

title , “ His Excellency, Captain South -Kingston on the last monday in

," October.

by the freemen foroneyear;salary other sessions in the year may be

$ 400 beside perquisites. holden either at Providence, New

2. -Secretary of state &c. ? port, South -Kingston , East-Green

A. HENRY BOWEN, Providence; app. wich, or Bristol, at the pleasure of

by the freemen for one year. the General assembly .

3. Chief Justice of the Su

preme court of law, &c. ?

UNITED STATES OFFICERS .

A. Is AAC WILBOUR, Tiverton ; app .

by the Senate and House of Repre

sentatives assembled in “ Grand 7. Who is District Judge, &c. ?

Committee," for one year ; salary A. David HOWELL, Providence.

$ 250.
8. Clerk of the District court,

4 . Clerk of the Superior or
&c. ?

Supreme court, &c. ?
A. BENJAMIN COWELL, Providence,

A. William H. Smith , Providence . also of the circuit court.

John Segar, South Kingston. Holmes 9. —District Attorney , &c. ?

Weaver, Newport. Samuel Coggs-1 A. John Pitman ,Jur. Providence.

hall, Bristol. Caleb Jerauld , War 10 . Marshal, &c. ?

wick. A. EBENEZER K. DEXTER, Provi

These clerks are appointed for dence.

one year, by the Senate and House 11. What Justice of the S. Court

of Representatives assembled in of the U.S. holds the Circuit in your

« Grand Committee." state , & c . ?

5 . Attorney General : &c. ? Hon. JOSEPH STORY, Salem (Mas

A. D. I. Pearce, Newport ; app. an - sachusetts.) This state, Massachu

nually by the freemen .
setts, New -Hampshire, and Mainc,

6. What place is the seat of Gov- compose the first circuit.

ernment in your state, &c . ? 12. At what times and places , are
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District courts ofthe U. S. held, & c . ? 18. Is there any Digest of cases in

A. On the 1st Tuesdays in February your state courts, & c. ?

and August, at Providence ; on the A. None.

2d Tuesday in May, and 3d Tuesday 19. Are there any Treatises, on

in October, at Newport.
the law in your state &c. ?

13. Circuit courts & c . ? A. The “ Rhode - Island Clerk's Ma

A. On the 15th of November, at Pro - gazine, or Civil Officer's Assistant,”

vidence, and 15th of June, at New- quoted “ Clerk's Magazine,” is the

port. ( 1 ) only law book ( except statute ,) which

has been composed, compiled or pub

LAWS- LAW BOOKS. lished in the state .

20.—Foreign law books repub

14. What number of volumes does lished in your state , &c. ?

the compiled body of your Statute law A. None.

consist of, & c . ?
21 . Reports of Cases in the

A. In 1798 , a committee was appoint- District or Circuit courts of the U. S.

ed by the legislature, to revise the in your state, &c. ?

laws ; and to prepare and report a

A. Cases decided in the circuit court

code of state laws.
of this state , are reported with others

The committee reported a code, determined in the first circuit. They

which was adopted by the legisla- commence in 1812, and are continu

ture, the same year. (2 )

ed to 1818, and now consist of 3

The publick laws enacted since vols. the 1st, and 2nd, reported by

1798, and to 1810, have been bound John Gallison late of Boston, and the

together in boards, in 1 vol. entitled. 3rd, by Wm. P. Mason , entitled,

“ A Supplement to the Digest of the I" Reports of cases argued and deter

Lars, 9-1798."

mined in the Circuit court of the U

nited States for the first Circuit,"'

The publick laws passed after

1810, have been printed in pam - Mason's Reports. ” No cases de

quoted “ Gallison's Reports,” and

phlet form , once in two years. cided in the district court of the U.

15. Can the publick Laws in pam- States in this district, have been

phlets, be procured, &c. ?
reported.

A. They can be procured at the of

fice of Jones & Wheeler, state prin

22. Is there any Digest of cases

ters .

in those courts, &c . ?

16. Is there any Digest of the state 4. There is no digest of adjudged

laws, &c ?

cases in any of the courts in this

state . ( 11

17. Are there any Reports of cases 23. Have any books been compo

in your state courts, &c. ? sed , in your state , & c . ?

A. None.

(1 ) Whenever the day falls on Sunday, the

next following is the court day ; this applies

to all the courts of the U States .
were appointed by the legislature in 1820 ,

( 2 ) This compilation contained all the pub- and are now ( 1821 ) ready to report.

lick statute laws , then in force ; was printed ( 1 ) A copy of all the rules in the circuit

in 1 vol. entitled, “ The Publick Laws of the court of the U. States, will be given you on

State of Rhode Island and Providence Planta- separate sheets ; the Rules of Practice in the

tations," is quoted, “ Laws of Rbode- Island." state courts are of a general nature, and con

A committee for a similar purpose, ' cained mostly in the laws of the state.
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"

26. On what conditions, &c. fromATTORNIES- COUNSELLORS .

other states , & c . ?

A. Rule 5th . “Gentlemen from other
24. Is there any distinction in the

profession of Attorney and Counsel- states, shall not be recommended for

admission, unless they shall give sa

lor, &c . ?

tisfactory evidence to the bar meet
A. There is no distinction in the

profession of attorney and counseling, that they have studied in the

office of some respectable practising

lor, in the state courts.
attorney or counsellor, the length of

25. By whom are Attornies, or time mentioned in the 4th rule, and

Counsellors, admitted , &c. ?
that they have pursued their studies,

A. They are admitted by the supreme in the office of some practising attor

judicial court. The terms of admis- ney or counsellor in this state , being

sion will appear from the following a member of the bar, six months

ruies, extracted from the bar rules: more ; and when they shall have stu

namely, Rule 3d, " no member of the died a part of theprescribed time, in

bar shall propose to the court, any some other state , they shall finish

candidate for admission , until he the term in this state , with the addi

shall have obtained the approbation tion of six months."

and consent of the county bar meeting, Counsellors from other states , are

or general bar meeting : and if any allowed to practice as such in this

candidate shall offer himself to any state, by courtesy.

court without such approbation, he

shall be publickly discountenanced

by the bar, and considered unworthy

oftheir confidence." Rule 4th, no
27. What are the names of the se

person
shall be recommended to the veral courts in your state, & c . ?

court for admission, until he shall
28. Their style , &c. ?

have attained the age of twenty -one 29. The extent oftheir several ter

years, and shall have studied, with- ritorial jurisdictions, & c. ?

out pursuing any other employment, 30. Which have original jurisdic

in the office of a practising attorney tion , &c. ?

or counsellor, being a member of the 31.— partly original,and part

bar, two years if the pupil shall have ly appellant &c. ?

had a collegiate education, and if not,
32 . appellantjurisdiction on

three years. No person shall be re- ly, & c. ?

commended unless he sustain a good 33. Which are courts of equity ,

moral character . and which of law, &c . ?

Attornies and counsellors , on ad 34. What methods are used to

mission to one court, are allowed to carry up judgments &c. ?

practice in all the courts in the state ; A. " Justices of the Peace," have orig

their names are registered in a book inal jurisdiction in all civil actions,

kept for that purpose by the secre- commenced in their respective towns

tary of the bar meeting, and together ( where the title of lands, tene

with their admission entered at the ments or hereditaments, is not in

time, on the records of the court. dispute ,) when the debt, damage, or

They are each required to pay 20 demand amounts to no more than 20

dollars into the state treasury, on dollars ; on all complaints for theft,

admission .
committed within their respective

COURTS .
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counties, when the money, or arti- fences committed within their re

cle, or articles stolen , does not ex- spective counties. .

ceed in value the sum of 20 dollars ; These courts have original juris

and on all complaints for assault and diction , of all matters and things

battery, committed within their re- relating to the conservation of the

spective counties, where the fine to peace, and the punishment of all of

be imposed does not exceed 4 dollars; fenders ; and of all pleas of a crim

and the punishment to be inflicted, inal nature, capital crimes excepted.

does not exceed 20 day's imprison An appeal lies from any sentence

ment.
of the court of general sessions of

They have also jurisdiction in a the peace , in any case originally

great variety of cases , for the viola- commenced there, to the supremeju

tion of penal statutes of the state and dical court, by appealing at the time

the ordinances of their respective when sentence passed, and recogni

towns, but except in a very few in- zing with sufficient sureties, during

stances, the penalty does not exceed | the sitting of the court, to appear at

20 dollars.
the court appealed to , and for prose

In all civil actions, commenced cuting the appeal with effect, &c .

before a justice of the peace, an ap These courts have appellant juris

peal may be had to the court of com- diction, in most cases of a criminal

mon pleas, by paying costs in open nature , originally commenced and

court, and giving bond with surety prosecuted before any justice of the

to prosecute the appeal with effect, peace, in their respective counties.

or in default to pay costs . “ Courts of Common Pleas” in

In most criminal cases , the person each county in the state, whose ter

against whom complaint is made be- ritorial jurisdiction is limited to

fore a justice of the peace, may ap- their respective counties.

peal to the court of general sessions They have original jurisdiction of

of the peace, by recognizing with all civil actions and common pleas,

sureties, in a reasonable sum , for his arising or happening within their

appearance there , and in the mean respective counties, triable at com

time to be of good behaviour. mon law, of whatever kind or na

“ Courts of Probate : " the Town ture , where the debt, damage, or de

Councils in the several towns in the mand , amounts to more than 20 dol

state, are the courts of probate for lars, and if real estate is attached,

their respective towns, and have these courts have jurisdiction of any

original jurisdiction of all probate amount under 20 dollars, as well as

cases, arising in their respective over .

towns. An appeal lies from anyjudgment

An appeal lies from any decree, of this court, when the action was

order, or determination of this court originally commenced there, to the

to the Supreme Judicial Court, any supremejudicialcourt, on giving bond

time within one year from the time in the Clerk's office of the court ap

of the decree, &c. on giving bond pealed from , within 5 days after the

with sufficient surety to prosecute rising of the court, to prosecute the

the appeal with effect &c.
appeal with effect, and in default to

“ Courts of General Sessions of the pay costs.

Peace ” in each county, whose juris This court has appellate jurisdic

diction is limited to crimes and of- tion, of all civil cases originally com
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courts .

menced before any justice ofthe peace The town councils, who are ex -off

in their respective counties.
cio courts of Probate for their re

The courts of common pleas, and spective towns , are chosen annually

general sessions of the peace, in their by the freemen of each of the respec

l'espective counties , are held at the tive towns ; and in their probate ca

same time and place, and generally pacity, are generally styled coilec

by the same judges ; justices of the tively, “ the Courtof Probate."

peace being ex -officio justices of the The justices of all the different

courts of the general sessions of the courts , and justices of the peace , are

peace, and justices of the courts of chosen annually by the “ Senate and

common pleas, are justices of the House ofRepresentatives, assembled

peace in criminal cases :consequent - in Grand Committee.” ( 1 )

ly they are ex -officio justices of the
(1) The following supplementary infor.

courts ofgeneral sessions ofthe peace, mationwascommunicated to mein Septem

and sit as such at the same time they ber, (1821,) bymy correspondents, in reply

are holding the common pleas.

to certain explanations requested relative to

A “ Supreme JudicialCourt," which

has appellate jurisdiction ofall civil 1. Inrespect ofappealsfrom Justices oftbe

Peace, & c .

actions originally commenced in the

courts of common pleas, and also of An appeal in all criminal cases is allowed

from the sentence of a Justice of the Peace,

all cases originally commenced and except in a very few instances, and those af.

prosecuted in the courts of the gen- fectingthemunicipalregulations oftowns.

eral sessions of the peace.
It must be claimed at the time sentence is

pronounced, and the appellant enter into re

It is also the supreme court of pro- cognizancewith sureties to appear, & c . and

bate ; and takes cognizance of writs prosecute his appeal with effect, and to abide

of review , of petitions for new trials, l ( the general sessionsof the peace,) and in the

the order or sentence of the appellate court ,

and petitions for divorce ; and awards / mean time tobe ofgood behaviour; or for

writs of habeas corpus, fieri facias, want of such security, to be committed until

certiorari &c.

the sitting of the court appealed to.

Justices of the peace have no jury in any

It has original and concurrent ju- criminal or civil case, excepi fur forcible entry

risdiction with the courts of common upon and detainer of lands and tenements.

In this case , they have power on complaint

pleas, in all actions commenced for to empannel a jury to try the merits of the

the recovery of money due to any
question .

incorporated Bank in the state, and court, must file his reasons of appeal inthe

The appellant from a sentence of ajustice's

takes original cognizance of all clerk's office of the court of general sessions

crimes and offences of a publick na
of the peace, 10 days before the court sits,

and with his reasons, a certified copy of the

ture. wbole case . The case is then tried by jury,

This court is vested with equity upon all the evidence produced , either by the

powers in the case of mortgages only, if for the respondent, is conclusive: if against

government or respondent ; and the verdict ,

and the proceedings in such case are him , sentence follows, which is also conclu

by bill and subpoena .

sive .

The style or title of the members 2 In respect of appeals from the general sese

of the preceding courts are “ Justices sions of the Peace,&c.

of the Supreme Judicial Court : " An appeal from any sentence or order ofthe

“ Justices of the General sessions of court of general sessions of the peace, wheth.

the Peace ;" “ Justices of the court to the accused, in all cases originally commen

er on verdict of jury or otherwise, is allowed

of Common Pleas;” and “ Justices of ced or prosecuted there , to the next supreme

the Peace . ” And there are five justi- parties are to be heard in the same manner

judicial court for the same county ; where the

ces to each of the courts . and with the same effect, by jury or others
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court.

wise, as if the prosecution had been origi. | fore trial, or submission of one of the parties :

nally commenced in the supreme judicial and the case is tried in the Sup. Jud. Court

on the law or facts, in the same manner ,

The appeal to be claimed at the time of upon the pleading made up in the common

passing sentence, and recognizanee entered pleas, or upon amended pleas with permis .

into during the sitting of the court, for apo sion of the court, as though the cause had

pearance, prosecuting the appeal, and abiding never been tried : that is , the parties have the

the order & c . of the appellate court, and to right of trial by jury in both courts.

be ofgood behaviour; or to remain in custody If the verdicts are different, one for the

if the security be not given. Reasons of ap- plaintiff and one for the defendant, a review

peal and copy of the case, to be filed as be in the Sup. Jud. court within one year is a

fore-mentioned, in cases of appeal from jus. I matter of right, belonging to the party last

tices. failing, in which the whole case is a third

The government have no power to appeal time to be tried (on old and new evidence)

in any case, from a verdict of acquittal by jury , by jury, on the state of pleadings before inade

this is allowed only to the accused , and no up, and the verdict then rendered is final.

appeal can be claimed before sentence.

If the case originated in the supreme judi 4. General regulations on appeals, & c .

cial court, a verdict of jury and sentence

thereon is conclusive; except the court grant
A party appealing, must produce at the

a new trial, which is seldom done.
opening of the appellate court, a copy of the

whole case, including verdict if any, and judg
3. In respect ofappeals from the court of como ment. This of course includes all written

monpleas, & c.
evidence in the case ; that delivered viva voce

in court, must be again produced in the ap
In all civil cases originally commenced at pellate court.

the common pleas, where an answer has been The plaintiff in review must procure a copy

filed on the part of the defendant (except of the wbole case from the clerk of the Sup.

special process instituted by an incorporated Jud . court, to be used on trial ; and either

bank) an appeal lies to the Sup. Jud. court party may bring all the evidence in his pow

from the judgment rendered by the Courts of Jer, whether produced before or not,

Com . Pleas, whether on verdict , demurrer or
The copy of the case, to be produced in the

otherwise : the cause cannot be removed be appellate court, both in civil and criminal

causes, supersedes the necessity of a bill of

My correspondent, sent me a copy of exceptions, or statement of thecase; and in

the 1st section of an act, which gives a sum- deed is far preferable, as the whole case is

mary remedy in the common pleas, and Sup. again to be tried .

) Court, for debts due to an incorporated In all appeals, where the case depends on

bank : not being of general consequence , nor a question of law , the decision of the Sup.

likely to be imitated any where else, I have Jud . Court is conclusive, whether in accord

not inserted it. Ed, ange with that of the common pleas.or not .
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No. II. CONVEYANCE BY DEED, &c. | fection of deeds, or common law as .

surances in this state , are much the

1. What is the kind of Deed most same as at common law, excepting

in use in
your state &c. is it that of in those particulars , which are con

bargain and sale ? tained in answers to the previous

A. It is that of bargain and sale. and following questions.

2. Does the legal possession pass 9. Is it necessary to the validity

without livery , & c . ? of a Deed as between the parties &c.

A. The legal possession where the that it should be acknowledged by

grantor is seized , passes to the gran- the grantor, or proved by the witnes

tee when the deed is signed , sealed ses, and be recorded ?

and delivered , without livery of sei- 1. By a special proviso in a law

zen, or any other act or ceremony of this state, it is not necessary to

whatever ; and this is by operation the validity of a deed, as between the

of a statute of the state.
parties and their heirs, that it should

3. In the creation of estates in fee, be acknowledged by the grantor, or

or fee tail , are technical words ne- be recorded .

cessary, &c. ? 10. As against bona fide subsequent

A. In the creation ofthese estates the purchasers and mortgagees ; must the

technical words, " heirs and assigns” prior deed or mortgage to affect

and “heirs of the body,” fc. are com- them , be recorded : within what pe

monly used , and are considered ne- riod : in what office : will notice of

cessary , as at common law ; there the prior title , though unrecorded ,

being no other but the common law bar the second incumbrancer ?

rule applicable here, in this respect. A. As against bona fide subsequent

4. Is the construction of common purchasers and mortgagees, a prior

assurances, governed by the rules of deed or mortgage to affect them ,

common law ; or by the intent, &c. ? must be recorded , or lodged for that

A. The construction and operation of purpose in the office ofthe town clerk ,

common assurances, are generally in the town where the land lies.

according to the rules of the common No period of time is specified after

law. the execution of a deed or mortgage ,

5. Are attesting witnesses & c . re- within which it must be recorded ;

quired to conveyances ? but as the recording of a deed or

A. Common usage in this state , (which mortgage, as against third persons ,

seems to have grown out of the com- is essential to its completion, if a sub

mon law ,) requires at least , two at- sequent bona fide purchaser or mort

testing witnesses to conveyances by gagee, without notice of the prior

deed of real estate in fee , or for life, deed or mortgage, first procures his

whether absolute or by way ofmort - deed or mortgage to be recorded ,

gage. such subsequent deed or mortgage is

6. Must the deed be sealed ? good against any prior deed or mort

A. The deed must be sealed. gage, which had not been recorded .

7. Is a scroll sufficient ? But it is considered a well settled

A. A scroll is not sufficient. principle of law in this state, that

8. Are the common law requisites notice of a prior deed or mortgage ,

for the perfection of Deeds&c. alter - though it be not recorded, will bar

ed , in any particulars in your state ? the second incumbrancer , having

A. The requisites for the formal per- such notice.
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ses, &c. ?

11. May a feme covert convey “ State of RHODE-ISLAND 1822.

estate held in her own right, and her Providence, to wit :

dower in the husband's estate , & c . ? Then personally appeared the with

4. A feme covert may convey or in named, A, B, ( grantor ) and ac

mortgage land or freehold estate knowledged the within instrument, to

held in her own right, and her dow- be his free voluntary act and deed ,

er in her husband's estate , so as to hand and seal ; ( and at the same time,

bar her and her heirs. personally appeared the within named

12. Is this done by joining with C, D, wife of the said A, B, and being

him in the conveyance, & c . ? examined privily and apartfrom her

A. When the fee is in the husband, said husband, acknowledged the same

the wife may bar her right to dower to be her free and voluntary act and

by joining with him in the deed , or deed, hand and seal, and that she did

by signing and sealing a relinquish- not wish to retract the same. )

ment to the same, written at the bot Before me W. 8.just. peace.”

tom or on the back of her husband's 16. To bar the feme of dower in

deed, or by a separate deed, but in the husband's estate ; is her joining

no case is her acknowledgment ne- in the deed, and making such ac

cessary , where the fee is in the hus- knowledgment, necessary in all ca

band .

But where the fee is in the wife, A. To bar the wife of dower in her

the husband and wife must join in husband's estate , a conveyance or

the deed , and itmustbe signed , seal- relinquishment of the same by her in

ed and delivered by them respective- some of the modes, mentioned in an

ly. In this case also, the acknow - swer No. 12, is necessary in all cases

ledgment of the wife is necessary, without any exception ; but as before

and she must be examined by the ma- mentioned , when the fee is in the

gistrate, privily and apart from her husband, no acknowledgment by her

husband. is necessary .

13. Is a private examination of the 17. Generally, is there any thing

feme necessary, &c. ? peculiar in respect to dower in your

A. See preceding answer No. 12. state ?

14. What officers may take this A. The subject of dower in this state

examination , &c. ? is regulated by statute, but the rights

A. Any assistant, (senator ,) judge, of the widow in respect to dower ,

justice of the peace , or town clerk , under the provisions of the statute,

may take the acknowledgment of any are generally the same as at common

person , to any deed .
law.

15. What is the form of a certifi 18. What Officers in your State

cate by the officer , where a feme are authorized , to take acknowledg

covert acknowledges the execution, ments and proofs of deeds and mort

& c . ?

A. The form of the certificate , to be A. As to what officers may take ac

endorsed on, or annexed to the deed knowledgments and proofs ofdeedsor

by the officer, where a feme covert mortgages, see answer to No. 14, and

joins in it for the purpose of convey- the extract under No. 20.

ing her estate, and acknowledges the 19. What is the form of a certifi

execution before such officer, may be cate by such officer, when the gran

as follows: ( time and place, as may tor acknowledges the execution ?

be.) 13

gages ?
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A. The form of the certificate to be Ju . conrt, as the case may be,

endorsed on , or annexed to a deed or Term A. D. 18—.

mortgage by the officer, when the Then personally came A. B. and C.

grantor ( not being covert) acknow- D. subscribing witnesses to the within

ledges the execution, may be as in Deed, and in open court, made solemu

the form abovementioned in case of oath , that they saw the within E. F.

a feme covert, omitting the words (grantor ) duly subscribe the within

in ( ) . See No. 15.
deed, and thereunto affix his hand and

20. What is the form when the ex- seal, and that the said E. F. has since

ecution is proved before him, by the deceased, (or removed out of thestate,

deposition of the subscribing wit- as the case may be.)

nesses ? D. R. Clerk ."

1. Deeds and mortgages which

are proved in this state by the sub- subscribe the acknowledgment, or

21. Must the grantor or witness

scribing witnesses, must be proved deposition ?

in open court ; but the answer to this
A. It is not necessary for the grant

question and to others will be renor or witness, to subscribe the ac

dered more intelligible, by extract- knowledgment or deposition.

ing a section from our statute on con

veyances. ( 1 ) And the proper form of the seal, as wellasthe hand of the

22. Is the certificate to be under

a certificate to be endorsed on or an
officer ?

nexed to the deed or mortgage, when
the execution is proved in open court A. The certificate of the officer need

as aforesaid by the depositions of the not be under seal, except when the

acknowledgment is taken by an offi

subscribing witnesses, is as follows,

namely,

cer living in another state or coun

try, as will appear by the extract

State ofRHODE ISLAND.

}
Povidence to wit.

under No. 20.

23. If a quaker is witness , what is

Court of Common Pleas (or Su. theform of affirmation by your law ?

( 1 ) “ Sect: 4. That if any grantor of any

lands, tenements or hereditaments, shall re said deed was acknowledged and recorded as

fuse to acknowledge his deed or conveyance, above directed ; and the same shall be ac

by him signed, sealed and delivered, bemg counted sufficient caution to all persons against

thereunto required by the grantee, his heirs purchasing the estate in such deed mentioned

or assigns, it shall be lawful for any judge, to be conveyed : Provided nevertheless, that

justice or warden within the town where such when any grantor, after the execution of the

grantor dwells, on complaint made by the deed, shall die, or remove out of the state be.

grantee, his heirs or assigns, and supported fore the same shall be acknowledged , the said

by the oath of one or more of the witnesses deed may be proved by theoathsoftwo of the

to such deed, to issue a warrant against the witnesses to such deed, before the Sup. Fudi.

party refusing, and to examine him touching cial court, or any court of common pleas,

such refusal; and if he shall persist in such within this state, and such proof shall be

refusal, to commit him to prison without equivalent to the party's acknowledgment:

bail , until he shall acknowledge the same, Provided also, that if the party who shall ex

unless he shall appeal to the next court of ge- ecute any deed for conveying any lands, tene

neral sessions of the peace, to be holden forthe ments or hereditaments within this state ,

county in which such examination shall be dorh not reside therein , that then it shall and

had ; and in case of such appeal, the appel- may be lawful for any judge, justice,mayor, or

lant shall give bond with surety for his appear notary publick, in the state or country where

ance there, and prosecuting his appeal with such party shall reside, to take the acknow

effect. And the grantee mayfile a copyof ledgment of said partyto such deed, and to

his deed in the town clerks's office, pending certify the same under bis band and seal: and

such appeal, and the same being so filed, the same shall be equivalent to an acknow .

shall be equally available to the party, during ledgment, as prescribed in the first section of

the pendency of such appeal, as though the this act."
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A. If a quaker, or one conscien- | 26. If Grantors or Witnesses are

tiously scrupulous of taking an dead , removed from the state, orcan

oath is the witness, the form of the not be found ; is there any provision

affirmation is the same as that of an in those cases for secondary proofs,

oath, except in the forepart of the & c . ?

affirmation the magistrate repeats A. No provision is made by statute ,

the words “ you solemnly affirm , ” in- in cases where both the grantor and

stead of the words, “ you solemnly witnesses are dead, or removed from

swear, " in the oath ; and in the lat- the state, or cannot be found by the

ter part of the same, the words, " this grantee or his assigns, by which sec

affirmation you make and giveupon ondary evidence of the execution of

the peril of the penalty of perjury, ” in the deed or mortgage may be given.

stead of the words "so help you God " And in cases where the party is

in the oath . ( 1 ) dead or removed from the state, and

24. If a Grantor, Mortgagor, or the witnesses are alive within the

witness, is in another state or territo - state, there is no statute provision

ry , what officers in such other state for taking secondary evidence, ex

&c. may take the acknowledgment of cept such as is contained in the 1st

the grantor, or deposition of the wit- proviso in the extract under No. 20 .

ness, to the execution ?
27. If the grantor and witnesses

1. There is in this state no provis- are in a foreign country , and living

ion made by statute , for taking the or dead, is there any provision for

depositions of witnesses before ma- taking an acknowledgment or proof

gistrates in another state or country, in such country ?

to prove the execution of the deed ; A. The only provision made by stat

but with regard to taking the acute where the grantor or witness is

knowledgment of the grantor or mort- in a foreign country, for taking the

gagor when residing in another state acknowledgement of a deed in such

orcountry, before a magistrate in country, is contained in the 2nd pro

such other state or country, see the viso in the extract under No. 20 ,

2d. Proviso in the extract, under which relates only to the party him

No. 20. self : and the term " country,” used

25. Where the officer is of another in thatproviso, is undersood here as

state & c . what proof or instrument extending to foreign countries.

must be made or annexed to his certi 28. Are Deeds and Mortgages

ficate, showing he is such officer &c ?' recorded , evidence ; by whom are

A. The certificate of the officer in copies exemplified ?

another state or country, before A. They are not evidence on trials,

whom the acknowledgment of the except by permission of the adverse

grantor or mortgagor is taken , must party ; their execution , must in all

be signed and sealed by the officer , cases when required , be proved : cop

( see No. 22. ) and that of itself is suf- ies of deeds or mortgages are exem

ficient without any further proof, plified, by the respective town clerks

showing that he is such officer as he in whose office they are recorded .

describes himself to be.
29. In what order, do mortgages

(1) Of course the certificate will run thus , take preference of each other ?

made solemn affirmation, upon the peril of A. Mortgages takepreference of each

the penalty of perjury, (being conscientiously other by priority of recording , and

scrupulous of taking an oath ,) that &c .' Ea , not by priority of execution , unless

i
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the second mortgagee has notice of the court, according to the usages in

the prior mortgage. ( 1 ) chancery, and on the principles of equi

30. Is any time allowed after exe- ty, proceeds to render judgment,

cution , within which the mortgage which is final. But such bill must

being recorded, a subsequent mort- be preferred within 6 years next af

gage gains no priority by first re- ter the mortgagee or person claiming

gistering ? under him, may by process of law ,

A. No term of days or months is al- or by peaceable and open entry, made

lowed . ( See preceding answer . ) in the presence of two witnesses,

31. May deeds of mortgage be ac- have taken actual possession of the

knowledged and proved in like man- mortgaged estate , and continued the

ner in and out of the state , recorded same during said term ; ( but if such

and have like competency in evi- possession is taken in the presence

dence, as absolute deeds &c ? ofwitnesses, they must give themort

A. In like manner in all things. gagee,or person claiming under him ,

32. In regard to the execution of a certificate of such possession being

deeds and mortgages in your state, taken ; and the person delivering

is there any other thing to be obser- possession must acknowledge it to

ved, &c . ? have been done voluntarily, before

A. There is perhaps nothing of im- some justice of the peace in the town

portance to be observed , except what where the mortgaged estate lies, and

is contained in the foregoing an- the certificate and acknowledgment

swers. It may be proper however must be recorded in the office of the

for us, to add the following.
town clerk of such town, ) and any

1. By statute it is provided, that subsequent mortgagee may also pre

when a bond of defeasance or other in- fer a bill in equity, against any

strument is executed, causing any prior mortgagee , in the same man

deed or other conveyance of lands, ner as the mortgagor against the

tenements, or hereditaments to oper- mortgagee as aforesaid .

ate as a mortgage, or to pass an es 3. If a mortgagee dies before the

tate redeemable, the bond or instru- recovery of seizen and possession of

ment must be recorded or lodged for the real estate mortgaged , in such

that purpose, in the town clerks of- case, the debt due on the mortgage,

fice, in the town where the lands are, and the estate mortgaged, are assets

within 5 days after the execution of in the hands of the exrs. or admrs.

the defeasance, or the deed to which as personal estate ; they have also

it relates will operate as an absolute the same control and power to dis

deed in favour of a bona fide purcha- pose of the estate mortgaged which

ser (without notice of thedefeasance) the deceased had, in the same manner

from the person to whom it was as if it had been a pledge of personal

made. estate .

2. Any mortgagor, his heirs, ex They may also bring actions of

ecutors, administrators or assigns ejectment to recover possession of

entitled to the equity of redemption , the estate so mortgaged ; but when

may prefer a Bill in equity , in the recovered , they stand seized, to the

supreme judicial court to redeem , and sole use of the heirs or devisees of

the deceased, unless the same is ne

(1) And the same rule appears to be ap. | cessary for the payment of debts,

plicable to purchasers. See No. 10. Ed. legacies, or charges of administra
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tion , in which case , ( and it being so , of judgment or by delivery of execu

certified by the court of Probate ,) tion to the officer , but by priority of

they may sell the whole or a part of attachment on the original writ, or

the same, subject however, to the e- execution.

quity ofredemption, as in other cases. And there is no distinction , in this

particular, between judgment credi

No. III. JUDGMENT, ( EXECUTION ) tors and any other, for if one credi

&c. tor first attach the real estate of the

debtor on an original writ, his debt

33. Do judgments bind real pro- must first be satisfied , although the

perty, and may it be sold on execu- estate may be subsequently attached

tion in your state ? by ajudgment creditor, on an execu

A. Judgments do not bind real pro- tion issued on a judgment obtained,

perty, until attached on the execution, previous to the attachment on the

unless it was attached upon the origi- original writ.

ginal writ on which the judgment is 36. Does a judgment bind, after

rendered ; and when so attached on acquired land ?

the original writ, or on the execu- A. The previous answers show , that

tion, it may be sold on the execution. judgments cannot bind after acquired

But real estate (except on process lands, until they are attached on the

in favour of an incorporated bank , execution .

cannot be attached, either on the ori

37. In respect of chattels, has the

ginal writ or on the execution, if the first judgment, or first execution de

body of the debtor is at large within livered, the preference ?

the state, so that he may be arrest- 1. In respect to chattels, as between

ed ; but when once legally attached creditors, the first judgment, or the

on the original writ, it may be sold first execution delivered ,has no pre

on the execution , although the debtor ference , but the priority in this case

may have returned, or be at large in is regulated in the same manner as

the state .
in the case of real estate , by priority

34. From what time is a judgment of attachment. This may be more

(or decree in equity ,) a lien on real intelligible, by stating , that the ori

estate , against alienation ofthe debt- ginal writ, first commands the officer

to arrest the body, and for want of

A. A judgment is not a lien on real the body to be found within his pre

property, until the execution issued cinct, to attach the goods and chattels

on such judgment is levied upon it, of thedebtor ; consequently, personal

unless it was attached on the origi- property cannot be attached on the

nal writ ; and in all cases the lien original writ when the body of the

commences at the time of the attach- debtor is at large in his county : but

ment, whether on the original writ, on the execution , personal property

or on the execution , and not before. if found, may be attached in the first

35. What is the order of priority instance .

among judgment creditors, in res 38. In respect of chattels , may the

pect of lands ?
debtor alienate , before execution de

A. It is evident from the answers livered ?

Nos. 33 & 34 , that priority among A. It will also appear from the pre

judgment creditors in respect to vious answers, that the debtor may,

lands, is not determined by priority I bona fide, alienate both his real and

or, &c. ?
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personal estate , at any time before which the judgment was rendered,

they are attached , notwithstanding and the real estateof the debtor may

judgment may have been rendered, be sold in the manner , and on the

and execution delivered . ( 1 ) conditions specified in the 5th Sect.

39. Is a prior judgment in an In- of the statute subjoined , ( 1 )

feriour court, a lien on lands without 43. In such case, is a Deed made

its jurisdiction, &c. ? and delivered to the party , before

A. A prior judgment of an inferiour acknowledgment of it by such officer

or any other court, is no lien on the in court, or confirmation by the

land of the debtor, unless it was at- court, valid : If fraud or irregularity,

tached on the original writon which is there any summary redress ?

the judgment was rendered, and the A. A deed made by the officer, as

land could not be attached unless prescribed in the “ extract " under

within the jurisdiction of the court : No. 42, is to be acknowledged by the

consequently, a judgment in an infe- officer and be recorded, in the same

riour or any other court, can be no manner as if the owner of the land

lien on the land without ( or within) had made the deed ; for any fraud

its jurisdiction, as against the alien- or irregularity in the proceedings,

ation of the debtor, nor has it any ef- there is no summary redress, but the

fect against a subsequent judgment party injured must seek his remedy

creditor, in a different court, and by the common modes, at common

land within a different jurisdiction. law.

40. Is there any Court in which 44. Before real estate can be sold

a Judgment will bind the lands, in on execution , must it be appraised

every county ? and sale delayed , until it brings the

A. There is no court in which a appraised value, or some propor

judgment entered, will bind lands of tion , &c. ?

the defendant as against other credi- A. There are no conditions on the

tors, unless they were attached as sale of real estate on execution ,

before specified . except such as are contained in the

41. Can Execution be taken out at extract under No. 42.

once, in every county, &c. ? 45. Is there any writ of levari fa

A. The answer to this question , is cias, elegit, extent, &c . in your state ?

contained in the preceding, No. 40. A. There are no such writs, or simi

42. Can Execution issue immedi- lar modes of execution in this state .

ately after Judgment, against real 46. Are there any laws to delay

estate of the debtor, and that be sold or impair the remedy on execu

without any previous appraisment | tion, by suspension, appraisment,

&c . and on what conditions as to pay- and a minimum fixed, &c. or con

ment ?
straining the creditor to receive oth

A. Execution may issue in 5 days er than lawful money & c. ?

after the rising of the court at A. None.

(1 ) It appears that the term attachment is
( 1 ) Sect . 5. And whereas it often happens,

indiscriminately applied to a seizure on the that persons who are indebted live out of the

original writ, and on the execution , and in state , or conceal themselves therein, so that

neither case is the bare delivery of the writ neither their bodies nor personal estate, can

an attachment; the property must be actually ed, That when a writ is taken out against
be come at to satisfy their debts : Be it enact

seized by the officer in both cases , before a lien any person , whose body or personal estate

commences. Ed. cannot be found within the state, the words,
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47. What security is required , 51. In such case , is the Judgment

that the property shall not be wasted , an incumbrance against a subsequent

and be forth coming ?
Judgment for debts due, and follow

A. There being no such suspension , ed by immediate execution ?

of course no such security can be re- A. Such judgment not being allow

quired. ed, of course there can exist no such

48. May the debtor redeem land incumbrance as is supposed in this

sold on execution, &c. ?
question.

S.Not after itissoldon execution. | 52.If after sale and conveyance

49. May Judgments on warrant of land on execution the judgmentis

of attorney be entered in vacation ? reversed ; does the estate revert, &c.?

A. Judgment on warrant of attorney A. The estate will not revert ; the

for that purpose cannot be entered , debtor must look to the creditor for

either in vacation , or in term time. the price the land brought. But this

50. Can Judgments be entered on case can happen , only upon a review ,

warrant of atty, before the debt is or a new trial being granted.

payable ? 53. Is the Ca. Sa. allowed in the

A. Judgment cannot be entered up first instance : are bail exonerated

in any case on warrant of attorney , by surrender of the principal ?

before the debt is due or after, and A. By statute, a writ of fieri facias

when an action is brought in the re- (including a )capias ad satisfaciendum

gular course of law, no judgment is the common writ of execution for

can be rendered , unless the debt was the judgment creditor. Bail to the

due and payable at the time the ac- action, are discharged by surrender

tion was commenced. of the principal any time before re

or real estate, may be added in the writ, next cution, after having levied the same on such

to the words, goodsand chattels ; and the of- real estate , shall set up notifications in three

facer to whom the writ is directed may at or more publick places in the town where

tach the real estate of the person indebted as such real estate lies, for the space of three

aforesaid, in the same manner as is directed months after such execution is levied,before

by law for attaching personal estate ; and the the same shall be exposed to sale, notifying

officer, upon attaching any real estate as all persons concerned, of the attachment and

aforesaid, shall leave a copy of the writ, by intended sale of said estate , that the owner of

which the same shall be attached, and of his such estate may have an opportunity to re

doings thereon with the person in possession , deem the same.
and also with the town clerk of the town in

But if no person appear to redeem the said

which such land lies ; but if no person be in estate , then theofficer shall sell the same, or

possession, then the officer shall set up notifi- so much thereof, as shall be sufficient to satis

cations thereof in three publick places in the fy the judgment obtained and the costs, at

town where such real estate lies ; and if the publick auction : and a deed thereof by him

person whose real estate shall be attached as given shall vest in the purchaser all the estate ,

aforesaid, shall be absent out of thestate , at right and interest, which thedebtor hadthere?

the time of attaching his estate , and shall not in at the time such estate was attached as

return within the same before the time at aforesaid ; and the surplusage of the money

which such writ is returnable, and shall not that shall arise from the sale of said estate,

answer the suit in which his real estate shall after satisfying the execution and the costs

be attached as aforesaid , the court shall con- therein, shall be lodged in the general trea

tinue the same for one term , and the defen . sury for the owner thereof, and be liable to

dant in such case shall have a right to answer be attached for his other debts. And in all

the same, six days previous to the term to cases when execution shall be issued upon

which such case shall be continued ; and in any judgment, where real estate was not at

all cases where real estate shall be attached, tached by the officer on the original writ, if

and the plaintiff shall recover judgment there. no personal estate can be found nor the debt

in, he shall have execution granted against or's body , the party obtaining such judgment

the real estate attached as aforesaid, and the may cause execution to be levied on real estate

officer charged with the service of such exe- I in manner as aforesaid."
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turn of the execution against the 56. Are any kinds of personal es

principal, and any time before judg- tate exempt from execution ?

ment on the scire facias against the A. We have answered this question

bail , paying the cost accrued to the by an extract from our statute below

time of the surrender. The scire fa- to which is added, our law. relative

cias (on non est inventus returned ,) to attachment of the effects of absent

may be sued out at any time within or concealed debtors. ( 2)

2 years next after final judgment en

tered against the principal. No. IV. INSOLVENT (LAW.)

54. May the debtor be imprisoned

for any sum ; are noneexempted, & c . ? 57. Is there a standing insolvent

A. For any sum, and to this rule of law in your state , &c. Are any per

law , there are no personal excep

tions. remainder or reversion, over ten dollars ; “(or

55. Is the Ca. Sa. regulated by if a house-keeper, not being a freeholder,

over fifty dollars,” ) and that Ihave not , since

the common law, &c. ?
the commencement of this suit against me,

A. The writ of execution allowed or at any other time directly or indirectly,

the creditor, is composed of the fi.fa . sold, leased,or otherwise conveyedordispo

sed of, to, or entrusted any person or per

and the ca. sa. united. The subjoin - sonswhomsoever, with all or any part of the

ed is a summary of our execution law , estate, real or personal, whereof Ihave been

relative to this question , to which also tentor designto secure thesame, or to re
the lawful owner or possessor, with any in

we have annexed a view of thè “ poor ceive or to expect any profit oradvantage

debtors " act. ( 1 )
therefrom , for myself or any of my children

or family , or have caused or suffered to be

done, any thing else whatever, whereby any

( 1 ) The writ commands the officer, that of of my creditors maybe defrauded. So help

the goods and chat els of the debtor within
me God, (or this affirmation , I make and

his precinct, he cause to be levied and paid give upon the peril of the penalty of perju

to the creditor the debt & c. and for want of ry ).” And then the debtor, by giving the

goods and chattels to be found in his precinct creditorhis note for the amountof the debt

to satisfy & c , he is further commanded to and costs, payable in 2 years with interest,

take the body of the debtor and him commit may depart from the jail, unless the creditor,

to gaol, and there keep him until he pay the at the time such oath is administered, shall

debt &c , or be be discharged by the creditor, advance to the jailer, money for the future

or otherwise by order of law. support of the debtor at the rate of one dole

When execution is levied on goods and lar perweek, and by continuing sach advan ,

chattels, they must be kept in the officer's ces of money, the debtor may be imprisoned

bands, and be advertised 10 days before sale, at the will of the creditor, except in some

and if not redeenied within that time, by his few instances of temporary release, such as

payment of debt and costs , the officer may

sell at publick auction to the highest bidder, made an assignment of their property , and
the case of insolvent petitioners who have

and apply the proceeds to the discharge of whosepetitions for the benefit of the Insol.

the execution , returning the surplus money, vent Act, (see post No. 57. ) are pending for

if any to the debtor.
trial, and also in cases of commitment on an

When the body of the debtor is committed execution, where a petition for a new trial is

to jail , he must continue there ( unless relieved pending, the General Assembly will passa

by the creditor) until he discharges the exe special resolve, releasing the prisoner, on his

cution, or takes tbe poor prisoner's outb , as it is giving bond with surety to return to jail

here termed ; this is done by conipiaining to a if his petition is not granted.

judge orjustice of the peace, whois to notify the
Execution may be sued out, any time after

creditor, his agent or attorney, of the time
days from the rising of the court at which

such oath is to be administered , at least 7 judgment is rendered , and within a year and

days previous to the same ; and it is in the l'a day from the rendition of judgment; and

power of any Judge of the court of common all executions are made returnable to thenext

pleas, any one justice of the peace of the term of the same court from which they is

county , after fully examining and hearing the sued ; and alias and pluries executions may

parties, if they think proper, to admit the pri- issue as at common law .

soner to the oath , which is as follows, to wit :

" I do solemnly swear (or affirm ) that I have (2) “ The following articles are not liable

not any estate, real or personal, in possession to distress or attachment, on any warrant of
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a jury ?

sons on account of the nature of the the general assembly ; but before

debt, &c. excepted out of it ? such notice is given , the petitioner

58. What time is required to effect is required to apply to the clerk of

a discharge: Is the claim for a dis . the Sup. judicialcourt, or ofthe com

charge, determined by the court or mon pleas in the county where he

resides, to issue notice to his credi

59. Must the debtor be actually tors to appear before the court

in the gaol, or may he apply for the whose clerk gives the notice on the

benefit of the law, at any time &c. ? 2d. day of the next succeeding term ,

60. Is there any thing peculiar in (which notice must be published at

your insolvent law ? least 3 weeks before the sitting of the

A. The answer to these several ques- courti to nominate an assignee or

tions will be found, in the summary assignees, to whom the petitioner is

of our general insolvent act subjoin- then to make, execute , acknowledge

ed .
and deliver in open court, a deed of

The insolvent law of this state pro- assignment of all his estate, in trust

vides, that any inhabitant or other for the benefit of his creditors ; on

person , who shall have resided there. this being done, proceedings shall be

in for the space of 2 years , and who stayed against the body of the debtor,

is insolvent, may prefer his petition until the merits of the petition be

to the General Assembly, for the ben- heard before the general assembly .

efit of the insolvent act ; the petition The court on the 2d. day of the term ,

to be filed in the secretary's office, are to appoint one or more í not ex

and therewith , under oath , a just ceeding three ) discreet persons as

statement of his debts and losses sus signees, and administer an oath for

tained within 3 year's next preceding the faithful discharge of the duties of

that time, and an inventory of all his their appointment. The assignees are

estate (except wearing apparel not forthwith to notify creditors in one of

exceeding in value 100 dollars ; ) the the newspapers at least 4 successive

secretary is then to notify his credi- weeks, to exhibit and prove their

tors, in 1 of the newspapers 3 suc- claims against the insolvent's estate

cessive weeks before the sitting of within 6 months, and the creditors

distress, or any writ, original or judicial, is- tor, trustee or debtor, is liable to be attached to

sued against any bousekeeper, (not being a answer any demand against such person,

freeholder,) viz . 1 bed and bedding ; and for The writ in such case is served , by leaving

euch person in the family, 1 chair,i knife and a copy with the person in whose hands the

fork, 1 plate , and 1 cup and saucer, together property is, who is obliged to render an ac

with other necessary furniture, (provided the count under oath, what estate of the debtor

whole, including the bed and bedding , do not is in his hands at the service of the writ , if

exceed the value of 50 dollars ; ) also their any, or otherwise to make oath ,that he had

necessary wearing apparel, with 1cow or hog, not directly or indirectly any such estate in

and the working tools ofthe debtor, necessary his hands. If it appears he had at the ser

forhis or her usual occupation ; ( provided the vice of the writ any personalestate of the de

tools do not exceed the value of 15 dollars.) fendant in his hands, the plaintiff, after ob

The wearing apparel also of any person de- taining judgment against the defendant, may

ceased, (except jewellery and watches ) is not have hisaction against the person in whose

assets in the hands of ex’rs or adm’rs for hands such personal estate is, to recover so

payment of debts, and may be bequeathed , much as will satisfy his judgment, if so much

or if not, go to the heirs of the deceased ; is in his hands, and if not, for so much as is

provided it doesnotexceed 50 dollars in value in his hands. But no attachment can be

When any person resides, or is absent, out made of money in the hands of a person ,

of the state, or conceals himself therein, the who became indebted by bill of excharige, or

personal estate of such person lodged or lying had given his negotiable promissory note for

in the hands of his or her attorney ,agent, fac- the debt.

14
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who do not exhibit their claims ( to | If the petitioner be in gaol at the

the assignees ) are barred from all di- time he makes an assignment, he is to

vidend out of the estate ; at the expi- be discharged on giving bond with

ration of 6 months, the assignees are sufficient surety, to the satisfaction

to divide the estate of the insolvent of the sheriff of the county in which

rateably among his creditors who he is confined, to return to gaolwith

have proved their debts ; (first de- in 10 days after the rising of the

ducting all reasonable expenses;) and general assembly at which his peti

having completed the trust, are to tion is finally disposed of, if not

makereportto the court from which granted : in which case the créditor's

they received their appointment. rights remain as at first.

If the general assembly grant the If the petitioner commits perjury

prayer ofthe insolvent's petition, the in any of the oaths required, he loses

court before whom the assignment all benefit of the act, and is liable to

is made render judgment,exempting prosecution as in other cases .

and discharging his body from all The assignees of the insolvent's

debts and contracts subsisting before estate are authorized to allow him

granting the petition ; but the proper- out of the assigned property, such

ty of the petitioner remains liable . furniture and bedding, and imple

Future process against such dis- plements of trade and husbandry, as

charged debtor for debts incurred they may deem necessary for his

before the benefit of the act, must be family, not exceeding in value 150

a summons or a writ against his dollars. ( 1 )

goods, chattels or real estate.

If the creditor intends to dispute No. v. WILLS , &c.

the validity of the discharge, he is to

give notice thereof on the back of 61. Are lands and freehold inter

the writ or summons ; and the de- ests devisable at the pleasure of the

fendant may plead specially the pro- testator, and to the entire disinheri

ceedings and discharge, or on the tri- son of his children or issue &c. ?

al of the action, give the same in evi- A. Lands and freehold interests are

dence under the general issue ; if on devisable at the pleasure of the tes

trial it appears the defendant has tator, and to the entire disinherison

conformed to the provisions of the of his children or issue &c.

act, the court is to render judgment But no person seized in fee -simple

that his body be forever discharged can devise an estate in fee - tail, for a

from the debt, and that the pltf. re- longer term than to the children of

cover judgmentfor his debt, against the firstdevisee ; and a devise for life

the goods &c. and real estate of the to a person, and to his children or

defendant, and the defendant recov- issue generally in fee-simple , does

ers his costs . not vest a fee -tail estate in the first

The petitioner, upon the trial of devisee, but for life only ; and the re

his petition before the general as- mainder on his decease, tests in his

sembly , on the motion of a member

or an opposing creditor, may be ex ( 1 ) It would appear from this act , that an

amined on oath touching his proper insolvent may apply for the benefit of it ,

ty, debts and lossss, or any other whether in or outof prison, and if in prison ,

matter in relation to the merits of will be discharged on giving bond to return

or committed while his petition is pending,

his petition.

to the gaol, if his application fails:
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ces .

children or issue generally, agreea- , are exhibited for proof, before the

bly to the direction in the will. Town Councils for the respective

62. What formalities of execution , towns, who are courts of probate for

are essential to a will of lands &c ? that purpose. Whether the proof of

A. All bequests and devises of lands, the will before this court, affects the

tenements or hereditaments, must be right of the heir to question its ex

in writing, and signed by the party ecution at law, may be considered

devising the same, or by some per- as an unsettled question in this

son in his presence and by his ex
state .

press direction, and must be attested 66. Is the execution proved by the

and subscribed in the presence ofthe witnesses, or oath of the executors,

devisor, by three or more credible or both, in the first instance ?

witnesses. A. The execution of the will is pro

63. What formalitiesare required, ved by the witnesses, in all instan

in the revocation of wills of land ?

A. No devise or bequest in writing 67. In what office is the will and

of lands &c. or any clause thereof, inventory registered : are office co

is revocable otherwise than by some pies evidence ?

other will or codicil in writing, or 4. The will and inventory are re

other writing declaring the same, or gistered in the office of the clerk of

by burning, cancelling, tearing or probate, which is the same as the of

obliterating the sameby the testator fice of town clerk ; the town clerks

himself, or in his presence and by being also clerks of probate in their

his direction and consent : and such respective towns : and in general,

other will , codicil or other writing office copies of wills are admitted

ofthe devisor, must be executed with as evidence, and office copies of in

the same formalities as required in ventories are admitted in all cases.

the former will. 68. What formalities are required ,

64. Are the provisions of the 29 to wills of chattels ?

C. ii. c. 3. adopted in regard to the A. The same formalities are requi

execution of wills of land &c ? red to the execution of testaments or

A. The provisions of the statute of wills of chattels, as in the devise of

frauds 29. C. ii . c . 3. in regard to the lands and freehold interests ; except

execution of wills of lands, are not, in the case of soldiers in actual mit

as such ,in force in this state ; but the itary service, and mariners or sea

provisions of our statute in relation men being at sea .

to the execution ofwills &c. ( the sub 69. Are any number of subscribing

stance of which is recited in the pre- witnesses, or the signature or seal of

ceding answers ) will be perceived the testator, required ; or is a will of

in this particular, almost precisely personals provable by the rules of

like those in the stat. of Car. the 2d. the common law & c ?

65. Before what court, or officer , A. Answered above.No. 68 .

are wills of lands and personalty, 70. May executors, or adminis

exhibited for proof: does the proof in trators having letters in another

the probate court, affect the right of state , sue in your state ?

the heir, to question its execution at 71. If not, what is to be done to

law ? enable them to sue ?

A. Wills of lands and personalties | A. It is not considered safe proceed
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ing, for exrs . having letters testa The acts of congress also in re

mentary, or admrs. letters of ad- gard to authenticating records & c.

ministration, granted in another may be referred to as applicable to

state , to sue in their respective ca- parts of this question, 2 vol. 102. s

pacities in this state . This has vol. 621.

sometimes been done ; the question By our statute , a person to be ca

however , of its legality is not settled pable of devising lands must be up

by the Sup. Jud. court : The most wards of 21 years of age.

advisable course in such cases is, for A feme covert can in no case ,

admrs. to take out letters of admin- dispose of her real or personal es

istration in this state , and exrs . let- tate by last will and testament.

ters of administration with the will But any person being upwards of

annexed . 18 years of age , and of sane mind

72. Are exemplifications of wills (not being feme covert) may dispose

and testaments, by the proper offi- of his or her personal estate of every

cer in other states, evidence in your kind , by last will and testament.

courts &c ?
A subscribing witness who is also

A. Exemplifications ofwills and tes- devisce in the same will, is compe

taments, by the proper officer, in tent to prove its execution, but can

other states, are generally admitted take no benefit under it, other than ,

as evidence in our courts . and except such as may arise from

73. How are foreign wills and charges on lands, tenements or here

testaments proved in your state, & c ? ditaments, for the payment of any

A. There is no statute on this sub- debt or debts.

ject, but a foreign will and testa And in case a legatee having attes

ment is generally proved here, by ted the will, dies in the life -time ofthe

the exr.'s producing it before the testator, or before probate, he is still

court of probate, together with an deemed to have been a good witness

exemplified copy of the proceedings to the execution, notwithstanding he

which have been had thereon , in the was made a legatee by the same

state or country where such will or will.

testament was made and proved ; a Any creditor of the testator , whose

copy of the will or testament is then debts are an existing charge on the

recorded in the office of the clerk of lands & c . of the testator, may never

probate , and letters testamentary theless by our statute, be a compe

with the will annexed, are granted tent witness to prove the will.

to the ex'r. he giving bond as is re A posthumous child , not provided

quired in other cases . for by the will of the father, is enti

There are no statute provisions tled to such share of the estate as he

respecting wills, testaments, and or she would have been entitled to ,

administrations &c. in other states had the father died intestate .

and foreign countries ; this being the All property, not devised by the

case , foreign wills, deeds, judg- will, must be distributed in the same

ments & c . are commonly exempli- manner , as if it were an intestate

fied by the proper certifying officers , estate.

according to the usages in such

foreign countries, and the common No. VI. DESCENTS .

customs in the other states in the

Union.
74. How do inheritances in fee sim
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ple descend upon intestacy, among the intestate, and such intestate die

lineal heirs ? without issue, the same shall vest in ,

75. How among collaterals ? and be divided equally amongst the

1. These questions cannot be better next of kin to the intestate , and those

answered , than by the first section of who legally represent them , if any of

our statute, regulating among other them be dead, of the blood of the per

things, the descent of real estate ; to son from whom such right, title or

wit :
interest came or descended , provided

“ That when any person shall die also, that nothing in this act contain

intestate, leaving any real estate, in ed, shall bar any widow of any intes

which such intestate had any right, tate of her right of dower, in the real

title or interest, ( other than an estate estate of her deceased husband.”

in fee -tail,) all such right, title, and 76. How, in respect of the hall

interest in said estate , shall descend blood : does the common law govern ?

to all the children of such intestate, | A. In our statute of descents, there

and such as shall legally represent is no distinction in respect of the

them , ( if any of them be dead,) and whole and the half blood, the civil,

be divided equally among them : and and not the common law, governing

every posthumouschild shall inherit in this particular.( 1)

as though born before the death of
77. Does the common law prevail

the intestate . on descents, in any cases, and what ?

“ And in every case where chil- A. The law of descents in this state

dren shall inherit by representation, being altogether a matter of statute,

they shall take the same proportion it cannot properly be said, that the

of the estate as would have descend- common law prevails in any case ,

ed to the person whom they repre- neither do the provisions of the sta

sent, and shall inherit the same in tute bear any resemblance to the

equal shares. rules of the common law, as will ap

And where there are no children pear from the extract given under

of the intestate , all such right, title, No. 74, which contains all the go

and interest, as aforesaid , shall vest verning principles of our law on the

in and be divided equally among the subject.

next of kin in equal degree, and those 78. Is there any thing peculiar in

who shall represent them , if any of your law of descents ?

them be dead , computing according A. Nothing important but what has

to the degrees of the civil law ; no been stated , and particularly in the

person to be considered as a legal extract under No. 74.

representative of collaterals, beyond

the degrees of children of the bro - No. VII. DISTRIBUTION ON INTES

thers and sisters of the intestate .
TACY, (OF PERSONALTY.)

And when any of the children of

the intestate die without issue in the 79. Upon intestacy, how is the

lifetime of the mother, every brother surplusage of personal property dis

and sister and their representatives tributed ?

shall inherit equally with the mother: A. When a person dies intestate, pos

Provided nevertheless, that if such sessed of personal estate, the same

right, title and interest, to such real stands charged with the payment of

estate came by descent, gift, or devise,
( 1) Except in the case mentioned in the

from the parent or other kindred of proviso.
Ed.
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all the just debts and funeral ex- | A. Entails of real estate may be cre

penses of the deceased, and after the ated, as under the statute de donis,

payment of these , the surplusage, ( if (with the exception, that no entail

any) is to be distributed by order of by devise can be , for any longer time

the court of probate as follows : one than to the children of the first de

third part to the widow forever, un- visee , see answer No. 61. ) and, with

less the intestate died without issue, the same incidents in respect ofdow

and then one half to her forever ; the er, curtesy , waste, &c.

residue descends and is distributed
But in respect of being barred or

amongst the heirs of the intestate, in destroyed, this is not effected by a

the same manner as real estates are fine or common recovery, but by force

divided on intestacy, see extract un- of a statute which provides ; “ That

der No. 74.
if any person being of full age and

If the personal estate is insufficient of sane mind, shall be seized of any

to pay the debts and funeral expen- estate in fee tail , he shall have a

ses, the widow is nevertheless enti- right to convey the same in fee sim

tled to her apparel, and such house- ple by his lastwilland testament, or

hold goods and other personal pro- by deed duly executed under his

perty , as the court of probate may hand and seal,and acknowledged be

determine necessary , according to fore the Sup. Jud. court,or any court

her situation and the circumstances of common pleas in this state ; and

of the estate : and the real estate in such conveyance shall vest an estate

all cases, stands charged with all the in fee simple in the grantee, his heirs

debts of the deceased, over and above and assigns, and shall bar the tenant

what the personal estate is sufficient in tail, his heirs and assigns, and all

others who may claim the same in

80. How among collaterals ? remainder, or reversion expectant,

A. For answer to this, see Nos. 74 , upon the determination ofsuch estate

and 79.
tail.”

81. Are the 22nd and 23rd Car.
83. Are entails abolished ; con

ii. c. 10, and 29 Car. ii. C. 30, called verted into fees ; or otherwise modi

the Statutes of distribution & c .
fied &c ?

dopted ?

1. The provisions of these statutes
84. How barred by the tenant ?

as such, are not in force here, though
A. The answers to these questions

very similar to ours, differing only are contained in the previous an

in some few and rather unimportant

swer , No. 82 ,

particulars, as will be perceived by
85. Is the widow entitled to dow

what has been stated under the er ; and the husband to curtesy ; as
pre

ceding heads of descent.
by the common law ?

A. The right of tenant in dower , and

Ņo. VIII. ENTAILS, DOWER, CUR- tenant by the curtesy , are regulated

by statutes, the provisions of which

on these subjects, are very similar to

82. May entails be created, as those of the common law ; where any

under the Stat. de donis — and with variance happens, it is generally ra

the same incidents, in respect of be- ther with regard to the remedy to be

ing barred ; dower ; curtesy ; waste pursued to obtain the right, than in

&c ?
respect ofthe right itself,

to pay .

a

TESY , &c.
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No. IX. LIMITATION OF SUITS. similar to the English statute 21

Jac. 1.c. 16. ( 1 )

86. What length of adverse pos 91. What length of time bars re

session of lands is a bar &c ? covery &c . in personal actions ?

87. What savings & c ?
A. Our statute , limiting personal ac .

88. Is there a saving in favour of tions, is almost an exact transcriptof

foreigners or citizens ofotherstates? the English statute, 21 Jac. 1. c . 16:

89. Are the general principles of see 4 Buc.ab. 469.)

English law, on thebar of these sta- the case( except actions for slander,)

It provides, that all actions upon

tutes, adopted in your state ?

all actions of account ( except such as

90. Is there any thing peculiar in concern trade and merchandize be

your state on this head ?

tween merchant and merchant, their

A. It is provided by statute, “ That factors or servants,) all actions of

where any person or persons, ordetinue replevin and trover, all ac

others from whom he or they derive tions of debt founded upon any con

their titles, either by themselves, ten - tract without specialty, and all ac

ants or lessees , shall have been, fortions of debt for arrearage of rents ,

the space of 20 years, in the uninter- must be commenced within 6 years

rupted, quiet, peaceable and actual next after the accruing of the cause

seizen and possession of any lands, of said actions, and not after .

tenements or hereditaments in the
That all actions of trespass for

state , during the said time, claiming breaking enclosures, and all other ac

the same as his, her or their proper, tions of trespass for any assault, bat

sole and rightful estateinfee-simple, tery, wounding and imprisonment,

such actual seizen and possession , must be commenced within 4 years

shall be allowed to give and make next after the accruing of such cause

a good and rightful title to such per- of action, and not after.

son or persons, their heirs and as
And that actions upon the case for

signs forever ; saving and excepting words spoken, must be commenced

however, the riglıts and claims of within 2 years next after the words

persons, under age, non compos men- spoken, and not after.

tis,feme covert, and persons impris 92. What savings ?

oned or beyond seas , they bringing 93. Are there any in favour of ci

their suits for the recovery of such tizens of other states, or foreign

lands &c. within the space of 10

years next after the removal of such A. If the person against whom there

impediment; saving also, the rights is any such cause ofaction, (as above

and claims ofany person or persons, No. 91 ) at the time the same accrued,

having any estate in reversion or re was without the limits of the state ,

mainder , expectant or dependant on and did not leave property or estate

any lands &c. after the determina- therein, that could, by common and

tion of the estate for years, life &c ; ordinary process of law be attached ,

such person or persons pursuing his in that case, the person who is en

or their title by due course of law,

within 10 years after his or their ( 1 ) See 4 Bac. ab . 462 et . seq. which makes

right of action shall accrue.

20 years adverse possession an absolute bur to

actions of formedon ; but as to titles in other

This statute in its provisions and cases, merely bars entry,after 20 years, there.

savings, it will be perceived, is very by only putting the owner to his action. Ed.

ers ?

1
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the

titled to sạch action, may commence in 1 of the newspapers printed in

the same, within the respective peri- the state nearest to the land , by the

ods limited in the preceding answer, collector of taxes for the town in

(No. 91, ) after such person's return which the land lies ; if the owner or

into the state . occupant of land taxed lives in the

If a person, entitled to any of the state, the collector must give notice

before described actions, is at the of sale, by setting up notifications

time any such cause ofaction accrues , thereof, in 2 or more publick places

within the age of 21 , feme covert, in the town where the land lies, at

non compos mentis, imprisoned or be- least 20 days previous to the sale,

yond sea ;
such person may commence and if the owner neglects to pay

the same within the times respective- tax with the costs of notifications,

ly, limited as above (No. 91 ) after within the times limited in the no.

being of full age, discovert, of sane tice, the collector may proceed to

memory, at large, or returned from sell so much of the land at publick

beyond sea .
auction, as is sufficient to pay the tax

These is no statute, limiting the and costs of notification .

time within which actions of debt, A deed by the collector, vests com

due by specialty must be commenced, pletely and absolutely in the purcha

consequently, in such cases the com- ser, all the interest the owner had at

mon law governs. the time the land was first notified

for sale .

No. X. TAXES.
100. Do lands on which taxes are

94. May lands be sold for the pay- not paid , in any case vest in the state:

ment of taxes : has an absentee any and then how and in what time to be

privilege ? redeemed ?

A. Lands may be sold in this state A. In no case, for non - payment of

for the payment of taxes, and absen- tax.

tees have no important privileges 101. What officer in any county,

not enjoyed by citizens; such merely , ought a non -resident desirous ofkeep

as relate to the manner of giving ing his taxes paid, correspond with

notice, being all the difference. for that purpose : or what is most

The following summary conveys prudent for him to do ?

an answer to the five succeeding A. This question was obviously in

questions. tended for the new and Western

95. Before a sale, is notice to be states ; but if a case (which is very

given &c ? unlikely; should happen , of a person

96. What officer is to give this no- living at a distance and wishing to

tice ?
pay taxes on lands in this state , the

97. In what manner &c. most advisable course for him would

98. If a sale takes place , is the be to appoint an agent for that pur

deed absolute ?
pose ; it is not known that any per

99. If not, what time is allowed to son in particular, transacts such bus..

redeem , and on what terms : at what iness in this state.

place or office, are the sales entered ?

A. When the owner or occupant of No. XI. MISCELLANEOUS.

the land taxed does not live in the

state , publick notice ofthe sale of the

land taxed must be given 20 days, 102. May debtors pendente lite , be

BAIL , &c.
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ALIENS .restrained from alienating &c. Is

the debtor liable to be holden to

bail, & c? 104. Do aliens stand on the foot.

A. Debtors pendente lite cannot be ing of the common law, in respect of

restrained by attachment of pro- taking by descent , or purchase: may

perty, or otherwise, from alienating they in any case hold real estate,

it.
as in mortgage ?

The debtor is liable to be holden A. Aliens stand on the footing of the

to bail, on the principles, and in common law, in respect of taking by

cases allowed by the common law descent or purchase, we having no

generally.
local laws on that subject.

The subject of bail is regulated in

this state by statute , and by this, the
ADMINISTRATION. GUARDIANSHIP .

bail which the debtor is required to

give in the first instance on the ori 105. Is the right of administration

ginal writ,amounts to the samething regulated as inEngland by the 31

as bail above and bail below in the Edw. iii. c. 11. and 21 H. viii. c. 5.

English courts ; the right of bail to or by localacts ?

surrender the principal after non est
A. The right of administration , is

inventus returned on the execution, regulated here by a local act, the

any time before final judgment on provisions of which in this particu

the scire facias, which by thecustom lar, very much resemble those of the

of the English courts is ex gratia, is statutes mentioned in the question.

by our statute made a matter ofright.
It provides, that administration

upon an intestate's estate both real

and personal, shall be granted to the

LETTERS OF ATTORNEY.
widow or next of kin to the intestate

( upwards of 21 years of age) or both ,

103. Is there any provision for the as the court of probate may think fit ;

proof&c. of letters ofAttorney, made if the widow or next of kin refuse, or

in other states, or foreign parts, for neglect to take out letters, the court

the conveyance of lands &c . in your of probate may commit administra

state ?

tion to some one or more of the prin

A There is no provision in our laws cipal creditors, if accepted by them,

for the proof and recording of letters or upon their refusal, to such other

of attorney , made in other states and persons as the court may think pro

in foreign parts, for the conveyance per .

of lands or chattels in this state ; the 106. May guardians be appoint

uniform practice in such cases has ed by will : does the common law

been , to require the letters of attor - regulate &c ?

ney to be acknowledged by a publick A. The law in relation to guardians,

rotary, or some other proper magis- | is regulated by statute.

trate in the state or country where It provides , that a person author

the same are made and executed, and lized by law to make a will , may ap

then for the power or letters of attor - point by his will , a guardian or guar

ney to be registered, at the same time dians for his children during their

and place with the deed or instru- minority : and if none be appointed

bent, given for the purpose of con- by will,or the person appointed does

veying the lands & c. not accept the trust, the court of pro

15
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bate, are to allow guardians chosen ted in this state as at common law ;

by minors of 14 years of age, and to for by statute, all gifts , grants, fe

appoint guardians of minors under offments, devises and other convey

that age ; and also, to appoint guar- ances of any lands, tenements and

dians of all persons delirious, non- hereditaments, made to two ormore

compos mentis, or incapable of man- persons, whether for years, for life,

aging their estates ; and to appoint in tail or in fee , are to be taken &c.

guardians of children whose parents to be estates in common , unless it is

may have been adjudged delirious, otherwise expressly said, that the

non -compos mentis, or incapable as grantees , &c. shall have or hold the

aforesaid, in the same manner as same as joint-tenants, or in joint-te

though such parents had been dead . nancy , or to them and the survivor

of them , or unless other words be

PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY EXECU
therein used, clearly and manifestly

showing the intent of the parties to
TORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.

such gifts, & c . that the lands & c.

should vest and be holden as joint

107. Is the law of England, in re estates, and not as estates in com

gard to the order of paying debts by
mon ; but when joint-tenancy of lands

ex'rs and adm’rs, in force &c ?

A. The law of England, in regard dents are the same as at common

is once created in this state , its inci

to the order and priority of paying law.

debts by ex'rs and adm'rs, is not in

force in this state .
SEALS.

By our law, debts due the U.

States ; to this state ; and for all state

110. Is the common law , in regard

and town taxes ; for attendance and
to the effect of instruments sealed ,

medicines in the last sickness, and ne
and not under seal , in force ?

cessaryfuneral charges ofthe decea
sed ; must first be paid : and then all A. The common law, in regard to

other debts stand on an equal footing, ments sealed, and not under seal, is

the effect and operation of instru

whether due by specialty, bond, jud generally in force in this state .

ment of court or otherwise.

108. May ex'rs and adm'rs give a

.111 . Is a scroll &c. equivalent to

preference by confessing judgments; A. A scroll, ink, or printed seal, is

Are lands sold on judgment against not equivalent to wax or wafer , in

ex’rs or adm’rs ?

any
instrument.

4. Ex’rs and adm’rs, cannot give a

preference by confessing judgment, BASTARDS .

and in fact they cannot confess judg

ment in any case : and lands are ne

ver sold in this state on judgment a

112. Are bastards subject to com

mon law disabilities ?

gainst ex'rs or adm’rs, and cannot be.
Bastards, are subject to the com

mon law disabilities in this state .

JOINT-TENANCY. 113. Are antinuptial children , le

gitimated by marriage of the pa

109. Is Joint- tenancy in land, as rents ?

at common law, &c ?
A. Antinuptial children are not legi

4. Joint-tenancy in land is not crea- timated by marriage of the parents .

wax &c ?
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ALLUVION . deceive or defraud those who shall

purchase bona fide the same lands,

114. Does the common law in re- | tenements, hereditaments, goods or

spect of alluvion prevail ? chattels ; or any rent, interest or pro

1. We have no statute law on the fit out of them ; shall be henceforth

subject of alluvion , consequently, the deemed and taken , as against the

common law must prevail in this par person , or persons , his, her or their

ticular.
heirs, successors , ex’rs, adm’rs, or

assigns and every of them , whose

debts , suits, demands, estates, rights ,FISHERIES.

or interests, by such guileful and co

115. Is the owner of lands bor- vinous devices and practices as afore

dering on a river where the tide said, shall or might be in anywise

flows and reflows, &c . entitled to se- injured, disturbed, hindred , delayed,

veral fishery in front of his land ?
op defrauded , to be clearly and utter

116. Is this so by statute , or u
ly void ; any pretence, colour, feign

ed consideration , expressing of use ,
sago ?

A. The owner of lands bordering or any other matter or thing to the

on a navigable river where the tide contrary notwithstanding."

flows and reflows, and on arms of

the sea , is not entitled to the right of

several fishery in the waters in front

of his land ; the right of fishery in 118. Is the 29. Car. ii. c. 3. ( called

such rivers and arms of the sea, be- the stat. of frauds, ) or similar provi

longs to the publick, and is subject to sions , adopted in your state ?

be regulated and controled by the A. Our statute on this subject, is al

legislature of the state . most an exact transcript of the 29.

Car. ii . c 3. ( called the statute of

frauds.)
FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES.

STATUTE OF FRAUDS .

USES.

117. Are the 13. and 27. E. against

fraudulent conveyances in force in

119. Is 27. H. viii. called the Stat.

your state : or similar acts ?
of uses, (or similar provisions) in

1. Our statute on this subject pro
force ?

vides as follows, viz. 120. Is the English law of uses

“ That every gift, grant or con- and trusts, in force ?

veyance of lands, tenements,heredit - 1. The statute of 27. H. viii. called

ments, goods or chattels ; or of any the statute of uses,has been adopted

rent, interest or profit out of the by the legislature of this state, and

same, by writing or otherwise ; and the English law of uses and trusts

every note, bill , bond, contract, suit,is considered generally, to be in

judgment or execution, had or made force in this state.

and contrived of fraud , covin , collu

sion or guile, to the intent or purpose

to delay, hinder or defraud creditors

of their just and lawful actions, suits, 121. Is the common law of baron

debts, accounts , damages or just de- and feme adopted : does the wife's

mands, of what nature soever; or to chattels vest in the baron ?

BARON AND FEME.
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A. The common law on the subject : A. Interest is not allowed on book

of this question is adopted in this debt, exceptby express agreement of

state : and by statute, if the chattels the parties, or when by the course of

of thewife are not reduced to posses- trade at the place of contract, it is

sion during the coverture, if the hus- usually allowed ; and then , the time

band survive, he is entitled to the from which interest accrues must be

same on taking outletters of admin- ascertained by the agreement or the

istration . custom , as the case may be.

In this state , for book debts contract

INTEREST . ed here, we have no uniform estab

lished custom , in respect to the al

122. What is the rate of interest ? lowance of interest.

A. The rate of interest in this state,

is 6 per centum per annum.

123. What provisions against usu

USURY.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND PROMISSO

RY NOTES.

ry ?

A. Forfeiture of the interest.

And where to an action usury is

126. Are foreign and inland bills

pleaded , both parties are admitted
of exchange and promissory notes

negotiable ; and generally governed

as witnesses in the case , and if the

contract is found to have been usuri- by the law of England ?

ous, judgment is rendered for the A. Generally they are, in all re

plaintiff, for his principal sum only, spects.

and for the defendant for his costs.
127. Must demand be made by the

holder, and notice of non -acceptance

BOOK ACCOUNTS.
or non -payment be given to the draw

er or endorser, by the rules adopted

124. Are book accounts evidence in the English law , to entitle him to

in your state : for what things fur- recover ?

nished sc ?
A. The holder must conform to the

A. There is no statute on this subject, law referred to in this question .

but by long and continued practice, 128. Is a protest for non -accep

it has now become a kind of common tance or non -payment necessary, on

law in this state, to admit account inland bills and promissory notes ?

books as evidence ; but the party of- \ A. A protest is not necessary in these

fering the books , must be first put cases.

upon his voire dire to swear, that 129. Is there any peculiar practice

they are his regular account books, in your state , on this subject ?

that the entries therein are the ori- A. None.

ginal entries , and were made on or 130. What damages are recovera

about the time purported by the ble, upon the protest of foreign bills

dates.
of exchange ?

All articles sold and delivered in A. The drawer or endorser of any

the regular course of trade, and all foreign bill of exchange, payable

kinds of services and work and la - 1 withoutthe U. States, upon the non

bour done, are considered proper payment, protest and return of the

charges in book account. same, is subject to the payment of

125. Is interest recoverable on ten per centum damages thereon ,to

book debt ?
gether with the charges of protest,
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SET-OFF.

and six per cent interest on the bill LANDLORDS AND TENANTS.

from the time of the protest ; and in

land bills of exchange payable with 133. Is the law of landlord and

in the U. States, are subject to the tenant, in regard to distress for

charges of protest, six per cent inter- rent, similar to the English law ?

est from the time of protest, and five A. There is no statute in this state

per cent damages.
on the subject : this being the case ,

the landlord is obliged to pursue the

DIVORCE.
same common-law course in the re

covery of claims against his tenant

131. Are Divorces, a vinculis for rent, that he must in any other

granted in your state &c ? case against him , or other person .

A. Divorces a vinculis are granted

in this state .

They are decreed, when the mar

riage either by statute or common

law , is adjudged void ab initio ; as
134. Is the law of set -off, similar

for affinity, consanguinity, a former
to the English law, and that of other

husband or wife living, idiocy and states ?

lunacy, also, for impotency, adultery, A. In actions on book accounts , on

extreme cruelty, wilful desertion for accounts stated by the parties, quan

5 years of either of the parties, for tum meruit, quantum valebat for

neglect or refusal on the partof the goods sold and delivered, or services

husband, (being of sufficient ability ) done and performed at an agreed

to provide necessaries for the subsist- price, the defendant may plead the

ence of his wife, and also, for any general issue, and file therewith any

other gross misbehaviour and wicked - account he has against the plaintiff,

ness in either of the parties, repug and the court or jury ( as the case

nant to , and in violation of the marri. may be determine the balance due

age covenant.
to either party.

Decrees of divorce are granted And whenever the Sup. jud. court

only by the Sup. jud. court. It is or court of common pleas, at the same

not necessary that the cause of di- term render final judgment in two

vorce should have arisen within the or more causes, in which the parties

state ; but the petitioner must prove , are reversed , and sue, and are sued

that he or she has been resident in in thesame right and capacity ; the

the state for the space of 3 years, court must off -set the same judg

next before prefering his or her peti- ments, and issue execution for the

tion . balance , in favour of the party to

whom it is due.

ATTACHMENTS . And when any officer at the same

time, may have two or more executi

132. Do foreign and domestick at- ons in personal actions to serve, in

tachments issue in your state , a- which the parties are reversed, and

gainst absent, or foreign debtors ? sue and are sued in the same right

A. The answer to this question has and capacity, such officer must off

been anticipated in the note under set the same, and levy and collect

No. 56. and under No. III. ( Judg- the balance only from the party from

ment & c. ) whom it is due.
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CHOSES IN ACTION,

The above, embraces all the law deeming the same,the court appoint

of set -off in this state. masters in chancery to ascertain the

sum due to the mortgagee, and on

report of the masters, render a con

ditional judgment, that if the mort

135. Are choses in action assign- sagor or person having the equity of

able : may the assignee sue in his redemption, shall within a limited

own name: is there any liability oftime to be determined by the court,

the assignor over, unless stipula- pay the sum decreed to be due , in

ted ? that case , the mortgagee shall dis

A. Choses in action are assignable ; charge and quitclaim all his interest

but on these, the assignee cannot ( as in the premises, by virtue of the

on bills of exchange and promisso- mortgage deed , otherwise the mort

ry notes) sue in his own name: and gagor, or person having the equity

there is no liability of the assign- of redemption, to take, or retain pos

or over, unless expressly stipulated. session of the estate.

136. Is the common law in respect
There is a kind of chancery pro

of choses in action, adopted ? ceeding in the court of common pleas,

A. The common law in respect of and the sup. jud. court, authorised

choses in action , is adopted in prac- by statute , “ That in actions of eject

tice in this state, there being no stat- ment, for possession of mortgaged

ute on that subject.
estate subject to an equity of re

demption ; if this is shown by the

LIFE ESTATES &c. plea, the court, on motion of the de

fendant is authorised , (or may ap

137. Are tenants for life, years, &c . point three judicious and indifferent

entitled to the same rights, and sub- men,) to ascertain according to the

ject to the same liabilities, as by rules of equity , the just sum due on

the common and statute law of En- the mortgage, and thereupon render

gland ?
a conditional judgment, that if the

A. Tenants for life, years góc. are mortgagor, his heirs , executors, ad

generally entitled to the samerights, ministrators or assigns, shall pay to

and subject to the same liabilities, the plaintiff, or deposit in the clerk's

as by the common and statute laws office for him , the sum adjudged to

of England.
be due, within 2 months from the en

try of the judgment, with interest,

then the mortgage, or deed operating

as such , to be void and discharged ,

138. How are decrees in equity writ of possession.
otherwise, the plaintiff to have his

executed &c ?

A. The courts in this state, have e

quity jurisdiction in cases of mortga INSOLVENT ESTATES.

ges only.

When the mortgagor, or person 139. In case the estate is insolvent,

having the equity of redemption in are creditors paid pro rata, &c ?

any real estate, prefers his bill in e- | A. If the testator or intestate's estate

quity to the Sup. Jud . court, for the is insolvent, creditors are paid pro

purpose of disincumbering or re- rata, according to the statute , in the

DECREES IN CHANCERY.
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manner described in substance be - wholly or in part rejected ,may have

low.
it determined at common law ; and

When the estate is insolvent, or if the ex'r or adm'r, is dissatisfied

insufficient to pay all the just debts with any creditor's claim allowed

which the deceased owed, it is to be by the commissioners, he also may

distributed among all the creditors have it determined at common law.

in proportion to the sums respective The ex'r or adm’r, and the credi

ly owing to them, except debts due tor, may also agree that the claim

to the U. States ; to this state ; for shall be determined by referees : If

state and town taxes; for attendance the creditor does not make out his

and medicine in the last sickness , and claim with the commissioners, with

necessary funeral charges of the de- in the time of their commission, or

eeased ; which are to be first paid. at common law, or before referees

The ex'rs or adm’rs, before any in the manner provided in the act,

payment (except as before, ) are to he is forever barred of his action

represent the condition and circum- therefor against the ex'r or adm'r ,

stances of the estate, to the court of unless there be personal estate re

probate of the town where the decea- maining upon the settlement of the

sed last dwelt, which court is to ap- account with the court of probate ,

point two or more fit and indifferent to be applied to the payment of the

persons to be commissioners, who debts of the testator or intestate,

have power to receive and examine after deducting the claims allowed

the claims of all creditors.
by the commissioners, from the a-

The commissioners give publick mount in their hands

notice of the time and place, at which

they will attend the duties of their POBLICK OR PROPRIETARY LANDS .

appointment.

Six , twelve, or eighteen months, 140. Are there any lands which

(as the circumstances of the case belong to the State: how obtained

may be ) is to be allowed by the by one desirous of purchasing : Is

court for creditors to exhibit, and there any proprietary land,and how

prove their debts; at the end of which obtained ?

limited time, the commissioners must A. There are no such lands, for sale

make report to the court of probate, or location.

who (after deducting the excepted

debts with other incidental charges) ENGLISH LAW BOOKS ,

orders the residue of the estate, both

reul and personal, (the real estate 141. Are English law books, al

being sold according to law ) to be lowed to be read in your State

distributed among thecreditors, who courts : if so , under what limita

have made out their claims before tions ?

the commissioners, in proportion to A. English law books are allowed to

the sums due to them . Notwith- be read in our state courts, and with

standing the report of the commis- out any limitations.

sioners, any creditor whose claim is
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CORRECTIONS.

P. 91. no. 14. after laws, strike out “ 9."

P. 94 line 28, for fieri facias read “ scire facias. "

P. 104, in note 1. after pleas in line 30 , insert “ and."
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122 STATE LAW , AND REGULATIONS. ( 1821, 2.)

STATE OFFICERS. Fairlie, N. York ; Francis Bloodgood ,

Albany ; Arthur Breese, Utica: of

1. Who is Governor of your state the court of “ appeals and errors

&c. ? in the last resort," John F. Bacon ;

A. DE WITT Clinton, Albany, Albany. ( 1 )

6 Governor of the state ofNew York, 5. Attorney General : & c . ?

and general and commander in A. Samuel A.Talcott, Albany ; app .

chief of all the militia, and admiral by, and holds at pleasure ofthe coun

of the navy of the same ; " elected cil of appointment. (2)

by freeholders of L, 100, or 250 dol 6. When , and where, is the annu

lars estate, for 3 years : salary, de - al meeting of the legislature ?

pending on the will ofthe legislature: A. Albany, 1st tuesday in Jany.(5 )

at present $4000. ( 1 )

2. -Secretary of state &c. ? UNITED STATES OFFICERS .

A. John V. N. YATES, Albany: app.

by the council of appointment; holds 7. Who is District judge, &c . ?

during pleasure. 2 ; A. WM. P. Van Ness, N. York ;

3. - Chief justice of the su- southern district.

preme court of law, &c . ?

A. AMBROSE SPENCER, Albany ; du- and register of the city of N. Y ) hereafter

( 1 ) Clerks of counties, (including the clerk

ring good behaviour until 60 years to be chosen by the electors of the county for 3

of age ; app. by the council of ap- years; all other clerks , by the respective

pointment ;' 3 salary not fixed ; at courts for 3 years, unless removed sooner by

present $3000.
the court .

4. — Clerk of the superiour or
(2) In future, appointed by joint ballot of

Senate and Assembly for 3 years. Mr. Tal

supreme court, &c. ?

cott's christian name may possibly be mis
A. Of the " supreme court," James

takeri.

(3 ) Meeting to be at the same time under

( 1 ) By the amendments, the Governor and the amended constitution , unless a different

Lt Governor, elected for 2 years by the voters day appointed by law . The first general

at large
election under the new constitution, 1st mon

(2) This coithicil abolished : appointed in day November 1822. afterwards, in Oct. or

future , by joint ballot of the senate and mem Nov. as by law appointed. The new consti

bers of assembly , for 3 years. tution goes into force 1st of Jan. 1823, and

( 3 ) In future by the Govr. by and with the the first meeting of the Legislature is the

advice of the Senate. 1st Tuesday in that month .
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Roger SKINNER, Albany ; nor the laws, which were published in

thern district. 2 vols fol. containing all in force ,

8. Clerk ofthe District court from 1691 to 1762.

& c . ? Peter Van Schaack esq . by direc

A. JAMES DILL , N. York ; south- tion ofthegen. assembly, revised and

ern district. published in 1774 , the laws of the

RICHARD R. LANSING, Albany ; colony, in 2 vols. fol. containing the

northern district .
laws from 1761 , to 1773, inclusive.

9. —District Attorney, &c. ? Samuel Jones and Richard Varick

A. ROBERT TILLOTSON, N. York. esqrs. by direction of the legislature,

Jacob SOUTHERLAND , Schoharie. revised, collected and published in

10. Marshal, &c. ? 1789, the laws of the state, from the

A. THOMAS MORRIS , N. York. adoption of the constitution in 1777

1 J. W. LIVINGSTON, Skeneateles, to 1789 inclusive , in 2 vols. fol. with

Onondaga . an appendix to certain colonial laws.

11. What Justice of the S. court Thomas Greenleaf in 1798, pub

of the U.S. holds the circuit in your lished the laws from 1777 to 1797,

state , & c . ? ( 8 years later than Jones and Var

A. BROCKHOLST LIVINGSTON ; New ick's edit. ) in 3 vols. oct. not under

York, Connecticut and Vermont, direction of the legislature.

compose the 2d circuit. Mr. Loring Andrews state printer ,

12. At what times and places, are published the laws from 1798 to 1801,

District courts of the U. S. held , &c. ? inclusive, in 1 vol.

A. At New York , 1st tuesday of Judges Kent and Radcliff, in 1802,

february, may, august, november, under the direction of the legislature,

southern district. revised and published the laws then

At Albany last tuesday january, in force, in 2 vols. oct.

Utica , do. do. august, Messrs. C. & G. Webster, publish

northern district. ed 3rd, 4th, 5th , & 6th , vols. of the

13. Circuit courts &c. ? laws, in continuation of Kent & Rad

4. On the 1st day of april, and sep- clift's edit . the last or 6th vol. in 1812.

tember, N. York. These contain all the laws from 1809

to 1812 , inclusive.

LAWS- LAW BOOKS. John Barber state printer, pub

lished the laws of 1802.

14. What number of volumes, does Wm . P. Van Ness and John Wood

the compiled body of your Statute worth esqrs. by direction of the legis

law consist of, &c. ? lature , revised and published in 1813 ,

1. The statute ( colonial) laws , all the laws of thestate of New York ,

were first published in 1710 by Brad- in 2 vols . oct.

ford, in 1 vol. fol.
Laws passed since that period , have

This comprised the laws from been published at the end of each ses

1691 to 1709 inclusive. Bradford sion , and now make 3 vols. oct.

was printer to the colony, and pub 15. Can the publick laws in pam

lished a 2d edition from 1691 to 1725 phlets, be procured, &c .

inclusive. A. The body of the publick laws,

Im . Smith , Junr, and Wm . Liv- from the earliest period to the pre

ingston , Esqs. by direction of the sent time, can be had at the law book

general assembly in 1762, revised store of Gould f Banks, opposite the
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city hall , N. York , and probably at Caines' Reports ; being “ Reports

other places. ofcases argued and determined in the

16. Is there any Digest of the state supreme court of the state of New

laws &c ? York, commencing with May term

A. There never has been a digest, of 1803, continued to November term

the laws of the state . ( 1 ) 1805. ” 3 vols. 2d edit. by George

17. Are there any Reports of cases Caines esq. counsellor at law .

in your state courts, &c. ? Johnson's Reports ; being “ Re

A Coleman and Caines cases ; being ports of cases determined in the su

“ Reports of cases in practice, deter- preme court of judicature, and in the

mined in the supreme court of the state court for the trial of Impeachments

of New York, from April term 1794, and the correction of Errors, in the

to November term 1805, both inclu- state of New York, from February

sive.” 1 vol. by Wm . Coleman , and 1806, to February term 1822.” 19

George Caines esqrs. counsellors at vols. by Wm . Johnson esq. counsellor

law . (2) at law. (5)

Johnson's cases ; being “ Reports Johnson's Chancery Reports ; be

of cases adjudged in the supreme court ing “ Reports of cases determined in

of judicature of the state of New York , the court of chancery of the state of

from Jan. term 1799, to Jan. term New York, from March 1814, to

1803, both inclusive ; together with December 1818, inclusive , " s vols .

cases determined in the court for the by Wm . Johnson esq . counsellor at

correction of errors,during that period ; law. (6)

3 vols.by Wm . Johnson esq . counsel Anthon's Nisi Prius, being “ Re

lor at law . (3)
ports at Nisi Prius, in the supreme

Caines' cases in error; being “ Re- court, for the state of New York , by

ports of cases argued and determined John Anthon esq. with copious notes

in the court of errors, held in Albany, and references to other reports , to which

commencing with February term is prefixed an Introductory Essay on

1801 , and continued to February term the studies preparatory to the active

1805,” 2 vols . by George Caines esq . duties of the bar."

counsellor at law . (4) City Hall Recorder ; being “ Re

ports of trials in the court of sessions

(1 ) Should there not be one ; and in every state

where the statutes at large bave become very po of decisions in the Sup. court, most of which

luminuus ? ifwell done in condensed foráns, these are also reported in Jobnson's cases. "

digests would not only be universally purchased ( 5) The first 8 vols of these reports, have

in tbe state , but in other states, at least those ad passed to a 2d edit . to which is added a num.

joining, by tbe bar . ber of additional notes and references. I have

(2) “ Coleman's cases were the first re. stated Mr. Johnson's 19th vol. as published ,

ports published in the state . The work called and ending with Feb term , 1822. There

“ Coleman & Caine's cases ” consists of Cole- may be some incorrectness in this ; it is so,

man's cases, which terminate with Oct. Term , ut audivi. Mr. Caines' 3 vols of reports in the

1800, and cuses of practice,commencing with S. court , beginning in May term 1803, were

Apr. Term , 1803, selected from Caine's re- called “ N. Y. term reports, ” and published

ports. by him as state reporter ; Mr. Johnson's, is a

(3) At the end of vol . 3d , is an appendix , continuation of the term reports from Nov.

containing the case, of the People v. Croswell, ) term 1805, when he succeeded Mr. Caines as

on an indictment for libel , argued on mot. for state reporter.

1. trial, Feh term 1804 . (6) A 4th col. bringing the decisions down

( 4 ) The 2d vol, concludes with a number is since published.
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for the city ofNew York ,” 6 vols. by cal forms,” by a Gentleman ofthe bar.

Daniel Rogers esq . ( 1)
1818.

Wm . Johnson esq. counsellor at CLERK'S ASSISTANT, 1 vol. last

law , is State Reporter, resides in edit. 1819.

New York . Rules of the Court of Errors, Su

18. Is there any Digest of cases in preme, Chancery, and Mayor's Courts.

your state courts, &c. ?
Published by Gould and Banks. New

A. Johnson's Digest, “of cases de York. ( 2 )

cided and reported in the supreme
Conductor Generalis; “or the of

court and court of errors , of the state fice, duties, and authority of justicesof

of New York, from January term the peace, high sheriff, under sheriff,

1799, to October term 1813, inclusive, coroners, constables, gaolers, jurymen ,

with the names of cases , and table of and overseers of the poor ;" as also,

the titles and references ;" 1 vol. by the office of clerks of assise, and of the

Wm . Johnson esq. counsellor at law . peace & c.” by a Gentleman of the bar.

Church's Digest ; being a “ D - 1821.

gested index to the reports of the su THE COMPLETE MANUEL, for Jus

preme court, and the court for the cor- tices , Constables, and Coroners. 1 vol.

rection of errors in the state of New by C. Cowan esq . published by Gould

York .” 2 vols . by Rodney Smith and Banks. 1821.

Church esq. counsellor at law , 1821 .1. | New York Justice ; being “ a Di

19. Are there any Treatises on gest of the laws, relating to the justi

the law , in your state &c. ? ces of the peace in the state of New

A. Wyche's Practice, of theSup.court York ;" by John A. Dunlap esq.

of the state ofNew York , 1 vol. 1794 . County and town officer ; " or , a

Caines' Practice, of the supreme concise view of the duties and offices,

court of the state of N. York, 1 vol. by ( ofcounty andtown officers, in the state

George Caines esq. counsellor at law . of New York,with appropriate prece

1808 .
dents." by John Tappen esq .

Dunlap's Practice ; being, Mc. Comb's Court Martial. 1 vol.

treatise on the practice of the supreme 20. Foreign law books repub

court of the state of New York in civillishedin your state, &c. ?

actions, together with the proceedings A. A number, indeed the greater

in error.” 2 vols. by John A. Dunlap part, of the principal treatises on le

gal subjects, which have been pub

Blakes' chancery ; being “ a histo- lished in England for the last twenty

rical treatise on the practice of the years, have been republished in this

court of chancery," 1 vol. by D. T. state .

Blake esq.
counsellor at law . 1818.

21 .
Reports of Cases in the

Attorney'
s Companio

n
, “ contain

ing the rules of the supreme court, ( 1 ) The Supreme Court rules is the fourth

court of chancery, and court of er- Revised Edition, with theadditional rules and

rors, of the state of New York ; notes decisions down to the present time; to which

of cases of practice at law, and practi- are added, decisions of the Supreme court,

relating to affidavits,, notices and services,

( 1 ) This work commenced in Jan. 1816, together with copies of bills of costs to serve

and is continued to the preseat time, publish as precedents, notes relative to their Taxa

ed monthly, in numbers ; 12 nos . making a tion , and the rules and forms of surrender

vol. ing bail , pub, 1818.

a

esq. 1821 .
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district or circuit courts of the U. S. profession of Attorney and Counsel

in your state , &c. ? lor, &c. ?

A. “ Reports of cases in the District 1. An attorney as such , is not an

court of U.s. for N. Y.” 1 vol. by advocate ; nor a counsellor an attor

Wm. P. Van Ness esq . ( Judge of ney : both offices however, may be

that court,) 1820 , or 1821 .
united in the same person .

22. Is there any Digest of cases 25. By whom are attornies , or

in those courts, &c. ? counsellors admitted, &c. ?

A. None.
A. By the courts respectively, and can

23. Have any books been compo- only practice where they are admit

sed , in your State, &c. ? ted. In the Supreme court they are

A, ANTHON'S DIGEST of Black- admitted on examination, after three

stone commentaries. ANTHON on years clerkship : and in the county

the study of the Law. courts on examination, or of course .

Tip's APPENDIX, by do. 1 vol. If admitted in the sup. court, their

1808.
names are registered , in the office of

FORMS, by G. Caines 1. the clerks of the respective courts

vol , 1808.
wh ' e admitted . ( See Rules of Sup.

LEX MERCATORIA AMERICANA, Cart, Appx . Nos.18,19,20,39,40,44.)

by do. 1 vol. 1802. ( 1 ) 26. On what conditions, &c. from

other states, &c. ?

ATTORNIES - COUNSELLORS . A. No general rule, in the discretion

of the court. ( See rules sup. court.

94. Is there any distinction in the Appx. 39; 47. )

( 1 ) The Titles to the foregoing works, will

Regular notices after this will be published ,probably not be found exactly to correspond, of alloriginal or re- printed works , foreign

with those given in the title pages of the sev. and domestick, with proper explanations.

eral books ; and there may not either, be en

As to “ Rules ” of the Supreme, Circuit,tire accuracy in other particulars ; but no

and District courts , of the U. States ; I have
other certainty was derivable from the com

made a collection, but shall defer publishingmunications received .

until it is complete . In a few circuits andIn respect to foreign law books republished

&c. in N. Y. or elsewhere ; no attempt has districts , they have assumed a regular form :

been made to give their titles here ; and even Rules of practice in the S. court, are estab

some local treatises and tracts may be omit. lished, and it is understood, that the judges

ted . at their last session ( Feb. 1822) at Wash

The great object proposed under the head ington, enacted rules of practice in causes of

of “ law books, ” in this part of the Re. Equity ” in the U. S. courts.

gister, 'was to obtain a catalogue of all those A uniform system of rules as far as prac

falling under questions 14, 15 , 16 , 17 , 18, 19, ticable , in the circuits , and districts, in admi.

21 , 22, 23, relative to the Statutes, Reports, ralty causes, and in common law civil causes ,

Digests , Treatises, and Law works in the and criminal proceedings, it is hoped will fol

several states, not foreign. low : The discordancy arising from state

This will be obtained, and the profession practice, from partial and ill understood ad .

thereby become possessed of a complete cata herence to the forms of the civil code &c.,

logue of American Law Books; of which at can only be corrected by a thorough revision

present, a very imperfect knowiedge exists; of the existing rules, and the adoption of a

and as my purpose is, either in this vol. or in uniform system assimilating process &c . and

another, to publish a catalogue oflaw books proceedings in admiralty cases, as much as

in general, those which are foreign will be may be, to the forms of common law and

given ,and any which are American and omit- equity,

mod here, supplied
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COURTS .
county , and in personal actions, to

an unlimited amount.

27. What are the names of the se The “ court of probates," has juris

veral courts in your state, &c . ?

diction in cases of wills , &c. of per

4. “ Justice of the peace.” “Court sons dying out of the state.

In cases of wills, &c. of persons

of common pleas,”. (in each county) dying in the state , the jurisdiction

“ Supreme court; " “ Court of chan

cery.” “ Court ofprobates." « Court belongs to the surrogates of counties.

The court of probates has power, to
for the trial of impeachments and ,

revise the decrees of surrogates.
the correction of errors ." “ Court

The " court of exchequer," has cog
of exchequer.” “ Marine court,"

nizance, of cases of fines and forfeit
in the city of New York.

ures only.

28. Their style, &c. ?
The " marine court," in the city of

A. 1. Chancellor of the state ofNew New York, has jurisdiction to 100

York,

dolls., and in cases arising between

2. Justices of the Supreme court of seamen, and captains and owners of

judicature, of the people of the state vessels, unlimited.

of New York.
“ Justices of the peace, " have juris

3. Judges of the court of common diction to 50 dolls. except in the city

pleas, for the county of - of New York, where they are called

4. Judge of the exchequer. The special justices, and have jurisdic

junior judge of the supreme court, is tion to 100 dolls.

judge of the exchequer ex officio. 31. —partly original,and part

5. Judge of the court of probates. ly appellant &c. ?

6. Justices of the marine court, in A. The Supreme court, can remove

the city of New York. by habeas corpus, all causes from

7. Justices of the peace, for the the courts of common pleas, where

county of title to lands or tenements, come in

29. The extent of their several ter- question , replevin, assault and bat

ritorial jurisdictions, &c. ?

tery , false imprisonment, and slan

30. Which have original jurisdic- where thematter or thing in demand

der ; and all other personal actions,

tion, & c . ?

exceeds 250 dolls. in value, before

A.“ Chancery, " has jurisdiction in all
judgment ; and may revise all judg

cases of equity, where there is not ments on writ oferror, and the judg

remedy at law . The care of infants, ments of justices of the peace, on

lunaticks &c. as the English chan .
certiorari.

The “ supreme court,” has jurisdic 32.— appellantjurisdiction on

tion of all legal claims, or demands, ly , &c. ?

over 25 dolls. value. Issues in fact, A. The Court for the trial ofimpeach

are tried at circuit courts, holden at ments & c.have appellate jurisdiction

Jeast once a year in every county , be- only, and may revise decrees of the

fore one of the judges ; who with the chancellor, judge of probates, and

justices of the peace, form a court of judgments of the Sup. court.

oyer and terminer .
33. Which are courts of equity,

The county courts , ” or courts of and which of law, &c. ?

com. pleas, have jurisdiction of all | A. The courts of equity, and of law ,

controversies relating to lands in the I are distinct, as before stated . Pro
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ceedings in equity , are as in the En MISCELLANEOUS.

glish chancery.

34. What methods are used to 35. Who is State Printer , & c. ?

carry up judgments &c. ? A. Moses I Cantine, and Isaac Q.

A. From decrees in chancery, and Leake, Albany.

court of probates, by uppeal ; from 36. Who is the principal Book -seller

judgments of Sup. court, by writ of at the seat of Government ?

error .
A.E.F. Backus, and Gould and Banks.

11
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No. II. CONVEYANCE BY DEED, &c. this particular , is the same as in

England.

1.What is the kind of Deed most 5. Are attesting witnesses &c. re

in use in your state & c. is it that of quired to conveyances ?

bargain and sale ? A. One attesting witness is sufficient

A.
1. The kind of conveyance princi- to a deed of real estate , either in fee,

pally, and almost exclusively used in or for life ; and whether absolute or

the state of New York for conveying by way of mortgage. It is presu

estates in fee, and freehold interests, med, that where adeed is acknow

ledged as hereafter mentioned , no
is that of “ bargain and sale."

2. Does the legal possession pass
witness is requisite.

6. Must the deed be sealed ?

without livery, &c. ?

4. The legal possession where the 4. The deed must be sealed.

7. Is a scroll sufficient ?

grantor is seised, passes withoutany A. A scroll is not sufficient.

further act of either party, by delive 4.A scroll is not sufficient.

8. Are the common law requisites

of the statute of uses solely, which is for the perfection of Deeds & c. alter

ed , in any particulars in your state ?
re - enacted in this state .

3. In the creation of estates in fee, deed and other common assurances,
A. The common law requisites of a

or fee tail, are technical words ne

are necessary in this state .

cessary , &c. ?

A. The word “ heirs" is necessary of a Deed as between the parties &c.
9. Is it necessary to the validity

in a deed , to create an estate in fee . that it should be acknowledged by

The common law rules upon this the grantor, or proved by the witnes

point, are unchanged.
ses, and be recorded ?

Estates tail, are abolished by sta- A. No deed or other instrument af

tute, in this manner, " that the per- fecting lands,need be acknowledged ,

son who, if the statute had not been
or recorded , to render it valid be

made, would by force of any con- tween the parties, and their heirs.

veyance, have become seised'in fee
10. As against bona fide subsequent

tail, shall be deemed to be seised in purchasers and mortgagees ;must the

fee simple. " The statute does not prior deed or mortgage to affect

render the conveyance void and the them , be recorded : within what pe

estate a nullity, but converts it into riod : in what office : will notice of

a fee simple ; and the words “ heirs the prior title, though unrecorded ,

of the body" or other technical bar the second incumbrancer ?

words, which would in England cre- A. 1st. As to deeds, there are certain

ate an estate tail, will create one in counties of the state in which , by par

this state, for the statute to operate ticular statutes passed at various

upon .
times, a deed, conveyance or writing

4. Is the construction of common affecting a right to land lying there

assurances, governed by the rules of in , (other than a mortgage for which

common law ; or by the intent, &c. ? there is a separate statute) must be

A. The construction and operation of acknowledged or proved, and record

common assurances, are governed ed in the form hereafter mentioned,

by the rules of the common law , and or it will be void, against a subse

the intent is disregarded. The dis - quent bona fide purchaser or mort

tinction between deeds and wills in gagee for valuable consideration ,

i
n
g

,17
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procuring his conveyance to be first 12. Is this done by joining with

recorded . him in the conveyance, &c . ?

It may be recorded at any time A. She may join in the conveyance

before the recording, of the subse- with her husband, or execute a sepa

quent conveyance or mortgage. ( 1 ) rate instrument.

Notice to the second incumbrancer
13. Is a private examination of the

will bar his title, though he should
feme necessary , &c . ?

put his instrument on record first.

A. She must be privately examined

These conveyances must be record- apart from her husband, as to her

ed , in the office of the clerk of the fear ,or compulsion of her husband.

executing such deed freely , without

county in which the lands lie.
But if she resides out of the state ,

All other conveyances of land, of she will be barred of her dower, by

every character , and in whatever merely joining with her husband in

county the lands lie, may be record the deed, in likemanner as ifshe were

ed ( upon being duly acknowledged, sole ; and the acknowledgment, or

or proved ,) either in the secretary of proof in such case , to entitle it to be

state's office, or in the office of the recorded, may be made as if she were

clerk of the county where the lands sole.

lie, and become evidence as mention
14. What officers may take this

ed in answer 28 post.
examination, &c. ?

In the counties of the state, to A. The officers to take her examina

which the several statutes before re- tion, are enumerated in answer 18

ferred to, do not extend , conveyan - post.

ces take priority, according to the 15. What is the form of a certifi

date of their execution , if no notice, cate by the officer , where a feme

or fraud.
covert acknowledges the execution ,

2d. As to mortgages. A mortgage & c. ?

upon any lands in the state, must be A. “ STATE of New York, ss :

registered in the Clerk's office of the this day of personally

county in which they lie ; or a subse- appeared before me ( here insert the

quent mortgage first registered, and name and office of the person taking

without notice, will be preferred ; the acknowledgment) A, B , of-

and a bona fide purchaser without and C , D , his wife known to me (or

notice before registry, will defeat it. proven by the oath & c . See answer

11. May a feme covert convey 20.) to be the persons described in and

estate held in her own right, and her who executed the within conveyance

dower in the husband's estate, &c. ? ( or mortgage ,) who duly and several

A. A femecovert may convey or mort- | ly acknowledged, that they executed

gage lands held in her own right, the same as their respective act and

and her dower in her husbands es- deed, and the said 0 , D, on a private

tate, so as to bar herself and her examination by me, apart from her

heirs . husband, acknowledged that she exe

cuted such deed freely without any

(1) I understand by this, that the deed first fear or compulsion of her husband,

recorded, takes preference in those counties,
there being no alterations therein (ex

without regard to the time of execution, if cept those noted , I allow the same to

bona fide and without notice of the prior be recorded .

deed . Ed. OFFICERS name."

ON
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ses , &c . ?

16. To bar the feme of dower in county where the deed is to be re

the husband's estate ; is her joining corded, a certificate must be attached

in the deed , and making such ac- to it from the county clerk where it

knowledgment, necessary in all ca- is acknowledged , of such judge, or

commissioner, being authorized to

1. There areno exceptions of the na- take the acknowledgment ; and of his

ture referred to in this question, to acquaintance with the hand-writing

the necessity of a wife executing a of the judge, &c . and belief of the

conveyance and being privately ex- signature, being in his hand-writing .

amined , in order to bar her dower, 19. What is the form of a certifi

unless, where the grantors are non- cate by such officer, when the gran

residents ; as to which, see answer tor acknowledges the execution ?

13 supra . A. “ STATE of New York, ss.;on this

17. Generally, is there any thing day of personally appeared

peculiar in respect to dower in your before me here insert the nameand

state ?
office of the person taking the ac

A. The rights of the widow to dow- knowledgment) A B.of - known to

er , are the same in our state , as at me to be the person described in and

common law in general. who executed the within deed , who ac

18. What Officers in your State knowledged that he executed the same

are authorized, to take acknowledg- as his own act and deed ; there being

ments and proofs of deeds and mort- no alterations therein ( except as no

gages ? ted ) I allow it to be recorded .

A. The officers, authorized to take ac Signature of the Officer."

knowledgments, and proofs ofdeeds
Certificate, where the identity ofthe

and mortgages affecting lands in our party is proved to the officer. il )

state are
“ STATE of New York , ss : on this

A judge,of the sup.court of the U. day of personally came be

States . fore me ( insert here the name and of

A justice, of the sup . court of this "fice of the person taking the acknow

state . ledgment ) the said A, B , and C , D ,

A judge,or justice of the superiour ( which said C, D, is known to me,)

orsup.courtofanystate, or territory, and he being by me sworn, (or affirm

The first judge, of the district of ed as the case is, ) did depose and say,

Columbia .
that he knew the said A, B , then pre

The first, or other judge of any sent, and that he was the person de

court of commonpleas, in this state . scribed in and who executed the within

The mayor, or recorders of the ci

ties of New York, Albany, or Hud- knowledged that he executed the said

, , B, ac

son, and the mayor ofSchenecta
dy

. conveyan
ce ashis own act and deed:

Certain commissioners, appointed there being no alterations therein (ex

to do certain duties of a judge of the cept as noted ,) I allow it to be re

supreme court ; and commissioners, corded.

appointed in each county by virtue Officer's signature.”

of a statute passed in 1818, for this, 20. What is the form when the ex

and some other special purposes. ( 1) Where the grantor or morigagor, is not

But when an acknowledgment is known to the officer, a witness must be pres

before a commissioner, or judge of sentand besworn (oraffirmed ,) to the identity

common pleas, not residing in the of the grantor, as in the form is certified .
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ecution is proved before him , by the subscribe the acknowledgment, or

deposition of the subscribing wit- deposition ?

nesses ? A. The subscription of the grantor or

A. “ STATE of New York , ss : on this witness is not necessary, to the ac

fc. personally appeared before me, knowledgment or deposition .

( insert here the name and office of 22. Is the certificate to be under

the person taking the deposition ,) the seal , as well as the hand of the

C , D, of — known to me, who officer ?

being by me duly sworn , did depose A. The certificate of the officer, need

and say, that he saw A, B, known to not be under seal.

him to be the person described in , and 23. If a quaker is witness, what is

who executed the within conveyance , the form of affirmation by your law ?

execute the same and acknowledge it A. “Who being ( conscientiously scru

to be his act and deed , and that he sub - pulous of taking an oath,) did solemn

scribed the same as a subscribing wit- ly, sincerely and truly affirm und de

ness thereto, there being no alterations clare that góc. ( 1 )

therein ( except as noted , ) I allow it 24. If a grantor, mortgagor , or

to be recorded .
witness, is in another state or territo

Officer's signature." ry , what officers in such other state

Where the identity of the witness & c. may take the acknowledgment of

is proved to the officer. ( 1 ) the grantor, or deposition of the wit

“ State of New York, ss : on this ness , to the execution ?

-day of personally came before A. Ajudge, of the supreme or supe

me ( here insert the name and office of riour court of another state or terri

the person taking the proof, C, D , tory ; or a judge of the sup. court of

and E, F, ( which said E, F, is known the U. States.

to me,) and he being sworn saith , that 25. Where the officer is of another

he knew the said C , D, then present, state &c. what proof or instrument

and that he was the person described must be made or annexed to his certi

in the within conveyance as subscri- ficate, showing he is such officer &c ?

bing witness thereto ; and the said A. Nothing more is requisite, where

C, D, being sworn said , that he saw the officer taking the acknowledg

A, B, known to him as the person gic.ment or proof is ofanother state, than

( as in form next above." )
the certificate under his hand ; this

It is not essential that the officer will entitle it to be recorded , and

should know the witness, to the iden- make it evidence on trial .

tity of the grantor or subscribing 26. If grantors or witnesses are

witness ; the oath of a person un dead, removed from the state, or can

known is sufficient, although in the not be found ; is there any provision

foregoing forms it is stated, that the in those cases , for secondary proofs,

indentifying witness is known, but & c. ?

may be omitted.
A. There is no provision for such se

21. Must the grantor or witness

( 1 ) These will be the words used in the

(1 ) Where a deed &c. is proved by a wito certificate; the mode of affirming the witness,

ness and he is unknown to the officer, there is thus “ You do solemnly, sincerely and truly

must be a witness present who knows him , affirm and declare, that you will true answers

and must be sworn to the identity of the wit make to such questions as shall be put to you ,

ness as in the form is certified
touching the execation of this deed . "
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condary proofs, as are referred to in the clerk of the county in whose of

this question. ( 1 ) fice the same is recorded , or regis

27. If the grantor and witnesses tered, under the seal of the court of

are in a foreign country, and living common pleas of the county , whereof

or dead, is there any provision for he is clerk , may be read in evidence

taking an acknowledgment or proof in any court of the state , without fur

in such country ? ther proof.

A. Where the grantor or witnesses And the deed itself with the certi

are in a foreign country , the court of ficate of acknowledgment
upon it, is

chancery may issue a writ of " de- evidence whether recorded or not.

dimus potestatem " to any discreet 29. In what order, do mortgages

person or persons residing therein, take preference of each other ?

to take the acknowledgment
or proof, A. Mortgages take preference, ac

which is to be taken in the forms be - cording to the priority of their being

fore given , and which acknowledg- registered. But notice of an unregis

ment or proof, will entitle it to be tered mortgage, at any time before

l'ecorded . the registry of a second, will pre

By a late statute , acknowledg - vent the preference of the second .

ments or proofs of deeds, or other 30. Is
any

time allowed after exe

writing concerning lands in the state, cution, within which the mortgage

made by British subjects, actually being recorded , a subsequent mort

residing within the united kingdom gage gains no priority by first re

of Great Britain and Ireland or the gistering ?

dominions thereunto belonging, to a A. There is no time after the execu

citizen of the United States, may be tion allowed , within which register

made and taken before the mayor, or ing a mortgage, will prevent the

chief magistrate of the city of Edin - preference of a second mortgage first

burgh, duly to be certified under their registered ; between two equally fair

hand and seal of office.. mortgagees and no notice , diligence

And by a former statute , such ac- in registering, will decide the pre

knowledgments or proof, made by ference.

British subjects, actually residing 31. May deeds of mortgage, be ac

within the kingdom of Great Britain knowledged and proved in like man

to a citizen of this state, of lands there- ner in and out of the state, recorded

in , may be taken before the mayor and have like competency in evi

of the city of London , or before any dence, as absolute deeds &c ?

minister of the United States resident A. Deeds of mortgage, may be ac

in Great Britain, and to be duly cer- knowledged and proved before the

tified under the seal of office, of the same officers, in like manner, and

mayoralty of the said city . have the same competency in evi

28. Are deeds and mortgages dence, as absolute deeds. They dif

recorded , evidence ; by whom are fer as to the place of record in this,

copies exemplified ? that mortgages, must be registered in

A. The record of deeds and mortga- the office of the clerk of the county

ges, or a transcript of the record, where the lands lie ; and so must

certified by the secretary of state , or deeds of lands in the recording coun

ties, before referred to ; but deeds of

( 1 ) This would seem a necessary, and of- lands in other counties, may be re

ten required provision . Ed.
corded either, in the office of the se
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or, &c. ?

cretary of state, or in the county A. Yes, in the sup. court of the state .

clerk's office. 41. Can execution be taken out at

32. In regard to the execution of once, in every county, &c. ?

deeds and mortgages in your state , A. Execution may be taken out at

is there any other thing to be obser- once in every county , but the lien

ved, & c . ? & c . would not be lost by omitting to

A. Nothing. do it.

42. Can execution issue immedi

No. III. JUDGMENT, (EXECUTION ) ately after judgment, against real

&c. estate of the debtor, and that be sold

without any previous appraisment

33. Do judgments bind real pro- &c. and on what conditions as to pay

perty, and may it be sold on execu- ment ?

tion in your state ? 1. Execution may issue immediate

A. Yes.
ly ; conditions of payment cash .

34. From what time is ajudgment 43. In such case, is a Deed made

(or decree in equity ,) a lien on real and delivered to the party, before

estate, against alienation of the debt- acknowledgment of it by such officer

in court, or confirmation by the

A. At law , from the time of filing the court, valid : If fraud or irregularity ,

judgment roll ; and from the time of is there any summary redress ?

issuing execution, upon a decree in A. The deed is made by the officer

chancery. viz. the sheriff or coroner, and de

35. What is the order of priority livered without acknowledgment in

among judgment creditors, in res - court ; it need be acknowledged only

pect of lands ?
for the sake of recording , and then ,

A. Priority of judgment. before a judge or officer authorised ,

36. Does a judgment bind , after as in other cases ; previous con

acquired land ?
firmation by the court is not neces

4. Yes.
sary : there is always summary re

37. In respect of chattels, las the dress for irregularity, and general

first judgment, or first execution de- ly for fraud , by application to the

livered, the preference ?
court, founded upon affidavit. But

1. The first execution .
if it be a complicated case of fraud ,

38. In respect of chattels ,may the and many persons interested, the

debtor alienate, before execution de parties must have recourse to the

livered ? court of chancery.

A. Yes. 44. Before real estate can be sold

39. Is a prior judgment in an In - on execution , must it be appraised

feriour court , a lien on lands without and sale delayed, until it brings the

its jurisdiction , &c. ? appraised value , or some propor

A. No lien , and has no effect what- tion, & c. ?

ever , beyond the jurisdiction of the A. No appraisal or delay.

court, against the alienation of the
45. Is there any writ of levari fa

debtor, or a subsequent judgment in cias , elegit, extent, &c. in your state ?

respect of lands, elsewhere. A. Not in use.

40. Is there any Court in which 46. Are there any laws, to delay

a Judgment will bind the lands, in or impair the remedy on execu

every county ?
tion, by suspension , appraisment,
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sale. ( 1 )

and a minimum fixed, &c. or con- | A. Quere de hoc ! The statute makes

straining the creditor to receive oth- no provision for the case ; nor has it

er than lawful money &c. ? ever arisen so far as I know . I am

A. No such laws. inclined to think, that the purchaser

47. What security is required , would be protected in his title. See

that the property shall not be wasted , 2. Bac. ab. per Wils. 505. 739.

and be forth coming ?
53. Is the Ca. Sa. allowed in the

A. No security of course .
first instance : are bail exonerated

48. May the debtor redeem land by surrender of the principal ?

sold on execution , &c . ? A. A ca. sa. is allowed in the first

A. Yes, within one year after the sale, instance , except when special bail is

by paying to the purchaser the pur- filed, then a fi. fa . must first issue.

chase money, and interest at the Bail are exonerated by surrender

rate of ten per cent from the time of of the principal, at any time before

the return of process against them

49. May judgments on warrant selves, and within eightdaysin term ,

of attorney, be entered in vacation after the return of process against

A. Yes. the bail ; but if the principal is not

50. Can judgments be entered on surrendered within that time, or die

warrant of atty. before the debt is between the return of process against

payable ? the bail , and the expiration of the

A. A judgment may be given as a eight days, they are fixed and must

security for a debt due, and for future pay the debt.

advances. 54. May the debtor be imprisoned

51. In such case, is the judgment for any sum ; are noneexempted,& c . ?

an incumbrance, against a subsequent A. Males for any sum over 10 dol

judgment for debts due, and follow- lars : Females exempt for all sums

ed by immediate execution ?
under 50 dollars.

A. Such a judgment, would take 55. Is the Ca. Sa. regulated by

preference, against subsequent judg- the common law , &c. ?

ments for debts due, and followed by A. Bythe rules of the common law ,

immediate execution , and though the generally.

advance for which the first judgment 56. Are any kinds of personal es

was given, might have been made, tate exempt from execution ?

after the subsequent judgment ob- A. Sheep, to the number of 10, with

tained .
their fleeces and the cloth manufac

52. If after sale and conveyance tured from the same; 1 cow, 2 swine,

of land on execution, the judgmentis and the pork of the same; all neces

reversed ; does the estate revert, &c .? sary wearing apparel and bedding ;

necessary working utensils ; 1 table,

( 1 ) By the act authorising redemption , it

is also provided, that any crelitor of a defend chancery , or judgment against the defendant,

ant within fifteen months after sale , in default may in fifteen months after the sale , redeem

of defendant , may redeem the land sold , as from the first redeeming creditor, paying

the defendant or debtor might ; but the de. the sum he has paid with interest thereon at

fendant in all cases, to have preference to any 7 per cent , and satisfying any prior judgment

creditor. or decree of such creditor, against the defend

A creditor redeeming, to be entitled to all ant. And in like manner, other creditors ad

the righıs of thepurchaser ; and in like man. infinitum . But no redemption allowed , af.

ner , any other creditor having a decreç in Ster 15 months from the original sale .
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6 chairs, 6 knives and forks, 6 plates, | A. We have a provision , by which

and 6 teacups and saucers, owned by thecreditor can compel an assignment

any person being a householder, also, of the debtor's property, after he has

spinning wheels, weaving looms, or been imprisoned 60 days ; upon the

stoves placed or put up for use, and assignment, the debtor is dischar

kept for use in any dwelling house, ged.

are exempt from sale on execution ,

or distress for rent. No. v. WILLS , &c.

No. IV. INSOLVENT (LAW.) 61. Are lands and freehold inter

ests devisable at the pleasure of the

57. Is there a standing insolvent testator, and to the entire disinheri

law in your state, &c. Are any per- son of his children or issue &c. ?

sons on account of the nature of the A. Yes.

debt, &c. excepted out of it ? 62. What formalities of execution ,

A. Yes, one upon which they may be are essential to a will of lands &c ?

released from imprisonment, on sur- A. It must be signed by the testator,

render of their property, and are or by some other person in his pre

discharged from future personal lia- sence, and by his express direction ,

bility or arrest, but future property and attested , and subscribed in the

is always liable ; and another, upon presence of such party, by three or

which the debt is discharged , with more credible witnesses.

consent oftwo thirds of the creditors.
63. What formalities are required ,

None are excepted from the bene- in the revocation of wills of land ?

fit of these laws.
A. Only, by some other will, or codi

58. What time is required to effect cil in writing, or other writing of

a discharge: Is the claim for a dis- the party to such last will and testa

charge, determined by the court or ment, and signed , attested and sub

a jury ? scribed in the same manner as in the

A six weeks, if the creditors re- last answer ; or by burning, can

side within 100 miles from the place, celling, tearing , or obliterating the

where the application for a discharge same,by the testator, or by another

is made ; if beyond 100 miles, then in his presence, and by his direction

ten weeks. and consent.

The claim of the debtor , is deter

64. Are the provisions of the 29

mined by a judge or commissioners, c. ii. C. 3. adopted in regard to the

if the application is made to them ; execution of wills of land &c ?

but if made to an inferiour judge of A. They are , to the whole extent.

the common pleas, then by the court. 65. Before what court, or officer ,

In the act first referred to ( No. 57. ) are wills of lands and personalty ,

the creditor may demand a jury. exhibited for proof: does the proof in

59. Must the debtor be actually the probate court, affect the right of

in the gaol, or may he apply for the the heir , to question its execution at

benefit of the law, at any time &c . ? Jaw ?

A. He may apply at any time, before A. A will of lands may be proved ,

or after suit, execution , and impri- before a court of com . pleas, but it

sonment.
will only be admitted as evidence in

60. Is there any thing peculiar in the county .

your insolvent law ? It may be proved before the sup.
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court, and then is evidence in all the , ced and proved , in the same manner

courts of the state . as heretofore mentioned .

A will of personalty may be proved 73. How are foreign wills and

before the surrogate of the county. testaments proved in your state, &c?

The proof in any case, is only as effec- A. There is no statute provision re

tual as the original will would be, lating to foreign wills, or wills or ad

if produced and proved ; and it 'is ministration in other states ; or deeds,

thought, that in all cases it may be or judgments; except the acts of

questioned by the heir .
congress , and what has before been

66. Is the execution proved by the answered respecting deeds from

witnesses, or oath of the executors , British subjects, &c . ( See No. 27,

or both , in the first instance ? and acts Cong. vol. ii, 102. iii, 621.)

A. By the witnesses if living, and in

the state . If dead or out of the state, NO. VI. DESCENTS.

proof of the hand writing of the tes

tator and witnesses, or of such other 74. How do inheritances in fee sim

circumstances as would be proper to ple descend upon intestacy, among

prove the will , upon a trial at law . lineal heirs ?

67. In what office is the will and
75. How among collaterals ?

inventory registered : are office co
76. How, in respect of the half

pies evidence ?
blood : does the common law govern ?

A. In the office of the surrogate ; office 77. Does the common law prevail

copies are evidence. on descents, in any cases , and what ?

68. What formalities are required, A. Descents are regulated by statute,

to wills of chattels ?
of which the following is the sub

A. There is no statute provision ; stance.

they are such as required by the Where a person dies seized of any

common law. lands, tenements, &c. without devi

69. Are any number ofsubscribing sing the same in due form of law ,

witnesses, or the signature or seal of and leaving more than one person

the testator , required ; or is a will of lawful issue, or without lawful issue;

personals provable by the rules of the inheritance in the five several

the common law & c ?
following cases , descends and goes

A. Answered ( see Nos. 62 and 68.) as in each case is particularly speci

70. May executors, or adminis- fied ; that is to say ,

trators having letters in another FIRST. If the intestate ( 1 ) leaves

state, sue in your state ? several persons lawful issue, in the

A. No. direct line of lineal descent, and all of

71. If not, what is to be done to equal degree of consanguinity to the

enable them to sue ? deceased , the inheritance will then

A. Take out letters ofadministration descend to the said several persons as

here upon the intestate's estate , or tenants in common, in equal parts,

in case of a will, cum testamento an- however remote from the intestate

the common degree of consanguinity

72. Are exemplifications of wills may be, in the same manner as if they

and testaments , by the proper offi- were all daughters of the intestate .

eer in other states, evidence in your

courts &c ?
( 1 ) The person dying seised The term " in .

A. No, the originals must be produ- testate" is used for brevity here ,

Nexo .

18
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SECOND. If the intestate leaves in which case it descends as if the

issue of different degrees of consan- intestate had survived the father.

guinity to him or her, the inheritance Fourth. If the intestate after the

descends to the child or children of death of the father, dies without law

the deceased if any living , and to the ful issue , leaving a brother or sister,

issue of any dead children, as tenants or a brother or brothers and a sister

in common ; such issue to inherit, if or sisters, the inheritance descends to

one person solely, and ifseveralper- the brothers or sisters, or to the bro

sons as tenants in common in equal ther or brothers and sister or sisters

parts , the share which would have (as the case may be,) as tenants in

descended to his , her or their pa- common , in equal parts ; and in such

rent, if then living ; ' and each of the case , every brother and sister of the

children of an intestate, always to half blood of the intestate, inherits

inherit such share as would have equally with those of thewhole blood ;

descended to him or her, if all the unless the inheritance cameto the in

children who are dead leaving is testate by descent, devise or gift of

sue, had been living at the death of some of his or her ancestors, in which

the intestate . case those not of the blood of such an

If there be no child of the intestate cestor , are excluded . And,

living at his or her death , and only FIFTH . If a brother or sister who

a grand child or grand children, and would inherit if living, die before the

the issue of a grand child or grand intestate , leaving a child or children ,

children then dead, the inheritance such child or children inherit, if one

descends to such grand child or solely, and if several, as tenants in

grand children , and to the issue of common in equal parts , the share

such of them as are dead, as tenants which would have descended to his,

in common ; such issue always to her, or their father or mother .

inherit, if one person solely, and if And in all cases of descent not

several persons as tenants in com- particularly provided for by the act,

mon in equal parts, such share as the common law is to govern ; bat

would have descended to his her or nothing contained in theact, is to be

their parent if then living ; and each construed to bar or injure the right

of the grand children of an intestate, or estate of a husband , as tenant by

living at his or her death, always to curtesy, or a widow's right of dower.

inherit such share as would have de Posthumous children are to inherit

scended to him or her, if allthe grand in like manner , as if born in the life

children who are dead leaving issue, time of the father.

had been living at the death of the No estate injoint- tenancy in lands,

intestate . can be held or claimed under any

And the same law of inheritance grant, devise, or conveyance what

and descent is to be observed , in case soever after the act made, (other than

of the death of the grand children , to executors or trustees , ) unless the

and other descendants , to the remo- premises are expressly thereby de

test degree. clared to pass not in tenancy in

THIRD. If the intestate dies with common , but in joint tenancy ; and

out issue, leaving a father, the inhe- every such estate, other than to exe

ritance goes to the father in fee sim - cutors or trustees , umless otherwise

ple ; unlesss it came to the intestate expressly declared , is deemed to be a

from the part of his or her mother, tenancy in common .
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TESY , & c .

78. Is there any thing peculiar in No. ViļI. ENTAILS, DOWER, CUR

your law of descents ?

A. Nothing, but what is specified in

the preceding answers . 82. May entails be created , as

under the Stat. de donis and with

NO. VII. DISTRIBUTION ON INTES
the same incidents, in respect of be

ing barred ; dower ; curtesy ; waste

TACY , (OF PERSONALTY.)
&c ?

A. No such estates are allowed .

79. Upon intestacy , how is the

83. Are entails abolished ; con

surplusage of personal property dis- verted into fees ; or otherwise modi

tributed ?
fied &c ?

80. How among collaterals ?
4. They are converted into feessim

1. The widow takes one third of ple absolute, by stat. ( See answer ,

the surplusage, and the children No. 3.)

( and such persons as legally re 84. How barred by the tenant ?

present them , in case any of them A. Answered as above.

be dead ) the residue in equal por 85. Is the widow entitled to dow

tions, unless previously provided for er ; and the husband to curtesy ; as

by settlement; and if there be no by the common law ?

children , nor any legal representa- A. A widow is entitled to dower ;

tives ofthem ,then one moiety is allot- and the husband to curtesy , as by the

ted to the widow , and the residue is common law . There is an exception

distributed equally to every of the of the widows of persons, who were

next of kin of the intestate , who are convicted and attainted of adhering

in equal degree, and those who re - to the enemies of this state, and who

present them, (but no representation died subsequent to the 20th Februa

is admitted among collaterals, after ry , 1806..

brothers and sisters children ;) and if

there be no wife , then all the estate No. ix. LIMITATION OF SUITS.

is distributed equally to and amongst

the children ; and if no child , then to 86. What length of adverse poss

the next of kin of equal degree of or session of lands is a bar &c ?

unto the intestate, and their legal 4. Twenty - five years .

representatives ; provided, if after 87. What savings & c ?

the death of a father, any of his chil- 1 . No part of the time, within which

dren die intestate without wife or the party claiming was under 21

children in the life time ofthemother, years of age, insane, feme covert, or

every brother and sister and the re- imprisoned, to be reckoned .

presentatives of them , shall have an 88. Is there a saving in favour of

equal share with her,
foreigners or citizens ofother states ?

81. Are the 22nd and 23rd Car. A. None, other than as above.

ü. c. 10, and 29 Car. ï . c. 30, called 89. Are the general principles of

the Statutes of distribution &c. a- English law, on the bar of these sta

dopted ? tutes, adopted in your state ?

A. Such of the provisions of these A. They are.

statutes, as are not incorporated in 90. Is there any thing peculiar in

the preceding answer , do not apply your state on this head ?

here , 1. Nothing.
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ers ?

91. What length of time bars re- | list of lands liable to be sold for

covery &c . in personal actions ? taxes, has been forwarded to each

A. Actions on specialties, are not in- of the county treasurers, and town

cluded in the stat. Actions of as- clerks in the state .

sumpsit, trover , detinue, on the case, And that so much of them , ( on a

within six years; assault and battery, day to be mentioned in the notice,

wounding and imprisonment, 4 years; and succeeding days, will be sold at

words spoken, 2 years ; provided, if publick auction at the capitol in the

plaintiff shall have obtained a judg- city of Albany, as may be necessary

ment, which has been arrested ; or to pay the taxes, interest and charges

reversed on error ; a new suit may due, at the time of sale .

be commenced in one year ; and if 98. If a sale takes place, is the

defendant is absent from the state, deed absolute ?

when the cause of action accrues , the 99. If not, what time is allowed to

statute only begins to run from his redeem ,and on what terms : atwhat

return . place or office , are the sales entered ?

92. What savings ? A. The comptroller gives to the pur

A. The same as in answer to No. 87. chaser a certificate, describing the

93. Are there any in favour of ci- lands and the sum paid, and unless

tizens of other states, or foreign the person claiming title to the

landsdescribed in the certificate, pay

l. None, other than as above. to the comptroller ( for the use of the

purchaser ,) within 2 years from the

No. X. TAXES. date of it, the sum paid, with interest

at the rate of 20 per cent per ann.

94. May lands be sold for the pay- then the comptroller at the end of

ment of taxes : has an absentee any the 2 years, executes to the purcha

privilege ? ser in the name of the people of the

A. They may. state a conveyance, which vests

95. Before a sale, is notice to be in him an absolute estate in fee sim

given &c ? ple.

A. Yes.
100. Do lands on which taxes are

96. What officer is to give this no- not paid, in any case vest in the state:

tice ? and then how and in what time to be

9. The comptroller. redeemed ?

97. In what manner &c.
A. No, never.

A. It is the duty of the comptroller, 101. What officer in any county,

to make out a statement oflands char- ought a non -resident desirous ofkeep

ged with anytax or taxes, and before ing his taxes paid, correspond with

the first day of September, to trans- for that purpose : or what is most

mit by mail, to each county treasurer, prudent for him to do ?

5 printed copies for himself, and 2 A. County treasurer.

copies for each supervisor of the coun

ty ; and before the 2d tuesday in Oc
MISCELLANEOUS .

tober, the comptroller is to have pub

lished once a week for 17 weeks suc

tessively, in at least 4 newspapers

published in each of the four districts 102. May debtors pendente lite, be

of the state, a general notice, that a restrained from alienating &c . Is

No. XI .

BAIL , &c.
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the debtor liable to be holden to 108. May ex’rs and adm'rs give a

bail, &c? preference by confessing judgments ;

A. Only by a court of chancery , and Are lands sold on judgment against

under very special and peculiar ex’rs or adm’rs ?

circumstances. As to bail, yes. A. They may ; land is never sold on

a judgment against executors or ad

LETTERS OF ATTORNEY . ministrators.

103. Is there any provision for the JOINT - TENANCY .

proof&c. of letters ofAttorney, made

in other states or foreign parts, for 109. Is Joint-tenancy in land , as

the
conveyance

of lands &c. in your at common law , &c ?

state ?

A. No estate can be holden in joint

A. No, they must be proved in man- tenancy in lands &c. unless declared

ner pointed out heretofore in respect to pass by the grant, devise , or con

of conveyances. ( See answers under veyance as such, and not as a tenancy

No. II. particularly 24 to 27, inclu- in common ; except in case of execu

sive . )
tors or trustees . ( See ante, descents ,

No. 77. )
ALIENS .

SEALS .
104. Do aliens stand on the foot

ing of the common law, in respect of

taking by descent, or purchase : may 110. Is the common law, in regard

they in any case hold real estate , to the effect of instruments sealed,

as in mortgage ?
and not under seal, in force ?

A. They do ; and can only hold real A. It is, and not changed .

estate, when authorized by a special 111. Is a scroll & c. equivalent to

act of the legislature.

A. No, never.
ADMINISTRATION . GUARDIANSHIP .

wax &c ?

BASTARDS.
105. Is the right of administration

regulated as in England by the 31

112. Are bastards subject to com
Edw. iü. c. 11. and 21 H. viii. c. 5.

mon law disabilities ?
or by local acts ?

A. As in England.
A. They are.

106. May guardians be appoint
113. Are antinuptial children , le

ed by will : does the common law gitimated by marriage of the pa

rents ?
regulate &c ?

A. Guardians may be appointed by A. They are not.

will ; and generally, the com. law

regulates guardianship .
ALLUVION .

PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY EXECU

TORS AND ADMINISTRATORS .

114. Does the common law in re

spect of alluvion prevail ?

A. It does.

FISHERIES,

107. Is the law of England, in re

gard to the order of paying debts by

ex'rs and adm’rs, in force &c ?

1. The law of England , is in force,
115. Is the owner of lands bor
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dering on a river where the tide 1. The securities are void, and the

flows and reflows, &c . entitled to se excess paid , may be recovered back .

veral fishery in frontofhis land ?

116. Is this so by statute , or u BOOK ACCOUNTS.

sage ?

1. They are entitled by usage. 124. Are book accounts evidence

in your state : for what things fur

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES. nished &c ?

A.

117. Are the 13. and 27. E. against 125. Is interest recoverable on

fraudulent conveyances in force in book debt ?

your state : or similar acts ? A. Interest is not recoverable on

A. The provisions of the two sta- open accounts; on sales, at a specified

tutes are incorporated into one , and credit, interest is allowed after the

in force . expiration of the time.

STATUTE OF FRAUDS.
BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND PROMISSO

RY NOTES.

118. Is the 29. Car. i . c . 3. ( called

the stat. of frauds, ) or similar provi

126. Are foreign and inland bills

sions , adopted in your state ?

of exchange and promissory notes

A. A similar statute exists in this negotiable; and generally governed

by the law of England ?
state .

4. They are .

USES. 127. Must demand be made by the

holder , and notice of non -acceptance

119. Is 27. H. viii. called the Stat. or non -payment be given to thedraw

of uses, ( or similar provisions) in er or endorser, by the rules adopted

in the English law , to entitle him to
force ?

recover ?

A. Yes, similar provisions.

120. Is the English law of uses 4. Demand and notice are required

and trusts, in force ?
according to the English law mer

chant.
A. Yes.

128. Is a protest for non -accep

tance or non-payment necessary , on
BARON AND FEME.

inland bills and promissory notes ?

A. It is not.

121. Is the common law of baron

129. Is there any peculiar practice

and feme adopted : does the wife's in your state, on this subject ?

chattels vest in the baron ?
A. None.

A. The provisions of the common
130. What damages are recovera

law prevail.
ble, upon the protest of foreign bills

of exchange ?

USURY . INTEREST . A. 20 Per cent.

DIVORCE .

A. Seven per

122. What is the rate of interest ?

cent. per annum .

123. What provisions against usu 131. Are Divorces , a vinculis

granted in your state &c ?ry ?
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A. Yes, for adultery only. The par LIFE ESTATES &c.

ties must be inhabitants. The crime

may have been committed out of the 137. Are tenants for life, years, & c .

state. The court of chancery only, entitled to the same rights, and sub

has cognizance of divorce. ject to the same liabilities, as by

the common and statute law of En

ATTACHMENTS. gland ?

A. They are.

132. Do foreign and domestick at

tachments issue in your state, a
DECREES IN CHANCERI .

gainst absent, or foreign debtors ?

A. Yes.
138. How are decrees in equity

executed &c ?

LANDLORDS AND TENANTS .
A. The court has power to issue ex

ecution to sheriffs of counties , against

133. Is the law of landlord and goods & c . or person : on mortgages,

tenant, in regard to distress for either strict foreclosure, or sale ; and

rent, similar to the English law ? after sale, the writ of assistance.

A. l'es, with some modification , in

INSOLVENT ESTATES .

the exception of certain articles

deemed indispensable.
139. In case the estate is insolvent,

are creditors paid pro rata , & c ?

SET -OFF .
A. See answers, to Nos. 107, 8.

134. Is the law of set-off, similar
PUBLICK OR PROPRIETARY LANDS.

to the English law, and that of other

states ? 140. Are there any lands which

A. It is . belong to the State : how obtained

by one desirous of purchasing : Is

CHOSES IN ACTION. there any proprietary land , and how

135. Are choses in action assign- A. There are ; they are obtained by

obtained ?

able : may the assignee sue in his
application to the commissioners of

isthe assignor over , unless stipula- the land office ; no proprietary lands.

ted ? ENGLISH LAW BOOKS.

A. They are ; but assignees cannot

sue in their own names ; liability 141. Are English law books, al

over, stands on the principles of the lowed to be read in your State

com. law .
courts : if so, under what limita

136. Is the common law in respect tions ?

of choses in action, adopted ?
Without any restriction or limi

1. The common law prevails. tation.

+
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APPENDIX.

Rules and ORDERS, in Chancery.

1806, June 7.

1. ()RDERED, [ repealed, see rule 77.]

2. That all process of subpoena to appear and answer shall be in the fola

lowing form :

« The people of the state of New York, by the grace of God free and inde

pendent, to ** greeting. We command you, that you personally

appear before our chancellor, in our court of chancery, on the- -day of

-wheresoev
er the said court shall then be, to answer to a bill of com

plaint exhibited against you in our said court,by * *** * and to do further

and receive what our said court shall have considered in that behalf ; and this

you are not to omit under the penalty of two hundred and fifty dollars . Wit

ness , * chancellor of our said state, at the city of

the in the year of our inde

pendence.

Solr. Clerk . "

day of

3. That the names offour defendants and no more, (husband and wife be

ing considered as one person , ) in the same cause may be inserted in each sub.

pæna, and that the service thereof may either be by the delivery of the sub

pæna or a copy thereof, showing the original at the time of such delivery to

the defendant, or to his wife or servant, at his dwelling -house or usual place

of abode ; that such copy shall be inscribed “ copy , " and subscribed by the

complainant, or his solicitor, with his name. [ .Amended, see rule 78.]

4. That such subpæna shall be served on or before the appearance day ;

and if the defendant resides in the city of New York, or in the city of Albany,

and the subpæna is served four days before the appearance day, the appearance

shall be entered four days exclusive of the day of service ; but if the defendant

does not reside in either of those cities, and the subpæna is served fourteen

days before the appearance day, then the appearance to be entered within

fourteen days exclusive of such service ; and if an appearance is not entered

as required, an attachment may be issued at any time after the expiration of

the period allowed for such appearance.

5. That if the subpæna shall have been served personally on the defendant,
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and he shall not cause his appearance to be entered within the time limited

for that purpose , then the complainant may after such time shall have elapsed,

upon filing an affidavit of such service, obtain an order that the defendant

enter his appearance and file his answer in six weeks thereafter, or that the

bill be taken pro confesso against him, which order shall, without notice

thereof to the defendant, become absolute, and may be entered as of course at

the expiration of the said six weeks.

6. That all attachments for contempt for not appearing, shall have at least

fifteen days exclusive between the test and return ( unless upon motion or pe.

tition the court shall order otherwise) and may be returnable as well in vaca .

tion as in term time. That in any case, in which the service of a subpæna

shall have been otherwise than personal , after an attachment for not appearing

shall have been issued to the county in which the defendant is an inhabitant,

and returned non est, the complainant may, at his election , issue alias and

pluries attachments, or proceed as in case of a defendant absent from the state,

or concealing himself therein .

7. That whenever it shall appear by affidavit, that a defendant is absent

from this state, or cannot upon diligent search and inquiry, ( intermediate the

test and return of a subpæna to appear and answer) be found therein , an order

may be entered, requiring him to appear and answer the complainant's bill,

if concealed within this state, in three months ; if in any other of the United

States, within four months ; and if in foreign parts, within nine months after

the date of such order : and a copy of such order having been published in

the mode required by law, the complainant may, after the expiration of six

weeks, subsequent to the term limited by such order, enter an order to take

his bill pro confesso .

8. That if the affidavit proving the absence or concealment of the defend

ant, does not state some probable cause for inferring that he is within this

state , or some part of the United States, he shall always within the intent of

this rule, be deemed to be in foreign parts.

9. That if a defendant shall have been taken on attachment for not appear

ing, shall be brought into court in consequence thereof, and shall neglect or

refuse to cause his appearance to be entered instanter, or his answer to be

filed within such time as the court shall then appoint, he shall stand commit

ted until the costs accrued in consequence of his contempt be paid ; and the

complainant's bill shall thereupon be taken pro confesso against him , as by de

fault.

10. That when an attachment for not appearing shall be served, the de

fendant shall be retained in custody thereon, to answer the exigency of the

writ, until the return day thereof, unless he shall, with one or more sufficient

surety, give bond in the penal sum of three hundred dollars to the complain

ant, conditioned for his appearance on the return day of such attachment, ac

cording to the command ofsuch attachment, onthe return day thereof. That

19
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if such attachment shall not be returned, the complainant may enter an order

requiring the returning officer to bring in the body of the defendant, in four

teen days after the service of a copy thereof, or that he be amerced fifty dol

lars. That all the defendants in the same cause liable to attachment for con

tempt in the same county, shall be named in such attachment.

11. That the complainant may amend his bill at any time before answer,

plea or demurrer filed, of course, and without payment of costs ; but if the

defendant's appearance is entered , and the defendant hath copy of

the bill , the complainant shall furnish the defendant with a certified copy of

the amended bill gratis. [ .Amended , see rule 90.)

procured a

12. That the complainant shall have three weeks time after notice of the

defendant's answer being filed , to except to the same, file a replication, or set

down the cause for hearing on bill and answer , at the expiration of which

time, if no proceedings have been had by the complainant, a decree for the

dismissal of the bill may be entered at the next or any subsequent term , unless

there be good cause shown to the contrary .

13. [ Repealed, see rule 90. ]

14. That the defendant shall have six weeks, exclusive from the day on

which his appearance is required to be entered by the terms of the subpæna,

and the time allowed from the service thereof by the 4th rule, to answer the

complainant's bill.

15. That if the defendant puts in an insufficient answer , which is excepted

to as insufficient, and the defendant submits to answer further, or the answer

shall on reference be found insufficient, in either case the complainant may

amend his bill of course, and without costs, and the defendant shall answer

the amended bill and exceptions together ; and when the defendant shall plead

or demur, and the plea or demurrer shall be over -ruled , the complainant may,

before the time for answering expires, amend his bill of course, and without

costs ; and the defendant shall answer the amended bill, with the exceptions

to the plea, if it shall stand for an answer ; with liberty to except and be ex

cepted to, and the defendant shall submit to answer the exceptions, or the ex

ceptions shall on a reference be allowed.

16. That all answers, whether taken with or without oath, or by consent of

parties, shall be taken before any one of the masters of this court, or before

commissioners, and that no answer be filed unless so taken, without special

order for that purpose first had .

17. That in all cases , in which the defendant shall answer the complainant

before the time expires for replying, the complainant may amend of course ,

until it expires ; but if such amendment requires a new or farther answer ,

then it shall be on payment of costs to be taxed : but if a new or farther an

swer is not thereby rendered necessary , then the complainant shall only be

bound to furnish the defenuantwith a copy of the bill as amended, gratis.
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18. That if the defendant demurs to the bill for want of parties, or other

defect which does not go to the equity of the whole bill, the complainant may

amend at any time before the demurrer is set down for argument, or within

fourteen days after receiving notice of the demurrer, of course, upon the pay

ment of costs to be taxed, and in all cases where a defendant shall demur,

which from the causes of demurrer at the time of amendment, shall not come

within the former part of this rule, the complainant's rigḥt to amend and the

terms on which it may be done, shall be in the discretion of the court, and may

be ordered at any time before a deeree allowing the demurrer. ,

19. That when a plea or demurrer shall be filed, it shall be the duty of the

party pleading or demurring, within three weeks after filing the plea or de

murrer, to set the same down for argument at the next term , or in default

thereof, that an order may be entered that the same be over-ruled ; and the

complainant shall then be at liberty to proceed as though such plea or demurrer

had not been filed ; but that if a defendant shall plead a foriner decree, another

suit depending for the same cause, or other matter of record in this court, the

defendant shall, instead of setting the same down for argument, enter an order

for a reference to a master to examine and report whether the plea be true ;

and shall procure the master's report thereupon by the next term , or the plea

shall be considered as over-ruled, and the complainant be at liberty to pro

ceed as though no such plea had been filed, unless cause be shown to the

contrary .

20. That one rule to produce witnesses, and one rule to pass publication,

shall be sufficient, each of which shall be a rule of three weeks ; and neither

of which shall be entered , unless on the application of the party to his clerk ,

who shall enter the rules.

21. That for the purpose of compelling the attendance of witnesses who

reside in this state, a subpæna may issue under the seal of the court, with a

blank for the names of the witnesses to be filled up by the party procuring the

same, as occasion may require, requiring the witnesses to attend before

commissioners in the commission named, at such time and place as the com

missioners shall appoint, for the purpose of giving evidence in the cause

therein described ; and a memorandum in writing subscribed by one or more

ofthe commissioners, designating the time and place when the commissioners

shall meet for that purpose, being left with the witness at the time the sub

pæna shall be served on him , shall be sufficient to compel the attendance of

such witness at the time and place designated, in like manner as if the time

and place of the meeting of such commissioners had been specially designa

ted in such subpæna, or to incur a contempt if he does not attend accordingly ;

and when the subpena is to compel the attendance of witnesses before the

cxaminer, the day and place shall be described in the writ.

22. That a witness once examined, either before an examiner or commis

sioners, shall not be again examined, either to the same or different facts,
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unless by the consent of the opposite party, or by order of the court on suffi

cient cause shown by affidavit or otherwise, according to circumstances.

23. That witnesses examined on direct and cross interrogatories, or either,

shall be sworn generally to give their evidence on the interwogatories, to be

from time to time exh ed to them by the examiner, so as to avoid the un

necessary repetition of oaths.

24.- That a commission for the examination of witnesses within this state

shall issue of course , and be made out by the clerk of the party procuring the

same, upon his application for the purpose ; that the party applying for such

commission , shall give notice to the adverse party eight days exclusive before

the issuing thereof, and shall at the same time nominate three commissioners

at the least, and the party to whom notice is só given shall, if he intends to

join in the commission, give notice to the adverse party four days exclusive;

before the time when the commission may issue, of his intent to join in the

commission ; and if he shall agree to the commissioners nominated by the

other party ; he shall at the same time give notice thereof, and a commission

shall issue to them accordingly ; but if he shall not agree to the commission

ers so nominated, he shall at the same time nominate three commissioners,

and the names and addition of the commissioners so nominated by eachparty ,

shall be furnished to the clerk , who is to issue the commission, who shall in

his discretion select one commissioner from each of the nominations of the

parties, and shall in the presence of the parties, or their solicitors, ( if they

shall eleet to attend for the purpose) put the names of all the other commis

sioners in separate slips of paper as near as may be alike, close them, so as to .

conceal the writing, and draw one therefrom , and the person named in the pa

per so drawn, shall be the third commissioner, and such clerk shall issue a

commission to the persons so selected , and drawn as commissioners according

ly. That the three commissioners named in any such commission, or any two

of them , shall be authorised to execute the same. That the said commission

ers be allowed in the taxation'of costs, five dollars for each day's attendance

in executing such commission, including going and returning from the place

where the commission is to be executed, computing a day for every twenty

five miles, and that no expenses beyond the said five dollars a day, be allowed

them .

25. That the interrogatories as well direct as cross , which either party

shall exhibit, together with such instructions as either party may choose to

give the commissioners, relative to the execution of the commission , shall

accompany the commission when sent to the commissioners, and the party

who shall sue out the commission, shall liave the carriage thereof, but if he

shall neglect to proceed to the execution thereof, or unnecessarily delay the

same, the other party may proceed thereon, and cause the same to be execu

ted and returned.

26. [ Repealed, see rule 68. ]
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27. That after publication has passed , and the depositions delivered, if either

party wishes to examine to the competency or credit of any of the witnesses

examined in the cause, he shall be at liberty to file articles with his clerk in

court as of course ; and shall furnish the adverse party with a copy thereof,

and with notice of his intent to examine to, the competency or credit of any

witness before examined in the cause , specifying which ; and shall thereupon

be at liberty to sue out the commission to take the testimony, or examine be

fore an examiner, as in other cases provided. That unless such notice and

copy of the articles shall be given to the adverse party , within fourteen days

after obtaining a copy of the depositions, the cause shall not be delayed on ac.

count of such examination .

28. That instead of showing witnesses prior to an examination , it shall be

sufficient to give the adverse party two days notice, exclusive of the day of

service, of the examination of such witness, describing his name, place of

abode, and addition.

29. That the examiners, after taking the depositions to all the interroga

tories to which the witnesses examined can depose, shall add one general

clause indicating, that to the remainder of the interrogatories, the witness

cannot depose, ( where there are any so circumstanced ) without specially enu

merating all the interrogatories so as to swell the proceedings unneces:

sarily.

30. That when a matter is referred to a master to examine and report

upon , he shall assign a day and place to hear the parties, not less than four

days exclusive, and the party obtaining the reference shall serve the adverse

party at least three days exclusive before the day assigned, with a summons

requiring his attendance at such time and place, and make the proof thereof

to the master , and thereupon if the party summoned shall not appear to show

cause to the contrary , the master may proceed exparte, and if the party serv

ing such summons, shall not appear at the time and place, or show cause why

hedoes not, the master may either proceed exparté, or the party obtaining

the summons,and not appearing, shall lose the benefit of the reference at the

election of the other party.

31. That every cause shall be deemed at issue on filing a replication.

That notice of bringing causes to a hearing, including the bringing on the

argument of a plea or demurrer, and the argument on exceptions to a master's

reporty shall be served by the solicitor of the party who sets down the cause

or brings on the argument, on the solicitor of the adverse party ; if the ad

verse solicitor resides in the county where the court is to be held at the time

of the argument, the notice shall be served eight days exclusive, and if in any

other county , fourteen days exclusive, before the day of hearing or argument,

That all causes including pleas and demurrers, shall be set down for hearing

for the first day ofthe term , if there be time for that purpose, or for as early a

day in term as circumstances will permit.
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32. That the solicitor for the party setting down the cause for hearing,

shall furnish the register, or assistant register, at the time of setting down ,

such cause, with a note of the time the issue is joined, which shall be entered

on the calendar ; in default whereof, the cause set down without such note ,

shall always be deemed the junior cause , and lose its priority.

33. That if the complainant neglect to set down a cause , and bring the

same to a hearing at the first term after the same is in readiness to be set

down, and an affidavit of such default shall be made and filed in the register's

or assistant register's office ; an order may be entered that the defendant be

at liberty to bring on the same at any time thereafter, and if the defendant

shall set down the cause as aforesaid, and the complainant shall not appear to

argue the same, the bill shall be dismissed as of course ; but if the complain

ant shall appear , unless the complainant has also set down the cause, the de

fendant shall have a right to open and close the argument. [ Amended, sec.

rule 98.]

34. [ Repealed, see rule 83.]

35. That every final decree of this court shall be made up, and engrossed

by the register or assistant register, to be signed by the chancellor, at any

time after thirty days of the pronouncing the same, if required by either of

the parties, unless the same shall be appealed from , or a re-hearing be peti

tioned for before it shall be made up, and that no process be issued, or other

proceedings had on any final decree, until the same shall have been enrolled .

36. That an appeal regularly entered before a decree is perfected, shall

prevent the issuing of process thereon , until the appeal be heard and de

termined.

37. That a party appealing from any decree or order of this court, or any

part thereof, shall state the same in writing to the court, and deliver the

same to the register or assistant register of the court, within the time pre

scribed by law ; distinguishing whether the appeal is from the whole or part

thereof, and if from a part, briefly describing the part appealed from . That

such writing be signed at least by one counsel, if a solicitor or counsel has

been employed for the party appealing, and that a copy thereof be served on

the solicitor of the adverse party , if he has prosecuted or defended by a so

licitor ; or if he has not, then on his clerk in court, within eight days after

exhibiting the same in court ; and that the party appealing deposit one hun .

dred dollars with the register or assistant register, at the time of making

such appeal, to answer the costs of the opposite party, if the appellant shall

not prosecute the same to effect : in default of serving a copy of such wri .

ting and making such deposit, such appeal shall be deemed to have been

waived, and proceedings shall thereupon be had, as if such appeal had not

been made. [ See sule 79, also 87.]

38. That whenever an appeal shall have been filed, the register or assist
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ant register shall, with all convenient speed, cause the necessary transcripts

to be made, at the expense of the appellant, (who shall be liable to pay for

the same in the first instance) and shall transmit the same to the clerk of

the court for the trial of impeachments and correction of errors.

† 39. That every petition for a re-hearing, shall contain the special matter

or cause on which such re -hearing is applied for ; be signed by two counsel,

and the facts therein stated ; if not appearing from the proceedings in this

court, shall be verified by an oath of the party, or some other person ;

petition for a re-hearing shall never be deemed too late, until the decree is

actually engrossed and signed by the chancellor, and filed . ( See rule 70.]

and a

40. That a copy of every petition for a re-hearing, and every other peti

tion, and of every certificate or affidavit relating to any matter pending in

court, or on which a final order is sought, shall be served on the adverse par

ty, with a notice of presenting the same ; and the motion to be founded there

on at least four days before the day of presenting the petition , or making the

motion thereun ; otherwise the party presenting the petition, affidavit or cer

tificate, shall only be entitled to an order nisi.

41. That no injunction other than to stay proceedings at law shall bereafter

issue, but on motion or petition to the chancellor for that purpose . That no

injunction to stay proceedings at law , or writ of ne exeat shall hereafter issue,

but on like motion or petition ; but that in the absence of the chancellor,

such master permanently residing in the city of New York, and such master

permanently residing in the city of Albany, and such master permanently re

siding in or near the village of Utica, in the county of Oneida, as the chan

cellor shall for that purpose by order designate ; or if such designation shall

not have been made, or the master at any of the said places so designated

shall die, be incapable by reason of sickness or other contingency of acting ,

or absent from the city or place in which he resides ; then the senior master

permanently residing in such city, and the master residing in or nearest to

the village of Utica , in the county of Oneida, shall respectively exercise the

power of certifying that writs of injunction to stay proceedings at law, or

writs of ne exeat ought to issue ; and ascertaining the sum in which the

party on such ne exeat ought to be held to bail ; and that unle88 the party

obtaining any such writ, shall within six weeks after the date of the master's

certificate in consequence of which such writ issued, obtain an orderfor con ,

tinuing the samefrom the chancellor ; such writ shall be dissolved or dischar

ged of course , without further order. [ Amended, see rule 75.]

42. That an injunction shall not issue to stay proceedings at law , in any

personal action in which a verdict shall have been given, unless a sum of

money equal to the amount for which the verdict was given with costs of suit,

shall be first deposited by the party praying such injunction ; and that no in

junction shall issue to stay proceedings at law, in any mixed action after ver

dict, unless the party praying the same shall deposit such sum of money as
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shall be at least equal to the costs of the plaintiff accrued in such suit ..

[ See rule 87.]

43. That whenever a cause shall be at issue in any court of common law,

do injunction shall issue to stay a trial at law, unless such injunction shall

have been actually taken out thirty days previous to the sitting of the court,

in the county in which the trial is to be had ; unless special cause shall be

shown to the chancellor, or unless it shall appear to the master certifying

that an injunction is proper, that the cause for issuing such injunction bas

arisen within thirty days ; and that the bill was filed , and the injunction ap.

plied for, within a reasonable time after the complainant was apprised of the

circumstances on which his application is founded . And in such case an

injunction shall not issue, unless the person applying for it shall deposit one

hundred dollars, to be taken out of the court in the whole or in part by the

defendant in equity , as the court shall order on motion , as a compensation for

the charge and expense of preparing for the trial at law , if it shall appear

that such party has been improperly delayed.

44. That for the purpose of having guardians appointed for infants, a pe.

tition may be presented by such infants, if above the age of fourteen years ;

or by some person on their behalf if under that age, praying such appoint

ment. That previous to the presenting the same to the chancellor, the per .

sons petitioning may apply to any of the masters of this court, residing in

any county of this state , who shall by inspection or otherwise ascertain the

age of such infant, and if such infant is of the age of fourteen years or above,

shall examine such infant as to his nomination of a proper person for guar

dian -- shall ascertain the competency of the persons proposed as guardians,

the amount of the property to which the infant is entitled , distinguishing be

tween the real and personal estate the annual value of such real estate , the

amount of the surety to be given for the faithful performance of his trust as

guardian , and the names , descriptions, and competency of the sureties offer .

ed . Tnat the master making such inquiries, shall annex a report containing

all those particulars to the petition, without any previous reference for that

purpose ; to the end, that thereupon an order may be made upon producing

such petition and report to the chancellor, for the appointment of such

guardian.

45. That all guardians, receivers, and committees of lunaticks or idiots

who have been or may be appointed by this court, if the clear annual value of

the estate committed to their management exceeds the sum of three hundred

dollars, shall once in every two years, and if of a less value , once in every

three years, in the terms of March or September, exhibit to the court, and

file with the register or assistant register, an account of their guardianships,

or other trusts ; and of the balance of money that may then be in their hands

respectively ; that this court may take proper order for the disposition and

improvement thereof. That any such guardians, receivers, or committee

may ,
if disposed so to do, render such account once in every year, during

either of the said terms ; and that the register or assistant register, who shall

1
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enter their appointment, shall upon the appointment of any guardians, recei.

vers , or committees, furnish them with a certified copy of this rule. [ Amen

ded, see rule 80.]

46. That every solicitor residing in the city of New York , shall have an agent

residing in the city of Albany, and every solicitor residing in the city of Al.

bany, shall have an agent residing in the city of New York ; and all solicitors

residing elsewhere, shall have two agents ; the one residing in the city of

New York, and the other residing in the city of Albany. That no person

shall be an agent, unless he shall be a clerk or solicitor of this court. That

if a clerk is appointed agent, he shall be entitled to receive fees for all duties

performed by him, for which an allowance is provided for him by law as clerk ;

and every appointment of an agent shall be in writing signed by the solicitor,

and filed in the office of the register or assistant register, wherever the agent

shall reside ; and the register and assistant register shall have the names of

the respective agents, and of the respective solicitors appointing them ; and

the latter in alphabetical order, entered in a book to be kept in their offices

for the purpose . That except services during vacation, in suits where the

solicitors for the respective opposite parties live in the same county, services

on the agent shall be as valid in all cases, as if made on the solicitor himself ;

and if there be no agent, the service of the notice may then be on the clerk

in court, of the party to whom such potice is intended to be given. That

where the service is on the agent or clerk, it shall be double the time of ser

vice which would be requisite, if the service was on the solicitor himself ;

and that all services on agents or clerks shall, during a term , be in the city

where the term shall be held. [ Amended, see rule 69.]

47. That all orders requiring a master to execute particular duties, or of

reference, if without specification of a particular master, shall be deemed to

apply only to the masters permanently residing in the cities of New York

and Albany ; and that an order or reference to a master elsewhere, shall al

ways be on suggestion, or on showing special cause for that purpose to the

chancellor. That the masters shall not be allowed any fee, in taxation or

otherwise, for copies of their reportsfurnished the parties ; nor shall any such

copy furnished by a master, be read as a certified copy in any proceedings to

be had in the cause . ( Amended, see rule 94.]

48. That whenever sales shall be made by a master by order of the court,

if the amount of such sale shall not exceed five thousand dollars, the master

shall be entitled to one per cent. as a commission on such sale ; if it exceeds

five thousand dollars, and does not exceed fifteen thousand dollars, then he

shall be entitled to one half per cent. for such excess , and for a larger sum,

his commission shall be one quarter per cent.

49. [ Repealed, see rule 81.)

50. ( Repealed, see rule 82.]

51, [ Repealed, see rule 84.]

20
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52. That the Monday in every week during the vacations be assigned for

the hearing of motions and petitions, if the chancellor is either in the city of

New York or the city of Albany. That no motions or petitions be made or

presented on any other day, excepting for orders for the issuing writs of in

junction, or ne exeat, or unless there should be no time to finish the business

offered on Monday ; in which case it will be continued from day to day till

the business is finished .

53. That all notices for special motions be served at leastfour days exclu.

sive of the day of service, before making the same. ( Amended, see rule 76.]

54. That no bill shall be filed for a complainant not residing in this state ,

before security for costs by a sufficient freeholder of the state , by a bond to

the defendant in the usual form , shall be given and filed in the office of the

register or assistant register, unless a solicitor prosecutes the same ; in which

case the solicitor shall be deemed to have become security for costs if such

bond shall not have been filed ; and where at any time pending the suit the

complainant shall remove out of the state, and the solicitor shall thereafter

proceed in the cause before such security shall be given, he shall in such

cases also be deemed to have become security for costs ; but he shall not in

any case be liable for an amount exceeding one hundred dollars, or where, if

there shall be a plurality of complainants, one of them shall be resident in

this state .

55. That no person other than an officer of this court shall be permitted to

prosecute or defend in proper person , unless they shall first obtain an order

for the purpose . That when a suit is so prosecuted, all notices and other

papers may be served or delivered by the opposite party , at the office of the

clerk of the party who prosecutes or defends in person , or on the party so

prosecuting or defending, at the election of the party serving or delivering

the same.

56. That all deposits and payments of money in this court shall be made

either with the register or assistant register, or in the bank in which such

deposits are required by law to be made ; and by procuring a credit to be en

tered in the register's or assistant register's bank book for the amount there

of ; and until such money shall have been so paid and such credit entered,

such payment or deposit shall not be considered as valid, so as to stay or af .

fect any proceedings in this court.

57. That when exceptions are filed to the defendant's answer, they shall

be filed with the complainant's clerk ; and when filed to a master's report,

they shall be filed with the register or assistant register ; and in every case

the exceptions shall briefly and clearly specify the matter excepted to , and

the cause thereof ; and the exceptions shall be invalid as to any matter not

so specified, and in every case, the party filing exceptions shall forthwith give

notice thereof to the adverse solicitor, and when the exceptions are to the

defendant's answer, the party excepting shall enter an order to refer the same
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to a master, unless he receives notice from the adverse party , within eight

days of the time of his submitting to answer the exceptions : and if an injunc

tion or ne exeat has issued on the prayer of the complainant, and he excepts

to the defendant's answer for insufficiency , the complainant shall procure

the master's report in fourteen days, or show cause why he has not done so,

or the exceptions filed shall not prevent the dissolution of the injunction

or ne exeat.

58. That all summonses to attend a master, orders to confirm reports, or

to show cause, or orders nisi, if made in any cause pending and undetermined ;

shall be served on the solicitor of the party, if a solicitor be concerned for

him ; but if no solicitor is concerned, the service may be on his clerk in court :

but orders to confirm reports, where the parties have been notified to attend

a master respecting the report, or where the defendants have not appeared,

need not be served, but shall become absolute of course unless cause be

shown to the contrary .

59. That every order for an attachment for not appearing - every order re

quiring a defendant to appear to a complainant's bill on proof of his absence

from the state, or concealment therein - every order for a reference to a mas

ter of exceptions to a bill or answer - every order that the defendant enter his

appearance and file his answer in six weeks and every order to which a

party would, according to the practice of the court, be entitled of course,

without showing special cause, shall be denominated a common order ; and

every other order shall be denominated a special order. That all common

orders, and all orders by consent of parties, such consent being signed by the

parties if prosecuting or defending in person, or by the solicitor or counsel

of the parties, and filed at the time of entering the same, ( except in cases of

adultery, in which no orders shall be entered as of course) may be entered

in term or vacation with the register or assistant register, at his office, in a

book to be by him provided for the purpose, at the instance of the party, if

he prosecutes in person , or ofhis solicitor at the peril of the party taking such

order, and the day on which it shall be so entered shall be noted in such book,

and that all other motions shall be made in open court, as heretofore has been

usual. [ See rule 84.]

60. That in every bill of costs offered for taxation , the several items ofthe

fees of the officers of this court, composing part of such bill , shall be particu

larly detailed and not charged in gross : in default whereof, such fees shall not

be admitted as part of the costs to be taxed .

61. [ Repealed, see rule 85.]

62. That in case of the death , removal from office, or resignation of any

examiner, in future the papers relating to his office be delivered to the re

gister or assistant register, by the persons in whose custody they shall remain

at the time the event terminating the office occurs , those excepted on which

a lien may exist for the fees of such examiner.
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63. [ Repealed, see rule 86.

64. That all bills, answers , and other proceedings, and copies thereof, shall

be fairly and legibly written ; in default whereof, the register, assistant regis

ter and clerks, shall not file such as shall be offered to them for that purpose.

65. That all attachments, writs, and other process, (commissions for the

examination of witnesses excepted ) and all proceedings under the same, be

returned to and filed in the office of the register or assistant register of this

court .

66. That these rules shall operate from and after the first day of Septem

ber term next, and not before .

67. That all former rules entered for the government of the practice of this

court, ( those regulating the form of process excepted ) be vacated .

1808, July 15 .

68. Whereas the 26th of the printed rules of this court is found inconve

nient; wherefore the same is hereby nullified, and instead thereof it is order

ed: That copies of all interrogatories to be administered to witnesses by either

party , shall be furnished to the opposite party before examinations thereon ;

that is to say , copies of all direct interrogatories, shall be furnished six days

before forwarding the commission to commissioners, or before the day assign

ed for the examination of the witnesses by an examiner ; and copies of all

cross interrogatories shall be furnished two days before forwarding the com

mission, or the day assigned for the examination by an examiner, as the case

1

may be.

1809, April 12.

69. Ordered, That the service of all notices in the cities of New York or

Albany, on agents of solicitors residing more than sixty miles westward or

northward of the city of Albany, shall be made twenty days instead of eight

days, prescribed by the 46th ofthe general rules of this court. ( 1 )

1809, December 18.

70. Ordered, That in all cases submitted by the consent of parties without

argument, a re -hearing shall be granted of course , if either party is dissatis

fied with the decree or order made in such case, and shall apply therefor be

fore the end of the term succeeding that in which such decree or order shall

be made.

1811 , October 26 .

71. Ordered, That in future whenever any money is ordered to be paid by

(1) Eight days notice, does not appearin terms, to be prescribed in Rule 46 .
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the register or assistant register of this court for costs, the duplicate receipt

of the solicitor receiving the same, endorsed on a copy of the taxed ' bill of

costs, shall, with the receipt entered in the ordinary receipt book of such re .

gister or assistant register, be the exclusive evidence of such payment in pas

sing the account ofsuch register or assistant register.

1812, January 28.

72. Ordered , That whenever a master in chancery shall sell mortgaged

premises in pursuance of a decree of this court, by virtue of a mortgage; it

shall be the duty of the complainant, or of such master, before he executes

a deed to the purchaser, to file such mortgage in the office of the register or

assistant register of this court, unless the mortgagee or holder of such mort

gage, shall prefer to have it recorded at length in the county or counties where

the land so sold shall be situated , in which case it shall be the duty of the

mortgagee, or holder of such mortgage, to cause the same to be so recorded,

before the master selling the mortgaged premises shall give a deed to the

purchaser of such mortgaged premises, the expense of which filing or record

ing and entry thereof, shall be allowed in the taxation of costs ; and the regis

ter or assistant register, shall make an entry in the minutes of the filing of

every such mortgage, and the time thereof : this order however not to extend

to proceedings on a mortgage, appearing by the pleadings or proofs in the suit

thereon commenced, to have been lost or destroyed.

1813, February 22.

73. Ordered , That all orders on or relating to petitions, refer to such pe .

titions by the names or descriptions of the petitioners, and the dates of such

petitions (if the same be dated) only, without reciting or setting forth the sub

stance of the subject matters of such petitions.

1814, May 18.

74. Ordered , That whenever hereafter a master shall advertise mortgaged

premises for sale under an order of this court, and the defendant shall pay

the amount due before sale , the master shall be allowed half commissions on

the amount reported due. ( 1 )

1814, June 24.

75. Ordered, That so much of the 41st rule of this court, as requires the

party obtaining a master's certificate for an injunction to apply within six

weeks thereafter for the chancellor's order to continue it, be repealed ; but

that the defendant may, as well before as after answer, on due notice, and upon

the matter of the bill only, move the chancellor for a dissolution of the in

junction.

( 1 ) The preceding rules and orders, were in the time of Mr. Chan . Lansing ; those which

follow , in the time of Mr. Gban . Kento
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1815 , January 24.

76. Ordered, That after the first day of March next, all notices for special

motions, served on solicitors residing above sixty miles from the place where

the motion is to be made ; shall be served at least eight days before making

the same, exclusive of the day of service, instead of four days as heretofore

prescribed by the 53d rule of the 7th of June, 1806.

1815, June 13,

77. Whereas the chancellor is authorised to devise an additional seal for the

court of chancery, to be deposited in some convenient place in the Middle

District ; It is therefore ordered, that Alexander Forbus of Poughkeepsie, in

Dutchess county, attorney at law, be and he is hereby appointed a clerk of this

court ; and that he forthwith devise and submit to the chancellor an additional

seal for the said court, containing some inscription or initials designating it

as a seal for the Middle District, and resembling in other respects the seals

now in use ; and that the said seal, when approved of by the chancellor, be de

posited at Poughkeepsie aforesaid,with the said Alexander Forbus. And it is

further ordered , that the seal heretofore deposited at Utica be kept by Richard

R. Lansing, one of the clerks of this court. And whereas the deposit of pa

pers with different clerks residing in the same place is found to be of no pub

lick utility, and tends to inconvenience in the unnecessary separation of pa

pers ; It is therefore ordered, that all process be issued, and all pleadings and

proceedings whatsoever, which are to be filed or entered with a clerk, be filed

or entered with a clerk having the custody of a seal ; and that all records,

books, and papers which relate to business in this court, and which are or may

be in the custody or care of the clerks in the cities of New York and Albany,

who have not the custody of the seal, shall, on or before the first day of July

next, be delivered over to the clerks in those cities respectively with whomºa

seal is deposited ; and that Francis A. Blood good , one of the clerks at Utica ,

within the same time deliver over the seal, together with the records, books,

and papers in his office relative to the business in this court, to the said Rich .

ard R. Lansing ; and that the functions of the clerks not having seals shall

thereafter cease . And it is hereby especially enjoined on the clerks of this

court, to keep their offices open for business in the usual business hours, and

to see that no process pass a seal without being duly warranted ; and to fur

nish with promptitude to the party applying, copies of pleadings and other

papers, written in a fair and legible hand ; and the 1st rule of the 7th of June,

1806 , and so much of any other rule as is repugnant hereto, is repealed .

78. That so much of the 3d rule of 7th of June, 1806, as limits the number

of names of the defendants in the same cause to be inserted in each subpæna ,

be repealed .

79. That the deposit of one hundred dollars under the 37th rule, is hereby

declared to be subject, prior to any other lien , to the charges of the register

or assistant register, for making out the necessary transcripts on appeal.
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80. That the term of January be substituted for the term of March, men

tioned in the 45th rule .

81. That each of the clerks of this court shall provide or continue to keep

a folio register, well bound and lettered, and therein shall enter the title of all

causes in court, and the proceedings and entries therein so far as the same re

late to their office, which book shall be considered as part of the property of

their respective offices, and go with the other papers and documents relating

thereto ; and the 49th rule of 7th June, 1806, is repealed.

82. That the clerks and examiners, after the final hearing of a cause , shall

deposit with the register or assistant register, with whom the decree may be

entered , all the original pleadings, interrogatories, depositions, exhibits, and

other proceedings filed or lodged with, or taken before them in the same

cause , making a minute in their register of the delivery of such papers ; and

that it shall be the duty of the register or assistant register, with whom the

decree may be entered, to require the same to be delivered to him as soon as

may be, after the decree sball have been pronounced. That the register

or assistant register with whom a decree final shall be entered, shall cause

the same to be made up in proper form and engrossed , together with all de

cretal orders, reports, and other proceedings in the cause, ( and copies where

of the register and assistant register shall mutually transmit to each other

when necessary for that purpose) and shall make out a brief and connected

history of such proceedings, which having been signed by the chancellor, and

countersigned by the register or assistant register, and annexed to the bill,

answer, and other proceedings in the cause, shall constitute the enrolment of

such decree ; and the 50th rule of 7th June, 1806, is repealed.

83. Whereas the practice of having a case furnished by each party , with

his own abbreviation and view of the testimony, leads to great expense and

some perplexity, without any adequate assistance therefrom ; It is therefore

ordered , that unless the parties agree upon a case to be signed by them re

spectively, and containing with all requisite brevity , a statement of the plea

dings and proofs ; a case containing an abbreviation of the pleadings and no

more, shall be furnished by the party who sets down the cause for hearing,

and shall be delivered to the chancellor when the cause is brought to a hear

ing, each party at the same time furnishing the points on which he may
think

proper to rely. And if a cause be submitted without argument, upon the

points merely, or upon written arguments and no case be agreed on, it shall be

the duty of the party who would have been entitled to set down the cause for

hearing to furnish the case, and in the taxation of costs no allowance shall be

made for any case, except for such as shall be agreed on or furnished as afore

said ; and the 34th rule of 7th June, 1806, is repealed.

84. That in cases of adultery, common orders, which in other cases would

be orders of course, may be entered of course in this action ; provided, how

ever, that no order as by consent, or for a reference, or feigned issue, or on

the coming in of a report or verdict, shall be deemed an order of course. And 7
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on the coming in of the master's report or the verdict in cases of adultery,

the cause shall be regularly set down for hearing at term , preparatory to a

final decree. And if an issue shall have been awarded to satisfy this court

whether such adultery has been committed, and the verdict on such issue af

firms the adultery, the complainant shall not be entitled to an order on the return

of the postea, unless the judge before whom such issue shall have been tried ,

shall certify that the verdict was supported by proof without, or in addition to

the confessions of the party charged ; and the 51st rule of 7th June, 1806, and

so much of the 59th rule as is repugnant hereto , are repealed.

85. That no person be admitted to practice as a solicitor in this court, until

three years after he shall have been admitted to practice as an attorney of the

supreme court of this state ; or unless he shall have served a clerkship of at

least three years with a practising solicitor of this court, and shall at the time

of commencing such clerkship have filed with the register or assistant regis

ter, a certificate thereof subscribed by the solicitor. And that no person be

admitted to practice as a counsellor in this court, until two years after he shall

have been admitted to practice as a solicitor, or unless he shall be a counsel

lor of the supreme court of at least two years standing ; and that every person

to be admitted solicitor or counsellor shall, (unless it be otherwise specially

ordered ) be previously examined before the chancellor, and if found compe

tent, he shall be admitted , and not otherwise ; and all former rules on this sub

ject are repealed .

86. That the stated terms of this court shall hereafter be held on the second

monday of June, and last monday of September, at the city of New York ;

and on the third monday in January, and second monday in November, at the

city of Albany.

87. That the register and assistant register be allowed , for moneys paid out

of court in cases not provided for by the fee bill of April 9th , 1813; for every

sum not exceeding two hundred dollars, one per cent. and for all beyond that

bum one - quarter per cent provided always, that this rule shall not be deemed

to apply to money deposited under the 37th and 42d rules of 7th June, 1806.

And it is further ordered, that the rules of 12th June and 17th December,

1812 , be repealed .

88. That for the purpose of facilitating the appointment of guardians, and

other proceedings in behalf of infants, in the special case of an application to

the chancellor for the sale of their lands, under the statute of the 24th March ,

1815 ; the party acting in behalf of such infants may, previous to presenting a

petition to the chancellor, apply to a master of this court residing in any coun

ty of this state, who shall examine into the truth of the facts on which the ap

plication is grounded , by ascertaining upon affidavit or other proof the age of

the infants, the amount or value of their personal estate, the situation , quanti

ty , and value of their real estate , and the extent of the infants' interest therein ;

the facts and reasons rendering it necessary or adviseable to sell the real

estate or part thereof ; the competency of the person or persons proposed as
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guardians ; the names, descriptions, and competency of the sureties to be

given by such guardians for the faithful performance of their trust ; that the

master making such inquiries shall, without any previous reference for that

purpose, annex a report to the petition containing all those particulars, with

his opinion thereon . That if upon the coming in of the petition and report, a

sale of the infants ' estate, in whole or in part, shall by the chancellor be deem .

ed proper, the order to be entered thereupon shall, unless otherwise specially

directed, be to the following effect.

« Ordered, That the said A. B. be, and he is hereby appointed guardian to

the said infants, for the purposes in the petition mentioned, upon his exe

cuting a bond together with * *
* as surety to the said

infants, in the penal sum of conditioned , for the faithful

andjust performance by the said A. B. of his trust, as guardian to the said in

fants under the act, entitled , “ An act in addition to the aci concerning infants ,'

passed March 24th, 1815 , and for the observance of such orders as the chan

cellor shall make in the premises in relation to such trust ; and upon his filing

such bond with the register or assistant register of this court, after the same

shall have been approved of as to its form and execution , by oneofthe masters

of this court, to be signified by his approbation endorsed thereon. And it is fur .

ther ordered , that upon the bond being executed and filed as aforesaid, the guar

dian hereby appointed may sell all and singular the right and title of the said in

fants to the lands, &c. (here describe them, or refer to the petition or report de

scribing them) and such sale may be publick or private as the guardian shall

deem most advantageous for the infant, and not below what shall be deemed a

fair and reasonable price, and upon such terms as to credit and security, as he

shall deem safe and best for the interest of the infant ; and that before any

deeds are executed, the terms of sale shall be reported to the chancellor by

the guardian in writing and upon his oath , to be taken before a master or

eommissioner, to the end that the same may be passed upon by the chancellor

before the sale be confirmed , and that he may make such order as he shall

deem fit, touching the investment and disposition of the proceeds ; and the

party shall, at the same time, produce to the chancellor a certificate of the

register or assistant register, of having filed the said bond. ( If there be a

widow living, then add) and if the widow entitled to dower shall be willing to

join in the sale , and release her right of dower, she will be entitled , at her

election, either to the payment of such sum in gross, arising from the sale ,

as the chancellor shall judge reasonable, in lieu of dower, or to the annual

interest during her life , of one - third part of the sum for which the lands in

which she had a right of dower were sold . ”

89. That orders and decrees made in term time be entered with the regis

ter or assistant register, where the court is sitting ; but orders and decrees

made in vacation may, unless otherwise specially directed, be entered with

either the register or assistant register, as the convenience of the party shall

dictate ; but the caption that may precede the entry or copy of any order or

decree, shall always state truly the place where the court was held when the

same was made .

21
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90. That no amendment be allowed , as ofcourse, under the 11th rule of 7th

June, 1806, to a bill which has been sworn to by the party ; and the 13th rule

of 7th June, 1806, is hereby repealed.

91. That on bills to procure a foreclosure, or satisfaction of any mortgage,

if the same shall have been taken pro confe880 , according to the rules and

practice of the court, the complainant may thereupon, at any time enter as

of course , a rule for a reference to a master residing in any county of this

state , to compute the amount due on the same ; but every such cause shall be

regularly set down for hearing at term upon the report, before a final decree ,

and shall have preference to other causes on the calendar. And in order to

guard against collusion and oppression, it shall be incumbent on the com

plainant, on every such hearing, to show by affidavit or otherwise to the sa

tisfaction of the court, the regularity of the proceeding to take the bill pre

confe88o .

92 That in every order or decree for the sale of mortgaged premises, the

description and particular boundaries of the property to be sold , so far at least

as the same can be ascertained from the mortgage, shall be inserted in such

order or decree.

1816, June 20 .

93. Ordered, That whenever a defendant shall cause his appearance to be

entered, but shall not cause his answer to be filed in due time, an application

may thereupon be made to the chancellor ( without previous notice ) by peti

tion , stating the circumstances, for an order that the defendant answer the

complainant's bill in such time, after service of a copy of the order for that

purpose, as the chancellor shall direct, or in default thereof, that the bill

be taken pro confe880 ; and if the defendant shall not answer within the

time limited by such order, a rule for taking the bill pro confesso may be

entered as of course , on filing an affidavit of the service of a copy of the said

rule .

1816, November I.

94. Ordered , That so much of the 17th rule as refers to costs for copies

of the masters' reports be repealed, and in lieu thereof, that the masters shall

be allowed fees for copies of the draft of their reports furnished to the parties

in those cases in which, by the practice of this court, the master ought to de

liver a draft of his report before he signs it, that the parties may take objec

tions; and that where a master shall take an account of an estate, or an adminis

tration thereof, or an account between parties in trade, or other account under

a decree or order, and not coming within any specifick provision in the fee bill,

or when extra services shall be rendered in theforegoing cases of taking and

stating accounts ; the taxing masters may make such farther allowance as

under the circumstances may be just and reasonable, but subject to the chan

cellor's revisal at the instance of either party in the cause. [ Amended, see

rule 97.]
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1817, October 15,

95. In order to obviate the inconveniences arising from the irregular man

ner in which copies of pleadings, depositions, reports , and other papers, are

at present made out, It is Ordered, That in future the register, assistant re

gister, clerks, masters and examiners of this court shall, in the copies of all

pleadings, depositions, reports, decrees, and other papers or pleadings filed or

remaining of record in this court, which they shall make out and deliver to the

parties, or their solicitors, to be used in this court, and in all transcripts of the

same to be transmitted to or used in the court for the trial of impeachments

and correction of errors , distinctly mark and set down in the margin thereof,

the number of the page in the original pleading, deposition, report, or other

paper, so that all the office copies made out by the several officers of this court

may, in this respect, agree with each other.

1817, October 16.

96. Ordered, That the allowance settled by the chancellor as a compensa

tion for guardians, executors and administrators, in the settlement of their

accounts under the act of the legislature for receiving and paying money,

shall be five per cent. on all sums not exceeding one thousand dollars, for

receiving and paying out the same ; two and a half per cent. on any excess

between one and five thousand dollars, and one per cent. for all above five

thousand dollars.

1818, June 17 .

97. Ordered, That so much of the 94th rule, of the 1st November, 1816, as

authorises the taxing master to make allowances beyond the specified pro

visions of the fee bill to masters, for extra services , without any previous di

rections in the case by the chancellor, be repealed.

1818 , July 2 .

98. In addition to the 33d printed rule , It is Ordered, That when the con

plainant shall set down the cause for hearing at the first, or any term after the

same is in readiness to be set down, but shall not bring the same to a hearing

at such term , nor show any good cause to the court at the time for not doing

so, it shall be considered a default in the complainant, so as 10 authorise the

defendant, on making and filing an affidavit thereof, to enter an order for leave

to set down the cause in the same manner, or to the like effect, as though the

complainant had omitted to set down the cause at the first term after it was in

readiness .

1818, July 2 .

99. Ordered, That whenever a party shall set down a cause for hearing,

and give notice thereof, and shall neglect to bring the same to a hearing at the

1
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term in which it shall so ble set down, or show good cause to the contrary to

the satisfaction of the court, the opposite party shall be entitled to costs for at

tendance on the court upon such notice, to be taxed.

100. The following note of a case of practice , though notformally reduced to

the shape ofa Rule, is furnished by the Chancellor, by way ofAddenda to

the Rules.

July 29th , 1818.-The master or commissioner taking the oath of a com

plainant to a bill, or of a defendant to an answer or plea, is required to state

in the Jurat not merely that the party was sworn , but the substance of the

oath which was administered : and which Jurat, in case of an injunction bill,

will be to the following effect :

day of

2)

“ The complainant was, on the
sworn be

fore me, that the matters of fact contained in the bill, as far as concerned

his own act and deed, were true to his knowledge, and that those which related

to the act and deed of any other person or persons, he believed to be true.”

A. B. master in chancery.

Or commissioner appointed

to take affidavits to be

read in chancery.

Or commissioner appointed

under the act of 24th

March , 1818, to take af

fidavits, &c .

And which Jurat, in the case of a plea or answer, will be to the following

effect :

day of“ The defendant was, on the sworn before

me, that what was contained in this his answer , as far as concerned his

own act and deed, was true of his own knowledge, and that what related

to the act and deed of any other person or persons, he believed to be true."

And to be subscribed by the officer, with his title as aforesaid .

Every bill , plea and answer which is sworn to, must be subscribed by the

party who swears to it ; and the officer, before he administers the oath , ought

to ask the party whether he has read , or heard read, and understood the bill,

plea or answer, as the case may be ; and until he can answer in the affirmative,

the oath ought not to be administered .
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PRECEDENTS OF EXECUTIONS IN CHANCERY, approved by the

CHANCELLOR.

[A]

1. Writ of assistance.

The people of the state of New York to the sheriff of the city and county

of New York, greeting. Whereas by a certain decree or decretal order in

our court of chancery, in a certain cause there depending between

* complainants, and

defendants, made and entered

at a court of chancery held for the state of New York, at the city hall of the

city of New York, on the third day of October, in the year of our Lord one

thousand eight hundred and fourteen , it was amongst other things therein con.

tained, ordered , adjudged, and decreed by the said court, that the said com

plainants, should be forthwith let into

the possession of the premises mentioned and described in the deed of con

veyance from the said defendant, to

the said defendants bearing date the

twenty-fifth day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and five, mentioned and set forth in the pleadings and proofs in

the said cause ,
and into the pe ption of the rents and profits thereof in ar

pear and unpaid, and thereafter to accrue and become payable ; or that the

said ( certain trustees named) should be immediately let into the possession

thereof, as trustees upon the trusts and to the uses in the said deed expressed

and declared of and concerning the same . And that in case the said trustees,

or the survivor of them , should take possession of the said premises, they or

the survivor of them should receive and take the rents and profits thereof in

arrear and unpaid, and which should thereafter accrue and become payable

in trust for, and pay over the same from time to time, to the said complainants,

or they the said trustees and the survivor of them, should permit the said

complainants to take the said rents and profits. And whereas the said trustees

have not been let into nor taken possession of the said premises, or of any part

thereof, according to the tenour of the said decree . And whereas the said

premises are situated in the first ward of the city of New York ; and there are

upon the same premises a messuage or dwelling house, fronting to Green

wich street as aforesaid, in the tenure and occupation of

and a ware house, or building , in the rear of the said dwelling house, and front

ing on Washington street aforesaid, in the possession of the said defendant.

And whereas by an order of the said court of chancery, in the same before

mentioned cause , bearing date the twenty third day of January, in the year of

our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifteen , it was ordered by the said

court, that our writ of assistance should issue to you the said sheriff, out of

our said court, to put the said complainants in the possession of the said mes

suage or dwelling house and ware house, or building and premises, and them

the said complainants in such said possession thereof, from time to time, to

maintain and defend : Therefore we command you, that immediately after rc .

*
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ceiving this writ, you go to and enter upon the said messuage or dwelling

house , and the said ware-house or building, and all and singular the premises

in the said deed from the said defendant to the said trustees, bearing date the

twenty - fifth day of November, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and five, mentioned and described, and in this writ also mentioned and

escribed , with the appurtenances ; and that you eject and amove therefrom

all and every person or persons, holding and detaining the same, or any part

thereof against the said complainants ; and that you put, place, and establish

the said complainants or their assigns, in the full, peaceable, and quiet pos

session of all and singular the said messuage, or dwelling house and ware

house, or building and premises, with the appurtenances, without delay,

and then the said complainants in such possession thereof, from time to time

maintain, keep, and defend, or cause to be maintained, kept, and defended , ac

cording to the tenour and true intent of the said decree and order of the said

court, and this you are not to omit. Witness, James Kent esq. chancellor of

our said state, at the city of New York, the in

the thirty ninth year of our independence.

day of

[ B ]

2. A writ of execution, in nature of a Ca. Sa. to compel the performance of

a specifick duty .

day of

The people of the state of NewYork, by the grace of God free and inde

pendent, to the sheriff of the county of greeting. Whereas on

the in the year of our Lord one thousand eight

hundred and
by a certain decree, made in our court of chancery,

before our chancellor of our said state, at the city of - in a certain

cause therein depending, wherein A. B. is complainant, and C.D. is defend

ant, it was ordered, adjudged, and decreed, that ( pro ut the decree ) as by

the said decree remaining as of record in our said court of chancery, at the

city of doth , and may more fully appear. [If the decree also directe

costs, this clause to be inserted : “ And whereas the costs so decreed , as

aforesaid , to be paid by the said C. D. amount to the sum of
as taxed

by one of the masters of our said court of chancery.” ] And whereas the

said C. D. hath neglected to comply with all and singular the matters and

things required of him in and by the said decree , as we have been informed

and understand : Now therefore, in order that full and speedy justice may be

done in the premises , we command you that you take the body of the said

C. D. if he shall be found within your bailiwick, and him safely keep in your

custody, until he shall perform and fulfil all and singular the matters and

things required of him in and by the said decree , or our said court of chan

cery shall make other order to the contrary . And you are to make and re

turn to our said chancellor, in our said court of chancery, on the

day of - wheresoever it shall then be , a certificate under your hand

of your doings in the premises, together with this writ. Witness , JAMES

Kent, Esq. chancellor of our said state, at the city of New York, the
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day of in the year of our independence, and in the
year

of

our Lord, 18

Sol'r . Cl’k .

Endorsed , “ by the court."

Ci'k.

[C]

3. A writ of execution , in nature of a Fi. Fa. where a sum is decreed to be

paid without costs, and with costs .

The people, &c . ( the like as the last until) Now therefore , in order that

full and speedy justice may be done in the premises, we command you, that

of the goods and chattels of the said C. D. in your bailiwick, you cause to be

made the sum of which before our said chancellor, in our said

court of chancery, was decreed to the said A. B. as aforesaid; ( if costs are

decreed, the following words are to be inserted , “ and also the sum of

for his costs and charges so decreed as aforesaid. " ) And if sufficient goods

and chattels of the said c . 1 ) . cannot be found within your bailiwick , that

then you cause the said sum of ( if with costs, the said sums of

the amount of the decree and costs aforesaid ) to be made of the lands and

tenements of the said C. D. and that you have that money before our said

chancellor, in our said court of chancery, on the day of

wheresoever it shall then be, to render to the said A. B. according to the

decree aforesaid . And you are to make and return to our said chancellor,

in our said court of chancery, on the said whereso

ever it shall then be , a certificate under your hand of the manner in which

you shall have executed this our writ, together with this writ , Witness, &c .

Sol’r. Ci'k .

Endorsed, “ by the court "

Cl’ki

day of

[D]

4. Ca. Sa. for costs on dismissal of bill .

The people, &c. (as in a former case, down to the words “ may more fully

appear." ) And whereas the costs and charges of the said unjust vexation do ,

as appears to us, amount to the sum of Now therefore, we com

mand
you ,

that you take the said A. B. if he may be found in your bailiwick ,

and him safely keep in your custody, until he shall pay to the said C. D. the

costs and charges aforesaid ; and you are to make and return 10 our chan

cellor, in our said court of chancery, on the day of

next, wheresoever it shall then be , a certificate under your hand of your do

ings in the premises, together with this writ : anu hereof you are not to fail

at your peril. Witness, &c .

Sol'r. Ci’k.

Endorsed, s by the court."

CIK.
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[E]

5. Fi. Fa. for costs on dismissal of bill.

The people, &c . (as the last . ) Now therefore, we command you, that of

the goods and chattels of the said A. B. in your bailiwick, you cause to be

made the said sum of the costs and charges aforesaid . And if

sufficient goods and chattels ( the same as the fi. fa. aforesaid ) to render to

the said C. D. according to the decree aforesaid : and hereof fail not at your

peril ; and have then there this writ. Witness, &c .

Sol'r. Cl’k.

Endorsed, “ by the court."

Ci'k ,

[ F ]

6. A Testatum Fi. Fa .

* *

*

The people, &c. to the sheriff of the county of Kings, greeting . Whereas

by our writ, we lately commanded our sheriff of our city and county of New

York, that of the goods and chattels, lands and tenements, of

named in the said writ in his bailiwick, he should cause

to be made, the sum of $ 1402, 50. and that he should have that money before

our chancellor in our court of chancery , at a certain day now past, to render

unto , * &c. &c. according to the decree of

our said court, and our said sheriff of our city and county of New York on

that day returned to our chancellor in our said count of chancery, that by

virtue of our said writ to him directed and delivered, he had caused to be

made of the goods and chattels of the said * *
* * *

named in the said writ, the sum of 41 dollars 62 cents , and that the said

* * * named in the said writ, had not any other goods

and chattels , lands or tenements, in his bailiwick whereof or whereby he

could cause to be levied and made the residue of the said sum of 1402 dol

lars 50 cents, mentioned in the said writ, or any part thereof. And because

it is sufficiently certified to our chancellor in our court of chancery, that the

said
have sufficient goods and chattels, or lands

and tenements in your bailiwick , whereof you could cause to be made the

residue of the said sum of 81402, 50. Now therefore, in order that full and

speedy justice may be done in the premises , we command you, that of the

goods and chattels of the said - in your bailiwick,

you cause to be made the sum of $ 1360, 88 , the residue of the said sum of

$ 1402 , 50, mentioned in the said writ And if sufficient goods and chattels of

the said
- cannot be found in your bailiwick , that

then you cause the said sum of 1360, 88 to be made of the lands and tenea

ments of the said and that you have that money

before our chancellor in our court of chancery, on the 31st day of August

next, wheresoever it shall then be , to render to the said

according to the decree of our said court. And

'you re to make and return to our chancellor in our said court of chancery

on the said thirty - first day of August next, wheresoever it shall then be, a cerº
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tificate under your hand of the manner in which you shall have executed this

our writ, together with this writ. Witness, &c .

Sol'r.

Cľk .

[G]

7. Fi . Fa. for sum decreed with costs, after an appeal to the court of errors .

The people, &c. to the sheriff, &c . greeting. Whereas, on the

day of a in the year 18 by a certain decree, made before our

chancellor of our said state, in our court of chancery,at the city of

in a certain cause therein depending, wherein A. B.is complainant, and C.D.

is defendant, it was ordered , adjudged, and decreed , that (pro ut the decree)

as by the the said decree remaining as of record in our said court of chancery,

at the city of -doth and may more fully and at large appear : and

whereas, on an appeal by the defendant from the said decree to the court for

the trial of impeachments and the correction of errors , it was, on the

day of - in the year 18 ordered , adjudged , and decreed, by the

said court, that the said decree of our said court of chancery be affirmed, and

that the appellant pay to the respondent the further sum of
for in

terest due on the sum so decreed by our said court of chancery, to be paid

by the said defendant, and also the further sum of
for the costs of

the respondent in defending the said appeal. Now therefore, in order that

full and speedy justice may be done in the premises, WE command you, that

of the goods and chattels of the said A. B. in your bailiwick, you cause to

be made which before our said chancellor, in our said court of chan

cery, was decreed to the said C. D. as well for the as for his costs

and charges so decreed as aforesaid. And if sufficient goods and chattels of

the said * * * * cannot be found within your bailiwick, that then you

cause the said sum of to be made of the lands and tenements of the

said A. B. And that you have that money before our said chancellor, in our

said court of chancery, on the wheresoever it shall

then be, to render to the said C. D. according to the decrees aforesaid : and

you are to make and return to our said chancellor, in our said court of chan

cery on the said - wheresoever it shall then be, a certifi

cate under your hand of the manner in which you shall have executed this

our writ, together with this writ.

Witness, &c .

Sol'r.

Ci'k .

day of

day of

22
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RULES OF TAB SUPREME Court.

1791 , October Term .

1. It is ordered by the court, as a standing rule, that upon the return of

writs of scire facias, if the defendant be returned warned, or the second writ

be returned nihil, the defendant shall appear in four days, or judgment shall be

entered by default ; and if there be not four days in term after the return of

the writ, he shall appear by the first day of the next term ; and upon entering

such appearance, he shall have twenty days to plead. And it is further or

dered , that where the first scire facias against bail is returned nihil, an alias

or testatum , as the case may require , shall issue to the sheriff of the county

where the bail shall appear, by their additions in the recognizance , to reside .

Col. Cas. 31 .

1793, Term .

2. It is ordered that in future, attachments against sheriffs out of office ,

shall be grantable till the return of the process which is the object of the rule,

instead of the old practice of granting a distringas agreeably to the English

practice. Col. Cas. 31 .

1796, April Term .

3. Ordered, That every rule to which a party would, according to the prac

tice of the court, be entitled ofcourse, without showing special cause, shall be

depoininated a common rule, and every other rule shall be denominated a sple

cial rule. That all common rules, and all rules by consent of parties, shall be

entered with the clerk at his office, in a book to be provided by him for the

purpose,
and may be entered at any time, as well in vacation as during a term ,

and the day when the rule shall be entered shall be noted therein. This rule ,

however, to be confined to actions in ejectment and personal actions only, so

that rules in real actions shall be taken on motion in open court, as heretofore

hath been usual. ( 1 )

4. That every common rule shall be deemed to be taken at the peril of the

party taking the same, and therefore the clerk shall always enter such rule

as the party shall move for ; but if the opposite party , not having done an act

to be considered as an affirmance of the rule , or suffered a lache, shall , on spe

cial motion for the purpose, show that by reason of any irregularity or insuffi

ciency in the proceedings, or by reason of any other matter, the party taking

the rule was not entitled thereto, the court 'may order the rule, and any judg

ment or execution consequent thereon, to be vacated , and make such other and

further order thereon, as right between the parties may ( in the respective

cases) require .

5. That, as in the case of every other pleading, the party is not entitled to

( 1 ) Cases on this rule, 1 Cai. 7.—3 Cai. 139.-3 J. rep . 145.
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take a rule against the opposite party to answer until the paing to be an

swered shall be filed , so the plaintiff shall not be entitled to take a rule against

the defendant to plead, until the declaration shall be filed .

6. That the rule to plead , and every other rule to answer, comprehending

the rule in ejectment for the tenant to appear and enter into the consent-rule,

and the rule on a scire facius for the defendant to plead , shall in ejectment or

scire facias, be a rule of twenty days from the day when the same shall be en

tered , and in all other cases, shall be a rule of twenty days after service of a

notice thereof, and of a copy of the pleading to be answered ; except that the

rule to join in demurrer to a plea in abatement, and the rule on scire fucias

for the defendant to appear, shall be rules of four days only ; and except iur

ther, that the plaintiff shall not be held to accept a plea in abatement afier the

four days, from the day of the service of a notice of the rule to plead, and of a

copy of the declaration ; and where there shall have been a judgment of re

spondeas ouster on a demurrer to a plea in abatement, the plaintiff, paving

served the defendant with the notice of the judgment, shall not then bu heid

to accept of any answer to the declaration after four days from the day of the

service of such notice . ( 1 )

7. That if the attorney for the plaintiff shall not have received a notice in

writing from an attorney, that he is retained to defend the suit, then in every

such case , if the service of the notice of the rule to pleacă , and of a copy of the

declaration shall not have been on the defendant personally, the service niay

be, if the defendant shall be returned in custodia , on the sheriff, or one of his

deputies ; and if the defendant shall be returned cepii corpus , the service of a

copy of the declaration shall not be necessary , and the service of a notice of

the rule to plead, may be by affixing the same in some conspicuous place in

the clerk's office ; and where special bail shall not be required , and the writ

shall be accordingly returned with the defendant's appearance endorsed , the

plaintiff may cause the defendant's appearance to be entered in the book for

entering common rules, and in such case also the like service as is last spe

cified shall be sufficient. ( 2 , [ Amended, see 33.]

8. That the defendant having appeared, either by filing common bail, or

having an appearance entered in the book for entering common rules, or if

special bail is required in the cause , by putting in special bail, and the bail , if

excepted to justifying, may at any time thereafter take a rule against the

plaintiff, to declare before the end of the term next following after service of

the notice of the rule . ( 3 )

9. That if the plaintiff shall make default in not declaring, then the defend

ant, or if the plaintiff or defendant, which ever may be the party, shall make

default in not answering, then the opposite party may have the default enter

( 1 ) Cases on this rule , 1 Cai . 118.-2 ib , 103.-5 J. rep. 232.-9 ib . 79.

(2) Cases on this rule , 1 J.cas. 28.-2 ib . 122.-3 ib . 300 .-- 1 J. rep.61. - 3 ib. 250.8 ib .

287, 360, -3 Cai . 150.

(3) Cases on this rule 2 Cai. rep . 103. - 3 ib . 256. - 7 J. rep. 537,
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ed in the book for entering common rules ; but where the previous service of

a notice of a rule, copy of pleading, or of any other matter shall be requisite,

the default shall not be entered unless an affidavit of such service shall be

filed ; neither shall it be entered if special bail is required in the cause, and

although twenty days from the service of the notice of the rule to plead may

have expired, until four days after notice of bail shall have been received ;

and if bail shall be excepted to, then not until four days after bail shall have

justified. ( 1 )

10. That the default being duly entered, the party who shall have had it

entered , shall not be held afterwards to accept a declaration or answer, as the

default shall happen to be , and may at any time . after four days in term shall

have intervened thereafter, have a rule entered for such judgment, as is to be

rendered by law, by reason of the default; provided, nevertheless, that the

court in term, and a judge in vacation , may, on motion of the plaintiff, against

whom the rule to declare, or of the plaintiff or defendant against whom the

rule to answer may have been taken , at any time before the default shall be

entered, make such order for enlarging the time to declare or to answer, as

shall be judged reasonable in the case ; and provided further,that the plaintiff

may, at any time before the default for not replying shall be entered, if the

plea shall be a special plea , or a plea in abatement, or within twenty days after

service of a copy of the plea , if it shall be the general issue, amend the decla

ration ; and the rule to plead, which may have been taken against the defend

ant, shall then be emed to be only from the day of the service of the copy

of the amended declaration ; and, in like manner, where there shall be a de

murrer to a declaration , or any other pleading , not being a plea in abatement,

the party against whom the demurrer shall be taken, may at any time before

the default, for not joining in demurrer, shall be entered, amend the pleading

demurred to ; and further, the respective parties may amend of course and

without costs, but shall not be entitled so to amend more than once . (2)

1. That if the defendant shall plead the general issue , and if the plaintiff

shall not within twenty days after service of a copy of the plea, either demur

thereto, or amend the declaration, or iſ either party shall, in pleading in any

degree after the plea, tender an issue to the country , and if the opposite party

shall not demur to the pleading within twenty days after service of a copy

thercof, the cause shall , in each of these cases , be deemed to be at issue ; and

if a cause shall be put at issue in the vacation , or if it shall be put at issue in

term , and there shall not be four days in term thereafter, then, in these two

cases , the four first days in the next term , or if it shall be put at issue in term ,

and there shall be at least four days remaining in term thereafter, then, in this

case, the days so remaining in terin shall be the time limited to obtain a rule

for a commission to examine witnesses, or for a view, or for a struck jury ,

( 1 ) Cases on this rule , 5 J. rep . 359.-6 ib . 127, 286 , 323 , 326 , 328.8 ib. 359.-11 ib .

90.-14 ib. 328.

(2) Cases on this rule , 1 J. cas. 248,415.- 3 ib . 91.—2 J.rep. 104 , 184,295 .—3 ib . 95,257 .

6 ib . 132, 325 , 330.—7 ib . 300, 468. - 9 ib . 78.-12 ib. 151.-13 ib . 466.-14 ib. 219.-Col .

cas . 87. - 1 Cai. 153.-2 ib . 109. - 3 ib. 102.
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whereby the defendant obtaining the rule , may stay the plaintiff from bring

ing the cause on to trial , or whereby the plaintiff obtaining the rule, may stay

the defendant from serving a notice to bring the cause on to trial ; and where

the rule shall be subsequently obtained by the defendant, the plaintiff may

bring the cause on to trial, and where it shall be so obtained by the plaintiff,

the defendant may serve a notice to bring the cause on to trial, and be entitled

to judgment thereupon , notwithstanding the commission may not be returned,

or the jury may not be balloted for the view , or may not be struck, as the case

may be ; and if at the time of giving notice of trial, the jury on such subse

quent rule obtained by the defendant, shall not be balloted for the view, or

not be struck, as the case may be, the plaintiff may proceed to trial on the

ordinary jury process ; but if the rule shall be obtained within the time above

limited , and there shall be a delay in the party obtaining the rule to have the

commission returned, or to have the jury balloted for the view , or struck , the

court may, on motion of the other party , order the rule to be discharged, and

otherwise further order as the case shall be judged to require. ( 1 )

12. That where a cause shall be moved from an inferiour court, by habens

corpus, if the defendant shall not, in twenty days after the service of the no

tice of the rule to appear, or that a procedendo issue, put in bail, or if the bail

being excepted to, shall not within four days after service of the notice of ex

cepting, justify in double the amount of the sum in the writ in the court below ,

the plaintiff may then , on filing an affidavit of service of the notice of the rule

to appear, and purporting also that no notice of bail hath been received , or if

bail hath been put in, that the bail bath been excepted to , and hath not justifi

ed within four days after service of the notice of excepting , have the default

of the defendant in not appearing entered , and may thereupon at any time

thereafter, take out a procedendo of course and without waiting until the term

after the default shall be entered, if it shall be entered in the vacation. ( 2)

13. That where any writ returnable in this court shall not have been re

turned on the day of the return thereof, the party who may have sued out

such writ, may then take out a rule against the officer or person required to

make the return of such writ, to return the same within twenty days after

service of notice of the rule, or that an attachment will be issued against

him ; and if the writ shall not thereupon be returned , the party taking the

rule may, at any time after the expiration thereof, and on filing an affidavit

of service of notice thereof, have the default of the officer or person in not

returning the writ entered , and may at any time thereafter, and without wait

ing until the term after the default shall be entered , take out an attachment

of course. ( 3 )

14. That no private agreement or consent between the parties, in respect

to the proceedings in the causc, shall be alleged or suggested by either of

(1 ) Cases, 1 Cai. 73.-2 ib . 160.-3 ib . 102. 1 J. Cai . 135, 391.-- 3 ib. 137.-2 J. rep.

196.-ib. 211.-3 ib , 251.-9 ib . 266.-11 ib . 200.

( 2) Cases, 5. J. rep. 231.-11 Ib. 199.-14 ib. 331.

( 3 ) Gases, 1. J. rep . 508. - 9 ib . 160.
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them against the other, unless the same shall have been reduced to the form

of a rule by consent, and entered accordingly in the book for entering common

rules , or unless the evidence thereof shall be in writing, subscribed by the

party against whom it shall be so alledged or suggested. ( 1 )

15. That if the want of an original bill shall be assigned for error on a judg

ment had in this court, upon confession , nil dicit, or non sum informatus, the

plaintiff in this court may file an original bill as of course, and nunc pro tunc,

as of the term when the suit was commenced.

16. Surrender of Bail, forms and rules adopted this term .

1. Two certified copies of the bail piece must be made out by the clerk

in whose office it is filed, on one of which the judge indorses the follow

ing committitur.

“ The defendant, on the prayer, and for the indemnity of his manucaptors,

is committed to the custody of the sheriff of at the suit of the plain .

tiff in the plea above ( or within ) mentioned , Dated,” &c.

This committitur is to be signed by the judge , when the bail surrenders

the defendant to the sheriff, before, or in the presence of the judge . It is

then delivered to the sheriff to be retained by him . The defendant may sur.

render himself before the judge , without the act or presence of the bail, and

then it is stated to be “ on the prayer of the defendant.”

2. If the defendant be in custody, and do not appear before the judge, the

sheriff must sign the following acknowledgment of it :

“ I acknowledge that the defendant is in my custody in the goal of

Dated ,” &c .

The proof of this acknowledgment must be made by a subscribing witness

on oath , before a judge or commissioner, or by a certificate of the judge in

whose presence it was made ; and the proof or certificate must be under the

acknowledgment in the following form :

" A B , inc subscribing witnass to the above ackrowledgment, being sworn ,

saith , that he saw the sheriff of deputy of the sher

iff of ( as the case may be ) sign the same. Sworn ," &c . Or,

“ I certify that A B ( or C D , deputy of A B; sheriff of — signed the

above acknowledgment in my presence." The judge after this signs the

committitur as above mentioned.

3. The surrender being made as above directed, the judge indorses on the

other copy of the bail -piece, the following order and notice :

" Let notice be given without delay to the plaintiff, that the defendant hath,

on the prayer, and for the indemnity of his manucaptors, been committed to

the custody of the sheriff of . at the suit of the plaintiff in the plea

above mentioned ; and that unless cause to the contrary be shown by the

plaintiff before me at my chambers, in at - o'clock in the

noon of that day, an exoneretur will be endorsed on the bail . piece according .

ly . Dated ,” &c. The form of notice is in substance the same as the order,

and must be served four days before the time specified therein.

or

on --

(1) Cases, 1. J. rep. 507 .-- 3 ib . 143.-7 ib. 520. - 2 Cai. 95. - 3 ib . 129, 131
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4. If the plaintiff appears, and shows no cause , or does not appear, and

proof be made of the due service of the notice , by affidavit to be annexed to

the copy of the bail- piece, on which is the order for the notice, the judge

then orders the exoneretur to be entered as follows :

“ The plaintiff having appeared, and not having show ?) sufficient cause to

the contrary, for the plaintiff not having appeared , and due proof being made

of the service of notice, as appears by the affidavit hereunto annexed, or

otherwise , as the case may be] let an exoneretur be endorsed on the bail

picce accordingly . Dated,” &c .

Ifproof of notice be wanting, or sufficient notice be not given , the judge

may order a new notice as above.

If the surrender was not made in the presence of the judge, but only upon

an acknowledgment by the sheriff, then before any exoneretur can be en

tered, the sheriff must make a further acknowledgment, as follows :

“ I acknowledge that the defendant was still remaining in my custody,

when the committitur of him for the indemnity of his manucaptors at the suit

of the plaintiff in the plea above mentioned came to my hands. Dated,” & c.

This acknowledgment must be proved or certified in the same manner as

the former.

5. The following is the form of the econeretur to be endorsed on the ori

ginal bail -piece :

“ The within defendant having, on the prayer and for the indemnity of his

manucaptors,been committed to the custody of the sheriff of -- at the suit

of the plaintiff on the within plea, the said manucaptors of their recognizance,

within contained, are fully exonerated.

When the exoneretur is endorsed , the copy of the bail-piece, with the

proceedings, is annexed to, and remains with the original on file . ( 1 )

1796. July term .

17. Ordered, That on trials, one counsel only on cach side shall examine

or cross examine a witness ; and that two counsel only on each side shall

sum up the evidence to the jury . Col. cas. 44.

1797. October term .

18. Ordered , That no person shall hereafter be admitted to practice as an

attorney of this court, unless he shall have served a regular clerkship of

seven years with a practising attorney of this court ; but any portion of time,

not exceeding four years , during which a person , after he shall be fourteen

years of age, shall have regularly pursued classical studies, shall be accepted

in lieu of an equal portion of time, of clerkship ; and the attorney with whom

(1 ) N. B. Except the committitur, notice to the pluintiff, and the exoneretur, all the pro

ceedings before the judge are entered on the copy of the bail-piece.

By the act ( Rev. -Laws, Vol , 1. p . 387) the surrender, committitur, and sheriff's receipt

thereon , may all be made before a judge of the court of common pleas, and on due proof

thereof, a judge of supreme court makes the order for notice , and enters the subsequent

proceedings to the conclusion of the business.
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the person is to serve the clerkship, shall file a certificate in the office of

one of the clerks of this court, certifying, that the person hath commenced a

clerkship with him , and the clerkship shall be deemed to have commenced

on the day of the filing of such certificate ; and if the clerkship shall be

tended to be for less than seven years, by reason that the person hath pur

sued classical studies for a portion of time, as above mentioned, then an ap

plication shall be first made to a judge , who, on examination of the matter,

shall make an order to be annexed to the certificate, purporting, that it hath

satisfactorily appeared to him , that the person hath pursued classical studies,

after he was fourteen years of age, for such a period of time, not exceeding

four years , as shall be specified in the order, and thereupon ordering that the

clerkship, in such case , may be for a term which shall remain after deduct

ing from seven years, the time so to be specified in the order ; and every

person who shall be so admitted to practice as an attorney, and having prac

tised four years, shall be entitled, of course, to be admitted to practice as

counsel. ( 1 )

19. That neither of the above three rules shall be deemed to affect any

person who shall already have commenced a clerkship ; but every such per

son shall be admitted to practice as an attorney, and also as counsel, in like

manner as if the said three rules had not been made. (2)

20. That every rule heretofore made, respecting the admission of persons ,

who may have served a clerkship, or been admitted to practice as attornies

or counsel in another state , to practice as attornies or counsel in this court,

shall cease .

1799. January term .

21. Ordered, That the following enumerated motions, to wit, all motions

to bring on to be argued a question arising on special verdict, case reserved

at the trial, case agreed between the parties without trial, demurrer to evi

dence or pleading8, writ of error , or writ in the nature ofa writ of error , com

prehending the writ of mandamus ; and all motions to set aside nonsuit, ver .

dict, inquisition , or report, otherwise than for irregularity only, shall be heard

according to the priority of the time when the question arose ; the evidence of

which, when two or more causes shall be moved in before leave granted in

any one of them to be heard, shall be a note thereof in writing signed by the

attorney in the cause. ( 3 )

22. That with respect to all other motions, the motion first made shall be

first heard, and they shall have preference to the enumerated motions ; but if

there not being any non enumerated motion about to be heard, the court shall

proceed to hear an enumerated motion, then all the non -enumerated motions

shall lose their preference for the day. (4)

( 1 ) Cases. s . J. rep. 261. 2. J. cas, 102.

( 2 ) The 2d. and 3d rules referred to as adopted at this term, were afterwards repealed.

( 3) Cases. 1 Cai . 73.-2 ib . 94, 100 , 381, 385. — 3 Cai. 127. — 2 J. rep. 186. – 3 ib. 143.

( 4) Cascs, 1 Cai. 22.-- 2 ib . 377.- J. rep . 192. see rule 46.
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23. That in cases of special verdict, demurrer to evidence , case reserved

at the trial, and motion to set aside nonsuit or verdict, the question shall be

deemed to have arisen on the day when the verdict in the cause was taken, or

10 .suit was granted. In cases of demurrer to pleadings or writ of error, or

writ in the nature of a writ of error, the day when the joinder in demurrer or

joinder in error was received by the party demurring, or having assigned the

errors ; and in cases of return to any such writ, and no joinder of error on the

record, or motion to set aside inquisition or report, the day when the writ with

the return , or when the inquisition or report was filed.

24. That where it shall be intended that a default, nonsuit, verdict, inqui.

sition, report, judgment, execution , or other proceedings should be set aside ,

the matter shall always be brought before the court, on a notice of a motion

for the purpose ; so that the practice which hath sometimes taken place in

those cases , of obtaining a rule against the opposite party to show cause , shall

in future be discontinued ; and instead thereof, the party intending the motion,

may apply to a judge at his chambers, or to the recorder of New-York, for a

certificate, ( and which either of them may in their discretion grant) certifying

that there is probable cause for staying further proceedings until the order of

the court on the motion ; and a service of a copy ofthe certificate, at the time

of, or after the service of the notice of the motion, shall thenceforth stay all

further proceedings accordingly ; but if such party shall neglect to bring on

the motion to be heard during the term, then the proceedings shall not be lon

ger stayed , and he shall moreover be liable to pay costs to the other party, for

not having brought on the motion according to notice . ( 1 )

25. That the practice of entering a rule , assigning a day, or setting down a

cause for argument, shall, in future, be discontinued ; and instead thereof, an

argument shall always be brought on to be heard in consequence of a notice

for that purpose ; and every notice of a motion or argument, shall be for the

first day in term , or for as early a day in term thereafter, as the circumstances

of the case will reasonably permit ; and whenever a motion or argument shall

off from day to day, it shall still be entitled to be heard on the notice , with

out the necessity of a rule for enlarging the time to hear it. ( 2 )

go

26. That whenever it shall be intended to move to set aside a non-suit or

verdict, there shall in future, instead of the report of the judge, where the

same would heretofore have been requisite, be a case, to be prepared by the

party intending the motion, and a copy thereof to be served on the opposite

party, within two days after the trial, and which opposite party may , within

four days thereafter, propose amendments thereto, and serve a copy on the

party who prepared the case , and who may then within four days thereafter,

serve the opposite party with a notice to appear within convenient time, not

less than four days, nor beyond the first day of the then next ensuing term ,

( 1 ) Cases, 1J . cas. 239, 245. - 1 ) . rep. 138 , 275, 310 - Col. cas. 90. - 3 J. rep .253,261,

8 ib . 352.-10 ib. 486. - 1 Cai . 506.—2 ib. 380.-3 Cai . 83 , 106 , 151 , 2, 174, 484 .

(2) Cases, 1 ) . cas. 242. - 1 J. rep. 143, 316.—2 ib . 186.--- 3 ib . 244, 5, 261, 425.-- 1 Cai .

6,7 ,-2 ib . 104, 259,—3 jb .151, 174.

23
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before the judge who tried the cause, to have the case and amendments cor

rected, and the judge shall thereupon correct the same, as he shall deem to

consist with the truth of the facts ; but if the parties shall omit, within the se

veral times above limited , unless the same shall be enlarged by a judge, or

the recorder of New York , the one party to propose amendments, and the other

to notify an appearance before the judge, they shall respectively be deemed, the

former to have agreed to the case as prepared, and the latter to have agreed to

the amendments as proposed. ( 1 ) [ Extended to cases made subject to opinion

of the court, see 52.]

27. That where there shall be a rule to show cause, or a notice ofa motion

or argument, if the party on whom the rule or notice shall have been served,

shall not appear to show cause, or to oppose the motion , or to argue on his part,

he shall be deemed to have renounced his right against the rule , motion , or

judgment, claimed by the party having served the rule or given the notice ;

and such latter party shall thereupon be entitled to his rule , motion, or judg.

ment equally, as if the other party had appeared and consented thereto . (2)

28. That every attorney , residing in the city of New York , shall have an

agent residing in the city of Albany, and every attorney residing in the city of

Albany, shall have an agent residing in the city of New York ; and all attornies

residing elsewhere, shall have two agents, the one residing in the city ofNew

York, and the other residing in the city of Albany. That no person shall be

an agent, unless he shall also be an attorney of this court, and every appoint

ment of an agent shall be in writing, signed by the attorney, and filed in the

office of the clerk , in the city of New York, or Albany, wherever the agent

shall reside, and the clerk shall have constantly the names of the several agents,

and of the respective attornies appointing them , and the latter, in alphabetical

order, entered in a book to be kept in their offices for the purpose. That,

except services during a vacation in suits, where the attornies for the respec

tive opposite parties shall reside within forty miles of each other, services on

the agent shall be as valid in all cases, as if made on the attorney himself ;

and if there shall be no agent, the service of a notice may then be by affixing

the same in some conspicuous place in the clerk's office. That where the

service shall be on the agent, or by affixing the notice in the clerk's office, it

shall be double the time of service which would be requisite if the service was

on the attorney himself ; and that all services on agents, or in the clerk's office,

shall, during a term , be in the city where the term shall be held . This rule ,

however, not to take effect until after the first day of the ensuing term of

April. ( 3 ) ( Amended, see 48 , 49.]

29. That notices or rules of two days, shall be abolished , and instead there

of, such notices or rules shall be of four days. ( 4)

(1) Cases, 2 J. rep.481. – 3 ib . 140. — 9ib . 264. - 12 ib. 431. – 14 ib. 220. - 23.cas. 7), 115 .

( 2) Means no more than an implied admission, that the rule be made absolute . Deter

mined Ap. 1799.

( 3 } Coses, 1 J.cas. 244, 391. – 3 ib . 300. - 8 J. rep . 346. - 11 ib. 90, 195,-1 Cai, 252,

3 Cai . 150. ( 4 ) Case, 3 J. rep . 261.
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30. That the practice requiring a term's notice of trial, or inquiry, shall be

abolished.

31. That in future , no costs to counsel for perusing pleadings or entries,

shall be taxable against the opposite party , unless there shall be a certificate ,

signed by the counsel, certifying that he perused the pleadings, or entry ,

charged in the bill as special, and that in his opinion, they were special.

32. In order to provide a remedy against the grievance of having useless

counts in the declaration taxed against the defendant, ORDERED, that except

where the cause of action shall be for goods sold and delivered, or services

performed, there shall not be more than one count in the declaration taxed

against the defendant for each distinct cause of action , and where there shall

be more than one count for the same cause of action , the attorney for the

plaintiff may, in such case, elect the count to be taxed. That where the at

torney for the plaintiff shall claim to have more than one count taxed against

the defendant, he must then produce an affidavit to the judge or clerk, taxing

the costs, that the suit was brought for several causes of action to be specified

in the affidavit, and he shall then be entitled to have as many counts taxed as

there shall be causes of action specified in the affidavit ; and further, if there

shall have been a trial, and the defendant shall procure a certificate from the

judge, certifying the counts on which the plaintiff recovered, or if there shall

have been an inquiry, and the defendant shall procure a certificate from the

sheriff or clerk , certifying the counts on which the damages were assessed ,

that then only the counts specified in the certificate shall be taxed against the

defendant, the affidavit of the plaintiff's attorney notwithstanding ; otherwise ,

that is to say, for want of such affidavit, or of such certificate, such one count

in the declaration as the plaintiff's attorney shall elect, and no more, shall be

taxed ; provided, that in the above excepted cases of goods sold and delivered,

or services performed , the plaintiff shall be entitled to have a count in an in

debitatus assumpsit, and a count on a quantum meruit, or quantum valebat,

taxed for each of these respective causes of action, the above restriction of

one count only for each distinct cause of action notwithstanding. ( 1 )

33. In order to provide for a case omitted in the rules of April term, 1796,

ordered, that in future where a notice of the rule to plead shall be affixed in

the clerk's office, if the attorney for the plaintiff shall, before entering the

default of the defendant, receive a notice from an attorney, that he is retained

to defend the suit, he shall be held to serve the attorney for the defendant with

a notice of the rule to plead, and with a copy of the declaration, and the rule

for pleading shall be from the time ofsuch service ; so that the time, for which

the notice of the rule to plead may have been affixed in the office, shall not be

taken into computation. ( 2 )

34. That where a suit shall be commenced for a non - resident plaintiff, be

fore security for costs, by a sufficient householder of tire state, in the sum of

one hundred dollars in the usual form shall be given, the attorney shall be

(1) Case, 9 J. rep. 130. (2) Cases, 3 J. rep. 250. — 6 ib. 323.–13 ib . 466.
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deemed to have become security for costs ; and where, at any time pending

the suit, the plaintiff shall remove out of the state, and the attorney shall

thereafter proceed in the cause before such security shall be given, he shall

in such case also be deemed to have become security for costs ; but he shall

not in any case , be liable to an amount exceeding one hundred dollars, or

where if there shall be a plurality of plaintiffs, one of them shall be resident

within the state. ( 1 )

1802. October term .

35. Ordered , that when the plaintiff stipulates to bring his cause to trial,

he shall within twenty days from the time of demand made, pay to the de

fendant the costs ordered to be paid thereon ; and if the same be not paid

within that time, on demand and on service of a certified copy of the rule to

pay costs and the taxed bill, the defendant, on filing an affidavit of such de

mand and non-payment, may, after the expiration of the said twenty days ,

enter judgment as in case of non-suit as of the preceding term (2 )

1803. January term .

36. Ordered, that every attorney , when he gives notice of the argument of

any enumerated motion, shall furnish the clerk residing in the city where

the court is held, with the date thereof; who shall, by the first day of the

term, make a calendar of all causes which may be noticed, according to

such dates. Causes of the same date shall be placed on the Calendar in the

order in which they are received by the clerk. Each cause shall be argued

according to its standing on the calendar, if the party entitled to bring it on

be ready, otherwise it shall lose its preference , and not be called on again

until all the others are disposed of. The attorney of either party may give

notice of the argument. If any cause be inserted in the calendar during the

term , it shall not take place, whatever may be its date , of any other cause on

the calendar at the opening of the court.(3 ) ( Amended, see 53.]

37. That to every case there shall be added a note of the questions to be

made, and to them the argument shall be confined ; if, however, any facts in

the case give rise to other questions, these also may be argued ; unless the

adverse party object that these are facts not appearing material to a discus

sion of such new questions, in which case they shall be abandoned, or the

case be referred for amendment, if the court shall think it necessary . (4)

November term .

38. Ordered, that in future , the days for non -enumerated motions be Mon.

day and Thursday in the first week of term , and Friday in the second week.

( 1 ) Cases, 2 ) . cas . 67. 109 .

(2) Cases 1. J. cas. 30.-2. ib. 218. — 2 . Cai. 56. 250, 380. - 3. ib. 95, 135. - 2 . J. rep .

480. - 3 . ib . 442. - 13 . ib. 156.

(3) Cases. 1. Cai. 24. 487 . ( 4 ) 2. Cai. 274, 378.-1 . Sem 69_? ih 549
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39. That every person who shall have regularly pursued juridical studies,

under the direction or instruction of a professor, or counsellor at law within

this state, for four years, or shall have been admitted to the degree of coun.

sellor at law , in any other of the United States, and practised as such for

four years in such state, shall be admitted as counsel in this state ; and that

the second rule of October term, 1799 , be annulled . [ part in italick repeal

ed , see 47.]

1804. November term .

40. Ordered, that every person who hath been or shall hereafter be, ad.

mitted to the degree of attorney of this court, and practised as such for three

years, shall be admitted to practice also as counsel in this court ; and that

the third rule of October term, 1797, as far as the same is repugnant hereto,

be repealed.

1805, February term .

41. Ordered, that in error on certiorari under the ten pound act, the

plaintiff be entitled to have costs taxed against the opposite party , only for

a general assignment of errors ; special assignments being unnecessary, as

the court is bound to decide on the merits , and overlook the defects of form .

42. That hereafter the defendant shall not try a cause by proviso, with

out a previous rule for that purpose , to be granted by the court on the usual

notice.

43. That in future, only the oath of office be administered to persons admit.

ted as counsel or attorney in this court.

1806, August term .

44. Ordered, that hereafter, no peron, other than a natural born , or natu.

ralized citizen of the United States , shall be admitted as an attorney or coun .

sellor of this court.

1808 , November term .

45. Ordered , that hereafter, a plaintiff in any cause , at any circuit court

or sittings, may, at the opening of the court, on each day, or on such days as

the presiding judge shall allow, and before the court shall proceed to try any

litigated cause, take an inquest: provided, the intention of the plaintiff to

take an inquest, shall be expressed in the notice of trial : and unless (before

a jury are impannelled to take the inquest ) the party defendant or his attor

ney, shall file with the clerk of the circuit court , or sittings, an affidavit sat

isfactory to the judge presiding at the circuit, or sittings, that such detend

ant has a good and substantial defence , and serve a copy thereof on the op

posite party ; the defendant shall be held liable to pay the costs of the trial,
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provided the inquest is afterwards set aside, together with the costs of the

application. ( 1 )

1809 , February term .

46. Ordered , that motions in arrest of judgment, be hereafter brought

on , as belonging to the class of enumerated motions, and that they be entitled

to a preference to other causes on the calendar.

47. That so much of the rule of November term , 1803 , as provides, that

persons who have been admitted to the degree of counsellor -at-law in any

other of the United States, and practised as such for four years in such state ,

shall be admitted as counsellors in this state, be annulled.

August term .

48. Ordered , that all attornies of this court, not residing in the village of

Utica in the county of Oneida, shall have an agent residing in the said vil .

lage, who shall be an attorney of this court, or a deputy clerk in the clerk's

office at Utica ; and that in every respect, not herein provided for, the provi

sions of the eighth rule of this court, of January term , 1799, shall apply to

such agent. That this rule shall go into operation from and after the first

day of the next November term . (2)

49. That the deputy clerks in the clerk's office, in Albany and in New

York, may also be appointed agents, under the rule aforesaid of January

term , 1799 .

1813. January term.

50. Ordered, that whenever a motion shall be made to set aside a report

of referees, on the merits, or for a new trial upon newly-discovered evidence ,

copies of the affidavits whereon the motion is made or opposed, shall be fur

nished to each of the judges on the opening of the argument ; and whenever

a motion shall be made in arrest of judgment, copies of the pleadings, or of

so much thereof as may be necessary, shall be delivered to each of the judges

on making the motion.

1814, May term .

51. Ordered , that in all notices for argument, and in all special verdicts, de

murrers, cases, and other papers, on which arguments are to be had, or

motions made, or resisted before the court ; the names of the attornies

on record for the plaintiffs and defendants, shall be inserted, or written

thereon .

( 1 ) Cases 5. J. rep . 355. 360. – 11. ib. 82.

(2) Casc. 8. J. rep . 360.
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1816, January term .

52. Ordered, that the sixth rule of January term, 1799 , as to preparing,

amending, and settling cases, shall extend to cases made subject to the opin

ion of the court .

May term .

1

53. Ordered , that after the next August term, no cause be entered on

the calendar of enumerated motions, unless a note of the issue be filed in the

clerk's office of this court, in the city where the court is to be held, before

the Friday next preceding the term .

August term .

54. Ordered , that whenever special bail shall be regularly excepted to,

bail thus excepted to, or such other persons as become special bail in lieu of,

or in addition to the said bail to which exceptions have been taken , may jus

tify before those officers authorized by law to take recognizance of bail in ac

tions depending in this court, due notice being first given to the opposite

party of the time and place, and before whom such bail will justify ; to the

end that the sureties in any such recognizance of bail may be examined con

cerning the value of their estate and their personal circumstances ; unless

one of the judges of this court shall before such justification , by order, di

rect the justification to be in open court, reserving to either party aggrieved ,

when such justification is not made in open court, a right of appeal to this

court from the decision of such officer, making such examination of the sure

ties, on an affidavit of the facts, and on regular notice of a motion to set

aside any such Justification. ( 1 )

( 1 ) Note . - In all cases not provided for by the rules, the practice of the K. B. is to

be observed , 5. J. rep. 236.
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RULES OF THE COURT FOR THE TRIAL OF IMPEACHMENTS, AND THE

CORRECTION OF ERRORS.

Adopted at the city of Albany, 1818, September, 18 .

1. The plaintiff in error shall cause the writ of error, with the transcript of

the judgment or proceedings on which the writ of error is founded, to be re

turned pursuant to the directions of the statute, or lose the benefit of the said

writ, unless this court shall see cause to allow such plaintiff a further day for

that purpose .

2. If the plaintiff in error shall allege diminution of the record, it shall be

done on the day the writ of error shall be returned , or within eight days there

after, and shall thereupon apply to the clerk of this court for a certiorari to

certify the diminution alleged , which the clerk shall issue of course and with

out special order , which certiorari the plaintiff in error shall cause to be duly

returned within twelve days, or shall lose the benefit thereof, unless this court

shall see cause to allow a further day for that purpose.

3. That the plaintiff in error, on the day the writ oferror shall be returned,

with the transcript of the record or proceedings, if diminution shall not be

alleged , and if diminution shall be alleged , then on the return day of the cer

tiorari, shall assign errors and file the same with the clerk, or in default there.

of the plaintiff in error shall lose the benefit ofthe writ, unless this court shall

see cause to allow further time for that purpose : and the defendant in error

may thereupon, on motion , obtain an order that such writ of error be dismissed

with costs to be taxed.

4. That when the plaintiff in error shall have filed an assignment oferrors

with the clerk of this court, an order may be thereupon entered by the plaintiff

in error as of course, for the defendant to join in error in eight days after the

service of a copy thereof, or be precluded : and if the defendant in error shall

not comply with the said order, he shall be precluded from joining in error,

and the plaintiff in error may take judgment by default.

5. That in every cause upon a writ of error, the plaintiff in error shall make

a case for the use of this court, on an argument thereof, and furnish to each

member of this court a printed copy of such case, on or before the day of

hearing, or in default thereof the plaintiffin error shall not be heard in sup

port of the errors assigned.

6. The case to be made and printed upon a writ of error, shall consist of the

record or proceeding upon which the writ is brought, and the errors assigned ,

to which each party may add briefly the points or reasons upon which they

intend to rely in argument.

7. That in cases of appeals, the petition of appeal addressed to this court

shall be filed in the office of the register or assistant register, with whom the
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decree, or order appealed from ,shall have been entered ; which petition , when

filed in the recess of this court, shall pray that the decree, decretal, or other

order appealed from , may be sent to this court on the first day of the next ses

sion thereof, and when filed during the sitting of this court, the same shall

pray that the decree , decretal, or other order appealed from , may be sent to

this court without delay .

8. That in every such petition of appeal, it shall be sufficient to set forth

the decree, decretal, or other order appealed from , without reciting the plead

ings in the cause, and stating that the said decree, decretal, or other order, so

appealed from , or some part thereof, ( specifying what part or parts ) is er

roneous, and that the same ought to be reversed or modified, as the case

may be.

9. That the officer of the court of chancery, with whom such petition of

appeal shall be filed , shall make and annex to the said petition of appeal, the

decree, decretal or other order appealed from , and such other orders as may

be required to be returned to this court, without any of the pleadings, proofs

and exhibits in the cause ; and in case the cause had been set down for hear.

ing, and heard prior to the decree or order appealed from , then he shall cause

to be annexed also a copy of the minutes taken by the register, or assistant

register, respecting what was read or used in the court below , or offered and

overruled on objection, or admitted at the hearing ; authenticated copies of

which pleadings, proofs, and exhibits, or such of them as may be relied on by

either party , shall be produced at the hearing by the parties,

10. That the party appealing shall, in every case, cause the petition of ap

peal, with the matter to be annexed to the same, as aforesaid , to be brought

into this court, and filed with the clerk thereof, by the day mentioned in such

petition , or when duly prepared by the officer as before directed, or in default

thereof, shall lose the benefit of such appeal, unless this court shall see cause

to allow a further day for that purpose.

11. That on the petition of appeal being filed, as aforesaid, the appellant

may thereupon, as of course , obtain an order for the respondent to answer the

petition of appeal in eight days after service of a copy thereof, or be preclu

ded ; and if the respondent shall not comply with the said order, he shall be

precluded from answering the petition of appeal , and the appellant may pro

ceed to take such decree as the case may require.

12. That previous to any argument of counsel upon any appeal, a state of

the case of each party , as it appears on the pleadings and proofs, and to be

signed by their respective counsel, shall be delivered to each member of the

court.

13. That in cases of writs of error, the attornies for the parties respectively,

and in cases of appeals, the solicitors for the respective parties in the courts

below , shall be deemed the attornies and solicitors for them respectively in

24
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all the proceedings on such writs of error , or appeals in this court, under

these rules, unless a new attorney or solicitor shall have been employed in

this court and notice thereof given.

14. That all causes which have been put at issue in this court, and ready

for argument, but not argued during the session thereof, and consequently

continued to the next session , shall be deemed to be set down for argument

for the first day of such next session ; and the clerk of this court shall make a

list thereof, arranging them in the order in which the joinder in error, or an

swer to the petition ofappeal therein was filed, and a list of all causes, wheth

er on writs of error or appeal, which shall be put at issue during the session

of this court, shall in like manner be made by the clerk and added to the list :

and when this court shall be ready to proceed to the hearing of causes, the

same shall be called in the order in which they stand on the list.

15. When any cause put in the list as aforesaid, shall have been twice called

and passed in consequence of the plaintiff in crror, or appellant, not being in

readiness to proceed with the argument thereof, the defendant in error shall

be entitled to a judgment of non -pross of the writ of error , and the respondent

to a decree dismissing the appeal, as the case may be, with costs, unless this

court on good cause shown shall otherwise order.

16. That the remittitur, in case of a writ of error , shall contain a copy of the

judgment of this court annexed to the writ of error , and the transcript of the

record of proceedings, as brought into this court, under the seal of this court,

and signed by the clerk thereof : and the remittitur, in case of an appeal , shall

contain a copy of the decree or order of this court annexed to the petition of

appeal, and the matters thereto annexed as brought into this court, under the

seal of this court, and signed by the clerk thereof.

17. That all costs awarded by this court, in causes upon writs of error or

appeal , shall be taxed by the chancellor or a judge of the supreme court, and

inserted in the judgment of this court, and form part of the remittitur, for

which costs the supreme court shall award execution according to the course

of that court ; and all costs awarded by this court, in cases upon appeals, shall

be taxed in like manner, and the court shall award execution for the same,

or enforce payment thereof, according to the course and practice of that

court.

18. That no member of this court shall, as attorney , solicitor, or counsel,

be concerned in or argue any cause in this court, either upon error or appeal ,

unless such member was, without reference to this court, actually retained

and employed in the cause in the court below, before the judgment or decree

on which the writ of error or appeal is founded was rendered : provided, how

ever, that this rule shall not extend to causes in which any member of this

court was actually retained as attorney, solicitor or counsel , previous to the

adoption thereof.
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19. That at the hearing of causes on appeal or writs of error, not more than

one counsel shall open the argument, and no more than two counsel shall an

swer, and no more than one counsel shall reply or close, except in special

cases on appeal, where there are distinct parties on the same side having dis

tinct interests in question .

20. That special motions shall require a notice to the opposite party of

such motion, to be duly served two days at least before the motion is to be

made.

21. That in all cases on errorand appeal brought into this court, the judges

in cases of writs of error, and the chancellor in cases of appeal, shall give the

reasons for their judgment or decree, immediately after the reading ofthe re

cord or decree, and before any counsel in the cause is heard.

22. That when an appeal from any decree of the chancellor shall be heard

in this court, the chancellor may state his opinion upon every matter that shall

arise on such hearing, but shall not have a voice in the decision of the court on

any question whatever arising on such appeal :and that when a cause shall be

brought into this court by a writ of error on the question of law in a judgment

of the supreme court, the judges of such court may severally state their opin

ions upon every matter that may arise on such hearing, but shall not havea

voice in the decision of the court on any question whatever arising in the cause

so brought into this court.

23 That hereafter it shall be the duty of the appellant or plaintiff in error

in this court, to deliver a copy of the opinion of the chancellor or supreme

court to each member, as an appendix to his case, previous to the argument

thereof.

24. That in cases not already provided for, the practice of this court shall

be similar to the practice of the court of exchequer chamber in England ;

and that on appeals it shall be conformable to that of the house of lords in

England, when sitting as a court of appeals, until further order ; and that all

former rules made by this court relative to its practice be vacated.
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INDEX,

TO THE RULES IN CHANCERY.

No. of rule.

7, 8

54

45 , 80

59

84

46 , 69

59

11 , 15, 17, 18, 90

5, 7, 9, 14, 15 , 16, 17, 57, 93

4, 5, 6, 7, 9 , 93

35, 36, 37, 38

27

-

Absent defendants &c.

complainants.

Accounts.

Adultery.

orders and proceedings in .

Agents.

Agreement of parties.

Amendments.

Answer .

Appearance.

Appeals .

Articles, after publication .

Argument, see hearing .

Attachment.

Bills of foreclosure.

Books, of examiner dying &c .

-- register.

Calendar.

Cases for court.

Clerks.

Commissioners, duties of &c .

Commission, to examine witnesses, &c.

Commisions, ( fees.)

on sales .

to registers .

Committees , of lunaticks &c .

Common motion book .

Consent, of parties.

Copies, service on adverse party .

how to be made out.

Costs .

payment of by register.

security for.

Counsellors, admission of.

!

4, 6, 9, 10, 65

91

62

81

32

83

46, 57, 77, 81 , 82

16, 21 , 22 , 23, 29

24, 25

48 , 96

74

87

45, 80

59

70

40

95

47, 60, 94, 97 , 99

71

54

85
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86Court, stated terms of.

Decrees.
35 , 36, 82

Demurrer. 15 , 18, 19

Deposit.
37, 42, 43 , 56, 79 , 87

Dismissing bill. 12 , 33

Enrolment. 35

of decrees. 82

Executors, Administrators. 96

Examiner
s

. 21 , 22, 23 , 29 , 82

Exceptions. 12 , 15 , 57

Fair writing Sec. 64

Filing papers. 64

offices . 77

Guardians .
44 , 45 , 80, 88, 96

Hearing, (setting down . ) 12, 19, 31 , 32, 33 , 52, 70, 82 , 98, 99

Infants. 44 , 88

Injunction, ( to stay proceeding
s

at law.) 41 , 42 , 43, 52 , 57 , 75

Interrogatories. 23, 25 , 29 , 68

Issue. 31 , 32

Liens. 62 , 79

Masters.
16, 44 47 48 57 74 88 94

report. 57

Motions. 40, 52, 53

Mortgaged premises, decree, sale of, proceedings. 72 , 74, 91 , 92

Ne exeat. 41 , 52, 57

Notice, of hearing &c . 31 , 32, 33

Notices. 46, 53, 55

Oaths, form of to bill answer &c. 100

Offices, where to be &c . 77

Orders, common , special, of course . 59 , 84

and decrees, entry of. 89

Payment, into court.
56

Petitions. 40, 52

orders on,form of. 73

Plea. 15 , 19

Pro confesso . 5 , 7, 9, 91 , 93

Process of execution.
36

Propria persona. 55

Publication . 20, 27

Receiver
s

. 45 , 80

Reference , to master.
19, 30, 47

Registers.
35 , 38, 45, 46, 56, 59 , 82, 87, 89

Rehearing.
39, 40, 70

Replication
12 , 17

Sales. 45, 48 , 72, 74, 88

Seals, of court. 77

Service of summons, orders& c .
58
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-

Ca. sa.

Service of notices, time. 69, 76

Solicitors, admission of. · 85

agents for,
46

Subpoena.
2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 9 , 10, 21 , 78

Summons, before master. 30, 58

Terms of the court, stated , when . 86

Witnesses ; examination ; showing of, &c . 20, 21 , 22 , 23, 27 , 28

Writ of assistance. А

B, D

Fi. fa . C, E

Test. fi. fa . F

Fi. fa. on appeal.

NotB . - It is proper. to remark here, that the 99th rule of July 2d 1818, is

the last ofwhich there is any printed account. That of July 29th 1818, de

noted as the 100th for the reasons stated in Mr. Gould's edit. of 1818, is

numbered as a rule .

It will appear on inspecting this publication of therules and index, in the

Law Register, that some care has been taken to afford additional facility to

the bar, in the use of this elaborate, comprehensive and finished code of equity

practice, established in the Chancery of New York . Ed.

G

INDEX, to the rules of the Sup. Court.

13

Abatement. 6

Agents, rules concerning. 28, 48 , 49

Agreements, private, 14

Amendments. 10

Appearance. 6,7,8

Arguments, setting down, notice of, 25 , 36

Arrest of judgment. 46, 50

Attachment, officer.

sheriff, out of office. 2

Attornies. 28

and Counsellors, admission of. - 18 , 19 , 20, 39, 40, 43, 44, 47

Bail, ( justification of. ) 1 , 8, 9, 12, 54

surrender by . 16

Calendar, ofcauses . 23 , 36, 53

order of argumenton . - 36, 46

Commissio
n

, to examine witnesses, 11

Costs. 31 , 32, 35 , 41

security for. 34

Counsel examining witnesses, summing up. 17

Defaults , entry . 9 , 8 ,, 33

Ejectment.
6

General issue. 11

Hab. corpus, cum . causa.. 12

Inquests , at circuit or sittings. 45

Motions, and rules to show cause ; party not appearing. 27

enumerated, hearing of. 21 , 38, 46, 53
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do. others. 22 , 38

Names, of attornies in notices. 51

Note of questions, to each case. 37

Noticing trial. 11 , 30

Notices .
28 , 29 , 33, 51

Orders, in vacation . 10

Original bill , want of on error.
15

Pleadings . 1 , 3 , 4, 5 , 6 , 7 , 9 , 10 , 11 , 33

Procedendo. 12

Proviso trial. 42

Question arising , time of, how determined .
23

Rules, general references to .
3 , 4, 6, 7 , 8 , 9 , 28, 33

3

special
3

book for common. 3

time of service . 6

service how. 7, 28 , 33

Ruling officer, to return writ.

Scire Facias .

Setting aside proceedings .
24, 26, 50

Settling cases, on mot . to set aside nonsuit, verdict, &c.
26, 52

Stipulating for trial.
35

Struck jury . 11

View. 11

common.

2, 13

1,6

1

Note -These rules of the Sup. court as before published , do not appear to

conform to any principle of arrangement ; neither that of a “ chronological"

Por historical) order ; nor of particular “ titles, " and the rules applicable to

the subject of each title, in their proper connexion under it ; nor in amere“ nu

merical" arrangement, without regard to time or subject.

A series of rules on variouspoints, made in April term , 1796, and numbered

from 1 to 13 , inclusive, formsone division : another series additional to these,

appear to have been established in Jan. term 1799 ; and numbered from 1 to 14,

forms a second division : after these follow various other rules enacted in dif

ferent years, commencing with Oct. term 1802 , and ending in Aug. term 1816,

inclusive, and published without any numerical designation , forms a third divi

sion : another class of rules relative to attornies and counsellors ,passed in Uct.

term , 1797, and numbered from 1 to 5 inclusive, follow ,intended at the time to

class together all on this head; these however are succeeded by others on the same

subject, made between November term , 1803 , and Feb. term 1809 inclusive,

without numbers or classification, being a fourth division .

Then follow three rules ( unnumbered ,) on different subjects, made in Oct.

1791, 1793 , and July 1796, making a fifth division.

The proceedings relative to the manner of surrender by bail, appear to be

founded, principally on 5 rules , adopted by the judges inAp. term 1796, and

are inserted together in numerical orderfrom 1 to 5 inclusive,forming a sixth

division,

These divisions are again separated, by intervening notes of cases decided

on several of the rules ; which though doubtless useful, tend in some degree to

perplex investigution .

In this situation it appeared advisable, to adopt the chronologicalorder,in

which the several rulrs were enacted, designating them by a series of numbers

to the end, with references from one to another, where anyalteration, or amend
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12

15

5, 6

INDEX, to the rules of the Court of Errors, &c.

Appeals, proceedings on. 7, 8, 9 , 10, 11

state of case on.

dismission of.

Assignment of errors . 3

Attornies and solicitors. 13

Calendar. 14

Cases to be furnished by plff.

Costs, on error and appeal.
17

Counsel, number to be heard.
19

order , of arguing.
19

Diminution , alleged.
2

Joinder, in error.

Judgment, for plff. by default.
4

Members of court, excluded . 18

Notices of special motions. 20

Opinions, on hearing. 22

-of chancellor and judges below , annexed to case.
23

Practice of court (exchequer.) 24

Reasons, by judges and chancellor to be given.
21

Remittitur, in error .
16

- on appeal.
16

Remanets. 14

Writ of error, return of. 1

dismission of. 3

non pross of.

O

15

The answer to question No. 124, p. 142 , ante , having been omitted, my cor .

respondent afterwards sent me the following reply :

124. The English law is for the most part adhered to on this subject; but

it has been ruled in the supreme court, that where there had been regular

dealings between the parties plaintiff and defendant, and the plff. proves, that

he keeps fair honest books of account, and that some of the articles charged

to deft. had been delivered, and that plff. kept no clerk , the books of account

were permitted to go to the jury,

ment of the particular rule had been made ; and to form an alphabetical index

referring to the numbers, supposed to haverelation to the titles assumed in the

index .

On this plan, the rules commence with one made in Oct. 1791 , ( said to be

found in “ Coleman's cases of practice," and supposed to be the first existing

rule,) and are continued in the order of their passing to August term, 1816

inclusive, the last of which I find any publication ; the whole as numbered

being 54.

References are made to cases decided on each particular rule , by noting

where they may befound, at thefoot of the page where the rule occurs.

I persuade myself that this arrangement(not made without some pains, )

will contribute something to the convenience both of the bench and bar ; and

facilitate future alteration or additions.
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STATE OFFICERS. good behaviour , by the gen . assem

bly, in joint ballot.

1. Who is Governor of your state 6. When , and where , is the annu

& c . ? al meeting of the legislature ?

A. Jesse Franklin , Surry county , ( 1) A. Raleigh ; assemble annually, 3d

term of office 1 year, and not eligible Monday in November .

longer than 3 in 6 successive years ;

app . by the senate and house of com UNITED STATES OFFICERS.

mons in jointballot ; salary $ 2000,

per ann .
7. Who is District judge, &c. ?

2. Secretary of state & c . ?
A. Henry Potter, Raleigh, (he pre

A. Wm . Hill, Raleigh, app. trienni- sides in all the districts .)

ally by the general assembly in joint 8. Clerk of the District court

ballot; $ 600, with fees, and $50, as & c. ?

librarian .
A. William H. Haywood, Raleigh ,

3. Chief justice of the su- clerk of the cir . court.

preme court of law , &c. ?
District courts are held at Wil

A. John Louis Taylor, Raleigh, du- mington, Carleton Walker, clk ; at

ring good behaviour ; app. by the Newbern, Jeremiah Brown, clk ; at

gen . assembly in joint ballot; $ 2500. Edenton, John M. Littlejohn, clk .

4. —Clerk of the superiour or
9. District Attorney, &c. ?

supreme court, & c. ?
A. Thomas P. Devereux , Raleigh.

A. Wm . Robards, clerk of supreme

10. Marshal, &c. ?

court, Granville county ; app . du- A. Beverly Daniel, Raleigh.

ring good behaviour. (2 )
11. What Justice of the S. court

5. Attorney General: & c. ?
of the U. S. holds the circuit in your

A. Wm . Drew , Halifax, app. during state , & c. ?

(1 ) The city of Raleigh, is by law the offi- A. C. Just. John Marshall; Virginia

cial residence, but not required in the consti- & N. Carolina, being the 5th circuit.

tution . In practice, the residence has been 12. At what times and places, are

at Raleigh during the spring and fall circuits

of the superiour courts, and sessions ofthe le- District courts ofthe U. S. held, &c.?

gislature, and occasionally at other times. A. At Edenton for the district of Al

(2) There being a superiour court in each

county, there are 62 clerksof thesuperiour bemarle, 3d Monday in April and Oc

Courts of law , in this state , tober. At Newbern , for the district
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of Pamptico , on the 1st Monday after and is still called , “ Haywood's

the 3d Monday, in April and October. Manuel,” and is the usual book of

At Wilmington , for the district of reference in practice, unless when it

Cape Fear, on the 2d Monday after becomes important to examine the

the 3d Monday, of April and October . context of the act.

13. Circuit courts c. ? 17. Are there any Reports of cases

A. At Raleigh, on the 12th of May, in your state courts, &c. ?

and November, annually. A. “ Notes of a few decisions in the

superiour courts of the state of N. C.

LAWS- LAW BOOKS. and in the circuit court of the U. S.

for N. C. district." 1 small vol. bound

14. What number of volumes, does up with a “ Translation of Latch's

the compiled body of your Statute cases " by F. X. Martin , esq.

law consist of, &c. ? “ Reports of cases in the superiour

1. A “ Revisal by judgeIredell, 1 vol. courts oflaw and equity of the state

from 1715, ( the earliest statutes of of N. C. from the year 1789 to 1798 ,"

which we have a record ,) to 1790," i vol.by John Haywood ,esq . quoted

inclusive. 1 Haywood's Rep.

A “ Revisal, by Francis X. Mar 6 Cases determined in the superiour

tin , ( now judge Martin of New Or- courts of law and equity of the state of

Jeans, ) from 1715 to 1803, inclusive," N. c . between 1799 and 1802, by

the first quoted, “ Iredell’s Revisal,” John L. Taylor esq. ( now c. justice,)

the last " Martin's Revisal. ”
1 vol. quoted Taylor's Reports. "

Now in thepress , a “ Revisal of the Reports of cases determined by the

acts of the general assemby, to con- court of conference of N. C. from 1800

tain in its 2d vol. the statutes, or to 1804, inclusive, by D. Cameron and

parts of statutes of Great Britain , W. Norwood ; quoted “ Conference

in force in this state ; compiled by Rep. ” or “ Cameron and Norwood's

judge Potter, C. J. Taylor, and Bart- Rep.” ( The court ofconferencewas at

lett Yancey esq. by authority of the that time the court in the last resort.)

legislature, and will contain all the Reports of cases adjudged in the

acts of assembly to 1819, inclusive, superiour courts of law and equity ,

with a copious index.” courtof conference, and federal court

15. Can the publick laws in pam- for the state of N. C. from the year

phlets, be procured , & c. 1797 to 1806, 1 vol. by John Hay

A. A few copies of the acts of any wood esq. quoted “ 20 Haywood's

recent session of the legislature, can Rep . ”

probably be bad of Thomas Henderson The “ Carolina Law Repository,"

state printer, Raleigh. begun in March , 1813, and publish

16. Is there any Digest of the state ed in pamphlet form semiannually,

laws &c ? to Sep. 1816, containing , ( together

A. There is one, by John Haywood with various miscellaneous articles )

esq. ( 1 ) brought down to 1806, by “ cases adjudged in the supreme court

himself, and since continued to 1817, of the state ofN. C. from July term ,

inclusive, by others ; it was at first 1811 , to July term 1816 inclusive,

2 vols. by John L. Taylor esq." ( now

(1) Late one of the judges of the supreme ch . just. )

court of law and equityin this state, and now
“ Cases adjudged in the supreme

one of the judges of the sup. court of errors

in the state of Tennessee,
court of N. C. from July term , 1816 ,

66
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to Jan. term 1818 inclusive, 1 vol. by “ Laws of N. C. by F. X. Martin

John Taylor esq ." esq." pub. 1806.

This is a continuation of judge “ Treatises on the powers and du

Taylor's Law Repository , under ties of a justice of the peace," have

another title, and is usually bound up been published by Davis, by Hay

as the 3d vol. of the Carolina Law wood , and by Potter , in the order of

Repository , and so quoted. time as above ; Davis' is very rare ,

“ Reports of cases argued and ad- and perhaps to be found in none of

judged in the supreme court of N. c. our book stores.

from Jan. term , 1819, to May term , 20. Foreign law books repub

1819, by Archibald D. Murphy esq. lished in your state, &c. ?

quoted, Murphy's Rep." A. A “ Treatise on the powersand du-,

Mr. Murphy, a short time one of ties of Exºrs and adı'rs, by F. X.

the judges of the superiour courts, Martin esq .” 1803.

under a new organization of them , The ground work of this was , the

was appointed state reporter of the then latest edition of Toller, which

sup. court, and published these deci- is copied verbatim , or nearly so ,

sions in 3 nos. and it is said is about omitting that part which derives au

publishing a 4th no . which will make thority from British statutes, not in

1 vol. ( 1 ) force here ; quoted “Martin on Ex

18. Is there any Digest of cases in ecutors."

your state courts , & c . ? Essays of William David Evans,

A. None, nor any in preparation. on the action for money had, and re

19. Are there any Treatises on ceived ; on the law of insurances ; and

the law , in your state &c. ? on the law of bills of exchange and

A. “The office and authority of a jus- I promissory notes, 1 small vol. by F.

tice of the peace, and of sheriffs, and X. Martin esq. ” pub . 1802.

coroners fc. by F. X. Martin esq.” A translation of M.Pothiers “ trea

pub. 1791. tise on obligations," 2 vols. by F. X.

On the jurisdiction of justices of Martin esq. pub. 1802.

the peace in civil suits, according to the 21 . Reports of Cases in the

laws of N. C. by F. X. Martin esq." district or circuit courts of the U. S.

a small pamphlet, pub. 1796, not of- in your state, &c. ?

ten cited.
A. None, except those comprised in

“ A Treatise on the Powers and the state reports, before referred to .

duties ofa sheriff according to the laws 22. Is there any Digest of cases

ofN. C. by F. X.Martin esq. " pub. in those courts, & c. ?

1806.
A. No such digest.

23. Have any books been compo

(1) It is understood Mr. Murphy has in

press, “Decisions of the supreme court,” sub- sed, in your State, &c. ?

sequent to those by Cameron and Norwood, A. None, but the foregoing.

and previousto judge Taylor's Law Reposi

tory . In 1805, the name and style of the

court of conference , " was altered to that
ATTORNIESCOUNSELLORS .

of the supreme court of N. C. "

Thomas Ruffin esq . of Hillsboro , (now state

reporter, ) will continue the decisions of “ the

supreme court " subsequent to May term , 1819,
24. Is there any distinction in the

to which they were brought by Mr. Murphy: profession of Attorney and Counsel

By law ,thereporter is required to publish lor, &c. ?

the decisions, within nine months after they

are made. A. There is none.
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25. By whom are attornies, or This is not a court of record and

counsellors admitted , &c. ? an appeal lies to the county, or supe

A. The rule adopted in 1815 is as riour court.

follows ; “ No applicant for license II . “ The Court of pleas and quarter

to practice law in the courts in this sessions.” Generally denominated,

state, shall be examined , except du- the county court.

ring the terms of the supreme court : It is a court of record holden quar

License to practice in the county terly in each county, by any 3 of the

courts only, shall be granted in the justices ; there is however one jus

first instance. Nor shall any person tice in each county stiled " chairman

be admitted to practice in the supe- of the court of pleas and quarter

riour courts, until one year after sessions."

having obtained license to practice This court has exclusive original

in the county courts .” jurisdiction as a court of probate, for

No particular term of study is re- issuing letters testamentary, and of

quisite. The candidate for admis- administration, and in binding 'ap

sion, must produce a certificate of prentices, and a concurrent jurisdic

unexceptionable moral character. tion with the superiour courts, in ap

pointing guardians to orphans ; and

COURTS.
takes cognizance of all matters con

27. What are the names of the se
cerning orphans, and their estates ;

veral courts in your state , &c . ?
in practice, this business is done al

28. Their style, &c . ?
most entirely in the county courts.

From its acts as a court of probate,
29. The extent oftheir several ter

ritorial jurisdictions, &c. ?
and in appointing and removing

30. Which have original jurisdic- guardians to orphans, there is an

tion , &c. ?

appeal to the superiour court.

31.—partly original,and part
It has original jurisdiction con

ly appellant &c. ?
current with the superiour courts, in

32. appellantjurisdiction on
all civil actions ; excepting for sums

due on bonds, notes, and liquidated

33. Which are courts of equity, accounts not exceeding $ 100 where

and which of law , &c. ?
the jurisdiction of a single justice is

34. What methods are used to exclusive, as before stated.

carry upjudgments & c . ?
Its original process can not be ex

A. I. Justices of the peace. ( 1 ) ecuted out of the county , except

ly , ốc. ?

( 1 ) Commissioned by the governor , (to work and labour done,should be cognizable &c.

whom they are recommended by the repre. by any one justice of the peace, who may

sentatives in general assembly ,) during good give judgment and thereupon award execu

behaviour; removable by thegeneralassembly, tion , against the goods and chattels , or body

only for misbehaviour, absence, or inability . of the debtor. This jurisdiction has been

Their authority is confined to the county gradually extended to L10. to L20. to L25.

in which appointed. to L30, and by an act at the last session of

Since the first settlement of the state , a the Legislature is extended to all sums due

Justice of the peace at his chambers and on bonds, notes , and liquidated accounts, not

without a jury, had jurisdiction in civil cases exceeding $ 100 .” And “ all suits hereafter

where a small amount was claimed . In cominenced in the superiour or county courts,

1777, was enacted what we commonly call on any bond , promissory note , or liquidated

the “ Court law ," organizing our courts ; it account for a less sum than $100, shall be

enacted, that all debts and demands of L5. abated on the plea of the defendant.” Thus

and under, for a balance due on any specialty , then we have the extent of jurisdiction of the

contract, note, or agreement, or for goods, first and lowest judicial tribunal, a single

wares, and merchandize sold and delivered, or justice of the peace.
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sue

9

6 where two or more persons are This court (beside their appellate

joined in one action, and one of them jurisdiction from the county courts,

is personally served with process in as before stated, and their general

the county where the writ issued , powers of correcting the errors of all

and the other resides in another inferior judicial tribunals ,) has ori

county in the state, then it may is - ginal jurisdiction concurrent with the

process to the county or county courts , in all civil actions :

counties where the defendants re- Its process extends to any county :

side. "
transitory actions, must be brought

By an act in 1762, “legacies, fil- in the superiour court of the county

ial portions, distributive shares of in- where both parties reside; when they

testates estates, sum or sums of mo- live in different counties, to the court

ney, or other estate due or owing of either , at the option of the plain

from guardians, or from exrs . admrs. tiff ;—when the plaintiff resides be

or other persons to orphans, may yond seas or in a different state, to

be recovered by petition to the supe- the court of the county where the

riour courts , or courts of pleas and defendant resides.

quarter sessions." These courts have exclusive origi

The proceedings on this petition nal jurisdiction of all matters in equi

are by plea, answer or demurrer, ty, but their equity and common law

as in equity, only more summary. jurisdiction is distinct, the judges

This court, has original jurisdic- sitting as chancellors , usually on the

tion concurrent with the superiour last days of the terms, and referring

courts, of all crimes and misdemean- all issues of fact, to the jury returned

ors committed within the county, to the superiour courts.

( except perjury , and such felony and These courts , have exclusive ori

criminal causes, where judgment ginal jurisdiction in petitions for

upon conviction is for loss of life, divorce, and the emancipation of

limb or member.) slaves ; as also of perjury, and such

Either plaintiff or defendant, dis- felony and criminal causes where the

satisfied with the sentence, judgment, judgment upon conviction, is for loss

or decree, may appeal to the superiour of life, limb or member, committed

court of law for the county - where, within the county ; and have ( beside

if the trial in the county court, was the appellate jurisdiction as before ,)

on an issue to the country, a trial concurrent with the county courts,

de novo is had ; if on the hearing of original jurisdiction of all crimes and

a petition for a legacy, filial portion, misdemeanor's committed within the

distributive share of an intestates county.

estate, or other matter relating there From thefinal judgment, sentence ,

to , a rehearing in the superiour court; or decree of the superiour court, in

also a writ of error in the nature of all causes civil and criminal, there

an appeal, lies from this court to the is an appeal to the supremecourt.

superiour court oflaw, for the county. IV. The “ Supreme court of North

III. The“ Superiour court of law Carolina , ” is the highest judicial tri

and equity ,” for each county in the bunal known to our laws, being the

state. ( 1 ) court of the last resort.

( 1 ) “ Previous to the year 1806 , (when an im- of several counties each , and there was a su

portant change was made in our judiciary ,) periour court of law and equity for each dis

the state was divided into districts consisting | trict.
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It is holden at the city of Raleigh shall appear to them ought to be ren

on the third Monday of June, and the dered .”

last Monday ofDecember in each year In cases pending before the superi

by the three judges, who are styled our courts as courts of equity , “ they

“ judges of the supreme court of may (on sufficient cause shown by

N. C.” and whose duty it is made, affidavit, rendering such a removal

" to keep the said court open from necessary,) order the said cases

day to day, until every cause propo- before a hearing, to be removed into

sed for a decision, shall be heard and the supreme court ; provided , that

decided. ”
such removal shall not be permitted ,

This court has no original juris- until the cause shall be set down for

diction, save in the case of certain hearing ; ” and here, a jury may be

delinquent officers receivers of pub- empanneled for the trial of issues of

lick monies, against whom the pub- fact, as in equity cases , before the su

lick treasurer is authorised to enter periour courts.

up judgment, before any court of Our courts of equity proceed by

record . bill and subpæna, as in the English

Cases at law , can only be brought chancery.

up from the superiour courts by ap

peal, as before stated , and can be re

heard only on the questions of law 35. Who is State Printer, &c. ?

presented by the record , it being the A. Thomas Henderson ,Raleigh.

duty of the court, “ to render such 36. Who is the principal Book -seller

judgment, sentence , or decree , as on at the seat of Government ?

an inspection of the whole record, it A. Joseph Gales.

MISCELLANEOUS .

Since 1806, a superiour court of law and the superiour courts, either by appeal, or in

equity has been holden semiannually in each the form of a case reserved by the judges

county. The state , (comprising 62 counties) below.

is divided into six circuits, 4 of 10 counties In 1818,rbreejudges were appointed, whose

each , and 2 of 11 counties each. sole duty it is to hold the “supreme court,"

From 1806 to 1818, ( when another very leaving the six judges of the superiour courts

important change was made in the system ,) of law and equity to thecircuits, and whodo not

there were but sıx judges in the state , each now sit in the supreme court. The judges of

rode a spring and fall circuit, holding the su the superiour courts allot the circuits among

periour court of law and equity in each coun themselves previous to each circuit, no one

ty in his circuit , no one riding the same cir. riding the same circuit twice in succession,

cuit twice in succession . The circuits commence throughout the state,

The same 6 judges met semiannually in on the 1st Monday of Marcb and September,

January and July atthe city of Raleigh, and one week being generally allotted to each

held the supreme court of N. C. ” which court ; in a few instances, twoare thrown into

had no original jurisdiction, but to which one week where there is little business .

questions of lawand equity were carried from
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No. II. CONVEYANCE BY DEED, &c. of the essence of the deed, but neces

sary rather for preserving the evi

1. What is the kind of Deed most dence, under the English law ( 2 Blk .

in use in your state &c. is it that of Com. 311.) and the act of 1715, ( see

bargain and sale ? No. 2.) permitting deeds acknow

1. It is that of " bargain and sale ." ledged by the vendor, to be register

2. Does the legal possession pass cd , and the certificate of registry

without livery , & c . ? regularly given on the deed ,being suf

J. The legal possession, passes to ficient proofof authenticity to entitle

the grantee without livery of seizin . the party to read it in evidence, it is

The statute of uses 27 Hen . viii. conceived, attesting witnesses are not

C. 10. is in force here. required to conveyances by deed of

By an act of 1715. C. 38. no con- real estate, whether absolute, or by

veyance, or bill of sale for lands, way ofmortgage.

(other than in mortgage ,) in what 6. Must the deed be sealed ?

ever manner or form drawn, is A. Itmust.

available in law , unless it is acknow 7. Is a scroll sufficient ?

leged by the vendor, or proved by one A. A scroll is sufficient.

or more evidences upon oath, either be 8. Are the common law requisites

fore the chief justice for the time be- for the perfection of Deeds & c. alter

ing, ( by subsequent acts, before any ed , in any particulars in your state ?

of the judges ) or in the court of the A. They are not, otherwise, than as

county where the land lies, and re- stated in other answers.

gistered by the publick register of 9. Is it necessary to the validity

the same county ; deeds so done and of a Deed as between the parties &c.

executed, are valid, and pass estates that it should be acknowledged by:

in land or right to other estate, with the grantor, or proved by the witnes

out livery of seizin, attornment, or ses, and be recorded ?

other ceremony whatsoever . A. It is necessary to the validity of a

There is no usage here applicable deed conveying real estate . ( see

to this subject, not derived either No. 2. )

from the common law, that part of 10. As against bona fide subsequent

the English statute law in force here, purchasers and mortgagees ; must the

or our own statutes . prior deed or mortgage to affect

3. In the creation of estates in fee, them , be recorded : within what pe

or fec tail , are technical words ne- riod : in what office : will notice of

cessary , &c. ?
the prior title, though unrecorded ,

A. In the creation of estates in fee by bar the second incumbrancer ?

deed , the word heirs is indispensable, 1. The answer to this question, and

we have no estates in fee tail. in part to the preceding, will be found

4. Is the construction of common in the subjoined epitomeof our laws

assurances, governed by the rules of on the subject.

;

A. Generally by the rules of com- ances of land.

mon law , All deedsmustbe registered , before

5. Are attesting witnesses &c . re- they can be read in evidence. By

quired to conveyances ? the act of 1715. c. 38. this was re

A. The attestation or execution in quired to be, within 12 months from

the presence of witnesses, not being the date of the deed . It was after
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wards in 1756. C. 6. extended to 2 , conveyance in trust, for any estate

years. whether real or personal, executed

By a series of acts passed in dif- after the 1st day of June following,

ferent years, down to 1818, further to be available in law, against cre

time was given for the registration ditors , or purchasers for a valuable

of conveyances previously made, and consideration, unless proved and re

not registered within the time ap- gistered in the manner already pre

pointed by law . The act of 1818. scribed by law in the case of convey

C. 9. (the last of the kind ,) enacted ances other than mortgages, within

“ that all grants for lands, all deeds six months after the execution of the

of mesne conveyance, and powers of mortgage, or deed or conveyance in

attorney under which any lands te- trust: and if not so proved, and re

nements or hereditaments had been gistered within thetime aforesaid , to

or may be conveyed &c. might within be held as against such creditors, or

two years after the passing of the purchasers, utterly null and void . "

act, be admitted to registration under These are the laws which govern

the same regulationsand restrictions the subject : it is not recollected that

as theretofore appointed by law ; any decision has been made, as to the

and be valid as if proven and regis- effect of notice .

tered , within the time theretofore 11. May a feme covert convey

allowed ."
estate held in her own right, and her

When registered, the deed has re- dower in the husband's estate, & c . ?

lation back to the time of execution. A. She may .

The registration as observed before, Her right ofdower,by act of 1784 .

must be in the office of the county in ch . 22. extending only, to the lands,

which the land lies. of which her husband died seized or

The answer therefore is, that as possessed, ( conveyances made fraud

against subsequent purchasers, the ulently to children or otherwise , with

prior deed to be valid, need not ne- intent to defeat her dower, being by

cessarily have been recorded before the same act declared void as a

the execution of thesubsequent deed , gainst her, ) it follows, that the hus

though like all others it must be, band's bona fide conveyance in his

before it can be read in evidence. life time, deprives her ofdower.

Where fraud is alledged, the wantof 12. Is this done by joining with

registration will of course be a cir- him in the conveyance, &c. ?

cumstance relied on. A. It must be by writing sealed and

II. As to mortgages, or conveyances delivered by them jointly and duly

in trust. acknowledged by them , and register

By the act of 1715. C. 38. "every ed , according to law . See act 1715.

mortgage of lands, tenements, goods c. 28 .

and chattels, first registered in the 13. Is a private examination of the

register's office of the county where feme necessary , & c . ?

the land lies , or if goods and chat 14. What officers may take this

tels, where the mortgagor lives , is to examination, &c. ?

be held the firstmortgage, unless the A. i private examination , (by the

prior mortgage be registered, with act of 1715) is necessary . It may

in 50 days of the date.” be taken by any of the judges of the

And by an act of the last session sup.court, or of the superiour courts

1820. C. 3. “ no mortgage, or deed or of law and equity ; by the county

26
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court where the land lies (a member peculiar in respect to dower in your

of the court stepping one side with state ?

the feme in private ;) or by two or A. See answer No. 11. ante.

more commissioners appointed under
18. What Officers in your State

the order of a judge,or of the county are authorized , to take acknowledg

court where the land lies, if the feme ments and proofs of deeds and mort

is a resident of another country or gages
?

so aged or infirm that she cannot A. The county court of the county

travel to the judge or county court ; where the land is, or any one of the

the commission being issued under judges of the sup. court of N. C. or

such order by the clerk ofthecounty of the superiour courts of law and

court. See act 1715, C. 28, relative equity ; 8. see no . 14 .

to deeds by feme covert. Hayw . man .

19. What is the form of a certifi

tit.feme covert.
cate by such officer, when the gran

15. What is the form of a certifi- tor acknowledges the execution ?

cate by the officer, where a feme cov- A. The following is believed to be

ert acknowledges the execution ,& c sufficient.

A. It is believed the following form “ State of N. Carolina . —-1821.

will contain every thing that is es Then was the execution of the fore

sential in the certificate of a judge going deed , acknowledged before me

when the examination is taken before by A. B. the bargainor, in due form of

him ; when before a court or commis- law . Let it be registered .

sioners, it will of course vary accor C. D.-J. S. L. f. E.”

ding to the authority which takes it. 20. What is the form when the ex

66 State of N. Car. July -1821. ecution is proved before him , by the

Before me
one of the deposition of the subscribing wit

judges of the superiour courts of law nesses ?

and equity for the state aforesaid, " State of N.Carolina .-- 1821.

for one of the judges of the supreme Then was the execution of the fore

court of N. C.) came A. B. and C. D. going deed proved before me in due

the bargainors in the foregoing deed , form of law, by the oath of E. F. the

and acknowledged the execution there- subscribing witness thereto. Let it be

of, she the said C. D. being first exam- registered.

ined by me privily and apartfrom her
C. D. J. S. L. 9 E."

husband the said A. B. touching the 21. Must the grantor or witness

execution thereof, and it appearing subscribe the acknowledgment, or

that she hath executed the same freely deposition ?

and of her own accord, without fear 1. No.

or compulsion of the said A. B. her 22. Is the certificate to be under

husband , and that she doth voluntari- the seal , as well as the hand of the

ly assent thereto , Let it be registered. officer ?

E. F.J. S. L. & E." A. It is not usual, nor is it believed

16. To bar the feme of dower in necessary.

the husband's estate ; is her joining 23. If a quaker is witness, what is

in the deed , and making such ac- the form of affirmation by your law ?

knowledgment, necessary in all ca- |A. No form in particular prescribed.

In practice it is usually administer

A. See answer No. 11. ante . ed thus : “ You A. B. do solemnly

17. Generally, is there any thing , and sincerely declare and affirm that

* *

ses , &c. ?
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the evidence you shall give the court thatthe person certifying, is duly au

and jury ” & c. If a quaker were the thorized &c. may be read in evidence

witness to the deed, the certificate of in the courts of this state in like man

the judge would, or need in no way ner , as a copy from any of the regis

differ from that stated in answer to ters or clerks offices therein .

No. 20. save by using the word “af By an act in 1810 с. 21 , sec. 2. If

firmation " in the place of “oath.” a deed for conveyance of lands be

24. If a grantor, mortgagor, or executed without the state , and the

witness, is in another state or territo- subscribing witness or witnesses , are

ry , what officers in such other state without the state, the court of pleas

&c. may take the acknowledgment of and quarter sessions, of the county in

the grantor, or deposition of the wit- which the lands lie, may direct a

ness , to the execution ? dedimus to two or more commission

A. In answer to this I subjoin the ers in the state where they reside,

substance ofour laws on the subject. empowering both or either to take

The 7th section of the act of 1715, the acknowledgment or probate of the

c . 38. ( the first act on the subject,) deed , and return it with a certificate

in substance provided , that convey of the probate or acknowledgment

ances of land made in foreign parts, to the court ; which dedimus, certifi

remitted and proved here as deeds cate and deed, may be registered,

made here, or acknowledged or pro- and be effectual to all intents and

ved before the chiefmagistrate of any purposes.

city, town or corporation , within And it is provided, that if a sub

the king of G. Britains dominion's ' scribing witness to a deed or any in

and attestation thereof affixed there- strument requiring registration is

to ; or before the governor or com dead, proof of his or her hand wri

mander in chief of any of his majes- ting, together with proof of the hand

ty's plantations, and attested under writing of thegrantor, shall be suffi

the publick seal ; and registered in cient for thatpurpose.

the office of the precinct where the By an act of 1810 , c. 9, 1st sec .

land lies, within 1 year after the If a conveyance for lands is by hus

arrival of the deed , should be as valid band and wife, residing out of this

&c. as if made and executed, within state in any of the U. States, or ter

the province. ” ritory of the U. S. the acknowledg

By an act in 1802, c . 22, it is en- ment may be before one of the judges

acted, that where inhabitants of of the courts of supreme jurisdiction

other states by will or deed, devise or there , (or by thewife, before two or

convey property in this state, and more commissioners authorized un

the original cannot be obtained to re- der a commission for that purpose

gister in the county where the land from some court of record in such

lies, or where the property is in dis- state or territory,) the wife being

pute, then a copy of the will or deed privily examined before the judge or

(after it has been proved and regis- commissioners, whether she volun

tered , or deposited according to the tarily assents thereto ; the attestation

laws of the state where the person of which acknowledgment endorsed

died, or made the same,) certified on or affixed to the deed or commis

according to the act of congress of sion , by the judge or commissioners,

May 1790, by the proper officer, with with the certificate of the governor

the testimonial of the governor Sc. I of the state or territory duly authen
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ticated and annexed to the deed , By an act of 1798, C. 37, sec. 2 , a

that the judge before whom & c. power of attorney to convey real es

was at the time one of the judges of tate, executed by any person resi

the courts of supreme jurisdiction ding out of the state , proved or ac

in &c. or that the court issuing the knowledged before the chief justice,

commission is a court of record, and or any judge of the courts of supreme

the person signing it is clerk of such jurisdiction in the state where such

court ; the deed then being exhibited person resides, or in any county

to the court of pleas &c. of the coun- court thereof, duly certified by the

ty where the lands lie, or to one of clerk of the court, or a Notary or

the judges of the superiour courts , Tabellion publick, upon being ex

shall be ordered with the certificates hibited to the court of pleas &c. of

and commission to be registered,and the county where the land lies, or

when so registered , is valid to con- one of the judges of the superiour

vey the estate of the feme, and is ev- court, shall be ordered & c. and be

idence without further proof. registered, in the same manner, as

By the 2d sec. If a conveyance if the power had been proved or ac

or power of attorney to convey lands knowledged in open court of the

in this state, made by husband and county where the land lies.

wife residing without the limits of The 3d Sec. of the act of 1810. C. 9.

the U. States, is acknowledged be provides that powers of attorney

fore the Mayor or other chief magis- made by persons in foreign parts, be

trate, of any city , town, or corpora- ing acknowledged or proved, before

tion, the wife being first privately , the mayor or chief magistrate of any

examined by the magistrate, whether city, town or corporation, and the

she voluntarily assents thereto ,) and attestation endorsed or affixed there

the attestation thereof is endorsed to , and on exhibition to the court of

or affixed thereto , upon being exhib- pleas & c. of the county where the

ited to the court of pleas &c. of the lands lie, or to one of the judges of

county where the lands lie, or one of the superiour courts of this state

the judges of thesuperiour courts &c. shall be ordered &c. and be register

it shallbe ordered &c. and be regis- ed ; and are then evidence without

tered , as if proved and acknowledg- further proof.

ed in the court of such county, and And by the act of 1798. C. 31. a con

be valid in law to pass the estate of veyance made by any person under

the wife , and when registered is ev- a power ofattorney from a femecovert

idence, without further proof. residing without the state by her

By a subsequent act, 1816 c . 82. the freely executed jointly with her hus

provisions of the first sec. of the act band, is made valid to pass the estate

of 1810 c. 9, are extended , to the of the feme in the lands mentioned

district of Columbia , except that in- and included in the power , whether

stead of the certificate & c . of the in fee simple, right of dower orother

governor , the certificate and authen- wise : provided , the power is sepa

tication of the secretary of state of rately acknowledged by the feme, and

the U. States is required . is duly proved as by the existing laws,

Beside the above modes of con- deeds of conveyanceby femes covert

veyance by those residing abroad, are required to be acknowledged or

there remains one other viz, by at- proved.

torney . It will be observed the 2d sec, of
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the act of 1810. c . 9. above recited , party entitled to it ; he cannot read

provides again expressly for powers a copy in evidence, untilhe accounts

of attorney to convey lands in this for the want of the original.

state,made by husband and wifewho 29. In what order,domortgages

reside without the limits of the U. take preference of each other ?

States . 30. Is any time allowed after exe

Thus then it is believed is given , cution , within which the mortgage

every mode in which conveyances of being recorded, a subsequent mort

real estate, by persons residing out gage gains no priority by first re

of this state , can be authenticated or gistering ?

admitted to registration under our 4. See ante, No. 10.

laws .
31. May deeds of mortgage, be ac

25. Wherethe officer is of another knowledged and proved in like man

state &c. what proof or instrument ner in and out of the state, recorded

must be made or annexed to his certi- and have like competency in evi

ficate , showing he is such officer &c ? dence, as absolute deeds &c ?

A. See answer to No. 24. A. It is conceived they may ; the ge

26. If grantors or witnesses are neral terms used in the acts being

dead, removed from the state, or can “ deeds of conveyance for lands & c .”

not be found ; is there any provision 32. In regard to the execution of

in those cases , for secondary proofs, deeds and mortgages in your state,

&c. ?
is there any other thing to be obser

A. The act of 1810. C. 21 s. 2d pro- ved, & c . ?

vides for the case of the death of sub- A. Nothing is recollected .

scribing witnesses ; it is not recol

lected that any express provision is No. III. JUDGMENT, ( EXECUTION )

made for the other cases ; but the &c.

act of 1715. C. 38. (ante, No. 2. ) di

recting the proofto be by one or more 33. Do judgments bind real pro

evidences upon oath , it is conceived perty , and may it be sold on execu

does not necessarily require the oath tion in your state ?

of subscribing witnesses , in cases in 34. From what time is a judgment

which from necessity, the common (or decree in equity , ) a lien on real

law rules of evidence admit of se- estate, against alienation of the debt

condary proof.

27. If the grantor and witnesses 35. What is the order of priority

are in a foreign country, and living among judgment creditors, in res

or dead, is there any provision for pect of lands ?

taking an acknowledgment or proof 36. Does a judgment bind, after

in such country ? acquired land ?

4. See ante No. 24. A. As the law at present seems to be

28. Are deeds and mortgages settled here, a judgment is not a lien

recorded , evidence ; by whom are upon lands , but from the teste of the

copies exemplified ? fi. fa . where a fi. fa . is the species of

A. They are ; copies are exemplified execution which the plaintiff takes

by the register in whose ofice the out upon it ; but that it bindsa moiety

deed or mortgage is recorded . As of the lands, if the creditor elects to

however the deed or mortgage after sue out an elegit, from the term in

being recorded , is returned to the which rendered.

or , &c. ?
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I have subjoined an explanatory court of pleas and quarter sessions

note on this head. ( 1 ) for debt, damages, portion, legacy,

37. In respect of chattels, has the or distributive share of an intestates

first judgment, or first execution de - estate, if the defendant removes him

livered , the preference ? or herself and effects, or reside out

38. In respect of chattels, may the of the jurisdiction , the clerk of such

debtor alienate, before execution de court at the plff's request, may issue

livered ?
execution to any county of the state ,

A. See answer to No. 33, 34 &c. where the deft, or his goods may be

39. Is a prior judgment in an In- found.

feriour court, a lien on lands without 42. Can execution issue immedi

its jurisdiction, & c. ? ately after judgment, against real

40. Is there any Court in which estate of the debtor, and that be sold

a Judgment will bind the lands, in without any previous appraisment

every county ? &c. and on what conditions as to pay

41. Can execution be taken out at ment ?

once, in every county, &c . ? A. From the same term , against real

A. To the first part of these ques- and personal estate, (see answer to

tions, the answer results from that No. 33, 34 & c .) which may be sold af

under Nos. 33, 34 &c.
ter advertising (40 days for real, and

The finalprocess of the sup. courts , 10 for personal property,) without

may be directed to any county in the any previous appraisment: condi

state ; and by act of 1777.c. 2. s. 77. tions of execution sales, always cash ,

upon a judgment or decree in a county unless ordered otherwise by the plff.

(1 ) The question, whether a judgment is manner ; and such as issued only against

a lien upon the lands of the debtor, had never goods and chattels, should thereafter issue

received its conclusive and authoritative and against lands and tenements, aswell as goods

swer until a late decision of our sup. court , and chattels ; and the sheriff, upon such at.

Howell Jones & others vs. Edmonds; (Mur- tachment, execution or other process, should

phy, 43.) proceed to levy the same upon the goods and
There had been some obiter dicta, ( 1st chattels of the defendant in the first instance

Hayw . 95.) and it is believed many decisions if any, but if to the best of his knowledge

on the circuit, that a judgment bound the lands there were no goods and chattels, or notsuf

of the debtor from the time it was rendered . ficient to answer the plaintiff's demand, to

This case decides, that a judgment creates no execute the same upon the lands and tene .

lien upon the lands of the debtor where a fieri ments to the amount of the whole debt, or of

facias is sued out ; and it is said by the court , so much, as remained more than the value

that a judgment is still a lien upon a moiety of of the goods and chattels found ; and that

the land of which the debtor was seized a: lands and tenements be liable (under such re

the time of its rendition , if the creditor suę strictions,) to be sold to satisfy the plaintiff's

out an elegit; but if he resort to a fieri facias, judgment; and that where process is levied

the lands are only bound as chattels . This upon lands and tenements in such manner,

requires some explanation.
and judgment shall bave been thereupon bad,

The stat. of Geo. 2d . c. 7th . sec . 4. ( consi- he should not proceed to sell the same, until

dered in force here, as expressly relating to advertised for 40 days.

the colonies, and not being inconsistent with Under these laws, it had become the settled

the spirit of our government,) had enacted , practice, to issue thefi.fa. against the goods

that lands should be liable to and chargeable and lands, and as the stat, of 29th c . ii , ch .

with all just debts, and be assets for the satis. 3d. is not in force here, it is believed , the fi.

faction of debts, in the same manner as real fa. as at common law has relation to its teste ,

estates by the law of England are liable to and binds the defendant's lands and goods from

debts, due by bond or other specialty ; and that time ; no case is known where the elegit,

be subject to the like remedies with personal (or any other writ of execution against pro

Our act of 1777. c. 2 s. 29.had en- perty than the fi. fa .) has been prayed.

acted, that all process which theretofore issued

against goods and chattels, lands and tene These words in italick are in the mand

meņts, should for the future issue in the same script. Ed.

estates ,
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43. In such case , is a Deed made | A. He has no such privilege.

and delivered to the party, before 49. May judgments on warrant

acknowledgment of it by such officer of attorney , be entered in vacation ?

in court, or confirmation by the
50. Can judgments be entered on

court, valid : If fraud or irregularity, warrant of atty. before the debt is

is there any summary redress ?
payable ?

A. No acknowledgment in court, or
51. In such case , is the judgment

confirmation is necessary ; his ac an incumbrance ,against a subsequent

knowledgment, or proof by a wit- judgment for debts due, and follow

ness, to entitle the deed to registra: l'ed by immediate execution ?

tion , is requisite in this, as in all

other cases ofdeeds of land or slaves,
A. By act of 1783. c. 9. judgment

before they can be read in evidence, bonds, notes , and other writings,

as heretofore shown.
power to any person to confess

There is no summary redress for judgment thereon, are declaredvoid

fraud or irregularity, other than may be as on common bonds and penal
as to the power , and proceedings to

fall within the power of the court
notes.

(on return of the execution ,) by way
52. If after sale and conveyance

of motion on common law principles.

44. Before real estate can be sold of land on execution , the judgment is

on execution, must it be appraised reversed ;does theestaterevert, &c.?

and sale delayed, until it brings the A. Thefi. fa. being the only execu

tion on which lands are sold , and

appraised value, or some propor

tion , &c . ?
there being no act of assembly decla

A. Nothing of this kind is required. ring the effect of a reversal, nor any

45. Is there any writ of levari fa- adjudged cases recollected , I refer

cias, elegit, extent, &c. in your state ? towhatmay be found in the cases

A. See answer to No. 33, 34 & c. collected in 2 Bac. ab. 740. tit. Exn .

when money only is recovered as 6th ed .pr. Williams, Let. Q. and 5th

Binn . 273.

(
cifick chattels ,asin detinue,replevin . 53. Is the Ca. Sa. allowed in the

&c. ) the only executions in use are,

first instance : are bail exonerated

the ca. sa. and fi. fa . by surrender of the principal ?

46. Are there any laws, to delay A. It is ; and bail are exonerated

or impair the remedy on execu- on surrender &c. See Hayw . Man.

tion, by suspension, appraisment, “ Bail." act of 1777. C. 2d s. 19, 20 .

and a minimum fixed , & c . or con- By this act, if the sheriff takes no

straining the creditor to receive oth- bail bond, or an insufficient bond,

er than lawful money &c. ? he is to stand in the place of special

47. What security is required , bail : the bail bond is to be taken as

that theproperty shall not be wasted , special bail : the surrender may be

and be forth coming ? made in court or to the sheriff in the

A. Not at this time ; the act of 1812. recess of the court, and at any time

C. 8. for suspending executions ceased before final judgment on the sci . fa.

to operate, from the first term of 54. May the debtor be imprisoned

the court, after the 1st of February, for any sum ; are none exempted ,&c.?

1814 . A. He may, unless he has taken the

48. May the debtor redeem land benefit of the insolvent (or honest

sold on execution , &c. ?
debtors) act, or of the prison bounds.
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Females, fathers &c. are not ex- | intitled to be discharged from per

empted. sonal imprisonment by the justices,

55. Is the Ca. Sa. regulated by judges, or judge applied to , on ta

the common law , f'c. ? king the “ poor debtors oath," in sub

A. So far as recollected, it is. stance, that he is not worth 40 s.

56. Are any kinds of personal es- sterling, ( except the articles men

tate exempt from execution ? tioned No. 56 ) and had not directly

A. Our insolvent law of 1773. C. 4 , or indirectly at any time, disposed

entitled the debtor to his discharge of any of his property to defraud

on swearing that he had not the his creditors. ( 1 )

worth of 40s. sterling, in any world 2. By another sec. of this act, a

ly substance, in debts owing to him debtor who has remained in close

or otherwise , besides his wearing ap- prison for 20 days, may petition the

parel, working tools, and arms for court to be discharged from impris

muster, and delivering up his pro - onment upon surrender ofall his pro

perty with a schedule ; and the 2d s. perty, and upon filing a schedule,

of the act protected them from sale. and giving notice ofhis petition with

The act of 1808. c . 11. exempts from a copy ofthe schedule to the creditors ,

sale on execution , and excepts in the at whose suit imprisoned , and taking

insolvent's oath , 1 bed and its neces- a prescribed oath to the truth of the

sary furniture , and the act of 1810. schedule, he is to be set at liberty by

6. 15. further exempts, a wheel and the court, if satisfied with the truth

cards, also one loom. of his oath .

All the property by another sec

No. IV. INSOLVENT (LAW.) tion is vested in the sheriff, who is to

sell it and pay over the proceeds,

57. Is there a standing insolvent which finally according to provis

law in your state , &c. Are any per- ions in the act, are to be distributed

sons on account of the nature of the among the creditors who may come

debt, &c. excepted out of it ?
in, pro rata .

58. What time is required to effect And in such case, by another sec

a discharge: Is the claim for a dis- tion, the person discharged is never

charge, determined by the court or to be arrested for the same debt. (2)

a jury ?
An act in 1808, dispensed with that

59. Must the debtor be actually part of the law of 1773, requiring

in the gaol, or may he apply for the

benefit of the law , at any time &c. ? ( 1) I understand this section , merely to

60. Is there any thing peculiar in exempt the debtor taking the oath, from per

your insolvent law ?
sonal imprisonment for the same debts, but

not as against all creditors. Ed .

A. 1. By an act passed in 1773, a
(2 ) I understand on the whole , that upon

person charged on mesne process or this branch of the act the debtor is discharged

in execution for debt, and having from future personal arrest by any of his ex

remained in close prison 20 days, on isting creditors, at the time of his surrender,

petition to any two justices of the whether they come in or not under the as

peace, ortwo judges of the inferiour, signment ; although the terms of the act are ,

that such debtor after such discharge shall

or one judge of the superiour court,
never be arrested for the same debts, which

either in or out of court, and having appears to have no relation but to the debts

given notice to the creditors at whose for which he was imprisoned, and the credi

suit imprisoned , of his petition , is tors to whom notice had been given. Ed.
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20 days previous confinement in 62. What formalities of execution ,

close prison , substituting the prison are essential to a will of lands &c ?

bounds ; but in 1809, this being A. By statute, no will of lands is

deemedtoo indulgent, the legislature validin law or equity , unless written

revived the act of 1773 for 20 days in the testator's life time, and signed

close imprisonment, before the debtor by him or some other in his presence

could petition to deliver up his pro- and by his direction, and subscribed

perty . in his presence by two witnesses at

By an act passed in 1820 to take least, no one of which shall be inter

effect on the 1st Jan. 1821, actual ested in the devise of the lands

imprisonment in gaol on ca. sa. was Unless the will is found among the

in effect abolished. valuable papers or effects of the de

By this , a debtor arrested on ca. sa. ceased, or have been lodged in the

upon entering into a bond &c. to the hands of any person for safe keeping,

creditor for his appearance at the and be in the hand writing of the de

next county court, and to abide the ceased, and his name be subscribed, or

order of the court, touching his ta- inserted in some part of the will ; and

king the benefit of the act of 1773, if such hand writing is generally

and tendering such bond to the officer, known by the acquaintances of the

is to be discharged from custody. deceased , and it be proved by at least

On appearance , he is entitled to 3 credible witnesses, that they verily

take the poor debtor's oath , ” or to believe the will and every part to be

surrender his property, and is dis- in the hand writing of the deceased :

charged as to imprisonment of his in such case, it shall be sufficient to

body, against all creditors to whom convey an estate in lands.

notice is given , according to the pro 63. What formalities are required ,

visions of the act. in the revocation of wills of land ?

If any creditor suggests fraud or A. By the 1st clause of an act 1819 ;

concealment, the fact is to be tried c . 17. no devise in writing, oflands ,

by a jury. ( 1 )
tenements or hereditaments, or any

clause thereof, is revocable, other

No. V. WILLS, & c . wise than by some other will or co

dicil in writing, or other writing de

61. Are lands and freehold inter- claring the same, or by burning, can

ests devisable at the pleasure of the celling, tearing, or obliterating the

testator, and to the entire disinheri- same, by the devisor himself, or in

son of his children or issue &c. ? his presence and by his direction and

A. They are .
consent ; but all devises of lands and

( 1) The foregoing, is a mere sketch of the This consideration would induce me to

insolvent law of N. C. as I understood it to give a pretty full abstract of the act of 1820,

be, when the questions were answered : The had I not received information from this gen

gentleman who did me this favour, is very tleman some time in the autumn, that an at

minute in his detail of the last act of 1820, tempt would be made at the ensuing session

for the relief of “ honest debtors , " manifes of the legislature to repeal it . Not having

ting great satisfaction , that the odious and heard the result, I concluded it best, to defer

impolitick right of a creditor over the body of the communications received from him at

his debtor, to consign him at his pleasure to large, on the insolvent laws of N. C. What

2 shameful and unavailing punishment pre- is mentioned above, is a summary taken from

liminary to a surrender, had been abolished his statement, and which perhaps, is not en

in N. Carolina . tirely comprehended by me.
Ed .

27
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tenements shall remain and continue dence at his or her death, or if he or

in force, until, the same be burnt, she had fixed places of residence in

cancelled, torn , or obliterated by the more than one county , in either ; and

devisor, or in his presence and by his in case of a written will , it is to be

consent and direction ; or unless, the proved by at least one of the subscri

same be altered, or revoked by some bing witnesses if living ; if contest

other will or codicil in writing, or ed, by all the living witnesses to be

other writing of the devisor, signed found , and by such other persons as

by himself , or some other person in may be produced to support the will ;

his presence and by his direction, and and where the validity of any will is

subscribed in his presence by two contested, whether written or nuncu

witnesses at least ; or unless, the pative, it is to be tried by a jury , on

same be altered or revoked , by some an issue made up by the court for

other will or codicil in writing of that purpose.

the devisor, and his name subscri Probates of wills of land , as well

bed thereto or inserted therein, and as attested copies certified by the pro

be lodged by him with some person per officer ( the clerk of the court

for safe keeping, or left by him in where proved ,) are evidence in the

some secure place, or among his val- same manner as the originals ; but iſ

uable papers or effects ; and every fraud is suggested in obtaining the

part ofwhich will or codicil or other will, or any irregularity in proving

writing, be proved to be in the hand it, the party may insist on the origi

writing of the devisor, by three wit- nal being produced if to be found ,

nesses at least. and compel its production .

64. Are the provisions of the 29 Original wills and inventories, are

C. ii. c. 3. adopted in regard to the to remain in the clerk's office among

execution of wills of land &c ?
the records.

A. They are not, further than ap
These are all statute provisions,

pears in answer , No. 62. and may be found in Hayw's manuel ,

65. Before what court, or officer ,
and furnish answers to questions

are wills of lands and personalty,
Nos. 65 , 66, 67. ( 1 )

exhibited for proof: does the proof in
68. What formalities are required ,

the probate court, affect the right of to wills of chattels ?

the heir to question its execution at A. They are proved according to the

law ? common law : nuncupative wills, for

66. Is the execution proved by the a small amount, under certain res

witnesses, or oath of the executors, of the act of 1819. no will in writing
trictions are allowed. By the 2d . sec .

or both, in the first instance ?

bequeathing personal estate of great
67. In what office is the will and

er value than 1001. is revocable, oth

inventory registered : are office co- erwise, than by cancelling, burning .

pies evidence?

A. All wills are proved, and admin ( 1 ) It is not stated expressly, but I infer

istrations granted, in the court of from the provisions in these acts , that the

Pleas and quarter sessions of the probate in the county court in the first in

proper county , and the wills record- stance , with or without contest, is not conclu

ed there.
sive on a trial at law in case of lands, nor does

The it seem clear, that the probate there as to the

proper county, is where the
personalty, is conciusive against those claim .

deceased had his or her usual resi

ing by intestacy. Ed.

!

1
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tearing or obliterating the same, or the property is in dispute, a copy of

by other writing declaring the same; the will or deed (after it has been

or other willor codicil executed with proved and registered or deposited

such formalities, as a will good and agreeably to the laws of the state

sufficient in law to pass a personal where the person died or made the

estate, of greater value than 1001. same) being properly certified, either

By the act of 1811. c. 17. no person according to the act of congress pas

is capable of making a will of chat- sed in May 1790, or by the proper

tels, until 18 years of age. officer of the state, and the testimo

69. Are any number of subscribing nial of the governor or commander

witnesses, or the signature or seal of in -chiefof said state, that the person

the testator, required ; or is a will of certifying is the proper officer , or

personals provable by the rules of duly authorised by law; in such case,

the common law & c ? the copy may be read as evidence in

A. See answer to No. 68.
the courts of this state, as a copy

70. May executors, or adminis- from any of the registers' or clerks '

trators having letters in another offices therein might.

state , sue in your state ? On the part of these questions

71. If not, what is to be done to which relate to deeds &c. see answer

enable them to sue ? to No. 11. Judgments in other states

A. It was decided by the court of are of course exemplified under laws

conference, ( the then highest judicial of the U. S. 2 vol. 102. 3 vol. 621. for

tribunal in the state, adm'r of Butts authentication of records.

vs. Price, Conf. Rep. 68.) that letters

No. VI. DESCENTS.

of adm’n granted in another state ,

(Georgia ) would not enable the ad 74. How do inheritances in fee sim

ministrator to maintain a suit in our ple descend upon intestacy, among

courts ; adm’n should be taken out lineal heirs ?

here ; in which case the bond and se 75. How among collaterals ?

curity required of all adm’rs, must 76. How , in respect of the half

be given. blood : does the common law govern ?

In “ ex'rs of Stephens vs. Smart's 77. Does the common law prevail

ex'rs, ” ( 1 L. Repository 471.) itwas on descents, in any cases, and what ?

decided by the sup. court, that letters 78. Is there any thing peculiar in

testamentary issued in another state, your law of descents ?

( S. Carolina ) were sufficient to en The act of 1808 ch . 4th (intended

able the executor to sue in this state. to obviate many difficulties which

72. Are exemplifications of wills arose in the construction of previous

and testaments, by the proper offi- laws on the subject ) ( 1 ) drawn by

cer in other states, evidence in your a distinguished gentleman of the bar ,

courts &c ? contains the following rules for re

73. How are foreign wills and gulating the descent of inheritances . "

testaments proved in your state, &c? 1st. Inheritances shall lineally de

A. In cases where inhabitants of scend to the issue of the person who

other states, by will or deed, devise died last actually or legally seized ,

or convey property situated in this forever, but shall notlineally ascend,

state , and the original will or deed except as is hereafter provided for.

cannot be obtained to register in the
( 1) Acts of 1784, c. 22. 1784, sess . 2, 6. 10.

county where the land lies, or where 1801, c. 11.
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.

2d . Females shall inherit equally Sec. 2d. The act to be in force

with males, and younger with older from and after the 31st of December

children . 1808, and all laws within the mean

3d. The lineal descendants of any ing and purview are repealed and

person deceased , shall represent their made void. Provided , that it shall

ancestor, and stand in the same place not be construed to repeal so much

as the person himself would have of the existing laws, as prohibits

done, had he been living. children who have had lands settled

4th. On failure of lineal descend- on them by a deceased parent, from

ants, and where the inheritance has claiming more of the inheritance of

been transmitted by descent from an such parent, than will make their

ancestor, or hasbeen derived by gift, shares equal to those of the other

devise or settlement from an ances- children . ( 1 )

tor , to whom the person thus advan

ced would in the event of such an - No. VII. DISTRIBUTION ON INTES

cestors death have been the heir , or TACY, (OF PERSONALTY .)

one of the heirs, the inheritance shall

descend to the next collateral rela 79. Upon intestacy, how is the

tions of the person last seized, who surplusage of personal property dis

were of the blood of such ancestor, tributed ?

subject to the two preceding rules . 80. How
among collaterals ?

5th . On failure of lineal descend 81. Are the 22nd and 23rd Car.

ants , and where the inheritance has ii. c. 10, and 29 Car. ii. c. 30, called

not been transmitted by descent, or the Statutes of distribution & c. a

derived as aforesaid from an ancestor , dopted ?

or where, if so transmitted or deri A. The admr. by an act in 1766,

ved , the blood of such ancestor is and another in 1784 , is to distribute

extinct, the inheritance shall descend the surplus as follows :

to the next collateral relations of the If there are not more than two chil

person last seized, whether of the dren , one third part to the wife ofthe

paternal or maternal line, subject to intestate, and all the rest, by equal

the second and third rules.
portions, to and amongst the children

6th . Collateral relations of the of the intestate , and such persons as

half blood , shall inherit equally with

those of the whole blood, and the

(1 ) The provisions alluded to in the proci .

degrees ofrelationship shall be com so, excludes children from inheritance who

puted, according to the rules which have had lands settled upon them by thepa

prevail in descents at common law : shall descendtothe other children respective.

rent in fee simple, equal to the share which

provided always, that in all cases ly, and in case it is not equal, then so much

where the person last seized , shall shall descend to the child provided for,as

will make such child equalwith the others
have left no issue, nor brother nor inheriting

sister, nor the issue of such, the in If a person dies seized of real estate of in

heritance shall vest for life only in heritance, leaving no person who can claim

as heir by thelaws ofthe state, but leaving

the parents of the intestate, or in a widow ,she shall inherit the estate.

either of them , if one only be living,
Where aliens are next in descent, the near

and on the death of one of the pa- being a citizen of the U. S. inherits.

est descendant or relation of the deceased ,

rents , then in the survivor, and af See 1 Murp. 333 , 410. - 2. Law Rep. 103,

terwards betransmitted according 406, on the construction of the act of 1784

to the preceding rules.
not the only cases decided upon these acts .
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legally represent such children , in , inventory of such property , under

case any of the said children be then oath to the admr. setting forth the

dead, other than such child or chil- particulars, and on refusal are bar

dren who shall have any estate by red from any share.

the settlement ofthe intestate, or shall By an act passed in 1799, it is

be advanced by the intestate in his provided , that if a woman dies intes

life -time, by portion or portions e- tate leaving illegitimate children ,

qual to the share which shall by such ( and none legitimate,) her estate real

distribution be allotted to the other and personal shall descend to such

children to whom such distribution is children , as if born in wedlock ; and

to be made ; and if such settlement if any such illegitimate child die in

or portion be not equal,then so much testate , and without leaving a child

ofthe surplus of the estate of the in - or children , the estate real and per

testate, to be distributed to such child sonal of such intestate, shall descend

or children as shall have any land to , and be divided among the broth

by settlement, or were advanced , as ers and sisters of the intestate , born

shall make the estate of all the said of the body of the same mother and

children to be equal as nearly as can their representatives, in like manner

be estimated. If there be no chil- as if they had been born in lawful

dren, nor any legal representatives wedlock.

of them, then one third to the wife, Although the stat. of 29 car . ii. C.

and the residue equally to every of 3. s. 25, which was passed in En

the next ofkin of the intestate who gland to clear up a doubt in regard

are in equal degree, and to those to the husband's right as admr. of his

who legally represent them , provi- wife, to her personal estate, is not

ded that there be no representatives in force or re- enacted here, yet the

admitted amongst collaterals , after opinion is , ( though not settled by any

brothers' and sisters' children. If judicial determination ) that he is en

there are more than two children , then titled to admn. on her effects, and to

the widow shall share equally with receive and enjoy them to his sole

all the children , she being entitled to a use.

child's part ; if there be no wife, then It will be perceived , that our act

to be distributed equally to and a- of 1784 in terms, comprises the stats .

mongst the children ; ifno child, then of 22 and 23 car. ii. c. 10 , and the

to the next of kindred in equal de stat. 1 jac. ii . c . 17, called the stat

gree of or unto the intestate, and utes of distribution : ( see 3 Bac. ab .

their legal representatives as afore- Exrs. and Admrs. let. I. ) except,

said . If after the death of the father , that if there are more than 2 chil

any of his children die intestate with- dren, the widow only shares equally

out wife or children in the life-time with them, taking a child's part;

of the mother, every brother and sis- and takes a third in the cases ofthere

ter and the representatives of them, being no child or notmore than two

shall have an equal share with the children : whereas, by the English

mother, of the estate of the child or acts aforesaid , she takes a third in

children dying intestate .
every case where there is a child or

By an act in 1792, children to children , whether two or more, and

whom the intestate had given , or where no child , is entitled to a

put into their possession any person- moiety.

al property , are bound to render an
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No. VIII. ENTAILS, DOWER , CUR- possession of any real estate, where

TESY, &c. such estate hath been conveyed in fee

simple, shall be good and effectual in

82. May entails be created, as law, to bar any tenant or tenants in

under the Stat. de donis—and with tail and tenants in remainder, of and

the same incidents, in respect of be- from all claim and claims, action and

ing barred ; dowor ; curtesy ; waste actions, and right of entry whatso

&c ? ever, of, in and to such entailed es

83. Are entails abolished ; con- tate, against any purchaser, his heirs

verted into fees ; or otherwise modi. or assigns, now in actual possession

fied &c ? of such estate, in the same manner

84. How barred by the tenant ? as if such tenant in tail had posses

1. The 23d sec . of our bill of rights, sed the same in foe simple.”

made a part of the constitution ,) 85. Is the widow entitled to dow

declares, “ that perpetuities and mo- er ; and the husband to curtesy ; as

nopolies, are contrary to the genius by the common law ?

of a free state , and ought not to be 4. By an act of 1784. c . 22. if a per

allowed,” and the 23d sec. of the son dies intestate, (or makes a will,

constitution declares , “ that the fu- not devising and bequeathing therein

ture legislature of this state shall re- to the widow , such real or personal

gulate entails ,in such a manner as to estate for a provision as is satisfac

prevent perpetuities." tory to her, she is entitled to d of

And the act of 1784. C. 22. sec . 5. the lands &c. of which her husband

declaring that whereas entails of died seized, as her dower for life .

estates , tend only to raise the wealth But to entitle her to dower , where

and importance of particular fami- there is a devise to her ofreal or per

lies and individuals, giving them an sonal estate in the will, she is to dis

undue and unequal influence in a re- sent to the will, in the superiour or

publick , and prove in manifold in- county court of the county in which

stances the source of great conten- she resides, within 6 months from the

tion and injustice ," enacts “ that probate of the will.

from and after the ratification of this As she is only entitled to dower of

act, any person seized or possessed the lands of which the husband died

of an estate in general or special seized, there is a provision making

tail, whether by purchase or descent , void all conveyances by the husband

shall be held and deemed to be seized fraudulently to children or others, to

and possessed of the same in fee sim- defeat her of dower.

ple, fully and absolutely, without any Her { is to comprehend the whole

condition or limitation whatsoever, of the mansion house, outhouses and

to him, his heirs and assigns for improvements belonging to it, unless

ever , and shall have full power and the court is of opinion that this would

authority to sell or devise the same be manifestly unjust to the children

as he shall think proper ; and such or other relations, in which case she

estates shall descend under the same is to have such part or portions of the

rules as other estates in fee simple ; house &c. as the court conceives suf

and all sales and conveyances made ficient to afford her a decent resi

bona fide, and for valuable consider- dence , regard being had to her rank

ation, since the first day of January, and past manners of life .

1777, by any tenant in tail in actual To obtain dower, a petition is to
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be filed by her in the sup. court of that opinion so to return ; by which

the district, or the court of the coun- she is precluded from any further

ty where the husband dwelt, setting claim to lands except those devised

forth the lands in which she claims to her.

dower, praying an allotment ; upon And by the same act it is provided,

which the court is to award a writ to that when a jury is summoned to

the sheriff, to summon a jury of 12 allot to a widow so dissenting, her

freeholders, who (upon oath admin- proportion of the personal estate to

istered by the sheriff,) are to allot which she is entitled under the act

her dower in the lands and put her in of 1784. they shall first inquire, if

possession ; and also put her in pos- the legacy or legacies given in the

session of the mansion house , or part will, be equal in value to the distribu

or portion thereof, allowed by the tive share she would take under that

court.
act, and if of this opinion , so to re

If the lands lie in different coun- turn ; and the widow shall therewith

ties, the court is to award writs to be content.

the respective sheriffs, who are to But ifthey are of opinion, the pro

proceed in like manner . vision made for the widow is not

The proceedings on the petition, equal in value to the distributive

are to be summary at the first court share, and there is a residuum of the

when prosecuted , on which the judges estate not given away in particular

or justices are to determine as to legacies ; they are to allot to her so

them may seem right ; but 10 days much of the residuum ( if it consists

previous notice of the petition must of specifick property ) as will make

be given to the heirs, ex’rs , or adm's, up the deficiency, and if it consist of

and a copy of the petition served on money , to assess the deficiency , and

them.
return the assessment to court, on

By the same act of 1784. it is fur- which the court shall give judgment

ther provided , that if the husband for so much against theex’rs or

leaves no child , or not more than 2 adm’rs, with stay of execution for

children, the widow shall have d of such time, as the court under the cir

the personal estate, but if more than cumstances may think fit.

2 children , then to share equally with If there is no residuum or an insuf

the children , taking a child's part. ficient one, and the jury think the

And it is directed , that the sheriff provision of personal estate made in

and jury at the time they allot her the will for the widow, is not equal

dower, shall also allot and set off to to the part to which she is entitled ;

her, such portion of the personal es- they are to assess the amount which

tate as she is entitled to under this will make up the deficiency, and the

act. sheriff is to make return accordingly

By an act in 1791. it is provided, to the next court, (which issued the

that where the widow dissents to the writ ,) and judgment is to be entered

husband's will, the jury summoned against the ex’rs or adm’rs for that

to allot dower in the husband's lands amount, with stay of execution for

shall first inquire, whether by the such time, as the court under cir

will, the widow is as comfortably cumstances may think fit ; and

provided for, as if dower of her hus- where there are no assets in the

band's lands was allotted to her ac- hands of ex’rs &c. and they have

cording to the act of 1784. and if of fully administered, the widow is to
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have a scire facias against the leg- ventory, noting that it had been al

atees, in like manner as is prescri- lowed to the widow &c. and they

bed for creditors. ( 1 )
are not to be chargeable therefor to

The widow , as to all creditors, is claimants on the estate or to credi

to be considered as a legatee, and be tors, nor is it to debar the widow,

chargeable for the whole amount of from her distributive share allowed

herhusband'sestate which may come by law .

to her hands, as a legatee, or under By an act in 1813, c. 14, there is

this act, and be bound to refund to another provision, in case of a defi

ex’rs or adm’rs her rateable part of ciency of crop, stock &c . for one year

debts &c. afterwards sued for and quod vide. (2)

recovered , or duly made to appear

against the husband ; provided , that No. IX. LIMITATION OF SUITS.

nothing herein is to subject the dower

of the widow in the lands of the hus
86. What length of adverse pos

band, or such lands as may be de- session of lands is a bar &c ?

vised to her in the will, ( if not ex 87. What savings &c ?

ceeding the quantity she would be en 88. Is there a saving in favour of

titled to for dower,) to the payment of foreigners or citizens of other states ?

debts of the husband, during her life. 89. Are the general principles of

By an act of 1796. where a man English law , on the bar ofthese sta

dies intestate, the widow may take tutes, adopted in your state ?

possession of the whole personal es 90. Is there any thing peculiar in

tate, and use so much of the crop, your state on this head ?

stock and provisions as are absolute 91. What length of time bars re

ly necessary for the support of her - covery &c . in personal actions ?

selfand family, until adm’n is grant 92. What savings ?

ed on the estate, when her possession 93. Are there any in favour of ci

is to cease . tizens of other states, or foreign

And at the same court, where let- ers ?

ters of adm'n are granted , the widow A. Act of 1715, c . 27, s. 2.

may petition the court to appoint a I. All possessions of, or titles to

justice of the peace and 3 freeholders land, tenements &c. derived from

to view the estate , and allot to her salesmadeby creditors, exrs. admrs.

and family, such part of the stock, husbands and wives or husbands in

crop and provisions as they may right of their wives, or by indors

think adequate for their support for ment of patents or otherwise, where

one year, and make return to the the purchaser, possessor, or any

next court , of the particulars allot- claiming under them have or shall

ted ; the commissioners first taking continue in possession of the same,

an oath faithfully &c. to apportion for the space of 7 years, without any

and allot &c.

This allotment is to vest such pro (2) The foregoing is put down as the an

perty absolutely in the widow (and swer of my correspondent to this question ;

children if any ,) and is to be return- it to myself how to frame the reply ; they

he referred me to the several acts , and left

ed by the ex’rs or adm’rs in the in- are somewhat prolix , and it is possible for

wantof some local knowledge &c. I may not

exactly have comprehended these various

( 1 ) Who must refund proportionably, to provisions, so ample and just, to the widow

make up the amount assessed. Ed. and family of a deceased man .
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suit at law, are hereby ratified and
Actions of trespass, assault and

confirmed against all manner of per- battery , wounding , and imprison

sons , any other title or claim , act, ment, within 1 year after the cause

law, usage or statute notwithstand- of action accrues, and not after ; and

ing. ( 1 ) on the case for words, within six

2. No person nor their heirs, which months after the words spoken, and

shall hereafter have any right or ti- not after.

tle to lands &c. shall enter, or make If in any of said actions, the plain

claim , but within 7 years next after tiff's judgmentis reversed by error,

his, her or their right or title which or after verdict is arrested , or any

descend or accrue, and in default of them is brought by original writ,

thereofshall be utterly excluded from and the defendant cannot be attach

entry or claim thereafter. ed , or legally served with process,

Provided, that persons entitled , who he, his heirs exrs . or admrs. may

at the time of the right or title, first bring a new action or suit from time

descended , accrued, come, or fallen , to time, within 1 year after judgment

are within 21 years of age, femecov- reversed or given against the pliff.

ert, non compos mentis, imprisoned , or till deft. can be attached , or ser

or beyond seas, may notwithstanding ved with process so as to compel him

the 7 years are expired, make entry to appear and answer .

or claim as before the act, so as such Savings, persons intitled to any of

persons shall within 3 years next af- the beforementioned personalactions ,

ter coming of full age, discoverture being within 21 years of age, feme

&c. (or persons beyond seas within covert, non compos mentis, imprisoned ,

8 years after the title or claim be- or beyond seas, may bring the same,

comes due, ) sue for the same, and within the times before limited, after

not after, but that all possessions being of full age, discovert, of sound

held without suing such claim as mind , at large, or returned from be

aforesaid , shall be a perpetual bar yond seas, as other persons having

against all and all manner of per- no such impediment might have done.

sons whatsoever , that the expecta Act of 1748, c. 4 , s. 5 .

tion of heirs may not in a short time This act makes 20 years posses

leave much land unpossessed, and sion of lands before passing it, a bar

titles so perplexed , that no man will against the king and the earl of

know ofwhom to take or buy lands. Granville, his heirs &c. proof thereof

3. Actions of accountrender, upon being made before the governor and

the case , debt for rent, detinuc, re - council, or general court, or court of

plevin, tresspass quar. claus . freg . the county in which the land is ; the

within 3 years next after the cause possessors paying the highest quit

of action accrues, and not after, ex- rents which were made payable to

cept such accounts as concern the the lord's proprietors &c.

trade of merchandize , between mer Act of 1786, C. 4. s. 5.

chant and merchant, their factors This act applies the limitations of

and servants. the act of 1715 , C. 27. to all bonds,

bills, and other securities made trans

(1) To this section judge Haywood affixes ferable by this act, after the assign

the following note : “ This clause in my ment or indorsment, in the same

opinion has had its effect long ago , and I

only retain it out of deference io the opinion manner as it operates by law against

of some of the profession ." promissory notes .

28
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Act of 1791 , c. 15, s. 1 .
time ofjudgment, unless the person

Where persons or those claiming owing &c. lives out of the state.

under them , have been, or shall con Act of 1814, c . 17 .

tinue to be in possession of lands , Actions of debt, grounded on any

under title derived from sales, by lending or contract without special

creditors, exrs. or admrs. or by hus- ty, limited to 3 years after cause of

bands and their wives, or by indors- action accrued ; savings ; persons

ment of patents, or other colourable under 21 , non compos mentis, feme

title for the space of 21 years , such covert, imprisoned , or beyond seas. (2 )

possessions are confirmed , and shall

be a bar against the entry of persons No. X. TAXES.

claiming under the state, provided

the possession has been ascertained
94. May lands be sold for the pay

and identified, under known and vis- ment of taxes : has an absentee any

ible lines or boundaries.
privilege ?

Act of 1795, c. 15 , s. 1 . 95. Before a sale, is notice to be

Sureties for guardians discharged given & c ?

from their suretyship, if the orphan 96. What officer is to give this no

within 3 years after coming to 21 tice ?

does not call on the guardians for a 97. In what manner &c.

full settlement; the act not to extend 98. If a sale takes place, is the

to persons imprisoned , beyond seas, or deed absolute ?

non compos mentis. 99. If not, what time is allowed to

Act of 1804 , c . 29. redeem , and on what terms : atwhat

When persons against whom there place or office, are the sales entered ?

is cause of action, are beyond sea at
100. Do lands on which taxes are

the time of such action given, ac- not paid, in any case vest in the state :

crued , fallen or come, the person and then how and in what time to be

having such cause may sue, within redeemed ?

the time limited for bringing such 101. What officer in any county,

action by the act of 1715, after re- oughta non-resident desirous ofkcep

turn . ing his taxes paid, correspond with

Act of 1808, c . 8. for that purpose : or what is most

This act limits penalactions to 3 prudent for him to do ?

yeurs after the cause accrued ; but A. Lands may be sold for taxes in

not to affect suits on any penal act of this state by the sheriff on default of

the general assembly , wherein a time payment, agreeably to law.

is limited . The sheriff before sale, is bound

Act of 1810, c . 18.
to advertize the property to be sold,

Suits on clerk's and sheriff's bonds, in certain newspapers for the space

to be within 6 years from the right of 1 month ,and also at 3 of the most

of action accrued; savings; to infants publick places within the county,

feme covert, non compos mentis, if and at the court -house of the district

suit brought in 3 years, after impe

diment removed . (2 ) Of these acts of 1810, 1811 , 1814, I

have only memoranda ; they are witbout

Act of 1811, c . 17. doubt, imperfectly stated ; and there may be

Fees due to clerks, sheriffs &c. to others; the notice of them here, is all I could

be collected within 3 years, from the
give

I subjoin here, certain observations made
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within which the lands are ; which / sold by the sheriff for taxes, may be

advertisements are to mention the redeemed by the owner , his heirs,

situation of the land, the streams near exrs . or admrs. from the purchaser

or on which they lie ; the estimated within 12 months after sale, on pay

quantity ; the names of the tenant ment of the purchase money, and

in possession if cultivated , and the 25 per centon the same and all costs ,

owners , or reputed owners, where and if not so redeemed within that

they can be ascertained ; and no sale time, the sheriff is to convey the part

to take place previous to the 1st day sold and selected to the purchaser.( 1 )

of August in each year. A very important amendment of

The whole of the land taxed is to these laws is made by an act of 1819,

be set up , and the person who will c. 19, tending still further to protect

pay the tax due and all charges, for the owners ofland,against the frauds

the smallest part, is the purchaser, of officers and others.

and may select his part in one com By the 1st clause, the sheriff shall,

pact body, as nearly square as may at the time of the court of pleas and

be, adjoining to some of the outlines quarter sessions of his county pre

of the tract.
ceding the day fixed by him for the

By an act in 1805, C. 3. Lands sale, in open court return a list of the

by the gentleman from whom the matter (1) The preceding , is what I collect from

relative to N. Carolina was received, on the the great number of acts , to which my cor

subject of limitations, as regards land titles respondent referred me, any way material to

in that state . the subject of taxes , as connected with the

" On the construction of these acts , particu- objects of the law register. The time and

larly of 1715, its 22 and 3d sections re places of advertising by the sheriff may pose

laring to lands, I might refer to a variety of sibly be altered ; the thing material to know

cases decided in our different courts . Almost is, the officer to sell , and whether the land is

every vol. of reports will be found to contain redeemable; the act as to this last particular

some, I shall only however refer you to is as here stated , and in force ; what follows

some observations on the act of 1715, ch. 27, is from my correspondent himself. Ed.

to be found at the end of Tay. Rep. 321 ,

which are from the pen of judge Haywood, or tenants ; for feeding of catile or hogs, or

(now of Tennessee .)
building hog pens, or cutting wood of the

The view there taken of the act, is support land may be done so secretly, as that the

ed by one uniform current of decisions, and neighbourhood may not take notice of,it; if

may be considered as establishing this point, they should , such facts do not prove an ad .

that the 2d sect. regards irregular, invalid , verse claim , as all those are but acts of tres

and informal conveyances made before the pass," whereas, when a settlement is made

act, and that the 3d and 4th sec . are prospec . upon the land, houses erected, land cleared

tive, and established the principle or rule, that and cultivated , and the party openly continues

a 7 years continued and actual possession under in possession, such acts admit of no other con

colour of title, gives a valid title against all struction than this, that the possessor means

who are not within the savings.
to claim the land as his own ; in order to

The two questions therefore occurring in make this notorious in the country, he must

every case, where a title is attempted to be also continue the possession for 7 years ; oc

supported under the act of 1715, ch . 27 will casional entries upon the land will not serve ;

be - Has there been an adequate possession in from this view of the subject, arises a pos.

the party ? And has it been under a colour of session under colour of title, taken by a man

title ? himself, his servants, slaves or tenants, and

The objects of the act, and the nature of the by him or them continued without interrup

possession required to perfect a bad title , tion for 7 years together.”

will be foundwell detailed in the opinion of As to “ colour of title" and what shall be

the court, delivered by judges Haywood and such , it has never been doubted, that a deed.

Stone, in Grant os, Windborne - 2 . Hayw . 56. or grant is a colour of title. Vide “ observa.

“ Hence (say the court in that case ,) arises tions" at the end of Tay Rep. 338. In Trus.

the necessity, that the possession should be tees of University vs. Blount 3 Car. L. Repos .

notorious and publick, and in order to make 13, it is decided, that a Will may be a colour

it so, that the adverse claimant should either of title. A bond for title is not a colour &c.

possess it in person, or by his slaves, scrvants Vide 2. Hayw .
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tracts of land upon which the taxes | the pltf. at the return of the writ;

are unpaid, and which he proposes and is to be taken as special bail .

to sell ; therein mentioning the own The bail are not liable until after

er of each tract ; if unknown, the non est inventus, returned on execu

name of the last known or reputed tion against the body of defdt. and

owner ; the situation of the lands ; until after scire faciasagainst them .

and the amount of tax due ; which The bail may take, and surrender

list shall be read aloud in open court, the body of defendant before final

recorded by the clerk upon the min- judgment against him to the court,

utes of the court, and a copy be put or to the sheriff, during the sitting

up by the clerk during the said term, or in the recess of the court. ( 1 )

in the court room .

By the 3d sect. it is enacted , “ that LETTERS OF ATTORNEY .

it shall be competent for any person

desirous to redeem the lands, to pay
103. Is there any provision for the

the sum due for redemption to the proof & c.of letters ofAttorney , made

clerk of the said court, whose receipt in other states or foreign parts, for

shall discharge the lands from all the conveyance of lands &c. in you

claim of the purchaser ; provided

state ?

such payment be made within the A. The act of 1798. c. 37. — provides

time fixedby law, for redemption of for the acknowledgment orproofand

lands sold for taxes, and provided registration ofpowers ofattorney,for

also , that nothing herein contained the conveyance of lands ; the ac

shall be construed, to dispense with knowledgment, or proof of its execu

the advertisement by the sheriff of tion by one or more ofthe witnesses,

his sales of lands for taxes, as now before a Judge of the Superior court,

by law directed . ”
or in the court of pleas &c. of the

county where the land is, will au

No. XI. MISCELLANEOUS .
thorize its registry.

For other acts, relative to lettersBAIL , &c.

of attorney , made out of the state ,

102. May debtors pendente lite , be and in foreign parts, and by feme

restrained from alienating & c. is coverts, see No. 24.

the debtor liable to be holden to

bail, & c?

A. We have no provisions to pre

vent debtors from alienating proper
104. Do aliens stand on the foot

ty , pendente lite.
ing of the common law, in respect of

On writs against the body in civil

cases, the sheriff must take a bail
( 1 ) What is here put down respecting bail,

is extracted by myself from the laws referred

bond, i except from exrs. and admrs ,)
to by the gentleman who sent me what re

with 2 sureties in double the sum for lates to N. C. There appears to be some dif

which the party is arrested ; if he ference between the practice in the superiour

neglects this, or on the return of the courts , and the county courts ; not material to

writ, the bail on exception at the mention ; myobject is not to detail the prac

same term are held insufficient, ( the
tice ; what I principally have in view is , to

sheriff having notice of the excep- ing bail to theaction; and whether the bail bond
make known the general method of obtain

tion ,) he stands as special bail.

The bail bond is to be assigned to above. Ed .

serves, or whether special bail is to be put in

ALIENS.
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taking by descent, or purchase : may 106. May guardians be appoint

they in any case hold real estate, ed by will : does the common law

as in mortgage ? regulate &c ?

A. By the 40th sect. of our state con- A. By an act in 1762, c. 5. (nearly

stitution , “Every foreigner who in the words of 12. Ch. ii. c . 24.)

comes to settle in this state, having the father is empowered to dispose

first taken an oath of allegiance to of the custody of his infant child, by

the same, may purchase ,or by other deed or will.

just means acquire, hold and trans The usual guardianship under our

fer land or other real estate , and af- law is derived, from the 5th sect. of

ter 1 years residence, shall be deem- the act of 1762. giving the superior

ed a free citizen ." and inferior courts power to appoint

The title of lands purchased by an guardians to orphans, in cases where

alien continues in him , till office to them it shall seem necessary.

found . Blounts lessee vs. Horniblea 2. This act is to be found in Hayw .

Hayw. 37. 38. 1. Hayw . 485. 1. Man . under title “ guardian , ” and is

Mur. 202. very full in its provisions.

By an act in 1816, c . 30, guardians

ADMINISTRATION. GUARDIANSHIP. are entitled to recover compound in

terest, on notes , bonds, or obligations,

105. Is the right of administration payable to them in the capacity of

regulated as in England by the 31 guardian, as if thenotes, bonds, orob

Edw. iii. c. 11. and 21 H. viii. c. 5. ligations,had been renewed annually.

or by local acts ?

A. By an act of 1777. C. 2. adminis

trations, are to be granted by the TORS AND ADMINISTRATORS .

courts of pleas and quarter sessions .

By a subsequent act, the admn. is 107. Is the law of England, in re

to be granted in the court of the gard to the order of paying debts by

county, where the intestate had his ex’rs and adm’rs, in force &c ?

usual residence at the time of his A. By actofcongress in 1797, if the

death ; or if he had fixed places of estate of a deceased debtor in the

residence in more than one county, hands of ex’rs and adm’rs be insuffi

then in either. cient to pay his debts, the debt due

The right to administer, was in to the U.S. is to be first satisfied .

1792 given to the greatest creditor And our act of assembly, in 1786,

residing within the state, after the ch . 4. makes bills, bonds, and notes,

widow and next of kin . whether with or without seal , and

Previous to the revolution , the all settled and liquidated accounts

governors, and the county court af- signed by the debtor, of equal dig .

terwards, granted administration nity. There is no other alteration

to the widower and widow , although of the English law in this respect,

neither is named in the act of 1715, recollected .

(which speaks only of the next of 108. May ex'rs and adm'rs give a

kin and creditor ,) considering per- preference by confessing judgments;

haps the statutes, 31st Edwd . iii. Are lands sold on judgment against

and 21. Henry viii. as in force, and ex’rs or adm’rs ?

the act of assembly as cumulative. A. This stands on common law prin

Mar. exr's. 38. and 39. ciples ; but lands cannot be sold by

PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY EXECU
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execution on a judgment against ex's in these cases, and possibly there

or adm'rs. may be others, the common law

After the judgment against them , governs.

a sci.facias must issue to the respect 111. Is a scroll & c . equivalent to

ive heirs, and devisees, to show cause wax &c ?

why execution should not go &c. on A. A scroll is equivalent, in all in

which they may contest the want of struments .

personal assets in the hands of the

ex'r or adm'r &c. BASTARDS.

SEALS .

JOINT - TENANCY . 112. Arc bastards subject to coin

mon law disabilities ?

109. Is Joint-tenancy in land , as A. By act of 1799 c. 8. if a woman

at common law , &c ? dies intestate, leaving children born

A. By an act in 1784 c . 22. all es- out of wedlock, all her estate real

tates real and personal, held in joint- and personal, shall descend to and

tenancy, the part or share of any ten- be divided in the same manner a

ant dying, vests in his heirs exºrs or mong them as if born in wedlock.

adm’rs respectively, as estates held And if any such illegitimate chil

by tenancy in common. dren die intestate, without leaving

There is an exception in favour of any child or children , the estate real

partners in trade or manufactures, and personal of the deceased, is to

in which cases , the survivor takes be divided among the brothers and

so far as to enable him to adjust and sisters of the intestate by the same

pay the debts & c. but afterwards to mother, as if born in lawful wed

account to the representatives of the lock .

deceased partner.
113. Are antinuptial children , le

gitimated by marriage of the pa

rents ?

A. As at common law.

110. Is the common law, in regard

to the effect of instruments sealed ,
ALLUVION.

and not under seal , in force ?

A. Particular acts of the legislature

114. Does the common law in re

have in some instances partially spect of alluvion prevail ?

A. It does.

changed the common law in this

respect, as for example, in paying
FISHERIES .

debts by ex'rs or adm'rs, bills, bonds

and notes with or without seal, are 115. Is the owner of lands bor

of equal dignity ; and the same act dering on a river where the tido

which makes promissory notes nego- flows and reflows, &c . entitled to se

tiable, makes all bills, bonds, or veral fishery in front of his land ?

notes for money , as well with seal as 116. Is this so by statute , or u

without seal, or with or without sage ?

words, payable to order, or value re- A. We have no statute regulation on

ceived , assignable and sueable in the these subjects, nor reported adjudi

name of the assignee, and in all cations, establishing any important

things negotiableas promissory notes principle.

and with like liabilities & c . except It is presumed the common law
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USES.

would govern here in such cases, init assets descending in the hands of

so far as might consist with the the heir .

frame of our government, and local The 3d sect. obliges the sheriff to

circumstances of the country . set forth in his deed to a purchaser ,

that the lands sold were under mort

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES.
gage at the time of levy and sale.

By a law made in 1806, after judg

117. Are the 13. and 27. E. against ment, the pltff not being able to find

fraudulent conveyances in force in property of the def't to satisfy it, and

your state : or similar acts ?
believing that the defendant has frau

A. These statutes, have always dulently conveyed his property, real

been considered as in force here. or personal, may institute a pro

Our act of 1715, c. 38, sec. 8. in sub- ceeding against the supposed trustee ,

stance is nearly the same as 13 Eliz . who must answer on oath, and if he

see Hayw. man . T'it. frauds, &c. al- is found to hold real or personal

so, acts of 1789, c . 39. 1793. C. 16, estate of the debtor, it is made liable

and 1806, c . 9. to the execution , or if converted by

the trustee , judgment is against him

STATUTE OF FRAUDS.
pro

tanto.

This is a sketch of the last act :

118. Is the 29. Car. ii. c. 3. ( called see it at large, Hayw . Man . 180.

the stat. of frauds, ) or similar provi

sions, adopted in your state ?

A. This stat. is not in force here, such

of our laws on the subjects it embra 119. Is 27. H. viii. called the Stat.

ces, relating to wills & c. have been of uses, (or similar provisions) in

already noticed under other heads. force ?

see No. 63.) A. It is. Some of its sections how

The act of 1819, (mentioned at ever it will be observed, are not ap

No. 63.) makes all contracts to sell plicable to the situation of ourcoun

lands, or any interest in or concern- try, or form of government.

ing them or slaves, void, unless the 120. Is the English law of uses

contract, or some memorandum or ! and trusts, in force ?

note of it is put in writing, and sign- A. In general it is ; so far as the

ed by the party to be charged , or common law is altered by English

some other person authorized by statutes passed since the settlement

him : except contracts for leases not of this state , and therefore not in

longer than 3 years. force here) it is not.

Our act of 1812, C. 4, respecting

declarations of trusts , is very similar

to the 10th sect. of the English stat. 121. Is the common law of baron

of frauds, in respect of lands, and is and feme adopted : does the wife's

further extended to goods and chat- chattels vest in the baron ?

tels in trust.
A. The common law is in force.

The 2d sect. of this last act, sub

jects the equity of redemption in

lands, to execution on a judgment

against the mortgagor, and makes 122. What is the rate of interest ?

BARON AND FEME.

USURY. INTEREST .
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ry ?

A. Six per cent. per annum . ment, or where the account is settled

123. Whatprovisionsagainst usu- and signed. ( 1 )

125. Is interest recoverable on

A. Our stat.of 1741 c. 11. s. 2, is book debt ?

similar to the stat. 12. Ann . C. 2. 16. A. This rests on common law prin

( see 7 Bac. ab. B. tit. usury .) ma- ciples.

king the contract, bond, &c. void ,
It is not usual to allow interest on

and the forfeiture double the value of accounts, unless they have been li

the monies, or thing lent or bargain- quidated, or some agreement to pay

ed & c. instead of treble the value, as it, can be collected from the usage of

in stat. of Ann.
trade, or otherwise. See tit. interest,

Hayw . Man . and act of 1786, c . 4 .

BOOK ACCOUNTS.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND PROMISSO

RY NOTES.

124. Are book accounts evidence

in your state : for what things fur 126. Are foreign and inland bills

nished &c ?
of exchange and promissory notes

A. Books of account, (by act of 1756 negotiable ; and generally governed

C. 4. S.-) are to be received as evi- by the law of England ?

dence for goods sold , or services 127. Must demand be made by the

performed , for all charges within 2 holder, and notice of non -acceptance

years, on oath of plt'ff, that the ac- or non -payment be given to the draw

count is just, and he cannot other- er or endorser, by the rules adopted

wise prove the delivery &c. and so , in the English law , to entitle him to

for exrs , or admrs. on oath of their recover ?

belief&c. and that they cannot other 128. Is a protest for non -accep

wise prove the account. tance or non -payment necessary , on

And a copy from the book on like inland bills and promissory notes ?

oath is to be received , unless the de 129. Is there any peculiar practice

fendant at joining issue, requires the in your state, on this subject ?

original book to be produced.. 130. What damages are recovera

And the like rule takes place, be- ble, upon the protest of foreign bills

tween exrs. and admrs, where both of exchange ?

the original parties are deceased, the 4. By an act of 1762, c . 9 , s. 2. prom

exrs. or admrs. being plưff, making issory notes are made negotiable

oath as aforesaid .
and suable as instruments and also

But no such oath is allowed, to act is substantially a copy ofthe

in the name of the indorsee. The

prove any article or articles, the a

stat. of 3 and 4 Ann . C. 9, See Bac.

mount of which, exceeds L30. proc.
ab . tit. mercht. Let. M. 3.

The defendant however, may con

By the same act, s. 4 , there is a

test the justice of the account,by any provision to this effect, that when a

lawful evidence in his power.

No book account is admitted at

(1) My correspondent referred me to the

all (upon any evidence, ) for goods act itself from which Ihave made these ex

sold , or services done 8 -c. but within tracts; there are other provisions on this

5 years before suit brought, except showthe general nature of bookaccountlaw,

in cases of persons out of the govern- and without exactness or detail .
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.

person by order in writing signed by presentment, to the drawer or en

his proper hand , directs the payment dorser .

of any sum of money in the hands of The damages allowed to the hold

another person , to the bearer or any er on foreign bills is 15 per cent,

person or persons, the said money with costs and charges of protest.

shall be due and payable to such pay By act 1796, c . 22, on bills drawn

ee or payees , and may be put in suit as aforesaid , by any person residing

against the drawer , or the drawee in the state, for monies payable in

after acceptance, by the payee or any of the U. S. 6 per cent interest

payees, and damages recovered. is allowed from the date, and 10 per

But no suit to be against the percent. damages upon protest &c. with

son giving such order , before protest costs and charges of protest.

for non -acceptance, and notice to By act of 1812, c . 22, the protest

the drawer. ( 1) of a notary publick, or ( for want of

By an act of 1786, C. 4. bills, one,) by a justice of the peace , is

bonds, and notes for money , as well made evidence of a demand against

with as without seal, and payable to the drawer of a bill, or maker of a

order or for value received or not, note, or other negotiable security, as

are made assignable,negotiable,and in cases of foreign bills of exchange.

sueable in like manner and under
By act of 1819. c . 16. a protest of

the same rules of law , as promisso- any bill, note, or negotiable security,

ry or negotiable notes . by a notary publick , setting forth a

And by another act in 1789, c . 57. demand on the drawer, maker or en

the assignee or indorsee of any

dorser of a bill , note , or other nego

bond, bill or note under seal, may
tiable security, and the manner of

maintain an action of debtin his own doing the same, is prima facie evi

name, provided , the original obligee dence that it has been done in the

could have maintained such action .
manner set forth .

By act passed in 1741, c. 16, upon tested inland Bill of exchange, thehol
By the act of 1796. c. 22. on a pro

protest of foreign bills of exchange dermay sue thedrawer orendorsers

drawn forvalue received , on non ac

ceptance, or non payment, 10 per jointly or severally ; and by an act

cent interest is chargeable from the of 1817. c. 5. the holder of any nego

tiable note , bill , bond or other nego.

date, until payment is made, but not

more than 18 months interest is al
tiable security , may sue the makers,

lowed , previous to the protest and obligors and endorsers jointly or se

verally.

(1 ) I do not perfectly understand this pro- to be found in our state reports, and

As to due diligence, many cases are

vision , or rather the necessity of it ; it seems

to be in some respects nothing but the inland the law not settled upon any very

bill of exchange at common law , confining precise principles. A late case ( state

its operation to the original parties , but ma- bank vs. Smith . 1 Murph . 70.)

king a protest a precedent condition to a suit seems to have gone the full length
against the drawer.

of the English rule on this head.

The gentleman who contributed this arti Smith the endorser and def't, re

cle for N. Carolina, referred me to Haywoods | sided in Newbern within 300 yards

manuel, for the statutes on this subject pre.

vious to 1812 , and they are given as I unders of the bank ; the note fell due at the

stand them . The substance of the acts of 1812, bank on the 11th, the notice was left

1817, and 1819, are as sent to me. Ed. at deft's house on the 17th ; the de

29
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fendant was held to be discharged , , that the proceedings are not by col

on the ground, that the notice was lusion, & c .

not in due time.
The petitioner is also required to

The court say , “ the residence of swear , that the facts, (the grounds of

the endorser within a short dis- his or her complaint,) have existed

tance of the bank , rendered the most at least 6 months prior to filing the

prompt notice equally necessary and petition ; and the act requires, that

convenient ; allowing the days of the material facts charged in the pe

grace, the notice should have been tition or libel, shall be tried by jury .

given on the 15th , but was delayed to If adultery is the cause alledged,

the 17th ; rule for a new trial dis- and it appears the plaintiff has been

charged .” ( The verdict was for the guilty of the like crime, or there

def't below . )
has been conjugal intercourse after

Previous to this case , nothing like knowledge of the fact, or that the

a rule had been laid down on the sub- husband, (if he is the petitioner ,) al

ject ; the decisions in the circuits, lowed of his wife's prostitution, or

varying often according to the par- exposed her to lewd company & c. it

ticular opinions of judges, or the shall be a perpetual bar to the suit.

discretion of the court, under all The special causes assigned in the

the circumstances of each particular act, for divorce a mensa et thoro, and

case : it is believed however, that the alimony for the wife are, where the

general opinion of the profession, husband abandons his family ; mali

would have yielded a little greater ciously turns his wife out of doors ; or

indulgence to the loose practice and by criminal or barbarous treatment,

prevalent opinions, of a country as endangers her life ; or offers such in

yet so little commercial. dignities to her person , as to renderher

condition intolerable, or life burden

some .

The alimony to be allowed , such

131. Are Divorces, a vinculis as the husband's circumstances ad

granted in your state &c ? mit, not to exceed d of his annual

A. Previous to 1814, divorces were income, or profits of his estate , or of

granted, by the general assembly his occupation, or labours ; or, by

only ; in that year by an act c . 5. ju- assigning to the wife įd of the real

risdiction is given to the superiour or personal estate of the husband,

courts.
not exceeding d part, to continue

1st. Where either party at the time until reconciliation of the parties;

of the contract was, and still is na- provided , that this provision is not

turally impotent: 2d , or where either to affect creditors.

party has separated him or herself The party to sue must be a citizen

from the other, and is living in adul- of the state, at the passing of the act,

tery ; in either of which cases the or have resided within it 3 years pre

court may decree at their discretion, ceding the petition ; the court may

a divorce from bed and board, or award costs against either party, or

from the bonds of matrimony. decree each to pay his or her own

The proceedings are on petition or costs .

libel ; the facts to be set out and By another act 1816. C. 33. after a

sworn to, as true to the best of peti- decree a mensa et thoro, the effect

tioners knowledge and belief, and I shall be, to secure to the wife any

DIVORCE .
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SET-OFF .

property acquired by her, or coming former should be entitled to a process

to her in any way , unless the court in rem , when the latter , can only

shall otherwise decree.
proceed in personam , but both should

An appeal lies, in cases of divorce, ascertain their demand by the verdict

to the supreme court. ( 1 )
of a jury ; allowing to the debtor an

opportunity of contesting it, before

ATTACHMENTS.
his property is seized . The legisla

ture has provided for these cases ,

132. Do foreign and domestick at- when it is expedient that property

tachments issue in your state, a- should be taken in the first instance ,

gainst absent, or foreign debtors ? and their refusal to enact any law

A. The property, real and personal | authorizing distresses, has been upon

of a debtor who is removed out of the the ground that it was unconstitu

county, or about removing , or con- tional."

ceals himself so as not to be served

with process, may be attached where

ever found, or in the hands of a third

person (or garnishec. ) So the pro 134. Is the law of set-off , similar

perty of debtors residing in an other to the English law , and that of other

government, lying in this state,may states ?

in like manner be attached, by a re- A. Where there are mutual and sub

sident in this state .

sisting debts between parties, one

The acts make all proper and usual may be set against the other, on be

provisions on this subject :see Hayw . ing pleaded in bar , or given in evi

Man . Attachment.
dence on the general issue, on notice

of the set off, and on what account

LANDLORDS AND TENANTS .
due ; and notwithstanding the debts

are deemed in law to be of a differ

133. Is the law of landlord and ent nature ; but if either debt arose

tenant, in regard to distress for by reason of a penalty , the sum in

rent, similar to the English law ?
tended to be set off shall be pleaded

A. It is not. ( Vide, Dalglush vs. in bar, setting forth what is justly

Grundy , Conf. Rep. 22. ) That was due on either side.

a proceeding by warrant of distress.

The court say 6 if this mode of pro

CHOSES IN ACTION ,

ceeding had ever been sanctioned by

custom before the revolution , it is

utterly irreconcileable to the spirit
135. Are choses in action assign

of our free republican government. able : may the assignee sue in his

Justice does not make a distinction own name : is. there any liability of

in favour of a creditor, whose debt the assignor over, unless stipula

ted ?

arises from the lease of land, rather

than that of him who has hired a
136. Is the common law in rospect

chattel ; it does not require, that the of choses in action, adopted ?

A. As at common law ; except in the

( 1) My correspondent in this, as in other particular cases before mentioned ,

cases, was so obliging as to send me the act in which the legislature have made

at length, which appears well drawn, and a

good precedent; but I could only

give this, as bonds &c. negotiable. ( See Nos. 126

the sabstance Ed. &c. p. 225. )
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INSOLVENT ESTATES.

LIFE ESTATES & c . conceived give some idea , how our

law will be decided , when a case

157. Are tenants for life, years,&c. shall be brought before the supreme

entitled to the same rights, and sub- court.

ject to the same liabilities, as by

the common and statute law of En DECREES IN CHANCERY.

gland ?

A. In general they are. Perhaps the 138. How are decrees in equity

definition of waste however might executed &c ?

not be precisely the same, as under A. ( Not answered . Ed . )

the English laws, owing to the great

difference in the state of our country.

In Ballentine vs. Poyner, 2 Hayw .

111. Haywood J. says “ I would de

fine waste thus, an unnecessary cut
139. In case the estate is insolvent,

ting down, anddisposing of timber, are creditors paid pro rata, &c ?

or destruction thereof upon wood A. They are not. ( See answers, No.

lands, where there is already suffi- 107, and 108.)

cient cleared land for the widow to

cultivate, and over and above what PUBLICK OR PROPRIETARY LAND S.

is necessary to be used , for fuel,

fences, plantation utensils and the 140. Are there any lands which

like; but if it respects juniper swamp, belong to the State : how obtained

and other lands similarly circum- by one desirous of purchasing : Is

stanced, where the timber made into there any proprietary land, and how

staves and shingles, is the only use obtained ?

to be made of the lands, then the de- A. All lands within our state , not

visee or widow shall not be liable to i granted by the lords proprietors be

waste for using such timber , accord - fore the revolution , or by the state

ing to the ordinary use made of the since, belong to the state. These

same, in that part of the country. consist, mostly of vacant pieces left

And in Parkins vs. Cox , 2 Hayw . between the lines of others, and often

339. Taylor J. says, “ it is not not known to the adjacent proprie

waste to clear tillable land, for the tors, until discovered on running out

necessary support of his family, their own or neighbours lands ; of

though the timber be destroyed in parts of swamps in the eastern sec

clearing ; nor is it waste, to cut tion of the state ; of barrens, in the

downtimber for makingor repairing western , and a section of country , in

fences , necessary buildings, or plan- the south -western corner of the state,

tation utensils ; but it is waste, to to which the title of the Cherokee

cut down timber for sale ; so is it Indians has lately been extinguished .

waste to collect together the lightſ of this last section, the state has al

wood, and extract tar from it, for ready offered a part, and will pro

that is a permanent injury, as it bably soon offer the remainder for

takes several years to produce as sale, at publick auction .

much lightwood .” These opinions As to the manner of purchasing

delivered by different judges on the vacant lands from the state, vide our

circuit, though not precisely agree - entry laws, Hayw . Man . tit. “En

ing with each other, may yet it is tries," and the several acts therere
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ferred to . ( 1) I shall mention only ENGLISH LAW BOOKS.

one of them . An act of 1818. C.

12. requires, “ that 10 cents shall 141. Are English law books, al

be paid to the treasurer, for every lowed to be read in your State

acre of land hereafter entered in courts : if so , under what limitation ?

this state, " before this it was 5 A. They are , and without any limi

cents . tations.

( 1) I have looked through these laws; they for the state ; he issues a warrant to the sur .

are too numerous and long to be put into any veyor of the county , who surveys and makes

form proper for this work ; my intention in a plat of it ; if any dispute arises with prior

putting this question was merely to ascertain claimants, it is to be settled in the county

the fact, whether there were publick lands for court by jury or agreement ; all surveys, are

sale , the general method of obtaining a title, finally within a given time, to be returned to

andthe price, for the sake of foreigners, and theproper office , and a state grant then issues

citizens of other states . The method of obe to the party, on proof of the price paid to the

taining lands in N. C. appears to be, by ap- entry taker , for the state .

plication to a person called an entry taker in
A vast many provisions exist, in order to

each county, for such lands as the applicant obviate intervening difficulties, and contro

has selected as vacant, and wishes to puro versies ; on the whole however, where land

chase, describing it as near asmay be ; and on is clearly unlocated , the method is plain, and

paying to the entry taker, the stated price | the object sooneffected. Ed.

Note.— The answer to quest. 85, p. 214 , relating to curtesy , is by mistake omitted : it is that

the common law remains unaltered . ” Ed.
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APPENDIX.

RULES OF PRACTICE , in the SUPERIOUR COURTs of Law and

EQUITY , of North Carolina.

In 1815, the following “ Rules of Practice” were established , by the su

preme court, as stated in the preamble « with a view to improve the adminis

tration ofjustice by expediting the trial of causes, and precluding a laxity of

practice, tending to impair the security and rights of the citizens.” ( 1 )

1. It is ordered by the court, that all causes now set for hearing on the

equity dockets, shall be prepared for trial by the ensuing fall term ; after

which period, no further time to complete testimony shall be allowed to

either party without special order : and no cause in equity shall hereafter be

set for hearing, until the testimony shall be completed.

2. In all suits at law , brought on for trial at the ensuing fall term , or there

after, declarations shall be filed before the trial ; and no suit shall be tried

after that period, unless this rule be complied with .

3. In all cases, civil and criminal, where no evidence is introduced by the

defendant, the right of reply and conclusion shall belong to his counsel.

4. Where several counsel are employed on the same side, the examination

or cross examination of cach witness, shall be conducted by one counsel ; but

the counsel may change with each successive witness .

5. When a party in any civil suit moves for a continuance, on account of

absent testimony, such party shall state in a written affidavit, the nature of

such testimony, and what he expects to prove by it,

6. No person who is bail in any suit either civil or criminal, or who is se

curity for the prosecution of any suit, shall appear as counsel or attorney in

the same cause. And it shall be the duty of the clerks of the several supe

riour courts, to state on the docket for the court, the names of the bail and

security for the prosecution in each case.

( 1 ) At this time (1815,) the supreme court, was formed by the judges of the several

superior courts of law and equity, and they made these rules for their respective courts,

in their capacity of judges of the supreme court. See p . 198. 9. n. 1.
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7. No entry shall be made on the records of the superiour courts ( the ap

pearance docket excepted,) by any other person than the clerk, or his regu

lar deputy.

8. In all cases of general replication, no special matter shall be heard .

9. From and after the next term of the supreme court, no applicant for

licence to practice law in the courts in this state , shall be examined, except

during the terms of the supreme courts ; licence to practice in the county

courts only, shall be granted in the first instance. Nor shall any person be

admitted to practice in the superiour courts, until one year after having ob .

tnined licence to practice in the county courts .
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INDEX,

To The Rules of Practice, OF THE SUPERIOUR COURTS OF LAW AND

EQUITY OF North Carolina .

No.

1

2

3

Hearing - in equity not to be set, till testimony completed.

Declaration -- at law, to be filed before trial.

Counsel for defendant - to reply and conclude, when.

Examination - of witnesses by counsel, how.

Continuance - for absent testimony, how obtained .

Attornies being bail, or sureties for prosecution , effect of.

Entrieson the record , by whom to be made.

Replication - being general, effect of.

Practice of the law - terms of admission to.

5

6

7

8

9
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3

STATE OFFICERS . 4. Clerk of the superiour or

supreme court, &c . ?

1. Who is Governor of your state A. Wm . R. Atlee, clerk of the sup.

& c . ? court, for the eastern district , re

A. Joseph Hiester, Reading, Berks sides at Philadelphia.

county ; title “ governor of the com Thomas Baird jr. western do.

monwealth of Pennsylvania ,” ( 1 ) Pittsburgh.

term of office 3 years ; app . by the Peter Lazarus, middle do. Sun

people ; salary $ 4000 . (2 ) bury.

2. Secretary of state &c. ? John Shryock , southern do. Cham

A. Andrew Gregg , Bellefonte , Cen- bersburgh.

tre County , (official residence Har Nathl. Lightner , Lancaster do.

risburgh ,) app. by the governor, du- Lancaster.

ring the governor's continuance in These clerks are appointed by the

office, if he so long behave himself governor , and hold their offices du

well ; salary $1600. ring pleasure.

Chief justice of the su 5.— Attorney General : &c. ?

preme court of law, & c . ? A. Thomas Elder , resides at Harris

A. William Tilghman , Philadelphia ; burgh ; app. by the governor , holds

term of office, during good beha- his office during pleasure ; salary

viour ;app. by the governor ; salary $300, besides fees.

$2666 oy, together with a per diem 6. When, and where, is the annu

allowance of $ 4 , while on the cir- al meeting of the legislature ?

cuit: He is ch.just. ofthe sup . court A. Harrisburgh, ia borough ,) in

of the commonwealth of Penn. There Dauphin co. The legislature assem

is no court of equity.
ble there ist tuesday in December

annually, and may be sooner con

( 1 ) “ And shall be commander-in-chief of vened by the governor ; adjourn at

the army and navy of the commonwealth , their own pleasure.

and of the militia.” Const.

(2) The governor's official residence is at
UNITED STATES OFFICERS.

Harrisburgh, during the legislative sessions ;

he is chosen at the general election held on

the 3d tuesday of Oct. his term of office com.
7. Who is District judge, &c. ?

mences on the 3d tuesday of Dec. and cannot
A. Richard Peters, for the eastern

hold longer than 9 years in any term of 12 district, resides in the vicinity of

years.
Philadelphia.
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Jonathan H. Walker, western dissions & c. and a general index, in 5

trict, resides at Pittsburgh. vols . by Charles Smith , Esq. ( 1 )

8. Clerk ofthe District court A continuation of the laws from

&c. ? that period to the present time, is

A. David Caldwell, eastern dist. preparing in a 6th and 7th vol . un

res . Pbiladelphia. der the authority of the legislature,

Robert J. Walker , western do. by Joseph Reed, Esq. Plilad. ( 2 )

do. Pittsburgh. 15. Canthe publick laws in pam

9.—District Attorney , &c. ? phlets, be procured, & c .

A. Charles J. Ingersoll, eastern do . A. They can probably be procured

do. Philadelphia. of H. C. Carey and I. Lea . Phila.

Alexander Brackenridge, western 16. Is there any Digest of the state

do. do . Pittsburgh .
laws &c ?

10. Marshal, &c. ? A. Read's abridgment of the laws of

A. John Conard , eastern do. do. Phi- Penn. “ being a complete digest, of

ladelphia . all such acts of assembly as concern

Hugh Davis, western do. do. Pitts- the commonwealth at large," to which

burgh. is added , “an appendix, containing

11. What Justice of the S. court

ofthe U. S. holds the circuit in your rately in 1812.
( 1 ) The general index was published sepa

state, &c. ?
(2) The following collections appear to

A. Bushrod Washington ; Pennsylva- have been made and published , of the laws

nia and New Jersey compose the 3d of Penn. at differentperiods.

circuit. Laws and charters of the province of Penn:

12. At what times and places, are
and city of Phila. Franklin's edit, 1 v. 1742.

District courts of the U.S. held, &c.?

Do. do. do. compared with the publick

records, 2 vols . 1762.

A. At Philadelphia, eastern dist. 3d Do. from the settlemt. of Penn. to 1790, 7vols.

monday in February , May, August, Do, and charters , colonial and state . Dallas's

and November. edit, to 1797 , 4 vols.

At Pittsburgh , 2d monday in May Do. laws of Penn. 14 Oct, 1700 to 6 April,

and October .
1802, 6 vols. pub. by Carey and Bioren ,

13. Circuit courts &c. ?
under authority of the legislature ; and con

tinued to 28 March 1808, by Bioren, in 2

A. At Philadelphia, east. dist. 11th vols. in all 8 vols. 1803, 1808 .

of April, and October.
Do. to 1820, 18 vols. (pamphlets. )

There is no circuit court for the Beside these, the following compilations

western district; the district court
appear to have been made,

having circuit court powers and Laws of Penn. to 1775, 1 vol.

jurisdiction.

Do. from 1775 to 1781, 1 vol. C. Justice

Mc Kean's Ed. 1781.

Do, and charters & c . from 1781 to 1785,

LAWS- LAW BOOKS.
1 vol Hall and Seller's Edit

Do. from 1775 to 1787, 2 vols, Bailey's

14. What number of volumes , does edition . 1788

the compiled body of your Statute Do from 1777 to 1790. 4 vols .

law consist of, &c. ?
Do. from 1781 to 1790 , 3 vols.

1807.
A. The publick laws of Pennsyl- Do. in German 1 vol.

Do. relating to the poor. 1796 .

vania from 1700 to 1812, were col

lected , revised, and published under Journals of the house of representatives

1744 to 1781.

the authority of thelegislature, with Laws of Delaware (when connected with

notes , and references to law deci Penn .) 1 vol. 1752.
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precedents adapted to the several acts Binney's Reports ; “ being reports

for the use of justices of the peace, cor- of cases adjudged in the Supreme court

oners , attornies, and conveyancers :" of Pennsylvania , from 1799 to 1814 ,

2 vols.by Collinson Read, Esq. 1801, 4. 6 vols. by Horace Binney ; cited Bin

Purdon's Digest ; “ being a digest ney's Rep. ( 2)

of the laws of Penn . from the year Sergeant's and Rawle's Reports ;

1700 to 24th March 1818, with refer- being reports of cases, adjudged in

ences to reports of judicial decisions, the supreme court of Penn.” 4 vols.

in the Sup. court of Penn .” by John by Thos. Sergeant and Wm. Rawle

Purdon , 1818. jun. counsellors at law . Cited Ser

A 2d edit. is preparing, to be con- geants and Rawle's Rep. ( 3)

tinued to the present time, ( 1822. , Yeates' Reports ; “ being reports

17. Are there any Reports of cases of cases adjudged in the sup. court of

in your state courts, &c. ? Penn. with some select cases at the

A. Dallas's Reports ; “ being cases Nisi Prius and in the circuit courts ,

adjudged in Pennsylvania , from Sep between the years 1791 and 1808 in

tember 1754, to December 1806 inclu- clusive.” 4 vols. by Jasper Yeates,

sive." 4 vols, by Alexander James one of the judges of the supreme court

Dallas : cited , Dallas' Rep. ( 1 ) of Penn . ( 4 )

(1) Vol. 1 , includes cases in the Sup. court ; (2) Vol. 1 , includes decisions from Dec. 23,

court of oyer and term ; court of common 1799, to end ofMar. term 1809, inclusive.

pleas; and high court of errors; between Sep. Vol. 2. from July 8, to May term 1810, inclu

1754, and Dec. 1789. sive ; with an appendix containing cases in the

Vol. 2. Cases in the federal court of ap- High court of Errors and appeals, in Jan. 1803,

peals, in the years 1781 , 1782, 1783, 1787. July 1807. A case at N. Prius, Feb. 1809, and

High court of err . and app . in 1792, 1795. 3 cases in June and July 1809, in the C. Pleas

Sup. court of Penn in the years 1766 , 1781, of Penn .

1785, 1786, 1787, 1788. (being a few detach Vol. 3. from June 1810 to end of May term

ed cases,) and from 1789 to Dec. term 1797, 1811, with an appendix containing the “ Report

inclusive . Com . Pleas of Penn. from Aug. of the Judges of the Sup. court on the subject of

to Dec. 1790, inclusive . In the Sup . court U. the British statutes in force in Penn. & c .”

S. from Feb. 1790, to Aug. term 1793, inclu Vol. 4 , from June 1811 to the end of March

sive ; and circuit court of U.S. from April term 1812.

1792, to April term 1798.
Vol 5, from May 1812 to the end of March

Vol. 3. Cases in the Sup. court U, S. from
term 1813 .

Feb. term 1794 to Feb term 1799 inclusive ; Vol. 6, from 1813 to June 1814, with a gener

Sup. court Penn. from Dec. term 1798, to al index to the 6 vols.

Mar. 1799 inclusive ; and circuit court U. S. (3 ) This is a continuation of Mr. Binney's

Ap . term 1799.
reports, ( from June 1814,) commencing where

Vol. 4. Cases in the Sup. court U. S. Aug. they end.

term 1799, and Aug. term 1800. In the circuit Vol. 1 , extends to June 1815.

court U. S. Ap. term 1796 Ap. term 1797, and 2, from that time, to the end of 1816 .

from Ap. term 1800 , to Oct. term 1806. 3 , 1817, and part of 1818 .

In the Sup. court Penn. in the years 1797, 4, residue of 1818.

1798, and from Sep. term 1799 to Dec. term
Vol. 5, is now in the press , to include 1819.

1806 , inclusive . (4) These extend over a great portion of the

Also cases in the High court of Errors and period within Mr. Dallas's and Mr. Binney's re

Appeals of Penn. July sess. 1799, Jan. sess. porting, and possibly supply many or all omit

1802, 1804. And decisions in the court ofEr- ted cases.

rors and appeals in the state of Delaware, in Vol. 1 , contains cases decided from 1791 to 1795 .

1788. A decision in the mayors court of 2 , from 1795 to 1800.

Philada. in 1797 , and one in 1760, before the 3, from 1800 to 1808.

Privy council in England , on appeal. 4 , from 1803 to 1808.
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Addison's Reports ; “ being re- 1 " being a collection of declarations,

ports of cases in the county courts of writs, returns, and pleadings in the

common pleas of the 5th circuit, and several actions now in use, in the U.

in the high court of errors and ap- S.” 1 vol. by Collinson Read esq.

peals of the state of Penn , and char- 1806.

ges to grand juries of the county Precedents in the office of a jus

courts." 1 vol. by Alexander Addison , tice of the peace ;" to which is added ,

president of the 5th circuit of the state " a short system of conveyancing, in a

of Penn . pub. in 1800. cited Addi- method entirely new ," 1 vol. 3d edit.

son's Rep. ( 1 ) by Collinson Reud esq. 1810.

Browne's Reports ; “ being cases Forms “ of conveyancing and of

adjudged in the court of common pleas practice in various courts and public

of the 1st Jud . dist. ( city and county offices. ” 2 vols . by Wm . Graydon .

of Pha. )” 2 vols. by Peter A. Browne, 1810.

counsellor at law . Cited Browne's Sergeant's Treatise ; "on foreign

Rep. (2 )
attachment, with the acts of assem

18. Is there any Digest of cases in bly now in force in Penn. on the sub

your state courts , &c. ? ject offoreign and domestick attach

A. There is none . ments ;" by Thomas Sergeant, esq.

A digest is in the press and will | 1811 .

shortly be published, to contain all The Manual of a Penn. Just. of

the adjudged cases in the state and the peace, “ containing principally

United States courts in Penn. to the laws, adjudications, and process

the present time. By Thomas I. for the exercise ofhis jurisdiction , in ci

Wharton . 1822. vil cases .” 2 vols. By Richard Bache

19. Are there any Treatises on jun. atty. at law . 1814.

the law, in your state &c. ? Law miscellanies ; “ containing an

1. American Pleader's Assistant ; introduction to the study of the law .

Notes on Blackstone's commentaries,

( 1) The cases in the com . pleas are from showing the variations of the law of

1791. to 99. inclusive. In the high courtof er- Penn. from the laws of England ;

rors and appeals, in 1793 and 1797 . and what acts of assembly might re

(2) Vol . 1 includes cases, from 1806 to 1811

inclusive .

quire to be repealed and modified : ob

2 vol. continues the decisions to 1814. servations on Smith's edition of the

The following trials are published in pam- | laws of Penn : strictures on decisions

phlets.
of the sup.court of U. S. and on certain

Trial and acquittal, of Edward Shippen esq. acts of congress, with some law cases,

C. Just and Fasper Yeates und Tbomas Smith, and a variety of other matters chiefly

esqrs. associate Justices ofthe Sup.court ; before original ; " by Hugh Henry Bracken

the senate of Penn . 1805.
Trial of journeymen cordwainers at Pitts- ridge, a judge of the supreme court of

burgb, for conspiracy to raise wages. 1817. Pennsylvania ; " 1 vol. 1814 .

Trialand acquittal of Francis Hopkinson, judge
Justice and Constable's assistant ;

of the court ofadmiralty, andFosepo Nicholson, being a general collection of formsof

comptroller general of Penn. on impeachment practice, interspersed with various ob

1795 servations and directions, together

Olmstead's case 1 vol 1809.

Trial of Saml. M. Fox ind others for fulse ative to the offices of justice and con

with a number of adjudged cases , rel

imprisonment ofPatrick Lyon. 1798.

Trial of Evans and Parnall, of the society of stable ; with an appendix , containing

Friends. 1811 .
a variety of useful forms in convey
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ancing ;" by Wm . Graydon : firstpub- ,post roads, and private acts ;" by Ed

lished 1805 - new edition improved, ward Ingersoll, 1821 .

1820.
Wilson's Works ; “ containing lec

The American Law Journal ; and tures on law , delivered at the college

Miscellaneous Repository; "contain- of Philadelphia ,” in 1790, 1791 ; 3

ing adjudged cases in the supreme vols. by thehon.James Wilson L.L.D.

court, and district courts of the U. late one of the associate justices of the

States, and in the state courts ; opini- sup.court of the U. S. 1804. (2)

ons of eminent counsellors ; essays on

Cooper's Bankrupt law " of Amer

legal questions ; notices of new publi - ica, compared with the bankrupt law

cations ; biographical memoirs ; con
ofEngland," by Thomas Cooper ésq.

gressional and parliamentary debates ; 1801. And opinion, of the effect of a

legal information concerning the most sentence, of a foreign court of admi

important laws ofthedifferent states . " rulty ;” by the hon. Thos. Cooper,

6 vols. by John E. Hall esq.
1810.

Thejournalof jurisprudence ; “ be
Law Tracts ; on the constitution

ing a new series of the American

taw journal;" by John E. Hall esq. journal,” by John E. Hall

, 1817.

al law of the U. States, from the law

1821. ( 1)

Addington's revenue Law; " where
Robert's Digest ; “ being a digest

in is arranged under distinct heads,the of select British statutes, comprising

duties of collectors, revenue officers, those which ,according to the report of

surveyors, masters of vessels, and the judges of the sup. court, are now in

other persons connected with the im- force in Pennsylvania ,” i vol. 1817.

ports ; with an appendix , containing 20. -Foreign law books repub

the forms of oaths at the custom lished in your state, &c. ?

house. " A. A great many , for which I must

Abridgement of the laws of U. refer to the law catalogues, published

States ; “ being a complete digest, of all in this city.

such acts of congress as concern the 21 . Reports of Cases in the

U. S. at large ;" to which is added, district or circuit courts of the U. s .

“ an appendix containing all the ex- in your state, &c. ?

istinz treaties, the declaration of inde- A. Hopkinson's Judgments ; “ being

pendence, articles of confederation, decisions in the admiralty court of

rules and articles of the government Penn . from 1779 to 1785 inclusive.

of the army foc. ” 2 vols. by Wm. 1 vol. by the hon. Francis Hopkin

Graydon , 1813.
son . ( 3 )

Ingersoll's Digest “ ofthe laws of

the U. States, from the 4th of March ,

(2 ) The 3d vol, contains at the end, " po

1789, to 11th May, 1820, including litical tracts,” « orations," " essays," " char.

the constitution, and the old actof con- ges &c.” These works are published under

federation , and excluding all acts re- the direction of Bird Wilson esq. they deserve

lating to the District of Columbia , and a careful perusal by American students,desi

rous of obtaining a general acquaintance with

( 1) The law journal begun in 1808, and the principles of law , and particularly of the

ends in 1817. common) , statute , and constitutional law of

The journal of jurisprudence, begun in the several states, and U. States.

Jan. 1821 , is published quarterly on the 1st of (3) These decisions are also published at

Jan Apr. July , Oct. price $5, contains about large, in Bees's S. Carolina adm , Rep . they

550 pages in a vol. were made in the state admiralty court, of
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Peter's Decisions ; “ being admi ATTORNIES COUNSELLORS.

ralty decisions in the district court of

the U. States, for the district of Penn."
24. Is there any distinction in the

2 vols. by the hon . Richard Peters. profession of Attorney and Counsel

1807.( 1 )
lor, &c . ?

Wallace's Cases; “ being casesde- A. There is no distinction between

cided by the judges of the court of the attorney and counsellor.

U. States for the sd circuit, in the dis
25. By whom are attornies or

trict of Penn.” 1 No. by John B. Wal- counsellors admitted , &c. ?

tace esq. 1802. (2 )
A. Attornies are admitted by the re

Peters's Reports; “ being cases spective courts. An admission in

determined in the circuit court of the any one court of common pleas, by

U. States for the 3d circuit. ” 1 vol. by act of assembly entitles the person

Richard . Peters jun. 1819. ( 3)
to admission in any other in the

state .

22. Is there any Digest of cases

in those courts , &c. ?

To obtain this admission , there

must be a term of study, varying by

A. None , except what will appear, the practice of the different courts

in Mr. Wharton's digest. See No. 18. from 2 to 3 years, and an examina

23. Have any books been compo- tion by 3 gentlemen of the bar with

sed , in your State, &c. ?
their certificate to the court, that the

A. See answers to Nos. 18, 19 , 21. applicant is well qualified to prac

tice, and is of good moral character.

( 1 ) These are between the years 1792 and His term of studymust be with some

1806 inclusive. There is an appendix to the gentleman of the law practising

1st vol.containing the " laws of Wisburji ” the within the state .

" laws of Oleron " and the “ laws oftbe Hanse

To entitle an attorney to admissi
Towns . " To the 2d vol. an appendix contain

ing the “ Marine ordinances of France,” ( Louis on in the supreme courtof this state ,

14th . ) “ A treatise on the rigbts and duties of and in the circuit court of the U. S.

owners of ships and masters and freighters,and he must have practised for 2 years

ofmariners; ” and “ the laws of the U. S. rela- in a court of common pleas, or a dis

tive to mariners. " They also comprise sometrict court of the state .

" decisions in the admiralty ,” by the late Fran
Their names are registered in the

cis Hopkinson esq.: and cases in other districts
court where admitted .

of the U.S.

26. On what conditions, & c . from

(2) These cases are determined by the

other states , &c. ?
judges appointed for the 3d circuit, in 1801,

under the new organization of the circuit A. Attornies practising in any of

courts of the U. S. at that time,but repealed the states of New Jersey, Dela

in 1802. ware or Maryland, may be admit

Mr. Wallace is preparing a continuation of ted at once to practice in this state ;

reports in the 3d circuit , ( for Penn . ) from but from other states , must reside

1802 to 1814 inclusive.

in this state for 2 year's preceding

(3) This vol. contains cases decided in the their admission .

N. Fersey district, from 1803 10 1818 , inclu

sive ; and in Penn , district, from 1815 to

1818 inclusive . Mr Peters is preparing a 2d

qol. of decisions in this court subsequent to

1818 , 27. What are the names of the se

which Mr. Hopkinson as the judge, before veral courts in your state , &c. ?

the adoption of the new fed . consta 28. Their style , &c . ?

COURTS.
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29. The extent oftheir several ter- sive jurisdiction, in all civil cases

ritorial jurisdictions, &c . ? real and personal, above $100 ; (2)

30. Which have original jurisdic- and in the actions excepted as above,

tion , & c . ? from the jurisdiction of justices of

31. partly original and part- the peace and aldermen . They have

ly appellant &c. ? also the authority of a courtof chan

32. appellant jurisdiction on- cery over lunaticks , and the commit

ly , ốc . ? tees of their persons and estates .

A. Thefollowing, will convey a sum The state is divided into 15 judi

mary of the information required in cial districts, (or circuits ,) each com

these questions. posed of one or more counties, and

I. “ Justices of thepeace, ” in each each having a “ president of the

county, and “ aldermen ," of Phila- court of common pleas,” who is sty

delphia &c. ) have severally juris- led the “ president judge” of the dis

diction in all causes of contract ex- trict or circuit. ( 2 )

press or implied, trover, trespass for In each county, are two asso

injuries to real or personal estate, ciate judges," who, together with the

and in all civil cases , where the sum president of the district, form the

demanded is not above $100 ; except court of com . pleas for the county.

actions of ejectment, slander , replev- They are styled, “ judges of the

in ; for breach of marriage promise ; court of common pleas of the county

or in cases of realcontract for the sale of

or conveyance of lands ;or where the III. The “ Registers court." ( See

title to land may come in question ; note at the end of No. 32, post. )

and in assault, battery , and false im This court has jurisdiction, of the

prisonment. probate of wills , granting adminis

The trial by a justice or alderman trations &c. and is composed of the

is without jury . ( 1 ) register of wills," and the“ judges

An appeal or certiorari ( as the case of the com. pleas of the county .”

requires,) lies to the court of common Disputed questions of fact in this

pleas of the county. court, are settled on an issue made

II . The “ Court of Common pleas,” up and directed out of it, to the court

in each county : of common pleas, where it is tried

This court has original and exclu- by jury .

IV. The “ Orphan's court " in each

( 1 ) There is a provision , allowing justices county.

and aldermen to take cognizance by amicable It is composed of the president

suit in all causes within their jurisdiction ; and associate judges of the common

and also , giving them cognizance of all mat.

ters within their jurisdiction,exceeding $ 100, pleas; having extensive powers in

where the parties voluntarily appear before (2) Except in the city and county of Phi

them for that purpose ; he enters a judgment ladelphia, and Lancaster county. See post.

if confessed, if not confessed , the submis. (3) The president judge, is always to be a

sion to him is to be as a referee, and judg . person of " legal knowledge, and integrity ,"

ment is entered for the sum he awards to be and receives a salary of $ 1600, per ann.

due &c.
The important benefits derived to suitors

There is also a provision , that if defendant and the publick from this organization , are

before the trial will make oath or affirmation, universally felt and acknowledged ; and coun

that the title to lands will come in question ty courts have assumed an importance and

in the action , the justice or alderman shall efficiency, adequate to all the ends of judicial

dismiss the suit, institutions.
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many cases relative to the estates of of the state, in civil and criminal

deceased persons, and jurisdiction causes.

over ex'rs , adm’rs, guardians, trus Special circumstances have acc &

tecs , minors &c. They are styled sioned certain other jurisdictions,

“ judges of the orphan's court of the in certain sections of the state .

county of In the counties of Philadelphia and

V. The “ Supreme court, of Penn- Lancaster, the business of the court

sylvania . " of common pleas has been divided ,

This court has no original juris- and courts of a local nature, and of

diction of cases , within the cogni- temporary duration , called “ district

zance of a jury ; ( except in the city courts," established.

and county of Philadelphia, see post.) I. The “ District court of the city

It is a court of error in the last and county of Philadelphia ."

resort, from the several courts of This court has all the original civil

common pleas, (and the special dis- common law jurisdiction, of the court

trict courts mentioned hereafter ;) of common pleas of the county , where

and is possessed of the superintend the amount exceeds $ 100, leaving to

ing powers over all inferior juris- the com. pleas, only the power of

dictions, usually exercised in the trying appeals from justices and al

king's bench in England, where not dermen, and those cases under $ 100,

restrained by special statute provi- which are specially exempted from

sions. a justice's jurisdiction, and certain

The state is divided into five dis- other special cases , alluded to in the

tricts , with reference to the supreme note. ( 1 )

court, in each of which it sits as a
This court is composed of three

court of error from the com . pleas of judges, all gentlemen of legal infor

the several counties, composing the mation ; one is styled “ President,"

district. the others " associates , " and the sa

There are three judgesin this court, lary is $ 2000 each .

of whom , one is styled “ chief jug

Any two of the judges constitute a

tice,” the others “ associate judges. ” court. It has no criminal jurisdic

The CRIMINAL jurisdiction in

tion ; but writs of habeas corpus may

be made returnable before them.

Pennsylvania, is principally vested
Its duration is limited to March

in the following courts .
30th , 1825.

I. The “ Court of oyer and termi
II . The District court for the city

ner, ” held twice a year in each coun- and county of Lancaster."

ty ; composed of the judges of the
This court has original jurisdic

common pleas, and takes cognizance tion concurrent with the common

of the higher crimes and offences.

II. The“Court of quarter sessions, pleasof that county, in all civil pleas

formed of the same judges, with ju
exceeding $300.

risdiction over offences , of a lower ( 1 ) The common pleas of the county of

grade ; and in pauper, apprentice, Philadelpbia, retains its jurisdiction in special

road , tavern licenses, and other cases under particular statutes, and not of a

cases, under special statute provi- common law character, asfor example, in

sions.
granting divorces, the citation of assignees,

The courts above enumerated,

care of lunaticks, discharging insolvent debt.

ors , and in a few other cases,in wbichst is made

make up the generaljudiciary system to supply the office of a court of chancery .

$

31
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It is composed ofa single judge,, if the jurisdiction of the court below

styled “ President, " with a salary is created by statute, and the pro

of $ 1600 .
ceedings summary, certiorari lies ;

The law erecting this court, ex- in other cases a writ of error.

pires in 1824 .
No “ appeal ” lies from any court

III. “ The Supreme court of Penn- of common law .

sylvania” has original jurisdiction An appeal after final sentence, lies

within the county of Philad . concur- from the orphan's court and regis

rent with the district court in civil ter's court to the sup. court, with

cases, exceeding $ 500.
this restriction , that where in the

Trials are before a single judge at court below an issue of fact has been

nisi prius. tried , the fact is not to be inquired

IV. The judges of the supreme into , but the law only determined .

court, are also “ Justices of oyer and II . In respect of the “ Common

terminer , ” in the city and county of pleas,"

Philad .
They review the judgments of jus

This court is held alternately by tices of the peacc, on certiorari or ap

the judges ofthe supreme court, and peal ; by certiorari, where the ex

of the common pleas. ceptions are of law , and by appeal,

V. The “ Mayor's court,” in the where the mistake is supposed in the

cities of Philadelphia, Lancaster and fact. But no appeal lies, unless the

Pittsburgh.
judgment of the justice exceeds $5.

These have the power of a court 33.

of quarter sessions, within the limits

A certiorari for any amount.

of the several cities ; the quarter

This court has also jurisdiction by

sessions of the counties in which the

cities are, being confined to causes appeal, or certiorari, in many cases

arising within the county, and out

of summary proceedings and special

of the limits of the city.

authorities under particular statutes,

In regard to APPELLATE jurisdic- as for instance, uuder the “ landlord

and tenant law . "

tion , to what may be collected from

the preceding account, the following

Where an appeal is taken to this

is added .
court, the cause is tried by a jury ,

I. In respect of the “ Suprem
and quasi de novo, between the par

court.”
ties. And in all cases of simple con

This court has a revising jurisdic- tract, a declaration filed, containing

tion, in all causes determined in the a count for money had and received,

courts of common pleas, and special covers the whole cause of action .

district courts , either by writ of er
III . The “ District courts," have

ror or bill of exceptions. A writ of no appellate jurisdiction.

certiorari also issues to the court of IV. The “ Orphan's court,” has

common pleas of Philad . county ; none.

and to the courts of quarter sessions V. The “Register's court,” have

in the several counties. ( See No. 34 jurisdiction by appeal, from the acts

post. ) &c. of the Register of wills. ( 1 )

The rule for determining whether VI. The " Mayor's court” and court

a writ of error or certiorari is to is- of Quarter sessions," have no ap

sue , is laid down in Ruhlman vs. com

monwealth , 5. Binn . 24. It is this; (1) It should be here observed , that the “ re
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ses .

7

pellate jurisdiction , but from orders in the said courts, such other powers

of removal under the poor laws, to grant relief in equity, as shall be

from penalties inflicted by justices of found necessary ; and may from time

the peace in summary proceedings, to time, enlarge or diminish those

and perhaps in one or two other ca- powers, or vest them in such other

courts, as they shall judge proper,

In eriminal cases , there is no ap- for the due administration of justice."

pellate power, strictly so called ; but In so far as relates to the perpet

an indictment may be removed from uating of testimony, the obtaining of

the mayor's court or court of quar- evidence not within the state & c. the

ter sessions into the sup. court, for courts exercise the authority vested

trial at nisi prius, with the consent in them ; but the legislature have as

of the attorney general &c. yet, refrained from vesting in any

All sentences of criminal courts of court or courts, equity jurisdiction,

record, viz. oyer and terminer ; quar
in any cases whatsoever.

ter sessions ; and mayor's court, may But equity is part of the law , and

be removed into the sup. court, by the courts are to determine causes

writ of error or certiorari. according to equity as well as the

The same rule as to the choice of common law, by the rules of equity

writs, as in civil cases.

established in the English chancery ,

33. Which are courts of equity, cellor would decree when and so

where they apply, deciding as a chan

and which of law, &c . ?

far, as such decision can be enforced

A. There is no court of equity in this
by common law proceedings.

state . The constitution in art. v. s. 6 .
For example, where the object of

provided, that “the supreme court
a suit is to obtain possession of mun

and the several courts of common iments of title , the court will direct

pleas shall , beside the powers here
ajury to give such damages as would

tofore usually exercised by them ,

bave the power ofa court of chance compelthe defendant to deliver up

ry, so far as relates to the perpetua-, mount,with directions, thaton com

the papers , rather than pay

ting of testimony, the obtaining of pliance with the order of the court

evidence from places not within the for the relief of the pltff, the dama,

state , and the care of the persons and
ges should be released . ( 2)

estates of those who are non compotes
By our act of assembly however ,

mentis : and the legislature shall vest decisions of the courts in Great Bria

1

the a

7

gister of wills, ” himself takesthe probate of wills, placed in publick places for 30 days,) they are

and grants letters of administration ; where no ob- filed in the orphan's court.

jection or caveat is made or put in to the contra Parties interested , may appear before this

ry ; but if objections are made or a caveat is court and except to the accounts, and a decree is

filed ; the question of probate, or letters, is there made upon them . The power to compel

by the register brought immediately before the ex’rs, adm’rs and guardians to account and diso

“ register's court.” If there be no caveat or ob- tribute, belongs to the orphan’s court, and not

jection , and the probate or letters are granted ; to the register's court.

an appeal lies from the register's decision to the

5 register's court,” at any time within 2 years. ( 2) A gentleman of the bar in Penn

The accounts of ex’rs and adm’rs are settled writing to me observes, “There is no court

in the “ orphan's court,” though generally filed of Equity in Penn . The equitable power

with , and previously stated by the register, by exercised by the courts , is altogether assumed ,

shom ( after previous advertisement by notice there being nothing to warrant it in any other

5 .
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tain , subsequent to the 4th of July in the court below, thesupreme court

1776, cannot be read in the state on removal, are to give their opinion

courts , except upon maritime law , on every point and exception taken

and the law of nations, under which and signed in the inferior court ;

latter exception are comprehended , which opinion if required by any

by the construction of our courts, party or person interested , is to be

all cases relative to bills of exchange, filed in writing by the judges, with

promissory notes, and other subjects the prothonotary of the proper dis

of the law merchant. trict.

34. What methods are used to

carry upjudgments &c. ?
MISCELLANEOUS.

A. The methods in use are , by writ

of error, certiorari, and bill of ex

35. Who is State Printer, &c. ?
ceptions, as has been shown before.

There is also a practice peculiar to 4. There is none. The legislature

Pennsylvania under its statute law, annually choose from tbe persons

by which the judge delivering the applying, such as they deem themost

opinion of the courton any question, suitable to be employed.

is bound if either party require it, 36. Who is the principal Bookseller

to reduce the opinion to writing and at the seat of Government ?

the reasons of the same, and file it of A. The seat of government being at

record in the cause , and to which a Harrisburgh , where are few book

writ of error lies, without a bill of stores , Wm . Graydon and John Wyeth

exceptions ; and where more than may be mentioned as the principal,

one exception is taken or point made if notthe only booksellers there.

+

cases, but those mentioned in the constitu . without the possibility or hope of an ade.

tion, perpetuating testimony, obtaining it from quate remedy.

places not witbin the state , issuing commis.
And in all those cases where specifick re .

sions, and taking care of the persons and es . lief is sought, either by restraining or preventing

tates of lunaticks. wrong , or compelling the party to comply

The want of a court of equity is severely specifically with his contract or duty, there

is no redress at all .

felt, there being an infinite number of cases ,
The consequence of this defect is , that all

in which justice cannot be effected by com
or most of these cases, are carried into the

mon law process, or the real merits be as circuit court of the U. S. when the parties by

certained through the medium of a jury, any contrivance whatever , can bring them

without the discovery of truth by the oath selves within its jurisdiction ; and which may

of the party , and who cannot by a general be effected , in most cases, by crossing the

verdict, give the remedy which the nature
Delaware.

of the case , and the situation of the parties A bill is now before the legislature, inten.

calls for
ded to create an equity side in the common

Actions against trustees ; of ascount between law courts ; its success however is not very

merchants and partners ; secret frauds; acci- confidently looked for; an idea seeming to

dent, and a variety of other cases, which prevail , though certainly arising out of mis

form the appropriate subjects for a court of conceived notions of equity jurisdiction, that

equity , are under our present system spun courts of equity are unnecessary & c."

out to an interminable length , and often (This has failed as I am informed . Ed. )
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No. II. CONVEYANCE BY DEED, &c. cution, in the recorder's office for the

county where the lands lie.

1. What is the kind of Deed most 4. Is the construction of common

in use in your state &c. is it that of assurances , governed by the rules of

bargain and sale ? common law ; or by the intent, & c . ?

A. Bargain and sale, is the kind of A. By the rules of the common law .

deed altogether in use ; if the pur- See 1 Yeates 393 .

chaser does not pay the whole ofthe 5. Are attesting witnesses & c . re

purchase money, the custom is to quired to conveyances ?

give a mortgage to the vendor. A. Subscribing witnesses are not ne

The words “grant, bargain and cessary to a deed, but there must be

sell” in a deed amounts to a special, a sealing and delivering, and of this

and not a general warranty ; or in the jury are to judge ;and when there

other words, that the grantor has not are no attesting witnesses, proof of

done any act, nor created any incum- the hand writing of the vendor, is

brance, whereby the estate granted sufficient for a jury to presume these

by him , may be defeated . ( 1 ) circumstances.

2. Does the legal possession pass
6. Must the deed be sealed ?

without livery, &c. ?
7. Is a scroll sufficient ?

A. The legal possession passes to the A. The deed must be sealed, but an

grantee , without livery of seizen , ink scroll is a seal.

or any other act by either party, by 8. Are the common law requisites

operation of the English statute of for the perfection of Deeds & c. alter

uses, ( 27, H. viii , c. 10. ) there is no ed , in any particulars in your state ?

act of assembly, it passes on the de- A. The common law requisites are

livery of the deed.(2 )
not altered ; a deed beginning with

3. In the creation of estates in fee , any words need not be indented ;

or fee tail, are technical words ne- neither need the consideration be

cessary , & c . ? stated in the deed, if it appears by the

A. Technical words are necessary to receipt, that there was a good or val

create such estates ; but estates tail uable consideration . See 4 Yeates 95.

may be barred, by a common deed 9. Is it necessary to the validity

of bargain and sale, by the person of a Deed as between the parties &c.

seized , provided he declares it to be that it should be acknowledged by

his intention in the deed, so to bar the grantor, or proved by the witnes

the estate; and provided also, that the ses, and be recorded ?

deed after legal proofor acknowledg- A. As between the parties &c. it is

ment, be in open court on motion not necessary that it should be ac

entered on the records of the sup. knowledged or proved and recorded,

court, or court of common pleas of in the manner required by the act

the county where the lands lie, and of assembly ; having first establish

also within six months after its exe - ed the deed itself, it is valid without

these requisites ofthe act, as between

(1) Note, this decision is upon the act of the parties and their heirs.

1715. As to this and the general law on the A fraudulent deed is also good, as

subject, see 2 Binn, 95.
(2 ) I understand it is well settled in this between the parties to the fraud and

state. thai although the grantor is not ac- their heirs, though meant to defraud

toally seized , the grantee may stie. Ed. creditors.
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A. She may.

10. As against bona fide subsequent ; also , even against subsequent judg

purchasers and mortgagees ; must the ment creditors, if notrecorded before

prior deed or mortgage to affect them : and are liens only from the

them, be recorded : within what pe- time of recording, as against subse

riod : in what office : will notice of quent purchasers, mortgagees, and

the prior title, though unrecorded , judgment creditors, without notice.

bar the second incumbrancer ? As against the mortgagor and

A. Deeds for theconveyance of land, grantor, the mortgage or deed, is al

( other than mortgages, for which ways good.

there is another provision ,) must be The office for recording deeds and

rccorded within six months after ex- mortgages, is the recorder's office

ecution , ( 1 ) in the recorders office of the county, where the lands lie.

where the lands lie, otherwise they The six months for recording

are void as against subsequent pur- deeds, run not from the date of the

chasers or mortgagees, without no- deed, but from the real day of its

tice of the prior conveyance, unless execution , which may always be

recorded before the proving and re- shown.

cording of the subsequent deed or 11. May a feme covert convey

mortgage ; but are good without re - estate held in her own right, and her

cording as against subsequent judg- dower in the husband's estate, &c. ?

ment creditors.

They are void however, unless re 12. Is this done by joining with

corded in time, as against a purcha- him in the conveyance, &c. ?

ser at sheriff's sale without notice, A. She must join him in the deed,

under a subsequent judgment. and must be privately examined by

Notice of the prior conveyance , the magistrate taking her acknow

though the deed is unrecorded, will ledgment, who mustgive a certificate

bar the second incumbrancer. on the deed, containing all the re

A patent is notice; and if it ap- quisites in the form here mentioned,

pear on the deed of the vendor, that although the mere form is notma

the time for paying any part of the terial.

purchase money is not yet arrived, County of P

this is notice to the second incum Be it remembered, that

brancer, of the lien of the purchase day of

money ; the grantor always retain 18- before me, one of the

ing a lien for the purchase money justices of the peace for the county of

against the purchaser, and all claim ( or other proper officer, descri

ing under him , with notice that it is bing his office, ) personally appeared

unpaid.
the above named A. B. and C. his wife,

If this appear however by some and acknowledged the above or with

other paper distinct from the deed, in) written conveyance, as and for

and which is not proved to have their act and deed, and desired that the

come to the knowledge of the second same might be recorded as such accord

incumbrancer, it is not notice. ing to law ; (she the said C. being

As to Mortgages, they are void by me examined separate and apart

from her husband, and the full con

(1) Where the deed is made and executed tents of the said deed being made

out of the province, (state) 12 months is al. known unto her, and sepa

lowed for recording, by act of 1775 . rate examination the said C. decla ..

SS.

SEAL . on this

upon such
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ring , that she did voluntarily , and of cited to appear in the orphans' court

her own free will and accord, and to declare her election , elect either

without any coercion, or compulsion her dower or the devise ; her neglect

of her said huskand, seal and, as her to do so , is considered an acceptance

act and deed , deliver the same. ) Wit- of the devise, and a waiver of her

ness my hand and seal the day and dower.

year aforesaid.
This citation may issue at any

Officers signature. (SEAL.)" time after the expiration of 12

13. Is a private examination of the months, from the husband's death .

feme necessary, &c . ? Dower is barred in all lands sold

A. This private examination is ne- by execution, either before or after

cessary .
the husband's death . ( 1 )

14. What officers may take this There is dower in lands held by

examination , &c . ? warrant and survey only, without

A. By any of the officers mentioned patent ; and tenantcy by the curtesy

in answer to No. 18, post ; and of such lands.

where executed by husband and wife There is dower of an estate tail ;

not residing in the state, it may be but not of land held by improvement

taken before any mayor, chief ma- alone.

gistrate or officer of the city , town In estimating , or assigning dower

or place, where executed, certified in lands sold by the husband, where

under the common or publick seal of the wife did not join in the deed, the

such city , town or place.
land must be taken as it was at the

15. What is the form of a certifi-| time of the transfer, and not with

cate by the officer, where a feme cov- the improvements made by the pur

ert acknowledges the execution ,& c ? chaser . See 1. Yeates 152. ( 2 )

A. See answer to No. 12. No instrument executed by the

16. To bar the feme of dower in wifeduring coverture, other than by

the husband's estate ; is her joining a deed executed and acknowledged

in the deed , and making such ac- as before mentioned, will release

knowledgment, necessary in all ca- dower .

18. What Officers in your State

A. When land of thehusband is sold are authorized , to take ackņowledg

under execution , it is not necessary ments and proofs of deeds and mort.

that she should join in a deed , and gages ?

acknowledge ; the deed of the sheriff, A. Judges of any of the courts in the

passes the estate of the husband free state ; justices of thepeace and alder

from dower, in all cases. men, for lands in any part of the

17. Generally, is there any thing

peculiar in respect to dower in your
( 1 ) So if lands are sold under a judgment

state ? on a mortgage, made by the husband alone ;

A. Dower is governed by the com- so where mortgaged by husband, and sold by

mon law. In case however of a de- ex’rs under a power in the will , with consent

vise or bequest to her by her hus- of mortgagee; but a conveyance by an insol

band of any portion of his estate, it is vent husband to trustees, for payment of debts,

will not bar dower.

to be taken in lieu of dower, unless

(2) This is so by common law. See Bac.
the testator otherwise declares in his

ab . tit . Dower, let . B. 5. secus, where the im

will, or, she elects dower ; and she provements are made, or value increased by

must within one month after being the heir. Ed.

ses, &c. ?
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state ; so also , the mayor and record- | under the seal of the court of that

er of the city of Philadelphia. fact .

19. What is the form of a certifi 21. Must the grantor or witness

cate by such officer, when the gran- subscribe the acknowledgment, or

tor acknowledges the execution ? deposition ?

1. The same form given to answer 1. No, the magistrate alone , sub

No. 12, omitting, what is in ( le scribes the certificate .

lating to the wife. 22. Is the certificate to be under

20. What is the form when the ex- the scal , as well as the hand of the

ecution is proved before him , by the officer ?

deposition of the subscribing wit. A. It must be under the seal of the

nesses ? magistrate ; a scrollseal is sufficient.

A. The form is, 23. If a quaker is witness, what is

“ County of P ss. the form of affirmation by your law ?

Before me one of the justices of the 4. Instead of saying " being sworn"

peace for the county ofP- ( or or upon his “ oath ” it is said “ being

other proper officer, describing his affirmed according to law ,” or “ on

office , personally appeared this — his solemn affirmation to him by me

day of - 18- 4. B. and C. D. administered, according to law . ”

(or one of them, as the case is,) the 24. If a grantor, mortgagor, or

subscribing witnesses to the foregoing witness, is in another state or territo

(or within ) deed , who upon their ry , what officers in such other state

solemn oaths, (or affirmations as the &c. may take the acknowledgment of

case is,) to them by me administered the grantor, or deposition of the wit

say, that they were presentat the ex - ness, to the execution ?

ecution thereof, and saw the said E. F. A See answers to Nos. 19, 20, and

the grantor above named , seal, and as answ . 25 post.

his act and deed deliver the same ; wit 25. Where the officer is of another

ness my hand and seal on the day and state &c. what proof or instrument

year aforesaid . must be made or annexed to his certi.

J.P. (SEAL.) " ficate, showing he is such officer &c ?

If the deed is made out of the state, A. The deed will be admitted to re

the acknowledgment of thegrantor, cord, and be evidence on the trial,

or proof of its execution may be without any authentication to that

made, by one or more of the witnes- effect, if the acknowledgment or

ses on oath or affirmation, either be- proof is made by the officers out of

fore one of the justices of the peace the state, and in the manner men

of this state, or before the mayor, or tioned in answers to Nos. 13, 20.

chief magistrate or officer of the city , 26. If grantors or witnesses are

town, or place where the deed is ex dead , removed from the state , or can

ecuted , and certified under the com- not be found ; is there any provision

mon or publick seal, of such city , in those cases for secondary proofs,

town or place. &c. ?

If there are no magistrates supe- 1. Common law proof is required.

riour to justices of the peace, in the If the grantor is dead or cannot be

county or place where the deed is ex- had, proof must be made by the wit

ecuted, proof before them will be suf- nesses as before stated . If the wit

ficient, accompanied by a certificate nesses are dead or cannot be had ,

from the clerk of the county court, proof of their hand writing will be
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sufficient, after establishing the fact prior executed mortgage, takes the

of death , removal, or not being to be preference as a lien , except in the

found &c. single case mentioned in No. 29.

And for the purpose of recording 31. May deeds of mortgage, be ac

the deed , these secondary proofs may knowledged and proved in like man

be, before any officer authorized to ner in and out of the state , recorded

take the acknowledgment of the and have like competency in evi

grantor or the proof of the witnesses dence, as absolute deeds &c ?

to the deed, in or out ofthe state . A. There is no difference, between

27. If the grantor and witnesses the proof and acknowledgment re

are in a foreign country, and living quired , in deedsand mortgages.

or dead , is there any provision for 32. In regard to the execution of

taking an acknowledgment or proof deeds and mortgages in your state ,

in such country ? is there any other thing to be obser

A. The answers to former questions, ved , &c . ?

include grantors or witnesses , being A. Nothing . Deeds and mortgages

in a foreign country. See ante Nos. are always good as between the par

13, 20 , 25. ties , though deficient in the mode of

28. Are deeds and mortgages proof, acknowledgment or record

recorded, evidence ; by whom are ing, or though executed with a

copies exemplified ? fraudulent intent by both .

A. They are evidence. The officer

who has the legal custody of the re- No. 111. JUDGMENT, ( EXECUTION )

cords, is to exemplify the record ,
&c.

which is an examined copy from the

record, and so certified by the officer

under the seal of his office . 33. Do judgments bind real pro

So the deed itself though not re - perty, and may it be sold on execu

corded, if acknowledged or proved tion in your state ?

according to law, is evidence , 1 Dall. A. Judgments .bind real property ,

63, 93. and every sort of interest in land,

29. In what order, do mortgages equitable, legal, or a chattel inter

take preference of each other ? est ; all which may be sold under

A. From the time of their recording, execution.

and not from the date of their execu 34. From what time is ajudgment

tion , except mortgages given for the (or decree in equity ,) a lien on real

purchase money ; they take priority estate, against alienation of the debt

from their date, if recorded within or, & c . ?

60 days thereafter, but if not so re- 4. From the day ofthe actual entry of

corded, they take priority also , only the judgment on the docket. per

from the time of recording. stat.

30. Is any time allowed after exe 35. What is the order of priority

cution, within which the mortgage among judgment creditors, in res

being recorded , a subsequent mort- pect of lands ?

gage gains no priority by first re - A. By priority of judgment. The

gistering ? question , whether or not land sold un

A. There is none . The mortgage der a younger judgment is dischar

first recorded , without notice of a'ged from the lien of a prior judg

32
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ment, has never yet been judicially 41. Can execution be taken out at

determined in Pennsylvania. ( 1 ) once, in every county, & c . ?

36. Does a judgment bind , after 1. There can be but one execution

acquired land ? against lands at one time upon the

A. A judgment does not bind after judgment, and it must be returned

acquired lands, but if found in the before another can issue. The ex

hands of the debtor unaliened , at the ecution in a county other than where

delivery of the execution to the judgment is obtained , is a testatum ,

sheriff, they are bound by the execu- and that is only a lien on the land

tion , and may be sold under it. See in such county from delivery to the

6. Binn . 135. 2. Yeates 23. officer, either as against the debtor,

37. In respect of chattels, has the or any other judgment creditor. (2)

first judgment, or first execution de 42. Can execution issue immedi

livered , the preference ? ately after judgment, against real

A. The first execution delivered . estate of the debtor, and that be sold

38. In respect of chattels, may the without any previous appraisment

debtor alienate, before execution de- & c . and on what conditionsas to pay

livered ? ment ?

A. He may alienate, pledge, or A. When the defendant, in the opin

mortgage bona fide, before execution ion of the court, has an unincumber

delivered ; the common law regu- ed freehold estate to the amount of

lates. the judgment & c . he is entitled to a

39. Is a prior judgment in an In- stay of execution ; when the judg

feriour court, a lien on lands without mentdoes not exceed $ 200 — for 6 mo;

its jurisdiction , & c. ? not exceeding $ 400—9 mo; exceeding

A. A judgment in any court of the $ 400–12 mo, counted from the return

state, is not a lien on lands without day of the original process in the

the jurisdiction of that court; it is cause ; and where he is not such free

not a lien outof the county in which holder, may have like stay, on giv

the judgment was rendered , in anying security for the debt and costs

case ; ( per stat.) of course it is not & c.

a bar to the alienation of the debtor, Unless a stay of execution is ob

without the county , nor against the tained in this manner , or by the ope

Lien of a subsequent judgment credi- ration of a writ of error &c. it may

tor on lands without the county . issue immediately, except as is sta

40. Is there any Court in which ted below.

a Judgment will bind the lands, in It is provided by stat. in order

every county ? that a party may have an opportu

8. There are none. nity to take out a writ of error , that

execution shall not issue on anyjudg

(1 ) Mentioning this to a gentleman ofthe ment upon any special verdict, de

bar of Penn he observed “ that the general
sentiment of the profession was, that the sale murrer or case stated, within 3 weeks

on a later judgment discharged the lien of pri- from the day ofjudgment pronouna

or judgments, which in that case attached on

the proceeds, according to priority; that the (2) Testatum writs of execution in En

first judgment creditor might claim the mo- gland may be taken out into several counties

ney, and if so , it seemed to settle the point, at once , where the court has a general juris

that the proceeds of sale was the fund out of diction, but I believe no court in Penn, now

which executions were to be satisfied, in their has jurisdiction beyond the county in whicb

'order. judgment is rendered . Ed
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1

1

ced , unless by leave ofthe court in , ited , but is continued to November

special cases , for security of the de- next, ( 1822.) As the legislature will

mand : A party to obtain a writ of not then be in session, it must ex

error, must make oath that it is not pire ; any account of its provisions

för delay ; and must enter into re- therefore, would be of no use.

cognizance with bail &c. 45. Is there any writ of levari fa

43. In such case, is a Deed made cias, elegit, extent, &c. in your state ?

and delivered to the party, before | A. When lands are levied on under

acknowledgment of it by such officer a fi fa . ( lands being chattels for the

in court, or confirmation by the payment of debts ,) the sheriff sum

court, valid : If fraud or irregularity, mons a jury under a writ of inquiry,

is there any summary redress ? who, after taking into their consid

A. The deed is only valid , from the eration the value of the land levied .

acknowledgment by the officer , in on , and the amount of the incum

court. (1 )
brances, determine whether or not

If there be fraud , or irregularity, the rentsand profits for seven years,

the court will not permit the deed will discharge all the liens ; if they

to be acknowledged ; which fraud or will , the jury then extend the lands

irregularity is shown on motion. by returning, that they are sufficient

If the deed is acknowledged, and to pay the debt and costs on the exe

there has been fraud or irregularity, cution mentioned, in seven years be

such as avoids the sale, (mere infor - yond all reprises.

malities in proceeding will not,) the If they determine, that the yearly

party complaining and claiming ti- rents and profits for seven years

tle, may show it by way of defence, will not pay the execution debt and

on an ejectment for the premises. costs beyond all reprises, they in

44. Before real estate can be sold their return say so, which is called

on execution , must it be appraised , “ condemnation of the land ,” and

and sale delayed, until it brings the then a venditioni exponas issues to

appraised value, or some propor
sell.

tion, &c. ?

If the lands are extended , then on

4. The law alluded to here, was lim- the delivery of a writ of liberari fa

cias to the sheriff, he is to deliverac

( 1) A member of the Penn. bar observed tual possession of the lands to the

plaintiff, to be held by him until the

to me on this, that he thought it must be ta.

ken with some qualification, namely, “ 50 debt and costs are satisfied ; pltff.

far as to intend that the deed is not complete accounting for the proceeds accord

till acknowledged and cannot be recorded or ing to the actual profits.

given in evidence, till that is done. But There is a writ of levari facias,

when acknowledged , it relates back to the which may issue against lands ( if

time of its execution , and the legal title vests any such there be, ) not subject to be

in the grantee from that time, and the equit. extended as aforesaid , on which they

able title from the sale, if he paid his mo. are directed to be sold , and if the

ney according to the terms of sale ; and sheriff returns them unsold for want

this might be sometimes important, as in of buyers, a liberari facias issues,

case ofan ejectmentbrought by thepurcha- commanding the officer to deliver to

ser before acknowledgment; and also as to
the right of the purchaser, to the rents inter. the party those lands &c. or such

vening between the date and acknowlegment. part as may be sufficient to pay the

Ed. debt, interest and costs, according to

9
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the valuation of 12 men, to hold to A. If reversed for error or errors ,

him as his free tenement, and if it fall the estate does not revert, but by sta

short, the party may have execution tute , restitution only of the money

for the residue against the defendant, for which the lands sold , is to be

his body, goods or lands &c. ( 1 ) made to the defendant ; unless the

46. Are there any laws, to delay sale is under void process , which

or impair the remedy on execu- is as if no sale were in fact made,

tion , by suspension, appraisment, and then the land reverts .

and a minimum fixed , &c. or con 53. Is the Ca. Sa. allowed in the

straining the creditor to receive oth- first instance : are bail exonerated

er than lawful money &c. ? by surrender of the principal ?

A. See answer to No. 44 ; and there A. The officer on a fi. fa. is to pro

is no law to force creditors to re- ceed first against the personal pro

ceive, other than lawful money .
perty ; for want of that in whole or

47. What security is required, part to satisfy the debt, must levy on

that the property shall not be wasted , the real estate for the whole or resi

and be forth coming ? due as the case is ; and no ca. sa . can

A. There are some provisions to this be served unless there is neither ;

effect in the act alluded to, but see these, and most other of our proceed

answer to No. 44.

ings on execution, are regulated by

48. May the debtor redeem land statute. ( 1 )

sold on execution , &c. ?
Bail are exonerated by the surren

A. There is no redemption of lands, der of the principal, at any time be

or personal estate, after sale on exe - fore the quarto die postof the return

cution .
of the scire facias, and by the dis

49. May judgments on warrant charge of the principal as an insol

of attorney, be entered in vacation ? vent, withoutsurrender, & c .

4. They may ,
54. May the debtor be imprisoned

50. Can judgments be entered on for any sum ; are none exempted , & c.?

warrant of atty. before the debt is A. Debtorsmay be imprisoned for

payable ?
any sum,( and none are exempted but

A. They may ; execution however women but if thedebt for which they

cannot issue for the debt, until it is are imprisoned is under fifteen dol

due, but may go for the interest that lars, the gaoler must discharge them

is due.
at the expiration of thirty days.

51. In such case , is the judgment
Nowoman can be arrested , or im

an incumbrance, against asubsequent prisoned for any debt contracted ,

judgment for debts due, and follow- since the 8th day of Feb. 1818.

ed by immediate execution ?
55. Is the Ca. Sa. regulated by

A. Such judgment takes priority as the common law , góc. ?

a lien from its entry, on the lands of A. Generally , by the rules of the

the debtor, against subsequentjudg - common law.

ments and executions.

52. If after sale and conveyance

( 1 ) OBSERVATIONS .

of land on execution, the judgment is

reversed ; does theestate revert, &c.?
Interest, runsonjudgments from entry .

Judgments satisfied , the party or his represen .

tatives on request and payment of costs of soit

( 1 ) This also is by stat. bat no such thing and reasonable charges and expenses of office , is

is known in practice. bound to enter satisfaction within 80 days, and
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56. Are any kinds of personal es-f:A. There is a discharge of all per

tate exempt from execution ? sons entitled, at every term (of three

4. Household utensils not exceeding months ;; the claiın is determined by

15 dollars in value ; the necessary the court without the intervention of

tools of a tradesman, not exceeding a jury .

20 dollars ; all wearing apparel ; 2 59. Must the debtor be actually

beds and the necessary bedding ; 1 cow in the gaol, or may he apply for the

and a spinning wheel ; a stove; and benefit of the law , at any time &c. ?

6 sheep, are exempted from sale on 1. Any debtor if in actual confine

executions , absolutely, except when ment, or if not in confinement, who

seized or distrained for rent.
has resided here for six months, may

give bond with surety to appear at

No. IV. INSOLVENT (LAW.) the next court of common pleas for

the county , to take the benefit of the

57. Is there a standing insolventinsolvent laws ; whereupon, if in

law your state , &c. Are any per- confinement he is discharged there

sons on account of the nature of the from , and at the next court having

debt, &c. excepted out of it ? filed his petition, given notice to his

A. There is a general insolvent law , creditors and delivered up all his

of the nature mentioned .
estate to his creditors, he is dischar

There is no exception as to the ged from arrest for debts previously

debt or cause of action , but its pro
contracted .

visions extend only to such persons The application may be made at

as have resided within the state six any time before or after suit, and

months or are in actual confinement before execution and imprisonment.

at the time of presenting the peti- His property subsequently acquired ,

tion ( 1 )
still remains liable to his previous

58. What time is required to effect debts, with the exceptions mentioned

a discharge: Is the claim for a dis- in No.60 .

charge, determined by the court or The prisoner is also entitled to his

a jury ? discharge, if upon notice to the im

(1) It is suggested to me by a gentleman If plaintiff has goods or lands levied on , and

of the Penn. bar, that " it would seem that a
then takes defendant in custody on ca. sa . he

non resident in confinement, might have the loses the lien of his judgment and execution ,

benefit of the act, but he must have been con against the property ; and intermediate purcha

fined 3 months." Ed.
chasers, and judgment creditors, take preference .

Purchasers under orphan's court sales, where

on neglect or refusal, forfeits to the party grieve the proceedings have been regular, hold dis

ed any sum not exceeding half the amount ofthe charged of all debts and judgments, except mort

judgment, to be recovered by action ofdebt. gages; but if the proceedings have beeu irregular,

Judgments are not a lien on real estate after 5 ejectment may be brought, and purchaserousted .

yearsfrom the term in which entered ; unless re Mortgages. The proceedings against mort.

vived by scire facias, from time to time, within gaged premises, are by scire facias to the mort .

every 5 years. gagor or his representatives, to show cause why

Debts, (except by mortgage , judgment, &c.) execution should not issue; and after judgment

are not a lien on real estate after 7 years from by default or on plea, a writ of levari facias is

the decease of the debtor, unless suit brought sues to sell , anil upon which all the mortgagor's

within 7 years, or where not due within the 7 right is sold , and the purchaser holds discharged,

years, and then, a statement of the debt is to be of all equity of redemption : - 'The sci. fa .cannot

filed in the office of the proch. of the county, issue, antil one year after the whole money is

within the same period. due.
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prisoning creditor to pay the daily , present at the execution of the will,

allowance ordered by the court every or that there be subscribing witnes

week, he fails to pay the same for ses to a will ; nor that the proof of

the space of three days after the time the will should be by the subscribing

fixed ; this order is made by the witnesses , if there be any ; nor that

court, when it is proven to them, the will should be sealed or signed

that the prisoner has not property by the testator if written by himself,

sufficient to support himself. or drawn by his instructions ; but

60. Is there any thing peculiar in the hand writing of the testator, or

your insolvent law ? the special instructions & c . are to be

A. There is one provision in our in- proved by 2 witnesses, or equivalent

solvent laws, which a late decision to two witnesses. ( 2)

of the circuit court of the U. S. for 63. What formalities are required ,

this district, determined to be con- in the revocation of wills of land ?

trary to the constitution of the U. S. A. The same formalities as in ma

and void. It is this, that if the king the will where the revocation is

debtor obtains the consent of a ma- in writing ; but there are implied re

jority ofhis creditors in number and vocations, such as , a subsequent will

value residing in the U. S. he is re- different from the first, an after deed

leased from all suits ; and estate ac- in fee , a lease to the same devisee to

quired subsequent to the discharge, commence after testator's death , de

is exempted from legal process for 7 stroying the will, and other disposi

years after the discharge, for debts tions of the same estate , inconsist

contracted previously thereto . ent with the will & c . ( 3 )

64. Are the provisions of the 29

No. v. WILLS , &c. C. ii. C. 3. adopted in regard to the

execution of wills of land &c ?

61. Are lands and freehold inter- A. They are not.

ests devisable at the pleasure of the 65. Before what court, or officer,

testator, and to the entire disinheri- are wills of lands and personalty ,

son of his children or issue & c . ? exhibited for proof: does the proof in

A. They are, with the exception of the probate court, affect the right of

cstates tail, which if not barred by the heir to question its execution at

deed or fine , cannot be devised . ( 1) law as to land ?

62. What formalities of execution ,

are essential to a will of lands &c ?
(2) Thewordsof the act of 1705 are , “ AU

A. Two witnesses are necessary to

wills in writing whereby any lands & c . shall be

devised, being proved by two or more credible

prove a will of lands & c . but it isnot

witnesses, upon their solemn affirmation, or

necessary the witnesses should be other legalproof &c. shall be good and avail

able for granting & c . the said lands & c . as

( 1 ) There is a provision in the act rela- well as the goods & c . bequeathed . ”

tive to intestates, that if a person after will (3) The proof of wills of lands in Penn . dif.

made marries, or has a cbild or children not fers in nothing from wills of chattels by the

provided for in the will, and die leaving a laws of England : wbat is to be proved or how

widow or child or children, oreither a widow by the 2 witnesses, is not prescribed ; all the

or child, although such child or children be act requires is , that there be at least two wit.

born after the death of the father, such per nesses, to prove the writing to be a testamen.

son , so far as respects such widow and chil- tary act, made by the testator, and this is ne.

dren, shall be deemed intestate, and they cessary by the general law, in regard to t

take, as if he had so died . testaments of personal estate . Ed .
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A. Before the register ofwills in each A nuncupative (or verbal) will,

eounty. ( 1 ) It does not affect the where the value of the estate be

right of the devisee or heir, even queathed exceeds 30l. is not good ,

after a determination on a feigned unless proved by two witnesses who

issue, to question the sentence at law; were present at the making, and were

it is only, prima facie evidence. desired by the testator to witness

It is the fact of execution or the that such was his will ; nor unless it

sunity of testator, which forms the be made in his last sickness, in his

proper subjectof an issue, to be di- own house, or where he has been rem

rected to the common pleas ; when siding for the space of 10 days pre

the question is upon the legality of viously, unless he was surprised by

the execution , the register's court is sickness abroad, and dies before his

the proper tribunal to decide. return . This is all by act of assem

66. Is theexecution proved by the bly. ( 1 )

witnesses, or oath of the executors , 70. May executors, or adminis

or both , in the first instance ? trators having letters in another

A. By witnesses , or other proper state, sue in your state ?

evidence, and not by the executors in A. They may ; so also in the circuit

any case .
court of the U.S, but this is allowed

67. In what office is the will and under the terms of the act, of 1705.

inventory registered : are office co 71. If not, what is to be done to

pies evidence?
enable them to sue ?

A. In the office of register of wills A. See preceding answer .

for the county : office copies are evi 72. Are exemplifications of wills

dence. and testaments, by the proper offi.

68. What formalities are required , cer in other states, evidence in your

to wills of chattels ? courts &c ?

A. The same formalities, as in exe- 4. The exemplifications, are evi

euting wills of lands. dence .

69. Are any number of subscribing 73. How are foreign wills and

witnesses, or the signature or seal of testaments proved in your state , &c?

the testator, required ; or is a will of A. By act of assembly, all wills of

personals provable by the rules of

the common law &c ?
( 1 ) And such nuncupative will or testa

4. There must be two witnesses (or mentary words, or the substance, must be

what is equivalent,) to prove every committed to writing within 6 days after

written will of lands or personalty. making, or is void after 6 months.

The name of the testator to the will , No will in writing concerning personal

(where not made by instructions) estate or any part thereof, can be revoked or

must be proved by 2 witnesses, but altered by words unless reduced to writing

a seal is not required.

in the lifetime of the testator, and be read to

the testator and allowed by him , and proved

(1 ) If a caveat or objections are made, to be so done by 2 or more witnesses.

then before the register's court ; or if no ca But persons at sea , or in military service,

veat or objection , and the registerproves or re . may dispose of personal estate , as before the

jects the probate, an appeal lies to the regis. making the act.

ter's court within 2 years.
Where there is any undisposed residue of

If the party requests it, the register's court personal estate , it is distributed among the

must direct an issue, to be tried in the com . next of kin as upon an intestacy, and does

pleas.
not go to the ex'rs. per stat,

al
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land or of personal estate, in or out only, they take equally as tenants in

of this state, or wherever made, common ; if children and the issue

proved by two or more credible wit- of children , such issue represent their

nesses, before such as have the power parents, and take equally amongthem

of taking probates, or granting let- what their parents would have taken

ters of administration, and a copy of if living.

such will with the probate annexed , If the intestate leaves grand chil

and the copies of all wills and pro - dren only, they take equally as ten

bates, under the publick seal of the ants in common ; if grand children

court or officer granting the same, and the issue of grand children , such

are evidence to prove the devise or issue represent their parents as afore

bequest.
said , and so on as to lineal descend

A will of personal property , mustants in the remotest degree.

be executed according to the law of II. If the intestate leaves only

the testator's domicil, at the time of brothers or sisters or both , they take

his death ; and if he dies intestate, be equally as tenants in common ; if any

distributed according to the same be dead, their issue represent them ,

law . and take what the parent if living

Letters of administration grant- would have taken .

ed out of the U. States, are not suffi III. If there be a father or mother

cient authority on which to bring a and brothers or sisters, the father

suit in this state .
takes all during his life ; if no father,

The proof of Judgments are ac- the mother all during her life, and

cording to common law, and acts of after his or her death , the brothers

congress. See Bioren's edit. 2 vol. and sisters and the issue of deceased

122, 3 vol. 621 . brothers and sisters, take as they

The proof of deeds has been men would have done, if the father or

tioned in former answers . See Nos. mother had not survived the intes

13, 20, 25. tate.

The printed books, of all laws of IV. If there be no brothers or sis

other states, publick or private, are ters or their representatives, the fa

evidence , without authentication or ther if he be living takes the whole

proof. See 1 Dall. 458. in fee , or in case he be dead and the

mother living, then she takes the

No. VI. DESCENTS. whole in fee ; unless the estate came

to the intestate from the part of the

74. How do inheritances in fee sim- mother, in which case the father shall

ple descend upon intestacy, among not inherit ; if from the part of the

lineal heirs ? father, then the mother shall not in

75. How among collaterals ? herit, but it shall be considered as if

76. How , in respect of the half the intestate had survived such fa

blood : does the common law govern ? ther or mother.

77. Does the common law prevail V. If there be no lineal descend

on descents, in any cases , and what ? ants, nor father, mother, sisters or

A. These 4 questions may be an- brothers of the whole blood or their

swered by the following synopsis of issue , then brothers and sisters of the

our several acts of assembly, on the half blood and their issue shall take

subject of intestacy. in preference to more remote kindred

I. If the intestate leaves children of the whole blood ; unless the estate.
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TESY , &c.

came to the intestate by descent, de- , they take the personal absolutely ;

vise or gift of some of his ancestors, and brothers and sisters of the half

in which case all who are not of the blood, take equally with the whole

blood of such ancestor are excluded. blood.

VI. If there be no lineal descend . 81. Are the 22nd and 23rd Car.

ants , nor father, nor mother, sis- ii . c. 10, and 29 Car. ii. c. 30, called

ters or brothers of the whole or the Statutes of distribution &c. a

half blood , or issue of such broth- dopted ?

ers or sisters ; the inheritance de- A. Neither of those statutes are a.

scends to and is divided among the dopted.

next of kin of equal degree of or unto

the intestate ; and if any of such kin- No. VIII . ENTAILS, DOWER, CUR

dred be dead, their issue represent

them .

VII. Posthumorus children inherit 82. May entails be created , as

in like manner , as if born in the life under the Stat. de donis — and with

time ofthe father .
the same incidents, in respect of be

VIII. If there be a widow , she ing barred ; dower ; curtesy ; waste

takes if there be lineal descendants &c ?

one third, if no lineal descendants 1. They may.

one half of the estate during her life; 83. Are entails abolished ; con

and this not as dower at common verted into fees ; or otherwise modi.

law, but under the statute of distri- fied &c ?

bution , and in lieu and satisfaction A. Entails exist. They may be con

of such dower. verted into fees however by a simple

IX . In all cases of descent, not deed of conveyance by the tenant in

particularly provided for by the sta- tail, expressly declaring therein his

tutes, the common law is to govern ; intention of barring the entail, legal

but this is not by statute provision, ly acknowledging the deed, and hav

but by judicial decision . ing it on motion in open court, enter

78. Is there any thing peculiar ined on the records of the supreme

your law of descents ? court, or on the records of the com

A. Nothing, but what is specified in mon pleas for the county in which the

the preceding answers. lands lie ; and also recording it with

in 6 months next after the execution,

No. VII. DISTRIBUTION ON INTES- in the county where the lands lie.

TACY, (OF PERSONALTY.) ( See No. S. ante.)

They are also barred by fine and

79. Upon intestacy, how is the recovery .

surplusage of personal property dis 84. How barred by the tenant ?

tributed ? A. Answered in No. 83.

80. How among collaterals ? 85. Is the widow entitled to dow

A. The widow takes one third, if er ; and the husband to curtesy ; as

there be lineal descendants ; one half by the common law ?

if there be not ; the residue is distri- A. The widow is entitled to dower

buted in like manner as real estate, of an estate tail.

except that, in the case where the fa Tenancy by the curtesy , is as at

ther or mother would take only an common law.

estate for life in the real property, Dower is barred of lands sold un

33
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der execution, before or after the account (other than such as concern

husband's death ; so also of lands the trade of merchandise between

mortgaged by the husband alone, and merchant and merchant ;) trespass

sold by executors with consent of q. c. freg ; detinue ; trover ; replevin ;

mortgagee , to pay debts under a debt on any contract without spe

power in the will. ( See ante, No.17 . ) cialty, or for arrearages of rent ;

within 6 years next after the cause of

No. IX. LIMITATION OF SUITS . action accrued: actions of trespass,

ofassault, menace, battery , wounding ,

86. What length of adverse pos- | imprisonment, or any of them ; within

session of lands is a bar &c ? 2 years : and actions on the case for

A. Twenty -one years, after the title words, within 1 year next after the

first descended or accrued . cause of such action accrued , or

87. What savings &c ? words spoken &c.

A. A saving to all persons within 21 92. What savings ?

years ofage, covert, ofunsound mind, 93. Are there any in favour of ci

or imprisoned, at the time the right tizens of other states, or foreign

first accrued ; so as they or their ers ?

heirs make entry , or bring their ac - . Persons within 21 years of age,

tion within 10 years next after the covert, non compos mentis, or impri

disability removed . ( 1 )
soned when the cause of action ac

88. Is there a saving in favour of crues, may bring their suits within

foreigners or citizens of other states ? the time of the preceding limitations,

A. None in favour of foreigners, per- after disability removed . ( 1 )

sons beyond sea, or citizens of other

states, merely on such account.
No. X. TAXES.

89. Are the general principles of

English law , on the bar of these sta 94. May lands be sold for the pay

tutes, adopted in your state ? ment of taxes : has an absentee any

1. They are. privilege ?

90. Is there any thing peculiar in 1. Unseated lands may . Absentees

your state on this head ? from the state have noprivilege.

1. Nothing.
95. Before a sale, is notice to be

91. What length of time bars re- given &c ?

covery &c . in personal actions ? A. Notice is to be regularly given of

A. Against specialties there is no the property taxed, the amount, and

length of time, but the principles of time and place of sale.

the common law as to 20 years or
96. What officer is to give this no

more, affording a presumption of tice ?

payment, are adopted .
A. The county Treasurer.

In actions on the case ; and upon
97. In what manner &c.

A. Sixty days notice of the time and

(1 ) There is a provision also, that if the place of sale,the township where the

person within the 10 years, dies under any
land is situate , number of acres,

of those disabilities, the heir shall have the

same benefit that such person might have ( 1 ) One year is allowed after reversal on

had , by living till the disability was removed. error, or arrest of judgment after verdict, for

Also, if any abatement of the action takes the party or his representatives to renew the

place, 3 years are allowed .o renew it . action .
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names of warrantees or owners, and official title, if his name be not

the sums due on each tract, must be known.

given at least 4 times in one daily Thefollowing is a summary of the

newspaper in Philadelphia , and in laws relating to taxes , on which the

one newspaper in or nearest to the foregoing answers are predicated.

county where the lands lie. But the Certain commissioners are chosen in

omission to advertise in this way, each county, to assess the taxes on

does not invalidate the sale . unseated lands, for county rates and

98. If a sale takes place, is the levies annually.

deed absolute ? After 12 months from the time of

A. There is a right of redemption, assessment, they are to issue a war

reserved to the owner . rant under their hands and seals of

99. If not, what timeis allowed to office to the treasurer of the county ,

redeem , and on what terms : at what | commanding him to make sale agree

place or office, are the sales entered ? ably to law, of the whole or such

A. The right of redemption remains parts of the tracts taxed, as is suffi

in the owner for 5 years, when the cient to pay the tax due and costs &c.

county becomes the purchaser, and An act passed Mar. 13 1815, pie

but for 2 years, where individuals scribes the mode of proceeding by

are the purchasers, saving to owners the treasurer.

who are orphans or insane and with By this act, he is directed on the

in the United States, the rightto re - 2d monday in June 1816 and at the

cover the lands, 2 years after their expiration of every 2 years thereaf

disability is removed. The county be- ter, to make publick sale of the whole

comes the purchaser, where the lands or so much of any unseated lands

do not bring the amount of the taxes. taxed in the proper county, as will

100. Do lands on which taxes are pay the arrearages of the taxes, any

not paid , in any case vest in the state: part of which shall then have remain

and then how and in what time to be ed due and unpaid for the space of

redeemed ? 1 year before, and the costs &c. and

A. The lands do not vest in the state; make a deed therefor &c.

and where the county becomes the It is made his duty to give at least

purchaser, the county may after the 60 days notice , in the manner spe

right of redemption expires, sell by cified in answer to No. 97.

publick sale , which second sale then The owner paying to the treasurer

becomes absolute. the amount of the tax for which the

101. What officer in any county , lands sold and the cost, together with

ought a non - l'esident desirous of keep - 25 per cent additional thereon (or

ing his taxes paid, correspond with tendering the same and it being re

for that purpose : or what is most fused ,) at any time within 2 years

prudent for him to do ? from the sale , or having paid the tax

A. The county treasurer ; desiring previous to the sale, is entitled to re

him to state the amount of taxes , on cover the same by due course of law;

what tracts , and the exact situation but in no other case and on no other

in which the lands stand, he will give plea can an action be sustained, and

every information on furnishing him no alleged irregularity in the assess

with a description of the tract, and ment, or in the process or otherwise,

the names of the 'warrantee and the is to affect the title of the purchaser.

owner , He may be addressed by his But where owners at the time of
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sale are orphans, or insane and re- make an absolute deed to the pur

siding within the U. S. 2 years after chaser ; but no tract to be sold for

the disability removed is allowed less than the amount of tax, cost, and

them or their representatives, to interest due.

bring the suit or action for recovery There is a provision also , by

of the lands ; but in such case, the which the treasurer may receive the

value of the improvements made on tax in advance of the owner, for any

the land after sale, shall be assessed term not exceeding 6 years, by way

by the jury trying the action, and be of composition with the owner .

paid by the person recovering, before These points have been ruled in

he or she shall obtain possession of ejectments, for lands purchased on

the lands so recovered . ( 1 ) sales for taxes.

Where the sum bid, is not equal 1. To vest a title in the purchaser

to the whole of the tax and cost for of lands sold for taxes, an exact and

which the tract was advertised , the minute adherence to the directions of

commissioners of the county or one the laws is necessary. It must ap

of them is to bid it off, and a deed pear that every direction and requi

is to be made to them and their suc- site of the law has been punctually

cessors by the treasurer, for the use complied with , else the purchaser

of the county ; all which sales shall has no title . 2 Yeates 100, 312.

be entered by the commissioners in 2. And a variance, between the

a book : these tracts so conveyed to advertisement of landssold for taxes ,

the commissioners, are not after the assessment and the deed, is fatal

wards for 5 years and while they to the title of the purchaser. Ibid 330.

belong to the county, to be charged 3 Yeates 284.

in the duplicate of the collector, but 3. If the commissioners deed is

for 5 years next following the sale, under their common seal, it is void .

the commissioners in the same book, 2 Yeates 330.

are to charge the tract with reasona 4. In an action of ejectment,

ble county and road tax, not exceed - brought by the owners ofJands sold

ing 6 dollars for every 100 acres . for taxes against the purchaser, the

The right of redemption remains purchaser is to be allowed for the

in the owner in this case 5 years after improvements he has made on the

sale , on paying the county treasurer lands in all cases , as well where the

all the taxes and costs due at the sale lands were owned by minors or per

and interest therefor, and also the sons insane, as others. 1 Sergt. and

several subsequent taxes and costs, Raw. 38.

and the interest on the several taxes
It was probably to counteract

from the times they ought to have these decisions made on common law

been paid ; on the production of the principles , that the law of 1815 pro

treasurer's receipt, the commission - vided, that the treasurers deed should

ers are to re-convey on the back of be conclusive, except in the two cases

the treasurers deed. mentioned in the act.

If the owner does not redeem in

this case within the 5 years, the com No. XI. MISCELLANEOUS .

missioners are to sell the lands and BAIL , &c.

(1) Doubtless also , they must pay or ten

der the tax cost and percentage, although the

proviso is not in terms to that effect.

102. May debtors pendente lite, be

restrained from alienating & c . Is
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}

1

the debtor liable to be holden to ſing of the common law , in respect of

bail, &c? taking by descent, or purchase : may

A. Before judgment, there is no re- they in any case hold real estate ,

straint upon the alienation of real as in mortgage ?

property ; nor of personal property A. Aliens (not being the subjects of

before execution, if the alienation be an enemy power, ) may purchase

bonafide. lands within the state to any amount

Such alienations are governed by not exceeding five thousand acres,

the stat. 13 8 27 Eliz . as fully to all intents and purposes

The common law governs gene- as citizens; and they are capable of

rally in case ofbail,subject to certainſ taking lands by devise or descent to

modifications, one of which is, that any amount ; and of disposing of

"after judgment, bail may be entered them , in the samemanner as citizens

for a stay of execution for a limited can do.

time, which bail cannot surrender
So all purchases by emigrants re

or be relieved in any other way, than sident in the commonwealth , previ

by actual payment of the debt. ( See ous to declaring their intention to

ante 42.)
become citizens of the U.S. and who

have since been naturalized accord

LETTERS OF ATTORNEY.
ing to the laws of the U. S. are valid ;

103. Is there any provision for the and sales made by alien purchasers

proof&c . of letters of Attorney ,made are valid, and lands held or purcha

in other states or foreign parts, for sed by aliens, are confirmed to their

the conveyance of lands &c. in your

state ?

A. All letters of attorney made out ADMINISTRATION. GUARDIANSHIP ,

of the state, all and every bonds,

specialties, letters of attorney and 105. Is the right of administration

other powers in writing, being pro- regulated as in England by the 31

ved by two or more of the witnesses, Edw. iii. c . 11. and 21 H. viii. c. 5.

or acknowledged by the principal, ( 1 ) or by local acts ?

before the mayor or chiefmagistrate A. Both of these statutes, so far as

or officer of the city , town, or place they relate to the granting of admin

where made, and certified under the istration, are in force in Penn .

common or publick seal of that city, 106. May guardians be appoint

town or place, whether relating to ed by will : does the common law

lands or chattels, are by act of as - regulate &c ?

sembly made evidence, as if proved A. They may ; and where none are

by the witnesses present in court. so appointed, the orphan's court has

the power , ( subject to certain re

strictions principally relating to mo

104. Do aliens stand on the foot- ral character and religious persua

heirs. (2)

ol

be

+

ALIENS ,

( 1 ) The act does not make the acknow

ledgment of the party in such other place , be (2 ) The act making those wise and politick

fore such officer and so certified , evidence ; provisions, was passed Mar. 24th 1818. It

but it is decided to be so, in 1817, in the is a matter of surprise , that any state should

circuit court of U. S. pr. Washington & Peters, still keep in existence, the common law on this

Millegan's lesseer. Dixon ,
1 head . Ed.
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şion ,) of appointing guardians to in which they stand , at the time of

children under the age of 14 years ; the testator or intestatesdeath ; that

after that age, the minor may choose is, a debt existing at the time of the

his own guardian. decedents death, must rank as it then

In the appointment of a guardian , stood , and obtains no preference, by

the court may at their discretion being afterwards prosecuted to a

erder security to be given by him ; judgment & c .

and for that purpose always require Debts of every degree, become a

an affirmation or oath of the amount lien on the decedents real estate at

of personal estate that may go into his death, for the term of seven years

his hands.
thereafter, although they were not

so before. ( See preceding answer 55

PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY EXECU and note, also 107.)

TORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.

JOINT-TENANCY.

107. Is the law of England, in re

gard to the order of paying debts by
109. Is Joint-tenancy in land , as

ex'rs and adm'rs, in force & c ?
at common law , &c ?

A. The order of paying debts by ex- A. There is no survivorship between

ecutors and administrators is regu- joint tenants, but the estate or thing

lated by act of assembly , and is as so holden upon the death of any joint

follows (so far as there are assets,) tenant, is to be considered as if such

viz. 1stphysick , funeralexpenses and joint tenants had been tenants in

servants wages ; 2d rents not exceed
common , except, that nothing in the

ing one year ; 3d judgments ; 4th re- act is to affect trust estates.

cognisances; 5th bonds and specialties;

6th all other debts without regard to

SEALS.

their degree, except debts due the

commonwealth , which are to be last

paid. ( 1 )
110. Is the common law , in regard

108. May ex’rs and adm’rs give a to the effect of instruments sealed ,

preference by confessing judgments; and not under seal, in force ?

Are lands sold on judgmentagainst A. The commonlaw is in force.

ex’rs or adm'rs ? 111. Is a scroll &c. equivalent to

A. Lands are assets for the payment
wax &c ?

of debts, and may be taken in execu- | A. An ink scroll, or printed seal , is

tion and sold, on a judgmentagainst a legal seal to every instrumen
t.

cxecutors or administra
tors

. ( See 1. Sergt. f. Rawle. 72.)

Theycannot give a preference, by

confessing judgment.

All debts are to be paid in the order

112. Are bastards subject to com
(1) If the estate is not sufficient to pay all

the debts by specialty or simple contract,
mon law disabilities ?

then the creditors are paid pro rata , first A. They are .
pay.

ing the bonds and specialties aforesaid . The 113. Are antinuptial children , le

act prescribes the way and manner of ascer- gitimated by marriage of the pa

taining a deficiency of estate, and for the sale rents ?

of real estate for payment of debts, A. They are not

BASTARDS.
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USES.

ALLUVION . the stat. of frauds, or similar provi

sions, adopted in your state ?

114. Does the common law in re- | A. The statute of frauds is not in

spect of alluvion prevail ?
force. But there is an act of assem

A. In respect of alluvions, the com- bly passed 1772, which embraces the

mon law is the general rule, subject three first sections, and the 14th ,

to such modifications as the customs 15th , 16th, and 25th sections of that

and practice ofour state have intro- statute .

duce, e . g . the owner of the opposite

shore, would have no right to an isl

and arising in the river, it belongs

to the state . 119. Is 27. H. viii. called the Stat.

of uses , ( or similar provisions) in

FISHERIES force ?

A. The first ten sections of 27. Hen .

115. Is the owner of lands bor- viii. ( stat. of uses,)are in force.

dering on a river where the tide 120. Is the English law of uses

flows and reflows, &c . entitled to se- and trusts, in force ?

veral fishery in front of his land ? A As a general rule, it is.

A. The owner of lands, has no ex

clusive right to fish in the rivers of BARON AND FEME .

the state immediately in front of his

lands, whether the tide flows and re 121. Is the common law of baron

flows or not. and feme adopted : does the wife's

116. Is this so by statute , or u- chattels vest in the baron ?

A. The common law doctrine is in

A. This is not so by statute , but be- force ; the wife's chattels real and

cause of the custom of the country personal when reduced to possession,

modifying the principles of the com- are vested in the husband.

mon law. There are a number of No female whatever can be arrest

statutes regulating the fisheries in ed or imprisoned for any debt, in

all the rivers. There is no right of Pennsylvania.

piscary by usage. The husband is entitled to admn.

on the effects of a deceased wife , and

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES. to recover and enjoy them to his own

sage ?

use.

USURY .

117. Are the 13. and 27. E. against

fraudulent conveyances in force in INTEREST.

your state : or similar acts ?

A. The stat. 13. Eliz . is in force, and 122. What is the rate of interest ?

80 the stat. 27 Eliz, with the ex- A. No more than 6 per cent. per an

ception of the sections, from the 7th num , is to be taken on any bonds or

to the 12th , inclusive. contracts, upon a loan of money or

There is no act of assembly, a- other commodities.

gainst fraudulent conveyances. 123. What provisions against usu

ry ?

STATUTE OF FRAUDS. A. Upon conviction 'which means on

indictment, the defendant forfeits

118. Is the 29. Car.ü.c. 3. ( called the money and other things lent, half
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RY NOTES.

to the governor for the support of | BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND PROMISSO

government, and the other half to

the person who sues .

126. Are foreign and inland bills

BOOK ACCOUNTS.
of exchange and promissory notes

negotiable ; and generally governed

124. Are book accounts evidence by the law of England ?

in your state : for what things fur- A. They are, and the law merchant

nished &c ?
governs, where the note or bill is ne

A. Original books ofentries are evi- gotiable ; but see Nos. 135, 6. post.

dence only ofgoods sold and delivered ,
127. Must demand be made by the

holder, and notice of non -acceptance
and work and labour done.

If the entry is made by a clerk, it or non-payment be given to the draw

must be proved by him ; or if dead er or endorser,by the rules adopted

in the English law , to entitle him to

or out of the power of the court,
recover ?

there must be proof of his hand wri

A. The law as it is in England, al

ting ; if made by the plaintiff, the
plaintiff's own oath is evidence of the together prevails in these respects

plaintiff's own oath is evidenceof the in case of billsand notes , not within

entry ; the books must be original the exceptionsto be found in answ .

books of entries.

to Nos. 1,35, 6 post. and the notes.

Books are only prima facie evi 128. Is a protest for non-accep

dence, their truth and the prices tance or non -payment necessary , on

charged & c , are all open to counter inland bills and promissory notes ?

evidence .

125. Is interest recoverable on and inland bills of exchange and

A. The law, as to protest of foreign

book debt ?
promissory notes, is precisely as in

A. In Pennsylvania, interest is re- England, except, that where a pro

coverable on goods sold and deliv- test is made on an inland bill or a

ered ; and on all open accounts promissory note, the protest certified

where , by the usual course of deal- under the hand and office seal of the

ing or by express agreement, a time notary, is prima facie evidence of the

is fixed for payment; on money lent facts contained therein, liable to be

and advanced ; on arrears of rent, i contradicted by other evidence.

( unless the landlord reverts to the This exception is by statute.

land itself or distrains , and gener 129. Is there any peculiar practice

ally wherever one person detains the in your state, on this subject ?

money of another, against his con- A. The preceding provision as to

sent.
the protest being evidence of facts

Guardians, executors and admin - contained therein ; and see post 135,6.

istrators, are also liable to pay inter It is the constant practice, to pro

est on all surplus monies in their test promissory notes.

hands, after their accounts are or By statute , damages are given to

ought to be settled . And perhaps it payees on bills of exchange returned

would now bedetermined (though it unpaid with a legal protest, against

was formerly held otherwise,; that drawers or endorsers as follows ;

trustees would be governed by the if drawn on any one of the United

same rule . States or territories, (except Louisi-
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1

ing.

DIVORCE .

ana ) five per cent. upon the principal; In suits of divorce for the cause of

on Louisiana or any other place in adultery, proof that the plaintiff has

North America or its islands, (except been guilty of the like crime, or ad

the north west coast of America,andmitted the defendant to conjugal so

Mexico, or any of the West India ciety or embraces, after knowledge

or Bahama islands ,) 10 per cent ; on of the fact; or where the husband be

Madeira, the Canaries, Azores, Cape ing plaintiff, has allowed the wife's

de verd isles, Spanish main orMexico, prostitutions or received hire for

15 per cent ; on Europe or its Islands, them , or exposed his wife to lewd

20 per cent ; on any other part of the company, bars relief.

world , 25 per cent. The parties may marry again , ex

These damages, to be over and a- cept, that the guilty party shall not

bove the principal sum , charges of marry the person with whom the

protests and interest on the princi- crime was committed , during the life

pal ; damages and charges of protest of the former wife or husband.

to accrue , from the time at which The children of the wife during

notice shall have been given . coverture, are not rendered illegiti

130. Whatdamagesare recovera- matę on divorce.

ble, upon the protest of foreign bills Where either husband or wife has

of exchange ? married again , upon any false ru

A. This is answered in the forego- mourof the death of the other in ap

pearance well founded ( when the

other has been absent 2 years ,) it is

in the election of the party at his or

her return , to have his or her former

131. Are Divorces, a vinculis husband or wife restored , or to have

granted in your state &c ? his or her own marriage dissolved

A. They are, for impotency at the and the last marriage to stand good;

time of the marriage ; a former mar- in which case the court is to decree

riage subsisting ; adultery ; wilful accordingly : but the suit for this

and malicious desertion and absence purpose, must be within 6 months

for 2 years from the habitation of the after return .

other party , without reasonable cause ; The libellant, must be a citizen of

and where the husband by cruel and the state, and have been resident

barbarous treatment has endangered there one year before the suit.

his wife's life, or offered such indig A woman divorced, and after

nities to her person , as to render her wards cohabiting with the adulterer ,

condition intolerable and life burden- is rendered incapable to alienate her

some, and therebyforced her to with real estate, but on her death it is to

draw from his house and family ; in descend as if she had died intestate.

every such case , the injured and in The court may award costs to the

nocent party may obtain a divorce prevailing party , or that each pay

from the bond of matrimony. his or her own costs .

The application is by petition or An appeal lies, to the sup. court of

libel and subpæna, before the court the proper district, after final sen

of common pleas of the proper county . tence.

If any fact is desired by either Where the husband either mali..

party to be tried by jury , an issue is ciously abandons his family, or turns

to be directed &c. his wife out of doors, or by cruel

11

ť

34
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treatment endangers her life, or of- ings upon bonds, bills, bargains,

fers indignities & c . to her person , promises and accounts , the def't set

thereby forcing her to withdraw ting off any bond, bill, receipt ac

from his house ; the court of common count or bargain in evidence .

· pleas may , on suit in manner afore

CHOSES IN ACTION.
said , divorce from bed and board and

decree alimony, not exceeding the }
135. Are choses in action assign

of the husband's income from his able: may the assignee sue in his

estate or occupation ; this to continue own name : is there any liability of

until reconciliation, or the husband the assignor over , unless stipulated ?

by his petition offers to receive her
136. Is the common law in respect

back and to treat her as he ought to of choses in action , adopted ?

do & c. and the court sees proper 80 A. By an act of assembly made in

to decree & c .
1797, where promissory notes bear

date in the city or county of Phila

ATTACHMENTS.
delphia, and are made payable to the

order of the payee for “ value in ac

132. Do foreign and domestick at- count,” or for 6 value received ” and

tachments issue in your state, a- “ without defalcation,” or “ without

gainst absent, or foreign debtors ?
set off;" the holder is entitled to ro

A. Both attachments exist, regula- cover against the drawer or indorser

ted by acts of assembly . ( 1) the sum which, on the face of the note

or by the indorsments thereon , ap

LANDLORDS AND TENANTS .
pears to be due ; but the defendant

may offset or defalk , so far as the

133. Is the law of landlord and plaintiff is justly indebted to him by

tenant, in regard to distress for bond, specialty or otherwise. ( 1 )

rent, similar to the English law ?
But the assignee ofbonds and

A. It is similar. The acts of assem - cialties, and promissory notes not so

spe

bly being for the most part copied dated and drawn, by the terms of

from the Stat.2 Wm . and M. and 11 the act of 1715, takes them subject

Geo . ii.

to all legal and equitable defalcations

and demands of the obligor or prom

SET -OFF .
issor, against the obligee ofthe bond

or specialty, or the original payee of

134. Is the law of set- off, similar the note, at the time of assignment,

to the English law , and that of other or indorsment, and until the obligor

states ?
or promissor has notice of the assign

A. It is more comprehensive than ment or indorsment. ( 2 )

the English law , extending to deal

(1 ) Yet even if the holder receives a note

( 1) Foreign attachments issue where the drawn under the act of 1797 , with notice that

debtor is non resident ; and the sum finally payments have been made on it, such pay.

recovered against the garnishee to the amount ments shall be allowed ; and so in other ca

of Pl’tf's demand, goes to the creditor in at. ses he may be liable even on a note under

tachment, and the garnishee is bound to dis. this act, to payments &c. not appearing on

close on oath & c . it. See 1 Serg. and Raw. 180.

Domestick attachments issue where the ( 2) But the obligor even in such case , by

debtor absconds, and all creditor's claims be his conduct may lose the benefit of discount:

fore the trustees, are admittedpro rata . see 1 Binn . 433. - 3 Yeat. 351.
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.. A bill of exchange made payable LIFE ESTATES &c.

without the words “ or order” . or

assigns , " or other words of negotia 137. Are tenants for life,years, &c.

bility, is not assignable over so as entitled to the same rights, and sub

to enable the indorsee to sue in his ject to the same liabilities, as by

own name ; and the same law as to the common and statute law of En.

promissory notes. gland ?

But if the original bill or note is A. The ' same law here as in En

negotiable on the face, it is sueable gland, generally.

against the maker or drawer in the

name of the holder, though the in DECREES IN CHANCERY .

dorsment does not contain negotiable

words. 138. How are decrees in equity

The liability of an assignor of a executed &c ?

bond or chose in action on a general A. There is no court of chancery in

assignment, extends only to an im- Penn. see ante No. 33.

plied covenant, that the assignee After the expiration of a year and

shall recover the money to his own day from the time a mortgage be

use, but he is not liable over, unless comes due, a scire facias issues a

in case ofnonpayment it is so stipu - gainst mortgagor, his heirs, ex’rs,

lated . or adm’rs.

By stat. ( 1715 ) bonds and special And any proper defence may be

ties and promissory notes, may be made on plea ; and when a judg

assigned by the party to whom made ment is obtained for the amount due,

to another, and so toties quoties, and a levari faciasissues to sell the mort

the holder may sue the obligor or gaged premises ; in which case the

drawer for the money mentioned vendee holds discharged of the equi

therein , or such part as may have ty of redemption. ( See ante No. 53,

been due at the time of assignment, note. )

in his own name ; but all such as No lapse of time, or any thing

signments of bonds and specialties, but payment or sale , can discharge

must be under hand and seal before the lien of a mortgage ; but the law

two credible witnesses . of presumption of payment from the

In other respects, obligations and lapse of 20 years or more without

specialties so assigned , and promis- demand &c, would undoubtedly ap

sory notes and all assignments of ply.

bonds and specialties in other form ,

INSOLVENT ESTATES .

and of all other choses in action , (ex

cept promissory notes drawn as a 139. In case the estate is insolvent,

foresaid , under the act of 1797 ) stand are creditors paid pro rata , &c ?

as between the parties, on the footing A. In the order mentioned in Nos.

of the common law. ( 1) 107,8.

(1 ) It may be ofsomepublick importance here, other person, or his order or assigns any sum of

to present a further view of the law of Penn . as money , are not by law assignable or indorsable

indicated in the preceding text and notes. over to any person , so as that thepersons to whom

By act of assemblyMay 28, 1715. ( after reciting the said bonds, specialties, note or notes is or are

in the preamble, that bonds and specialties, and assigned or indorsed, may in their own names, by

notes in writing signed by the party whereby action at law recover the same,) it is enacted,

such party is obliged or promises to pay to any l that all bonds, specialties and notes in writing,
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PUBLICK OR PROPRIETARY LANDS. A. There are but few vacant lands .

The mode is by application to the

140. Are there any lands which land office ; but no application can

belong to the State : how obtained be received , except for such lands as

by one desirous of purchasing : Is have been settled , grain raised, and

there any proprietary land , and how persons residing thereon .

obtained ?
Upon such application , a warrant

recover .

made or to be made and signed by any person or plaintif'shall be justly indebted to him in account,

persons, whereby such person or persons are by bond, specialty, or otherwise .

obliged or doth promise to pay any other person It will be perceived then that by the positive

or persons, his, her or their order or assigns any law of of Penn . ( the act of 1715 ) though it makes

sum &c, may by the person or persons to whom promissory notes, drawn to “ any person,his, her

the same is or are made payable, be assigned , or their order or assigns, " assignable over from

indorsed and made over to such person or per one to another, so far , as to enable the last holder

sons as shall think fit to accept thereof ; and lo sue in his own name the drawer or maker of

that the person or persons to whom such bonds, the note , yet the drawer , isnot thereby to lose

notes & c.are assigned or indorsed , or their agents any defence he had against the original payee at

& o. ex’rs or assigns may at their pleasure again the time of assignment; but the holder is to stand

assign, indorse or make over the same, and so exactly in the place of the original payee, and

toties quoties ; and that, the persons to whom the can only recover in “ like manner " as he might

same are so assigned or indorsed , may in their own

names sue for the recovery of the monies menti And it may also here be observed, that no

oned in the said bonds, notes &c. or 80 much as action could be brought under the act of 1715, by

shall appear to be due at the time of such assign . indorsees against indorsers of promissory notes,

ment, in like manner as the persons to whom the but as between them , such indorsements were

same were made payable might have done. mere choses in action , and stood as at common

There is a section also in these words all law.

assignments made of bonds and specialties, shall In 1797, by the act above recited , the legisla

be under hand and seal before two or more cred . ture of Penn. gave to promissory notes dated at

ible witnesses. ” And another, that assignors af a certainplace viz . in the city or county of Phil

ter assignment shall not have power to receive ad . and made in a certain form (in substance

any of the debts or sums of money really due by an engagement that drawer would pay it to any

the said bonds, specialties or notes. holder according to its face without defalcation or

As this act did not (as the stat. of 3 aru 4 Ann set off,) all the privileges which belong to prome

does,) give an action to the indorsee of a note issory notes in England under the provisions of the

against the indorsers, but only enabled the assignee stat. 3 & 4 Ann, (by which they are put exactly

or indorsee in his own name to sue the obligor on the footing ofinland bills of exchange) not sub

of the bond or maker of the note, and then , only jecting the bona fide holder without notice to any

to recover what was due at the assignment or in condition or defence , but what arose from the

dorsement, in like manner as the original obli. face of the instrument; and giving an action to

gee or payee might, it was provided by an act the holder against the previous indorsers for non

passed 1797 Feb. 27, that all notes in writing payment by the maker.

commonly called promissory notes, bearing date It occurred to me on this view of the Penn.

in the city or county of Philadelphia , whereby law of promissory notes, that it ought to be well

the maker or makers promise to pay to any per understool on many accounts, by persons in other

son or persons, and to the order of the payee states and in Penn. who make notes, receive

" for valuein account," or " for value received, ” them , or who become the indorsec of notes,

and in the body of which the words “ without which must be sued upon in the courts of that

defalcation , ” or “ without set off,” shall be inser state .

ted , shall be held by the indorsees discharged With this impression, I suggested to a gentle

from any claim of defalcation or set off, by the man of eminence at the Philad . bar, some ques.

drawer or indorsers thereof ; and the indorsees Lions on this head ; in order to ascertain if there

shall be entitled to recover against the druwer and had been any decisions there, upon the rights of

indorsers, such sums as on the face of said notes holders suing in Penn . on negotiable notes made

or by indorsements thereon , shall appear to be in other states , or in Penn. but negotiated in other

due, provided that in every action brought by the states, where the holder in such other states

holder of a note against the drawer or indorsers, might upon such notes, (not being dated at the

the defendant may set off and defalk so far as the city or county of Philad. and drawn in the form
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is issued to survey, and on return of ENGLISH LAW BOOKS .

the survey a patent issues. ( 1 )

There are proprietary lands ari 141. Are English law books, al

sing out of the act of 1779, the pur- lowed to be read in your State

chase of which is by application to courts : if so , under whatlimitation ?

the agent ofthe proprietaries at Phil- A. By act of assembly, no british ad

adelphia ; the quantity is very small. judged case made since the 4th of Ju

*

(1) The price paid the state is $ per so dated & c. they stand in our courts as before ;

acre .
viz. upon the express'terms of the act of 1715,

merely placing the holder in the shoes of the

prescribed by the act of 1797) by the law of the original payee at the time and until notice of as

place where the bolder is, have recovered against signment.

the drawers and indorsers on the face of the in “ But we have a provision in the acts incorpora

strument, not subject to discount. ting the banks of l'enn. and Philad. which puts

I also so suggested to him another question, notes discounted in those banks on the footing of

te whether if in order to comply with the act of foreign bills of exchange; and a similar provision

Penn. a note is dated in the city or county of exists in regard to the Farmer's and Mechanick's

Philad, though actually given on a contract and bank and all the new banks, not only in respect

made in another state between the parties, the of discounted notes,but also to all notes deposited

pltff. in a suit in Penn. would be limited to Penn. for collection ; of course, all such notes are nego

interest ." tiable, and not liable to offset, at least such is taken

The subjoined is the substance of his reply. to be the legal effect of that provision .

“ Prior to the passage of our act of 27 Febru. “ As to the rate of interest, the general rule is,

ary 1797, promissory votes were, (and if not da- that the rate unless specified , is to be according to

ted and drawn according to that act still are, ) of the law of the place not where dated , but where

a mixed description . As between the indorsee the debt is to be paid .

or holder and the drawer, they were and are in “ A note dated in Philad . would prima facie bear

dependent of that act, mere choses in action , and but 6 per cent, but if it were shown by evidence

upon the samefooting as bonds, except only as an that this was done merely to meet the provision

action is given in the name of the indorsee or in our statute, and that it was actually executed

holder, by the act of 1715, against the drawer . in New Jersey and to be paid there, it would

“ They were both assignable under that act without question bear 7 per cent ; in truth, inter

( 28 May 1715,) but made liable in the hands of est when not made part of the contract, is only

even a bona fide holder for valuable considera- recovered as damages for detention ,and is always

tion, to every offset and every equity subsisting a subject of inquiry , and the legal interest of mo

between the original parties. ney at the place of payment, is merely resorted

“ The Stat. of 3 and 4 Ann. ch. 9. was not held to as a reasonable rule of damages.

to extend to Penn, so far as it provided for the “ If a note were given by me residing in Philad .

negotiability of notes, as between indorsee and to you residing in N. Jersey for a given sum with

drawer, because our own statute provided for the lawfulinterest, or saying nothing of interest, for

case , nor as giving the quality of inland bills of the purpose of being discounted in a N.Jersey

exchange to them between indorsee and drawer, bank, it would certainly bear 7 per cent after

for the act expressly provided that the drawer due, even if sued for in Pennsylvania.

should be allowed to offset his demands &c. against “ If given by me to a Pennsylvanian , to be dis

the payee at the time of assignment.
counted in N. Jersey, I dont know what interest

“ But as between the indorsee and prior in- it would bear.

dorsers, the English statute was held to extend. “ We have no particular law or custom , itwould

In a suit therefore by the indorsee against the rest on general principles.

drawer, after ing the case , we declared “ that “ But I dont apprehend it would be affected by

by virtue of theact ofassembly he became liable ; the place where sued for, the same interest

it by an indorsee sgainst the indorser we decla- would be recoverable in both states, and accord

red “ that by virtue of the statute he became ing to the real fact as to what iuterest was in

liable.” See M‘Cullough vs. Houston , 1 Dall. tended , and this by way of damages for deten

441. tion , which are not controuled by the laws against

“ The act of 1797 ,altered this as respects notes usury .
dated in the city or county of Philad . whereby “ In regard to negotiable notes made in other

indorsers and drawers are liable on the face of states,or made here and negotiated in other

the note , as on inland bills of exchange ; but not ' states, and not dated in the city or connty of
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ly 1776, can be cited in our courts , | This last exception in the act, is con

unless it relates to maratime laws, sidered as comprehending the whole

or the law of nations. of thelaw merchant, ( see ante No. 33.)

Philad . butsued for in Penn. whether they would gives the action in the place where it is brought.

be liable to the equity between the original par- Mr. however is of a different opinion ;

ties; this is more of a question ; we have no deci. he thinks the indorsee or holder in another state

sion or custom about it. bona fide, would not be liable to the equity be

“ I suppose the case of a note negotiable in the tween the original parties, though suing in our

state where it is made, and in the hands of a bona courts, and upon our statute of 1715 .

fide indorsee ; still I think it would be liable if “He admits that the assignee ofa bond made and

sued in our courts, to all the conditions between assigned 'in Penn, where bonds are assignable,

the original parties. could not sue in his own name in England or

« By common law in every state , all notes are elsewhere where bonds are not assignable ; how

choses in action and so liable ; it is only by the then can the indorsee of a promissory note, un

statute of the place where the remedy is sought, less under thc local act, and then upon terms of

that the indorsee can sue in his own name, and the act ?

if by that same statute on which the action is foun “ The pointhas never arisen that I know of in

ded, (also, by the common law) the maker is enti- Pepn. and if there be any doubt in it intrinsically,

ded to offset, as he might against the payee, I dont you had better not consider it as clear either way.”

see how it is to be avoided , or how the court can

go by any other statute or law, but that which A distinguished member of the Penn. bar .

1
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1

APPENDIX.

ABRIDGMENT ofthe Rules of the SUPREME COURT ofPennsylvania.

4
ATTORNIES AND COUNSELLORS.

Terms of admission .

1788, Jan ,

1. By regular clerkship with a practising attorney or gentleman of the law

in the state 4 years, and 1 year's practice in some of the county courts of

com . pleas or 3 years clerkship and 2 years practice ; and examination by 2

attornies or counsellors appointed by the court and their certificate that “ he

is well grounded in the principles of the law and acquainted with practice ; "

or 2 years study under the direction of some practising attorney or gentleman

of the law after 21 years of age , and 2 years subsequent practice in a county

court of com. pleas and certificate of examiners as aforesaid .

2. From other states, and aliens : 2 years residence (of persons then inha

biting in other states,) preceding application ; excepting those practising in

N. Jersey, Delaware, or Maryland. No alien or foreigner until after 4 years

residence : in all cases the applicant to take the oath of allegiance to the

state .

3. Not to be special bail, without leave of court.

4. Privilege to cease , after 1 year's non -attendance in courts.

AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENCE.

1795 , Sep.

5. Judgment in all actions to be confessed by the defendant's attorney , at

the 3d court, with stay of executionfor 60 days from the first day of the term

if instituted in Sep. term of any year ; if in December term , then with stay &c .

30 days from the first day of the 3d term, (Sept. ) following ; if in March , then

judgment to be confessed at September term following, with stay of execution

60 days from 1st day of term ; unless affidavit is made by or for defendant,

« that to the best of his knowledge and belief, there is a just defence in whole

or part in the same cause."

If -defence is to part only, defendant's attorney shall confess judgment for
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so much as is acknowledged to be due, if plaintiffs attorney will accept the

same in full satisfaction of his demand.” ( 1 )

AGREEMENT TO ENTEK ACTION.

1806, Mar.

6. No cause to be entered by agreement on the docket of a preceding

term , unless agreement signed before the last return day of the term to which

the same is intended to be brought.

ATTACHMENT IN REM.

1788, Jan.

7. Common informers, to enter into stipulation or recognizance at suing

out attachment ; and so likewise claimants of goods &c. seized or attached on

any act of assembly at filing claim, to secure costs and damages that may ac

crue by reason of the claim on condemnation . Excepting from this rule per

sons who seize by virtue of office.

BAIL.

8. Not to be tendered or put in until hab . corpus returned, and then to be

duly taken and filed with the hab. corp .

9. On return of hab. corp. rule may be for good bail in 6 weeks from 1st

day of the term , or procedendo to issue.

10. Commissioners of bail to take a recognizance or bail piece, in their re

spective counties, in following or like form .

« COUNTY 88 .

“ A. B. is delivered on bail upon a cepi corpus ( or upon

“ an habeas corpus ) to C. D. of the township of Eastown in

“ the county of Chester, yeoman, and E. F. of Marlborough

« township in the same county, blacksmith .

at the suit of G. H.

« J. K. attorney for the defendant.

66 Taken and acknowledged the

12th day of April, 1787, de bene

€ 882 ; before me

“ L. M. commissioner of bail for

66 said county ."

And at the taking the recognizance shall express the conditions to the bail

as follows :

( 1) This practice is founded on an agreement of the bar and generally signed by them ,

Sep. 11, 1795, which has uniformly been enforced by the court sinse.
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“ You do jointly and severally undertake, that if the defendant A. B. shall

66 be condemned in this action at the suit of the plaintiff G. H. he shall satisfy

" the costs and condemnation , or render himself into the custody of the sheriff

« of the county of Chester ; or you will pay the costs and condemnation for

« him . ”

If on a writ of error, as follows :

" You severally acknowledge to owe ( the plaintiff in the action below ) the

« sum of ( double the sum recovered ) upon condition that A. B. prose

o cute his writ of error with effect ; and if judgment be affirmed , shall satisfy

" and pay the debt, damages, and costs recovered , together with such costs

« as shall be awarded by occasion of the delay of execution ; or else you will

« do it for him . ”

11. Recognizances taken within 100 miles of Philad . to be returned to the

prothonotary's office in 30 days, and above 100 miles in 60 days after caption ;

or be considered as no bail, and the party may proceed on the bail bond ; no

plea to be allowed to the original action, unless costs of suit on the bond be

paid by defendant, and he plead as of the time when bail should have been

entered

12. Commissioners ofbail to keep a book , and enter the names of plaintiffs

and defendants, and of the bail ; time of taking, and the name of the person by

whom the bail is transmitted .

13. Exception to bail may be within 20 days after recognizance or bail

piece transmitted, and notice to plaintiffs attorney of the taking thereof ; and

then defendant must put in better bail, or the cognizors must justify in open

court, either by affidavit taken before the commissioner who took the bail, or

by oath in court, or before a judge of the court.

14. On exception to special bail put in by the defendant, or bail by plaintiff,

on writ of error , the party to perfect it within 10 days after, or the bail bond

may be proceeded on in the first instance, and the prothonotary, to non pross,

the writ of error in the latter.

15. Bail to the sheriff putin above, may be excepted against.

16. Special bail, may be required in all causes , removed by hab. corpus ;

unless against ex’rs or adm’rs, or for words ; or small trespasses.

17. Exception to bail must be entered with the prothonotary or on the bail

piece, and notice thereof in writing be given to defendant or his attorney .

18. No special bail to be taken to dissolve foreign attachments, without

notice to the plaintiff, or his attomey, of time and place, that he may except.

&c ,

35
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1792 , January ,

19. On suits commenced in the súp. court, bail to be taken in specified

sums, as practised in the court of com . pleas ; but if removed by hab . corpus

from the com . pleas , then indefinitely , according to the former course of the

court ; unless defendant applies to have the quantum ascertained , which may

then be directed by the court ; or a single judge out of court, and special bail

be taken accordingly.

20. Prothonotaries of the courts of com . pleas ( except of Philad. county ,)

to be commissioners of bail in their respective counties.

1797, December,

21. Where judgment has been entered without bail, and plaintiff will not

accept the appearance, judgment may be taken off.

CERTIORARI.

22. Writs of certiorari, and of hab . corp . to be returned within the first 4

days of the term, or procedendo, or attachment may issue, and until returned,

no other rule to be taken .

23. On removal of a cause by certiorarifrom the com .pleas by the plaintiff,

notice to be given to defendantor his attorney, of such writ, and if no appear

ance is entered in the first 4 days of the term to which it is returnable on affi

davit of notice, a capias may issue against defendant, returnable on the 8th day

afterwards, or on the first day of the next term , to compel appearance, and

special bail where 'by law it may be required.

24. Causes removed by certiorari, to stand in the same situation as in the

court below at delivery of the writ,and proceedings to begin upon the last rule

there .

25. On certiorari to the county courts of quarter sessions and gaol delivery,

'to remove proceedings relating to laying out or confirming roads, the merits

not to be examined, nor order reversed , but for irregularity apparentin the

record , excess of jurisdiction , error in law , or corruption or partiality in the

justices, or fraud or undue practice in the viewers, or parties, which the

complaining party, had not neglected to make appear to the court below.

26. On certiorari to a justice of the "peace, he or his ex’rs or adm’rs, to re

turn the cause of action, with all his proceedings, that the court may judge of

his jurisdiction, as well as the legality and regularity, of his process and de

cision .

27. Certiorari not to be a supersedeas, unless the party gives good bail for

the amount of the judgment and costs to the opposite party, to prosecute with

effect ; nor then, if execution executed, or goods levied on .
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1789, April.

28. If the judgment of a justice is affirmed , execution to issue for the debt

and costs .

1791 , April.
!

29. Indictments, or inquisitions of forcible entry and detainer, removed

here, disputes about possession between landlords and tenants, certioraris to

justices of the peace, and other causes requiringfestinum remedium , to have

priority in the list of arguments.

1794, September.

30. Certioraris, to justices of the peace , upon judgments not exceeding 101.

depending longer than 3 years, to be struck from the docket, and marked u not

to be broughtforward, " unless by special order of the court.

DEMURRER. ( 1)

31. On arguinents upon demurrer, points reserved, special verdicts or cases

stated, two paper books or states of the points to be furnished, one by the

plaintiff to the ch.justice, and senior puisne judge, and the other by defendant,

to the 2 other judges, at least two days before argument, to be charged in

the costs ; a party neglecting not to be heard at the time of argument.

33. Law arguments , to be heard on monday and saturday in each week.

33. On points reserved. pltffs. council to begin the argument.

DEPOSITIONS.

1804, December.

34 Letters rogatory may issue on application, in the followingform .

« The supreme court of the Eastern district of Pennsylvania,

“ To any judge or tribunal having jurisdiction of civil cases, at

6 Whereas a certain suit is pending before us, in which A B is plaintiff and

" C D is defendant, and it has been suggested to us that there are witnesses

« residing within your jurisdiction, without whose testimony justice cannot

80 .

70,1,

7 .

53.

see

(1) For Commission see tit. “ Witness. "

Commonwealth Trial.

Costs Attachment in rem .

Judgment.

Payment into court.

Demurrer,

Trial.

Witness.

Rule

do.

do.

do

do.

do.

do .

do.

54 ,

31.

69 .

80 .
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« completely be done between the said parties, we therefore request you that

“ in furtherance of justice you will by the proper and usual process of your

“ court, cause such witness or witnesses as shall be named or pointed out to

you by the said parties, or either of them , to appear before you or some

“ competent person by you for that purpose to be appointed and authorized ,

" at a precise time and place by you to be fixed, and there to answer on their

« oaths and affirmations to the several interrogatories hereunto annexed , and

" that you will cause their depositions to be commited to writing and return

" ed to us under cover duly closed and sealed up ; together with these pre

of sents : and we shall be ready and willing to do the same for you in a similar

“ case when required .” “ Witness, & c.” ( 1 )

HABEAS CORPUS.

1794 , September.

35. Causes removed by hab. corpus, proceedings in to be de novo, and bail

de novo, the person and not the pleadings being removed.

36. Not to be brought to remove a cause , after interlocutory judgment.

37. The record itself being removable by hab . corp. cum causa , in all causes

so removed, the proceedings to begin upon the last rule in the court below ;

but the parties may alter or amend their pleadings of course , as they would

be intitled to do on application to the court ; but if by this, the nature of the

demand or defence is changed , the party must give reasonable notice thereof

to the adverse party before trial, or the cause to be tried on the pleadings as

they were at the removal.

JURY.

38. No trial to be put off on account of a view not being had by 6 of the

first 12 of the jury, as they stand in the pannel, if any 6 have viewed and some

appear to try the cause ; such as have viewed and appear to be first sworn or

affirmed on the trial; and the form of the venire facias and distringas, to be

altered accordingly,

39. On venires &c. to summon jurors, the sheriff to cause personal notice

to be served on each juror, to attend 10 days at least before the appearance

day mentioned in the process ; specifying in the notice also, that the juror is

summoned to serve on the general jury, or special jury, (naming the parties )

as the case is .

40. Ifthe same juror is summoned on different venires & c . on the same

day, the sheriff to serve him with distinct notices, naming the parties in the

margin of the notices, as they are indorsed on the venires .

(1) Divorce causes . See tit. “ Trial. " rule 70
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41 The person who serves process on jurors, to attend the court at the re

turn thereof, to prove defaults if occasion be .

5

42. And the person summoning any jury , to make a minute on the pannel ,

of the day of the month and year of summoning each juror, and subscribe

the same

1794, December.

1
43. No special jury to be, on the application of a defdt. unless an affidavit

of defence is filed in the office according to the act, on or before the term in

which issue is joined, nor unless a certificate of counsel is subjoined to the

affidavit to the following effect :

“ I do certify that I verily believe the application for a special jury in this

case , is not made for the purpose of delay, but for the better investigation of

the merits of the cause . "

1805, December 28.

44 The prothonotary's notice of striking a jury at a certain time and place,

for trial of issues at bar or nisi prius, to entitle parties to strike exparte with

out further notice ; and no venire to issue unless jury struck.10 days before

the return day of the venire ; striking a jury not to entitle party to a trial, if

not otherwise entitled . This rule to be published at the bottom of each jury

list.*

JUDGE's ORDER.

45. Any judge of the court in vacation, under special circumstances, by

his order may enlarge the time for putting in, perfecting or justifying

bail, or for filing any of the pleadings in a cause ; and may hear objections

against any rule taken or offered to be taken, and make order thereon.

46. On a judgment entered in the clerk's office, a judge in vacation on ap

plication ( and affidavit of a just and legal defence and certificate of counsel

subjoined , that in his belief the grounds of defence are sufficient to obtain a

decision in favour of his client , and are not made for the purpose of delay,)

may suspend proceedings on reasonable terms, until the next circuit court.

And where circumstances will not admit of that delay, the application may

be made to the supreme court in bank, on reasonable notice given thereof.

47 No judge to make an order, unless 6 days previous notice of the intend.

ed application is given to the adverse party , where he resides within 30 miles

from the judge's abode, and 1 day additional, for every 30 miles greater dis

tance .

48. A judge's order may in all cascs be impeached, by application to the

next sup. or circuit court .
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JUDGMENT. ( 1 )

49. No motion to be for a new trial, after mot. in arrest of judgment.

50. No motion to be for arrest of judgment on the last day of the term ,

unless notice of the mot. is given .

51. In causes tried at nisi prius, motions in arrest of judgment, or for N.

trial, to be made within the first 4 days of the succeeding term, and not then,

unless on at least 10 days' notice of the motion before the term commences.

52. Judgment on warrant of attorney above 10 and under 20 years old,

leave must be moved for in term before the court, or before a judge in vaca

tion, and on affidavit of due execution of the warrant, that the money is paid

and party living ; if more than 20 years old, there must be a rule to show

cause served on the party , if to be found in the state .

1812, December 14.

53. No judgment to be entered in any civil cause on verdict, until 4 dolls.

is paid to the sheriff according to the act of Mar.29 , 1803, unless by order of

the court. (2)

PAYMENT OF MONEY INTO COURT.

1788, October 7.

54 For money paid into court, the prothonotary to receive from the party

paying, at the rate of 1 per cent, on sums not exceeding 1001, and 108 in the

1001 exceeding that sum.

1809 , April 1 .

55. The stat. of 4th and 5th of Ann, ch . 16 , is to regulate the practice of

bringing money into court, according to the construction of it by the K. B.

at Westminster, at the time of the late revolution.

PLEA AND PLEADING.

1805 , December 28 .

56 No dilatory plea to be recd . unless on affidavit of its truth , or probable

matter ofits truth , shown to the court.

( 1 ) Where judgment to be entered for want of an affidavit of defence, See title affida .

vit of defence, rule 5.

Judgments entered without bail being entered , see title “ bail " rule 21 .

Application to a judge in vacation for an order to suspend a judgment, see title

“ judge's order," rules 46, 47 , 48.

(2) New Trial. See tit. Judgment, rules 49, 51.
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57. On the general issue pleaded, party to be confined to evidence strictly

admissible under that plea at common law , or under settled adjudications of

this court , unless 10 days notice in writing is given before the trial, of the

special matters of defence to be relied on under such 'plea.

58. Where on mutual dealings, the defendant intends on the general issue

to defalk his account against the pltif's demand or any part of it, 10 days

notice thereof to be given before trial , and at the same time a copy of his

account to be furnished to pltff. and if pltff's demand is not on a specialty or

writing, on request of defendant at the same time, or on reasonable notice,

he shall give the defendant a copy of his account or demand, otherwise the

defdt. shall not be compelled to a trial, or vice versa.

59. It 'having been adjudged in the sup. court, that on a plea of “ payment "

to a bond or specialty, evidence that it was given without any or a good con

sideration, or by suggestion of a falsehood or suppression of the truth , may be

given on the trial in avoidance of the deed ; for the future in such cases , de

fendant shall give 30 days notice in writing to pltff before trial, of the mat.

ter intended to be objected in avoidance of the same, or be precluded there .

from .

60. If declaration is filed, in or before any term , a rule may be taken to

plead on or before the first day of the next term , and in default of a plea, a

2d rule to plead in 8 days after , or judgment, which may be entered on the

next day after without application to the court, if no plea put in .

1794, September 13 .

61. In actions returnable to April term, rules may be taken to declare

in 6 weeks, plead in 6 weeks after declaration filed , and try the issue at the

next Sep. term , and that a venire facias issue accordingly .

62. Unless declaration filed in 12 months from the first day of the term to

which the action is brought, a non pros to be entered of course by the pro

thonotary, unless otherwise agreed by the parties in writing filed.

68. Rules to declare and plead , and for other pleadings, may be entered

from 6 weeks to 6 weeks in the prothonotary's office, and on 6 weeks notice

therof to the adverse atty . on record ; and on failure to declare, plead &c . ac

cordingly judgment nisi may be entered .

SheriFF.

1805, December 28 .

64. "Wilful delay, by any sheriff, under sheriff, deputy, or bailiff, in the exea

cution of any process, or taking or requiring undue fees for the same, or giv .

ing notice to the defdt. thereby to frustrate the same, or detaining money in
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his hands levied thereon, after return of the writ, such offender to be liable

to attachment, information , commitment or fine, as the case requires.

65. The before mentioned officers, on reasonable notice and request to de.

liver a true copy of the inventory of goods &c. taken upon a fi fa. elegit, or

attachment, being paid for the same , not exceeding one penny for every 12

words.

TRIAL ( 1 )

66. A cause being at issue for 1 year, a term's notice of trial to be given.

67. Motions for N. trials and in arrest of judgment in causes tried at bar,

to be in 4 days after verdict, unless tried within the last 4 days of the term ,

and then before the term ends.

68. Causes to be tried in theorder they stand on the issue docket ; the 1st ,

on the first day of the term, the next on the 2d day, the third on the 3d day,

and so until the end of the term ; and after one cause is thus assigned for

trial first on the several days, the next causes in order to be set down for

trial in the second place one for each day, and the other causes at issue in

like manner. Causes thus set down and not tried for want of time upon the

day allotted, to be continued to the next term , unless they can in the course

of the term be brought on at another day, and then only by consent of parties,

69. Notice of trial to be 14 days, if deft. resides out of the county or above

40 miles from the place of trial ; and 10 days if deft. resides within the

county or within 40 miles of the place of trial, either in bank or at nisi prius;

it deft. or his attorney is unknown or not to be found, such notice to be on

the bail if known or to be found ; if not,then to be stuck up in the prothono

tary's office 14 days before trial for that space of time. The expences of

notice to be taxed in the bill of costs.

1789, January 7.

70. Divorce causes to be tried next in order to those where the common

wealth is a party, which are always to have precedence.

1789, April 9.

71. No precedence to the commonwealth, where the name only is used,

having no interest in the event.

1791 , September 17.

72. Affidavit ofdefence , not to prevent pltff. from trial by a common jury,

unless the affidavit is filed 6 weeks previous to the day assigned for trial.

(1 ) For “ N. Trial," see tit. “ Fudgment. " rules 49, 51 .
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1796, December 26.

73. Arguments to be placed on the list according to seniority ; but trials

by jury set down or transferred from one period to another after commence

ment of the term, to go to the foot of the list.

1801 , April 24.

74. No causes to be transferred from the 1st to the ad period of special

jury trials, without order.

1801 , September 15 .

75. Issucs in fact or law , left off the trial or argument list for 1 year after.

wards, to be marked by prothonotary " not to be brought forward ."

1804, September 15.

1

76. On trials by jury where 3 or more counsel are on each side, one on

the affirmative side to open the case, state the facts, and if necessary the prin

ciples of law on which the case is founded ; call and examine the witnesses,

and read the papers : one of the opposite counsel shall then open his case in

like manner : when the evidence is closed, one of the affirmative counsel

to sum up, going fully into the points in controversy , reading all the authori

ties he and his colleagues mean to produce ; the two opposite counsel then to

speak in succession ; the remaining counsel on the affirmative side then to be

heard in reply , confined to the points made by the opposite counsel, and en

forcing those of his colleague : all the counsel endeavouring to avoid going

over the same ground with any preceding colleague.

When 2 counsel only are concerned on each side, the same course to be ob

served as nearly as may be .

Alternative speaking to be abolished .

1807, March 20 .

77. No cause to be put on the list of trials where issue is not actuallyjoined.

78. On trials at bar and nisi prius, not more than 2 counsel on each side, to

sum up the evidence to the jury. ( 1 )

WITNESS.

79. Depositionsof witnesses taken under rule of court to be read in evi.

dence in case ofdeath, absence or inability to attend; not to be admitted it' the

witnesses are resident in the state and within 40 miles of the place of trial,

unless the party satisfies the court they are duly subpænaed, or notto be found ,

after due diligence for that purpose.

( 1 ) View . Sec tit. “ Fury" rule 38.

36
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80. The expenses on commissions for examining witnesses out of the juris

diction of the court, to be allowed in the costs, provided it appears to the court

that the persons examined were material ; but not more than 51. to be allowed

in any case on one commission .

1809, April 1 .

81. A rule to take the depositions of ancient, infirm , and going witnesses

to be read in evidence on the usual terms, may be entered of course, the party

stipulating a reasonable notice to the adversary ; so of a commission to any

of the U. States or to foreign parts : but interrogatories must be filed in the

clerk's office at the time, and written notice of this last rule and the names of

the commissioners, must be served on the adverse party at least 15 days be

fore the commission issues, in order that he may if he will nominate com

missioners, or file interrogatories on his own part.
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ABRIDGMENT of the Rules of the District Court of the city

and county of Philadelphia.

AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENCE.

S

1. In actions of debt or contract, plaintiff may direct judgment by default

to be entered in the prothonotary's office , after the 3d monday of the term

next succeeding the return of process ; unless an affidavit is previously made

and filed in the office by defendant, or some other for him, that to the best of

his knowledge and belief there is a just defence in whole or part in the cause ;

and if to part, what sum he admits, for which judgment may be entered for

the plaintiff: but no judgment to be entered under this rule unless declaration

filed , on or before the 3d day of the term to which the process is returnable .

2. Where special bail is required and the declaration is filed within the

first 3 days of the next term after special bail entered , and such affidavit as

aforesaid is not made on or before the 3d monday of such term, judgment

may be entered by default for plaintiff ; but if in either case defendant shall

make affidavit as aforesaid, and plaintiff will not take judgment for the sum ad

mitted in full satisfaction, and proceeds to arbitrate or try the cause by jury

and does not recover a greater sum, he is to pay all costs accrued after affi

davit filed .

APPEALS FROM AWARDS OF ARBITRATORS.

3. If within the 20 days allowed by the act of Mar. 20, 1810, sureties be

entered , the appellee may within 4 days after the 20 expired, give notice of

exception for insufficiency to the appellant or his attorney, who within 8 days

shall justify in court, or before the prothonotary or a judge thereof, giving 2

days notice of the time and place to the appellee or his attorney ; in default

whereof the appeal to be dismissed .

ARBITRATION.

4. If the party entering a rule for arbitration under the act, does not pro

ceed to have the arbitrators appointed pursuant thereto, the prothonotary

( unless otherwise agreed by the parties ) to strike off the rule, that the cause

may be restored to the trial list, be arbitrated by the other party , or otherwise

proceeded in .

Exceptions to be filed within 20days after award entered in the office , ac

companied with affidavits as to facts notappearing on the face of the proceed

ings.

ARGUMENTS.

5. In law arguments on demurrers, points reserved, special verdicts, mo
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tions in arrest of judgment, or cases stated , the counsel for the plaintiff and

the counsel for defendant each to deliver ! paper book or state of the points

in controversy to the court, 2 days before argument.

TT .

On rules to show cause of action, or to dissolve foreign attachments, the

party who is to show cause is to begin and conclude ; in all other cases, the

party who obtains the rule to show cause.

Artachment .

6. No order of sale to be made in foreign attachment, unless upon affidavit

of plaintiff or other person acquainted with it , that the demand is just.

ATTORNEY.

7. Persons not to be admitted attorney in this court, unless on full exami

nation of 3 gentlemen of the law appointed by the court, and their unanimous

certificate that he is well qualified.

8. Nor be admitted to practise as attorney or counsellor unless 21 years of

age, and have served a regular clerkship of 3 years with some practising at

torney or gentleman of the law within the state , or served such clerkship ,

partly in either ofthe states of New Jersey, Delaware, or Maryland, and partly

in this state , and the last year ofwhich to be in this state ; provided that a per

son who has studied the law with assiduity in this state under the direction of

an attorney &c . as aforesaid for 2 years after 21 years of age , or partly in one

of said neighbouring states , and partly in this ( the last year being in this

state ; ) and being a person of integrity, and certified in manner aforesaid to be

well qualified , shall be admitted .

Attornies at law residing and originally admitted and practising in one of

the states of N. Jersey, Delaware or Maryland of good character and known

abilities , to be admitted at the discretion of the court ; but citizens or inhabi

tants of other states, not to be admitted until after 2 years residence in the

state next preceding the application.

9. Persons studying law in some other county than Philad . to be admitted in

such other county before admission here , unless a sufficient reason is shown

for such non admission , and notwithstanding such admission , to undergo the

usual examination here, unless they have been likewise admitted in the sup.

court.

10. All agreements of attornies to be in writing, or considered of no va

lidity

11. No attorney of this or any other court, or officer, concerned in the execui -

tion of process, to be special bail unless by leave of court.
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12, 13. Order of speaking by counsel.

court, see p. 281 ante..

The same as by rule No. 76, 8up.

BAIL .

14. Where a capias is issued and no bail required, the precept is to be

marked " no bail required , " which the prothonotary is to indorse on the writ ;

and the officer in this case is to serve thedefendant with a copy of the writ,

as in case of summonses ; and on such service the defendant is to subscribe a

note to this effect : “ I hereby empower the prothonotary to enter my appear

ance to this action,” which is to be attested by the officer ; and the like note

and subscription, where common bail is ordered by a judge.

1

15. The manner of giving notice to plaintiff to show cause before a single

judge to be on application to the judge himself, who is to issue a citation for

that purpose, appointing the time and place for hearing .

16. A rule to show cause of action and to be discharged on common bail,

must be moved before the end of the week to which the process is return

able.

17. Where there is a positive affidavit of a subsisting debt by the party, or

a third person whose knowledge and situation enables him to make it , no

counter affidavit to be admitted ; but the judge at his discretion will ask ques.

tions ofthe deponent to satisfy his conscience , as well to the cause of action as

the quantum of bail .

18. When the affidavit is not positive, but sufficient to convince the judge

of a good cause of action, especially if founded on bond , note, letters, or other

papers signed by defendant, he may hold to bail ; and where satisfaction can

not otherwise be obtained , counter affidavits may be admitted ; so always as to

avoid entering into the merits further than is absolutely necessary to decide

the question of bail.

19. Where the plaintiff is not present, and the evidence ofthe debt is brought

from a foreign country, founded on bond, note , bill of exchange or papers exe

cuted or acknowledged by the defendant, before a lawful magistrate or publick

officer of that country according to the forms there, and certified under some

known and publick seal of that country, the judge being satisfied of a good

cause ofaction,may at his discretion hold defendant to bail ; but no affidavit of

the plaintiff himself or other person when in such country , to prove any de

mand unaccompanied with such writings executed, acknowledged or signed

by defendant, and proved as aforesaid to be sufficient, though the affidavit be

certified under any publick seal &c . unless it appear in evidence to the judge,

that defendant has acknowledged such demand or account to be just .
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20. Where the plaintiff resides in some other of the U. States ( 1 ) and is

not present at showing cause of action, a positive affidavit of a subsisting debt

made before any judge, mayor, or chief magistrate of the place where plain

tiff resides, and certified under the publick seal of the city , town or place,

shall be admitted to show the cause of action, and have the same effect as if

made in this state before a judge of the court. The court at their discretion

will hear supplemental affidavits.

21. The defendant to have 4 weeks from the first day of the term to which

the writ is returnable to enter special bail, and if not entered then , bail bond

may be sued.

If within the 4 weeks special bail de bene esse is entered, plaintiff may within

10 days after the 4 weeks expired, give notice to the defendant or his attorney

that he excepts to the bail, and within 8 days after defendant shall justify the

bail before a judge of the court, giving 24 hours notice of time and place . If

special bail is not entered in the 4 weeks, but is entered before the commence.

ment of the succeeding term, the plaintiff is to except within the first 4 days

of that term, or it is to stand : but if bail is not entered before the succeeding

term , it is not to be taken afterwards, without notice of the time and place of

taking , or obtaining the consent in writing of the plaintiff or his attorney to the

sufficiency of the bail.

22. After taking an assignment ofthe bail bond, no rule to be taken to bring

in the body; but the plaintiff may except to the persons as bail above, who

were bail to sheriff.

23. In cases of foreign attachment, no special bail to be taken to dissolve

attachment or discharge from bail, without notice of time and place of taking

such bail, to afford an opportunity of excepting to its sufficiency. ( 2)

24. No bail in actions of trespass vi ct arm . libel , slanderous words, con

spiracy or false imprisonment, without affidavit of cause of action filed be.

ſore writ issued .

25. Exception to bail to be entered with the prothonotary, and notice to be

given to defendant or his attorney.

Costs.

26. When pltff. resides out of the state ; in qui tam actions ; in suits on

admn. and office bonds ; or when after suitbrought the pltff. takes the benefit

( 1 ) District of Columbia, and Territories, are omitted, but are doubtless within the reason of the

rule . Ed.

( 2) In abridging these rules I have omitted frequently the repetition of the words “ party or his

attorney ” where a rule or notice is to be served ; or that it is to be in “ writing,” this always to

be understood. Ed.
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of the insolvent laws ; the def’t on motion and affidavit of a just defence

against the whole demand, may rule the pltff. to give security for costs , at

or before a time to be appointed by the court, and in default of security, on

motion a judgment of nonsuit may be entered.

INSOLVENTS .

27. Debtors in actual confinement under process of this court, on petition

to give at least 15 days personal notice of the application to creditors within

the city and county of Philad. or so many of them as can be served therewith,

and publish notice of the application in 2 or more publick newspapers at

least twice in every week, the first notice at least 15 days before the day ap

pointed for hearing.

28. Petitions or applications to be filed in the court , within the first 4 days

after the commencement of each court.

29. Their occupation and last place of residence , to be mentioned in the

notice of insolvents .

JUDGMENTS.

30. Judgment on warrant of atty. The same rule as

rule No. 52 , ante p . 262.

the sun.court, Sce

BRINGING MONEY INTO COURT.

31. The same rule, as in sup. court. See rule No. 55 , ante , 11. 262.

Prothonotary to receive from the party paying, at the rate of l per cent. on

sums not excecding $300, and 1 per cent, on sıms exceeding $300.

NEW TRIAL . ARREST OR JUDGMENT .

32. Motions for new trials and reasons in arrest of judgment, to be made

and offered within 4 days after verdict , unless tried within the last 4 days of

the term and then before the term ends, and so notwithstanding the points

are reserved ; and on a nonsuit ordered with leave to move to take it off,

the motion must be made in the times aforesaid .

No motion to be for a new trial, after a motion in arrest of judgınent.

On the hearing of any motion or application after a rule to show cause

granted, no affidavit to be read but on notice to the opposite party , that an

opportunity may be afforded to cross examine.

PLEADING.

33. In all cases where defendant's appearance is recorded and special bail
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entered, ( if it is a suit where required , ) rules to declare and plead and for

other pleadings, may be entered in the prothonotary's office after the first day

of the term to which the process is returnable , and 4 weeks notice thereof to

the adverse party , and in default to declare , plead &c . accordingly, judgment

by default, or non pross ; subject to be opened , set aside, or taken off, at dis

cretion of the court, for the purposes ofjustice .

Provided this rule is not to preclude parties from applying to the court, or

a single judge in special cases for enlarging the time to declare or plead,

giving reasonable notice to the opposite party of the intended application .

34. On a plea or pleading entered , the prothonotary of course to put the

cause to issue, and enter the proper replications and other pleadings for that

purpose ; but without prejudice to either party . Each party may enter other

pleadings or demur ; giving reasonable notice to the adverse party : the time

of filing all pleadings and papers , to be marked in the prothonotary's docket.

35. Dilatory plea . The same rule as in suſ. court, see rule No. 56,

ante p . 262 .

The same rule as in sup . court, see rule No. 57,36. General issue.

ante p . 262 .

37. Mutual dealing ( off-set. ) The same rule as in sup . court, see rule

No. 58 , ante p . 263 .

38. Plea of payment to bond or specialty, and fraud set up. The same rule

as in sup. court, see rule No. 59 , ante p . 263.

REPORTS OF REFEREES.

39. Reports of referees, to be read in open court on the first saturday of

the term ; reasons to set aside such reports to be filed within 4 days after,

( sundays eccluded,) with affidavits of facts not apparent on the face of the

proceeding : reports not read on that day, whether brought into court or not,

filed in the office in term or vacation, no execution to issue until notice to the

adverse party , after which such party to have 4 days to file reasons.

40. In all arguments on reports of referees, the party taking exceptions to

furnish the court with the copy thereof.

41. All causes at issue, to be put on the issue list by prothonotary, unless

otherwise directed by the parties ; but no cause in which issue is not actually

joined to be put on the list.

SEAL.

42. The seal now used in the prothonotary's office by Timothy Matlack , to

be the seal of the court.
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SPECIAL JURY.

43. A list of the special jurors in each cause set down for trial by special

jury, to be delivered by the prothonotary to the attorney on each side, 8 days

before the time of striking the same, subjoining a notice of the time and place

of striking.

The prothonotary's notice aforesaid , to entitle either party to strike exparte at

the time appointed ; and no venire to issue (but by consent of parties,) unless

jury struck 10 days before return of venire ; but striking of a jury not to en

title a party to trial, if not otherwise entitled .

TRIAL LIST.

44. Causes on the trial list, which have been pending 6 terms ( including the

term to which the writ or process was returnable , and excluding the term of

trial,) to be tried, or disposed of by the parties or the court, unless continued

on reasons assigned to the court : and no causes non prossed, discontinued or

disposed of by this rule to be restored to the trial list, without order of the

court.

45. All actions at issue in fact or law, and left off the trial or argument list

1 year afterwards, to be marked ofcourse by the prothonotary “ discontinued ."

46. A cause regularly set down on the general jury trial list, not to be trans

ferred to the special jury trial list, unless on notice to the opposite party , and

the transfer made 1 month previous to the succeeding term .
But if the cause

is not reached on the general jury trial list and tried at the succeeding term ,

then if a transfer had been made and notice thereof, although within a month

previous to the term, the cause is to be considered as transferred to the special

jury trial list.

WITNESSES AND DEPOSITIONS.

47. Depositions of witnesses taken under rule ofcourt &c. The same as in

the sup . court, see rule No. 79, ante n . 281 .

48. Rule for taking depositions of ancient, infirm or going witöesses. The

same as in sup.court, see rule No. 81 , ante p .282.

ATTORNIES.

1819 , June 1 .

49. Three gentlemen of the bar to be appointed in each term as examiners

for that term ; and applicants for admission as attornies of this court, to apply

to them and submit to their examination, and if found qualified, the applicant

to be admitted, on the motion and report of such examiners.

37
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ABRIDGMENT of the Rules of the court of COMMON Pleas for the

city and county of Philadelphia.

AFFIDAVIT.

1809, March 11 .

1. Afidavits on hearing after rule to show cause . The same as in the dis

trict court, see the last clause of rule No. 32, ante p. 287.

AFFIDAVIT OF DEFENCE. ( 1 )

1809, April 17 .

2. In actions of debt or contract, the plaintiff may direct judgment ofcourse

to be entered the 3d term , unless defendant or some person for him shall

previously inake ,and file an affidavit in the clerk's office “ that to the best of

· his knowledge and belief there is a just defence in whole or in part in the said

cause ; ” and if defence be to part only, defendant to specify the sum in dispute,

and judgment to be entered for so much as is acknowledged to be due to

plaintiff, and the trial proceed for the residue. ( The rest of the rule ob80

lete. )

1809, July 13 .

3. Obsolete.

4. A julgment for default of an affidavit of defence entered the 3d term ,

irregular, ifdeclaration not filed at the 2d term .

1810, October 13.

5. The words a whole or in part,” to be in the affidavit of defence, see ante

rule No. 2 , inserted in italick.

AGREEMENT. ( 2 )

1804, December 24.

6. Agreement of attornies to be in writing. The same as in district court,

sce rule No. 10. antep. 284.

(1) See tit. “ commission and rule to take depositions," 29, “ witnesses" 48. for “ bail" sce

rules 19, 20, 21, 22, 23.

( 2 ) Appeal; see tit. “ arbitration ," 7, 8. " continuance of appeals ” so .
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the
ARBITRATION. ( 1 )

1809 , December 16.

7. Repealed.

1810, June 16 .

8. Repealing rule No. 7.

1809, December 16.

9. Not proceeding on a rule of arbitration, the same to be struck off. The

same rule in this respect as in thedistrict court, see rule No. 4 antep. 283 .

ATTORNIES. ( 3)

July 1 .

10, 11 , 12 , 13. Rules for the admission of attornies and counsellors. The

same in all respects with those adopted in the district court, see rules Nos. 7,8,

9, ante p . 284 with these further regulations : Ist That the examination shall

be in the presence of the president, or in his absence of 2 other judges of the

court : 2d . That besides being qualified , the certificate of the examiners shall

state that the applicant “ is a person of integrity and good moral character."

3d . That no alien or foreigner shall be admitted until after 4 years previous

residence in the state , next before his application . ( 3)

1811 , July 1 .

14. On appeal from a justice of the peace, or an alderman , but one attorney

to speak either on the part of plaintiff or defendant.

BAIL.

1784, December.

15. Defendant to have 6 weeks from the 1st day of the term to which writ

is returnable, to enter special bail, after which if not entered , bail bond may be

sued .

16, 17. Relate to proceedings on special bail de bene e88e entered within the

6 weeks ; on which the same proceedings are to be as prescribed in the dis

trict court, see rule No. 21 ante pr. 286 except that plaintiff in this court has

( 1 ) Reports of Referees ;see tit. Reports, 41, 42, 43 .

(2) “ Arrest of Judgment ;" see tit. “ Judgment.” 39. “ Attachment; " sco tit. “ Bail, " 18 .

(3) See rules 6, 38, 40, 45, for other matters respecting attornics.
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20 days after the expiration of the 6 weeks to except, instead of 10 days allow

ed in the district court .

18. Relates to notice of bail in order to dissolve foreign attachment . The

same as adopted in the district court, see rule No. 23, antep. 286.

1785 ,

19, 20, ( 21 , ) 22, 23 The 19th, 20th, 22d, and 23d, rules prescribe regula

tions concerning the manner of proving a subsisting debt or cause of action, to

hold to bail. The same manner as adopted in the district court, by rules Nos.

17, 18, 19, 20 ; excepting the last clause of rule 20, in the district court, al

lowing the court in their discretion to hear supplemental affidavils, see chose

rules ante p . 285 , 6.

Rule 21 , directs that whether bail is of course or discretionary, shall be

regulated by the books of practice.

24. Relates to the manner of giving notice to show cause of action before

a single judge. The same as adopted in the district court, ree rule No. 15 ,

ante p. 285 .

1790 , September.

25. Relates to capias's issued where no bail required, how to be marked .

The same as in the district court, sec rule No. 14 , ante p. 285.

ÇERTIORARI.

1803 .

26. On judgments of justices &c . removed by certiorari, particular excep

tions to be filed on the first argument day, or judgment affirmed of course ;

assignment of general errors void.

1804, December 1 .

27. Motion to affirm the judgment for want of exceptions, not to be until

the 2c argument day .

1815 , January 21 .

28. Exceptions in certiorari cases, to be filed before the first argument

day.

COMMISSION AND RULE TO TAKE DEPOSITIONS.

1810, July 9.

29. Rule to take depositions of ancient & c, witnesses ; or for commission,
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interrogatories Sc.

anten. 282.

The same as in the sup . court, see rule No. 81,

CONTINUANCE OF APPEALS.

1811 , September.

30. No appeal from a justice or alderman to be continued more than 4

terms, unless for a legal reason or the cause not reached ; and if reached at the

fourth or any subsequent term , (having been continued at any former term

without legal ground, by either or both parties, or by the court in their ab

sence,) and a legal reason is not then assigned for putting off trial , a non pross

to be entered if plaintiff below appealed ; and against the defendant below if

he is appellant, for the amount of the judgment.

DecLARING AND PLEADING .

1793, August.

31. If declaration filed within 2 months after return day of the writ, ple'ff

entitled to a rule to plead ; and if no plea before or at settling the docket,

plaintiff may sign judgment; which defendant may take off on filing an issu

able plea, and giving notice thereof to the plaintiff's attorney within 4 days

after judgment, but not afterwards, without motion and affidavit of defence.

32. If declaration not filed within 2 months after return day of the writ,

judgment not to be taken at the succeeding term for want of a plea, unless

demanded in writing at least 4 days before the day of settling the continuance

docket. If declaration not filed until after commencement of 2d term, there

shall be a 6 weeks rule to plead, of which defendant or his attorney (unless the

rule is entered at the settling the continuance dockets) shall have 4 days notice

before the judgment be entered .

33. These rules not to preclude defendant in special cases, from applying to

the court or to a single judge, for enlarging the time of pleading.

34. Prothonotary , to indorse on the declaration the day it is filed .

1804, April 12.

35. On plea of payment” prothonotary to enter the replication non solvit"

unless otherwise directed by plaintiff's attorney .

1813, November 15 .

36. Unless declaration filed in 12 months from 1st day of term to which
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action brought, or appeal entered , a non pro88 to be entered as of course by

prothonotary, unless otherwise agreed by the parties in writing filed . ( 1 )

INSOLVENT DEBTORS.

1814 , September 19 .

37. Petitioner at his option , to give publick or personal notice to creditors ;

if the former, to be in 2 daily newspapers of the city, at least 3 times a week

for 2 weeks.

1816, October 16.

38. When the list of insolvents is called, the name of every opposing attor

ney to be inserted in the list, without which done at the time, there shall be

no opposition to the discharge.

JUDGMENT. (2)

1780, December 6.

39. On motions in arrest of judgment, reasons to be filed . ( 3)

1817, December.

10. Prothonotary not to permit any paper filed of record to be taken from

office, unless by consent in writing of the opposite counsel, and taking a

receipt for the paper &c.

REPORTS OF REFEREES.

1789 , February .

41. To be read &c . and reasons filed .

see rule No. 39 ante p. 288 .

The same rule as in the district court,

1806, January 28 .

42. On arguments on reports of referees, a copy of the exceptions to be

furnished to the court, by the party excepting.

1806, May 23.

43. The notice of filing a report of referees, required by a rule of Feb. 19th

1789, to be in writing.

( 1 ) Depositions; see lit. “ Affidasil" 1. “ Commission and rule to take depositions” 29 .

(2) “ Jury ;" see tit. “ Special Jury,” 45.

( 3 ) “ Non Pross ; " see tit . " Continuance of appcals” 30.
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1809, May 6.

44. The party excepting to a report of referees, to furnish each judge with

a copy of the report and exceptions, 6 days before argument, otherwise ex

ceptions to be dismissed . ( 1)

SPECIAL JURY,

1809, January 23 .

45, 46. Relative to striking special juries . The same rules as in district

court , see rule No. 43. ante p. 289 .

TRIAL .

1802, January 6.

47. No cause marked for trial, to be put on the trial list unless fully at issue.

WITNESSES. (2)

The same rule as in the sup .48. Depositions not to be read unless &c.

court, see rule No. 79 ante p. 281 .

(1 ) “ Special Bail ; see tit. “ Bail” 15, 16, 18.

(2) See tit. “ Commissioners and rule to take depositions” 29 .
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INDEX

TO RULES OF THE SUPREME COURT. p . 271.

Actions, No.

agreement to enter. 6 .

Affidavit of defence,

when and what to contain .

Amendment of pleadings,

on removal by hab . corpus. 37 .

Arguments,

how to be placed on list.
73.

omitted for a year. 73 .

Arrest ofjudgment,

mot. for, when. 67.

Attachment in rem.

security on , by prosecutors.
7.

Attornies and counsellors,

admission of. 1.2.

being bail. 3 .

privilege of - ceasing.
4 .

Bail,

on hab . corp . cum. causa . 8 , 16, 19.

commissioner
s
of - duties of.

forms ofrecognizance and in error. 10 , 19.

return of recognizance - in what time to proth.
11 .

bond when to be sued &c . ll , 14 .

exceptions to how and when &c . 13, 14, 15, 16, 17.

justification of - how and when &c.

do. do. on writ of error. 14.

on hab. corpus cum. causa — when &c. 8. 9, 16 , 19,35.

on foreign attachment - when . 18.

sum to be specified or when not. 19.

prothonotary's - ex officio , commissioners of.. 20 .

time enlarged - for putting in , justifying & c . - by judge's order . 45.

Bill of particulars,

plaintiff — when to give copy of demand
58 .

Bringing money into court.-See payment ofmoney into court,

Certiorari,

to remove cause -- proceedings in.
22 to 30.

return to be- when. ib.

procedendo or attachment on .
ib.

defendants app. on - when - or capias.
23 .

10, 12 .

13, 14.
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24.

25 .

26.

27 .

28 .

29 ,

30.

54.

80.

34 , 81 ,

ib .

• 76, 78.

33 .

5 .

79.

81 .

56.

Certiorari,

causes removed by — how to stand.

merits — when to be inquired of.

justices return to - what to contain .

supersedeas - when.

judgment affd . - execution to issue.

causes on - to have preference - when .

depending 3 years -- consequence of.

Commissions,

on money paid into court - to prothonotary.

Commission ,

to examine witnesses - expense of.

do. in other states - or foreign parts - proceedings on.

interrogatories on - time to be filed .

Counsel,

order of - speaking on trials.

do. on points reserved .

Defence,

affidavit of.

Depositions,

not to be read - unless subpoena served-except &c .

rule for and proceedings on - how .

Dilatory plea ,

to be verified .

Divorce causes,

preference of trial.

Fraud ,

defence against specialty for - notice of special matter.

General issue,

strict evidence under - unless notice &c.

notice of particulars under - on set off.

of payment - fraud under - notice of.

Habeas corpus cum. causa ,

bail on - at return of writ - and not before.

on return - rule for bail, or procedendo.

proceedings de novo and bail de noyo .

not to be - after interloc . judgment.

proceedings on — to begin on last rule below .

pleadings on - amended of course ; notice of - when

required.

Hearing,

law arguments - days for.

Interrogatories,

on commission when to be filed .

Judgment,

to be confessed at 3d court & c . - unless &c.

stay of execution on -times of.

70 .

59 .

57.

58 .

59.

8 .

9 .

35 .

36 .

37.

ib .

32 .

81 .

5 .

ib.

38
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F
Judgment,

entered in vacat. - proceedings on stayed - when . 46.

after motion in arrest of - no mot . for N. T. 47.

mot. to arrest on last day of term - not to be - unless &c. 50 .

do. do. in causes at nisi prius—when &c.
51 .

on warrants of attorney - after 10 or 20 years.
52 .

not to be entered on verdict - till 4 dolls. paid to sheriff. 53.

for want of plea - when .
60.

of non pross - of course, if narr. not filed in 12 months. 62.

Judges order,

for time to put in bail and justify. 45.

to file pleadings. ib.

on objections to rules taken - or required. 45 .

in vacat.to suspend proceedings on judgment.
46 .

notice of applying for - time of. 47.

may be impeached_at next court. 48 .

Jurors,

how to be summoned on venires . 39 .

do. do . - on difft, venires same day. 40 .

fine-- for non attendance.
41 .

default - how proved. 41 , 42,

Jury,

special when to be. 43.

do . striking - proceeding
s
on . 44.

trial by common - affidavit of defence no bar ..-unless &c. 72.

Letters rogatory ,

when - form of. 34 .

Malpractice,

of officers - executing process &c. 64 .

New trial,

mot. for - not to be after mot. in arrest. 49.

do. do. when to be - and notice of. 51 .

do. do. do . on trials at bar. 67.

Non pross,

of course - if narr. delayed 12 months. 62 .

on writ of error - unless bail &c. 14.

Notice of trial,

terms notice - when . 66 .

how many days. 69 .

Officers ,

malpractice - executing process &c.
64.

Order of speaking - by counsel .
33, 76, 78 .

Paper books,

for the court - in what cases. 31 .

Payment, of money into court,

practice regulated - how . 55.

commission on-to prothonotary. 54.

plea to specialty , defence traud - notice &c.

.

59 .
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54.

57.

60.

61 , 63.

70 , 71 .

9.

58.

65.

68 .

Pleadings,

dilatory plea - to be verified .

general issue - notice of special matter .

rules to plead & C. - after narr.

do. to declare - plead & c . - times allowed .

Preference ,

of certain causes divorce- commonwealth .

Procedendo,

on hab. corp . - when .

Set off,

10 days notice of before trial and copy of account.

Sheriff,

to deliver copy of inventory of his levy.

Single judge- See judge's order ."

Trial,

of causes - order of.

by common jury, affidavit of defence not to bar - unless &c.

transferred how to be brought on .

not to be transferred - on special jury list.

omitted on list one year - to be marked & c.

not to be on list - unless issue joined.

not to be put off - for defect of viewers &c.

notice of - a terms — when .

do. - how many days.

View ,

not being by 6 of first 12 jurors.

Warrant of attorney,

confession of judgments on - after 10 and 20 years.

Witnesses,

depositions of_not to be read except&c.

Writ of error ,

bail on - form of recognizance.

non prossed - unless bail.

72.

73.

74.

75 .

77.

38.

66.

69.

38.

52.

79 .

11 .

14 ,
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INDEX to the Rules of the District Court of the city

and county of Philadelphia, see p . 283 .

1 .

2 .

32.

ib .

5 .

ib .

ib.

12, 13.

45.

32.

6 .

Affidavit of defence,

to prevent judgment Ist term - form of - and when.

when made and plaintiff not recovering more & c . - costs .

on motions and rule to show cause not to be read on

hearing - unless & c .

Appeal from awards,

party entering rule and not proceedings other party may.

exceptions to and affidavit of facts-- when.

Argument,

paper books or state of points to be delivered - when .

on rules to show cause, or dissolve f. attachment - who to

begin .

do . in other cases , on rules to show cause - who .

order of - by counsel on trials.

( like rule as in sup. c. see No. 76, page 281.)

left off list for 1 year - to be marked .

Arrest of judgment,

motion for and reasons when to be & c.

Attachment foreign,

no order for sale - unless affidavit ofjust demand

bail on ;-see bail, and rule No. 23.

Attornies,

terms of admission — to practice.

of other states - do..

admitted in other counties - effect of.

agreement of - to be in writing,

not to be bail.

examiners of - to be appointed each term .

Awards,

exception to sureties on appeal from -- when &c .

do. justification of sureties - when .

party entering rule and not proceeding.

exceptions to, and affidavit of facts.

Bail,

attornies and officers & c . — not to be.

none required-how to mark and serve a capias.

defendants appearance on do . — form of .

showing cause of action for - before a judge, proceedings.

rule to show cause of action & c . — when to be.

affidavits pro and con_rules concerning. -

do. not positive - proceedings on .

on a foreign debt - plaintiff not present - proceedings.

do. plaintiff not present, residing in U. S .---proceedings.

special - time allowed to enter .

7,8

ib .

9.

10.

11 .

49.

3 .

ib .

4.

ib .

11 .

14.

ib.

15 .

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21 .
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Bail,

bail bond- may be sued - when . 21 .

exception to special bail_proceedings. ib.

justification of_when and before whom &c.
ib .

to the sheriff - may be excepted to above. 22.

on foreign attachment - not to be taken or discharged_but on notice . 23.

Bail bond,

may be sued — when . 21 .

after assignment of no rule for the body. 22.

Bringing money into court,

practice to be observed. 31 .

( like rule as in sup. c . see rule No. 55 page 278.)

Capias,

how served —when bail not required. 14.

Commissions,

ofprothonotary on money paid into court. 31 ,

Commission ,

to examine witnesses ; see 6 witnesses ."

Costs,

to be paid by plaintiff on affidavit of defence_when .
2 .

security for - in what cases - or nonsuit.
26 .

Declaration ,

when to be filed to have judgment 1st term . 1 .

Defence, see affidavit of.

Depositions,

of witnesses ; see witnesses . "

Dilatory plea,

to be verified . 35.

( like rule as in sup. c. rule No. 56, page 278.)

Filing,

pleadings and papers - time of, to be marked by prothonotary.
34.

General issue with leave &c.

proceeding under - regulated.
37.

( like rule as in sup. C. see rule No. 57, page 279.)

Insolvents,

in confinement - what notice and how to creditors. 27.

petition of when to be filed . 28.

occupation and place of residence of_to be in notice. 29.

Issue list,

causes at issue - to be put on by prothonotary , unless &c .
41 .

(see trial list . )

Judgment,

1 .3d monday from process returned - unless &c .

not to be entered Ist term - unless narr. filed . ib .

2.
by default 1st term after bail - if no affidavit of defence .

30.
on warrant of attorney 10 or 20 years old - proceedings.

( like rule as in the sup.court, see tule No. 52,page 278. )
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32 .

33.

33.

32 .

ib .

5.

38 .

Judgment,

arrest of - motion for and reasons when .

for not declaring - pleading &c.

Judges order,

to enlarge time - to declare or plead.

Mutual dealing ; see set off.

New trial,

motion and reasons for — when to be.

do. not to be - after motion in arrest.

Order of argument - by counsel ; see argument.

Paper books,

of points to be argued - when and by whom delivered .

Payment of money into court, ( see bringing money into court. )

Payment,

where defence is fraud - proceedings - how .

( like rule as in sup . C. see rule No. 59, page 279. )

Pleadings,

rules to declare, plead & c._entered of course when &c.

notice of do . — to be given.

neglect of- judgment by default or non pross - when.

do. - subject to future order of court .

enlarging time- single judge's powers to remain &c.

issue on - to be entered by prothonotary &c.

may be altered - or demurrer put in or not.

filing of - time to be marked in prothon, docket.

dilatory plea - to be verified .

general issue, with leave & c .- regulated.

set off - proceedings on do.

payment - defence fraud & c . - notice of special matter &c.

Report of referees,

to be read in open court - when .

reasons to set aside - to be filed - when .

affidavit of facts on_when .

execution on - stayed - when.

exceptions - copy of_for the court on argument.

Rule to show cause,

affidavits on — when may be read .

Seal of the court,

to be one used by T. Matlack &c .

Set off,

proceedings under - regulated.

( like rule as in sup. Co see rule No. 58 , page 279.)

Single judge ; seejudge's order .

Special jury,

list in each cause_to be delivered to each attorney.

notice of striking - how to be &c.

striking of exparte_when.

venire for, not to issue - when .

33 .

ib .

ib .

ib .

ib .

34.

36 .

ib .

35 .

36.

37 .

38.

39.

ib .

ib.

ib .

40.

32.

42.

37.

43 .

ib.

ib .

ib.
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Trial list,

44.
causes pending 6 terms- how disposed of.

45.
do. left off of list 1 year - to be marked.

do . transferring of - to special jury list.
46.

Witnesses,

depositions of not to be read unless &c.
47.

do. rule for taking - entered of course - stipulating &c.
48.

ib.commission to examine - rule for - of course &c.

ib .
do. proceedings on_filing interrogatories &c.

( like rules as in sup. C. see rules No. 79, 81 , page : 281 , 282.)
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INDEX to the RULES of the Court of COMMON PLEAS, for the

city and county of Philadelphia, see p. 290 .

page

Affidavit,

not to be read on motions, and rules to show cause

unless &c.
1 .

( like rule as in district c. see rule No. 32, page 287.)

of defence - what to contain &c. 2, 5.

judgment for want of - when.
ib,

Agreement of attornies,

to be in writing
6.

Appeal,

one attorney only of a side to be heard. 14.

not to be continued beyond 4 terms - unless.
30 .

Arbitration,

party not proceeding on - regulations.
9.

(the like rule as in district court, see rule No. 4,page 283.)

Arrest of judgment,

on motion to arrest - reasons to be filed.

Attornies,

rules for admission to practice.
10 , 11 , 12, 13.

(the like rules as in the district court, see rules Nos . 7 ,

8, 9,page 284.)

examination of_before president or 2 associates .
10.

aliens — 4 years previous residence.
11 .

integrity and moral character - certificate of.
13.

one only on a side - upon appeal from just, and aldermen . 14.

agreements - between.
6 .

Bail,

special — to be entered in 6 weeks from return of writ.
15.

bond - may be sued in default of. ib.

if entered de bene esse before 6 weeks out - proceedings. 16.

(the like rule as in district court, see rule No. 21,page 286.)

exception to in that case - 20 days allowed.
ib .

justification of in that case - how .
ib.

if entered after 6 weeks - proceedings.
17 .

(the like rule as in district court, sce rule No. 21,page 286.)

on foreign attachment - not to be taken or dissolved - unless. 18 .

affidavits to hold to - what sufficient and proceedings on. 19, 20, 22, 23.

(the like rules as in district court, see rules Nos. 17, 19 , 20,

page: 285, 6, except the last clause ofrule No. 20. )

when of course and when discretionary - how determined .

showing cause of action , before a single judge - how .

(the like rule as in district court, see rule No. 15 , page 985.)

capias and no bail required_proceedings on.
25.

(the like rule as in district court, see rule No. 14, page 285.)

21 .

24.
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Certiorari,

exceptions on - how to be-and when to be filed, or judgment. 26.

assignment of general errors - void.
ib .

judgment on , for want of exceptions - when. 27.

exceptions on , to be filed -- when .
29 .

Coinmission to examine witnesses ; see witnesses.

Defence ; see affidavit .

Depositions of witnesses ; &ce witnesses .

Filing,

papers filed — not to be taken off, unless consent in writing. 40 .

narr. see pleadings.

Insolvent debtors,

may give publick or personal notice, to creditors.

publick - how given..
ib.

attorney opposing - name of, to be entered on list at calling .

37 .

38 .

Jury ,

36.

manner of striking.
45, 46.

Judgment,

at 3d term in debt or contract - unless &c. 2.

irregular - unless narr. 2d term .

after rule to plead — and before ad term — when. 31 .

relieved against - on what terms.
ib .

at 2d term on demand of a plea— & c. when.
32.

6 weeks rule to plead before - when . ib .

of non pross - narr . not being filed in 12 months.

on motion in arrest of reasons to be filed . 39 .

Non pross ; see judgment.

Payment; see pleadings.

Pleadings,

rule for a plea on narr. filed in 2 months- judg. on .
31 .

judgment - how relieved against.
ib.

6 weeks rule to plead — when necessary.
32.

time for - may be enlarged by court or single judge.
33.

filing of narr . - day of, to be indorsed.
34 .

payment pleaded - replicat. n. solv. entered by proth . — unless. 35.

narr. on action or app.-notfiled in 12 months. 36.

Reports of referees,

proceedings on - how regulated. 41 .

(the like rule as in district court ; see rule No 39,

page 288.)

exceptions to - copy for the court on argument. 42.

notice of filing except. - to be in writing .
43.

copy of report and except for court - when .
44.

Special jury,

striking of - proceedings on .
45, 46 .

(the like rules as in district court, see rule No. 43,

page 289.)

39
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47.

29 .

Trial,

not to be on trial list - unless cause at issue .

Witnesses,

commission , and rule to take examination of.

(the like rule as in Sup. court ; see rule No. 81 ,

page 282 )

depositions of — not to be read - unless.

(the like rule as in supreme court ; see rule No, 79 ,

page 281 )

48.

NOTE.- The foregoing abstract of the Rules in the 6 supreme court of

Pennsylvania , " the “ district court for the city and county of Philadelphia , ”

and for the “ court of common pleas of Philadelphia county, ” will it is hoped

contribute somewhat to the convenience of gentlemen, practising in those

courts .

This compendium , is madefrom a printed compilation of the rules of large

in a duodecimo vol. entitled “ RULES for regulating the practice of the several

courts of Pennsylvania ; collected by a member of the profession , ( 1 ) and

revised by the judges ;" printed , Philadelphia , 1819.

The whole of these rules being comprised under a few leading titles, each

of them neverthelessfrequently embracing many particulars, not indicated by

the title ; to remedy this inconvenience, an " alphabetical and synoptical inder"

has been constructedfor the rules of each court.

A recurrence to this, will hardly fail to direct the inquirer or student imme

diately, to all the particular regulations which fall under any general head of

practice.

In attempting a very concise abridgment, notwithstanding all possible care,

something even of substance may be omitted ; butfor common use and pur

prosce of reference, the editor hopes these compenda will be found sufficiently

accurate , and in no small degree useful,

(1) Peter A. Browne esq . counsellor at law .



3.

4 .

CORRECTIONS.

see an

2012

Page 246. Answ. 12. Strike out the" seal” at the beginning of the form of ac

knowledgment ; and insert b, for k, in " husband."

262. The reference at the end of answer No. 108 should read “

swer, No. 107, also No. 53 and notes . '

Bills of Exchange.

265. In the answer to No. 129 , on the subject of damages upon bills of

exchange, the 2d parenthesis should terminate at the word “ Mex

ico," and not at 56 Islands :" As it now reads, 25 per cent would

appear to be the damages on bills drawn upon the West India

Islands, whereas 10 per cent is that fixed by the stat.

At the end of the same answer after the word “ given," should be added,

" and payment ofthe principal sum , damages, and charges of pro

" test demanded .

287. At Nos. 30, 31 , the reference should be to “ p . ante 278."

288. At No. 35 , to " p . ante 278." At Nos. 36 , 37, 38 , to " p.ante 279."

296. 4th line from the bottom for “ 22 to 30,” read “ 22."

It is proper to remind the reader, that the pages referred to in the Indexes,

are the preceding pages of this vol. For example, when the rule of another

court is referred to as adopted , the abridged rule (at the page mentioned ) in

this volume is intended, and not the ruleat large in Mr. Browne's edition .

I observe by Ingersoll's Dig. of the laws of the U. S. that the western dis

trict court of Penn. by act of May 15th 1820, is to be held at Pittsburgh on

the 1st monday in May and 2nd monday in October in each year ; which are

probably the true times : See ante p. 235.
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No. 1. STATE OFFICERS.
2. Secretary of state &c. ?

A. There is no secretary of state.

1. Who is Governor of your state The officer that comes nearest to one

& c . ?
(sed longo intervallo , ) is the clerk of

A. Thomas Mann Randolph, Rich- the council ; app. by the board, and

mond ; ( 1. style, simply “ governor holds during its pleasure. He is ex

or chiefmagistrate ;" chosen by joint officio keeper of the publick seal of

ballot of both houses of the general the state . Const. Va . art. 11-1 New

assembly (composed of the senate Rev. Code, c.46 5 .

and the house of delegates ; ) term of
He resides at the seat of govern

office 1 year ; but is eligible 3 years ment ; his salary is $ 1320. Wm.

successively , and then not again eli- H. Richardson is the present clerk .

gible until the expiration of 4 years 3. Chief justice of the su

after he shall have been out of that preme court of law , &c. ?

office ; 2 ; salary $3333, 34, and has

been the same from the foundation the advice and consent of this conneil, in

of the government. ( 3) which he does not preside, nor has any , even

a casting voice; only he is not bound to do

(1 ) He resides constantly at the seat of what the council advises, against his own judg

government, though obliged to do so by no ment. The council chooses one of its own

positive requisition , but only by the nature of members president of the board , annually ;

his duties. Const. Virg: art 9. and he is the lieutenant governor. His style is

(2) Though our governor has sometimes simply “ lieutenant governor."

resigned , and sometimes declined a re-elec The members of the council are not requi

tion , there is no instance in which the assem- red to reside at the seat of government, but

bly has failed to continue in the office for 3 from the nature oftheir duties, they must re

years a governor willing to serve out the term . | side generally there, or in the immediate

(3) The executive of Virginia is singularly neighbourhood . Const. Va . art. 11 .

constituted ; it is vested not so much in the
Their salaries are $ 8000 , divided between

governor asin " the privy council," or "council them according to their attendance. 1 New

of state" (this last is its constitutional style . ) Reo. Code, c. 29.

This council consists of 8 members chosen The present lieutenant-governor is “ Peter

by joint ballot of both houses : two members V. Daniel. ”

are removed by joint ballot at the end of ev. The executive of Virginia has no powers

ery 3 years, and are ineligible again for the but what are conferred by statute, except that

next three years : all vacancies are supplied of granting pardons and reprieves, which is

by new elections in the same manner . given with some limitacions, by the constitu

The governor can do noofficial act without tion, art, 9 .
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A. See note below for the answer . ( 1 ) A. Richmond, Henrico co. The le

4. — Clerk of the superiour or gislature meets annually on the 1st

supreme court, & c . ?
monday in December .

A. Harrison Dance , is clerk of the

court of appeals, and Peyton Drew , UNITED STATES OFFICERS .

of the general court ; and reside at

the seat of government (Richmond .) 7. Who is District judge, &c. ?

They and all other clerks of courts A. St. George Tucker , of the eastern

hold during good behaviour ; and are district ; resides at the city of Wil

appointed by their respective courts. liamsburg ; John G. Jackson, of the

Const. Va , art. 15.
western district ; resides at or near

5. Attorney General : & c . ? Clarksburg. (2)

A. John Robertson , Richmond ; cho 8. Clerk ofthe District court

sen by joint ballot of both houses ; &c. ?

holds during good behaviour ; va- A. Richard Jeffries, of the district

cancies supplied as in the office of court held at Richmond, and resides

judge. Const. Va. art. 14 . there .

6. When , and where, is the annu Seth Foster, for the district court

al meeting of the legislature ?
held at Norfolk , and resides there.

( 1) There is properly no chief justice of both houses of assembly, and commissioned

Virginia ; the eldest judge in commission by the executive : vacancies occurring during

actually presentin court (if consisting of more the recess of the legislature, are supplied by

than one judge,) presides. The senior judge the executive, subject to be confirmed or su

in commission of the court of appeals,is from perseded by the assembly at its next annual

courtesy styled “ the president.” session .

The president of the court of appeals at
The justices of the peace hold during good

this time is William Fleming ; who from age behaviour, and the continuance of their resi

and infirmity, has not sat for some two or three dence in their respective counties.

years. The judges of that court are not re The judges of the superiour courts of law

quired by law to reside in any particular and equity (they are the only judicial officers

place.
who are called judges, either by the law or in

As to the mode of appointment of judges, common parlance,) all hold during good be

1. The justices of the peace who are the judges haviour.

of the county courts , are appointed and com
The court of appeals which is the supreme

missioned by the governor with the advice civil, and the general court which is the su

and consent of the privy council , on recom
preme criminal tribunal, are held at the seat

mendation of the respective county courts, a of government.

majority of all the acting justices being pre The justices of the peace have no salaries

sent, or the justices having been summoned or emolument ; the judges have fixed salaries.

according to previous order, to attend for the Const. Va. art. 14, 15.

purpose of making such recommendation .

II . Themayor , recorder and aldermen , who (2) There are two districts in Va one com

are the judges of the respective corporation posed of the territory east, and the other

courts, are chosen and appointed in the man west of the Alleghany mountains. The

ner prescribed by the charters of the several western district courts have more extensive

towns : there is a little variety in this respect : jurisdiction than the eastern ; the latter have

but they are in general chosen annually out the jurisdiction given by the laws of congress

of the common council of the corporation, to the district courts of districts that are with

which is elected by the citizens or barghers . in, and the former that which is given to the

III. All the judges of the superionr courts of district courts of districts that are without, the

law and equity, are chosen by joint ballot of jurisdiction of a circuit contt of the U. States.
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*

.

* for the district, A. At Richmond, 22d May and 220

court held at Wythe court -house ; November: Richard Jeffries, clerk .

resides

* for the district LAWS- LAW BOOKS.

court held at Lewisburg; resides

( 1 ) 14. What numberofvolumes, does

Edward B. Jackson , for the dis- the compiled body of your Statute

trict court held at Clarksburg , and law consist of, & c. ?

resides there. A. In 1817 an act was passed ap

9. -District Attorney, & c. ? pointing revisors to make another

A. Robert Stanard, for the eastern revision of thelaws, (being the ninth

district ; resides at Richmond. revision of the laws of Virginia.)

Jacob Beeson , for the western dis . The revisors made their report to

trick ; resides at— Wood county the assembly of 1817, 18. And at

on the Ohio . the two sessions of 1817, 18, and

10. Marshal, &c. ?
1818, 19, the revision was completed

A. John Pegram , for the eastern dis- by the legislature.

trict ; resides in Dinwiddie co . his This edition (in 2 vols.) was pub

deputies in Richmond and Norfolk lished in 1819, and is a complete

respectively ; where the marshal's compilation of all the statute laws

offices are kept.
in force in Virginia on the 1st mon .

Benjamin Reeder , for the western day in Dec. 1819.

district ; resides at Clarksburg , It contains also a copious index,

Harrison co. and the constitutions of theU.S. and

11. What Justice of the S. court Virginia : it is generally cited, “ 1 or

of the U, S. holds the circuit in your 2 New Rev. code." (4 )

state , &c. ? 15. Can the publick laws in pam

A. Ch. justice John Marshall, Rich- phlets, be procured, & c.

mond .

The eastern district of Virginia (4) The following editions of the laws of Fir .

and the state of North Carolina, ginia are now extant.

compose the 5th judicial circuit of 1632. Revised by the assembly. This edition is

in M. S.
the U, States.

1642, 3. Another general revision , by the as

12. At what times and places, are
sembly ,M.S.

District courts ofthe U. S. held, &c.? 1657, 8. Another, during the protectorship of

A. For the eastern district, at Rich Cromwell, prepared by a committee of

mond, 2d April and 15th October : revisors, appointed in 1756 , M. S.

Norfolk, 1st May and 1st November. 1661, 2. After the restoration of Ch. 11. prepa

For the western district, at Wythe
red by a committee of revisors, M. S.

Co. c. house, 1st mondaysin April 1684, 7, Purvis e edit.(so called,)priated at
London between these years.

and September : Lewisburg (2) on 1705. Edition, prepared by a committee of

the fridays succeeding the 1st mon Revisors, M.S.

days in April and September: Clarks- 1753. Park's edit. printed at Williamsburg

burg (3 ) 4th mondays in May and Oc under an order of the general assembly

tober. held in 1727 ; quoted “ Virginia laws

13 . Circuit courts &c. ?
edit. 1733."

1748. Another revision ; commenced in 1745 .

( 1 ) I do not know the names of the gen . 1752. Revised edition , printed by Wm . Hunter

cierr: en who are the clerks in these districts . at Williamsburg, by authority of the as

(2) Greenbrier co . (3) Harrison co . sembly, quoted " edit. of 1758."
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A. The pamphlet copies of the ses " An abridgment of all the publick

sions acts of assembly , for a few laws of Virginia , to January, 1758,

years back , may be procured of Tho- by John Mercer , gent." Glasgow ,

mas Richie, the publick printer at 1759. (2 )

Richmond ; but it is difficult to pro 17. Are there any Reports of cases

cure those of an old date. Very few in your state courts, &c. ?

of the profession have them . ( 1 ) A. Wythe's Reports ; being “ deci

16. Is there any Digest of the state sions of cases between 1790 and 1794,

laws &c ?
by the high court ofchancery of Virgi

4. No ; unless the “ New Revised nia, with remarks upon decrees of the

Code " may be called a digest. court of appeals, reversing some of

It contains all the statute law those decisions; by the late George

which was in force in Virginia, of a Wythe, chancellor. ” 1 vol. fol.

general and publick nature, on the Washington's Reports; being “re

1st monday in December 1819 ;omit- ports of cases argued and determined

ting all that had expired or been re- in the court of appeals of Virginia,

pealed ; and repealing, in terms, all from fall term1790, to fall term 1796 ;

publick laws omitted in that edition . by Bushrod Washington .” 2 vols.

The plan of the edition is novel Call's Reports ; being “ reports of

and peculiar : the statutes are print- cases argued and determined in the

ed entire as they were enacted , but same court, from spring term 1797, to

are classed according to their sub- spring term 1803 ; by Daniel Call.”

ject matter , without regard to their 3 vols.

dates. At the end of the 3d vol. are print

code "

(1) I know of only one complete collec. (2) I have added this, finding it in M.

tion of Virginia statutes, and that belongs to Carey's catalogue of 1821. Ed.

Wm . Waller Hening, clerk of the superiour
1808. Another vol published by Samuel Plea

court of chanceryof Richmond : the collection

sants, by authority of an act in 1807, con

in the office of the keeper of the rolls , is not
taining the laws of a general nature from

complete beyond the revolution ; thenceforth
the session of 1802, 3, to 1807, 8, inclusive,

it is perfect. with 13 appendices, and a table of statutory

1769. Edition ; printed by W. Kind, A. Purdie fines, forfeitures, penalties and amerce

and J. Dizon , at Williamsburg, by order ments ; called “the 2d vol. of the Rev.

of the general assembly. quoted “ ed .

1769, ” or “ old body of the laws." 1812. Another vol. called “the supplement to

1785. Edition ; printed by Thomas Nicholson the Revised code," by Samuel Pleasants,

and Wm . Prentis at Richmond ; called , published by authority of an act in 1812.

« ed . of 1785. " or the “ Chancellor's re This contains all the acts of a general na

visal. ” ture passed at the sessions of 1808, 9 , 10, 11 .

1794. Edition ; printed by Augustine Davis, This act of 1812, authorised a new edition

at Richmond, by authority of an act of as of the Rev. code.

sembly. This contains all the general laws 1814. This was printed by the same publisher,

then in force, including those of the session being a copy of the edition of 1803, with

of 1794, 5, quoted « Rev. code.” many additional notes and references;

1803. Edition ; printed by Samuel Pleasants quoted “ 1 Rev. code. ”

jun . and Henry Pace, at Richmond, by A collection of the statutes at large, from the

authority of an act of assembly in 1802. very foundation of the colony, made by

It contains all the laws in that of 1794, and Wm . Waller Hening, is noww publishing,

the general laws subsequent thereto, to the (6 vols. containing the statutes to the year

session of 1801, %, inclusive , called , " 1 1755, being published :) quoted. " Ifen .

Rev. code . ” stat , at large. "

1

41
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ed, “ reports of a few cases of June | by St. George Tucker.” 5 vols .

term 1790." These are by Mr. 1803. ( 1 )

Marshall, the present ch . justice of “ The Virginia Justice ; by Wm .

the U. S. Waller Hening ." 1 vol.

Hening and Munford's Reports ; " American Pleader and Lawyer's

being “ reports of cases argued and Guide, in commencing, prosecuting,

determined in the same court, from and defending actions of common law

October term 1806, to October term and suits in equity ; by the same." 2

1809 ; by William Waller Hening and vols. 1811. (2)

William Munford.” 4 vols. Rules “ of the superior courts of

Munford's Reports ; being “ re chancery at Richmond and Lynchburg;

ports of cases argued and determined together with instructions for commis

in the same court, from October term sioners in chancery, founded on thede

1809, to 1820 ; by WilliamMunford.” , cisions of the supremecourt of appeals,

the late high court of chancery, and6 vols.

the present superior courts of chancery
Brockenbrough & Holme's cases ;

being " cases decided bythe general for the Richmond and Lynchburg dis

tricts, illustrated by examples.” By
court of Virginia , chiefly relating to

the penal laws, from 1789, to 1814 , the superior courts of chancery, for the
the hon. Creed Taylor Esq. judge of

with explanatory notes ; by judges Richmond and Lynchburg districts.

Brockenbrough and Holmes." 1 vol.

Printed Richmond, 1820. ( 3 )
1815 .

State Reporter, Francis Walker

Gilmer ; appointed by the court of ( 1 ) The editor of this scarce and valuable

appeals, under authority of an act of work, was at the timeprofessor of law in the

the legislature, passed in the session university of William and Mary, and one of

of 1819, 20 ; none of his reports are and isnow district judge of the U. States , for
the judges of the general court of Virginia ;

yet published.
the eastern district of Virginia. It is inserted

18. Is there any Digest ofcases in for sale in M.Careys catalogue, of 1821. Ed.

your state courts, &c. ?
( 2) 1 have added this , supposing it to be

A. Munford's Index ; being “ a gene- by the same Mr. Hening. It is advertised

ral index to the Virginia law autho - by this title, in M.Carey's catalogue of 1818,

rities reported by Washington, Call,
as printed in N. York, 1811, 2 vols. In his

Hening and Munford, and by Mun- catalogue of 1821 it is said to be 1 vol. Ed.

ford, with notes ; by Wm . Munford.” | beside the ruleswhich Ihave extracted from
( 3 ) This is a small quarto pamphlet, and

1 vol. 1819.

it , contains much other and very useful mat

19. Are there any Treatises on ter indicated in the title. Especially in re

the law, in your state &c. ?
gard to taking accounts of ex'rs and trustees

A. The list is very short. &c . before
cominissioners of the court ; pre

“ Blackstone's Commentaries
, with scribing the forms of accounts , the methods

of computing interesi on balances ; the gene
notes of reference to the constitution

eral duties of commissioners &c.
and laws ofthe U. States and of Vir

They appear to be drawn up and compiled
ginia ; with an appendix to each vo- with great care , accurate discernment and

Tume, containing short tracts on such ability : commissioners in chancery (or as

subjects as appeared necessary to form denominated in our courts “ masters” ) would

a connected view of the laws of Virgi- ' all places derive from these instructions,

nia , as a member of the federalunion ; ' much useful information and assistance in
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Perhaps under this question might | “ Constructions construed ; by John

beincluded “ Manual of parliament- Taylor of Caroline. ”

ary practice," by Tho. Jefferson . ( 1 ) This is an examination of the doc

20.—Foreign law books repub- trine of the supreme court of the U.

lished in your state , & c. ? States, in the case of Mc Cullock vs.

A. None which I recollect, unless it Maryland ; concerning the constitu

be Mr. Tucker's “ Blackstone,” be- tionality of the charter of the bank

fore mentioned ; this was published ofthe U. States. I have mentioned

or printed, in Philadelphia . these, as supposing them to fall un

21.- Reports of Cases in the der the very general description of

district or circuit courts of the U. s. this question .

in your state , &c. ?

A. None ; except the “ Trial of Aa
ATTORNIES-COUNSELLORS.

ron Burr for High Treason against

24. Is there any distinction in the

the U. s. before the circuit court of profession of Attorney and Counsel

the U. S. held at Richmond May term
lor, & c . ?

1807, taken in short hand, by T. Car
A. None.

penter.” 3 vols. 1807.
25. By whom are attornies or

( There is also a report of this trial
counsellors admitted , &c. ?

by Daniel Robinson. 2 vols. 1808.)
A. No person can practice as coun

22. Is there any Digest of cases sel or attorney, without a license

in those courts, &c. ?

A. There is no digest. As to the of appeals,courts of chancery, or gen
from some 3 of the judges of the court

practice of those courts, it conforms, eral court. Any 3 judges, upon cer

on the law and equity sides, to the tificate being produced to them by

practice of the superiour or state the candidate,from the court of the

courts of law and equity respectively. county or corporation, where he hath

The admiralty practice conforms, to
usually resided for the preceding 12

the general practice of the federal months, thathe is a person of honest

courts in admiralty cases throughout demeanor and upwards of 21 years of

the union .

age, and finding him on examination

23. Have any books been compo- duly qualified , may grant him a li

sed , in your State, &c . ?

cense , under their hands and seals,

A. “ Debates, on the constitution of to practicethe law in the inferiour

the U. States, in the convention of Vir
and superiour courts of the common

ginia which ratified it, in 1788." wealth

The license extends to all courts . ( 2 )

( 1 ) A very handsome and improved edi.

( ) We qualify in every court we practice
tion , and containing “ the rules and orders

of the senate and house of representatives in, with leave of court, by taking the oath of

fidelity to the commonwealth and an oath of
of the U. S.” and joint rules of the two

office . Conviction of felony, incapacitares

houses ,” is lately printed ( 1820.) by Davis the convict to obtain a license ; or if before

and Force, Washington. Ed,

licensed, ipso facto vacates it.

framing their reports in a clear and succinct I believe not a single instance of the kind

method . I regret that my plan does not
ever occurred . Upon information ofmalprac

admit of their insertion : Gentlemen who tice in the profession ,and conviction thereup

on too, the court may suspend or vacate the
may wish to possess the pamphlet, may license according to the degree of miscon

doubtless obtain it by mail. It is printed at

duct : I never heard of any case of this kind
Richmond by I. and G. Cochran, Ed . either.
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COURTS.

26. On what conditions, &c . from gainst absconding debtors ,when the

other states , & c . ? debt exceeds not $10.

4. Counsel and attornies licensed The justice or alderman issues his

and qualified to practice in Pennsyl- warrant, directed to the constable,

vania , Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, to summon the debtor to appear be

N. Carolina, Maryland and the dis- fore himself or any other justice at a

trict of Columbia, may be allowed given day and place of appearance,

to practice in the courts of Virginia , to answer to the complaint. They

upon producing certificates of their proceed summarily, without plead

licenses and qualifications at home, ing, and without jury, according to

and taking the oath of office only. the principles of law and equity ( so

Counsel and attornies of the other the statute prescribes ;) in practice,

states, must be licensed and qualified their rule of justice is , the arbitrium

as counsel and attornies of Virginia boni viri.

according to our laws, in order to If the debt or penalty , or subject

practice here. of trover or detinue, exceeds $10, or

200lbs. oftobacco ,an appeal lies from

the judgment, to the county or corpo

ration court, as to law and fact : and

27. What are the names of the se
there the proceeding is also summa

veral courts in your state, &c. ?

ry, without pleading and without

28. Their style, & c . ?
jury ; and the court is required to

29. The extent of their several ter- govern itselfby the principles of law

ritorial jurisdictions, &c. ?
and equity ; attornies are heard ; and

30. Which have original jurisdic- much less latitude ofarbitrium is in

tion , &c. ?
dulged, than by the single magis

trate out of court.

31.—partly original,and part

ly appellant &c. ?
These magistrates in theirjudicial

32. appellant jurisdiction on

proceedings, are not courts of record.

The constables are their executive
ly, ốc. ?

officer's.

33. Which are courts of equity ,

and which of law , &c. ?

The territorial jurisdiction of all

and each of the justices of the peace

; 34. What methods are used to

of the counties, extends over the

carry up judgments &c. ?

A. In answer to these inquiries, the whole of their counties respectively;

of the mayors, recorders, and alder

following concise account is given,

of our judicial system .

men of towns, over the whole corpo

rations respectively.

1. The “ COURTS OF THE SEVER Their criminal jurisdiction, out of

AL JUSTICES OF THE PEACE IN THE their county or corporation courts,

COUNTIES, AND MAYORS, RECORD- may be summed up in a few words :

ERS, AND ALDERMEN OF TOWNŞ. '
they are conservators of the peace ;

Each of these officers singly have commit for felonies ; recognize per

cognizance in cases ofdebtor penalty, sons guilty of misdemeanors affect

trover, and detinue, where the sub - ing the peace, to appear before their

ject or sum in controversy, exclusive county court for judgment; and are

ofinterest,exceeds not $20 or 400lb. charged with all the main duties of

of tobacco, except that they can en- the police.

tertain cognizance of attachments a They have no fees or emoluments

1
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ofoffice of any kind ; yet they admin- wills, and granting of administra

tions in chancery , and de bene esse They have power to open new ,

at law ; also acknowledgments of and discontinue or alter old roads,

deeds, and privy examinations of and to grant permission for the erec

femes covert ; and perform a thou- tion of mills and mill dams : pro

sand other offices , light taken singly, ceeding by writ of ad quod damnum

but burdensome and highly impor- to compensate individuals for dama

tant in the aggregate. 1. New Rev. ges arising from the opening ofnew,

Code, ch . 71 . or altering or discontinuing old

II. The " COUNTY COURTS ; " held roads, and from the erection of mills

every month in each county.
and dams.

“ The justices of the peace are the
They have the custody of idiots

judges in this court ; the manner of and lunaticks, and the appointment

their appointment has been stated , of committees to take care of them

in answer to No. 3.
and their estates . They appoint

Their jurisdiction is civil and guardians of infants,call them to ac

criminal .
count, supersede and control them.

1st . Their civil jurisdiction is very offices, and bridges ; and keep them

They build court houses, clerks '

extensive ,

They have cognizance of all cau- in repair : to defray the expenses of

all which , they have power to levy
ses at common law or in chancery

within their respective counties, an annual tax on the people and per

where the value in controversy ex
sonal property of their counties.

ceeds S20. or 400lbs. tobacco, except
These are the general heads of

only, that they cannot proceed to their jurisdiction and powers : so

extensive and various are the cogni

outlawry.
Their common law cognizance, in zance and authority of these tribu

actions real, personal andmixed, if nals, in matters of governmentand

the defendantor the land be within police, as well as in judicial causes,

that it were impossible to give an ac

their territorial jurisdiction , that is,

their respective counties, is as gener- notelike this :add to which, it is the

count of the minute particulars in a

al (with this exception that they can
not proceed to outlawry,) as that of usage of the legislature in special

the court of the King's bench and cases to make the county courts, com

missioners for the transaction of any

common pleas in England united .
kind of business.

Their equitable cognizance, if any

one defendant reside or if the subject thedebt or damages are $ 100 or

In all causes at common law, where

be within their territorial jurisdic- 3000lbs of tobacco and upwards, or

tion , is almost as general (the limi- concerning the title or bounds of

tation is very trivial,, as that of the land, or mills, roads, the probate of

high court of chancery in England; wills, or grantof administration; an

but they have none of the legal and

ordinary, or personal jurisdiction of nal judgment of the county court, to

arbitrary appeal ( 1 ) lies from the fi

the lord chancellor.
the superiour court of law ofthe coun

They have all the jurisdiction of ty ; and where the debtor damages

the ecclesiastical courts in England ,

in causes togching the probate of ( 1 ) Meaning an appeal of rigbt. Ed.
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are $33, 33 cents and upwards, the free persons ( excepting impeach

superiour court, or any judge of the ments, treason, felony, informations

general court in vacation , may , for against officers for misbehaviour in

error assigned , allow a writ oferror office,) they have original and final

or supersedeas. cognizance, concurrent for the most

From final decrees of the county part with the superiour courts oflaw ,

courts in chancery, where the debt and proceed according to the course

or subject is $33,33 and more, arbi- of the common law.

trary appeals are allowed to the su
As to slaves , the county courts are

periour court of chancery of the dis- courts ofoyer and terminer in all ca

trict to which the county belongs ; ses of crimes committed by them .

which court of chancery , or any

chancellor, for error assigned, may prisoner counsel; and the justices

. to assign the

allow appeals and writs of superse- must be unanimous on the question

deas to and from decrees interlocu- ofguilty or not guilty ; a single dis

tory as well as final .
sentient acquits, ( 1 )

2d . The criminal jurisdiction of

There remain some other points
the county courts , is different in re

to be noticed .

spect of free persons and in respect

to slaves.
The terms of the county courts are

divided into monthly sessions and

As to free persons, when one has

been committed for felony,the coun- quarter sessions ; the terms of four

ty court, within the jurisdiction of months of theyear, (various months

which the offence has been commit- in different counties ) arequarter ses

ted ,holds what is called a “ court of of the year are monthly sessions.

the terms of the other months

examination ," and determines wheth

er the prisoner ought to be dischar
For the trial of all presentments

ged from further prosecution, or tried and criminal prosecutions in which

for the offence. If they discharge their cognizance is final, and all civ

him it is a final acquittal : if their il suits at common law , the quarter

judgment be, that heought to be tri- sessions havejurisdiction, and the ju

ed; then , in cases of petty larceny risdiction in such cases is exclusive

( that is of goods under the value of of the monthly sessions. In all suits

$4 , ) they direct the trial at their in chancery,cases relating to probate

own bar ; and the proceeding is ac- of wills, grant of administration,

cording to the course of the common and attachments against absconding

law ; the accused is indicted by their debtors, the quarter sessions and

grand jury, and tried by a petty ju- monthly sessions have concurrent

ry , with all the privileges of counsel, jurisdiction ; all other business of

challenges of the jurors &c. ( 1 ) In the court of whatever kind, be .

all cases of felony, other than petty
( 1 ) My correspondent adds “ Crimes are

larceny, the county court sends the always defended by their counsel with infi

accused to be tried by the superiour nitely more zeal, than they are prosecuted by

court of law of the county. the commonwealth's attorney ; and the courts

Over all criminal cases affecting are in general, just, dispassionate , and most

merciful tribunals . From their sentence there

( 1 ) In Virginia, parties are allowed coun is no appeal, but to the mercy of the execu

sel in all cases , in all their stages, civil and tive ; which I think , is rather too ready to

criminal. interpose ,"

sions ;
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longs to the monthly sessions exclu The appellate jurisdiction over

sively. them , is also the same.

In ordinary cases, any 4 of the
IV. The “ CIRCUIT COURTS, OR

justices constitute a quorum . SUPERIOUR COURTS OF LAW ; " ( they

In courts for the examination of are called in the statute book and in

free persons charged with crimes, common parlance, indifferently by

and in courts of oyer and terminer both appellations.) These, are held

for the trial of slaves, any 5 justices in and for every county of the com

make a quorum . monwealth .

In various matters, relating to The counties are laid off in 15 cir

county government, a majority of the cuits, about 7 in each circuit, and

justices must be present, or at least one judge of the general court ( who

the justices, must be specially sum- must reside within his circuit,) is as

moned to attend for the purpose. ( 1 ) signed to each ; and he holds 2 terins,

III. The “ CORPORATION COURTS.” spring and fall, in each of the coun

These are co - ordinate tribunals, ties within his circuit.

with the county courts . The jurisdiction of these circuit

Their powers and jurisdiction , courts, is civil and criminal.

civil and criminal, are in general 1st. Their civil jurisdiction is ap

the same: only , the cognizance of the pellate and original; their appellate

corporation courts is limited, to suits jurisdiction over the county and cor

between the inhabitants of the re- poration courts, has been already de

spective corporations, or between scribed.

them and persons not inhabitants of Their civil original jurisdiction,

the commonwealth ; and in both cases , extends to all cases at common law,

to suits in which the cause of action where the sum or subject amountsto

arises in the corporation . $100, or 3000lb. of tobacco ; to tro

The mayor, recorder and alder- / ver and detinue above $20 ; to all

men, are the judges.
land causes ; cases of habeas corpus;

Their constitution, in every other mandamus; probate of wills, and

respect, is the same as that of the letters testamentary or of adminis

county courts ; and their powers co - tration ; and universally , to all

extensive. causes not reserved to the exclusive

jurisdiction of the general court, of -

( 1) This county court system let me ob .

serve, is the oldest institution of Virginia . It publick feeling ; and the experience of two

passed through the revolution without any centuries has gradually improved and adapted

material change. It strikes strangers with it to the genius, the wants , and condition of

wonder, that such important and extensive the people.

Judicial powers should be committed to jus. From long and intimate knowledge of

tices of the peace ( very few of whom are these county courts , I can bear testimony to

men of the law , ) and that they should execute the general justice and regularity of their pro.

such various and extensive powers in police, ceedings ; but it is the purity, the easy , un

in judicature, and even in government, with assuming, unconscious dignity, and (above

out fee, emolument or reward, to the general all , ) the impress of parentaland neighbourly

satisfaction of the people. kindness ( 1 can devise no other apt epithet,)

Habit, which assimilates all institutions seen and felt in the administration of all

' and makes them salutary to the body politick , their powers , which chiefly endears these tri .

has made this wholsome and almost ne bunals, and procures for them universal re.

cessary to the publick weal, and grateful to spect ,
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which these circuit courts are bran- , more, or be a freehold or franchise,

ches .

or the title or bounds of land be in

2nd. They are the courts of oyer question , an arbitrary appeal lies to

and terminer, in all cases of treason the court of appeals ; or the court of

and felony committed by free per- appeals, or any judge thereof in va

sons, (the accused being first sent to cation , may allow writs of error or

them for trial in the manner above supersedeas to such judgments.

stated , by the county or corporation In controversies concerning mills,

courts ; ) and they have concurrent roads, probates of wills, and grants

jurisdiction with the county and cor- of administration, the appeal brings

poration courts, in all other causes all questions, both of law and fact,

of a criminal nature, saving some before the appellate tribunal; and

petty penalties belonging exclusive - in such cases the evidence adduced

ly to the jurisdiction of those infe- in the circuit courts, is there spread

riour courts, and some few crimes of at large on the record.

which the cognizance is given by the The circuit court of each county

constitution or reserved by statute , may change the venue, from the

to the general court. county or corporation court, to the

Their territorial jurisdiction is circuit court; and from the circuit

limited to the counties, in and for court of one county, to that of an

which they are held respectively. other county within the same cir

These circuit courts may adjourn cuit.

any question, civil or criminal,

V. The “ GENERAL COURT ;"

arising before them, to the general which consists of 15 judges, a ma

court, on account of novelty and difli.

culty ; in which case, the general jority of whom is necessary to make

a quorum .

court certifies its opinion back to the

circuit court from which the case is
It is held at the seat of govern

adjourned.

ment ( Richmond ; ) and there are two

The appellate jurisdiction exerci- terms annually ,commencing on the

sed over them , is two fold, civil and 15th June and 15th November.

criminal ; the civil is vested in the Its jurisdiction extends to all cau

court of appeals, which is the su- ses , except those, of which the cog

preme civil tribunal; and the crimi- nizance is vested by the constitution

nal is vested in the general court, and laws of the U. States or of this

which is the supreme criminal tri- commonwealth, in some other court.

bunal of the state.

Its cognizance in cases adjourned

From final sentence of conviction to it from the circuit courts , and in

in any criminal case, in a circuit writs of error to judgments of the

court, the general court may award circuit courts in criminal cases, has

a writ of error, for error apparent been already mentioned.

on the record , the accused having the It is the court ofexchequer, to hear

right to except to any opinion, or and determine all motions and suits

charge on points of law given by the of the commonwealth , against pub

circuit court, on his trial; and from lick debtors and defaulters.

all final judgments of the circuit It is the court for the trial of all

courts in civil causes , if the matter Impeachments exhibited by the house

in controversy be equal in value to of delegates, except impeachments

$100, or 3000lb. of tobacco, orl ofmembers of its own body ( court,)
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which are to be tried before the court, October ; to these districts one chan

of appeals. cellor is assigned , who is required

It has original jurisdiction of pro- by law to reside at Richmond.

bates of wills and grants of letters For the Williamsburg district, at

of administration : and may change Williamsburg in the county of James .

the venue in any criminal cause, city, on the 1st of June and 15th Oc

from circuit court to circuit court ; tober .

and in any civil cause , to its own For the Fredericksburg district, at

bar ; or from one circuit court to Fredericksburg in the county of

another, in thesame or in a different Spotsylvania, on the 15th April and

circuit.
15th September : to these two, one

It has exclusive cognizance of all chancellor is assigned , who is requi

prosecutions of a criminal nature red to reside at Fredericksburg.

( except impeachments,) against a For the Greenbrier district, at

member of its own body, unless the Lewisburg (Greenbrier county court

offence be of a nature cognizable be- house,) on the 1st June and ist No

fore some court other than a circuit rember.

court:
For the Staunton district, at Staun

And has power to grant writs of ton in the county of Augusta, on the

habeas corpus in all cases ; and writs 15th June and 15th November.

of mandamus to the circuit courts . For the Wythe district, at Wythe

It has exclusive cognizance of county courthouse, on the mondays

crimes committed within the terri- succeeding the commencement of the

torial jurisdiction of the common- spring and fall terms of the superi

wealth , but not within the body of our courts of law for the county, in

any county ; as in havens, bays, May and October ; to these three dis

& c .
tricts, one chancellor is assigned ,

From the judgments of this court, who is required by law to reside at

in cases of a criminal nature, there Staunton .

is no appeal. For the Winchester district, at

From all its final judgments in Winchester in the county of Freder

civil cases , an appeal lies to the court ick, on the 1st monday in April and

of appeals, as from the judgments of 21st November.

the circuit courts ; or , the court of For the Clarksburg district, in the

appeals may allow writs of error county ofHarrison,on the 3d mondays

or supersedeas to such judgments. after the 4th mondays in April and

VI. The “ SUPERIOUR COURTS OF September : and to these two,another

CHANCERY." chancellor is assigned , who is requi

The state is divided into 9 chan- red by law to reside at Winchester.

cery districts , in each of which a The appellate jurisdiction of these

superiour court of chancery is held. courts over the final decrees of the

There are 4 chancellors. county courts in chancery, has been

The superiour court of chancery already mentioned.

for the Richmond district, is held at They have general original juris

Richmond twice annually, on the diction over all persons and all cau

1st of January and 1st ofJune. ses in chancery , within their respec

For the Lynchburg district, at tive districts, if the matter in con

Lynchburg in the county of Camp- troversy be of the value of $33. 33

bell, on the 10th of May and 10th of cts. or more.

4

42
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They are always open, to allow periour courts of law and chancery,

writs of habeas corpus, ne exeat, respectively.

and injunctions ; to direct accounts The practice of the superiour

in causes pending in their courts; and courts of law, is modelled on that of

to allow appeals, from the final de- the courtof king's bench in England,

crees of the county courts in chan- with such modifications (not very

cery to their own courts, and from important,) as are necessary to

their own decrees to the court of adapt it to our system and situation.

appeals. The practice of the superiour

An appeal lies from the superiour courts of chancery is modelled, on

courts of chancery to the court of that of the high court of chancery of

appeals, in all causes, in which the England, with some similar modifi

.
matter in controversy is equal to cations.

$ 100, or 3000lbs . of tobacco , or is
I know of only three material

land, slaves or other specifick pro- points of difference, between our

perty ; and that, both from interlo - chancery system and that of En

cutory and final decrees. gland :

From interlocutory decrees, the

1st. The division of the jurisdic

court ofchancery pronouncingthem , tion between 9 courts and 4 chancel

or the chancellor in vacation , may
lors, instead of investing all in one :

allowanappeal, if moneybe decreedcourts of record ,

whichthe English

2d . Our courts of chancery are

thereby to be paid ; or the title or
is not :

possession of property to be chan

ged ; or if thecourt think the appeal execution, to enforce their decrees,

3d. And may issue common law

proper to settle the principles of the

cause, and to avoid expense and de- as well as the process of sequestra

tion , attachment &c. used in En

lay ; and if the chancellor refuse an

gland.

appeal in such case , the court of ap
VII . The " COURT OF APPEALS. "

peals or any judge thereof in vaca

tion may , for error assigned, allow
The jurisdiction of the court of

the appeal.
appeals has been explained in the

accounts given already, of the gene

From final decrees, the appeal is ral court , circuit courts, and supe

arbitrary at any time during the riour courts of chancery.

term , and during the vacation next
It has no criminal jurisdiction ;

after the term at which the decree is except,

pronounced ; and after that time has
1st. The power of punishing for

elapsed, an appeal may be obtained contempts of court, incident to all

on petition, for errors assigned, at our courts of justice :

any time within 3 years ; and such 2d. The power to direct informa

appeals may be allowed by the re- tions against counsel, for malprac

spective courts of chancery, or the tices in that court, and to try such

chancellors in vacation , or by the informations at its own bar ; and,

court of appeals, or anyjudge thereof
3d. It is the court designated by

in vacation .
the constitution, for the trial of im

The practice of the county and cor- peachments of judges of the general

poration courts, on their law and court. ( 1 )

equity sides, is directed by law to be (1 ) There has never been an impeachment

conformed to the practice of the sus in Virginia.
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The court of appeals consists of 5 chancellors and judges of the general

judges : any 3 make a quorum . This court (who did not pronounce the

court is at presentrequired to sit 250 judgment or decree to be reviewed ,)

days in the year, unless the business as will make the number at least 5 ;

can be suaner dispatched. It gene- and if all the judges of the court of

rally sits, from the 1st October to the appeals are so disqualified, the spe

15th April, with 3 short intervals. cial court of appeals is in likeman

VILI. A “ SPECIAL COURT OF AP- ner constituted, of chancellors and

PEALS." judges of the general court.

Whenever from permanent infir

mity of a judge of the court of ap
MISCELLANEOUS .

peals, and from one or more of the 35. Who is State Printer , & c . ?

remaining judges being interested in A. Thomas Richie, who resides at the

any suit there pending, a quorum of seat of government, ( Richmond . )

the court of appeals cannot be form 36. Who is the principal Bookseller

ed to try the suit ; a special court of at the seat of Government ?

appeals is formed of the judges ofthe A. There are some 3 or 4 book-sel

courtof appeals capable of attending lers here ; I am unable to say which ,

and disinterested, and as many ofl is the principal .
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gages ?

No. II. CONVEYANCE BY DEED, &c. 17. Generally, is there any thing

peculiar in respect to dower in your

1. What is the kind of Deed most state ?

in use in your state & c. is it that of 18. What Officers in your State

bargain and sale ?
are authorized , to take acknowledg

2. Does the legal possession pass ments and proofs of deeds and mort

without livery, & c . ?

3. In the creation of estates in fee, 19. What is the form of a certifi

or fee tail, are technical words ne- cate by such officer, when the gran

cessary , & c . ? tor acknowledges the execution?

4. Is the construction of common 20. What is the form when the ex

assurances, governed by the rules of ecution is proved before him , by the

common law ; or by the intent, &c. ? deposition of the subscribing wit

5. Are attesting witnesses &c. re- nesses ?

quired to conveyances ? 21. Must the grantor or witness

6. Must the deed be sealed ? subscribe the acknowledgment, or

7. Is a scroll sufficient ?
deposition ?

8. Are the common law requisites 22. Is the certificate to be under

for the perfection of Deeds&c. alter the seal, as well as the hand of the

ed in any particulars, in your state ? officer ?

9. Is it necessary to the validity 23. If a quaker is witness, what is

of a Deed as between the parties & c . the form of affirmation by your law ?

that it should be acknowledged by 24. If a grantor, mortgagor, or

the grantor, or proved by the witnes- witness, is in another state or territo

ses , and be recorded ? ry , what officers in such other state

10. As against bona fide subsequent & c . may take the acknowledgment of

purchasers and mortgagees ; must the the grantor, or deposition of the wit

prior deed or mortgage to affect ness , to the execution ?

them , be recorded : within what pe
25. Wherethe officer is of another

riod : in what office : will notice of state &c. what proof or instrument

the prior title , though unrecorded, must be made or annexed to his certi

bar the second incumbrancer ? ficate, showing he is such officer & c ?

11. May a feme 'covert convey 26. If grantors or witnesses are

estate held in her own right, and her dead , removed from the state, or can

dower in the husband's estate, &c. ? not be found ; is there any provision

12. Is this done by joining with in those cases for secondary proofs,

him in the conveyance , &c. ?
& c . ?

13. Is a private examination of the 27. If the grantor and witnesses

feme necessary , &c . ? are in a foreign country , and living

14. What officers may take this or dead, is there any provision for

examination , &c. ? caking an acknowledgment or proof

15. What is the form of a certifi- in such country ?

cate by the officer, where a feme cov 28. Are deeds and mortgages

ert acknowledges the execution , & c ? recorded, evidence ; by whom are

16. To bar the feme of dower in copies exemplified ?

the husband's estate ; is her joining 29. In what order, do mortgages

in the deed, and making such ac- take preference of each other ?

knowledgment, necessary in all ca 30. Is any time allowed after exe

cution , within which the mortgageses, & c . ?
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being recorded, a subsequent mort- | ance — the original or primary,feoff

gage gains no priority by first re- ment, gift, grant, lease, exchange,

gistering ?
and partition ; and the derivative

31. May deeds of mortgage, be ac- or secondary - release, confirmation ,

knowledged and proved in like man- surrender , assignment and defeasance;

ner in and out of the state, recorded all are legal and proper forms of

and have like competency in evi- conveyance , and all are occasionally

dence , as absolute deeds & c ? used .

32. In regard to the execution of Alienations by matter of record

deeds and mortgages in your state , private acts of assembly, and grants

is there any other thing to be obser- from the commonwealth , are of course

ved , & c . ? regular

A. In the following account of the Private acts , are founded always on

law of Virginia touching conveyan- very special circumstances, set forth

ees , wills and testaments, executors by petition, and strictly proved.

and administators, dower and courte Grants from the commonwealth ,

sy ; no attempt will be made to state though they pass regularly through

the common law doctrines on those the proper offices, are yet ofno ef

subjects, or to give a history of for- fect, unless made under express au

mer statutory provisions, and the thority of some law, general or spe

various alterations that have been cial : they are chiefly confined to

made from time to time : it is only waste and unappropriated lands, and

intended to exhibit the local laws on are regulated by a distinct system of

these several heads in their existing statutory provisions, called the land

state .
law . 1 Rev. Code. 1819. C. 99.

Instead of presenting the informa The other alienations by matter of

tion desired, in the order and man- record, fines and common recoveries,

ner the questions would prescribe, so common in England, were never

I have endeavoured to attain their (it is believed ) usual, perhaps never

object by combining under certain legal in Virginia ; and if ever legal,

general heads, all the particulars are not so now.

which they seem to include. This The statute of uses , 27 Hen . viii. c .

enables me to give a more connec- 10. has been always in force in Vir

ted view of the laws and regula- ginia.

tions which regard the transfer and Our ancestors brought with them

condition of real estate in Virginia , all the English statutes that had been

in the cases referred to , than could made in aid of the common law, of a

otherwise have been effected. ( 1) general nature, prior to the 4th year

I. Forms ofconveyances.
of James i. ( 1606 ) when they migra

The common law deeds of convey . ted : and though at the general re

vision in 1792, all the English stat

(1 ) The gentleman who sent me this ac

count relative to “ Conveyance by deed &c. much more trouble to himself, but in doing

No. Ir ," is also the contributor of the articles so, has given a higher value as well as a more

Wills ;"
;" " No. vi. Descents ; " “ No. finished character to the performance.

VII Distribution ; " " No. VIII . Dower and For reasons however before mentioned, and

Curtesy. " post.
merely to preserve the same set of questions

It will be observed that he has pursued the in relation to every state , they are prefixed

same method in each case, certainly with to mycorrespondent's reply. Ed.

« No. v .
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utes as such were repealed, the legis Il. Legal requisites of deeds.

lature at the same time, specially en With respect to the legal requisites

acted and inserted in its own statute for the formal perfection of deeds,

book , such ofthem as appeared wor- and the causes for which they may

thy of adoption , and among those, be avoided , the rules of the common

the statute of uses . 1 Rev. Code c . 99. law, and of equity, as understood

629. and practised in England , prevail in

All the statutory conveyances, Virginia, with one or two very triv

therefore, (meaning those which ial exceptions.

have their force and operation by the 1. Deeds of Indenture need not be

statute of uses) covenant to stand actually indented , for the statute of

seized to uses , bargain and sale, deco conveyances does not require it : 1

larations of uses, and revocations of Rev. Code, 361. c . 99. 1.

uses ; are proper and legal assu 2. Though deeds are required to

rances . be sealed , yet a scroll put to any in

Declarations of uses , are usually in- strument for a seal, is tantamount

serted in the original deed creating to an actual seal : Id . 510. C. 128.

the trust : Deeds of lease and release », 94 .

are very rare . Covenants to stand Indeed , the law has been held to

seized to uses, are yet more uncom- be the same, independently of the

mon : indeed , no instance is remem- statutes : 1 Wash. 43. 2 Id . 63.

bered of a conveyance in this form , III. Construction and operation

so designed ; but other assurances, of deeds.

which owing to some technical im The technical rules ofthe common

perfection cannot operate in the form law for the construction of deeds and

intended, are , when made to kins- other instruments (as laid down %

men , held to enure as covenants to Bl. Com . 379, 382 ,) are universally

stand seized , in Virginia as in En- respected in Virginia ; and in gen

gland. 2 Wms. Saund . 97, n . 1. eral, the common law doctrines con

4 Munf. 473. cerning the operation of deeds, also

Far the most usual method of con- prevail.

veyance, is the deed of bargain and But there are several statutory

sale, in the very simplest form . provisions, some adopted from En

Even gifts and exchanges are gen- glish statutes, and some originaland

erally thrown into that form , by the perhaps peculiar to Virginia, which

insertion of a nominal pecuniary con- may be referred to this head .

sideration , and in exchanges making 1. Alienations greater than the estate

two deeds ofbargain and sale, instead ofgrantor ---effect of.

of one deed of exchange and a coun It is provided, that alienations and

terpart. ( 1) warranties of realty, purporting to

( 1) It may be proper at this place to notice appointed by the court,may make leases for

certain special conveyances, authorised by any term ending when the ward shall attain to

statule , as : 14 years of age. Ibid. c . 108. Guardians. § 15.

1. Conveyances of infant's estates.
Where an infant is seized of an estare as

Testamentary guardians may lease the real trustee or mortgagee , his guardian, on petition

estate of their wards, for any term ending of any party interested to the proper superi

when their wards shall attain to fall age, or our court of chancery , by order of such court

longer as the ward shall elect : and guardians on a hearing,may execute any deed or perform
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convey a greater estate than the al concerning the destruction of re

ienor may lawfully convey, shall mainders : Fear. ( 5th ed . ) 340 .

operate as alienations and warran- Cont. Rem . C. 5.

ties of such estate as he may lawful 3. Warranty ofthe ancestor , bars the

ly convey , but shall not pass or bar heir, to the value of assets descending.

the residue ofthe estate purported to If the alienor bind himself and his

be conveyed. 1 Rev. Code. 368. c . heirs to warranty , and any heritage

99, $ 20. descend to the demandant from the

The only effect of this provision side of the alienor, the demandant

is supposed to be, that a conveyance shall be barred for the value of the

of a fee by the tenant of a particular estate descended ; and if the heritage

cstate , shall be as effectual to pass descend to the demandant after his

his own interest, as if it purported recovery, remedy is given to the

to convey that interest : it does not tenant to recover againsthim , of the

affect the grantee's remedy against seisin warranted , to the value of the

the grantór upon the warranty ; it estate descended. 1 Rev. Cod . C. 99.

only protects the remainder. $ 21. ( adopted from stat. of Glo . 4 Ed.

2. Remainder, destruction of the i. stat. 2. c . 6. 4 Ann. C. 16. 21.)

particular estateeffect of.
4. Entails abolished .

Neither the alienation of a partic Entails, were abolished in Virgin

ular estate on which a remainder de ia very soon after the commencement

pends, whether by deed or will, nor of the revolution .

the union of the particular estate By an act, Oct. 7 , 1776, all es

with the inheritance, by purchase or tates tail previously created and

descent, shall so operate , by merger then existing, were converted into

or otherwise , as to defeat, impair, or estates in fee simple ; and it was en

otherwise affect the remainder. Ibid , acted, that every estate afterwards

The reason and effect of this pro- limited , so that, as the law aforetime

vision , will be apparent on examina- was, such estate would have been an

tion of the common law doctrines estate tail, should be deemed and

any act, which the trustee or mortgagee , if in a personalfund, and the infant die before

of fulf age , might execute or perform , and attaining to full age , it shall be deemed and

such deeds shall be as valid ; only, the infant descend as real estate, Ibid . § 16. 17, 18, 19,

shall not be bound by any warranty , or other 20, 21 , 22, 23.

covenant therein contained . Ibid. § 13. (adop
This last is a very recent provision : for

ted from 7 Ann c. 19. § 12.) *:
merly, infants real estates could only be sold

The court may , in like manner, empower under authority of a special act of assembly.

à guardian to make or take surrenders of for .

mer leases , or to make or take new leases,
II. Conveyances under decree in chancery.

charging the wards estate with the fines and The courts of chancery may also, when

other expenses. Ibid . § 14, ( 29 Geo.ii, c. 31 ) they decree the sale of any property , ap

The superiour courts of chancery may, point a commissioner to make a conveyance

moreover , order an infants estate to be sold , to the purchaser under the decree ; and such

if his interest require such a sale ; and direct conveyance shall be as valid to pass and ex

the proceeds of sale to be invested in other tinguish the right of the party on whose be

real estate , or otherwise, as shall be most half it is executed , as if executed , by such

beneficial to the infant ; But the mode of party in person : with the usual saving in

proceeding is very precisely and cautiously favour of infants, absentees &c. Ibid c. 66 .

prescribed ; and if the proceeds be invested ! $ 41. (adopted from 7 Ann. c. 19. § 1. 2.)
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continue an estate in fee simple : and instead of a failure of issue restrained

with respect both to existing estates within the allowed limits of execik

tail, and such estates subsequently tory devises, as established by the

limited, thus made estates in fee sim- common law. Fear . ( 5 ed .) 444. Ex .

ple, the same were discharged ofall Dev . c . 3 .

conditions restraining alienation be Therefore, the legislature enacted

fore the donee shall have issue, so at the late revision , that every con

that the donees or persons in whom tingent limitation by deed or will,

such estate had vested or should vest, made to depend on the dying of any

should have the samepower over them , person without heirs, or heirs of the

as if they were pure and absolute fees. body, or issue, or issue of the body,

In the construction of this act, it or children , or offspring, or descen

was held , that it embraced implied dant, or other relative, shall be held

as well as express estates tail ; and and interpreted a limitation to take

that if a contingent remainder were effect when such person shall die, not

limited on an implied estate tail, the having such heir &c. living at the

conversion of such implied estate time of his death , or born to him

tail into a fee simple, did not con- within ten months thereafter, unless

vert the contingent remainder into the intention of such limitation be

an executory devise, but such con- otherwise and plainly declared on

tingent remainder was forever bar- the face of the deed or will creating

red by force of the statute : 1 Call it. Ibid . 369. 9 26.

165, which was followed in many 9. Remainder , to a child to be be

subsequent cases . gotten , vests in a posthumous child .

In consequence of these decisions, Where an estate is limited in re

the legislature at the revision of 1819 , mainder to a child of any person to

enacted , that every estate in lands, be begotten, such child though born

limited by deed or will, after the after the parent's death, shall take

1st Jan. 1820, so that as the law was the estate in the same manner as if

before the 7th Oct. 1776, such estate born in the parent's life time, al

would have been an estate tail , though no estate has been created to

should be deemed an estate in fee support the contingent remainder

simple, as if limited by technical after his death . Ibid . § 28. ( adopted

words appropriate at commom law from 108: 11 Will. iii. c. 16.9 1.)

to create a fee simple ; and that ev 7. Limitations of estates in futuro.

erylimitation on such an estate By the common law ( as ably ex
should be held valid , if the same pounded by Fear. Ex. Dev . c . 1.)

would be valid when limited upon an limitations of estates to take effect

estate in fee simple created by tech- in futuro,were indulged only to wills

nical language. 1 Rev. Cod. 368, 9. and testaments , or deeds declaring

C. 99. $ 22, 25 . trusts, and not to common law con

5. Executory limitations. veyances strictly so called .

Executory devises , are very com The court of appeals of Virginia,

mon and very favourite limitations exploded this distinction in regard to

in Virginia ; but they have often executory limitations of personalty ;

failed in consequence of their being 2 Call 315. 3 Call 50. and the legis

limited , by testators ignorant of the lature at the late revision , enacted ,

law , on the too remote contingency that thenceforth , an estate of freehold

of a general failure of heirs or issue, or of inheritance, may be made to
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commence in futuro, by deed, in like knowledged by the donor, and re

manner as by will. 1 Rev. Cod. c.99. corded according to law : but the

369, 370. 28 . provision extends only to cases in

8. Trust estates, liable to the debts which possession remains with the

of the cestui que trust. donor, and not to gifts of slaves

Trust estates of every kind, are whereof actual possession has been

subject to the debts of the cestuis que at any time given to the donee, and

trust, as if they owned the like inter- remained with him or some person

est in the thing, which they own in claimingunder him . Ibid . c . 111.9 51.

the use or trust. Ibid . 30. ( adopted IV. Registry of deeds.

from 29 Car. ii. C. 3. 10.) 1. All deeds ( except gifts ofslaves not

9. Attornment to reversioners or accompanied with possession in the

remaindermen , not necessary. donee, just above mentioned,) are by

Grants of rents, or of reversions, the law of Virginia , good and effec

or remainders, are good and effec- tual, as between the parties, except

tual without attornments of the te- married women, whether or not at

nants ; but no tenant, who , before tested by subscribing witnesses, or

notice of the grant, shall have paid proved and registered : ( recorded in

the rent to the grantor, shall be the language of the Virginia law.)

damaged thereby. Ibid. 32.( adopt- But no estate of inheritance,or

ed from 4 Ann . c . 16. 9. 10.) freehold , or for a term of more than

10. Attornment to strangers, void & c. five years in lands or tenements,

The attornment of a tenant to any shall be conveyed from one to ano

stranger, shall be void, unless it be ther, unless the conveyance be decla

with consent of such tenant's land- red by writing, sealed and delivered :

lord , or pursuant to , or in conse And all such conveyances ; all co

quence of, the judgment of a court of venants and agreements, in conside

law, or the order or decree of a court ration of marriage, touching either

of equity. Ibid. 34. ( adopted from real or personal estate ; all deeds

11 Geo. ii. c . 19. 11.) of bargain and sale or other convey

11. Words of inheritance not neces ances whatsoever, of lands, tene

sary , where intent appears & c. ments, and hereditaments, whether

By an act of 1785 (which took passing a freehold or inheritance, or

effect on the 1stof Jan. 1787,) every term of years, and deeds of settle

estate in lands, thereafter granted, ment upon marriage whether ofreal

conveyed ordevised to one, although or personal estate, wherein property

words deemed necessary at common shall be settled , or covenanted to be

law to pass an estate of inheritance I left or paid at the death of the party

be not added, shall be deemed a fee or otherwise ; and all deeds of trust

simple, if a less estate be not limited and mortgages whatsoever ; shall be

by express words, or do not appear void as against purchasers for valu

to have been given by construction able consideration ,without notice, and

or operation of law . Ibid . 369. 27. all creditors ; unless proved by three

12. Gift of slaves to be proved anil witnesses at least, or acknowledged

recorded , except & 'c. by the parties sealing and delivering

Gifts of slaves are invalid, unless the same, and lodged with the clerk of

made by will duly proved and re- the proper courtto be recorded , in the

corded , or by deed in writing, pro- manner hereafter explained. 1 Rev.

ved by two witnesses at least, or ac - i Cod. ( Conveyances, ) c . 99.9 1.2. 4 .

43
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And when conveyances on which of chancery in England, are under

the law requires livery of seisin , stood to prevail in Virginia.

( feoffments, ) are proved or acknow And it is provided by the statute ,

ledged in order to be recorded, the thrat title bonds, or other written

livery of seisin shall in like manner contracts relating to lands, may be

be proved, or acknowledged, and re- proved or acknowledged and record

corded with the deed on which it shall cd like conveyances of land ; which

be made. Ibid . 3 . shall be legal notice to subsequent

2. Place of registry & c.
purchasers, of the existence of such

Deeds of real estate mustberecord - bond or contract. Ibid. Ş 13.

ed in the county or corporation court,
4. Manner ofproof.

of the county or corporation , ( they
Deeds may be proved by the wit

may not be recorded in a circuit nesses, or acknowledged by the par

court) in which the estate or some ties, before the county or corporation

part thereof lies. court, ofthe county or corporation in

Deeds respecting the title of per

which the property lies, in open

sonal chattels, which by law ought to court; or, before therespectiveclerks

be recorded , must be recorded in the of theseveral county and corporation

county or corporation court, of the courts, ortheir deputies in the clerks

county or corporation in which such offices; or,they may be acknowledged

property shall remain ; and if the (though they may not be proved by

party claiming title under such deed, witnesses) before any two justices of

permit the chattels or any part of the peace for any county or corpora

them to be removed to another coun
tion , within the United States, or any

ty or corporation, and do not within territory thereof, or the district of

twelve months after such removal. Columbia, and by them certified un

cause the deed to be certified to the der seal, to the clerk of the proper

court of such other county or corpo
court, in the form , or to the effect ofthe

ration, and lodged with the clerk form , prescribed by the statute. (1 )

thereof to be recorded , such deed for

such time as it shall not be so rc
( 1 ) The statutory form of the cer

corded and for so much ofthe
tificate is, this :

anew,

property as shall be so removed, will We A. B. and C. D. justices of the
county (or corporation , set.

be void as to purchasers for valuable peace in the county (or corporation]

consideration without notice, and as aforesaid, in the state ( territory or

to all creditors. Ibid . § 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 6 , district of — do hereby certify , that

11 , 17.
E. F. a party (or E. F. and G. H.

parties toa certain deed bearing date

Absolute sales or gifts of chattels , the day of and hereto an

accompanied with possession, in the nexed , personally appeared before us,

vendee or donee, need not be record - in our county (or corporation) afore

ed ; they stand on the common law, said, and acknowledged the same to

be his for their] act and deed , and de

3. Effect of registry as notice & c. sired usto certify the said acknowledg

The due registry of deeds is thus ment to the clerk of thecounty (or cor

made legal notice to subsequent pur- poration ) court of — in order that

chasers, whether they have notice in the said deed may be recorded. Given

fact or not.
under our hands and seals, this

day of - -

As to notice infact, actual or con A. B. seal. )

structive, the doctrines of the court C.D. seal.
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Or if the party who shall sign and 2. And as to all other conveyan

seal the deed , reside not in the U. ces , covenants , agreements and deeds

States or in any territorythereof, the whatsoever, if they be proved, ac

acknowledgment of such party, or knowledged or certified , and deliv

the proof by the number of witnes- ered to the clerk of the proper court

ses requisite, of the sealing and de- to be recorded , within eight months

livery of the writing, before any after the sealing and delivery there

court of law , or the mayor or other of, they take effect and are valid , as

chief magistrate ofany city , town or to all persons, from the time of seal

corporation, of the country in which ing and delivery ; ifnot within eight

the party shall dwell, certified by months, then from the time when ac

such court, mayor, or chief magis- knowledged , proved or certified , and

trate, in the manner such acts are delivered to the clerk of the proper

usually authenticated by them, shall court to be recorded, and from that

be effectual for the admission thereof time only.

to record. Ibid . , 5, 6, 7.
If two or more deeds embracing

When the party interested in the the same property, be delivered to

due registry, has in this mannerpro- the clerk to be recorded on the same

cured his deed to be proved or ac- day, that which was first executed

knowledged, he has only to lodge it has the preference. Ibid . 12.

with the clerk to be by him recorded; 6. Conveyances by femes covert.

he has then done all that the law ic When husband and wife have ex

quires of him to give him the bene- ecuted any deed, conveying any es

fit of a due registry ; it is the clerk's , tate or interest, ifshe appear in court,

duty to record it ; after being record- and being examined privily and a

ed , the grantee is entitled to the ori- part from her husband by one of the

ginal. judges thereof, shall declare to him ,

If thedeed convey different parcels that she freely and willingly sealed

of property, in different countics or and delivered the said writing, to

corporations, it must be recorded in be then shown and explained to her,

the county or corporation courts of and wishes not to retract it, and

each ; to which end , it is certified shall before such court acknowledge

from the clerk of one, to the clerk of the said writing, so again shown to

the other, or by the justices in the her, to be her act and deed ; such

first instance, to the clerks of all. privy examination, acknowledgment

5. Time of registry, and time from and declaration, shall be entered of

which the registry operates. record in such court.

1. All deeds of trust and mortga Or, if before any twojustices ofthe

ges , whensoever they may be proved, peace, for any county or corporation

acknowledged, or certified , and de- in any state, or territory of the U.

livered to the clerk of the proper States, or for the district of Colum

court to be recorded , take effect and bia , such named woman being exam

are valid as to all subsequentpurcha- ined privily and apart from her hus

sers for valuable consideration, with - band, and having the instrument ful

out notice, from the time when they ly explained to her, shall acknowl

shall be so proved , acknowledged or edge the same to be her act and

certified , and delivered to the clerk deed, and shall declare that she wil

ofthe proper court to be recorded, lingly signed, sealed and delivered

and from that time only. the same, and that she wishes not to
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retract it ; and such privy examni- her and her heirs, her dower or

nation , acknowledgment and decla- other interest in real estate which

ration , shall be certified by such jus- she may have, at the date of the deer .

tices under their hands and seals,
If the wife be not in the U. States,

by certificate annexed to the said or in the territories thereof, or in the

writing, in the form , or to the effect district of Columbia , a commission

ofthe form , prescribed by the stat- |( it is exactly the English dedimus

ute ; ( 1 ; and such certificate shall potestatem ) shall be issued by the

be offered for record to the clerk of clerk of the court in which the deed

the court in which it ought to be ought to be recorded , and directed

recorded ; it shall be the duty of the to any two judges or justices of any

clerk to record the certificate along court of law , or to the mayor or oth

with thedeed to which it is annexed. er chief magistrate of any city, town

And when such privy examination, or corporation of thecountry in which

acknowledgment and declaration, of the wife shall be ; and in the execu

a married woman , shall have been tion of such commission, the person

so taken in court and entered of re- or persons to whom it is directed,

eord , or so certified by two magis- shall take and certify the privy ex

trates and delivered to the clerk to amination,
acknowledgment and de

be recorded ; and the deed also shallclaration of the wife , in the same

have heen duly acknowledged or pro- manner as justices of thepeace in the

ved as to thehusband and delivered U. States ; and such certificate, cer

to the clerk to be recorded as to him ; tified in the form and with the solem

such deed shall be as effectual in law, nity usual in other acts, and deliv

to pass all the right, title and inter - ered together with the commission

estof the wife, as if she had been an to the clerk of the proper courttobe

unmarried woman : saving, that no recorded, shall with the commission

covenant or warranty in the deed, be recorded by him together with the

shall bind the wife or her heirs, fur- deed to which they are annexed ; and

ther than to convey effectually from shall be as effectual in law as a cer

tificate , in like case , by two justicesof

(1 ) The statutory form of the certificate the peace within the U. States. Ibid.

is this :

$ 15, 16 .

county (or corporation ] sct. We A.

It is obvious that the recording of
B. and C D justices of the peace in tbe county

( or corporation) aforesaid, in the state (territo- the privy examination, acknowledg

ry or district ) of do bereby certify that ment and declaration ofthe wife, ( or

E H wife of G. H. purties to a certain deed, which is equivalent, lodging them

bearing dute on the day of -and bereunto with the clerk to be recorded ) is es

annexed, personally appeared before us , in the sential to make the deed binding on

county (or corporation ) aforesaid ; and being ex . her.

amined by us privily and apartfrom ber busband,

Such is the present stateof the lawand buving tbe deed uforesaid fully expluined 80

of registry in Virginia ; but very
ber, sbe tbe said E. H. acknowledged tbe same

to be ber act and deed, and declared that she many of the provisions above men

bad willingly signed , sealed and delivered the tioned, especially those that relate

same, and tbat sbe wisbed not to retract it. to the place and manner of proving

Given under our bands and seals this -day and registering deeds, are either of

of A B. (SEAL)
recent origin, or recently modified

C. D. (SEAL)" into the present form .
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V. Miscellaneous provisions. only say they “solemnly affirm ," in

1. It has been very lately held by stead of swearing ; and the words,

the court of appeals, that an office so help me God , ” at the end, are

copy of a deed duly recorded , is pri- omitted : in every other respect, the

mary evidence, as good as the origi- form of affirmation is the same with

nal : there had been great diversity that of an oath.

of opinion and of practice in this par 5. There is no mode prescribed

ticular.

fortaking the depositions (in the com

2. By express provision of the stat- mon acceptation ofthe word of wit

ute, every partition of land, every nesses in a different state or foreign

assignment of dower of land, under country, nor of adducing secondary

any order or decree of court, and ev. evidence, when the witnesses are

ery judgment or decree , by which dead or absent, for the purpose ofre

land shall be recovered , shall be du- cording the deed : all the various modes

ly recorded in the county or corpo- of proof for that purpose, have been

ration court, of the county or corpo- already mentioned.

ration in which the land or part If a deed is to be used as evidence

thereofshall lie ; and until so record- in a pending suit, and has never been

ed , such partition, assignment, judg- recorded, and the subscribing wit

ment, or decree, shall not be recei- ness or witnesses reside out of the

ved in evidence in support of any commonwealth, a commission may

rightclaimed by virtue thereof. Ibid . be obtained to take their depositions,

14.
on this, as on other matters in con

3. The certificate of the due proof troversy ; and secondary evidence

or acknowledgment, and recording is admissible in such cases, under

of deeds, by the clerks charged with the like circumstances which would

the duty of recording them , is the make it admissible in other cases .

simplest imaginable : he states on The due and full proof of a deed ,

the deed, the fact of proofor acknow- upon which the law authorises the

ledgment in open court, or before recording of it, and on which it is in

him in his office, or he refers to the fact registered , dispenses with the

certificate of proof or acknowledg- production of the subscribing wit

ment, by magistrates, annexed to the nesses at any trial in which it is of

instrument; and certifies, that it is fered in evidence.

accordingly duly recorded . In all trials , where the parties to

He records the probate as well as the deed only are concerned , proofof

the instrument ; and if a copy be cal- execution by a single witness is suf

led for, he gives a copy of the whole ficient, as at common law : so too, as

deed and probate, and certifies it “ a against subsequent purchasers not

true copy." for valuable consideration , or with

If the paper is to be used out of notice in fact: butas against purcha

the state , he authenticates it with sers for valuable consideration and

the seal of his court. without notice , and all creditors, no

4. In all cases , where Quakers or thing but a due registration will give

others, who have religious scruples the deed effect.

against taking an oath , are witness 6. The peculiar provision touch

es, their solemn affirmation is taken ing mortgages and deeds of trust,

instead of an oath. No particular that they shall take effect from the

form is prescribed by law . They Itime they are delivered to the clerk
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to be recorded “as to all persons," credit are due to his official acts, uu

is understood to give priority to a der his notarial seal; and the Ame

subsequent deed of trust or mortgage rican consul certifies under his con

duly recorded, over a prior one not sular seal, the official character both

duly recorded, though the second of the mayor and notary , and that

mortgagee or cestui que trust, have no- full faith and credit are due to their

tice infact, ofthefirst. official acts.

It was not so formerly : the pro 8. As to the authentication offor

vision was introduced into the code eign instruments to be used in Vir

at the late revision , and took effect ginia, there are two sets of provisions

on the 1st Jan. 1820. in force, though not co -extensive

Nor is the law so now, in respect state and federal. Const. U S. art. 4.

to any other deeds.
§ 1. Laws U. S. 1 Cong. 2 Sep. c. 11.

7. When the acknowledgment of 8 Cong. 1 Sep. c . 56. 1 Rev. Cod. of

a deed to be recorded in Virginia, is Va . c . 100.

taken before two justices of any of The laws ofthe U. States prescribe

the United States ( other than justices the method of authenticating publick

of Virginia,) the character of the acts, records and judicial proceedings,

justices must be verified in the man- and of exemplifications, from the of

ner usual in the state, or territory, fice books of the courts of jus

where the act is done. tice, and publick offices, of each state

It is usual, that the character of and territory of the union ; and the

the magistrates, should be certified effect of such authentications and

by a notary publick under his nota- exemplifications in every other state

rial seal, or by the clerk of the court and territory ; and in the cases to

to which the magistrates belong, un- which they apply, it is sufficient in

der his official seal; sometimes, a Virginia, if the federal laws be com

certificate of the chief justice of the plied with .

land under his seal, accrediting the The statute of Virginia is in some

notary or the clerk , is added ; some respects more extensive : it applies

times the certificate of the secretary not only to documents from other

of state ,under his official scal ; and states of the union , but from all for

sometimes,even the certificate of the eign nations.

governor under the great seal. It provides , that deeds acknow

So, when the acknowledgment or ledged by the party making thesame,

proof of the deed is made in a foreign or proved by the requisite number of

country , the character of the officers witnesses, before any court of law ,

who take such proof or acknowledg- or the mayor or other chief magis

ment mustbe verified in the manner trate of any city, town or corpora

usual there ; to which the certificate tion , of the country in which the par

of the American consul ( if there be ty shall dwell, and certified by such

one there) under the consular seal, court, mayor or chief magistrate, in

accrediting all the foreign officers, the manner such acts are usually au

is invariably added . thenticated by them ; and all policies

As for example: if the proof be be- of assurance ,charter parties, powers

fore the lord mayorofLondon,he cer- of attorney , foreign judgments, spe

tifies the fact under his official seal ; cialties on record, registers of births

a notary publick certifies, that he is and marriages, as have been or shall

kord mayor, and that full faith and be made & c. in due form , according
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to the laws of such state , kingdom to the abrogation of the statute of

& c . and attested by a notary publick Car. ii.) are recognized by the

with a testimonial from the proper courts of justice .

officer of the city , county , corpora

tion or borough, where such notary No. III. JUDGMENT, (EXECUTION)

shall reside; or the great seal of such &c.

state , kingdom &c. shall be evidence

in all the courts of record in Virgin . 33. Do judgments bind real pro

ia, as if the same had been proved in perty, and may it be sold on execu

those courts : saving, that these pro- tion in your state ?

visions shall not be construed in any A. In Virginia, judgments bind a

manner, to alter the method of taking moiety of the real estate of the debtor ;

and certifying the privy examination but in general such estate cannot be

of any femecovert, or in any other re- sold on execution. Our law on this

spect to alter or repeal the laws re- subject resembles that of England .

regulating conveyances . 34. From what time is a judgment

9. The statute againstconveying or cor decree in equity ,) a lien on real

taking pretensed titles, ( 32 Hen . viii . estate , against alienation of the debt.

6. 9. 2, 3.) was always in force in or, & c . ?

Virginia, and is now part of her own A. The lien operates against the ali

code. 1 Rev. Cod . c. 102. enation of the debtor, from the date

It prohibits the conveying or ta- of the judgment, (or decree in equi

king, or bargaining to convey or ty) that is, from the day when it is

take, any pretensed title to any lands rendered or made final : but the cred

or tenements, unless the vendor or itor,to preserve his lien on the lands

those under whom he claims, shall of the debtor against bona fide pur

have been in possession of thesame, chasers, must issue his elegit within

or of the reversion or remainder a year, or enter in the record book,

thereof, one whole year next before, that he elects to charge the goods

on pain of forfeiting the whole value , and half the lands ; which , for this

one moiety to the commonwealth , purpose, is equal to issuing the elegit :

and the other to the qui tum relator ; if he do neither within the year, he

but any person in lawful possession , may , on motion , be allowed to enter

may buy a pretensed title, so far, such election nunc pro tunc, as a

and so far only, as it may confirm his gainst the debtor, but not against an

former estate . intervening purchaser.

10. With respect to the statutes If, after the expiration of the year ,

for preventing frauds and perjuries, he sue out a scire facias, whereupon

it is sufficient to say here, ( 1 ) that the judgment be revived , the lien is

the statutes of 13 Eliz . C. 5. § 2, 3, thereby revived also ; but to operate

6-27 Eliz . C. 4.9 2, 3 , 4 ,6.-29 Car. prospectively, and not to have a re

ii . c . 3. 1 , 2, 4. are part of the sta- trospective effect, so as to avoid

tutory code of Virginia ; 1 Rev. Cod. mesne alienations. ( 2 Call. 186 , 187.)

C. 101. and that all the doctrines of It is also provided (act Feb. 25th ,

the courts of law and equity in En- 1819,) " that every sale, conveyance

gland, touching the construction and and transfer of any lands or tene

application of those statutes ( though ments, made by any person charged

amounting in some instances, almost in execution for any debt or dama

( 1) Sce miscellaneous head , No. XI . ges , shall be absolutely null and void ,
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as to the creditor or creditors at 39. Is a prior judgment in an Ist

whose suit he is so charged in exe- feriour court, a lieu on lands without

cution ; unless such sale, transfer or its jurisdiction , &c. ?

conveyance , be absolute and bona A. Before the act of 1772 , c. 5, au

fide, and be made for the payment thorizing the issuing of any writ of

of the debt and damages due to such execution from the court of one coun

creditor or creditors, and the pro- ty , into any other county ,) the judg

ceeds of such sale, conveyance or ment of a county court could only

transfer, be paid, or be secured to be bind the lands in the samecounty.

paid within a reasonable time, to In 2. Call. 186 it is said , that that

such creditor or creditors : and that act is supposed at present, though not

all executions of capias ad satisfaci- decided, to extend the lien to all the

endum levied after the commence- lands in the country ; " but in my

ment ofthat act, ( Jan. 1. 1820, ) shall opinion , this position is very questi

bind the real estate of the defendant onable in relation to the rights of bo

from the time when they shall be le- na fide purchasers of lands, or cred

vied . ” itors obtaining judgments, in other

35. What is the order of priority counties.

among judgment creditors, in res It appears to me, that a judgment

pect of lands ? in an inferiour court, cannot give a

A. The order of priority among lien on lands without its jurisdiction ,

judgment creditors, as to lands, is as against alienation of the debtor,

determined by the priority of judg- or against a subsequent judgment

ment. ( See Gilb . on execut. 55,56.) creditor, in a different court, and

36. Does a judgment bind, after lands within a different jurisdiction.

acquired land ? 40. Is there any Court in which

A. A judgment does not bind after a Judgment will bind the lands, in

acquired land . every county ?

37. In respect of chattels,has the A. A judgment obtained in the gen

first judgment, or first execution de - eral court, will certainly bind the

livered, the preference ? lands ofthe defendant in every coun

A. In respect of chattels, as between ty , against other creditors obtaining

creditors, the property of the goods subsequent judgments.

is bound generally , from the time of 41. Can execution be taken out at

delivery of the execution to the sher- once, in every county, &c. ?

iff or other officer ; and if two or A. Execution cannotbe taken out at

more writs of execution be delivered once , in every county ; but it may

against the same person in the same issue from one county to another :

day, that first delivered is to be first for it is provided that, " where judg

satisfied . 1. Rev. cod. 529.
ment shall be obtained in any court

By a late law, the capias ad satis- of record within this commonwealth ,

faciendum binds the property of the for any debt or damages, and the

goods of the debtor, from the time of person against whom such judgment

Levying such writ. shall be obtained , shall remove him

38. In respect of chattels, may the self or his effects, or shall reside out

debtor alienate, before execution de- of the limits of the jurisdiction of

livered ?
such court, it shall be lawful for the

1. Yes ; provided such alienation be clerk of the court where judgment

not fraudulent.
was given , at the request of the
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party for whom the same was ren- , deed must recite the execution, pur

dered , to issue a writ of fieri facias chase and consideration , and is ef

or capias ad satisfaciendum , or any fectual for passing all the estate and

other legal or proper writ of execution , interest which the debtor or com

or attachment for the non - perform- monwealth had, and mightlawfully

ance of a decree in chancery, ( as the part with , in the land .

case may require ,) in the form and No previous confirmation of the

under the teste herein before prescri- sale by the court, is necessary to

bed , and to direct the same to the give validity to the deed. If there

sheriff of any county, or serjeant of be fraud , or irregularity , there is no

any corporation within this com- summary remedy.

monwealth , where the defendant or 44. Before real estate can be sold

debtor , or his goods shall be found ; on execution , must it be appraised

which said sheriff or other officer , to and sale delayed , until it brings the

whom the same shall be directed, is appraised value, or some propor

hereby empowered and required to tion, & c. ?

serve and execute the same, and shall A. In such cases , the land must be

make return thereof to the court valued by sworn valuers, and if, in

where the judgment was given . ” 1 their opinion , or in the opinion of

Rev. Cod. 529. See answer to No. such other person as may be by law

39. directed , the estate cannot be sold

42. Can execution issue immedi- for three fourths of its value, the

ately after judgment, against real sale is to be upon three months cred

estate of the debtor, and that be sold it; the sheriff or other officer taking

without any previous appraisment bond of the purchaser with sufficient

& c . and on what conditions as to pay- surety or sureties for the payment,

ment ? to the chief magistrate of this com

A. A writ of elegit may issue imme- monwealth for the time being.

diately after judgment, but in gen No sale of lands under an executi

eral , no writ can issue to sell the real on on behalf of the commonwealth

estate of the debtor ; except, in cases i to take place, but in the presence of

of receivers of publick money indebt- at least two of the six valuers di

ed to the commonwealth , or debtors rected to be appointed, by each coun

and their sureties in recognizances, ty or corporation court.

binding the lands as well as the Where it appearsby their opinion,

goods and chattels of the recogni- that three fourths of its value can be

Zors . obtained for the land, the sale is to

43. In such case , is a Deed made be for ready money .

and delivered to the party , before 45. Is there any writ of levari fa

acknowledgment of it by such officer cias , elegit, extent, &c. in your state ?

in court, or confirmation by the A. The writ of levarifacias is obso

court, valid : If fraud or irregularity, lete in Virginia ; but the extent upon

is there any summary redress ? a recognizance, or upon a judgment

A. In the last mentioned cases, the against an heir upon the bond of his

land sold is conveyed to the purcha- ancestor, is yet in full force. ( See 3.

ser, at his costs, by the sheriff or Tuck . Bl. 421.)

other officer, by deed in writing seal 46. Are there any laws, to delay

ed and recorded as the laws direct or impair the remedy on execu

for other conveyances of land ; which I tion , by suspension, appraisment,
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and a minimum fixed, &c. or con- of attorney , be entered in vacation ?

straining the creditor to receive oth- A. In general, the defendant to any

er than lawful money & c. ? action (in the courts ofVirginia ) can

A. No such laws are in force in Vir- not confess a judgment in vacation ,

ginia ; except that a forthcoming bond so as to be obligatory upon him, and

may be given for delivery of the pro- final ; but by act ( Feb. 25th, 1819 ) it is

perty taken in execution , at the day provided , that any person ( 1 ) in any

and place of sale ; whereupon the civil action, on any original or mesne

sheriff is to return the property to process, and desirous of availing

the defendant. himselfof the privileges given to in

When such bond is given , the solvent debtors, may confess a judg

creditors' lien upon the property of ment in the clerk's office at any time

the debtor by virtue of the writ of during vacation , for the whole a

fieri facias, is not thereby released , mount of the plaintiff's demand in

but continues until such bond is for his writ or declaration set forth , and

feited. See 3. Munf. 417 . costs, or such part thereof as the

Judgments on forfeited forthcom- plaintiff may be willing to accept a

ing bonds are to be obtained , by mo- judgment for.

tion to the court in a summary way, Such judgment, to be entered of

on ten days previous notice, until the record by the clerk , and be final, and

1st day of April 1822; after which have the same validity as if entered

day, the clerk ofthe court where any in open court; and the defendant

such bond shall be lodged , is to a- may thereupon discharge himself

ward execution thereupon, when re- from confinement in the same man

quested by the plaintiff or his attor- ner, as if the judgment had been ren

ney.
dered in court.

No arbitrary appeal, or appeal as 50. Can judgments be entered on

of right, is allowed to be taken from warrant of atty . before the debt is

a judgment on a forthcoming bond ; payable ?

but a writ of error or supersedeas 51. In such case , is the judgment

may be obtained for good cause an incumbrance,against a subsequent

shown. judgment for debts due, and follow

47. What security is required , cd by immediate execution ?

that the property shall not be wasted, 1. All powers of attorney for con

and be forth coming ? fessing or suffering judgment to pass

A. Good security is required to be by default,or otherwise, and all gen

taken in the forthcoming bond ; and , eral releases of error , made or to be

for the purpose of exonerating him- made, by any person or persons

self, the surety has the right to deliv- whatsoever within the common

er the property at the day appointed wealth , before action brought, are de

for the sale, if he can on that day, clared absolutely null and void , by

peaceably obtain possession thereof. act of assembly . 1. Rev. Cod. 512.

(3. Munf. 417. ) 52. If after sale and conveyance

48. May the debtor redeem land of land on execution, the judgmentis

sold on execution, &c. ? reversed ; does the estate revert, &c.?

A. In the cases where lands are law . 1. A purchaser under a judgment

fully sold by execution , the debtor and execution, shall not have his ti

cannot redeem . tle impeached, upon the judgments'

49. May judgments on warrant (1) " in custody " -probably. Ed.
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being afterwards reversed ; but the imprisoned debtor shall himself bear

injured party shall be restored to the charges of his maintenance .

the money arising from the sale.e. Tothisprinciple there areexcep

( 1. Wash. 313.)
tions : but it is incumbent on a par

53. Is the Ca. Sa. allowed in the ty claiming an exemption from the

first instance : are bail exonerated general principle, to be able to sus

by surrender of the principal ? tain it by a fair construction of the

A. The judgment creditor, may im- laws. per JudgeRoane. Ibid .

mediately take out a ca. sa. if he But where an insolvent prisoner is

thinks proper.
not able to pay his ordinary prison

Bail to the action (with us called fees , the creditor is bound to pay them ,

special bail , ) are exonerated by sur- until he agree to release him ; and if

render of the principal. the creditor, upon notice given him

54. May the debtor be imprisoned or his attorney, refuse to give secu

for any sum ; are none exempted,&c.? rity to the sheriff or jailor, for the

A. The ca. sl . against the body of a payment of such fees, or shall fail to

debtor, may be issued on any judg- pay the same when demanded , the

ment in a suit in court. debtor shall be discharged out of

Upon a judgment for a small debt prison. Rev. Cod. 540.

notexceeding twenty dollars, render Where tbe creditor pays the pri

ed by a justice of the peace , he cannot son fees, he may afterwards have his

issue a ca. sa. but if the constable find action to recover them of the prison

no effects to satisfy the fi. fa . be may er, and notwithstanding his consent

return it to the clerk's office , from to release him from jail, he may at

which a ca. sa . may then be obtained . any time afterwards, sue out a scire

A femecovert, cannot be imprison- facias to have a new execution a

ed upon a ca. sa . but if judgment be gainst his lands and tenements, goods

obtained against the husband in the and chattels . Ibid . 541.

wife's lifetime for her debt, a ta . sa . Where a ca. sa . is served , the deb

may be served on him . tor may tender to the officer, slaves

There is no other exemption, ex- or other personal property to the

cept in favour of witnesses, and some value of the debt and costs ; which

other privileged persons. property the officer is bound to re

55. Is the Ca. Sa. regulated by ceive and sell as upon a writ of fi.fa .

the common law , foc. ? and thereupon to discharge him from

A. Where judgment is obtained in custody : but if the property tender

the court of the county in which the ed , is not sufficient to satisfy the

defendant resides, a ca.sa . cannot be debt and costs, or be under any lien

served upon him in another county, or incumbrance, so as that the whole

whither he has gone at the tiine such cannot be sold, a new ca. sa. or fi.fa .

ca. sa . is levied ; it not being proved at the plaintiff's option, may issue ;

that he has removed his property, or but, thereupon, if a second ca. sa . be

the bulk of it, out of his own county. served, the debtor is not at liberty

(2. Wash . 72.) again to tender slaves or personal

If the debtor be able to pay his own estate . Ibid . 534 .

prison fees, thejailor cannot demand Any person taken or charged in

them of the creditor. ( 1. Call. 540.) execution, may enter into bond with

It is a general principle, running good and sufficient securities, condi

through our code of laws, that an tioned that he will not depart from
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the rules or prison bounds, and will tion ; the purchase money being paid ,

render his body to prison, in satis- or secured to be paid, to any such

faction of the execution, at or before creditors, with their privity , in dis

the expiration of one year from the charge of his debts, or some part

date of such bond ; after which , he thereof. 1. Rev. Cod . 528.

must return into close custody, or be The form of the ca. sa. and of the

treated as in case of escape, and , returns which may be made upon it ,

when again in close custody, must as well as of the elegit and fi . fa . are

so remain , until he pays the debt or regulated by act of assembly.

takes the oath of insolvency. Ibid 56. Are any kinds of personal es

535.
tate exempt from execution ?

A debtor within the prison bounds, A. All arms, ammunition and equip

is still a true prisoner in the eye of ments of the militia are exempted

the law, and, as such should be trans- from executions and distresses, at all

ferred by the sheriff to his successor times. 1. Rev. Cod. 530.

in office . ( 1 Munf. 76. ) No slave or slaves to be taken in

The creditor of an insolvent pris- execution , where the debt and costs

oner, who has the liberty of the amount to less than thirty three dol

bounds, cannot detain him within lars or two thousand pounds of to

the bounds, without giving security bacco ; provided there be shown to

for the prison fees ; but the sheriff the officer, by the defendant or any

cannot legally discharge him unless other person, sufficient other goodsor

he be actually insolvent, and being chattels of such defendant. Ibid . 532.

so , the creditor (having notice there There does not appear to be any

of,, refuse to pay his fees , or to give other exemption of any description

bond for the payment thereof. Ibid . of personal property from sale on a

If the prisoner departs from the fi. fa ; but when an insolvent debtor

rules, by an illegal discharge from is discharged from custody on giving

the sheriff, the creditor, having the in a schedule of his property , his ne

assignment of the prison bounds cessary apparel and utensils of trade

bond, has his election to bring suitſ are saved to him . Ibid . 538 .

upon it, or to sue the sheriff. Ibid .

In an action on such bond, the No. IV. INSOLVENT (LAW.)

plaintiff is only required to show a

departure from the bounds, the bur 57. Is there a standing insolvent

den of proof then devolves on the de- | law in your state , &c. Are any per

fendant, to show that the prisoner sons on account of the nature of the

was discharged by due course of law . debt, &c. excepted out of it ?

Ibid . A. There is a standing insolvent law

If any person, being in prison in Virginia , under which debtors may

charged in execution, happen to die be released from imprisonment, on

in execution, the creditor may sue surrender of their property ; and this

out new execution against his lands law extends to all debtors in execu

and tenements, goods and chattels, tion .

or any ofthem ; but not against such 58. What time is required to effect

lands as, at any time after the judg- a discharge : Is the claim for a dis

ment, have been by him bona fidesold charge, determined by the court or

for the payment of any of his credi- a jury ?

tors at whose suit he was in execu- 1.1. No particular length of time is .
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required to effect the discharge ; but the purpose of satisfying the credi

reasonable notice must be given to tors at whose suit he was impris

the party or parties, his or their ex- oned .

ecutors, administrators or agents, Where the schedule contains debts

at whose suit the prisoner is in exe- or property of the prisoner, in the

cution . hands of other persons, the law

The claim of the debtor for a dis- points out particularly the mode of

charge is to be determined by the proceeding against the garnishees,

court, if in session , or by any two that is, the persons owing those

justices of the county or corporation , debts, &c.

if the court be not in session . After the debtor is discharged ,

The mode of proceeding is partic- any creditor by judgment at any time

ularly prescribed in the actof assem- afterwards, may sue out a writ of

bly . 1. Red . Cod. 536–541. scire facias, to have execution against

59. Must the debtor be actually any lands or tenements , goods or

in the gaol, or may he apply for the chattels, which such insolvent per

benefit of the law, at any time &c. ? son shall thereafter acquire or be

A. The debtor must be actually in possessed of : but no person deliver

jail , or within the prison bounds, ing in such schedule, and having ta

when his petition is made, and while ken the said oath , shall again be im

it is pending. See answer to No. 49. prisoned on account of any judgment

60. Is there any thing peculiar in which shall have been obtained a

your insolvent law ? gainst him previous to the time of

A. I am not sufficiently acquainted taking such oath ; unless by virtue

with the laws of other states, to know of a capias ad satisfaciendum direct

whether there is any thing peculiar ed to issue by the court in which the

in the insolvent law of this state . said judgmentshall have been render

The debtor gives up all his estate ed : and it shall moreover be lawful

real and personal, (except his neces- for the court, from which any execu

sary apparel and utensils of trade ,) tion shall issue, under which such

in possession, reversion or remain- oath of insolvency shall be taken by

der , including money, goods, stock , any debtor, on motion upon ten days

debts due him , securities, contracts , previous notice , to award execution

and trusts for his benefit, all which against the goods and chattels by him

he transfers and conveys (after de- or her acquired after taking such

livering in a schedule thereof on oath.

oath , to the sheriff of the county Where the real estate contained

where they lie or shall be found : all in the schedule of the insolvent debt

theestate contained in such schedule, or, does not lie within the state, the

together with any other estate which conveyance thereof shall be made to

may be discovered to belong to the the sheriff ofthe county within which

prisoner, for such interest therein as he is imprisoned, who shall dispose

such prisoner hath and may lawfully of the same as is directed by law in

part with, is thereby vested in such relation to real estate lying in the

sheriff, who, within sixty days after " said county . Acts of 1820, 34. ch .

the taking the said oath, ten days 34. § S.

previous notice of the time and place No. v. WILLS, &c.

ofsale being given , is to sell the same

for the best price that canbe got, for 61. Are lands and freehold inter
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ests devisable at the pleasure of the , in possession, reversion or remain

testator, and to the entire disinheri- der, which they have, or at the time

son of his children or issue &c. ? of death shall have, in real property ;

62. What formalities of execution, so as such last will and testament be

are essential to a will of lands &c ? signed by the testator, or by some

63. What formalitiesare required, other person in his or her presence,

in the revocation of wills of land ? and by his or her direction ; and ,

64. Are the provisions of the 29 moreover, if not wholly written by

C. ii. c. 3. adopted in regard to the the testator, be attested by two or more

execution of wills of land &c ? credible witnesses in his or her pre

65. Before what court, or officer, sence : saving to widows of testators,

are wills of lands and personalty, their rights of dower. 1 Rev. Cod .

exhibited for proof : does the proof in c . 104. 1. 2. ( adopted, with some

the probate court, affect the right of alteration , from the provisions of s2

the heir to question its execution at Hen. viii. c 1.91-34 and 35 Hen .

law as to land ? viii. c . 5. 4. 14-29 Car. ii. c . 3. 5.

66. Is the execution proved by the Revocations, general and express ;

witnesses, or oath of the executors, partial and implied.

or both , in the first instance ? No devise so made, or any clause

67. In what office is the will and thereof, is revocable, but by the tes

inventory registered : are office co - tator destroying, cancelling or obli

pies evidence ? terating it, or causing it to be done

68. What formalities are required , in his presence, or by subsequent

to wills of chattels ? will, codicil or declaration in writ

69. Are any number of subscribing ing, made in like manner . Ibid. 5 3 .

witnesses, or the signature or seal of ( adopted from Stat. 29. Car. ii. c. 3.

the testator, required ; or is a will of $ 6.)

personals provable by the rules of But every will and testament,

the common law &c ? made when the testator had no child

70. May executors, or adminis- living, wherein any child he might

trators having letters in another have is not provided for or mention

state, sue in your state ? ed , if at his death he leave a child,

71. If not, what is to be done to or his wife enseint of a child which

enable them to sue ?
shall be afterwards born, shall have

72. Are exemplifications of wills no effect during the life of such after

and testaments, by the proper offi- born child, and shall be void, unless

cer in other states, evidence in your the child die without being married

courts &c ? and before full age.

73. How are foreign wills and If a testator shall leave children

testaments proved in your state, & c ? born , and his wife enseint, the post

1. Persons capable to make wills humous child or children or if a

and testaments, and legal requisites to testator , having a child or children

the due execution thereof. born when his will is executed, shall

1. Wills of realty. at his death leave other child or chil.

All persons of full age and sound dren born after execution of the will,

mind, except married women, may , the after -born child or children, if

at their will and pleasure, by last will unprovided for by settlement, and

and testament in writing, devise all neither provided for nor disinherit

the estate, right, title and interest, led but only pretermitted by the will ,
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ch 4. Peculiarities of Virginia law ,

shall succeed to the same portion of speaking the pretended testamentary

the fathers estate , as if he had died words, no testimony shall be received

intestate ; towards raising which, to prove a nuncupative will, unless

the devisees and legatees shall con- the testimony,or the substance there

tribute proportionably, out of the of, shall have been committed to

parts devised and bequeathed to writing within six days after mak

them . Ibid . ing the will .

2. When devises and legacies shall No will in writing, or any devise

not lapse. therein, of chattels, shall be revoked

And if any estate of any kind be by a subsequent will, codicil or de

given by last will and testament, to claration, unless the same be in

any child or descendant of the tes writing.

tator, and the devisee or legatee die, But any soldier in actual military

testate or intestate, in the testator's service, or any mariner or seamen

life time, leaving a child or children being at sea, may dispose of chat

or other descendant who shall sur- tels, as he might before these statu

vive the testator ; in such case , the tory provisions. Ibid . 5 6. 7. 8. 9.

devise or legacy shall not lapse, but | 10. ( adopted from stat, 29 Car . ii. ♡

shall vest in the child or children , 19. 20. 22. 23 , with some alteration .)

descendant or descendants, of such

devisee or legatee, as if such devisee touching wills of real estate.

or legatee had survived the testator, With respect to wills of real estate,

and died unmarried and intestate. it will be observed , that there are

Ibid. 3. 4. 5 . one or two provisions peculiar to the

3. Testaments or bequests of chattels. law of Virginia, or at least not to

Testaments, or testamentary dis- be found in the law of England .

positions of chattels, require not the 1. If the will be wholly written by

same solemnities as wills of real es- the testator, there need be no attes

tate , but stand on the common law, tation of the execution of it : in such

with only the following statutory case, the will is proved by proving

provisions. the hand writing of the testator by

No person
under the age of eigh- two or more credible witnesses .

teen , shall be capable of disposing of 2. The testator may devise, not

chattels by testament. only the lands which he hath, but such

No nuncupative will shall be esta as at the time of his death he shall

blished , unless it be made during the have : the effect of which is , not that

last sickness of the deceased at his after-purchased lands shali pass by

own habitation or where he hath re- will, in like manner as after -pur

sided ten days next preceding, ex- chased chattels ; the statute only

cept where the deceased is taken sick gives the testator power to devise

from home, and dies before his re - after- purchased lands, which hemay

turn to such 'habitation ; nor, where exercise or not as he pleases, a plain

the value exceeds $30, unless it be intent to devise them, must appear

proved by two witnesses, that the in the will ; it must evidently con

testator called on some person pre - template the after -purchased lands ;

sent, to take notice, or bear testi- they will not pass under a general

mony, that such is his will, or words residuary clause. Wyth. 22.-1

of the like import. Wash . 75.3 Call. 289.

After six months from the time of 5. Exposition of the statute of wills.
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It is to be observed , as a generall 2. The sale and conveyance of

principle, that in the construction lands devised to be sold , shall be

and exposition of the statutes of Vir- made by the executors or such of

ginia , the courts of justice respect them as undertake the execution of

the decisions of the English courts, the will, or by the administrator

and the courts of other states in the with the will annexed , if no other

union, on their statutes in pari ma- person be appointed by the will for

teria . the purpose , or if the person so ap

All the doctrines of the English pointed refuse to perform the trust,

judges, touching the question what or die before he shall have completed

shall be a sufficient signing, the man- it. Ibid . 52. ( adopted with much

ner and formality of publication and alteration from 21 Hen . viii.c. 4. 91.

republication , the manner and for- vid. Harg. Co. Litt. 113. a. n . 2

mality of attestation ( where formal | 236. b. n. 1. )

publication and attestation are ne 3. The statute of 3 Will. and Mar.

cessary , that is , where the will is c . 4.(perpetuated 6 Will. iii. c . 14.) for

not wholly written by the testator, ) the relief of creditorsagainst fraudu

revocations express and implied , and lent devises, has been adopted into

the like , are understood to prevail in the code of Virginia. 1 Rev. Cod .

Virginia.
C. 105 .

II. Construction and operation of III. Courts of probat & c.

wills. The several county, corporation ,

The technical rules of the com- and circuit courts, have cognizance

mon law for the construction ofwills , to hear and determine all testamen

are universally respected : and , in tary causes arising within their re

general, the common law doctrines spective jurisdictions, and to exa

concerning the operation of wills mine and take proof of wills, and

also prevail, but there are several grant certificates thereof.

statutory provisions respecting their If the testator had a mansion house

operation. Some of them , being or known place of residence, the

common both to deeds and wills, courts of the county or corporation

have been already stated under the in which such house or residence is ;

head of conveyances. The following if no such house or residence and

are peculiar to wills .
lands be devised, then the courts of

1. If a bequest be given by a will the county or corporation where the

to an attesting witness, and if the lands lie, or of any one of them

will may not be otherwise proved, where the lands lie in several coun

the bequest shall be void , and the ties ; if no such house or residence ,

witness shall be allowed and com- and no lands be devised , then the

pellable to appear and give testi- courts of the county or corporation

mony on the residue of the will, as where the testator died, or that

if no such bequest had been made. wherein his estate or the greater

But if the witness would be entitled thereof shall be ; have cognizance

to a share of the testators estate , in of the probate of the will : or, a will

case the will were not established , may, in any case , be proved in the

so much of his share shall be saved general court. Ibid . § 12.

to him , as ' exceeds not the value of Appeals lie, in testamentary cau

his legacy. 1 Rev. Cod. c . 104.911 . ses, from the county and corporation

( adopted from 25 Geo. ii. c . 6. ) courts to the circuit courts ; and
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from the circuit courts and the ge Authenticated foreign wills.

neral court, to the court of appeals. Authenticated copies of wills, pro

Probat of nuncupative wills.

ved according to the laws of any of

No nuncupative will shall be pro- the U. states,orof any foreign coun

ved within fourteen days after the
try, relative to any estate in Virginia,

death of the testator, nor until the may be offered for probat in the ge

widow, if any, of the testator, and neral court,or if the estate lie alto

next of kin shall have been sum - gether in any one county or corpora

moned to contest the same, if they tion, in the circuit, county or cor

please. Ibid . 18. ( adopted from poration court, of such county or cor

29 Car. ii. c. 3. § 21 .
poration. Ibid . 16.

Manner of compelling production of

wills.
Mode of contesting validity of wills

If the general court, or the circuit, after probat.

county or corporation court, having When wills shall be exhibited to

jurisdiction as above explained, be be proved before the court of probat,

informed , that any person hath a the court may take probat immedi

testator's will in his possession ; such ately, and grant a certificate there

court may summon and compel him of: But if any person interested,

to produce it. Ibid . § 19. shall, within seven years, exhibit his

Manner of taking attestation of ab- bill in chancery contesting the will,

sent witnesses. the court shall direct an issue of de

When any will is produced before visavit vel non , to try the validity of

any of the courts for probat, and the will by a jury ; but if no party

an attesting witness reside out of appear to contest the will within that

the commonwealth, the court may time, the probat shall be for ever

issue a commission, annexed to the binding ; saving to infants, femes co

will, and directed to the presiding vert, persons absent from the state ,

judge of any court of law, or to any or non compos mentis, the like period

notary public, mayor or other chief after the removal of their several

magistrate, of any city , town, cor- disabilities. Ibid. , 13.

poration or county , where the wit The verdict on the issue of devi

ness may be found , authorizing him savit vel non , is final between the

to take and certify the attestation : parties ; saving to the court, the

and if the officer so authorized , cer- power of granting new trials for

tify, that the witness appeared be good cause, as in other cases. Ibid .

fore him, and made oath or solemn These issues may be sued at the

affirmation , that the testator signed bar of the court of chancery which

and published the writing annexed orders them : but they are usually

to the commission as his last will ordered to be sued at the bar of some

and testament, or that some other convenient court of law ; in which

person signed it by his direction , and case, the court of law certifies the

that he was of disposing mind and verdict to the courtof chancery, and

memory, and that the witness sub- also whether it is satisfied with the

scribed his name thereto in the tes- verdict or not, as agreeable or con

tators presence and at his request ; trary to evidence , and all such di

such oath or affirmation shall be re- rections and instructions given to

spected as if made in open court. the jury at the trial, and rejections

Ibid . 15, or admissions of testimony, as the

45
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If no

parties choose to spread on the re- , der, with such surety as it shall ap .

cord by bills of exceptions. prove, with condition for the faith

If the court of law have been dis- ful discharge of his duty. Ibid . 21 .

satisfied with the verdict ; or if the If the testator direct, that no se

court of chancery think , that any er- curity be required of his executors,

ror in point of law occurred at the and leave visible estate more than

trial ; the court of chancery orders suflicient to pay all his debts, the

a new trial of the issue ; otherwise, court may, if it think fit, dispense

decrees for or against the will, ac- with the security ; but it is in prac

cording to the verdict. tice very rarely dispensed with.

In all trials of issues of devisavit Ibid . 9 22.

vel non ; the certificate of the oath of The power of executors over

the witnesses at the time of probat, their testator's estate before probat,

is admissible evidence. is not restrained by the statute , but

Preservation ofwills afterprobat. continues as at common law. Ibid .

No will is of any force whatever , 23.

to pass any estate or right in Virgin V. Administrations with the will

ia, until it has been proved before annexed .

some proper court of probat in the
executor be 'named in a

state. will ; or, if the executors named all

Wills are recorded in the court refuse the executorship ; or , if the

where they are proved ; and the ori- executors, after due qualification,

ginals remain in the clerk's offices all die before the administration is

respectively, except when removed complete ; or, if the executors, being

for inspection, by certiorari or other required to give new security (as

wise, (in cases of appeal from the they may be at any time at the in

judgment of probator in trials stance of any of their original sure

of issues of devisavit vel non , ) and ties who become alarmed ,) refuse to

when the end is answered, they are give security accordingly ; the court

returned to the proper clerk's office. of probat may grant administration

Copies primary evidence. with the will annexed, or adminis

In all trials of title claimed under tration de bonis non with the will an

a will, an office copy is consequently nexed , ( as the case may be,) to such

primary evidence ; for the original person to whom administration

cannot be had.
would have been granted had there

IV. Qualification ofex'rs. been no will. Ibid . $ 20.

Before any executor named in a The official oath and bond of such

will, can obtain certificate ofthepro- an administrator, is changed from

bat, in other words, in order to the that of an executor, so as to fit the

due qualification of an ex'r to his case .

trust; he is required to take an oath VI. Administrations durante mi

before the court of probat, that the nore ætate & c.

will proved is his testator's will, as During any contest about a will ;

far as he knows and believes, and or during the infancy or absence of

that he will faithfully perform the the executor ; or until a will, which

same, and exeoute the legal duties of once existed but has been destroyed ,

his trust, and render a just account shall be established ; or whenever

when required ; and to give bond, in the court from any other cause shall

such penalty as the court shall or- judge it convenient; the court may
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appoint a fit person to preserve the are of course revoked, if a will be af

decedent's estate, until a probat of terwards produced, and proved by

his will , or durante minore ætate, or the executors. Ibid . 9 33. 34 .

until administration of his estate be It is hardly necessary to mention,

granted . Such an administrator also that in case of the death of an ad

takes an official oath, and gives an ministrator before the administra

official bond , varied, according to the tion is completed , the same courts

court's directions, .so as to fit his have power to grant administration,

trust ; which is, to collect the estate , de bonis non .

to make an inventory thereof, and Administrator's ( like executors)

safe keep and deliver it up, when are required to take an official oath ,

required, to the executors or admin- and give an official bond , with ap

istrators. Ibid . 24 . proved security. Ibid . 35. ( see 22

VII. Administration of intestate's and 23 Car. ii . c. 10.5 1 .

estates. VII. Power to require counter se

The general court, and the sever- curity or new security of ex’rs and

al circuit, county and corporation adm'rs, and to revoke their powers,

courts, respectively , have the like ju- and appoint curators.

risdiction to hear and determine the When the sureties of any executor

right of administration of intestate's or administrator, apprehend danger

estates, as to take probat of wills , of suffering by their suretyship, the

in respect to the intestate's place of court, on their petition , has power

residence, or death, or the situation to order the executor or administra

of the estate ; and shall grant certifi- tor, to give his sureties counter secu

cates for obtaining letters of admin - rity , or to execute a new bond , with

istration , to the representatives who condition for the faithful perform

apply for the same : preferring first ance of his duties, having relation

the husband or wife, and then such back to the commencement of his

others as are next entitled to distrib- trust or office : and in case such new

ution : or one or more of them , as the bond be ordered and given, the ori

court shall judge will best manage ginal sureties are discharged from

and improve the estate . Ibid . \ 32. their obligation, except for such mat

( altered from 31 Edw . iii. c . 11. 21 ters for which actions may have been

Hen , viii. c . 5. 3. 4. and vid . 1 Call. already brought and may be prose

1.) cuted to judgment.

If no person apply for administra If the executor or administrator

tion within thirty days from the in- refuse to comply with such order, the

testates death , or at the next suc- courtmay revoke his authority ; and

ceeding court after the expiration appoint an administrator de bonis

thereof, the court may grant admin- non ; or take the estate from him ,

istration to any creditor or creditors , and place it in the hands of his sure

who may apply for the same, or to ty or sureties ; or commit it to some

such other person as it shall in its other curator.

discretion think fit ; butsuch letters So, upon complaint of any credi

of administration will be revoked, tor , legatee, distributee, or other

if the wife or other distributee who person interested , either of the mis

shall not before have refused, after - conduct of the executor or adminis

wards apply. trator, or of the insufficiency of his

And all letters of administration suretics, the court may require him
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to give other good security, or revoke the relation and costs of any party

his authority , and appoint an adm’r injured by a breach thereof, till the

de bonis non ,or commit the estate to whole penalty is recovered .

the sheriff. But no executor or administrator,

But no revocation of the authority or his surety, is chargeable beyond

of an executor or administrator in the decedents assets, by reason of

validates his previous acts, or abates any omission or mistake in pleading

any pending suit : in such suits, the or false pleading of the ex'r or ad .

administrator de bonis non , or the m'r. Ibid . 5 21. 35. 36. 37.

curator, is substituted , by proper 2. Certificates of probat or of ad

process, plaintiff or defendant, and ministration attested by the clerk of

the suit proceeds. the court granting them , are suffi

And when the estate is so taken cient to enable the ex'r or adm'r to

out of the hands of an executor or act, and may be given in evidence,

administrator, and committed to his and are as effectual as formal letters

surety , or any other curator, such testamentary or of administration ;

curator has power to collect and pay yet these shall be made out by the

the decedent's debts, and may sue clerk , if required, in the name of the

and be sued , as an ex'r or adm'r. first justice or of the judge of the

Ibid . $ 38, 39, 40, 41 , 42. court, to be signed by him, and if it

IX. Power to grantadministration be a circuit, county or corporation

to the sheriff court, sealed with the seal of such

Whenever there is a defect of a court, and if the general court, seal

personal representative of any dece- ed with the seal of the common

dent, testate or intestate, and no per- wealth . Ibid . 43.

son will apply for administration , 3. It is understood to be the set

the court may , after three months tled law of Virginia, though there

from the decedents death, commit is no statutory provision on the sub

administration, or administration ject, that no probat of a will or grant

with the will annexed , original or of administration in another state of

de bonis non , ( as the case may be, ) the union , or in a foreign country,

to the sheriff of the county or ser- and no qualification of an ex'r or

geant of the corporation : and after- adm'r, elsewhere than in Virginia,

wards, at any time, revoke such or- give such ex'r or adm'r any right to

der, and grant administration to any demand the effects or debts of the

person entitled thereto. Ibid. 9 67. decedent, which may happen to be

X. Miscellaneous. within the jurisdiction of this com

1. Exccutors and administrators monwealth :

bonds are always made payable to There must be a regular probat,

the sitting judge or justices, his or or grant of administration, and qua

their successors, of the original lification of the ex'r or adm'r in Vir

court, which takes probat of the ginia, according to her laws. And

will, or grants the administration ; the doctrine prevails in the federal

and if such judge or justices take courts held in Virginia, as well as

surety apparently insuficient at the in the state courts.

time, he or they are personally lia 4. So too , a will devising land in

ble for all loss sustained in conse- Virginia , though duly proved in ano

quence of such insufficiency. ther state or country ; must also be

The bonds may be put in suit at proved in Virginia to entitle the de
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visee to the lands, or to an action for ſtate as to such estate , it shall de

them . scend and pass in parcenary to his

Executors of executors are exe- kindred, male and female , in the fol

cutors of the first testator. Ibud . glowing course ; that is to say :

65. ( adopted from 25 Ed. iii. stat. 5 . 2. To his children or their des

c. 5. ) . scendants, if any there be :

There are a great variety of sta 3. If there be no children , nor

tutory provisions touching the course their descendants, then to his father :

of administration , the liabilities of 4. If there be no father, then to

executors and administrators, their his mother, brothers and sisters, and

powers and duties , the remedies for their descendants, or such of them

and against them, and the like ; as there be.

which it would be foreign to the pre 5. If there be no mother , nor bro

sent purpose to detail, and indeed ther, nor sister , nor their descend

impossible within any inoderate com- ants , then the inheritance shall be

pass. Most of them may be seen in divided into two moieties, one of

the statute so often above cited ) 1 which shall go to the paternal, the

Rev. Cod . c. 104 . other to the maternal kindred , in the

following course ; that is to say

No. VI. DESCENTS.
6. First, to the grand - father.

7. If there be no grand -father ,

74. How do inheritances in fee sim- 1 then to the grand -mother, uncles,

ple descend upon intestacy, among and aunts on the same side, and their

lineal heirs ? descendants, or such of them as there

75. How among collaterals ? be :

76. How, in respect of the half 8. If there be no grand -mother,

blood : does the common law govern? uncle nor aunt, nor their descend

77. Does the common law prevail ants, then to the great grand -fathers,

on descents, in any cases, and what? or great grand -father, if there be but

78. Is there any thing peculiar in one :

your law of descents ? 9. If there be no great grand-fa

A. The following statute of March ther , then to the great grand-mo

10, 1819. ( 1 Rev. Cod. of 1819, c . thers, or great grand -mother, if

96.) regulates descents in Virginia. there be but one, and the brothers

( 1 ) . and sisters of the grandfathers and

“ An act to reduce into one , the seve- grand -mothers, and their descend

ral acts directing the course of descents. ants, or such of them as there be :

1. Be it enacted by the general as 10. And so on in other cases with

assembly, that henceforth when any outend ; passing to the nearest lineal

person having title to any real es- male ancestors, and for the want of

tate of inheritance, shall die intes- them to the lineal female ancestors

(1 ) “ The law of descents in Virginia ,”

(observes my correspondent,) “ is , and has vision is so plain , and withal so admirably

been ever since the first of Jan. 1787, alto- concise , that it is impossible to abridge it,

gether statutory : before that date , the com- and the attempt might produce obscurity,

mon law prevailed . The original statute of confusion and mistake, an exact copy should

descents underwent several amendments at be printed."

different times. In compliance with this suggestion, the act

The existing statute enacted at the late re. I is priited entirc. Ed.
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in the same degree, and the descend- | shall accrue to any persons what

ants of such male and female ances- ever, other than to children of the

tors, or to such of them as there be. intestate, unless they be in being,

11. PROVIDED, however, and be it and capable in law to take as heirs,

further enacted , that where an infant at the time of the intestate's death .

shall die without issue, having title
14. And where, for want of issue

to any real estate of inheritance, de- of theintestate, and of father, mo

rived by gift, devise or descent from

the father, and there be living at the descendants, the inheritance is be

ther, brothers and sisters, and their

death of such infanthis father orany fore directed to go by moicties to the

brother or sister of such infant on paternal andmaternal kindred ; if

the part of the father , or the pater . there should be no such kindred on

nal grand -father or grand -mother of

the infant, or any brother or sister the other part: and if there be no

the one part, the whole shall go to

of the father, or any descendant of kindred either on the one partor the

any of them , then such estate shall other, the whole shall go to the wife

descend and pass to the paternal kin
dred without regard to themother or husbandof the intestate. Andif

orother maternal kindred of such thewife or husband be dead, it shall

infant, in the same manner asif there go to her or his kindredinthelike

had been no such mother or other

course, as if such wife or husband

maternal kindred living at the death died entitled to the estate.

had survived the intestate, and then

of the infant: saving, however, to

such mother, any right of dower
15. And in the cases beforemen

which she may have in such real es- tioned, where the inheritance is di

tate of inheritance.
rected to pass to the ascending and

12. And where an infant shall die collateral kindred of the intestate, if

without issue, having title to any part of such collaterals be of the

real estate of inheritance derived by whole blood to the intestate, and

gift devise or descent from the mo- other part of the half blood only,

ther, and there be living at the death those of the half blood , shall inherit

of such infant his mother, or any bro- only half so much as those of the

ther or sister of such infant on the whole blood : but if all be of the half

part of the mother, or the maternal blood, they shall have whole por

grand - father or grand-mother of the tions, only giving to the ascendants

infant, or any brother or sister of the ( if any there be) double portions.

mother, or any descendant of any of 16. And where the children of the

them , then such estate shall descend intestate, or his mother,brothers and

and pass to the maternal kindred, sisters , or his grand -mother, uncles

without regard to the father or other and aunts, or any of his female lineal

paternal kindred of such infant, in ancestors living, with the children

the same manner as if there had been of his deceased lineal ancestors,

no such father or other paternal kin- male and female in the same degree,

dred living at the death of the in- come into the partition , they shall

fant : saving , however, to such fa- take per capita, that is to say, by per

ther, the right which he may have sons ; and where a part of them be

as tenant by the curtesy in the said ing dead, and a partliving, the issue

estate of inheritance. of those dead have right to partition ,

13. But no right in the inheritance such issue shall take per stirpes, or
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by stocks, that is to say, the shares, er quantity of them lie, to direct the

of their deceased parent. sale of the said lands , and the dis

17. When any of the children of a tribution of the money arising there

person dying intestate, shall have from , according to the rights ofeach

received from such intestate in his claimant: Provided always, that

lifetime, any real or personal estate each heir residing within this com

by way of advancement, and shall monwealth, shall be first duly sum

choose to come into partition of the moned, to show cause if any he can

estate with the otherparceners ,such against such sale : and where any

advancement both of real and per- heir shall reside without this com

sonal estate shall be brought into monwealth , the court shall make an

hotchpot with the whole estate, real order for publication, which order

and personal descended ; and such being inserted in any public news

party bringing into hotchpot such paper to be designated by the court

advancement as aforesaid , shall in such order, for eight weeks suc

thereupon be entitled to his or their cessively , shall be considered as a

proper portion of the whole estate summons.

so descended , both real and personal. 21. One parcener may maintain

18. In making title by descent, it an action of waste against another,

shall be no bar to a party that any but no parcener shall have or pos

ancestor through whom he derives sess any privilege over another in

his descent from the intestate, is, or any election, division or matter to

hath been an alien. Bastards also be made or done, concerning lands

shall be capable of inheriting or of which shall have descended to them.

transmitting inheritance on the part 22. All and every act and acts,

of their mother, in like manner as if clauses and parts of acts heretofore

they had been lawfully begotten of made, containing any thing within

such mother. the purview of this act, shall be, and

19. Where a man having by a wo- the same are hereby repealed . Pro

man one or more children , shall af- vided always, that nothing herein

terwards intermarry with such wo- contained, shall be construed in any

man, such child or children, if re- wise to affect any right, title, inte

cognized by him , shall be thereby rest or claim to , or in any estate in

legitimated. The issue also in mar- lands or tenements whatsoever, ac

riages deemed null in law, shall ne- crued before the commencement of

vertheless be legitimate. this act, but the same shall be, and

20. Whensoever any lands shall remain in the same condition , as if

descend from any person dying in this act had never been made.

testate to two or more heirs, any one 23. This act shall commence in

of whom shall be an infant, feme co- force, from the first day of January

vert, non compos mentis, or beyond eighteen hundred and twenty. "

sea, and the dividend of each heir

shall not exceed the value of three No. VII. DISTRIBUTION ON INTES

hundred dollars, in the opinion of TACY, (OF PERSONALTI .)

any court herein after mentioned, it

shall be lawful forthe superiour 79.Uponintestacy ,how is the

court of chancery of that district, or surplusage of personal property dis

the court of the county or corpora- tributed ?

tion in which such lands, or the great 80. How among collaterals ?
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81. Are the 22nd and 23rd Car of the probat of the will, or by deed

ii. c. 10, and 29 Car. ii . c. 30 , called executed in the presence of two wit

the Statutes of distribution &c. a- nesses, within a year after the hus

dopted ?
band's death but not after, renounce

A. When any person shall die intes- the provision made for her by the

tate as to his personal estate, or any will, or any part thereof, and all ben

part thereof, (after funeral debts and efit under the will : upon which , she

just expenses paid, ) if there be no will be entitled to a third ofher hus

child , one moiety , if there be a child band's slaves for life, the remainder

or children , one third , of the distri- devolving at her death , to such per

butable surplus , shall go to the wife, son or persons, as would have been

but she shall have no more than the entitled to them , if she had not made

use for life of such slaves as shall such renunciation ; and she shall

be in her share: and the residue of moreover be entitled to such share of

the surplus, and after the wife's thehusband's other personal estate,

death , the slaves in her share, or if as if he had died intestate, to hold in

there be no wife, then the whole of absolute property.

such surplus, shall be distributed in If she do not make the renuncia

the same proportions, and to the tion within the year, she must abide

same persons, as lands are directed by the will . Ibid.c. 104. 26.

to descend by the act regulating the It is the settled construction of

course of descents ; with this only this provision of the statute, that it

difference, that where an infant, relates only to personal property,

having title to personal estate, die and to provisionsof personalty made

before attaining to the age when an for the widow .

infant may lawfully bequeath per

sonalty ( eighteen ), or after obtain- No. VIII. ENTAILS, DOWER, CUR

ing such age, without bequeathing

it, his personal estate is distributa

ble among his paternal and mater
82. May entails be created , as

nalkindred , without regarding from under the Stat. de donis — and with

which parent he derived it, as if he the same incidents, in respect of be

had been of full age at his death . ing barred ; dower ; curtesy ; waste

But a husband is not compelled to &c ?

make distribution of the personal 83. Are entails abolished ; con

estate of his wife dying intestate. verted into fees ; or otherwise modi

1 Rev. Cod.c. 104.5 29, 31. ( 22 and fied &c ?

23 Car. ii. c . 10. 2 , 4 , 5 , 6. 29 Car. 84. How barred by the tenant ?

ii, c. 3. § 5. 1 Jac. ii. c. 17.9 7. 85. Is the widow entitled to dow

The law of hotchpot prevails in er ; and the husband to curtesy ; as

distributions as in descents ; and the by the common law ?

whole advancement real and personal, A. There is in Virginia , a statute en

is brought into hotchpot, with the titled an act to reduce into one, all acts

whole estale real and personal, of the and parts of acts relating to dower ;

decedent. Ibid . 30. c. 96. 17. 1 Rev. Cod. c. 107.

Where any widow shall be dissat But this act is only a transcript

isfied with the provisions made for from the various statutory provis

berby her husband's will , she may , ions of the English parliament on

before any court having jurisdiction the subject.

TESY, &c.
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The law of curtesy and of dower is But if any person or persons, en

the same in Virginia as in England, titled to such writ or writs, or to

with only two amendments :
such right or title of entry, be under

1st, The wife is entitled to dower the age of one and twenty years, feme

of the husband's trust estate, as well covert, non compos mentis, imprison

as of legal estate: and a husband is ed , or notwithin this commonwealth ,

entitled to curtesy of the wife's trust at the time when such right or title

estate . Ibid. c . 99. 31. (see Harg. accrues, every such person and his

Co. Litt. 29. a. n . 6. 31. b. n. 3. heirs may , notwithstanding the said

2nd. The husband or the wife, is twenty years have expired , bring

entitled to curtesy or dower of es- and maintain his action, or make his

tates, whereofthe wife or the husband entry , within ten years next after

were joint tenants ; for the jus ac- such disabilities removed , or the death

crescendi is abolished. Ibid . c. 98. of the person so disabled .

§ 2. ( see 2 Tuck. Bl. 131. n . 15. ) In all writs of right, and other ac

The common law modes of assign- tions possessory , any person may

ing dower are obsolete in Virgi- maintain a writ of right upon the

nia ;and the common law remedies possession or seisin of his ancestor or

for the recovery thereof, are very predecessor, within fifty years, or

rarely resorted to. any other possessory action upon the

Theusual course is, for the widow possession or seisin ofhis ancestor or

to exhibit her bill against the heirs, predecessor, within forty years, but

in a court of chancery ; which not no person shall maintain a real ac

only decrees to her dower, and di- tion upon his own possession or sei

rects the assignment of it by com- sin , but within thirty years next be

missioners, but also gives her an ac - fore the teste of the writ. 1. Rec.

count of profits,and a decree for them . Cod. 487—8.

Of entails — I have already spoken: As to the limitations on writs of

See ante No. II. conveyances, “ Con- right, &c. last mentioned , there does

struction and operation of deeds. ” p. not appear to be any saving in favour

of infants, &c.

89. Are the general principles of

No. IX. LIMITATION OF SUITS. English law, on the bar of these sta

tutes, adopted in your state ?

86. What length of adverse pos- A. Yes.

session of lands is a bar &c ?
90. Is there any thing peculiar in

87. What savings &c ?
your state on this head ?

88. Is there a saving in favour of A. I am not sufficiently acquainted

foreigners or citizens of other states? with the laws of other states to an

A. All writs of formedon in descender, swer this question ; but it may be

remainder, or reverter, of any lands, proper to remark that the British

tenements or hereditaments, shall be statutes of 21 Jac. i. c. 16. 4 , and

sued out within twenty years next 4 Ann . c . 16. 19, the first directing

after the title or causeof action accru- that action may be re -commenced

ed , and not afterwards: and no per- within one year, where judgment is

son having any right or title of entry arrested or reversed, and the second,

into any lands, & c . shall make any that defendants absconding, &c. shall

entry but within twenty years next not have the benefit of the act of li

after such right or title accrued. mitations, are in force in this state

327 .

46
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by virtue of acts of assembly to the by specialty, is not barred by length

same effect. of time, in consequence of any act

If the action be commenced within of assembly, but by the common law

the time allowed by theact of limita- rules on that subject.

tions, but the writ abate , after which The limitations ofpersonal actions

the time runs out ; ( the plaintiff not are as follow :

having re- commenced his suit within 1. Upon all actions upon the case ,

a year after the former suit abated ;) ( other than for slander,) actions of

he cannot avail himself of the pro - account or assumpsit, (other than

viso in the act, but is barred . ( 1 such accounts as concern the trade

Wash . 302.) of merchandize between merchant

A plaintiff whose suit abates, is and merchant, their factors or ser

entitled to the benefit of the provisovants, debt grounded upon any lend

in the act of limitations, under the ing or contract without specialty, debt

equity thereof, if he re-commence his for arrears of rent, trespass, detinne,

suit within a year thereafter. ( ibid.) trover, or replevin forgoods and chat

The act of limitations shall not tels, and trespass quare clausum fre

extend to any action commenced git, five years :

against a master or commander of a 2. Upon actions of assault, bat

ship or vessel, who shall discharge tery , wounding or imprisonment ,

or cause to be put on shore, any sick three years:

or disabled sailor belonging to his 3. Upon actions of slander one

ship or vessel, or any servant, with - year.

outtaking due care for their mainte
There is no saving in favour of

nance and cure , or carrying any debt- infants, &c. as to actions of slander.

or, servant, or slave, out of this com In relation to the other actions,

monwealth , contrary to law . 1. Rev. there is a general saving in favour

Cod. 491-492 .
of infants, femes covert, persons non

In all questions which may arise compos mentis, imprisoned ,beyond the

in any court of record, upon any act seas or out of the country, allowing

for limitation of actions, making en- them the same times as are before

tries into lands, or limitation of evi- limited , after their coming to full

dence, in the computation oftime, the age, & c .

several periods between the 12th of There are many cases which do

April 1774 and the 12th of April not expressly come within any of

1778 , and between the 1st of Janua- the exceptions from the act of limit.

ry 1781 and the 5th of January 1782, ations, and yet are construed as

and between the 5th of May 1783, coming within the equity of them :

and the 20th of October in the same as, if the time elapsed during a pe

year, shall not be accounted any part riod when no executor had qualified,

thereof, so as to bar such action , en- or where there was a contest re

try or evidence. Ibid . 490_1. specting the right of administration .

91. What length of time bars re- ( i Wash . 147.)

covery &c . in personal actions ? Judgments in any court of record

92. What savings ? within this commonwealth , where

93. Are there any in favour of ci- execution hath not issued , may be

tizens of other states, or foreign- revived by scire facias, or an action

of debt brought thereon , within ten

A. The recovery of a debt secured years next after the date of such

ers ?
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judgment, and not after ; or where I court, before whom such suit shall

execution hath issued , and no return be brought, to cause to be expunged

is made thereon , the party in whose from such account, every item there

favour the same was issued , may of which shall appear to have been

obtain other executions, or move due five years before the death of

against any sheriff, &c. for not re- the testator or intestate : saving to

turning the same, within ten years infants, &c. three years after their

from the date of such judgment, and several disabilities shall be removed .

not after. Reo . Code. 489. No action of debt or scire facias

A saving (as before) is inserted , shall be brought against any execu

in favour of infants, & c . until five tor, administrator, or other person

years shall have elapsed after their having charge of the estate of a tes

disabilities have been removed . tator or intestate , upon a judgment

All actions or suits, founded upon against such testator or intestate ,

any account for goods sold and deli- after the expiration of five years

vered, or for articles charged in any from the qualification of his execu

store account, must be commenced tor, administrator, or other person

within one year next after the cause having charge of his estate ; and all

of action, or the delivery of the such judgments, after the expiration

goods, and not after ; except that, in of five years, upon which no proceed

the case of the death of the creditors ings shall have been had, shall be

or debtors, before the expiration of deemed to have been paid and dis

the said term of one year, the farther charged : saving to infants, &c. three

time of one year, from the death of years after their several disabilities

such creditor or debtor shall be al- removed.

lowed . No bill of review to any final de

In suits in the name of any person cree in chancery shall be granted ,

residing beyond the seas , or out of unless the same be applied for within

this country , for recovery of any three years next after such final de

debt due for goods actually sold and cision :-saving to infants, femes co

delivered here, by his factor orfactors, vert, persons of insane mind, persons

the saving in favour of persons be- imprisoned, or out of the state, in the

yond the seas at the time their causes service of this state, or of the United

of action accrued, is not to be allow- States, a right to obtain such bill of

ed :-but, if any factor shall happen review , within three yearsafter their

to die before the expiration of the respective disabilities are removed .

time in which suit should have been No writ of error or supersedeas

brought, his principal shall be al- shall be granted to any judgment of

lowed two years from his death , to a court of law , after the expiration

bring suit for any debt due on ac- of five years from the time when such

count of any contract or dealing judgment shall have been made final :

with such factor. 1 Rev. Code 489 saving to infants, & c . ( as in the last

-491. clause , ) three years after their seve

If any suit be brought against any ral disabilities removed. 1. Rec.

executor, administrator , or other Cod . 492.

person having charge of the estate

of a testator or intestate , for the re
No. X. TAXES.

covery of a debt due upon an open

account, it shall be the duty ofthe 94. May lands be sold for the pay
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ment of taxes : has an absentec any shall be payable into the treasury by

privilege ? the owners of the lands, or their

95. Before a sale, is notice to be agents, in the manner prescribed by

given &c ? law. And when , hereafter, any land

96. What officer is to give this no- which hath been vested in the litera

tice ? ry fund, for the non - payment of the

97. In what manner &c. taxes charged thereon , shall be re

98. If a sale takes place, is the deemed, there shall be paid by the

deed absolute ? person redeeming the same, before

99. If not, what timeis allowed to the redemption shall be effected , not

redeem , and on what terms : atwhat only the taxes due at the time of its

place or office, are the sales entered ? vesting, and the damages prescribed

100. Do lands on which taxes are by law, but a farther sum for each

not paid, in any case vest in the state : year, from the time of its vesting as

and then how and in what time to be aforesaid to the time of redemption,

redeemed ?
equal to the last annual tax imposed

A. No lands or lots shall be exposed thereon , with damages on each of

to sale for any arrears of taxes and the said sums at the rate of ten per

damages due thereon, except in the centum per annum , from the first of

manner hereafter to be provided for November in the year for which it

by law ; but such arrears of taxes accrues , ' till paid :-(passed March

and damages shall continue to be a 5th 1821 ; )---see acts of 1820—1821,

lien upon the lands and lots on which
6. 3, § 8.

they are chargeable. 2. Rev. Cod .
101. What officer in any county ,

1819. 39.

ought a non -resident desirous ofkeep

In all cases hereafter, in which ing his taxes paid, correspond with

any lands may be returned delin- for that purpose : or what is most

quent for the non-payment of taxes; prudent for him to do ?

the proprietor, or his attorney or A. The most prudent course to be

agent, may pay the taxes and da

taken by a non -resident, who wishes
mages charged upon the said lands

into the public treasury, upon the tokeep his land-taxes paid is, to em

certificate of theauditor of public ployan agent to pay them regularly

accounts authorising the treasurer
other collector in the county ; or,

to receive the same. Ibid . 38.

The farther timeof two years from into he public treasury, if the tax

the 23d day of February 1820, is al- has not been paid within the yearfor

lowed for the redemption ofalllands which it was due. See last para

vested in the president and directors

graph. ( 1 )

of the Literary Fund , for the non

payment of the taxes due thereon ;
(1 ) From the foregoing account I should

but such redemption shall be by pay
infer, that no lands after 1819, could or can

be sold , either for the arrearages of taxes

ment into the treasury alone. Act of

1819, c . 11. 1 .
prior to that year , or for future taxes ; but

that such arrearages or future taxes remain

After the present year ( 1820, ) it

shall not be lawful for the sheriff, or enforced in such manner, as the legislature
a lien on the lands, subject to be collected and

other collector of the revenue , to col- might by any future law provide.-

lect the arrears of taxes on lands re
But the owners or their agents in the

turned delinquent ; but such arrears / mean time, may pay the taxes or arrears due
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No. XI. MISCELLANEOUS. dorsement on the original writ, or

BAIL , & c . subsequent process. 1 Rev. Cod . 499.

102. May debtors pendente lite, be LETTERS OF ATTORNEY .

restrained from alienating & c . Is

the debtor liable to be holden to 103. Is there any provision for the

bail, &c? proof&c . of letters of Attorney, made

A. Debtors residing in Virginia, in other states or foreign parts, for

cannot be restrained by attachment, the conveyance of lands &c. in your

or otherwise, from alienating their state ?

property ; except by injunction , un- A. There is no particular provision

der particular circumstances of e- in our laws for recording in our courts

quity. letters of attorney made out of the

The rules by which defendants are state ; but in recording deeds, the

liable to be holden to bail, are esta- clerks of the county or corporation

blished by act of assembly , declaring courts, are to enter of record , also ,

that, in all actions of debt founded all endorsements on such writings,

upon any writing obligatory, bill or and all plats, schedules, and other

note in writing, for the payment of papers, thereto annexed .

money or tobacco , all actions of co All foreign deeds, if acknowledged

venant and detinue, and all actions by the party making the same, or

upon statutes specially authorising proved by the number of witnesses

bail to be taken, the plaintiff may requisite before any court of law ,

of right demand bail ; and that, in , or the mayor , or other chief magis

all other personal actions, it shall be trate of any city , town or corpora

lawful for any judge of the general tion ofthe country in which the party

court, or any justice of the peace for shall dwell, certified by such court,

any county or corporation ,upon pro- or mayor, or chief magistrate, in the

per affidavit, verifying the justice of manner such acts are usually authen

the plaintiff's action , and showing ticated by them ; and all policies of

probable cause to apprehend that the insurance, charter -parties, powers

defendant will depart from the juris- of attorney, foreign judgments, spe

diction of the court, so that process cialties on record, registers of births

of execution cannot be served upon and marriages, as have been, or shall

him , to direct bail to be taken by en- be made, executed ,entered into, giv

en and enregistered in due form , ac

cording to the laws of such state,

into the treasury, upon the certificate of the kingdom, nation, province, island or

auditor allowing it. colony, and attested by a notary pub

It would seem that certain lands had be- lic, with a testimonial from the pro

come vested in the president & c. of the lite. per officer of the city, county, cor

rary fund; and two years by the act of1819, poration or borough ,where such no

c . 11 S 1 , were allowed from the 23d of Feb

ruary, 1820,to redeem those ; And as it ap- seal of such state, kingdom , pro

tary public shall reside ; or the great

pears to me, the literary fund continue to be.

come vested with lands for non payınent of vince, island, colony or place beyond

taxes after 1819, subject to redemption ; but sea; shall be evidence in all the courts

what land, or when they vest for the default of record within this commonwealth ,

of not paying , or what is the term allowed as if the same had been proved in the

for redemption, I do not comprehend. Ed . same courts. 1 Rev. Cod . 367, 371 ..
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ALIENS. of, or claiming title thereto , and

when any alien , residing within the

104. Do aliens stand on the foot- United States, shall hereafter hold

ing of the common law , in respect of or claim title to any such lands or

taking by descent, or purchase : may tenements, and, before any proceed

they in any case hold real estate , ings shall be instituted by the es

as in mortgage ? cheator, for the purpose of escheat

A. All persons, as well foreigners asing the same to the commonwealth ,

others, shall have right to assign or shall bona fide sell or demise the

transfer warrants or certificates of same, or die, testate or intestate,

survey for lands : and any foreigner, seised or possessed thereof or claim

purchasing warrants for lands, may ing title thereto ; in every such case,

locate and have the same surveyed, the purchaser from such alien , or his

and, after returning a certificate of lessee, heir or devisee, being a citi

survey to the land-office, shall be al zen of the United States, shall hold

lowed the term of two years, either and enjoy such lands or tenements

to become a citizen, or to transfer quit and discharged of all right, title

his right in such certificate of sur - or claim , which shall have accrued

vey to some citizen of this, or any to the commonwealth , & c . by reason

other of the United States of Ame- of the alienage of the person so hav

rica . ing sold , demised or died .

When any alien shall heretofore Such lands or tenements shall be

have purchased , or contracted to pur- subject to the debts of the alien , in

chase , any lands or tenements with the same manner as if he had been a

in this commonwealth, or shall here- citizen. 1 Rev. Cod. 353-4 .

after purchase, or contract to pur In other respects, an alien's right

chase, any such lands or tenements, to hold lands, is on the same footing

and, before the same shall have been as atcommon law ;—but he may take

escheated to the commonwealth by a mortgage of land to secure a debt,

an office found, such alien shall have and enforce it by bill in equity ; ( or

become a citizen of the United States by ejectment; in which last case , if

in pursuance of the laws thereof'; in he recover the land itself, he will

every such case , all the right, title hold it for the benefit of the com

and interest, in such lands and tene- monwealth :) and a sale and convey

ments, which shall have accrued to lance of land by a trustee, cannot be

the commonwealth , or to the presi- set aside on the ground that he was

dent and directors of the literary an alien when the deed was made to

fund, by reason of the alienage of him , and when he conveyed the land

such purchaser, shall be and the to the purchasers. (6 Munf. 305.)

same is hereby released to him, his

heirs and assigns forever.
ADMINISTRATION . GUARDIANSHIP .

When any alien residing within

the United Sates, holding or claim

ing title to any lands or tenements,
105. Is the right of administration

not heretofore escheated to the com- regulated as in England by the 31

monwealth by an office found, shall Edw. iii. c. 11. and 21 H. viii. c. 5.

have bona fide sold or demised the or by local acts ?

same, or shall have died, testate or A. The right of administration is.

intestate, seised or possessed there- regulated by act of assembly copied
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from the statutes 31st. Edw . iii. c . and receive the profits of the ward's

11 , and 21st Hen . viii. c . 5.
estate , real and personal, and prose

The general court, and the seve- cute and maintain any such actions

ral superior courts of law and county and suits concerning the same, as a

courts, respectively, shall have the guardian in common socage may do.

like jurisdiction to hear and deter- 1 Rev. Cod . 405-6.

mine the right of administration , in Where no such appointment is

relation to the intestate's place of re- made by the father of the infant, the

sidence or death ,or where the estate county or corportion court may ap

shall lie, as they have with respect point a guardian whose powers will

to the probat of wills .
continue until the infant, having at

If no representative of the intes- tained the age of fourteen years, shall

tate apply for administration, within choose another, or if thatbe not done,

thirty days from the death of the in- until such infant shall be of full age.

testate , or at the next succeeding The powers and duties of guar

court after the expiration thereof, dians are particularly stated in the

the court may grant administration act of assembly before quoted. Ibid .

to any creditor or creditors who ap- 406–411. ( See also 1 Tuck . Black.

ply for the same, or to any other per part 2–463, & -c . )

son the court shall in their discre

tion think fit. 1 Rev. Cod . 3823.
PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY EXECU

-See also a case in which the admi TORS AND ADMINISTRATORS .

nistration may be committed to the

sheriff or serjeant, of the county , or 107. Is the law of England, in re

corporation. Ibid . 390—391. gard to the order of paying debts by

106. May guardians be appoint- ex'rs and adm'rs, in force & c ?

ed by will : does the common law A. The estate of a guardian or cu

regulate &c ?
rator , not under a specific lien , shall

A. Any father, even if he be not of after his death, be liable for what

twenty -one years of age, may by ever may be due from him, on ac

deed or last will and testament, count of his guardianship, to his

either of them being executed in the ward, before any other debt due from

presence of two credible witnesses, him . Rev. Cod. 408.

grant or devise thecustody and tui- A similar provisionis also made,

tion of his child (which had never as to debts due from the estate of a

been married ,) although it be not deceased committee of an idiot or

born , during any part of the in- lunatic, or executor or administra

fancy of such child , to whomsoever tor of a testator or intestate's estate ;

he will ; and such grant or devise giving such debts the preference to

shall give the grantee or devisee the any other . Ibid . 389.

same power over the person of the In other respects, the law as to the

child , as a guardian in common so- dignity or priority of debts, is the

cage hath , and authorise him, by ac- same as in England , except so far as

tions of ravishment of ward, or tres- it is modified, in certain cases, by

pass, to recover the child , with da- laws of the United States.

mages for the wrongful taking or 108. May ex’rs and adm’rs give a

detaining of him or her, for his or preference by confessing judgments;

her use , and for the same use to un- Are lands sold on judgment against

dertake the care and management, ex'rs or adm'rs ?
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SEALS.

A. After a suit is commenced, the A. Since the 1st of Jan. 1787, bas .

executor or administrator may still tards are capable of inheriting or of

give a preference to other creditors transmitting inheritance on the part

of the same degree, by confessing a of their mother,in like manner as if

judgment to them for the actual they had been lawfully begotten of

amount of their debts.
such mother .

Lands are never sold on judgments In other respects their disabilities

against executors or administrators. are the same as at common law.

113. Are antinuptial children , le

JOINT-TENANCY. gitimated by marriage of the pa

rents ?

109. Is Joint- tenancy in land, as

A. Where a man having by a wo

at common law, &c ?

A. Joint-tenancy in land is created ,

man one or more children , shall af.

terwards intermarry with such wo

as at common law ; but the joint te

nants may be compelled to make par- cognized by him , shall be thereby le

man , such child or children , if re

tition , and the right of survivorship

is abolished . 1 Rev. Cod . 359.
gitimated .

The issue also in marriages deem .

ed null in law, shall nevertheless be

legitimate. 1 Reo . Cod. 357—8.

110. Is the common law , in regard ( See 3 H. and M. 225, and 2 Munf.

to the effect of instruments sealed , 442.

and not under seal, in force ?

A. The common law is in force, in ALLUVION .

regard to the effect and operation of

instruments sealed , and not under 114. Does the common law in re

seal. spect of alluvion prevail ?

111. Is a scroll & c . equivalent to A. Yes,

wax & c ?

A. Any instrument, to which the
FISHERIES.

person making the same shall affix

a scroll, by way of seal, shall be ad 115. Is the owner of lands bor.

judgedand holdento be ofthe same dering on a river where the tide

force and obligation, asif it were flowsandreflows, &c. entitled to se

actually sealed. 1 Rev. Cod. 510. veral fishery in front of his land ?

A scroll used as a seal was suffi
116. Is this so by statute , or y

cient as such before the act of as

sage ?

sembly . ( 1 Wash . 42–44. ) 4. By act passed Feb. 16th 1819, it

A scroll annexed to a signature is is declared that, hereafter, the lim

not sufficient to make a sealed instru- its or bounds of the several tracts

ment, unless it appear, from some of land lying on the Atlantick ocean,

expression in the body of the instru- the Chesapeake bay, and the rivers

ment, that it was intended as such . and creeks thereof within this com

(1 Munf. 487-493. See also 4
monwealth, shall extend to ordinary

Munf. 442—444 .) low water mark ; and the owners of

said lands shall have, possess and

enjoy exclusive rights and privileges

112. Are bastards subject to com- to, and along the shores thereof,

mon law disabilities ?
down to ordinary low water mark :

BASTARDS.
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provided, that nothing in this act con- , A. The statute of uses , 27 Hen . viii.

tained shall be construed to affectany c. 10, was always in force in this

creek or river, or such part thereof, state ; but its provisions were ex

as may be comprised within the limits pressly enacted by the general as

of any survey; and provided, also , sembly in 1785.

that nothing in this section contain 120. Is the English law of uses

ed , shall be construed to prohibit any and trusts, in force ?

person from the right of fishing, A. Estates of every kind, holden or

fowling and hunting on those shores possessed in trust, shall be subjectto

of the atlantic ocean , chesapeake bay, like debts and charges of the per

and the rivers and creeks thereof, sons, to whose use, or to whose be

within this commonwealth , which are nefit, they were, or shall be respec

now used as a common to all the good tively holden or possessed, as they

people thereof. 1 Rev. Cod. 341. would have been subject to , if those

persons had owned the like interest

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES . in the things holden or possessed, as

they own or shall own in the uses or

117. Are the 13. and 27. E. against trusts thereof. Acts of 1785, c. 62,

fraudulent conveyances in force in 91 , taken from 29 Car. ii. c. 3. 10.

your state : or similar acts ?
Where any person , to whose use

A. The provisions contained in the or in trust for whose benefit, another

2d, 3d and 6th sections of the statute is or shall be seised of lands , tene

13 Eliz . C. 5 , and 2d , 3d, 4th and 6th ments, or hereditaments, hath or

sections of 27 Eliz . c . 4 , against fraud- shall have such inheritance in the

ulent conveyances, ( though always use or trust, as that, if it had been a

in force in this state ,) were express- legal right, the husband or wife of

ly enacted by our general assembly such person would thereof have been

in November, 1785. entitled to curtesy or dower , such

husband or wife shall have and hold ,

STATUTE OF FRAUDS. and may, by the remedy proper in

similar cases, recover curtesy or

118. Is the 29. Car . ii. c. 3. ( called dower of such lands, tenements or

the stat. of frauds, ) or similar provi- hereditaments. 1 Reo . Cod . 370 ;

sions, adopted in your state ? first enacted in 1785. ( See 1 H ,

A. The statute 29 Car. ii. c. 3 , ( call- and M. 91 ;-3 H. and M. 322.

ed the statute of frauds, ) being sub

sequent to the 4 Jac. i, was never in BARON AND FEME .

force in this state.

The 1st, 2d and 4th sections of 121. Is the common law of baron

that act were formed into one sec- and feme adopted : does the wife's

tion , and enacted here in Nov. 1785, chattels vest in the baron ?

by our act to prevent frauds and per- A. Our law on the subject of baron

juries, which took effect Jan. 1 , 1787. and feme, is in general, the sa nie

with that of England. See 2 Tuck.

USES. Black . 4334435 .

A feme sole being entitled to slaves

119. Is 27. H. viii. called the Stat. in remainder or reversion , and af

of uses, ( or similar provisions) in terwards marrying, and lying be

force ? fore the determination of the parti

47
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cular estate, the right vests in the interest was reserved, the lender

husband, as her administrator, if he shall be obliged to accept his princi

survive her. ( See 1 Wash . 30.-2 pal money without any interest or

H. and M. 381-394. ) other consideration , and pay costs, but

Under the 4th sec. of the explana- shall be discharged from all other

tory act of 1727 , c . 4 , slaves were penalties of the act. 1 Rev. Cod .

adjudged to be personal property, in 374. ( See 6 Munf. 433, 439, 472,

relation to the right of the husband 484, 541 , 550. )

to the slaves bequeathed to the wife.

( 2 Call. 447.) BOOK ACCOUNTS.

But the widows of persons dying

intestate shall only have the use , for 124. Are book accounts evidence

life, of the slaves allotted to them in in your state : for what things fur

distribution , and not the property. I nished &ć ?

1 Rev. Cod . 382. A. Book accounts are not evidence of

The husband is entitled to the ad debts in this state at present ; though

ministration of the personal estate formerly they were so .

of his wife dying intestate , and is 125. Is interest recoverable on

not compelled to make distribution . book debt ?

Ibid . A. The allowance of interest on book

The courts of chancery have juris- debts is discretionary with the jury ;

diction in all cases of alimony . ( 4 - for , in all actions founded upon

H. and M. 507.)
contracts, and tried before a jury,

the jury shall ascertain the princi

USURY .
pal sum due, and fix the period at

which interest shall commence , if in

122. What is the rate of interest ? terest be allowed by them ; and judg

123. What provisions against usu- ment shall be rendered accordingly,

carrying on the interest ' till the

A. The legal rate of interest is 6 per judgment shall be satisfied . Acts of

centum per annum . 1804, c . 8,82 ;-1Rev. Cod . 508-9.

All usurious contracts are declar- | ( See also 5 Munf. 21–23 . )

ed utterly void.

A penalty is imposed upon the BILLS OF EXCHANGEAND PROMISSO

usurer of double the value of the RY NOTES.

money, &c. one moiety to the com

monwealth , and the other to the in
126. Are foreign and inland bills

former.
of exchange and promissory notes

Any borrower of money, or goods, negotiable ; and generally governed

may exhibit a bill in chancery a- by the law of England ?

gainst the lender, and compel him to A. Yes . — But the assignee of a pro

discover , upon oath , the money or missory note must first sue themaker ,

thing really lent, and all bargains, and use due diligence to recover of him ,

contracts or shifts , which shall have before he can sue the assignor. ( 1

passed between them , relative to Call. 497.)

such loan , or the re -payment there If, however, the maker be absent

of, and the interest or consideration from the country, or actually insol

for the same ; and if, thereupon, it vent, such previous suit against him

shall appear that more than lawful ) is not necessary. ( Ibid . 6 Munf.

INTEREST .

ry ?
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891. ( See also 4 H. and M. 455; Any person having a right to de

3 Call. 9-10 ;-4 Munf. 496 ;—5 mand any sum of money upon a pro

Munf. 388 ;46 Munf. 316.) tested foreign bill of exchange, may

127. Must demand bemadeby the prosecute an action of debt, for prin

holder, and notice of non-acceptance cipal, damages, interest and charges

or non - payment be given to the draw- of protest, against the drawers and

er or endorser, by the rules adopted endorsers, jointly, or against either of

in the English law, to entitle him to them separately. 1 Rev. Cod . 485.

recover ?
130. What damages are recovera

A. As to foreign bills of exchange, ble, upon the protest of foreign bills

this question may be answered , ge- of exchange ?

nerally, in the affirmative. A. Where any foreign bill of ex

As to inland bills , the mode of pro- change is, or shall be drawn, for the

test is specially stated in our act of payment of any sum of money, in

assembly, which goes on to say ; which the value is, or shall be ex

" and the drawer , such protest be- pressed to be received , and such bill

ing sent to him, or notice thereof in is or shall be protested for non -ac

writing being given to him, or left ceptance, or non-payment, the draw

at theplace of his usual abode, with - er or endorser shall be subject to the

in a reasonable time thereafter, shall payment of fifteen per centum dama

pay the money mentioned in the bill ges thereon , and the bill shall carry

to the person entitled to it, with in- an interest of six per cent. per annum ,

terest and damages as aforesaid ; from the date of the protest, until

and he to whom the bill shall be pay- the money therein drawn for shall

able , neglecting to procure the protest be fully satisfied and paid. Ibid .

to be made, or due notice thereof to be

given ," ( shall not, it seems, be pre

vented altogether from recovering

any thing, but ) “ shall be liable for 131. Are Divorces, a vinculis

all costs and damages accruing there- granted in your state &c ?

by. "
1 Rev. Cod , 484 . A. Divorces a vinculo matrimonii,

128. Is a protest for non - accep- cannot be obtained , but by special

tance or non -payment necessary , on acts of assembly.

inland bills and promissory notes ? The grounds for granting such di

A. See the answers to Nos. 126 and vorces, depend therefore upon the

127. discretion of the legislature.

No protest appears to be necessary

for non -payment of a promissory

note.

129. Is there any peculiar practice 132. Do foreign and domestick at

in your state , on this subject ? tachments issue in your state, a

A. I am not sufficiently acquainted gainst absent, or foreign debtors ?

with the laws of other states on this A. Yes.

subject, to be able to answer this The provisions in the laws on this

question as to them . subject, are too numerous and spe

Oneper centum damages are allow - cial to be here recited . See 1 Rev.

ed on protested inland bills of ex - Cod. 474_480 .

change, besides 6 per cent per ann . An attachment against an abscond

interest.
ing debtor, can legally issue, only in

DIVORCE.

ATTACHMENTS.
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the county where he last resided , or tenant, in regard to distress for

through which he is privately pass- rent, similar to the English law ?

ing, or wherein he is absconding at 1. The law of landlords and tenants,

the time of its being issued . 3 Call. in regard to distress for rent, is, in

413_417. many respects, similar to the En

Agreeably to the practice in this glish law ; but some alterations and

state , a subpoena in chancery, with additional provisionshavebeen made

an endorsement thereon , “ to stop by our acts of assembly. ( See 3

the effects and debts of the absent de- Tuck. Bl. 6, 14 ;–1 Rev. Cod . 446,

fendants, in the hands of the de- 454.)

fendants within the state," mention Alandlord in person , or by a pri

ing their names, “to satisfy a debt vate agent, may levy a distress, but

due from the absent defendants to cannot take a three months replevy

the plaintiff,” operates, from the bond or sell the distrained effects,

time of the service of that process on which, in such case , are only to be

the defendants within the state, as held as a pledge to compel the tenant

an attachment to stop the payment to pay the rent.

by them of monies due from them to A duly qualified officer alone can

the absent defendants, and to inhibit sell the property, or take the bond .

a transfer thereof from the said ab- ( 2 Wash. 57 ;-1Munf. 596—600 . )

sent defendants to other persons. (6 Distress for rent cannot be made

Munf. 176.)
at any place not upon the demised

An attachment in chancery lies to premises, except within ten days,

secure a debt payable at a subsequent after a fraudulent or clandestine re

day, or to relieve the indorser of a moval of the property ; and if the

note which has not become payable at property so carried off,be bona fide

the date of such attachment, which sold for valuable consideration , be

binds the property in the hands of fore seizure, it cannot afterwards be

the garnishee from the time of its

distrained .

service, so as to inhibit the absent

Goods or chattels found on the de

defendants making a transfer there- mised premises, but not belonging to

of, even for the benefit of a creditor the tenant, or to some person bound

whose claim is already due and pay for the rent or somepart thereof, are

able. ( Ibid .
not distrainable : but no person

A creditor residing in Maryland, claiming title to such property, if it

may sue out an attachment in chan
be distrained , can avail himself of

cery in Virginia, against his debtor his title, in any manner , but by a

residing also in Maryland, and others writ of replevin sued out andlevied

residing in Virginia, indebted to, or

before it be sold under the distress ,

1 Rev. Cod . 450-1.

having in their hands effects of, such

debtor. Ibid . (See also Ibid. 585; for rentwherethe landlord suspects

Attachments also may be obtained

-3 Call. 455, 460 ;-2H.andM for rent where the landlord suspects

that the tenant will remove his ef

308 ;44 H. and M. 403 ; and 4 H.

and N. 440. )

fects, or where he has actually re

moved them , before the rent becomes

due. Ibid . 448 449.

LANDLORDS ANDTENANTS. It seems, that on a lease of a tract

of land, with sundry slaves and other

133. Is the law of landlord and personal property, reserving by way
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ofrent,a gross sum payable annual- own name: is there any liability of

ly , the remedy by distress may be the assignor over , unless stipulated ?

resorted to, without any express 136. Is the common law in respect

stipulation . (3 Munf. 277.) of choses in action , adopted ?

Rent may be payable in advance, A. Assignments of all bonds, bills

by contract; and such rent may be and promissory notes, and other

distrained for, if not paid when due. writings obligatory, whatsoever,

Ibid . shall be valid ; and an assignee of

any such may thereupon maintain

any action, in his own name, which
SET-OFF.

the original obligee or payee might

134. Is the law of set - off, similar discounts, not only against himself,

have brought, but shall allow all just

to the English law, and that of other but against the assignor, before no

states ?
tice of the assignment was given to

A. When any suit shall be com- the defendant. 1 Rev. Cod . 484.

menced and prosecuted in a court The assignee or assignees, his,

within this commonwealth , for any her, or their executors or adminis

debt due by judgment, bond , bill or trators, of any bill , note or obliga

otherwise, the defendant shall have tion, shall hereafter be entitled to

liberty, upon trial thereof, to make recover from any previous assignor

all the discount he can against such or assignors, his, her or their exe

debt ; and upon proof thereof, the cutors or administrators ; provided

same shall be allowed in court. 1 that, in any suit brought against a

Rev. Cod . 487. remote assignor or assignors, &c.

In every action in which a defen -he, she or they shall be subject only

dant shall desire to prove any pay- benefit of the same defence , as if the
to such recovery, and shall have the

ment or set-off, he shall file with his

plea an account, stating distinctly suithad been instituted by the im ,

the nature of such payment or set mediate assignee or assignees; and

off, and the several items thereof; provided, also, that no joint action

and in failure to do so, he shall not shall be commenced or prosecuted

be entitled to prove before the jury, against any two or more persons,

such payment or set- off, unless the unless when they shall be joint as:

same be so plainly and particularly signors.

described in the plea, as to give the
But the rights of indorsees of bills

plaintiff full notice of the character of exchange, & c.are not to be abridg

thereof. Ibid. 510. ( See i Wash . ed bythese provisions. ibid . ( See

168, 221 ;—2 Wash. 71 , 255 ;–3 2 Wash. 218, 219, 232, 233, 256-

Call

. 9, 105 ;—1 Munf. 529 ;-1 h. 1 Call. 123, 226, 231—2 Call. 530 ,

and M. 476 ;4 Munf. 215 :-5 535—2 H. and M. 105 ; and other

cases.)

Munf. 388, 396 ; and 6 Munf. 34,

36.)
If a judgment of a county court

be assigned , and afterwards reversed

by the superior court of law , the as

CHOSES IN ACTION.
signee may thereupon sue the as ,

signor, without carrying the case to

135. Are choses in action assign- the court of appeals. (6 Munf. 15 ,

able : may the assignee sue in his 18. )
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same.

LIFE ESTATES & c . to be made for cash , or on such cre

dit, and on such terms as may be

137. Are tenants for life, years , & c . deemed best ; and, whenever, in any

entitled to the same rights, and sub- suit in equity, it shall be proper to

ject to the same liabilities, as by decree the execution of any deed or

the common and statute law of En- other writing, it shall be lawful for

gland ? the court to appoint a commissioner

A. Yes .
to execute the same ; and the execu

But see 2 Tuck . Bl. 122, 4 ; and tion thereof by such commissioner,

259, 260, also 1 Reo. Cod . 452, 3 , in shall be as valid in law to pass, re

which several important provisions lease or extinguish the right, title

are enacted , taken from statutes 32 ) and interest ofthe party, on whose

Hen . viii. c. 34, 1 , and c . 37, N 1, behalf it is executed, as if it had

and 52 Hen . iii. c . 4.
been executed by such party in pro

It is also provided, that executors

&c. may maintain debt, or distrain, been, at the time, capable in law of

per person , and as if such party had

for rent due to their testators, & c. executing the same : saving, how

upon any demise or lease, for life or ever, the rights of infants, or absent

lives, or for years, or at will, al- defendants, or of any other persons

though the same be determined .
to show cause against any such de

The law of waste, in its applica cree , or to contest or reverse the

tion here, must be varied and accom
1 Rev. Cod . 204 .

modated to the circumstances of our

new and unsettled country. (6 Munf. of chancery are executed by their

The process of the superior courts

134–155.)
marshals, or, ( in case of a vacancy

in the office of marshal,) by the sher

iffs . See acts of 1819, 20, 25.

138. How are decrees in equity
The process of the county or cor

executed &c ? poration courts in chancery , are ex

A. The same executions are issua - ecuted by the sheriffs, or serjeants;

ble on decrees in chancery as on or by the coroner where there is any

judgments at law , if the parties ob- just exception to the sheriff or ser

taining such decrees desire it; or jeant.

they may resort to an attachment.

1 Rev. Cod . 545.
INSOLVENT ESTATES.

A sequestration is proper, if the

defendant obstinately continue in jail

exhausting his estate in payingother
139. In case the estate is insolvent,

creditors, to the injury of the plaint- are creditors paid pro rata , &c ?

iff. (3 Call. 382 . See also 1 H. 4. In general, the creditors of an

and M. 310–329 , especially 319— insolvent testator or intestate, are

320, in judge Tucker's opinion . ) not to be paid pro rata , but accord

On foreclosing a mortgage, the ing to the dignity of debts.

court decrees a sale of the land, &c. This is the rule as to legal assets ;

The judges of the superior courts but equitable assets are distributed

of chancery may, in all cases , at pari passu among all the creditors

their discretion , where a sale is de- in proportion to their claims. ( See

creed of property, direct the same 2 Tuck . Bl. 511-512. )

DECREES IN CHANCERY.
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PUBLICK OR PROPRIETARY LANDS . i. in force, except so far as altered by

the several ordinances, declarations

140. Are there any lands which and resolutions of the general con

belong to the State : how obtained vention , until the same should be

by one desirous of purchasing : Is changed by the legislature ; and the

there any proprietary land, and how general assembly in Dec. 1792, in

obtained ? repealing so much of that ordinance

A. The quantity of land remaining as related to any statute or act of

unappropriated by individuals in this parliament, and declaring that no

state, is very small and unimportant. such statute or act shall have any

There is no proprietary land yet to force or authority within this com

be taken up or located ; the title of monwealth , having, at the same time,

Denny Fairfax , and of those who saved to the commonwealth , and to

claim under him , to such of the lands all persons, bodies politic and cor

in theNorthern Neck , as were waste porate, the right and benefit of every

and unappropriated at the time of writ remedial and judicial which

the death of lord Fairfax , being now might have been legally obtained

extinguished, and those lands vested from , or sued out of any court, & c.

in the commonwealth . 1 Rev. Cod. of this commonwealth , with the like

352, 3 ; ( 1 Munf. 218, 238.) proceedings thereupon to be had, & c .

As to the extent to which the de

ENGLISH LAW BOOKS. cisions of British courts are to be

regarded as authority, see the ob

141. Are English law books, al- servations of judges Tucker and

lowed to be read in your State Roane, ( 1 H. and M. 158-161

courts : if so , under what limitation ? 164. )

A. English law books are allowed The reported decisions of the

to be read in the courts ofthis state ; courts of other states in the Union

the convention in 1776, having by are also frequently read in our

an ordinance, declared the common courts, not as binding authority, but

law of England and general statutes as entitled, arguendo, to great con

in aid thereof, passed prior to 4 Jac. sideration .
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APPENDIX.

Rules of the Court of APPEALS.

1811, May 3 .

The act of last Assembly concerning the court of Appeals, having made

it necessary to revise and add to , the former rules of this court, they have

been revised as follows, and are ordered to be published, for the information

of the bar and the public.

1. Ordered, that no affidavits be read in support of, or opposition to , any

motion hereafter made to the court, unless reasonable notice be given to the

opposite party of the time and place of taking the same, or good cause be

shown why such notice is not given : And every motion which is not a mo

tion of course shall be supported by affidavit.

2. Ordered, that objections to securities given upon obtaining writs of su

persedeas, writs of error or appeals, shall hereafter be made within sixty days

after bringing up the record, and not afterwards, unless for good cause shown

to the court.

!!

3. A clear and concise state of the case of each party in all appeals from

decrees in chancery, and in all appeals, writs of error, or supersedeas to, or

from a judgment of the general court, or any superior court of law , in which

a demurrer, special verdict, case agreed, demurrer to evidence , bill of ex

ceptions or points reserved, shall constitute a part of the record , or exhibits

in the cause , with the points insisted on , signed by his counsel and printed or

fairly transcribed, the expense whereof shall be taxed in the bill of costs , shall

be delivered to each judge before the hearing of the cause : and no error

other than such as shall be pointed out and insisted on in such statement on

the part of the plaintiff or appellant , shall be ( without leave of the court)

admitted as a ground for argument on the hearing of the cause, and all depo

sitions, exhibits, accounts and articles intended to be relied upon or objected

to in the argument shall be particularly noticed in such state, and a reference

thereto in the official copy of the record in the cause made. If statements

shall not be furnished in pursuance of this rule, the causes will be either dis

missed, heard- exparte, or put at the end of the docket.
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4. All causes depending in this court, which shall be ready for hearing in

pursuance of the preceding rule , shall, unless good cause be shewn to the

contrary, be heard in the order in which they stand upon the docket : Any

cause , &c, alledged to be merely for delay , may, upon motion, be taken up at

any convenient time, six days previous notice having been entered on the

docket, unless a statement shall be exhibited to the court, shewing it to be a

case for argument.

5. Ordered , that no petition for an appeal from any decree in chancery,

shall hereafter be received or allowed by this court, or any judge thereof, un

less the nature of the case and the errors supposed to exist in the decree,

sought to be reversed, be clearly and distinctly set forth in such petition and

the same be signed by the party or his counsel prefering the same.

6. No counsel or attorney who shall prosecute any suit in an inferior court,

in which an appeal shall be prayed, shall be permitted to appear or prosecuto

the same in this court.

7. Where there are two or more counsel on the same side, no one of them

shall argue twice, except by the leave of the court.

8. The absence of counsel, although attending any other court, except by

special permission of this court, will not be considered good cause for de

laying or continuing any suit.

9. In chancery causes it is unnecessary to read the record ; but the counsel

may refer thereto, and state what they consider as proved by the answer or

any depositions or exhibits on which they rely : and in all cases it is recom

mended to the gentlemen of the bar to select and cite only the most perti

nent authorities .

10. Cases of peculiar hardship or general inconvenience may be heard out,

of course, where the reasons for so doing are extremely strong : to ascertain

which, a clear and candid state of the case, and of the facts on which the

reasons for departing from the regular course, are founded , shall be present.

ed to the court, verified by affidavit, where such can be obtained, or signed

by the counsel prefering the petition , notice of which, by presenting a copy

of the petition to the counsel for the adverse party, is to be given at least four

days before the petition shall be presented. And in case the petition is in

tended to be opposed, the adverse counsel shall. present to the court and the

counsel for the petitioner, in writing, the reasons for such opposition , verify

ing or denying, in the same manner any facts, which may be relied on in sup

port of, or opposition to the petition, at least one day before the petition shall

be presented ; which matters, so stated, the court will take into consideration

without argument, and decide thereupon as to them shall seem most rea .

sonable.

48
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11. It is expected , that the counsel will respectively, in all cases, where a

special decree or entry shall be deemed necessary, prepare notes of such de

cree or entry, as they may think ought to be made in the cause ; to be consi

dered as part of their statement, and delivered to the judges with the record,

at the final argument in each cause.

12 Where any process issue to revive a suit, on the death of a party, either

plaintiff or defendant, shall be returned executed , there shall be at least sixty

days allowed to the party or parties, in whose name or names such suits may

be revived to prepare for the trial thereof.

13. No certificate of a judgment or decree of the court of appeals, shall,

without the special direction of the court, be transmitted to any inferior court,

in less than sixty days, from the rendition thereof, unless the court shall pre

viously have adjourned for one or more weeks.

1811 , October 2 .

i4. It is the opinion of this court, founded as well on a full consideration

of the law, as on various decisions which have heretofore been had, that, in

future, where a judgment or decree is reversed neither in the whole por in

part, on the ground of error against the appellant or plaintiff in any appeal,

writ of error or supersedeas, yet, if crror is perceived against the appellee

or defendant, the court will consider the whole record as before them , and

will reverse the proceedings either in whole or in part, in the same inander

as they would do, were the appellee or defendant, also to bring the same be

fore them, either by appeal , writ of error or supersedeas; unless such error

be waived by the appellee or defendant, which waiver shall be considered a

release of all errors as to him.

December 20.

15. No appeal, which shall have been dismissed or abated by the court,

shall be re - instated or revived, after the lapse of sixty days from such dis.

mission , or abatement, except for good cause shewn to the court, verified by

affidavit, and upon reasonable notice to the adverse party of the time of mak.

ing the motion, nor then, except in very special cases, unless such motion

be made within one hundred and twenty days from the time of such dismis.

sion or abatement.

Provided , that, if the court shall not be in session on the day to which such

notice shall be given , a further time of ten days shall be allowed the party to

exhibit his motion, after the next meeting of the court.

1813, November 19.

16. The court, considering that the frequent calling of the causes which

have abated , or are otherwise not ready for trial, tends to delay the court,

without promoting the speedy decision of such cases. It is ordered, that

they be placed on a separate docket, there to be proceeded in until ready for

trial, when they are to be placed upon that part of the docket from which

they have been removed.
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Rules of the supeRIOR COURTS of CHANCERY, at

Richmond and Lynchburg. ( 1 )

1. The causes on the court docket must be called and tried in the order they

stand , unless for good cause shewn, a cause may be passed over, or continued .

2. In every case , brought before the court, for argument, the counsel for

the plaintiff is to open it, he will be answered by the counsel for the defend

ant : and then the plaintiff's counsel may reply. This will end the discussion .

3. But two counsel can be allowed to argue on any one side of a cause,

without leave of the court.

4. Counsel should prepare notes for their decrees.

5. Whatever the parties, by counsel, agree to do in any cause depending,

they may direct the clerk to enter accordingly , without an application to the

court.

6. The rules in the office will be strictly conformable to the act of assem

bly, unless by consent of parties, and so to be entered, by the clerk.

7. All the papers or documents referred to by any bill as part thereof, must

be filed with it, or the suit may be dismissed as for the want of a bill.

8. No cause is to be put down for hearing, unless it is ready for trial as to

all parties.

9. Any suit which has been dismissed, in court, except upon a hearing ,

may be reinstated , for good cause , upon reasonable notice thereof to the ad

verse party, or his counsel.

10. Objections, to securities given for the prosecution of any suit, in this

court, may be made at any time during the pendency of such suit, upon giv

ing to the adverse party reasonable notice thereof.

11. No objection, to any deposition, for want of notice shall be received,

after the cause is set for hearing, unless such objection be filed previously

thereto .

12. Commissions to take depositions, may issue at any time, to either party ,

after the cause is set for hearing, and before the argument thereof ( 2 ) without

any application to the court for that purpose : and exceptions, to the read

ing of such depositions, may be made, at any time before the hearing of the

cause .

13. That the papers read at the hearing of any cause, in this court, in

which an issue maybe directed, may be read, upon the trial of such issue , be

( 1 ) Being the “ Richmond district ,” and “ Lynchburg district." See “ couris . " Ed.

(2) Dangerfield v. Claiborne, et, al. 4 Hen. & Mun. 397.
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fore the court of common law, to avail there, as inuch as they ought to avail

here ;( 1) " and that exceptions there, to such testimony, may be made as in

other cases . ”

14. That in all cases where accounts are directed , the commissioner shall

proceed ex parte, upon one month’s notice to the party, who shall fail to

attend ; but he may, for good cause shewn, give a farther day ; but he must

make the same a part of his report .

15. All original reports, made by the commissioners of the court, in mat

ters of account, must lie a term before they can be acted upon by the court,

unless for good cause shewn .

16. To all such reports , exceptions, if to be taken , must be stated in writing,

and filed with the clerk of this court, thirty days at least, before the next term .

17 When a party intends to produce viva voce testimony in court, upon

the hearing of a cause, to prove an exhibit, he should apply, before that time,

for an order, for that purpose, upon an affidavit, giving a description of what is

intended to be proved, as well as notice to the adverse party of the motion .( 2 )

18. No party is to be allowed, upon the trial ofa cause, to call for the vouch

ers of another party, and to put him upon the proof of them , unless where

the objection was taken before a commissioner, and not supplied before he

made out his report : and, then, only, within the rule of court : unless for good

cause shewn, and upon reasonable notice thereof to the party or his agent, or

attorney in fact. ( 3)

19. That where an answer is not responsive to a material allegation of thebill,

the plaintiff may except to it as insufficient, or he may, on the trial, avail him

self of the tacit acknowledgment of the defendant, that the charge is true. ( 4 )

20. The clerk shall keep a docket of all injunctions put down for dissolu

tion, noting therein the day each case was put down, for the inspection of

counsel, which shall be deemed sufficient notice thereof to the adverse party.

21. The injunctions upon the motion docket, shall be all called over in the

order they stand, every motion day , and taken up or not, as the counsel for

the defendunt shall think proper.

22. No motion shall be admitted for dissolving an injuction, unless the an

swer shall have been filed before the commencement of the term , in which

the motion is offered , except in cases of injunctions granted within three

months preceeding such term .

23. On the last clay of every term , the clerk must call over all the injunc.

tions dissolved at the preceeding term , and dismiss them unless good cause

to the contrary be shewn.

( 1 ) Sep. 1796, M. S. Sep. 1805, M. S.

( 2 ) Emerson v. Beckley and Stone , 4 Hen . & Mun. 441 .

( 3 ) Read's executor v . Winston , et . al. ib. 450, & Williamson , et. al. v. Childrey, et.

al. M. June term , 1812 .

(4) Page's executor v. Winston's administrator. 2 Mun . 298 .
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34. The counsel, on every motion day, after the injunctions are disposed of,

shall be called over, beginning with the attorney general first, ( and the late at .

torney general next, if there be one) and the rest in the order they qualified

in court, that each may be heard in such motions as are not docketted.

25. In every case , where a bill is presented for an injunction , the docu .

ments referred to as a part thereof, should accompany the bill , before the

subject can be considered by the court, or the judge thereof in vacation , un

less for good cause shewn.

26. In all cases where bond and security must be given in the clerk's office

of this court, it should be done within thirty days after the date of the order

under which it was directed, unless by law , a greater time be allowed, or the

order will be unavailing to the party.

27 The affidavits that have been read, upon a motion to dissolve, in case the

suit should, for good cause shewn, be carried on as an original suit in chan

cery , will be regarded by the court as testimony, on the final hearing of the

cause , unless they shall be objected to , at the time cause shall be shewn

against the dismission of such suit, and notice thereof given to the adverse

party, which will be sufficient, if endorsed on the papers in the cause, or en

tered at the rules with the clerk of this court.

28. In all cases where affidavits are to be read in support of, or in opposi

tion to any motion to be made in court, or the judge thereof in vacation, rea

sonable notice must be given to the adverse party, of the time and place of

taking the same.

29. Objections, to affidavits taken on motions to dissolve injunctions, must

be made, before any such motion , by stating the objection on every such

affidavit.

30. Every petition for an appeal from any decree of this court, upon the

ground that there was no culpable neglect in the petitioner to apply for the

same, at the time the decree was rendered, or at any time thereafter during

the term, must state the particular circumstances which prevented the appli

cation, be signed by the petitioner, and verified by affidavit.

31. Every petition for an appeal from any decree of this court, upon the

ground of error in the proceedings or decree , must concisely state the nature

of the case, and point out the errors relied upon ; to be signed by the petition

er , and certified by his counsel to be , in his opinion , sufficient to reverse the

decree, which petition must be accompanied by a complete copy of the record .

32. In every petition for an appeal from any decree of an inferior court to

this, the like rule must be observed .

33. The court will proceed to hear and determine all appeals at the term to

which they are sent up, unless good cause be shewn to the contrary.
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34. No counsel, or attorney who shall prosecute any suit in an inferior

court, in which an appeal may be prayed to this court, shall be allowed to

prosecute the same here, unless it was allowed upon petition .

35. The punctual attendance of counsel can never be dispensed with when

the court is sitting, but for some reasonable cause ; and , therefore, every suit

which may be dismissed for the non-attendance of counsel, without such cause

previously made known to the court, shall be at his costs.

36. The papers in every case, not ARGUED, will be received by the court

as furnishing a statement ; but the points insisted upon by each party , should

be made out in writing, and signed by counsel, and furnished with the papers,

when the case is submitted, unless in very plain cases.

37. When a commissioner of this court shall have occasion to submit any

question to the judge in vacation, under the act, reducing into one all acts and

parts of acts, concerning the superiour courts of chancery, ( 1 Rev. Code of

1819 , c . 66. 8. 23,) he must transmit his statement to the clerk, who must file

the same with the papers in the cause , and preserve it as a part thereof, and

send a copy to the judge, whose opinion will be returned to the clerk, who,

in like manner, must file and preserve it, sending a copy thereof to the com

missioner.

38. Every bill of review should be presented , with a complete copy of the

record .

39. That no suit is to be revived without the names of the representatives,

of the deceased party or parties.

40. That the clerk may , either in, or out of court issue process to revive,

when the proper names are furnished , and not before.

41. That unless such process be executed with all due diligence , the ben.

efit thereof may be lost to the party who obtained it.

42. That when an order is made for an account, to be taken before a com

missioner of the court, or before auditors to be agreed upon by the parties, it

should be taken with all convenient speed ; and unless a report be made there .

upon within twelve months from the date of the order, the benefit thereof

may be lost to the party who obtained it, unless for good cause to be shewn to

the court.

43. The clerk of this court shall not suffer the papers, in any case, to be

taken from his office, at any time , by counsel , nor during term , from the court

room , but by the judge.

44. Reasonable notice, of all motions which are not of course, must be given

to the adverse party.
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45 That every motion which is not of course, should be supported by affi

davit.

46. That each commissioner of the court must report to every term , the

state of his docket, that the court may know the delinquent party.

47. The clerk is to see, that all the papers are regularly endorsed, in each

cause .

48. The clerk is to endorse, on each paper filed in every cause, the time

when the same was filed ; and to note the rules in each case , on the bill

therein .

49. The counsel should sign their pleadings.

50. In causes of injunctions, removed hither by certiorari, if a motion to

dissolve , in any case , might have been made in the court below, the case may

be docketted here upon the return of the writ executed ; and a motion to dis

solve , may be made upon any subsequent motion day; after actual notice to the

party against whom it is to be made, or to his attorney in fact, or to the counsel.

51. To allow a defendant to amend his answer , must, from the nature of

the case , be always at the discretion of the court. ( 1 )

52. It may be done in a small matter, on motion , at any time before issue

joined . ( 1 )

53. But in a material point, the motion must be made upon an affidavit of

the facts, which make it necessary ; and after reasonable notice thereof, to

the plaintiff, or his counsel. (2 )

54. The affidavit ought to state, that, at the time of putting in the answer ,

the defendant did not know the circumstances upon which he makes the appli

cation, or any other circumstance upon which he ought to have stated the

fact otherwise. (3 )

55. Where process to revive has been executed, the party shall be allowed

one term, after the return day thereof, to prepare for trial. ( 4)

56. In every case where there is a decree nisi, it may be set aside, upon

filing the answer. (5 )

57. In no case, shall a bill be referred to a commissioner of the court, for

scandal and impertinence, after answer filed : neither shall an answer,under

such circumstances, be referred, after a replication thereto : nor shall depo

sitions be so referred, after a publication thereof.

58. The original reports ofthe commissioners of this court, made, in matters

(1) Liggon v. Smith , 4 Hen. & Mun. 405. (2) Ibid. (3) Ibid . (4) Minor v . Jones ,

Ibid . 480. (5) Fishback v. the Bank of Virginia, MS. Jan. 1812.
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of account to any term , may then, be put down for hearing at the following

term .

59. The plaintiff, or plaintiffs, in every injunction bill, and the defendant,

or defendants, in every answer , or plea , which is sworn to , should sign the

same.

60. It is not expected by the court, that counsel will, in any case, after a

decision, argue against it, unless requested ; but, they are at liberty, before

a decree is entered, to state their objections, in writing , to the judge, for him

to consider.

61. The commissioners of the court will attend to the manual with which

they have been furnished .

62. The first day of every term , and every Saturday during the term , shall

be motion days.
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INDEX

TO THE RULES OF THE COURT OF APPEALS, p. 568.

i2 .

15.

Abatement, ( abated.)
No.

process to revive on the death of parties -- proceedingson.

by the court on appeal - reinstatement - when .

causes abated or not ready for trial-how disposed of. 16.

Absence,

of counsel - no cause for delay - unless.
8 .

Affidavits,

not to be read—but on notice of taking-unless.
1 .

necessary - on motions not of course . ib.

Appeal,

securities on - time allowed to object to.
2 .

state of case on how to be . 3 .

reversal on — in favor of appellee-when. 14.

from decree in chan.-petition for not received - when
5 .

petition for - what to contain .
ib .

not to be prosecuted by the atty . or counsel below . 6.

dismissed or abated , by court-not to be revived—when. 15.

Argument,

when two or more counsel-how conducted. 7.

method of, in chy . causes - record - and depositions referred to . 9.

out of course when allowed. 10.

Attorney, ( counsel. )

in the court below the same, not to prosecute appeal. 6.

two or more on a side-one not to argue twice-except. 7.

absence of no cause for delay-unless. 8 .

Causes,

abated or not ready for trial , how disposed of.
16.

of appeal, dismissed or abated by court - reinstatement of. 15.

Certificate,

of decree or judgment, to court below - when to go.
14.

Decree, ( entry of.)

notes of, prepared by counsel, when and how. 11.

certificate of to court below - time to intervene. 13.

reversed, in favor of appellee - when . 14,

Docket,

separate one to be — for causes abated , or not ready.
16.

Error,

in judgments or decrees - reversal for deft. - when . 14.

Hard cases,

argued out of course - when , & c. 10.
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ib.

7.

9.

10.

16.

13.

14.

1 .

5 .

ib .

Hearing of causes,

order of how to be.

how to be — when removal for delay is alleged.

not delayed for absence of counsel-unless.

method of ( argument ) ip chan. causes - what.

out of course , when and on what terms.

not ready - how disposed of.

Judgment,

certificate of to court below - time to intervene.

may be reversed , in favor of deft. -when.

Motion ,

not of course - affidavit to support, necessary .

Petition of appeal,

not to be received or allowed - when.

what, to contain

Re-instatement,

of appeals dismissed or abated, by court - when and how .

Revivor,

process on, upon death of parties practice .

on dismission or abatement by court of appeal-how.

Securities,

objections to on writs of error, supersedeas and appeals

time for .

State of case,

on appeals , writs of error, or supersedeas- how to be .

Supersedeas,

securities on-time allowed to object to.

state of case on how to be .

Writ of error ,

sureties on - time for objecting to - what.

state of case on-how to be.

reversal on - in favor of defdt. - when .

1
5
.

12.

15 .

2.

3.

2 .

3.

2 .

3.

14 .
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INDEX to the Rules of the Superior Courts of CHANCERY,

at Richmond and Lynchburg, see p. 371.

29 .

Accounts,

proceedings on exparte - when.
14.

original reports on to lie a term - unless. 15.

to be expedited by commissioners — and auditors.
42.

report on to be made in 12 mo. ib.

original reports on may be set for hearing - when.
58.

Affidavits,

on mot. to dissolvemevidence on hearing - when .
27 .

when to be used on motionsm_notices of taking to be given . 28 .

objections to, on mot . to dissolve-- when and how taken.

on motions of course-necessary. 45.

on do. to amendanswer - what to state . 53 , 54.

Agreements,

of counsel - entered of course by clerk . .

Amendment,

of answer - at discretion of court, 51 .

do. in a small matterson motion before issue. 52.

do.
in a point material- on affidavit and notice.

53.

affidavit for — what to state. . 53, 54.

Answer,

not responsive - party may except - or take the fact as proved. 19 .

amendment of - at discretion of court, 51

in a small matter - on motion before issue. 52

in a material point - on affidavit and notice, &c. 53

affidavit for — what to contain , 54

on filing of decree nisi may be set aside. 56.

after filed - bill not to be referred for sland. or impertinence. 57 .

Appeal,

petition for out of time what to contain . 30.

do. on the ground of error in this court do . 31 .

do. on degree in inferior court_do . 32 .

hearing on—when 10 be .
• 33.

not to be prosecuted here by the same counsel as below

unless.
34 .

Argument,

conducted how to be , by counsel .
2.

2 counsel on one side only to be heard -- unless . 3 .

cause submitted without- what parties to do.
36.

Bill,

papers referred to in it to be filed with it or dismission . 7.

for injunction documents to be presented with it.
25 .

rules taken on--to be noted upon it by clerk.
48.
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42.

reference of for scandal or impertinence--not after answer . 57.

of review -- copy of record to accompany it. 38 .

Bond and Security,

when required in clerks office - time for allowed. 26.

Calling of causes,

on the docket how to be . 1 .

Case submitted,

how prepared for court.
36 .

by commissioners in vacation under act - how to be. 37.

Commission ,

to take depositions, of course—when. 12.

Commissioners,

on account directed to proceed exparte -- when.
14.

giving further day--to make part of report.
ib .

original reports made by -- to lie a term - unless . 15 .

question submitted by under act c . 66. s . 23 - manner of.
37.

taking accounts - time allowed for, &c.

to attend to the manual . 61 .

Costs,

on suit dismissed for non -attendance of counsel-- by whom paid. 35.

Counsel, (attorney . )

opening and replying in causes--manner of.
2.

nuinber of-- to be heard on one side, 3.

to prepare notes-- for their decrees. 4.

agreements between -- entered by clerk of course . 5.

precedence of -- on motions not docketed. 24.

prosecuting the suit below - not to prosecute appeal here

unless. 34 .

to pay the costs of suits dismissed , for their non-attendance, &c. 35.

to sign their pleadings. 49.

not to argue against decision of couri -- unless requested. 60 .

before decree entered --may state objections to it in writing. ib .

Decree,

counsel to prepare notes for .

petition for appeal from, out of time-- what to contain .
30.

do. for do on ground of error in this court - do. 31 .

do. for do do. in inferior court - do. 32.

nisi --may be set aside on filing answer. 56.

not to be argued against -- by counsel . 60 .

objections to, in writing - may be made before entry.
ib,

Depositions,

want of notice - no objection if cause set for hearing - unless. 11 .

commission to take , may issue of course -- when . 12.

exceptions to reading of-- when to be made . ib .

Dismission ,

of bill-- unless papers filed with it .

reinstatement of cause after-- when . 9.

on

7.
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23.

35.

1 .

19.

17 :

19.

27.

16.

19.

10.

17 .

7 .

48.

of injunctions dissolved - when .

of suit for non -attendance of counsel.-- costs.

Docket,

calling of causes on it--order of.

Evidence,

on issue at law - papers read at the hearing how to be.

viva voce at hearing, to prove exhibits — allowed — when.

answer not responsive -- how - against the party .

affidavits on motion to dissolve - when to be , at hearing.

Exceptions,

to original report on accounts when to be, &c.

to answer not responsive waived , -- effect of.

to securities for prosecution -- when to be .

Exhibits ,

proved at hearing - how to be.

Filing ,

papers referred to in bill - required or dismissed .

of papers - time of to be indorsed by clerk.

Hearing of cause , (reports . )

calling on—how to be .

opening and reply of counsel on how to be.

counsel at-number to be heard .

not to be - unless ready as to all parties .

depositions at- objection to for want of notice,-when .

affidavits on motion to dissolve injunc .---evidence at - when .

on appeal-when to be.

on case submitted - how to be .

exhibits proved at viva voce—how to be .

voucher's proof of at-when demandable.

of original reports, in matters of account-when.

Injunction ( injunctions,

put down for dissolution - docket of - noting the day, &c .

calling of, upon motion days — and how disposed of.

motion to dissolve- when not to be admitted .

dissolved to be dismissed - when .

bill for presented - documents to accompany - unless, &c .

affidavits, on motion to dissolve-evidence at hearing-when.

on motion to dissolve - objections to affidavits - how made.

causes, removed by cert.-motion to dissolve-how proceeded

1

1 .

2.

3.

8.

11 .

27.

33.

36.

17 .

18.

58 .

20.

21 .

22.

23.

25 .

27.

29 .

on . 50.

13 .

ib .

Issue at law,

on trial of - papers used at hearing - may be read .

exceptions to papers used at hearing - allowed.

Motions.

not docketed - when to be called on.

do. do —precerlence of counsel on .

not of coursewhat notice of to be.

24.

ib.

44.
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45,

62,

59.

28.

44 .

43.

47.

48.

30,

31 .

32.

49 .

8 .

9.

do do. -to be supported by affidavit.

days for - appointed.

Names,

of parties, swearing to injunc. bills, answer or plea - to be

signed.

Notice,

of taking affidavitswhen to be.

of motions not of course — to be given.

Papers,

only to be taken from office or court room — by judge .

in each cause to be endorsed by clerk .

time of filing of_do . do.

Petition ,

for appeal from decree , not in time — what to contain .

for do. on ground of error in this court - do .

for do. from an inferior court do.

Pleadings,

to be signed by counsel.

Putting down causes,

for hearing—not to be, unless ready as to all parties.

Re -instating,

cause after dismission — when, &c.

Reports,

original by commissioners in matters of account--to lie a

term - when .

exceptions to how and when to be made.

do . do-may be put down for hearing — when .

of commissioners and auditors to be expedited .

on orders to take accounts to be made in 12 mo.

Review ,

bill of - copy of record to be presented with it.

Revivor,

not to be without names of representatives of deceased

parties.

process for issued by the clerk—when, &c .

do to be executed with diligence-or.

time after - to prepare for trial—what allowed .

Rules,

of the office to be according to the act - unless.

taken on bills - note of, to be indorsed by clerk .

Scandal , ( impertinence .)

bill-- not referred for, after answer filed .

nor answer for, after replicat .

nor depositions for , after publicat .

Securities,

for prosecuting suit - objections to- when to be made.

Vouchers,

to be produced and proved at hearing-when only.

15.

16 .

58.

42 .

ib .

38.

39.

40 .

41 .

55 .

6.

48.

57.

ib .

ib .

10 .

18.



Note. The preceding rules in the court of appeals, and in the Richmond

and Lynchburg chancery districts, are published as received from my corres

pondents, and it is presumed they will befound substantially correct.

To afford an easy reference to the various matters they contain , Ihave

framed an alphabetical and synoptical " index" for each of them .

In performing this it will be perceived, that some pains have been taken to

give thefacility intended . There is no regulation or point of any consequence

which has not been indexed under various heads, under every one indeed,

where it occurred to me that it might possibly be sought for. Ed.

CORRECTION.

P. 325, for “ courtesy " read “ curtesy . "
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No. 1. STATE OFFICERS. of the general assembly ; salary,

$1200. (4 )

1. Who is Governor ofyour state
4. Clerk of the superiour or

&c. ?
supreme court, & c . ?

A. Ethan Allen Brown ; residence, A. By the Const. the sup. court is to

Cincinnati; title , “ governor of the sit once a year in each county , and

state of Ohio ; ( 1 ) term of office , 2 that court and every other court ap

yea :s, and until another is elected points its own clerk in every county

and qualified ; but is not eligible for 7 years , removable by the courts

more than 6 years in any term of 8 for breach of good behaviour.

years ; elected by the people ; (2) There are therefore, a great num

salary $ 1200.
ber of clerks of the S. C. There is

2. Secretary of state & c . ?

A. Jeremiah M‘Lean ; ( 3 ) resides at (4) The judges of the sup, court, and pre

the seat of government ( Columbus ; ) sidents of the courts of common pleas, are to

term of office 3 years ; appointed by receive adequate compensation to be fixed by

the legislature ; salary, $ 1000. law, and not to be diminished during contin .

3. Chief justice of the su
uance in office ; but to receive no fees or per

preme court of law , &c. ?
quisites, nor hold any other office of profit or

A. Calvin Peas ; residence, Warren,

trust under this state or of the U. S. Const. of

Trumbull co ; term of office 7 years;

Obio , Nov. 1 , 1802.

The answer to this question by my corres
app. by joint ballot of both houses

pondent in 1821 , is “ Calvin Peas, ch . Justice,

Fohn MLean, Peter Hitchcock, Jessup N.

(1 ) “ And shall be commander in chief of Couch, associates ; ” these officers are called

the army and navy of this state , and of the
" judges " & c .

militia &c . Const .
The “ Ohio Register " of 1821 by Williar

(2) He must be at least 30 years of age, Lusk, gives the namesand order of the judges

a citizen of the U. S. 12 years, and an in. of the S.C. as follows, “ Hon . John M Clean,

habitant of the state 4 years, next preceding Fessup N. Couch , Calvin Pease, Peter Hitch

his election . Const. cock : ” The same register of 1822, gives the

(3 ) In the Ohio register of 1822 ,the name following names and order, “ Hon. Foba

is " M'Lene;" so also, “ John M‘Clean" one M Clean, Jacob Burnet, Culvin Pease , Peter

of the judges of the sup. court. In both in- Hitchcock. "

stances I adopt “ M'Lean," grounding my It will be perceived, that Mr. Burnet fills

self i'pon the manner of spelling by my cor- the place of judge Couch deceased : As to the

respondent : It is impossible for meto avoid variation in the spelling of names, I have no

misnomers. Ed. means to rectify mistakes. Ed.
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no such court, as that “ of appeals in A. At Columbus, on the 1st monday

the last resort."
of January and September, annually.

5. - Attorney General : & c . ?

A. We have no attorney or solicitor LAWS- LAW BOOKS.

general.

Each court appoints its own pros 14. What numberof volumes, docs

ecutor of the pleas and fixes his com- the compiled body of your Statute

pensation , which is paid from the law consist of, & c . ?

county treasury . A. The statute laws of this state ,

6. When, and where, is the annu- were revised and reprinted in 1816,

al meeting of the legislature ? and contain the laws to that year in

A. Columbus, is the seat of govern- clusive, in 2 vols .

ment ; the election for representa 15. Can the publick laws in pam

tives of the general assembly, is on phlets, be procured, & c .

the 2nd tuesday of October annually, A. The laws since then are in pam

and the legislature meet on the 1st phlets, and probablymaybe procu

monday of December ensuing. red at Columbus, or Chillicothe.

16. Is there any Digest of the state

laws &c ?
UNITED STATES OFFICERS.

A. There is none.

7. Who is District judge, & c. ?
17. Are there any Reports of cases

A. Charles W. Byrd ; resides near in your state courts, & c. ?

Manchester, Adams co.

A. None.

The State, composes one district.
18. Is there any Digest of cases in

8. Clerk ofthe District court your state courts, &c,?

& c . ?
A. None.

A. Haroey D. Evans ; resides at 19. Are there any Treatises on

Columbus. the law , in your state & c . ?

9.— District Attorney, &c. ?
A. “ Every man his own lawyer ; "

A. John C. Wright; resides at Steu- by John M’Dougal : published about

benville .
the year 1813, at Chillicothe.

Proposals have lately been issued

10. Marshal, & c . ?

by a gentleman at Chillicothe, for

A. William Dougherty ; resides at compiling all the laws relating to

the title of property, within this

11. What Justice of the S. court state . Its publication is doubtful.

ofthe U. S. holds the circuit in your

20. —Foreign law books repub

state , & c . ?
lished in your state, & c . ?

A. Thomas Todd ; The circuit is A. Not answered. Ed.

composed of Ohio, Kentucky, and
21 . Reports of Cases in the

Tennessee.
district or circuit courts of the U. S.

12. At what times and places, are in your state, & c. ?

District courts of the U. S. held , & c . ? A. None.

A. At Columbus, on the 2nd mon 22. Is there any Digest of cases

day in January and September, annu- in those courts, & c. ?

ally. A. None.

13. Circuit courts & c. ? 23. Have any books been compo

sed, in your State, &c. ?

(1) Nat. Intel, Mar. 11, 1822. A. Historical Sketches, of the prin

* (1 )
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ciples and maxims of American Ju ATTORNIES- COUNSELLORS .

risprudence, in contrast with the doc

trines of the English common law ,
24. Is there any distinction in the

on the subject of crimes and punish- profession of Attorney and Counsel

ments.” 1 vol. Oct. Steubenville, lor, & c . ?

1819. ( 1 )
A. There is none .

172

.

219

221

225

(1 ) The author of this work, is Jobn M.
Plenary power of the King's

Goodenou Esq. counsellor at law.
Bench,

Mr. Goodenow - at the time of publishing
Amercements, 150

these “ sketches” resided in Steubenville, but Chap. IV. Tue Common LAW AND CIVIL Po

LITY OF THE BUITISH COLONIES
since then has removed to Bloomfield , in

OF NORTH AMERICA ,

Trumbull Co. Ohio. The book contains up .
The Charters, 186

wards of 400 pages, besides the appendix.
Virginia Colony, 190

The professed object of Mr. G. is to prove ,
Massachusetts,

202

that the courts in Obio were not possessed of New Hampshire, 918

common law jurisdiction, and more especially, Connecticut,

in the case of crimes and offences at com Rhode Island, 220

mon law. New York ,

The author in prosecuting this inquiry, New Jersey , 222

takes a wide scope; and not only pursues the
Pennsylvania, 925

main argument, but has treated on many
Maryland,

Delaware,
particular subjects and features of the com

Carolinas,
mon law, as acted upon and exhibited in

Georgia, 227
practice. Some idea may be formed of its

Louisiana, 228

wide range .-- by the following synopsis of

Canadas, (note ) 230

the contents :
Chap. V. The Common LAW - ITS ADOPTION

Chap. I. Laws in GENERAL ,
PAGE 1 AND CONTINUANCE DE THE STATE

Natural Law and the Law of God, 1 CONSTITUTIONS, 264

National Law , 20 New York , 276

Chap. II. MUNICIPAL Law,
21 New Jersey, 277

Promulgation of Municipal Law , 43 Delaware, Maryland, and Virg. 278

Chap. III. Common Law of ENGLAND, 47 S. Caro. Penns. Ken . Tenn. Geor. 279

Analysis of that Law , 72 N. Hamp. N. Caro. Rhode Island , 280

Law of God, 72 Connecticut, 281

II. Law of Reason, 75 CHAP. VI. TAE COMMON LAW - WHETHER

11. Priociples, maxims, and ge
IT BE OF CONSTITUTIONAL OR LE

neral rules,
73 GAL OBLIGATION IN THE U. S. 285

iv. Law of Decision , 75
Opinion of gen . assembly of Virg. 291

Local Customs of certain Case - U . S. vs. Hudson & Goodwin , 508

Districts, 78 U. S. vs. Coolidge, S05

TI. Certain particular Laws, 78 Same, in U.S. Sup. Court, SLS

1. Civil Law ,
78 Chap. VII.Was THE COMMON LAW OF COM .

2. Canon Law , 80 STITUTIONAL OR LEGAL OBLIGA

3. Maritime Law , 80 TION IN THE N. W. TEBRITORY , 515

4. Military Law , 81 Construction of the Ordinance, 327

5. Law ofthe Universities, 82 Petit juries, not of common law

6. Law of Equity, . 82 establishment, S36

7. Forest and Game Law, 83 Construction of Criminal Law , 64

yo. Gen. custom of the realm , 84 Discussion of the interpretation of

Ancient Criminal Law ofEngland , 102 the words, Hubeas Corpus, 567

Character of the reignsfrom Hen. Discussion ofthe term , applicable, 374

III, to James I. 116 ofthesubjectofprecedents , 376

1 .

y .

.

97
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25. By whom are attornies or | A. “ Magistrates courts ; " « city court

counsellors admitted , &c. ? of Cincinnati ;" “ courts of Common

A. They are admitted on examina- Pleas ;" Supreme court."

tion , by the supreme court ; no par 28. Their style, &c. ?

ticular term of study is required ; A. “ Judges of the Supreme court ;"

they must produce a certificate of The President and Associate judg

moral character, andof their qualifies of the court of Common Pleas ; "

cations, from a practising attorney. “ The Mayor and Aldermen of the

The licence is general , and the clerks city of Cincinnati ;" “ Justices of

can give the names of those admitted the Peace.”

in their respective counties. 29. The extent oftheir several ter

26. On what conditions, &c. from ritorial jurisdictions, & c. ?

other states , & c . ?

30. Which have original jurisdic

A. Foreign attornies, are admitted tion, & c . ?

upon examination after 1 years re
31 . partly original,and part

sidence.

ly appellant &c. ?

32 . appellant jurisdiction on

COURTS.
ly, wc. ?

1. The “ Supreme Court.”

27. What are the names of the se
This court is composed of 4 judges,

veral courts in your state, &c. ? and holds one session annually in

each county of the state, and its ju

risdiction is in general confined to

Chap. VIII. WHETHER THE COMMON LAW BE the county.

It has exclusive original jurisdic

tion in all cases of divorce and ali
Ohio,

mnony, and concurrent jurisdiction

with the common pleas in all civil
The State ofOhio vs. Lafferty, (appendir .)

cases at law or in equity , where the

This is no place to notice the principal ar- matter in dispute exceeds $ 1000 ;

gument of the author, or to examine the va- and appellate jurisdiction in all cases,

rious matters which he discusses. He has where that court has original juris

brought into view many historical evidences ,
diction .

and maintains all his positions with great

It has power generally, to issue
Auency of expression, and a vigorous style of

all remedial writs necessary for theargument.

But a few copies were printed (less than due administration of justice ; and

100 ,) and as I understand were gratuitously either of the judges in vacation , may

and principally distributed among judicial allow writs of error, supersedeas,

characters, in Ohio and to some few of Mr certiorari and habeas corpus.

G's friends.
II . The “ Court of Common Pleas."

Whatever may be decided on the general The state is divided into 9 circuits

doctrine advanced by the author, or however, of the court of common pleas, each

many of his particular opinions may be ques. circuit containing several counties,

tioned, this is a book of an original charac. witha president to each circuit, and

ter, and Mr. Goodenow in publishing an edi.

tion for the public, might it is hoped, receive 3 associate judges for each county.

a proper remuneration for his labor, and cer The territorial jurisdiction of this

tainly could not fail to advance his reputation. " court is limited to the county, except,

OF CONSTITUTIONAL OR LEGAL

OBLIGATION IN THE STATE OF

383

i.
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in some instances of sending process / assault and battery, malicious pro

into other counties.
secution , ejectment, replevin , de

It has original jurisdiction, in all tinue, slander, cases of real contract,

civil cases at law and in equity, and where the title to land comes in

where the matter in dispute exceeds question .

the jurisdiction of a justice of the Justices of the peace , decide no

peace ; and appellate jurisdiction criminal causes. ( 1)

from justices of the peace, in all 33. Which are courts of equity,

cases .
and which of law , &c. ?

This court also, has the probateof A. The supreme court, and the courts

wills, and the granting of letters tes of common pleas respectively, are

tamentary and of administration ; courts both of law and equity, and

and generally takes cognizance of
the only courts possessing chancery

all probate and testamentary causes

powers.

and matters, and has the appoint

ment of guardians, &c.
Any judge of either of those courts

It has exclusive jurisdiction over junction, and ne exeat.
in vacation , may allow writs of in.

all crimes and misdemeanors , except

Proceedings are by bill and sub
in cases capital, where it is concur

rent with that of the supreme court. pæna , as in England.

III. The “ City court of Cincin
34. What methods are used to

nati." ( 1 )
carry upjudgments & c. ?

The jurisdiction of this court ex- A. From Justices of the peace, cases

tends through the city, with power are removed to the court of common

to send its process throughout the pleas, by appeal, or certiorari; the

surrounding county .
former as amatter of course , on giv

It has common law civil jurisdic- ing security within 10 days topro

tion concurrent with the common
secute, & c.; the latter, on allowance

pleas, when either the plaintiff or by ajudgeof thecommon pleas, and

defendant or both , reside within the security, &c. within 15 days after

city ; and in criminal cases , where
the judgment.

the punishment is less than peniten
From the common pleas to the sup.

tiary. ( 2 )
court, by appeal, writ of error,

IV. The “ Court of a Justice of the and sometimes, habeas corpus cum

Peace. ”

A justice of the peace has juris- Appeals from the common pleas

diction throughout his township in are of course, on security within

civil cases, and over the county, in 30 days after judgment.

criminal. Writs of error and habeas corpus,

He has cognizance as at common on allowance by any judge of the

law in civil cases, not exceeding 8100 supreme court, and security, &c.

in amount; except, in trespass for By appeal, the original judgment

is vacated , and proceedings are had

(1 ) Held I presume, by the “

aldermen ." See answ . No. 28. Ed.
( 1 ) Being I presume mere conservators of

( 2) My correspondent does not mention the peace for the county , with power to ap

any appeal from this court ; it is probably, to prehend , bind over, and commit offenders,

the supreme court. Ed. & c . Ed.

causa .

mayor and
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de novo in the supreme court, by jury A. David Smith ; at Columbus.

or otherwise, as the case may be. 36. Who is the principal Bookseller

at the seat of Government ?

MISCELLANEOUS . A. There is no book store there, of

any magnitude.

35. Who is State Printer, &c. ? John Kilbourn has a small one.
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No. 11. CONVEYANCE BY DEED, &c. ed in any particulars, in your state ?

1. In nothing material.

1. What is the kind of Deed most 9. Is it necessary to the validity

in use in your state &c. is it that of of a Deed as between the parties & c .

bargain and sale ? that it should be acknowledged by

J. A deed of bargain and sale, is the the grantor, or proved by the witnes

common instrument ofconveyance. ses , and be recorded ?

2. Does the legal possession pass 1. It is not.

without livery, & c . ? 10. As against bona fide subsequent

3. The possession passes by the le- purchasers and mortgagees ; must the

gal operation of the deed, without prior deed or mortgage to affect

other ceremony. them , be recorded : within what pe

3. In the creation of estates in fee, riod : in what office : will notice of

or fee tail , are technical words ne- the prior title, though unrecorded,

cessary, &c. ? bar the second incumbrancer ?

A. To create estates in fec , the 1. If a decd or mortgage is record

words “ heirs and assigns ” are ne- ed within six months from its date,

cessary . ( 1 )
it is good against all of a later date :

4. Is the construction of common if not recorded, it is void against

assurances, governed by the rules of subsequent purchasers without no

common law ; or by the intent, &c. ?
tice ; but notice otherwise than by

A. By the rules of common law.
recording, is sufficient.

5. Are attesting witnesses &c . re- corder's office of the county, where
The record is to be made in the re

quired to conveyances ?
the land lies .

A. Two attesting witnesses are ne
11. May a feme covert convey

cessary in Ohio, to all conveyances estate held in her own right, and her

of lands.
dower in the husband's estate , &c. ?

6. Must the deed be sealed ?

A. Yes , she can do all .

A. The deed must be sealed.
12. Is this done by joining with

7. Is a scroll sufficient ?
him in the conveyance, &c. ?

4. And a scroll, is a sufficient seal.
A. By joining in the conveyance.

8. Are the common law requisites 13. Is a private examination of the

for the perfection of Deeds &c. alter- feme necessary, &c. ?

1. A private examination is neces

(1 ) The termsof the question seem to im- sary before the officer , taking the

ply that the word “ assigns ” is requisite in the acknowledgment of the deed .

creation of a fee simple estate ; this inaccu 14. What officers may take this

racy of my own and the inadvertence of my examination , &c. ?

correspondent, has probably occasioned him A. Any judge of the court of com

to fall into a mistake, in stating that word to
mon pleas, or justice of the peace.

be necessary . A grant to A. and his " heirs ”
15. What is the form of a certifi

without " assigns" creates a fee simple by the
cate by the officer, where a feme cov

common law ; " assigns " however is so inva.
riably added , that it is commonly understood ert acknowledges the execution , & c ?

A. “ State of county of
to be essential : I am not aware that in Ohio,

or any other state , the terın “ assigns” has
Be it remembered , that on the

by statute been made necessary to the consti- day of in the year f -c. before me,

tution of a fee simple, in any instrument, and J. P.ajustice of the peace within and

if not, it is unnecessary . Ed. for the county afd. personally came

SS.
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1. B. and C. his wife the above (or feited by elopement, as by W. ii. c.

within) grantors, and acknowledged 34. and by a divorce , occasioned by

the foregoing (or within ) instrument the wife's aggression .

of writing to be their voluntary act 18. What Officers in your State

and deed for the uses and purposes are authorized , to take acknowledg

therein mentioned . And the said c . ments and proofs ofdeeds and mort

wife of the said A. B. being bymeex- gages ?

amined separate and apart from her A. Judges of the court of common

said husband, and the conients of the pleas ; Justices of the peace, and the

said deed being made known to her, de- Mayor of Cincinnati.

clared , that she voluntarily and ofher 19. What is the form of a certifi

own free will and accord, without any cate by such officer, when the gran

fear or coercion of her husband, did tor acknowledges the execution ?

and now doth acknowledge the sign- A. The same as answ . No. 15, omit

ing and sealing thereof. In testimony ing what relates to the wife.

whereof, I have hereunto set my hand 20. What is the form when the ex

and seal, the day and year aforesaid . ecution is proved before him , by the

J. P. [SEAL .] deposition of the subscribing wit

The form must be particularly fol- nesses ?

lowed , and this certificate be on the A. The present stat. on this subject,

same sheet with the deed . took effect June 1 , 1820, and con

16. To bar the feme of dower in tains no provision for proof ofdeeds,

the husband's estate ; is her joining by affidavit endorsed .

in the deed , and making such ac The previous statute authorized

knowledgment, necessary in all ca- that mode of authentication, and the

usual form was as follows. viz.

A. It is, so far as the law is settled . “ State of Countyof

Neither the statutes nor judicial Be it remembered , that on the

decisions hitherto : have established day of- before me J. P. a justice

any exceptions. of the peace within and for the county

Our stat. contains a general pro- afd . personally appeared, A. B. and

vision , that deeds executed in any C. D. who being severally sworn , de

other state, territory or country, a- pose and say, that they these deponents

greeable to the lawsthereof, shall be saw E. F. the above ( or within ) na

valid in this state . med grantor, sign, seal and deliver

17. Generally , is there any thing the foregoing ( or within ) deed , and

peculiar in respect to dower in your that these deponents each signed the

state ? same as subscribing witnesses. In

A. As to legal estates of inheritanc's testimony whereof I have hereto set

they are the same. my hand and seal the day and year

She is also entitled to dower, of aforesaid . J. P. (SEAL )

the third part of all the right, ti An affidavit by one is sufficient,

tle, and interest, which her husband stating, that the two signed as wit

at the time of his decease had in any nesses .

lands and tenements, held by bond, 21. Must the grantor or witness

article, lease, or other evidence of subscribe the acknowledgment, or

claim .
deposition ?

Dower may be barred, by a valid A.An afidavit should be subscribed ,

jointure, as by 27 H. viii. and for- but not an acknowledgment,

ses , &c. ?

-SS.

51
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22. Is the certificate to be under There is no other provision on this

the seal , as well as the hand of the subject. ( 1 )

ollicer ?
28. Are deeds and mortgages

A. Under both hand and seal. recorded, evidence ; by whom are

23. If a quaker is witness, what is copies exemplified ?

the form of aifirmation by your law ? A. The originals if acknowledged,

A. The same as an oath , substituting are evidence on trial without fur

“ affirmed” for sworn .

ther proof ; but copies from the re

24. If a grantor, mortgagor , or cord are no otherwise evidence, than

witness , is in another state or territo- as proof of a lost instrument accord

ry , what officers in such other state ing to the rules of com . law.

&c . may take the acknowledgment of They are certified by the recorder,

the grantor,or deposition of the wit- under his official scal; and copies so

ness , to the execution ?

authenticated are evidence in court,

A. Any officer anthorized by the of the existence of such records.

29. In what order, do mortgages

laws of that state , to take acknow

ledgments or depositions.

take preference of each other ?

A. There is no special provision,

25. Where the officer is of another and the answeris to be drawn from

state &c. what proof or instrument the principles referred to in the an

must be made or annexed to his certi
swer, No. 10 .

ficate, showing he is such officer &c ? Recording within six months is

A. By common usage in this state, notice from the date ; recording af

the publick seal of any city with the terwards, is notice from the time of

Mayor's certificate, or of anycounty recording ; notice otherwise, is equi

or superiour court with the clerk's valent to notice by recording : the

certificate , is received as sufficient. subsequent purchaser without notice,

But the deed is admitted to record where the first deed is not recorded

even without this certificate , though within the 6 months, nor before his

it would be required on trial. purchase, is preferred.

26. If grantors or witnesses are 30. Is any time allowed after exe

dead , removed from the state , or can - cution , within which the mortgage

not be found ; is there any provision being recorded, a subsequent mort

in those cases for secondary proofs, gage gains no priority by first re

& c . ?
gistering ?

A. There is no statute provision , on 1. Yes, six months. Sce answers

this subject,

Nos. 10, 29.

The proof must be according to 31. May deeds of mortgage , le ac

common law rules, on the trial. knowledged and proved in like man

27. If the grantor and witnesses ner in and out of the state, recorded

are in a foreign country, and living and have like competency in evi

or dead, is there any provision for dence, as absolute deeds dic ?

taking an acknowledg
ment or proof

in such country ?

( 1 ) My correspondent is to be understood,

as respects the officer and mode of autbenti

A. Any acknowledgment taken in cation of the acknowledgment or proof, and

any other state or country, according not of the form of the acknowledgment, or

to th- laws of that state or country , proof itself, that , must be according to the

or ofthis state, is valid.
statute or law of the state . Ed.
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1. Yes, in all respects the same. cases , the execution first delivered

32. In regard to the execution of to the officer is first satisfied .

deeds and mortgages in your state , 36. Does a judgment bind, after

is there any other thing to be obser- acquired land ?

yed , &c . ? A. It does.

1. Nothing material, now recol
37. In respect of chattels, has the

lected .
first judgment, or first execution de

Itmay however be well to observe, livered, the preference ?

that husband and wife, can join in A. The same rules govern, as on

a power of attorney to authorize the judgments and executions against

execution of a deed, which if exe- | real estate. See answ . No. 35 .

cuted by her, and the husband re
38. In respect of chattels, may the

spectively, in the manner before di- debtor alienate, before execution de

rected for a deed, ( see Nos. 5 , 6, 7 , livered ?

11 , 12, 13, 14 , 15, ) will produce the 1. He may , until a levy is made, if

same effect in conveying her right. it be bona fide , and without fraud.

The power of attorney must be
39. Is a prior judgment in an In

recorded in the proper county , and feriour court, a lien on lands without

may be revoked by the wife at any its jurisdiction, & c. ?

time before the execution of the deed, A. The difference of the court, makes

by causing such revocation to be also no difference in the lien.

recorded .

By our present act on the subject

No. 11I. JUDGMENT, (EXECUTION )| judgments bind only in the county

(which took effect June 1 , 1820, )

&c .

where they are entered : This com

33. Do judgments bind real pro- prehends, both the common pleas

perty , and may it be sold on execu- and supreme court ; the previous

tion in your state ? act , had no express provision on the

A. Judgments bind real estate ; and point,butthe common opinion is, that

it may be sold on execution. its construction would be the same. I

34. From what time is a judgment speak of state courts : between the fe

(or decree in equity , ) a lien on real deral and state courts, I believe the

estate, against alienation of the debt- question has not been made, as to

conflicting liens.

A. From the first day of the term at 40. Is there any Court in which

which judgment is rendered, except a Judgment will bind the lands, in

judgments confessed , which bind every county ?

only from the day of actual entry . A. There is not, except in the federal

35. What is the order of priority courts.

among judgment creditors, in res 41. Can execution be taken out at

pect of lands ? once , in every county , &c. ?

A. Where several executions against A. Execution is issued from the

the same debtor, are sued outduring county where judgment is had , di

the term at which judgment is ren- rected to the sheriff of any county

dered or within 10 days thereafter, in the state ; which without the coun

and where several executions against ty (where the judgment was) binds

the same debtor come to the hands of only by virtue of a levy, and only

the officer on the same day , they are one can be taken out at the same

all paid pari passu ; in all other time,

or, & c. ?
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42. Can execution issue immedi 46. Are there any laws, to delay

ately after judgment, against real or impair the remedy on execu

estate of the debtor , and that be sold tion, by suspension , appraisment,

without any previous appraisinent and a minimum fixed , &c. or con

&c . and on what conditions as to pay- straining the creditor to receive oth

ment ? er than lawful money & c . ?

1. Execution issues at the sametime, A. A law was passed Feby. 1820, by

against chattels and lands ; but the which if the defendant in execution

chattels must first be sold or nulla requires it, his chattels are to be ap

bona indorsed, before a levy can be praised, and if they will not sell at

made on lands. one half their appraised value, are

Lands must be appraised , and can to be returned to him for six months,

be sold only for cash . on his giving security for their re

43. In such case , is a Deed made delivery to the shff. at the end of that

and delivered to the party , before time. If he fails to give that secu

acknowledgment of it by such officer rity ( and at all events at the end of

in court, or confirmation by the six months, ) the property sells for

court, valid : If fraud or irregularity, what it will bring.

is there any summary redress ? This law is unlimited in duration ..

A. A deed executed by the officer in We have no other laws, coming with

form of other deeds, is good ; but in in the purview of this question.

making title through it, you must 47. What security is required,

shew the regularity of the execution, that the property shall not be wasted,

advertisement, appraisment andsale. and be forth coming ?

By a statute which took effect June A. None, except as in the last an .

1 , 1820, the court, on being satisfied swer.

of the regularity of the officer's pro 48. May the debtor redeem land

ceedings, may order a deed to be sold on execution, & c. ?

made to the purchaser which deed is A. We have no provision , for re

prima facie evidence, of the regu- demption.

larity of the sale. Before sale per 49. May judgments on warrant

fected, the court on motion will set of attorney, be entered in vacation ?

aside any of the proceedings, for A. Our stat. gives no authority for

irregularity.
it, and it has not hitherto been done.

44. Before real estate can be sold 50. Can judgments be entered on

on execution, must it be appraised warrant of atty. before the debt is

and sale delayed , until it brings the payable ?

appraised value, or some propor - A . They can, on sufficient authority.

tion, ac. ? 51. In such case , is the judgment

A. Real estate must be appraised an incumbrance, against a subsequent

and cannot be sold, till it brings two judgment for debts due, and follow

thirds of its appraised value. ed by immediate execution ?

45. Is there any writ of levari fa- A. Probably not, the question is un

cias, elegit, extent, &c. in your state ? settled .

A. Not as defined by common law : 52. If after sale and conveyance

Process on mortgages, is by scire of land on execution , the judgment is

facias, and the execution we call a reversed ; does theestate revert, &c.?

levari facias, which is a simple or- A. The reversal of judgment does

der, to sell the land.
not affect the title, but restitution is
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to be made, of the purchase money , a discharge: Is the claim for a dis

and interest. charge, determined by the court or

53. Is the Ca. Sa. allowed in the a jury ?

first instance : are bail exonerated A. Three or four months. The claim

by surrender of the principal ? is determined by the court.

A. Yes ; to both questions.
59. Must the debtor be actually

54. May the debtorbe imprisoned in the gaol, or may he apply for the

for any sum ; are none exempted, & c . ? benefit of the law , at any time &c. ?

A. He may ; our law makes no ex- A. He may apply at any time when

ceptions, of any description. he finds himself unable to pay his

55. Is the Ca. Sa. regulated by debts, and in any situation , of the

the common law, g -c. ? claims against him.

A. Commitment under a ca. sa. does 60. Is there any thing peculiar in

not in all cases extinguish the debt ; your insolvent law ?

execution may subsequently be had A. Nothing material.

against chattels and lands, in case

of a discharge by the insolvent act, No. V. WILLS , &c.

or by taking the oath , that he cannot

support himself in prison . 61. Are lands and freehold inter

But few questions under the ca. ests devisable at the pleasure of the

sa. have yet been adjudicated upon testator, and to the entire disinheri

in this state ; but it is generally con- son of his children or issue & c . ?

sidered , as very different from the A. They are, and without limit as

common law writ. relates to the interest of heirs gene

56. Are any kinds of personal es- rally.

tate exempt from execution ? A will made when the testator has

A. Persons having families may hold no child, is rendered void on the birth

exempt from execution, 1 cow ; 12 of a child ; and a child born after

sheep and their wool shorn ; all the the will made in any case (unlessex

flax in their possession and the yarn pressly disinherited ,) and a child ab

or thread manufactured therefrom ; sent and supposed to bedead, succeed

2 beds and bedding ; their wearing to the same share as if the ancestor

apparel; 2 spinning wheels; 2 pots had died intestate; to raise which , the

or kettles : and any quantity of cloth devisees contribute .

of their manufacture , not exceeding 62. What formalities of execution,

100 yards ; all which they hold ab- are essential to a will oflands &c ?

solutely. There are no other exemp- A. The will must be signed by the

tions. testator, or by some person for him

in his presence and by his direction ,

No. IV. INSOLVENT ( LAW .) and be attested by two or more dis

interested witnesses, subscribing

57. Is there a standing insolvent their names in his presence.

law in your state , &c. Are any per 63. What formalities are required ,

sons on account of the nature of the in the revocation of wills of land ?

debt, &c. excepted out of it ? A. Any will or clause thereof may

A. There is . It extends to all civil be cancelled by obliteration , by a co

actions, where the petitioner has re- dicil executed as above, and by birth

sided in the state , two years . of a child as above.

58. What time is required to effect 64. Are the provisions of the 29
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C. ii. e. 3. adopted in regard to the and testaments, by the proper ofli

execution of wills of land &c ? cer in other states, evidence in your

A. The provisions of our statute, courts &c ?

are similar to the 29 C. ii. c. 3. A. Exemplifications , are evidence.

65. Before what court, or officer, 73. How are foreign wills and

are wills of lands and personalty, testaments proved in your state, & c ?

exhibited for proof : does the proof in A. We have no statutory provisions

the probate court, affect the right of as to the mode of authenticating fo

the heir to question its execution at reign wills and testaments .

Jaw as to land ? In practice (in cases not falling

A. Before the court of common pleas within the acts of congress, ) ( 1 ) the

of the county. seal and certificate of the judge of

The heir, may contest afterwards probate ( or other proper officer,)

by bill in chancery within two years, with a certificate of his appoint

on which an issue is tried by a jury ; ment, under the seal of state & c,

but after this , the probate is binding has sometimes been introduced and

and conclusive, excepting, on in- received in evidence .

fants , femes covert, persons absent, All wills affecting lands, must be

insane, or in captivity.
authenticated and recorded in the

66. Is theexecution proved by the county where the lands lie, and are

witnesses, or oath of the executors, subject to be contested, as the ori

or both , in the first instance ? ginal might be. (2 )

1. By the oath of the witnesses.

67. In what office is the will and No. VI. DESCENTS.

inventory registered : are office co

pies evidence ? 74. How do inheritances in fee sira

A. In the office of the court of com- ple descend upon intestacy, among

mon pleas of the county ; and office lineal heirs ?

copies are evidence : 75. How among collaterals ?

68. What formalities are required, A. I. If the estate cometo the intes

to wills of chattels ? tate by descent, devise, or deed of

A. The same as of lands. gift from an ancestor, it descends in

Our law of nuncupative wills, is parcenary in the following manner ;

taken from the 29 C. ii . c . 3 , with 1st. To the children of the in

slight variation. testate , or their legal representa

69. Are any number of subscribing tives.

witnesses, or the signature or seal of 2d . To his brothers and sisters

the testator, required ; or is a will of of the blood of the ancestor, whe

personals provable by the rules of

the common law & c ? ( 1 ) See 2 vol 122. – 3. vol. 621. - acts of com

A. See the preceding answer No. 68. gress, Bioren's edit.

70. May executors, or adminis
(2) It is not clear whether this last obser.

trators having letters in another vation of my correspondent, applies to foreign

wills , viz . that they are to be recorded , & c.

state , sue in your state ?
and are subject to be contested as the originals

A. They may.
might be. It would seem from his answer

71. If not, what is to be done to
to No. 65, that the probate of a will in the

enable them to sue ?
common pleas , was conclusive on all persons

1. See the preceding answ . in regard 10 land, after 2 years ; except in .

72. Are exemplifications of wills fants , & c. - Ed.
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own.

ther of the whole or half blood, to surplusage of personal property dis

the intestate. tributed ?

3d. To the ancestor, if living. A. The appraisers of the personal

4th. To the brothers and sisters estatc, allow the widow a suitable

of the ancestor , or their represen- proportion of it at their discretion ,

tatives . for her support one year .

5th . To the brothers and sisters If there are legitimate children

of the intestate, of the half blood and the personal estate after the

not of the ancestor, or their repre- above allowance and the debts paid,

sentatives. is over $ 400 the widow has one third

6th. To the next of kin to the as her own property , if under $ 400

intestate , of the blood of the an- she has one -half; if there are no le

cestor. gitimate children , she takes all the

II. If the estate came by purchase to remaining personal property as her

the intestate , it descends,

1st. To his children , and their In other respects, distribution of

representatives. personalty, is according to the law

2d. To his brothers and sisters of descents of real estate .

of the whole blood , and their re 80. How among collaterals ?

presentatives. A. See the preceding answer.

3d. To the brothers and sisters 81. Are the 22nd and 23rd Car.

of the half blood , and their repre - i. c . 10 , and 29 Car. i . c. 30, called

sentatives. the Statutes of distribution &c. a

4th. To the father.
dopted ?

5th. To the mother.
A. See preceding answers.

6th . To the next of kin to and

of the blood, of the intestate. No. VIII. ENTAILS , DOWER, CUR

One of the several heirs in the

same degree being deceased , his re

presentatives take his share ; and if 82. May entails be created , as

all the heirs are in the same degree, under the Stat. de donis — and with

they take per capita ; if not, per the same incidents, in respect of be

stirpes. ing barred ; dower ; curtesy ; waste

76. How , in respect of the half &c?

blood : does the common law govern ? A. They cannot.

77. Does the common law prevail 83. Are entails abolished ; coul

on descents, in any cases, and what ? verted into fees ; or otherwise modi

A. See the preceding answers.
fied &c ?

78. Is there any thing peculiar in A. By a stat. of 1812, no estate can

your law of descents ? be granted to any persons, but such

A. Inheritance may be derived as are in being or their immediate

through an alien, or a bastard by issue ; and estates given in tail , go

way
of the mother. in fee simple, to the issue of the first

donee.

84. How barred by the tenant ?

NO. VII. DISTRIBUTION ON INTES- | A. See the last answer .

TACY, (OF PERSONALTY. ) 85. Is the widow entitled to dow

er ; and the husband to curtesy ; as

79. Upon intestacy, how is the by thecommon law ?

TESY, &c.
1
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ers ?

See preceding answers.
You will observe, there are some

As to curtesy, we have no stat. cases not provided for, as debt on

nor as far as I know any adjudica- simple contract, &c. where probably

tions ; but the common law is sup- we have no limitation.

posed to prevail. 92. What savings ?

A. The savings are the same as in

No. IX. LIMITATION OF SUITS. the case of lands . See No. 87.

93. Are there any in favour of ci

86. What length of adverse pos- tizens of other states , or foreign

session of lands is a bar &c ?

1. Twenty -one years. A. None, except, as in No. 87, which

87. What savings &c ? answer applies, to all kinds of ac

A. Infancy , insanity, coverture, im- tions.

prisoned, or beyond sea , when the

right of action accrues ; the stat.
No. X. TAXES .

runs from the removal of these dis

abilities. If a person has left the 94. May lands be sold for the pay .

state and is absent when the cause ment of taxes : has an absentee any

of action accrues, and remains ab- privilege ?

sent in a place unknown to the plain- A. They may.

tif, the stat. begins to run from his There is no provision for absentees

return .
in our present stat, which was pass

88. Is there a saving in favour of ed Feby. 1820.

foreigners or citizens of other states ? 95. Before a sale, is notice to be

A. None, except, as in the last an- given &c ?

swer. A. Yes ; all this is to be done.

89. Are the general principles of 96. What officer is to give this no

English law, on the bar of these sta- tice ?

tutes, adopted in your state ? A. The county auditor ; except, as

A. In general, they are. to lands within the Virginia military

90. Is there any thing peculiar in district (between the little Miami

your state on this head ? and the Sciota ,) belonging to non

A. Payment of any part of the prin- residents, whenit is to be given by

cipal or interest, or ademand ( though the auditor of the state , at Colum

not judicial within the time of limit- bus.

ation , prevents the stat. from run 97. In what manner &c.

ning. A. See answ . No. 95.

91. What length of time bars re 98. If a sale takes place, is the

covery &c . in personal actions ? deed absolute ?

A. Debt and covenant on specialty, A. It is absolute.

15 years ; trespass, (except as be 99. If not, what time is allowed to

low) detinue, trover, replevin , case redeem , and on what terms: atwhat

( comprehending assumpsit) except place or office , are the sales entered ?

book accounts, and debt for rent, A. The sales are entered, in the

6 years; actions upon book accounts, office of the county auditor at the

and forcible entry and detainer, 4 seat of justice of each county, except,

years ; trespass for assault and bat- lands of non -residents in the Vir

tery, slander, libel, and false impri- ginia military district,which are en

sonment, 1 year . tered with the auditor of the state.
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ALIENS.

100. Do lands on which taxes are In other cases , only by special or.

not paid, in any case vestin the state: der of court. Our bail, is in nature

and then how and in what time to be of bail at common law. ( 1 )

redeemed ?

A. They do not ; but the state has a LETTERS OF ATTORNEY.

perpetual lien on them , till taxes

paid . 103. Is there any provision for the

101. What officer in any county, proof&c. of letters ofAttorney,made

ought a non -resident desirous ofkeep- in other states or foreign parts, for

ing his taxes paid , correspond with the conveyance of lands & c. in your

for that purpose : or what is most state ?

prudent for him to do ?
A. There is , for the conveyance of

A. With the county auditor at the lands, they are to be recorded as

seat of justice of the county, con- deeds.

taining the lands ; or with the audi- See ante, No. II . ( conveyances) an

tor of state at Columbus. swers, No. 9, &c.

Taxes of non -residents , except in There is none, in respect to chat

the Virginia military district, may tels.

be paid to the county auditor from

the 1st. Sept. to the 31st. Decr. of

each year ; and in all cases of non

residents, to the treasurer of state at

104. Do aliens stand on the foot

Columbus, on certificate from the ing of thecommon law, in respect of

auditor, from the 15th Sept."to the taking by descent, or purchase: may

31st. Decr. of each year.

they in any case hold real estate,

If the owner has no agent, he can
as in mortgage ?

have the lands entered for taxation, 14. They do not.

by application to the county auditors

Aliens, can hold by descent or

previous to the 1st. Sept. of each purchase, in the same manner and

year, giving the description, quan
with the same privileges, as citizens.

tity, and quality of the land , whe ADMINISTRATION. GUARDIANSHIP .

ther, 1st. Ad. or 3d . rate .

105. Is the right of administration

No. XI. MISCELLANEOUS. regulated as in England by the 31

Edw. jji. c. 11. and 21 H. viii. c. 5 .

or by local acts ?

102. May debtors pendente lite, be A. By local acts, similar to those

restrained from alienating &c. Is

the debtor liable to be holden to ( 1 ) Bail in my question , refers to the

bail, & c ?

rule at coinmon law ; by this both I and my

1. No ; except, in cases of absentees. correspondents must be understood to refer

The defendant may be held to bail to the long established statute and positive

of course,on bonds, sealed bills, bills provisions on this subject: at common law,

only felons and criminals could be imprison

of exchange, and notes for a sum ed, or held to bail; no creditor could bereave

certain ; and in all cases of contract, a man of liberty , and the state of a citizen

or trespass on real or personal pro- for debt; it is the reproach of legislation and

perty, when plaintiff files an affidavit of legislators, that this shameful and impo

of the amount due or damages sus- liric power, is lodged in the hands of credi

tained .
tors. Ed ,

BAIL, &c.

52
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named in the question. If the widow | to the effect of instruments scaled ,

and nearest of kin decline, the court and not under seal, in force ?

may appoint the next of kin ; if all A. It is without change, except, as to

the kin decline, then creditors or the form of the seal :

others, may be appointed. The negotiability of bonds, and

106. May guardians be appoint- the seal giving no preference in the

ed by will : does the common law administration of assets , and per

regulate &c ? haps some other cases .._ may be con

A. We have no statutory provision sidered as exceptions.

for appointing guardians by will, 111. Is a scroll & c . equivalent to

though probably such would be re - wax &c ?

cognized, or at least appointed by A. Either of them is, as a private

the court. seal, in all instruments .

The stat. directs generally , their

appointment by the court of common BASTARDS .

pleas, and regulates their conduct.

112. Are bastards subject to com

PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY EXECU mon law disabilities ?

TORS AND ADMINISTRATORS . A. They are not

They can inherit, and transmit in

107. Is the law of England,in re- heritance, and have the rights of

gard to the order of paying debts by other citizens. ( 1 ).

ex'rs and adm'rs , in force &c ? 113. Are antinuptial children, le

A. It is not. gitimated by marriage of the pa

The funeral charges, expenses of rents ?

the last sickness, and costs of ad - 1. They are .

ministration are first paid, and all

other debts pari passu.
ALLUVION .

108. May ex’rs and adm’rs give a

preference by confessing judgments;
114. Does the common law in re

Are lands sold on judgment against spect of alluvion prevail ?

ex’rs or adm’rs ? A. We have no stat. on the subject,

1. They cannot give a preference. nor decision ; probably it does.

Lands of the deceased , are never

sold on such judgments.
FISHERIES .

115. Is the owner of lands bor

JOINT - TENANCY .
dering on a river where the tide

flows and reflows, &c. entitled to se

109. Is Joint-tenancy in land, as veral fishery in front of his land ?

at common law, &c ?
A. We have no provisions, or deci.

A. Our stat. is silent on this subject, siong.

and we have no judicial decisions ;

but they are not generally consider (1 ) My correspondent states this so . — Yet

ed to be in force . possibly - it is to be understood sub modo, as

inheriting from the mother, and transmit.

ting estates by descent to collateral relations

SEALS .
-by the same mother, & c.-- provisions in

several states, have been made to this eve

110. Is the common law , in regard I tent. Ed .
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116. Is this so by statute, or u- , A. That if any person shall demand

sage ? or receive, more than six per cent.

A. See the preceding answer . per annum on any demand whatever,

he shall forfeit the whole amount of

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES. the debt, one half to the county trea

sury , and the other half to the in

117. Are the 13. and 27. E. against former.

fraudulent conveyances in force in I know of no proceedings or im

your state : or similar acts ? portant decisions, under this singi

A. Similar acts , are in force . lar statute .

STATUTE OF FRAUDS . BOOK ACCOUNTS.

USES.

118. Is the 29. Car. ii. C. 3. ( called 124. Are book accounts evidence

the stat. of frauds, ) or similar provi- in your state : for what things fur

sions, adopted in your state ? nished & c ?

A. We have the provisions, of the A. On all book accounts of not more

3d. 4th . 6th . 19th . and 20th . sections than 18 months standing , the party

of that act, or those in substance si. himself may be examined under oath

milar. respecting them , of which testimony

the jury are to judge.

Under this stat. the courts hold,

the 18 months is to be calculated

119. Is 27. H. viii. called the Stat. from the date of the last charge, and

of uses , ( or similar provisions) in that all kinds of books of account

force ? are admissible , with the parties oath .

A. We have no similar provisions, 125. Is interest recoverable on

by statute . book debt ?

120. Is the English law of uses A. It is recoverable by stat. after an

and trusts , in force ? unreasonable delay of payment, on

A. In general it is, except so far, as which the jury determine ; common

drawn entirely from the before men- ly, six months.

tioned statute of 27 H. viii.

BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND PROMISSO

BARON AND FËME . RY NOTES.

121. Is the common law of baron 126. Are foreign and inland bills

and feme adopted : does the wife's of exchange and promissory notes

chattels vest in the baron ? negotiable ; and generally governed

A. The common law prevails, in re . by the law of England ?

ference to both branches of the ques- A. They are, and generally govern

tion . ed by the English law merchant.

127. Must demand be made by the

USURY . INTEREST . holder, and notice ofnon -acceptance

or non - payment be given to the draw .

122. What is the rate of interest ? er or endorser , by the rules adopted

1. Six per cent. per annum.
in the English law , to entitle him to

123. What provisions against usu- recover ?

ry ? A. In practice, we have as yet fol
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lowed the English law in these re ATTACHMENTS .

spects .

But a late statute ( Feby. 25, 1820,) 132. Do foreign and domestickat

enacts, that the holder may recover tachments issue in your state, a

against the indorser, having first gainst absent, or foreign debtors ?

used due diligence to obtain the money A. They do.

of the drawer or maker, and that a All creditors who present their

demand of payment on the drawer claims, share equally in the property

or maker, within a reasonable time attached .

after due, shall be adjudged due dili

gence. LANDLORDS AND TENANTS .

Under this stat. we have yet, no

decisions.
133. Is the law of landlord and

128. Is a protest for non - accep - tenant, in regard to distress for

tarce or non -payment necessary, on rent, similar to the English law ?

inland bills and promissory notes ?
A. It is not.

A. It is not, except, to recover da
We have no distress for rent, and

mages on bills drawn on persons, no provision on the subject, except

without the state.

one to secure the landlord's share of

129. Is there any peculiar practice the crop , from execution against the

in your state , on this subject ?
tenant.

A. None, except, the stat. named , in

answer , No. 127.

130. What damages are recovera

ble, 't on the protest of foreign bills

of exchange ?
134. Is the law of set -off, similar

A. On all bills, drawn on persons
to the English law , and that of other

states ?

living within the United States and

without this state, the drawer and 4. Nearly so, but more extensive.

indorsers are liable to ten per cent.
Our statute, allows any “ debt,

damages on protest for non accept- contract, or demand," to be set off.

ance, or non payment ; if drawn on

persons without the United States, CHOSES IN ACTION.

15 per cent ; with interest and

charges. 135. Are choses in action assign

able : may the assignee sue in his

DIVORCE . own name : is there any liability of

the assignor over , unless stipulated ?

131. Are Divorces, a vinculis 4. They are not, except bonds.

granted in your state &c ? By the stat. named in answer No.

A. They are ; where the party had a 127, bonds are made assignable, as

former wife or husband living, at the bills of exchange ; the assignee may

time of the marriage ;for wilful ab- sue in his own name, and theassignor

sence five years ; for adultery ; and is liable, as an indorser.

for extreme cruelty ; by the supreme 136. Is the common law in respect

court only, and without any restric- of choses in action, adopted ?

tion as to the place where, the cause A. In other respects it is, generally.

of divorce arose or the parties reside. See No. 110.

SET -OFF .
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LIFE ESTATES & c . INSOLVENT ESTATES.

137. Are tenants for life, years, &c.
139. In case the estate is insolvent,

entitled to the same rights, and sub - are creditors paid prorata , & c ?

ject to the same liabilities, as by A. They are paid pro rata, ( except

the common and statute law of En- as in answer No. 107, ) and distribu.

gland ? tion is made, by order of court.

A.It is generally so considered .

We have no particular stat. pro
PUBLICK OR PROPRIETARY LANDS.

visions or decisions, on the subject.

140. Are there any lands which

belong to the State : how obtained

DECREES IN CHANCERY .

by one desirous of purchasing : Is

there any proprietary land, and how

138. How are decrees in equity obtained ?

executed &c ? A. There are no lands of either de

A. By sequestration ; by the usual scription.

executions against chattels, lands,

or the person ; by writ of habere fa ENGLISH LAW BOOKS .

cias possessionem ; by decree of con

veyance , which after a time to be
141. Are English law books, al

stated in the decree operates as a lowed to be read in your State

conveyance ; or by attachment; and courts : if so, under whatlimitation ?

the process is executed by the sheriff A. They are, and we haveno restric

of the county. tions on the subject.

CORRECTION . AND NOTE.

Page 400. For “Sciota” read “ Scioto ."

Rules of Court. No regular system is yet established in the Supreme

court of Ohio.
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SUPPLEMENTAL.

Since the receipt of the manuscript time they are to be levied separately

from my correspondent in Ohio and on separate tracts ofproperty ,giving

after it was printed, I received a line the oldest judgment a choice, and if

from him stating that in consequence they are of equal date, the property

of some alterations in the laws his to be equally distributed by estima

previous answers would require to be tion of the appraisers.

corrected as follows. 5. Former levies may be set aside

within six months and levied under

No. III. JUDGMENT, ( EXECUTION ) this act, if not, the debtor's otherpro

&c. page 395. perty is exonerated from the lien as

quest. 35. Expunge the answer to against other judgments.”

that question as it now stands and Quest. 37. The former answer to

insert the following ; “ our statutes question No. 35 — is to be substituted

on the subject of this article ( judg- as the proper answer to Quest. 37,

ments and execution ) have been fre- being erroneously placed under No.

quently varied ; the following sum
35.

mary taken from our statute of Quest. 46. The answer to this

Feby. 1st. 1822, furnishes the answer question as it now stands, is to be

to this question.
taken subject to the following altera

1. Judgments in respect of lands, tion by the late act viz, “ that the

have a preference according to pri- stay on the bond and appraisment is

ority of date , those recovered at the extended to nine months when the

same term being considered of the property is to be sold peremptorily ;

same date and subject no doubt to and appraisment of chattels is abo

preference, as cases of personal pro

lished as to all causes of action aris

perty. (See answ . to No. 37.)

ing after the 4th of July 1822.

2. If execution is not taken out and
Some persons had construed the

levied within one year from judg- former law, as allowing successive

ment, the lien ceases as against other appraisments at the end of each six

judgments , except, in cases of ap

months. "

peal, error, injunction or disability

of the officer.
DIVORCE . page 404 .

3. Ifthe real estate levied on is suf Quest. 131. To the causes of di

ficient at two thirds its appraised vorce stated in answer to this ques

value, to satisfy the judgment, the tion , our late act of Jany. 11 , 1822

lien on the residue of the debtor's has added the following, “ wilful ab

property also ceases as against other sence for 3 years; impotence ; and

judgments. imprisonment in the penitentiary, if

4. When there are several execu- application be made during the im

tions in the officers hands at the same prisonment."
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8.

No. 1. STATE OFFICERS. 6. When, and where, is the annu

al meeting of the legislature ?

1. Who is Governor of your state 4. Vandalia, Fayette co.

&c. ? The legislature first assembled

A. Shadrach Bond , Kaskaskia ; title there, on the 1st monday in Decem

“ his excellency;" term of office, 4 ber, 1820. ( 2)

years ; elected by the people ; sal

ary $ 1000. UNITED STATES OFFICERS.

2. Secretary of state &c. ?

A. Elias Kent Kane, resid. Kaskas

kia ; app. by the governor by and A. Nathaniel Pope ;resid. Kaskas

7. Who is District judge, &c. ?

with the advice and consent of the
kia ; one district only.

senate ; no definite term of office, Clerk of the District court

each governor nominating to the se &c. ?

nate the person he sees proper
for

A: William H. Brown; resid. Van

that office .
dalia .

3. Chief justice of the su 9. — District Attorney , &c. ?

preme court of law , &c. ?
A. Jepthah Hardin ; resid. Shawnee

A. Joseph Philips ; resid . Kaskas
town .

kia ; appointed, until after the 1st day 10. Marshal, &c. ?

of January 1824 ; ( 1 ) app . by the
A. Henry Connar; resid . Kaskaskia:

general assembly. Salary $ 1000. 11. What Justice of the S. court

4. - Clerk of the superiour or of the U. S. holds the circuit in your

supreme court, & c . ?
state, &c. ?

A. James M. Duncan ; resid . Van
A, Illinois - is not as yet compre

dalia ; no term of office prescribed, hended in any circuit ; having on

and subject to removal for any cor- ly a district court.

ruption in office.

12. At what times and places, are
5.— Attorney General : &c. ?

District courts ofthe U. S. held, & c .?

1. Samuel D. Lockwood ; resid . Van

dalia; term ofofficeduring good beha

A. On thefirst monday of May and

December annually , at Vandalia.

viour ; app . by the general assembly .
13. Circuit courts & c . ?

A. See answ . to No. 11 .

(1 ) The part in italick, is so in the manu

script ; I presume his term of office then

ceases, and some stated period is after that ( 2 ) I presume this to be the day annually .

assigned by the constitution . Ed.
Ed.
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COURTS.

LAWS- LAW BOOKS . keeps a register, of the names of at

tornies and counsellors.

14. What number of volumes, does 26. On what conditions, & c. from

the compiled body of your Statute other states, & c. ?

law consist of, &c. ?
A. Any person producing a licence

A. The laws of Illinois are compiled or other satisfactory voucher - pro

in 2 vols . from 1819 to 1821 .
ving, that he has been regularly ad

15. Can the publick laws in pam - mitted an attorney at law in any

phlets, be procured, & c .
court of record within the United

A. It is made the duty of the se- States, and being a person of good

cretary of state to distribute the moral character, may beadmitted to

laws, to all civil and military offi- an examination for the degree of at

cers in each and every county in the torney and counsellor at law , within

state, at the expense of the state .
this state.

16. Is there any Digest of the state

laws &c ?

17. Are there any Reports of cases

in your state courts, &c. ?
27. What are the names of the se

18. Is there any Digest ofcases in veral.courts in your state, &c. ?

your state courts , &c. ?
A. “ Justices court ;" “County com

19. Are there any Treatises on missioners court;" " Court of pro

the law, in your state & c . ?
bates ;" “Circuit court;" “ Supreme

20. —Foreign law books repub- court."

lished in your state, &c. ?
28. Their style, &c. ?

21. Reports of Cases in the A. “ Justices ofthepeace or magis

district or circuitcourts of the U. s . trates ;" " county commissioners ;":

in your state , & c . ? " judge of probates ;" " justices of

22. Is there any Digest of cases the supreme court," ( they holding

in those courts, & c . ?
circuit courts .)

23. Have any books been compo
29. The extent of their several ter

sed , in your State , &c. ?
ritorial jurisdictions, &c. ?

A. The answer to these several
A. Justices of the peace , county

ques

tions is in the negative.

commissioners, and judges of pro

bates, have no jurisdiction beyond

the limits of their respective coun

ATTORNIES - COUNSELLORS.
ties.

Each justice of the supreme court

24. Is there any distinction in the holds a circuit court, composed of a

profession of Attorney and Counsel- certain number of counties : the cir

lor, & c . ? cuits are 4 in number , are styled 1st,

A. None. 2d, 3d, and 4th circuit.

25. By whom are attornies or I. “ Justices of the Peace. "

counsellors admitted , & c . ? A single justice has jurisdiction

A. By any two of the justices of the over all sums of $ 100, where the

supreme court on examination . amount or balance is due on any

No definite term of study is requi- contract, specialty, note or agree

red ; the licence is general, for all ment ; or for goods, wares andmer

courts. chandize sold and delivered ; or for

The clerk of the supreme court | work and labour done ; or for any
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specifick article or articles, whether states, undetermined in the several

due by obligation , note , or assumsit; county commissioner's courts ; the

or on account of any sum or sums of distribution of estates ; and also , the

money not exceeding $100. settlement of all estates wbich were

An appeal lies from the justices not settled, under the authority of

court to the circuit court of the coun- the late territorial government of

ty , where the judgment is for 4 dol- Illinois, and are unsettled ; except,

lars or more .
such estates as any of the circuit

II. The “ County Commissioners courts had before this act took effect,

Court.” have been called upon by bill to

This is a court of record, com- settle.

posed of 3 judges called “ County The respective judges of probate

Commissioners ; " they are elected are also vested , with all powers and

by the people, and hold their offices capacities relative to wills, adminis

for the term of 2 years : trations and estates, with which the

It holds 4 sessions in each year , at county commissioners were vested

the court house of the county. at the passing of the act.

The jurisdiction of this court ex In all cases , an appeal or writ of

tends, to all matters and things con- error so as to remove both law and

cerning the county revenue , and re- fact, lies to the circuit court of the

gulating and imposing the county county ; to be prosecuted in like

tax ; it grants licences for ferries mannerasappeals and writs of error

and taverns , and other licences and to the supreme court are prosecuted ,

has power in other things that may from the decisions of the circuit court

bring in a county revenue ; it has ju The judges of probate in their re

risdiction in all cases of roads, ca- spective counties, have the sole power

nals, toll bridges, and many other in the first instance, to hear and de

cases appertaining to county govern- termine all applications for discharge

ment and police; and possesses pow from imprisonment for debt. ( 1 )

er to issue all kinds of writs and IV. The “ Circuit Court. "

processes, necessary to the execu The circuit court is held by one of

tion of the jurisdiction vested in the the justices of the supreme court in

court by law . every county within his circuit,

An appeal lies from this court to twice (2 ) in each year.

the circuit court of the county, by These courts, in civil cases , have

any person who may think himself jurisdiction over all causes matters

aggrieved by any determination , in and things at common law or in

regard to roads. equity, arising in each of the coun

III. The “ Court of Probates." ties in their respective circuits ,

These courts, as established by a where the debt or demand exceeds

late law ( Feb. 10, 1821 ,) have ju- $ 20.

risdiction within their respective The courts in term time, or the

counties, of all matters and things justices in vacation , may award in

relative to the proof of last wills and junctions, writs of ne exeat, habeas

testaments ; the granting of letters

testamentary and of administration; is held by a single judge. Ed.

( 1 ) The court of probates in each county ,

the settlement ofall estates of which ** (2). understandmycorrespondent

, that

any person may die seized or pos- the circuit court is held twice yearly in every

sbssed , and of all matters relative to comty , Ed .
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corpus, and all other writs and pro- ing to its powers as an appellate

cess, necessary to the execution of court of equity .

their powers. 34. What methods are used to

In criminal causes , the circuit carry up judgments & c . ?

courts respectively, have power and A. Causes are carried up from inferi

authority, to hear and determine all our courts by appeal, and writ of

causes of treason , felony, and other error .

crimes and misdemeanors that may The courts from and to which ap

be committed in any county or place peals and writs of error lie, are in

within their respective circuits . dicated in the preceding answers .

Writs of error and appeals lie On appeals to the circuit court

from final judgments or decrees of from the judgment of justices of the

the circuit courts to the supreme peace, the appellant, receives from

court in all cases, where the amount the justice a copy of the judgment,

exclusive of costs is $20 or more, or and produces it to the clerk of the

relates to a franchise or freehold . circuit court, at whose office he en

V. The “ Supreme Court. ” ters into bond with security ap

This court is composed of a chief proved by the justice giving the

justice and 3 associate justices ; sep- judgment, conditioned for the pay

arately holding (as has been shown) ment of debt and costs , if judgment

circuit courts, but collectively form is affirmed :

the supreme court,” which is the On execution ofthe bond, the clerk

court of errors and appeals in the certifies the fact to the justice and

last resort. constable enjoining further proceed

It is a court ofappeals only, except, ings, and issues a summons to the

in cases of mandamus relating to the appellee to appear at the court to

revenue ,and in such cases of impeach- which the appeal is returnable.

ment as may be tried before them, as The cause is heard in a summary

against clerks of the circuit courts . way by the court, on all the testimo

This court at present holds one ny that was or should have been ad

session annually at Vandalia the mitted before the justice.

seat of government) on the 2d mon Appeals from the circuit to the su

day in December, and sits until all preme court, must be prayed, when

the business is disposed of. the judgment or sentence is given,

30. Which have original jurisdic- and a bond be entered into approved

tion, & c. ? by the court, to prosecute the appeal.

31. — partly original ,and part The applicant is bound to lodge

ly appellant &c. ? an authentick copy of the record in

32. appellant jurisdiction on the clerk's office of the sup. court be

fore the end of the succeeding term

A. See answer No. 29. ' of that court.

33. Which are courts of equity,

MISCELLANEOUS.
and which of law , &c. ?

A. The circuit courts exercise both 35. Who is State Printer, &c. ?

legal and equitable powers, and the A. James Hall and Henry Eddy ; re

proceedings are by bill and subpoe- sidence, Shawneetown.

na & c . as in the English chancery ; 36. Who is the principal Bookseller

on appeals from the chancery side, at the seat of Government ?

the supreme court proceeds accord- A. There is none .

ly, wc. ?
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No. II. CONVEYANCE BY DEED, &c. prior deed or mortgage to affect

them , be recorded : within what pe

1. What is the kind of Deed most riod : in what office : will notice of

in use in your state & c . is it that of the prior title, though unrecorded ,

bargain and sale ? bar the second incumbrancer ?

A. It is that of Bargain and Sale." A. All deeds and conveyances whe

2. Does the legal possession pass ther executed within or without the

without livery, &c. ? state by our statute , must be record

A. The possession follows the deed ; ed in the recorder's office of the

livery of seizen is unnecessary . county where the lands, & c . are ,

3. In the creation of estates in fee , within 12 months after their execu

or fee tail, are technical words ne- tion , if not so proved and recorded

cessary , & c . ? “shall be adjudged fraudulent and

4. They are ; it stands upon the void against any subsequent pur

common law. chaser or mortgagee for valuable

4. Is the construction of common consideration , unless such deed or

assurances , governed by the rules of conveyance be recorded before the

common law ; or by the intent, &c. ? proving and recording of the deed of

A. Generally, by rules of the com- conveyance under which such subse

mon law. quent purchaser or mortgagee shall

5. Are attesting witnesses & c . re- claim ."

quired to conveyances ? I presume notice of the prior title

A. More than one attesting witness if the deed is unrecorded , will bar

is required to conveyances by deed the second incumbrancer.

of real estate in fee ,-though the Recording has this effect, to dis

precise number is not specified in pense with the necessity of a formal

our statute . notice .

6. Must the deed be sealed ? 11. May a feme covert convey

7. Is a scroll sufficient ? estate held in her own right, and her

4. By statute , any instrument to dower in the husband's estate , & c . ?

which the person making the same 12. Is this done by joining with

shall affix a scroll by way of seal , is him in the conveyance, &c. ?

to be of the same force and obliga- A. A feme covert by joining with her

tion , as if it was actually sealed . husband in the conveyance to the

8. Are the common law l'equisites grantee, may convey lands or free

for the perfection of Deeds &c. alter- hold estate held in her own right,

ed in any particulars, in your state ? and her dower in her husband's es

A. They are not : but sce No. 5. tate so as to bar her, and her heirs.

9. Is it necessary to the validity 13. Is a private examination of the

of a Deed as between the parties & c. feme necessary, &c. ?

that it should be acknowledged by A. It is .

the grantor, or proved by the witnes 14. What officers may take this

ses, and be recorded ? examination , & c . ?

A. We have no statute requiring ac- A. Any justice of the sup. court ;

knowledgment, or proof or record - county commissioners, of the county

ing, as requisite to title, between the where the deed was executed ; and

parties. any justice of the peace of such

10. As against bona fide subsequent county.

purchasers and mortgagees ; must the 15. What is the form of a certifi
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SS .

SS .

cate by the officer , where a feme cov . 19. What is the form of a certifi

ert acknowledges the execution , & c ? cate by such officer, when the gran

A. “ State of ILLINOIS tor acknowledges the execution ?
SS .

County. “ State of ILLINOIS.

On this day of -18 % . Per County .

sonally appeared before me, J. P. one This day A. B. the grantor within

of the justices of the peace in and for named personally came before me the

said county, (or one ofthe justices of unulersigned one of the justices of the

the supreme court ofsaid state , orone peace in anil for the county aforesaid

of the commissioners of said county , ) and acknowledged this indenture of

the within named A. B. ( grantor, ) bargain and sale (as thecase may be)

who acknowledged this indenture of from him to C. D. the grantee within

bargain and sale ( as the case may be ) named, to be his act and deed for the

from him to C. D. ( grantee ) to be his purposes therein mentioned. Given

get and deed for the purposes therein under my hand and seal this day

mentioned ; -- and E. wife ofthe said of—in the year of our Lord

4. B.also came before me, and being J.P. SEAL.]"

by me examined separate and apart 20. What is the form when the ex

from her said husband , and this deed ecution is proved before him , by the

being fully read to her and explained, deposition of the subscribing wit

she freely declared that she relinquish- nesses ?

ed all right and dower ( 1 ) to the pre- 4. “ State of ILLINOIS .

misses mentioned therein to the within County

named C. D. without the coercion or Be it remembered that on this

compulsion of her said husband , and day of—personally came before me

desired that the same may be so re- J. P. a justice of the peace in and for

corded . Given under my hand and said county (John Doe ) one of the

seal the day and year aforesaid. subscribing witnesses to a deed of con

J. P. (SEA L.)” veyance ( as the case may be) from

16. To bar the feme of dower in 1. B. to C. D. and deposed on the holy

the husband's estate ; is her joining evangelists of almighty God, that he

in the deed , and making such ac- saw the said A. B. execute the said

knowledgment, necessary in all ca- deed by signing his name thereto and

sealing and delivering the same to the

A. Our statute,makes no exceptions. said.C. D. as his act and deed for the

17. Generally, is there any thing purposes therein mentioned . Given

peculiar in respect to dower in your under my hand and seal this day

state ? of - 18

A. Nothing J. P. (SEAL.]"

18. What Officers in your State 21. Must the grantor or witness

are authorized , to take acknowledg- subscribe the acknowledgment, or

ments and proofs of deeds and mort deposition ?

gages ?
A. Not of necessity .

A. The same as those that take the 22. Is the certificate to be under

private examination. See answ . No. the seal, as well as the hand of the

14 . officer ?

( 1) Where the estate conveyed is the wife's A. Yes .

the words“ and dower, " might perhaps be 23. If a quaker is witness, what is

omitted. Ed. the form of affirmation by your law ?

ses , &c. ?
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A. Insert “ solemnly affirmed ” in / are in a foreign country, and living

the place of " deposed on the holy or dead , is there any provision for

evangelists of almighty God.” taking an acknowledgment or proof

24. If a grantor, mortgagor, or in such country ?

witness, is in another state or territo- A. There is none by statute .

ry , what officers in such other state 28. Are deeds and mortgages

&c. may take the acknowledgment of recorded, evidence ; by whom are

the grantor, or deposition ofthe wit- copies exemplified ?

ness , to the execution ? A. They are evidence ; copies are

A. It must be acknowledged by the certified by the recorder under the

grantor and proved by one of the seal of his office.

subscribing witnesses, before some 29. In what order , do mortgages

judge of a superior court of the state, take preference of each other ?

mayor, or other chief magistrate of A. By priority of execution , provi

the city, or before the clerk of the ded the requisites of thelaw are com

county or other court of the county plied with as they relate to the re

where such deeds or conveyances cording. See answ . No. 10.

shall be made and executed , and cer 30. Is any time allowed after exe

tified under the common or public cution , within which the mortgage

seal of such city or county. being recorded , a subsequent mort

25. Where the officer is of another gage gains no priority by first re

state &c. what proof or instrument gistering ?

must be made or annexed to his certi- A. Mortgages must be recorded

ficate, showing he is such officer &c ? within 12 months after their execu

A. See answer, No. 24. After it is tion , otherwise, a subsequent mort

certified under the common or public gagee having his mortgage recorded

seal, it will be received as evidence gains the preference. See answ . No.

in courts of record .

26. If grantors or witnesses are 31. May deeds of mortgage, be ac

dead, removed from the state , or can- knowledged and proved in like man

not be found ; is there any provision ner in and out of the state , recorded

in those cases for secondary proofs, and have like competency in evi

&c. ? dence , as absolute deeds & c ?

A. When the grantorsand witnesses A. They may.

of any deed or conveyance are de 32. In regard to the execution of

ceased or cannot be had, it is lawful deeds and mortgages in your state,

for the justices of the sup. court, is there any other thing to be obser

or county commissioners , or any ved , & c. ?

justice of the peace, to take the exa- A. Nothing more occurs to me.

mination of any witness or witnesses

on oath or affirmation to prove the No. III. JUDGMENT, ( EXECUTION )

hand writing of such deceased wit
& c .

ness or witnesses, and where such

proof cannot be had then it is lawful
33. Do judgments bind real pro

to prove the hand writing of the perty, and may it be sold on execu

tion in your state ?
grantor or grantors , which shall be

certified by the judge or justice be
A. They do.

fore whom the proof is made.
(1) The same rule as to other deeds. See

27. If the grantor and witnesses No, 10. ante . Ed.

10. ( 1 ) .
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or , & c. ?

34. From what time is a judgment & c . and on what conditions as to pay

( or decree in equity ,) a lien on real ment ?

estate, against alienation ofthedebt- A. On judgment obtained in the cir

cuit court there is a stay of execu

A. From the signing. tion (2) for 5 months, and the land

35. What is the order of priority may then be sold for cash , after a

among judgment creditors, in res previous appraisement.

pect of lands ? 43. In such case, is a Deed made

A. By delivery of execution , to the and delivered to the party , before

officer . acknowledgment of it by such officer

36. Does a judgment bind, after in court, or confirmation by the

acquired land ? court, valid : If fraud or irregularity ,

A. No ; but execution can be levied is there any summary redress ?

on it. A. No ; it must be acknowledged

37. In respect of chattels ,has the by the officer in court, and entered

first judgment, or first execution de- on the records of the court.

livered , the preference ?
I know of no summary redress.

A. The first execution .

44. Before real estate can be sold

38. In respect of chattels, may the

debtor alienate, before execution de
on execution , must it be appraised

livered ?
and sale delayed , until it brings the

A. Yes, if it does not cause a deficit appraised value, or some propor

tion, dic . ?

to satisfy the execution .

39.Is a priorjudgment in an In-be appraised by three freeholders; if

A. Real estate before selling, must

feriour court, a lien on lands without

its jurisdiction , &c. ?

it does not sell after having been

A. The judgment in such cases two thirds thereof, upon the third

twice offered , for its valuation or

would be no lien against either the
debtor or judgment creditor on lands or any subsequent offering, the offi

without the jurisdiction of the court cer can sell it to the highest bidder

for what it will bring in ready mo

rendering such judgment.

40. Is there any Court in which ney , having given 15 days notice

a Judgment will bind the lands, in at 3 of the most publick places in

the county

every county ?

A. Judgments are in general a lien
45. Is there any writ of levari fa

on all lands. ( 1 )
cias, elegit, extent, &c. in your state ?

41. Can execution be taken out at A. There is a writ of levari facias in

once , in every county , &c. ?
use but not one of elegit or extent.

A. Execution may not issue at once 46. Are there any laws, to delay

into every county ; and the lien may or impair the remedy on execu-

be lost by subsequent executions &c. tion , by suspension, appraisment,

42. Can execution issue immedi- and a minimum fixed , &c. or con

ately after judgment, against real straining the creditor to receive oth

estate of the debtor, and that be sold er than lawful money &c. ?

without any previous appraisment A. We have here " stop laws" as

( 1) I presume my correspondent is to be they are called, tending to impair

understood as saying “ on all lands lying

within the territorial jurisdiction of the court (2) Stay of sale on execution is intended

rendering the judgment.” Ed. here, Ed.

54
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the remedy ofthe creditor on his ex- | A. The ca. sa . is not at the election

ecution by suspending executions of the creditor.

from the 18th Jan. last, to the 20th Bail are exonerated , by surrender

Nov. last past. 1821. )
ef the principal.

The creditor also, is compelled to 54. May the debtor be imprisoned

take the paper of the state bank of for any sum ; are none exempted, & c . ?

Illinois, or wait 3 years for specie: 1. Imprisonment for debt is prohib

The effect of the stop law ceased ited by the constitution , except when

on the 20th Nov , last, but as regards the debtor refuses to deliver up his

compelling the creditor to take property, or where there is a strong

* state paper" or wait 3 years, re- presumption of fraud.

mains in force until repealed by the 55. Is the Ca. Sa. regulated by

general assembly.
the common law , & -c. ?

47. What security is required, 4. A ca. sa . is regulated by rules of

that the property shall not be wasted , the common law , with the exception

and be forth coming ?
of actual imprisonment.

A. The def't when pl'ff refuses to

56. Are any kinds of personal es

take " state paper " can replevy for tate exempt from execution ?

3 years by giving good security, to A. One bed, with its necessary fur

be adjudged of by the officer . niture , one milch cow , one spinning

48. May the debtor redeem land wheel, and the arms and accoutre

sold on execution , &c. ?

ments necessary for military duty.

A. No.

49. May judgments on warrant
No. IV. INSOLVENT (LAW.)

of attorney , be entered in vacation ?

A. It is not the practice in this state ,

57. Is there a standing insolvent

80 to do.

law in your state, &c. Are any per

50. Can judgments be entered on sons on account of the nature ofthe

warrant of atty. before the debt is debt, &c. excepted out of it ?

payable ?

A. There is such a law, and none,

A. Not practised.

on account of the cause of action or

51. In such case , is the judgment natureof the debt, are excluded.

58. What time is required to effect

an incumbrance, against a subsequent
judgment for debts due, and follow- a discharge: Is the claim for a dis

ed by immediate execution ?

charge, determined by the court or

A. As it is not practised here, I am A. It is immediate, by the court of

a jury ?

unable to determine the effect such

a confession would have_I should
probate.

be inclined to think it would not op in the gaol, or may he apply for the

59. Must the debtor be actually

erate as an incumbrance.
benefit of the law, at any time &c. ?

52. If after sale and conveyance A. When the deutor is in custody

of land on execution, the judgment is virtue of mesne or final process , he

reversed ; does the estate revert, &c.? can apply to the court of probate for

A. In this state , a judgment is re- his discharge, and the officer is obli

versed if ever, before execution . ged to accompany him, for that pur

53. Is the. Ca. Sa. allowed in the pose.

first instance : are bail exonerated 60. Is there any thing peculiar in

by surrender of the principal ?
your insolvent law ?
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A. Nothing peculiar ; it is humane ( the probate court, affect the right of

in its provisions. the heir to question its execution at

law as to land ?

No. v . WILLS, &c. A. See answ . No. 62.

Any persons interested may con

61. Are lands and freehold inter- test any will before the court of pro

ests devisable at the pleasure of the bate , and all persons interested must

testator, and to the entire disinheri- have notice by summons 20 days be

son of his children or issue &c. ? fore the day assigned for trial.

A. They are . All matters of fact and law, are

62. What formalities of execution , determined by that court ; and an ap

are essential to a will of lands &c ? peal lies from it to the circuit court

A. All wills and codicils in writing, of the county, and from that, to the

by which any lands, tenements and supreme court.

hereditaments, goods and chattels are 66. Is the execution proved by the

devised, mustbe signed by the testator witnesses, or oath of the executors,

and witnessed in the presence of the or both, in the first instance ?

A. See

nesses,two of whom mustdeclare * 67. In what office isthe will and

on oath or affirmation before the inventory registered : are office co

judge of probate for the county , that pies evidence ?

they were present, and saw the tes- A. In the office of the court of pro

tator sign the will or codicil in pre- bate ; and office copies are evidence .

sence of the other witness or witness 68. What formalities are required,

es, if any and that they believed the to wills of chattels ?

testator to be of sound mind, mem- A. See answ .NO. 62 .

ory, and judgment at the time of 69. Are any number of subscribing

signing it : This is deemed legal witnesses, or the signature or seal of

proof of the execution of the will or the testator, required ; or is a will of

codicil. personals provable by the rules of

No seal is necessary . If there be the common law Sc ?

no proof of fraud or compulsion ex- A. See answ . No. 62 .

hibited to the judge of probate , suffi 70. May executors, or adminis

cient to invalidate or destroy the will trators having letters in another

or codicil , it can be recorded by him state , sue in your state ?

in a book kept for that purpose. A. No, they may not.

63. What formalities are required, 71. If not, what is to be done to

in the revocation of wills of land ? enable them to sue ?

A. Our statute declares, that no A. Letters must be taken out here.

words spoken shall revoke or annul 72. Are exemplifications of wills

any will or codicil in writing, exe- and testaments, by the proper offi

cuted in due form of law. cer in other states, evidence in your

64. Are the provisions of the 29 courts &c ?

C. ii. c. 3. adopted in regard to the A. The original, must be produced.

execution of wills of land &c ? 73. How are foreign wills and

A. See answer to No. 62. testaments proved in your state, &c?

65. Before what court, or officer, A. All wills and codicils legally ex

are wills of lands and personalty, ecuted and proven out of this state

exhibited for proof: does the proof in within the United Statesor,elsewhere,
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TESY, &c.

transferred here, and accompanied | No. vii. DISTRIBUTION ON INTES

with a certificate from the proper of TACY, (OF PERSONALTY.)

ficer, that the will or codicil was

proved and executed agreeable to the 79. Upon intestacy, how is the

laws and usages in that state or surplusage of personalproperty dis

country in which it was executed, tributed ?

proved and duly authenticated , may A. The surplusage of personal es

be recorded here, and is as available tate is distributed , in the same man

in law as wills made in this state . ner as real estate .

80. How among collaterals ?

No. VI. DESCENTS. 81. Are the 22nd and 23rd Car.

ii . c. 10, and 29 Car. ii. c. 30, called

74. How do inheritances in fee sim- the Statutes of distribution &c. a

ple descend upon intestacy , among dopted ?

lineal heirs ? A. See the preceding answers.

75. How among collaterals ?

76. How, in respect of the half No. VIII. ENTAILS, DOWER, CUB

blood : does the common law govern ?

77. Does the common law prevail

on descents, in any cases, and what ? 82. May entails be created , as

A. I. The estates both of resident under the Stat. de donis-- and with

and non -resident proprietors in this the same incidents, in respect of be

state dying intestate, descend to and ' ing barred ; dower ; curtesy ; waste

are distributed among the children ' &c ?

and descendants of a deceased child A. Yes. (2)

in equal parts ; the descendants of 83. Are entails abolished ; con

a deceased child or grand child or verted into fees ; or otherwise modi.

grand children take the share of their fied &c ?

deceased parent in equal parts a- A. Entails, are not known in this

mong them . state .

II. Where there is no child, chil 84. How barred by the tenant ?

dren or their descendants, then in A. See answ . NO . 83.

equal partsto the nextof kin inequal 85. Isthe widow entitled to dow

degree ; and among collaterals, the er ; and the husband to curtesy ; as

children of a deceased brother or sis- by the common law ?

ter of the intestate take in equal parts A. The widow , is endowed of the

among them , their deceased parent's third part of the real and personal

share ; and there is in no case a dis- estate . See answ . No. 78.

tinction , between the kindred of the

whole and half blood . No. IX. LIMITATION OF SUITS.

78. Is there any thing peculiar in

your law of descents ? 86. What length of adverse pos

A. There is a saving, to the widow session of lands is a bar &c ?

of the intestate her third part of the A. There is no limitation of time

real estate for life, and one third of against the right owner and his

the personal estate . 1 ) heirs.

0
8
8

(1 ) The “ personal” estate presume,

forever. Ed.

(2) So answered ; but doubtless--not in

tended , from what follows. Ed.
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87. What savings &c ? 92. What savings ?

A. As there is no length of time, 93. Are there any in favour of ci

there are no savings. tizens of other states, or foreign

88. Is there a saving in favour ofers ?

foreigners or citizens of other states ? A. There are no savings, by the

A. See answs. Nos. 86, 87 . statute .

89. Are the general principles of

English law, on the bar of these sta No. X. TAXES.

tutes, adopted in your state ?

A. See, the preceding answers . 94. May lands be sold for the pay

90. Is there any thing peculiar in ment of taxes : has an absentee any

your state on this head ?
privilege ?

A. We have no statute, regarding A. Lands may besold for taxes , and

adverse possession of lands. absentees have no privilege.

91. What length of time bars re 95. Before a sale, is notice to be

covery &c . in personal actions ? given &c ?

A. The only limitations by statute A. Yes, all these particulars are re

are the following ; all actions of quired.

trespass quare clausum fregit ; all 96. What officer is to give this no

actions of trespass ; detinue ; ac- tice ?

tions sur trover ; and replevin for A. The sheriff of the county.

taking away goods and chattels ; all 97. In what manner &c.

actions of account ; and upon the A. By publishing as many as 5

case , other than such accounts as weeks successively, in the paper

concern the trade of merchandize printed at the seat of government as

between merchant and merchant it respects non -resident lands ; and

their factors and servants ; all ac- by advertising, at the door of the

tions of debt, grounded upon any court houses in the respective coun

lending or contract without specialties

ty ; all actionsof debt for arrearages 98. If a sale takes place, is the

of rent ;all actions of assault, menace deed absolute ?

battery wounding and imprisonment A. No.

or any of them, which shall be sued 99. If not, what time is allowed to

or brought,shall be commenced with redeem , and on what terms : at what

in the following times and not after ; place or office , are the sales entered ?

actions upon the case other than for A. Residents and nonresidents whose

slander, actions of account, and ac- property is sold for taxes, areallow

tions of trespass, debt, detinue, and ed one year to redeem , by paying the

replevin for goods and chattels, and price the same sold for, together with

actions of trespass quare clausum 50 per cent. thereon and the costs of

fregit, within 5 years next after the advertising and selling.

cause of action or suit and not af The sales are entered in the audi

ter ; and the actions of trespass for tors office, (i . e.) of non resident

assault, battery, wounding, impri- lands .

sonment or any of them, within 3 Residents lands cannot be sold for

years next after the cause of action taxes , until all the personal proper

or suit, and not after ; and actions ty is first sold.

for slander, within 1 year next after 100. Do lands on which taxes are

the words spoken .
not paid, in any case vest in the state:
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BAIL, &c.

and then how and in what time to be A. Aliens, may take real estate by

redeemed ? purchase, but it is questionable with

A. If there are no bidders at the me, whether they can by descent.

sale, the land is struck off to the

state, and can be redeemed as above. ADMINISTRATION. GUARDIANSHIP .

101. What officer in any county ,

ought a non -resident desirous ofkeep 105. Is the rightof administration

ing his taxes paid, correspond with regulated as in England by the31

for that purpose : or what is most Edw. iii . c . 11. and 21 H. viii. c. 5.

prudent for him to do ? or by local acts ?

A. There is no county officer with A. By local acts.

whom you could conveniently cor 106. May guardians be appoint

respond. ed by will : does the common law

It is most prudent to entrust busi- regulate & c ?

ness of that nature to a specialagent. A. Not by statute .

The court of probate, may allow

No. XI. MISCELLANEOUS. of guardians who are chosen by in

fants of the age of 14 years , and ap

point guardians for such as are with

102. May debtors pendente lite, be in that age ; a bond to the infant is

restrained from alienating &c. Is required, in such penalty as the court

the debtor liable to be holden to may
direct.

bail, &c?

A. Not by attachment, though by PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY EXECU

bill in chancery they may be. TORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.

Bail is required in no cases (civil, )

unless plffs. or their agents make

affidavit, that they are in danger of

107. Is the law of England, in re.

losing their debt or demand, or the gard to the order of paying debts by

benefit of their judgment ; andin ex’rs and adm’rs, in force & c?

A. It is.

cases where bail is required, special

bail must be taken .

108. May ex’rs and adm’rs give a

preference by confessing judgments;

Are lands sold on judgment against
LETTERS OF ATTORNEY.

ex’rs or adm’rs ?

A. As to the first branch of this

103. Is there any provision for the
proof & c.of letters of Attorney,made question my answer is in the nega

in other states or foreign parts, for

tive :-But lands are sold , on judg.

the conveyance of lands &c . in your

ments against exr's and admr's.

state ?

A. No.

JOINT-TENANCY.

ALIENS.
109. Is Joint-tenancy in land, as

at common law , &c ?

104. Do aliens stand on thic foot- A. Yes.

ing of the common law, in respect of

taking by descent, or purchase : may
SEALS .

they in any case hold real estate ,

as in mortgage ? 110. Is the common law , in regard
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• USES.

2크

to the effect of instruments sealed,

and not under seal, in force ?

A. Yes . 119. Is 27. H. viii. called the State

111. Is a scroll &c. equivalent to of uses, (or similar provisions) in

wax & c ? force ?

A. Yes ; in all cases . 120. Is the English law of uses

and trusts , in force ?

BASTARDS. 1. All statutes made in aid of the

common law , prior to the 4th James

112. Are bastards subject to com- 1st, ( excepting the 2d section of the

mon law disabilities ?
6th chap. of 43d Eliz . the 8th chap.

A. Yes. 13th Eliz. and 9th chap. 37th Henry

113. Are antinuptial children, le- viii,) and which are of a generalna

gitimated by marriage of the pa- ture, are in force in this state.

rents ?

A. No: BARON AND FEME .

7

ALLUVION
121. Is the common law of baron

and feme adopted : does the wife's

114. Does the common law in re- chattels vest in the baron ?

spect of alluvion prevail ?
A. Yes.

A. Yes.

USURY. INTEREST.

FISHERIES.

122. What is the rate of interest ?

115. Is the owner of lands bor- A. 6 per cent per annum ; but any

dering on a river where the tide rate can be agreed upon by the par

flows and reflows, &c . entitled to se ties.

veral fishery in front of his land ?
123. What provisions against usu

1. We have no tide waters ; and

several fisheries are not known . A. None.

116. Is this so by statute, or u

BOOK ACCOUNTS.

A. See answ. No. 115 .

ry ?

sage ?

124. Are book accounts evidence

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES.
in your state : for what things fur

nished &c ?

117. Are the 13. and 27.E. against A. It is necessary to make oath , of

fraudulent conveyances in force in the correctness of the charges.

your state : or similar acts ? 125. Is interest recoverable on

A. Yes. book debt ?

A. No.

STATUTE OF FRAUDS .

BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND PROMISSO

118. Is the 29. Car. ii. c. 3. ( called
RY NOTES.

the stat. of fraus, ) or similar provi

sions, adopted in your state ?
126. Are foreign and inland bills

A. Yes. of exchange and promissory notes
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negotiable; and generally governed | ble, upon the protest of foreign bills

by the law of England ? of exchange ?

1. Yes. A. If without the U. States 20 per

127. Must demand be made by the cent, if within 10 per cent.

holder, and notice of non -acceptance

DIVORCE .
or non -payment be given to the draw

er or endorser , by the rules adopted

131. Are Divorces, a vinculis

in the English law, to entitle him to

recover ?

granted in your state &c ?

A. Yes ; where either party had a
A. Yes.

former wife or husband living at the

128. Is a protest for non -accep- time of the subsequent marriage ; or

tance or non -paymentnecessary, on for impotency or adultery in either

inland bills and promissory notes ?
of the parties at the time, or any time

A. No.

after the subsequentmarriage :

129. Is there any peculiar practice The circuit courts only, have pow

in your state, on this subject ? er to grant divorces a vinculis .

A. The only peculiar statute regula The place where or residence of

tions varying the general rights of the parties, are not material.

parties, to bills of exchange or prom

issory notes as established in En ATTACHMENTS.

gland, are the following:

If any bill, note, bond or writing 132. Do foreign and domestick at

obligatory, is endorsed after the tachments issue in your state, a

day on which the money or property gainst absent, or foreign debtors ?

therein contained becomes due and A. Yes.

payable, and the endorsee institutes

an action thereon against the maker
LANDLORDS AND TENANTS .

and signer, the def’t ( being maker

and signer ) may set up the same de
133. Is the law of landlord and

fence that he might have done, had tenant, in regard to distress for

the action been instituted in the name rent, similar to the English law ?

and for the use of the
A. Yes.

person

sons , to whom the note, bond, bill , or

SET -OFF .

writing obligatory, was originally

made due and payable.

134. Is the law of set-off, similar

But if any note, bond, bill or wri.
to the English law, and that of other

ting obligatory, is endorsed before
states ?

the day the money or property there
A. Yes.

in contained becomes due and paya

ble, and the endorsec institutes an CHOSES IN ACTION .

action thereon , the def’t may give in

evidence at the trial, any money or 135. Are choses in action assign

property actually paid on the note , able : may the assignee sue in his

bond &c, before it was endorsed or
own name : is there any liability of

assigned to the plöff, on proving, that the assignor over , unless stipulated ?

the plöff had sufficient notice of the A. Yes.

payment before the endorsement. 136. Is the common law in respect

180. What damages are recovera- of cheses in action, adopted ?

or per
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A. Yes ; except in the cases to be the person against whom it is issued ,

inferred from preceding answers ; from the time of delivery to the sher

and see answ . No. 129.
iff .

LIFE ESTATES & c . INSOLVENT ESTATES.

137. Are tenants for life, years, & c.

entitled to the same rights, and sub - are creditors paid pro rata , & c ?

139. In case the estate is insolvent,

ject to the same liabilities, as by A. Yes ; pro rata.

the common and statute law of En

gland ? PUBLICK OR PROPRIETARI LANDS.

A. Yes .

140. Are there any lands which

DECREES IN CHANCERY .
belong to the State : how obtained

138. How are decrees in equity there any proprietary land, and how

by one desirous of purchasing : Is

executed & c ?
obtained ?

A. Decrees in chancery from the
A. None.

time of their being signed , have the

force, operation and effect of judg
ENGLISH LAW BOOKS .

ments at law,from the time of the ac

tual entry of the decree ( 1 )

A writ offi. fa. issued on any de

141. Are English law books, al

eree in chancery, binds the goods of lowed to be read in your State

courts : if so , under what limitation ?

( 1) There seems some little ambiguity A. They are cited and read , without

here ; it is so in the MS. Ed. restriction .

55
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No. 1. STATE OFFICERS. A. The clerks of the superior courts

of law and equity , are elected by the

1. Who is Governor of your state people of each county ; they reside at

&c. ? the seat ofjustice in each county re

A. John Clark ; residence, Milledge- spectively .

ville ; title, “ His excellency " by 5. Attorney General : & c . ?

courtesy , and is " governor and com- A. Roger L. Gamble ; There are al

mander in chief of the army and na . so five solicitors general.

vy of Georgia and the militia there The Attorney and Solicitors Gen

of ; " elected, for two years and un- eral, are arranged for each judicial

til a successor is chosen and quali- district; elected for three years by

fied , by joint ballot of the legisla- joint ballot of the legislature.

ture ; salary $3000, 6. When, and where, is the annu

2. Secretary of state & c . ? al meeting of the legislature ?

A. Abner Hammond ; residence,Mil- A. Milledgeville, Baldwin Co.

ledgeville ; elected , annually by joint The Legislature assemble annu

ballot of the legislature. ( 1 ) ally , 1st Monday in November.

3. Chief justice of the su

preme court of law, & c . ? UNITED STATES OFFICERS.

We have no Chief Justice.

The state is divided into six judi
7. Who is District judge, &c. ?

cial Districts ; a judge is appointed A. Jeremiah Cayler ; (2) resid. Sa

for each, and his title is “ One of the vannah.

judges of the Superior Court of the
8. Clerk ofthe District court

state of Georgia.
&c. ?

Each judge elected for 3 years by A. George Glen ; resid . Savannah .

joint ballot of the Legislature. They

reside in their respective districts ; A. Richard W. Habersham ; resid .

9. District Attorney , & c. ?

salary $ 2100 each .

Savannah .

4. Clerk of the superior or

10. Marshal, & c. ?

supreme court, & c . ?

A. John H. Morell ; resid . Savan

( 1) By the amended constitution (May, nah. (3 )

1798. ) he was elected by the general assem . 11. What Justice of the S. court

bly in joint ballot for 2 years ; I presume the

constitution is altered in this particular, also
(2) Nat. Calend. 1822.

in others since then . Ed.
(3) “ Morel,” Nat. Calend.
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ofthe U.S. holds the circuit in your 18. Is there any Digestof cases in

state, & c . ?
your state courts, &c. ?

A. William Johnson . South Caro- A. Nor any - Digests of cases .

ļina and Georgia, compose the sixth 19. Are there any Treatises on

circuit court of the United States. the law, in your state & c . ?

12. At what times and places, are A. The “ Georgia Justice ; " for the

District courts ofthe U. S. held , & c . ? use of county officers, ex'rs and ad

A. At Savannah , 2d tuesdays of Feb- m’rs by A. S. Clayton Esq.

ruary , May and August: at Augusta We have no treatises, within the

2d tuesday of November. ( 1 ) description of this question, but the

13. Circuit courts & c . ? foregoing

A. Milledgeville, May 6th . Savan 20. Foreign law books repub

nah, December 14th annually. lished in your state, &c. ?

A. None.

LAWS- LAW BOOKS.
21 . - Reports of Cases in the

district or circuit courts of the U. S.

14. What number of volumes, does in your state , & c . ?

the compiled body of your Statute A. None.

law consist of, & c . ?
22. Is there any Digest of cases

A. A digest or compilation of our in those courts, & c . ?

statute law , was compleated in March A. None.

1801 , containing the laws from 1755
23. Have any books been compo

to 1800.

sed , in your Ştate, &c. ?

A 2d digest was published in 1810. 4. None.

2 vols. quarto.

The ist is quoted “ Crawford of ATTORNIESCOUNSELLORS .

Marbury's digest ; " the 2d— “ Clay

ton's digest. "
24. Is there any distinction in the

A digest of our laws publick and profession of Attorney and Counsel

private are now (May 1821 , ) in the lor, & c. ?

press ; compiled by L. Q. C. Lamar A. There is no distinction in the
pro

Esgr.
fession of Attorney and Counsellor.

Also another of all the publick 25. By whom are attornies or

laws in force including 31 Car. ii, & counsellors admitted , & c . ?

29 Car. ii. by Oliver H. Prince Esq. A. They are admitted by the Supe

Both by authority of the legislature. rior Courts of the several circuits,

15. Can the publick laws in pam- upon examination in open court ; and

phlets, be procured, & c . sometimes by the legislature.

A. The pamphlets, are few , and diffi
No particular term of study is ne

cult to be procured.
cessary - On admission into the Su

16. Isthere any Digest of the state perior Court of one county,—they.

laws &c ?
are authorised to practice in any

A. See answ . No. 14.
court of law or equity in the state.

17. Are there any Reports of cases Their names are registered on the

in your state courts, &c. ?
minutes of the courts .

A. There are no reports of cases in 26. On what conditions, & c. from

our state courts, and no state re - other states , &c. ?

porter.
A. Gentlemen of the profession from

(1) Nat. Calend . 1822. other states , are admitted upon exa..
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mination , certificate of moral cha It has cognizance of causes of pro

racter , and a declaration of their in- bate of wills and granting of letters,

tention to reside in this State . testamentary and of administration;

the settlement of estates ; of ex'rs

COURTS. and adm'rs accounts, the appoint

ment of guardians and care of mi

27. What are the names of the se- nors & c , with all the incidental pow .

veral courts in your state , &c. ? ers of such a court, andmany others

J. “ Magistrates Courts ;" “ Inferior conferred by statute .] ( 3 )

Courts;" " Superior Courts;" “ Courts Any one justice of the inferior

of Ordinary."
court and the clerk in vacation ,

The powersof theordinary,” ( 1 ) may grant citations, temporary let

are vested in the justices of the “in- ters of administration , and marriage

ferior courts . " licences.

28. Their style, &c. ? The jurisdiction and powers of

A. “ Justices of the peace ; " “ Jus- the Court of Ordinary, are vested in

tices of the inferior court;" “ Judges and exercised by the justices of the

of the Superior courts ;" _ " The or- Inferior Court in each county, and

dinary .” its records deposited with the clerk

29. The extent of their several ter- of that court.

ritorial jurisdictions , &c. ?
From the decisions of this court

A. I. A “ Justice of the Peace : " an appeal lies, to the Superior Court

This officer (whose court is called of the county .

“ a magistrates court,” ) has cogni III . The “ Inferior Court. "

zance in cases of a civil nature with This court, has original cogni

in his district, where the debt or de- zance of all civil causes at law ,

mand does not exceed $30, on li- which shall be tried in the county

quidated demands. (2) where the defendant resides, (4) Ex

His jurisdiction is confined to the cepting cases respecting titles to land.

“Captain's District," within which Their jurisdiction is confined to

he is a justice of the peace. the county ; and they sit at stated

Error's committed by a justice, times, twice - in each year.

are corrected on certiorari — by the It has no criminal jurisdiction,

Superior Court of the county . which by the constitution is exclu

II . The “ Court of Ordinary, " or sively vested in the Superior Courts

“ Register of Probates." of the county.

[ The name of this court desig Errors in this court are corrected

nates, its powers and objects of ju- in the Superior Court of the county,

risdiction. on certiorari. (5 )

( 1) Styled in the Const. “ A court of or . (3) What is stated within [ ] is taken

dinary or register of probates.” from some reading of my ownon this branch

(2) Justices of the peace are elected annu- of the Georgia, Surrogate laws. I mention

ally by the voters in each militia captain's dis- this least any mistake I may be under, might

trict ; two are chosen for every district : This be attributed to my correspondents. Ed.

is not stated by my correspondents but I col. (4) By the const . there is an exception in

lect it from a note attached to the constitution cases of joint obligors residing in different

of Georgia , in my possession. counties, in which case the action may be

By liquidared demands my correspondents commenced in either county. Ed.

probably intend, actions ex contractu . Ed. ( 5) This court styled the " inferior court"
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99
IV. The “ Superior Courts." term time, and must be served on

The state is divided into several the defendant at least 30 days previ

( six ) judicial districts, composed of ous to the sitting ofthecourt to which

7 or more counties ; and a judge is they are returnable.

appointed for each district, who The proceedings are such as are u

holds a court in each county within sual in equity until the cause is set

his district twice ( 1 ) in every year, down for hearing, and then in caso

called the superior court of the coun- of original bills, it is submitted to a

ty . ( 9)
special jury, who together with the

This court within each respective judge are the chancellors.

county is by the constitution vested This court has final and conclu

with exclusive and final jurisdiction sive jurisdiction , in all causes civil,

in all criminal cases , and in all cases criminal, and in equity :

concerning titles to land ; which There is no superior court in the

shall be tried in the county where state, and all causes in law or equity

the crime is committed , and where or brought there by appeal from the

the land lies. ordinary , or by certiorari - to justi

It has concurrent jurisdiction with ces and the inferior court, arc heard ,

the inferior court of the county in tried and ended in the county, and

all civil causes, at common law, and by the judge of the Superior Court.

is also the court of chancery having By the constitution , these courts

exclusive jurisdiction within the have power to correct errors in infe

county in all causes of equity . rior judicatures of the county, by

The mode of exercising its equity writs of certiorari, as also errors in

powers however is very peculiar : the superior courts, ( 1 ) and to or

All bills are sanctioned by the der new trials on proper and legal

judge atchambers in vacation, or in grounds ; butsuch new trials shall be

determined and such errors correct

(1 ) By the constitution as I understand it , ed, in the superior court of the coun

inferior as well as superior courts are to hold ty, in which the action originated .

only 2 sessions annually in each Co. Ed. [And the judges (by the constitution )

(2) These judges by the constitution of May in all cases of application for new tri

(1798, were to be elected for the term of 3 | als, or correction of errors , shall en

years, to have salaries, not to be diminished tertheir opinions on the minutes of

during their continuance in office, but not to

the court. (2 ) ]

receive any other perquisites or emoluments;

- It does not appear by the copy of the con

By an article in the constitution ,

stitution in my possession, by whom the the judges of the Superior Courts or

judges of the Superior Courts were to be any one has power to issue writs of

elected ;—probably this is fixed by amend- mandamus, prohibition, scire facias,

mentswhichthe legislature are authorised to and all other writs necessary for

make under certain restrictions, by the const. carrying their powers into full ef

of 1798. Ed. fect.

is composed of 5 persons called " justices of
Where parties conceive the judge

the inferior court:” — They are elected by the has mistaken the law at the trial, or

voters in each county, annually.
the verdict is against law or evi

This is not mentioned by the gentlemen ,in dence, or whatever the complaint be,

their account of this court ; I collect it from

a note attached to my copy of the Georgia ( 1 ) Their own errors . Ed .

constitution , Ed. (2) Taken from corsi. Ed .
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it is heard , by the judge upon an ap- Superior Court of the county ; from

plication to set aside the verdict, & c . a Justice's court, and the Inferior

or as the case may be ; and his judg- court, only by certiorari ; as to the

ment is final.
“ Superior Courts of the county,"

30. Which have original jurisdic- their judgments and decrees are de

tion , & c . ? finitive, subject only to their own in

31. —partly original,and part- dividual consideration and correc

ly appellant &c. ? tion, upon proper application.

32. appellant jurisdiction on

ly, ốc. ? MISCELLANEOUS .

33. Which are courts of equity ,

and which of law, &c. ?
35. Who is State Printer, & c. ?

A. See answ. No. 29.
A. Camak of Hines ; reside at Mil

34. What methods are used to ledgeville the seat ofgovernment,and

carry up judgments & c . ?
are editors ofthe Georgia Journal."

A. The method of carrying up cau . 36. Who is the principal Bookseller

ses from the court of ordinary," as at the seat of Government ?

has been shewn is by appeal to the A. Ginn 8. Curtis.
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record. ( 1 )

cessary, &c. ?

No. II . CONVEYANCE BY DEED, &c. of the inferior court, or a judge of

the superior court sign the deed offi

1. What is the kind of Deed most cially as one of the attesting wit

in use in your state & c. is it that of nesses , this is sufficient to admit it to

bargain and sale ? record , otherwise it must be ac

A. Bargain and Sale, is the most u- knowledged by the grantor, or be

sual deed.
proven by one or more of the attest

2. Does the legal possession pass ing witnesses, in order to admit it to

without livery , &c. ?

A. By statute , no livery of seizen is 10. As against bona fide subsequent

necessary .
purchasers and mortgagees ; must the

3. In the creation of estates in fee, prior deed or mortgage to affect

or fee tail, are technical words ne - them , be recorded : within what pe

riod : in what office : will notice of

A. The English law prevails in this the prior title, though unrecorded,

particular, except, that we have no bar the second incumbrancer ?

estates tail.
1. The prior deed or mortgage must

4. Is the construction of common be recorded within twelve months ;

assurances, governed by the rules of to affect bona fide subsequent pur

common law ; or by the intent, &c. ? "
chasers and mortgagees.

A. The construction and operation

of common assurances, are generally |Clerk's office of the superior court
The recording must be in the

governed by the rules of the com- of the county where the land lies.

mon law .

Notice will bar the subsequent in
5. Are attesting witnesses &c. re

quired to conveyances
cumbrancer ; if within the twelve

months ; otherwise it will not.
A. Two attesting witnesses are ne

11. May a feme covert convey
cessary to all conveyances of real

estate, or any instrument relating estate held in her own right, and her

thereto, as powers of attorney ,to dower in the husband's estate, & c . ?

A. A feme covert cannot hold any
dispose of land &c.

6. Must the deed be sealed ?
property in her own right unless by

A. The deed must be sealed .
marriage settlement, through trus

7. Is a scroll sufficient ?

Her real estate as well as personal
A. A scroll is sufficient.

8. Are the common law requisites in possession, vests absolutely in the

husband on marriage.
for the perfection of Deeds &c. alter

ed in any particulars, in your state ?
12. Is this done by joining with

A. The common law requisites are
him in the conveyance, &c. ?

not altered, in any material par- A. She may relinquish her dower,

ticular.

9. Is it necessary to the validity
( 1 ) It will be perceived, that my corres

of a Deed as between the parties &c. pondentsdo not precisely answer this ques

that it should be acknowledged by
tion . It can hardly be doubred however, that

as between parties and their heirs, the deed
the grantor, or proved by the witnes

without acknowledgment , proof or recording
ges , and be recorded ?

would be operative :

A. All deeds are to be recorded with

Recording seems principally intended for

in twelve months.
notice to 3d . persons, or for preserving the

If a justice of the peacu, justice evidenceof title. Ed.

tecs .

56
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by joining with her husband in the execution by the sheriff under a

deed or mortgage. judgment, and for taxes . ( 1 )

13. Is a private examination of the 17. Generally , is there any thing

feme necessary, &c. ?
peculiar in respect to dower in your

A. A private examination is neces- state ?

sary, before the conveyance takes A. There is no other peculiarity va

effect against her.
riant from the common law in rela .

14. What officers may take this tion to the rightof dower, except that

examination, &c. ?
the process of obtaining dower, is al

A. By the statute , any judge of together different from that known to

the superior, or justice of the infe- the common and statute law of en

rior court, or a justice of the peace. gland.

15. What is the form of a certifi We know nothing of proceeding

cate by the officer , where a feme cov- by writ of “ unde nihil habet," nor of

ert acknowledges the execution, & c ? the mode there used to enable the

A. The form is as follows. widow to recover damages where

“ Georgia. the husband dies seized . (2)

County. S
The method here of recovering

“ Be it remembered that on the day dower is by partition , as in cases of

of in the year of our Lord eigh- tenants in common &c : Eleven par

teen hundred and -the within titioners are appointed by the court

named E. B. wife of the within named upon petition , to assign dower.

A. B. who have both signed the within 18. What Officers in your State

deed personally came before me J. P. are authorized , to take acknowledg

one of the justices of the inferior court ments and proofs of deeds and mort

in said county, (or other officer as the

case is ) and being duly examined by A. See answ . to No. 14. The same

me separately and apart from her said officers.

husband did declare, that she did free 19. What is the form of a certifi

ly and voluntarily and without any cate by such officer, when the gran

compulsion from her said husband, tor acknowledges the execution ?

sign, seal, and deliver the within deed A. The certificate is in this form ;

for the purposes therein mentioned,

“ Georgia ! )

with intention thereby to renounce give County. S

up and quit claim her thirds and right Be it remembered that on

of dower of, in and to the said lot oftheday of—in the year of our

land ( or other premises as the case Lord eighteen hundred and the

is ) within conveyed . within named A. B. who has signed

Given under my hand and seal the thewithin deed personally came before

day and year within mentioned .
me J. P. one of thejustices of the infe

J. P. J. I. C. (SEAL]" rior court in the said county (or other

16. To bar the feme of dower in officer describing his office) and ac

the husband's estate ; is her joining

in the deed, and making such ac
(1) It would seem by this, that the hus

knowledgment, necessary in all ca- band's estate sold on judgment against him

ses , & c . ?
is discharged of dower. Ed.

A. In all cases such acknowledge (2) As to the widow's right to a child's part

ment is necessary to bar the feme's & c, see title No. viii. Entails, Dower, Cur

right of dower, except on sales, upon tesy & c.

gage
s
?
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3

knowledged that he signed sealed and though it is not absolutely necessary

delivered the within as his voluntary in cases of deposition .

act and deedfor the uses and purposes 23. If a quaker is witness, what is

therein mentioned . the form of affirmation by your law ?

Given under my hand and seal the A. No form of an affirmation is pre

day and year afd . scibed by our law, the common affir

J. P. J. I. C. (SEAL ]” ( 1 ) mation is used in such cases ; as in

20. What is the form when the ex- the parenthesis No. 20.

ecution is proved before him, by the 24. If a grantor, mortgagor, or

deposition of the subscribing wit - witness , is in another state or territo

nesses ? ry , what officers in such other state

A. “ Georgia ! }
&c . may take the acknowledgment of

County ) the grantor, or deposition of the wit

Be it remembered that ness , to the execution ?

on the day of Anno Domini A. Any officer of such state authori

eighteen hundred and came be- zed by the law thereof to take ac

fore me J. P. one of the justices of knowledgments, and the certificate

the inferior court in the county afore- of the Governor under the seal of

said (or other proper officer descri- the state, that such officer holds the

bing his office ) C. D. one of the wit- office he assumes .

nesses to the foregoing (or within ) 25. Where the officer is of another

conveyance, and being duly sworn state &c. what proof or instrument

( or on his solemn affirmation ,) doth must be made or annexed to his certi

say that he saw A. B. the grantor ficate, showing he is such officer &c ?

therein named sign seal and deliver A. See preceding answer .

the same for the uses and purposes 26. If grantors or witnesses are

therein mentioned. dead, removed from the state , or can

C. D. (name of witness) not be found ; is there any provision

Taken and subscribed by the said in those cases for secondary proofs ,

C. D. before me the day and year & c. ?

aforesaid . A. In cases where the grantors or

Witness my hand and seal. witnesses are dead or removed so

J. P. J. I. C. ) (SEAL]" that they cannot be found, secondary

21. Must the grantor or witness evidence on trial ) will be received

subscribe the acknowledgment, or in our courts, such as proof of hand

deposition ? writing

A. The grantor need not sign the We have no provision in our laws,

acknowledgment, but the deposing on the subject of admitting deeds or

witness must. mortgages so proved to record . ( 1 )

22. Is the certificate to be under 27. If the grantor and witnesses

the seal, as well as the hand of the are in a foreign country, and living

officer ? or dead, is there any provision for

A. It is most usual for the officer to taking an acknowledgment or proof

seal as well as sign the certificate, in such country ?

A. We have no provision , to meet

( 1 ) Owing to an accident, I did not receive the case contemplated in this ques

tion .
the form sent to me in this case . I have

therefore drawn it in this manner which I ( 1 ) This is I think the purport of the an

presume would be sufficient. Ea. swer, but the MS. was not quite distinct. Ed .

1

1
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or, &c. ?

28. Are deeds and mortgages | tuesday in each and every month ,

recorded , evidence ; by whom are The place of sale at the court house

copies exemplified ? of the county between 10 and 3

A. Deeds and mortgages duly re- o'clock ; and no property can be

corded , are evidence on trials . sold at any other time and place by

Copies are exemplified in the usual a sheriff or other officer. ( 1 )

way and by the clerk having posses 34. From what time is a judgment

sion thereof under his hand and seal (or decree in equity,) a lien on real

of office , or his private seal, upon estate, against alienation of the debt

certifying he has no seal of office.

29. In what order, do mortgages A. Judgments bind real and personal

take preference of each other ?
property from the commencement of

A. Mortgages take preference by the term of the court during which

priority of their date, within 12 the judgment was obtained .

months, after which period from the
In the northern circuit, it has been

time of recording ; and the same, of

held to be from the signing of the

other deeds.

judgment.
30. Is any time allowed after exe

35. What is the order of priority

cution , within which the mortgage
being recorded , a subsequent mort- among judgment creditors, in res

gage gains no priority by first re- A. The priority is determined as be

pect of lands ?

gistering ?
tween judgment creditors in respect

A. Answered, see Nos. 9, 10, 29.
of lands and personal property, by

31. May deeds of mortgage, be ac

knowledged and proved in like man
the priority of judgment.

In cases where several judgments
ner in and out of the state, recorded

and have like competency in evi-, are obtained at the same time against

one defendant, the priority is deter

dence, as absolute deeds &c ?

A. Deeds and mortgages are placed mined by first delivery of execution

to the oflicer .

on the same footing, in all these re

36. Does a judgment bind , after

spects.
32. In regard to the execution of acquired land ?

deeds and mortgages in your state, 4. Judgments bind all property as

is there any other thing to be obser- well real as personal, and whether

ved , & c . ?

in possession or afterwards acquired.

A. There is no other thing necessary ,

57. In respect of chattels, has the

to render deeds and mortgages effec- first judgment,or first execution de

tual.
livered, the preference ?

No. III. JUDGMENT, (EXECUTION )
( 1 ) This regulation of sales of real pro

&c.
perty on execution within the county , at the

court house on a certain day or days at the

stated terms of court , is calculated to answer

33. Do judgments bind real pro
most valuable purposes ; to save expense, give

perty , and may it be sold on execu
notoriety to the transaction, prevent frauds

tion in your state ? on the debtor and creditor, and advance their

A. Judgments bind real property, true interests in all respects. It is adopted

and it may be sold on execution after in many states, and should be universal in

thirty days advertising by the sher- all cases where real property is sold on execti

iff. The regular sale day, is the first tion, & c. Ed .
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1. Fully answered ; See Nos. 34, 35, without any previous appraisment

36. &c. and on what conditions as to pay

38. In respect of chattels, may the ment ?

debtor alienate, before execution de- A. All executions may issue , after

livered ?
four days from the adjournment of

A. Chattels as before observed are the court at which the judgmentwas

bound by the judgment, he may not obtained ; on which the lands may

therefore alienate before execution . be sold ; (See No. 33,) and no pre

39. Is a prior judgment in an In- vious appraisinent is necessary .

feriour court, a lien on lands without 43. In such case , is a Deed made

its jurisdiction , &c. ? and delivered to the party, before

1. The effect of judgments in the acknowledgment ofit by such officer

inferior courts, are to bind all the in court, or confirmation by the

property of the defendant in the state. court, valid : If fraud or irregularity ,

The prior judgment must be sa- is there any summary redress ?

tisfied , and a subsequent judgment A. In case of sale, the sheriff's deed

in the county where the land lies, delivered to the party passes the pro

cannot affect the lien thus created . perty absolutely, and no order of

40. Is there any Court in which court confirming the title and sale is

a Judgment will bind the lands, in necessary.

every county ? If there be fraud or illegality in

A. All judgments in any court of the sale, we have no summary mode

this state, bind the property real and by which the party aggrieved may

personal of the defendant in every have redress.

part of the state, and the creditor of But after the levy and before sale

the county where the land or other if there be any illegality in the issu .

property is, has no preference ex- ing the execution , the defendant may

cept he obtains it by his vigilance in make affidavit setting forth the causes

obtaining the first judgment. of illegality, and upon such “affi

41. Can execution be taken outat davit of illegality " being given to

once, in every county, &c. ? the sheriff he is compelled to post

A. But one fieri facias can issue on pone the sale until the order of the

a judgment and it remains in force court from whence the execution is

until satisfied ; it is directed " to sued is had on the matter .

all and singular the sheriffs of the So also if the property levied on

state of Georgia , " and may succes- should not belong to the defendant;

sively be levied on property in every the person claiming such property

county in the state and remains in (before sale)may interpose his claim

force until it is satisfied . by making affidavit that it is not

Should it be lost or destroyed on subject to the execution & c.

motion and proof of the fact the The claimant on this gives bond

court from which it issued will issue with approved security to the sheriff,

another, reciting therein the pro- conditioned to satisfy and pay to the

ceedings that were had in the last plaintiff such damages as the jury

No subsequent judgment can on the trial of the right of property

affect the lien in any other county. may assess against him, in case it

42. Can execution issue immedi- appears the claim is made for the

ately after judgment, against real purpose of delay ; on this the sheriff

estate of the debtor, and that be sold must postpone the sale and return

one .
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the claim and the bond to the court ; 51. In such casc , is the judgment

an issue is then to be made up to try anincumbrance, against a subsequent

the right of property at the next judgment for debts due, and follow

court and the jury are sworn in ad - ed by immediate execution ?

dition to their usual oath, to give such A. Answered No. 49, 50.

damages not less than ten per cent as
52. If after sale and conveyance

may seem reasonable and just to the of land on execution, the judgment is

plaintiff against the claimant, in case reversed ; does theestate revert, & c . ?

it shall be sufficiently shown that such A. We have no statutory provision

claim was intended for delay only ; on this subject; See 2 Bac. Ab. (6

upon this issue the plaintiff in exe- ed. pr. Wilson , ) 505, 739, 740 ,-5

cution holds the affirmative.
Binn . 273.

44. Before real estate can be sold 53. Is the Ca. Sa. allowed in the

on execution , must it be appraised first instance : are bail exonerated

and sale delayed , until it brings the by surrender of the principal ?

appraised value, or some propor- A. A Ca. Sa. may be issued in the

tion , &c . ? first instance in ordinary cases ; but

A. No appraismentis necessary pre- to charge bail, a fi. fa . must issue

vious to selling. and then a ca. sa . before a sci. fa.

45. Is there any writ of levari fa- against bail.

cias, elegit, extent, &c. in yourstate ?
54. May the debtor be imprisoned

A. There are no writs of the de- for any sum ; are none exempted ,& c. ?

scription contained in this question , A. There is no exemption from im .

known to the laws of our state . prisonment, by our law.

46. Are there any laws, to delay 55. Is the Ca. Sa. regulated by

or impair the remedy on execu- the common law, foc. ?

tion, by suspension, appraisment, A. This matter is regulated , by the

and a minimum fixed, & c. or con- common law .

straining the creditor to receive oth 56. Are any kinds of personal es

er than lawful money &c. ? tate exempt from execution ?

47. What security is required, A. No kind of personal property is

that the property shall not be wasted, entirely exempt, except arms and

and be forth coming ? accoutrements .

A. There are no laws now in force, Slaves cannot be sold until, the

tending to obstruct or delay regular other personal property is exhausted.

executions.

48. May the debtor redeem land No. IV. INSOLVENT ( LAW .)

sold on execution , &c. ?

A. A sale by the sheriff is absolute . 57. Is there a standing insolvent

49. May judgments on warrant law in your state , &c. Are any per

of attorney , be entered in vacation ? sons on account of the nature of the

A. Our statute expressly prohibits debt, &c. excepted out of it ?

the entering up judgments on war . A. We have a standing insolvent

rants of attorney, either in vacation law under which debtors may be re

or term time. leased from imprisonment, on sur

50. Can judgments be entered on render oftheir property ; there is no

warrant of atty. before the debt is exception on account of the nature of

payable ? the debt or cause of action.

A. Answered above. 58. What time is required to effect
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a discharge: Is the claim for a dis- and signed by the party devising the

charge, determined by the court or same, or some other person in his

a jury ? presence, and by his express direc

A.Notice is to be given to the cred- tions, and shall be attested and sub

itors in the state, at least 30 days be- scribed in the presence of the said

fore the time fixed for discharge , devisor by three or four credible

and 60 days to those residing out of witnesses, or else they shall be utter

the state . ly void and of none effect. ”

The claim for discharge is deter In respect of revocation , the 6 .

mined by the justices of the inferior enacts " no devise in writing of

court, except when fraud is suggest- lands, tenements , or hereditaments,

ed in which case an issue is formed or any clause thereof, shall be revo

& c, and the fact is tried by a jury. cable, other than by some other will

59. Must the debtor be actually or codicil in writing, or other wri

in the gaol, or may he apply for the ting declaring the same,or by burn

benefit of the law, at any time &c. ? ing, cancelling , tearing, or obliter

A. The debtor to entitle him to the ating the same by the testator him

discharge, must be in prison or on self, or in his presence, and by his

the prison bounds on mesne or final directions and consent : but all such

process. devises and bequests shall remain in

60. Is there any thing peculiar in force until the same be burnt, &c.

your insolvent law ? in manner aforesaid , or unless the

A. Nothing, except as above stated . same be altered by some other will

or codicil in writing , or other wri

No. V. WILLS, &c. ting of the devisor, signed in pres

ence of three or four witnesses, de

61. Are lands and freehold inter- claring the same." See 7 Bac. ab .

ests devisable at the pleasure of the “ Wills ;" Let. D.

testator, and to the entire disinheri 65. Before what court, or officer ,

son of his children or issue & c . ? are wills of lands and personalty ,

4. They are . exhibited for proof: does the proof in

62. What formalities of execution, the probate court, affect the right of

are essential to a will of lands &c ? the heir to question its execution at

63. What formalities are required, law as to land ?

in the revocation of wills of land ? A. Before the court of Ordinary in

64. Are the provisions of the 29 the county where the testator re

C. ii. c. 3. adopted in regard to the sided .

execution of wills of land &c ? An appeal lies from the decision

A. We have at present no local stat- here to the superior court where the

ute regulating the execution and re- fact is tried by a jury ; but the ap

vocation of wills ; the statute of the peal ( or caveat) mustbe entered in

29. C. ii. C. 3. is in full force in this 4 days, otherwise the heir is remedi

state . less.

In regard to the execution of wills Our courts recognize the english

of land, the 5 J. of that stat. enacts doctrine on the subject of probate of

“ That all devises and bequests of wills, and our equity courts have re

any lands or tenements devisable by fused to disturb the probate, even on

the statute of wills , or by any par- the ground of fraud .

ticular custom , shall be in writing , 66. Is the execution proved by the
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witnesses, or oath of the executors, 1. Concerning foreign wills and tes

or both , in the first instance ? taments , we have no provision .

A. The execution is usually proven ,

by one or more of the subscribing
No. VÍ. DESCENTS.

witnesses.

67. In what office is the will and 74. How do inheritances in fee sim

inventory registered : are office co - ple descend upon intestacy, among

pies evidence? lineal heirs ?

A. The will &c. is recorded in the 75. How among collaterals ?

office of the clerk of Ordinary ; and 76. How, in respect of the half

office copies with a proper cetificate blood : does the common law govern ?

and under seal, are evidence . 77. Does the common law prevail

68. What formalities are required, on descents, in any cases, and what ?

to wills of chattels ? 78. Is there any thing peculiar in

69. Are any number of subscribing your law of descents ?

witnesses, or the signature or seal of A. Real and personal estates are

the testator , required ; or is a will of considered by the statute of Georgia

personals provable by the rules of of the same nature and placed on

the common law Sec ?
the same foot in regard to descents,

A. Governed altogether by the rules only so far as the widow is con

of the common law. cerned.

70. May executors, or adminis I. If there be a widow and child

trators having letters in another or children they take equal shares,

state, sue in your state ? unless the widow shall prefer her

A. Executors or administrators dower in which case she has nothing

having letters testamentary or of ad- further of the real estate, but never

ministration from other states can- theless receives a child's part out of

not sue in this state , without taking the personal estate. If any of the

out letters in this state. children die before the intestate , their

71. If not, what is to be done to lineal descendants stand in their place.

enable them to sue ?
II. If there be a widow and

A. Executors must take out letters no child or representative of chil

testamentary in the county where dren, then the widow takes a moiety

the property or debt is, and adminis- of the estate, and the other moiety

trators, letters of administration . goes to the next of kin of the intes

72. Are exemplifications of wills tate in equal degrees and their re

and testaments, by the proper offi- presentatives.

cer in other states , evidence in your III. If there be no widow, the

courts &c ?
whole goes to the child or children

A. Exemplications of wills and tes or their issue, the issue of a child

taments by the proper officer in other taking the parents share.

states, are evidence in this state if IV . If there be neither widow or

authenticated in the manner prescri- child or legal representatives of chil

bed by acts of congress in regard to dren, the whole is to be distributed

records &c. 2 vol. 102, 3-3 vol. 621 among the next of kin unto the intes

laws U. S. Bioren's edit. tate in equal degree and their repre

73. How are foreign wills and sentatives, but no representation is

testaments proved in your state, & c ? admitted among collaterals further
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TESY, & c .

than to the child or children of the 80. How among collaterals ?

intestates brothers and sisters. A. The foregoing rules ( under No.

V. If the father or mother be alive VI. Descents , ) apply in respect to

and a child dies intestate and without the distribution , of personal estate

issue, such father (or mother in case on intestacy.

the father be dead ) inherit and take 81. Are the 22nd and 23rd Car.

distribution as a brother or sister ii. c. 10, and 29 Car. ii. c. 30, called

would do. the Statutes of distribution &c. a

Such mother however having in- dopted ?

termarried, is not entitled to any A. Answered , under the preceding

part of the childs estate who may heads of Descents and Distribution.

die intestate and without issue, but

the same goes to and is vested in the No. VIII. ENTAILS, DOWER, CUR

next of kin on the father's side ; and

in case of the death of the last child

intestate and without issue, the mo 82. May entails be created, as

ther takes no part of such childs es- under the Stat. de donis — and with

tate but it is to go to and be vested the same incidents, in respect of be

in like manner in the next of kin on ing barred ; dower ; curtesy ; waste

the father's side. &c ?

VI. If a person dies intestate and 83. Are entails abolished ; con

without issue, having brothers and verted into fees ; or otherwise modi

sisters of the whole blood and the fied & c ?

half blood, then the brothers and 84. How barred by the tenant ?

sisters of the whole blood and the 85. Is the widow entitled to dow

half blood in the paternal line only, er ; and the husband to curtesy ; as

inherit equally ; but if there be no by the common law ?

brother or sister or issue of brother A. Entails are abolished by statute,

or sister of the whole blood or half without any reservation.

blood in the paternal line, then those In respect to dower and curtesy ,

of the half blood and their issue in the common law is altered by sta

the maternal line inherit .
tute ; no tenancy by curtesy can

The next of kin are investigated take place , because the marriage

by the following rules of consan- vests all the real estate in the hus

guinity ; children shall be nearest band.

parents ; brothers and sisters shall The widow by statute, is obliged

be equal in respect to distribution, within twelve months after the death

and cousins shall be next to them ; of her husband to make her election ,

the half blood, shall be admitted to whether she will take a child's part

a distributive share of the real and of the real estate or her dower ; if

personal estate in common with the she makes no such election it is to .

full blood . be considered as taking her dower.

If she take dower it is as in eng

No. VII. DISTRIBUTION ON INTES- land a life estate ; if she takes a

TACY, ( OF PERSONALTY .) childs part, it is at her disposition

by deed or will. ( 1 )

79. Upon intestacy , how is the

surplusage of personal property dis (1 ) It is seen before under the head of de.

tributed ? scents, that a widow takes a childs part of real

57
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ers ?

1

No. IX. LIMITATION OF SUITS. A. The savings are to infants & c .

as in the case of lands ; ( see answ .

86. What length of adverse pos- No. 87.)

session of lands is a bar &c ?
93. Are there any in favour of ci

A. Seven years by statute , he and tizens of other states, or foreign

his heirs being under no disability.

87. What savings &c ?
A. None, except as above.

A. The savings are to infants, femes

covert, persons non compos, imprison No. X. TAXES.

ed and beyond seas.

“ Out ofthe state,” has been adjudg

ed to be equivalent to , beyond seas .
94. May lands be sold for the pay.

88. Is there a saving in favour of ment of taxes : has an absenteeany

foreigners or citizens of other states ? privilege ?

A. No other than as above.
A. Lands may be sold for taxes.

89. Are the general principles of
Where property belongs to non

English law , on the bar of these sta- residents, not having any agent or

tutes , adopted in your state ? atty. & c . the receiver of taxes who

A. The general principles of the makes out the list of property taxed

english law are adopted .

& c . is to advertize such - for six

If the disability of the party is months successively once in each

once removed and thestatute begins month in a public gazette, and if the

to run , it runs on against him and tax is not paid, it is doubled.

all claiming under him notwith 95. Before a sale , is notice to be

standing any subsequent disability given &c ?

of the party or any disabilities in 4. Notice is given of the sale of land

those who derive from or claim for taxes, the amount of tax due, and

through such party ; and this by of thetime and place.

construction of the statutes.
96. What officer is to give this no

90. Is there any thing peculiar in tice ?

your state on this head ?
A. The collector of taxes.

91. What length of time bars re
97. In what manner & c .

covery &c. in personal actions ?
A. In case of resident defaulters,

A. Twenty years on bonds under notice is given in the newspaper, 26

seal; other acknowledgements not days ; (2) the place of sale is atthe

under seal 6 years ; open accounts court house of the county where the

4 years ; trespass quare clausum fre- land lies : As to nonresidents, whose

git, 3 years ; trespass, assault and tax has been advertised for 6 months

battery 2 years ; slander, and qui- as before mentioned by the receiver

tam actions, 6 months.- ( 1 )
and remain unpaid , the collector

92. What savings ?
proceeds forthwith to sell & c .

( 1) This enumeration is as stated in the

and personal estate on intestacy unless she M.S.-It appears however notto comprehend

elects dower, and even then she takes a childs all personal actions. What actions are coni

part of the personal estate :-) understand by prehended under the term “ other acknow .

this latter clause if she takes a childs part of ledgments " is uncertain . Ed.

real and personal estate , the real estate is so (2) Perhaps this should be 30 days, from

far a fee that she may convey, or devise it . Ed. the M, S. I am not certain . Ed.
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98.. If a sale takes place, is the In ordinary cases where bail is

deed absolute ? required , an affidavit must be made

A. The deed is absolute. by the plaintiff of the amountof the

99. If not, what timeis allowed to debt due, and that he has reason to

redeem , and on what terms : at what apprehend the loss of the whole or

place or office, are the sales entered ? some part of his debt unless the deft.

A. The sales are entered in the is held to bail.

Comptroller's office. If a non - resident plaintiff make

100. Do lands on which taxes are this affidavit out of the limits of the

not paid , in any case vest in the state: state , it must be accompanied by a

and then how and in what time to be certificate under the great “ seal of

redeemed ? the state of the Governor, that the

A. They never do. person testing the affidavit, is au

101. What officer in any county, thorized to take affidavits & c .

oughta non -resident desirous of keep

ing his taxes paid, correspond with LETTERS OF ATTORNEY .

for that purpose : or what is most

prudent for him to do ?
103. Is there any provision for the

A. The post -master or clerk of the
Superior court, or it would bemost proof& c.of letters ofAttorney,made

Superior court, or it would be most in other states or foreign parts, for

prudent to have an agent appointed; the conveyance of lands &c. in your

for in the latter case , if he neglected
state ?

to discharge his duty he would by A. The execution of letters of attor

statute, be liable . ( 1 )
ney must be duly authenticated by a

No. XI. MISCELLANEOUS.

notary , and a certificate of the go

vernor under the seal of the state.
BAIL , & c .

ALIENS .102. May debtors pendente lite , be

restrained from alienating & c . Is

the debtor liable to be holden to 104. Do aliens stand on the foot

bail, &c?
ing of the common law, in respect of

A. Debtors property pendente lite taking by descent, or purchase : may

may be attached, provided they are they in any case hold real estate,

about to remove or are actually re- as in mortgage ?

moving without the limits of this A. Aliens, cannothold real property

state ; and they may be held to bail by purchase or descent.

in such cases although none should

be required at the commencement of ADMINISTRATION . GUARDIANSHIP.

the suit.

(1 ) My correspondents were obliging

105. Is the right of administration

enough, to send me a particular abstract of regulated as inEngland by the 31

the tax laws ; from which and their answers,

Edw . iii. c. 11. and 21 H. viii. c . 5.

the foregoing account is given,possibly what or by local acts ?

I have incorporated may be imperfect.- It A. The right of administration, is

seems non - residents may be double taxed ,and regulated by the same rules as apply

their lands sold without redemption in a few to descents and distribution .

months. Ed. If an administratrix marrics, on
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wax & c ?

application she will be superse SEALS.

ded . ( 1 )

106. May guardians be appoint 110. Is the common law , in regard

ed by will : does the common law to the effect of instruments sealed ,

regulate &c ? and not under seal, in force ?

A. Guardians may be appointed by 4. The common law in regard to the

will ; they are also appointed by the effect and operation of instruments

ordinary. under seal and not under seal, is not

changed . ( See No 135, 139.)

PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY EXECU 111. Is a scroll &c . equivalent to

TORS AND ADMINISTRATORS .

A. A scroll is equivalent to wax in

107. Is the law of England, in re
all instruments.

gard to the order of paying debts by

ex’rs and adm’rs, in force &c ?
BASTARDS .

A. Debts take priority as follows,

1st. Funeral expenses ; 2d. other 112. Aré bastards subject to com

expenses of the last illness ; 3d. mon law disabilities ?

charges of probate and of adminis- A. Bastards, are subject to the com

tration ; 4th. debts due the state ; mon law disabilities.

5th . judgments, mortgages, and exe 113. Are antinuptial children, le

cutions (the oldest first ;) 6th . rent ; gitimated by marriage of the pa

7th . bonds and other obligations ; rents ?

8th . debts on open account : But no A. Antinuptial children , are legiti

preference of creditors in equal de- mated by marriage of the parents.

gree.

108. May ex'rs and adm'rs give a ALLUVION .

preference by confessing judgments;

Are lands sold on judgment against 114. Does the common law in re

ex'rs or adm’rs ?
spect of alluvion prevail ?

A. If executors and administrators A. The common law prevails.

confess judgment, it can only be

done at the ad term of the court at
FISHERIES .

which the suit is commenced .

Lands are sold on judgments a
115. Is the owner of lands bor

gainst executorsand administrators, dering on a river where the tide

de bonis testatoris.
flows and reflows, &c. entitled to se

veral fishery in frontof his land ?

JOINT - TENANCY. A. The owners of lands bordering

on navigable water, are entitled to

109. Is Joint-tenancy in land , as the right of fishery.

atcommon law, & c ? 116. Is this so by statute , or u

A. Joint-tenancy in land is created sage ?

as at common law and its incidents A. This is by usage.

the same.

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES.

(1 ) So I understand the M, S. - but it is

not quite distinct. Ed.
117. Are the 13. and 27. E. against
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fraudulent conveyances in force in A. Merchant books containing the

your state : or similar acts ?
original entries with proof of deli

A. The statutes of 13th et 27th very of the articles by the clerk, or

Eliz . are in force, in extenso . if he be dead , of his hand writing , are

evidence ; if no clerk , then on proof

STATUTE OF FRAUDS . of that fact, inspection of the books

and the reputation of the merchant

118. Is the 29. Car. ii . c. 3. ( called for keeping correct accounts , they

the stat. of frauds, ) or similar provi- are evidence of goods sold ; but not

sions, adopted in your state ? of cash charges. ( 1 )

A. The statute of 29 Car. ii. C. 3, is 125. Is interest recoverable on

also in full force . book debt ?

A. On open accounts, no interest is

USES. recoverable at all. The cases in

which interest is allowed are , upon

119. Is 27. H. viii. called the Stat. liquidated demands signed by the

of uses, (or similar provisions) in party to be charged.

force ?

A. The statute of uses, is in force. BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND PROMISSO

120. Is the English law of uses RY NOTES.

and trusts, in force ?

A. The english law of uses and 126. Are foreign and inland bills

trusts , is in force in this state. of exchange and promissory notes

negotiable ; and generally governed

BARON AND FEME . by the law of England ?

A. They are negotiable by statute,

121. Is the common law of baron whether they contain negotiable

and feme adopted : does the wife's words or not. ( 2 )

chattels vest in the baron ? 127. Must demand be madeby the

A. The common law prevails gene- holder, and notice of non-acceptance

rally, with this further, that the land or non -payment be given to the draw

of the wife also vests absolutely in er or endorser, by the rules adopted

the husband on marriage. in the English law , to entitle him to

recover ?

INTEREST. A. Such demand and notice is neces

sary in order to charge the drawer

122. What is the rate of interest ? or indorser ; but as regards the time

A. The rate of interest, is 8 per cent. of notice, it cannot be said that as

123. Whatprovisionsagainst usu - yet, our courts have adopted the en

glish rules on this head .

A. Our usury law avoids the con 128. Is a protest for non -accep

tract, and inflicts as a penalty 3 tance or non -payment necessary , on

times the amount of the contract. inland bills and promissory notes ?

USURY.

ry ?

BOOK ACCOUNTS.

124. Are book accounts evidence

in your state : for what things fur

nished & c ?

( 1 ) Proof is doubtless always required, that

they are the books containing the original

entries Ed.

(2 ) I think this is the import of the M. S.

Ed,
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A. A protest is not necessary on in- jan attachment may issue ; the party

land bills, though usual. applying for it must make oath of

129. Is there any peculiar practice the ground of his application and

in your state , on this subject ? swear to the amount of his debt; he

A. Nothing , but what is mentioned . is also to give bond and security to

130. What damages are recovera- the defendant conditioned that he

the protest of foreign bills will prosecute his attachment to ef

of exchange ? fect and not discontinue or be cast in

A. We have no statute in relation to his suit, and in default then he will

damages upon non payment, protest pay all costs and also all damages

and return of foreign bills. that may accrue from sueing out the

A usage is established by the board attachment. Attachments by the

of commerce in Savannah ; in the statute may issue whether the debt

interior of the state we have none . be due or not.

ble , upon

DIVORCE , LANDLORDS AND TENANTS .

131. Are Divorces, a vinculis 133. Is the law of landlord and

granted in your state &c ? tenant, in regard to distress for

A. Divorces “ a vinculomatrimonii” rent, similar to the English law ?

are granted in this state upon “ legal A. Distress for rent is limited to

grounds," also for adultery.
Savannah and Augusta ; in other

All libels for divorces are first to parts of the state the recovery must

be tried in the superior court before be on verdict.

a special jury ; and if they by their

verdict find there exist sufficient
SET -OFF .

causes to grant a divorce “ a vinculo

matrimoni , ” the record is certified

134. Is the law of set- off, similar

to the legislature, and they divorce

the parties or not as they think

to the English law, and that of other

pro

states ?

per. Most usually the verdict of

the jury is confirmed , and the par- this state, and the law is similar to

A. Mutual debts may be set off in

ties are divorced by a law .

the english.

ATTACHMENTS .

CHOSES IN ACTION.

132. Do foreign and domestick at

tachments issue in your state , a 135. Are choses in action assign

gainst absent, or foreign debtors ? able : may the assignee sue in his

A. Attachments issue in five cases ; own name : is there any liability of

1st. Where the debtor resides the assignor over , unless stipulated ?

outof the state. A. Choses in action are assignable

2nd . When he is actually re - by statute, and stand as to liabilities

moving out of the state or county. & c. of the respective parties, upon

3rd . When he absconds. the like principles as govern bills of

4th . When he conceals himself. exchange.

5th . When he stands in defiance 136. Is the common law in respect

of a peace officer . of choses in action , adopted ?

Upon any of the foregoing grounds A. The common law in relation to
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choses in action governs, with the there any proprietary land , and how

above exceptions.
obtained ?

A. There are lands belonging to the

LIFE ESTATES & c . state , which will probably be sold at

auction to the highest bidder. There

137. Are tenants for life,years, & c. are no proprietary lands to be taken

entitled to the same rights, and sub- up or located . ( 1 )

ject to the same liabilities, as by

the common and statute law of En (1 ) We transmit to you an account of

gland ? what is called here “ Head Rights,” being a

A. Tenants for life , years & c . are certain portion of the vacant public lands,

entitled generally to the same rights which every citizen of this or any other state

is entitled to gratis.

and subject to the same liabilities, as

by the common and statute laws of I. By our stut. of 1779, any free white

england.
person or head of a family may have allotted

to him 200 acres of land , and 50 acres for

every negro not exceeding 10.

DECREES IN CHANCERY.
An act in 1780 , entitled every citizen of

this or any other state to a grant of head

138. How are decrees in equity rights, viz. 200 acres for thehead of a family,

executed & c ? and 50 for each member of the same white

A. Decrees in chancery are executed or black, to be laid out on any vacant lands

in like manner, as judgments at law. not in possession of the indians.

The sheriff executes the process in
The locater from another state by this act,

is required to bring his whole family into the
every instance.

state , to take the oaths to the government

Mortgages are not foreclosed in
and give security for settling the land within

chancery, but on a twelve months 9 months .

rule nisi, granted by the superior An act in 1783, in addition to the above

court of the county where the land gives to persons entitled to head rights,” the

Hics .
option to purcbase 50 acres for every head

right in his family at 1s. per acre for the 1st.

INSOLVENT ESTATES.
100 acres, and Is. 6d. for the 2d . 100 acres &c.

not to exceed 1000 in all, with condition

139. In case the estate is insolvent,
that a part is to be cultivated 12 mo. before

a grant can issue.

are creditors paid pro rata , &c ?

A. In cases where thetestator or in- is by application to the County Surveyor, who

II . The method of locating "head rights, "

testates estate is insolvent, judg - is elected by the people:

ments, mortgages , and executions This officer makes and is to record the plats

lodged in sheriff's hands are liens within 2 months, and transmit copies to the

and take preference according to Surveyor General within 3 months.

their legal priority over each other ; A caveut may be entered against passing

the rest of the creditors are then the grant in the office of the county surveyor,

paid pro rata . in which case the grant is not to issue until

the caveat is tried ; and the c . surveyor is to

advertize all caveats entered in his office 30

PUBLICK OR PROPRIETARY LANDS.

days.

Caveats are tried before the “ justices of

140. Are there any lands which the county or any 3 of them , ” on the day

belong to the State : how obtained succeeding that on which they meet for the

by one desirous of purchasing : Is purpose of granting warrants for land .
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ENGLISH LAW BOOKS . Such as contain cases argued and

determined prior to the revolution

141. Are English law books, al- are received as evidence of the law .

lowed to be read in your State of the reports of cases in our sister

courts : if so, under what limitation states, “ Johnson's ( New York ) Re

A. English law books, are allowed ports, ” stand the highest.

to be used in the courts of this state

as authority.

A jury of 12 freeholders of the bystanders ther citizens of Georgia, are subject to any con .

are empanelled and sworn to try the dispute ditions ;-nor wherber a family is to go on the

according to law and equity , and they imme. bead right land & c.

diately proceed to try it and render their ver On tbe whole, tbe bounty held out to settlers in

dict : Georgia by tbe gratuity of bead lands - would

By an act of 1784, an appeal is allowed to seem to be very considerable, especially in connec

the Governor, whose decision is final. " tion with the right of increasing the quantity to

the amount of 1000 acres at 1s. and Is, and6d.

• This is the outline of my correspondents per acre.

communici.tion on " bead rights ." - 1 do not My correspondents appear to question tbe le

clearly understand, from wbat authority tbe gal right of the governor under tbe act of 1784,

grant issues, to persons claiming bead rights, or to try caveats on the appeal, inasmuch as that

land purchased in addition, but presume it is to act was passed anterior to the formation of the

be in some way the business of the county jus constitution, wbicb expressly vests ebe Superior

tices : Court witb exclusive cognizance in all cases of

Nor does it appear - what are the conditions itles to land , to be tried in tb county wbere the

of settlement and cultivation ; of indeed wbe- land lies.-Ed.

1

1
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No. I. STATE OFFICERS .
4. Clerk of the superior or

1. Who is Governor of your state

supreme court, &c. ?

& c . ?

A. Henry P. Coburn , clerk of the

A. Jonathan Jennings ; residence, appointed by the court; term of of

supreme court ; residence, Corydon ;

Corydon ; Elected by the people; fice during good behaviour.

styled “the Governor of the State
5. — Attorney General: & c . ?

of Indiana ; " ( 1 , term of office 3
A. Harbin H. Moore ; appointed by

years and until a successor chosen

and qualified ; butnotto hold longer

the legislature ; term of office 3

than 6 in any term of 9 years ;

years ; salary $ 200 ; residence Co

sala
lumbus. ( 3 )

ry $ 1000 .
6. When , and where , is the annu

2. Secretary of state &c. ?

A. Robert A. New ; residence, Cory. A. Corydon, Harrison County ; ' 4 )

al meeting of the legislature ?

don ; appointed by joint ballot of both the legislature assemble there on

houses of the general assembly; the 1st Monday in December .

term ofoffice 4 years, or until a new

one be chosen.
UNITED STATES OFFICERS .

3. Chief justice of the su

preme court of law, &c. ?

7. Who is District judge, & c . ?

A. James Scott ; residence, Charles

town ; term of office ? years ; ap: Knox County.

A. Benjamin Parke ; Vincennes,

pointed with 2 associates, by the
8 . Clerk ofthe District court

Governor by and with the advice
&c. ?

and consent of the senate ; salary

$ 800 . (2)
(3) The duty of this officer is to represent

( 1) “ And commander in chief of the ar . the state in the Supreme Court only, where

my and navy of this state and of the militia questions of law in criminal cases are fre

thereof." Const. quently brought for adjudication .

2 ) We have no officer recognized specially (4) By the constitution until the year 1825,

as " Chief Justice." The law organizing the and until removed by law : Indianapolis was

supreme court follows the words of the con- laid out for the permanent seat of govern

stitution ; " The supreme court shall consist ment in the summer of 1821. Lots are to

of three judges any two of whom shall form be sold in October 1821. This place is not

a quorum & c . ” James Scote is the presiding far from the territorial centre of the state .

and the senior judge of the three. Fesse I In all probability, the legislature will assern .

Holman and Isaac Blackford are the other ble there in 1825; but no law is yet passed to

two. Salaries $ 700. that effect.
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A. Henry Hurst ; Corydon . 17. Are there any Reports of cases

9. District Attorney, & c . ? in your state courts, & c. ?

A. Charles Dewey ; Madison, Jeffer 18. Is there any Digest of cases in

son Co.
your state courts, & c . ?

10. Marshal, & c . ? 19. Are there any Treatises on

A. John Vawter ; Vernon , Jennings the law , in your state & c . ?

Co.
20. —Foreign law books repub

11. What Justice of the S. court lished in your state, & c . ?

of the U.S. holds the circuit in your 21 . Reports of Cases in the

state, &c. ? district or circuit courts of the U.S.

A. Indiana is not included as yet in your state, & c. ?

within any circuit .
22. Is there any Digest of cases

12. At what times and places, are in those courts, & c . ?

District courts of the U.S. held, & c . ? 23. Have any books been compo .

A. On the first Mondays in May and sed, in your State, &c. ?

November, at Corydon .
A. No books within the purview of

13. Circuit courts & c . ? any of the precedingquestions, have

A. There is no Circuit Court.
been published in Indiana.

LAWS - LAW BOOKS.

ATTORNIES- COUNSELLORS .

14. What number of volumes, does

the compiled body of your Statute 24. Is there any distinction in the

law consist of, & c . ? profession of Attorney and Counsel

A. Wehave the Revised Code of 1807, lor, & c. ?

containing the laws of the Territory; A. None.

and another of the laws of the State 25. By whom are attornies or

to January 1818. 2vols. They are
counsellors admitted , &c. ?

quoted as the old and new “ Rev. A. By two Judges of the supreme

Code. ” court or by two circuit Judges on ex

15. Can thepublick laws in pam- amination, no previous term of study

phlets, be procured , & c . being required.

A. Probably copies may be had of
A certificate from the Court of

the last 3 or 4 years from the state some county , of good moral charac

printer.
ter , is indispensable to the candi

The two revised codes could be date's receiving a licence to practise.

procured through the agency of a A licence from the supreme judges

friend, but a complete set of territo- admits to all the courts in the state.

rial laws from the organization of A licence from two circuit judges to

the N. W. Territory, I do not think all the circuit courts.

is owned by any lawyer or officer in
It is the duty of the Clerk of the

the state .
supreme court to keep a Roll of all

16. Is there any Digest ofthestate Attornies and the time of their ad

laws & c ?
mission, ( priority of time giving

A. None, except the two legislative rank as the bar are called on for mo

revisions or compilations , above tions) and to endorse on their licens

mentioned . ( 1 )

ute laws, and to digest a code to be submitted

( 1 ) Fudge Parke has recently ( 1821) been to the next legislatore &c. for which service a

appointed by the legislature to revise our state compensation of $ 1000. is allowed .
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COURTS .

i

ses that they have taken the oath other, are competent to hold a court,

prescribed by law &c. as also the two associate judges in

26. On what conditions, & c . from the absence of the president, except

other states , & c . ? in capital cases and cases in chan

A. On examination , in the same cery.

manner as noviciates . But where The President Judge has chancery

character is known, a certificate is jurisdiction throughout the circuit;

dispensed with and examination no- and may execute in any part of

minal. the circuit the duties which in va

cation , are discharged in any par

ticular county by the associates.

The appellate jurisdiction of the

27. What are the names of the se- Supreme court (and it has no other,

veral courts in your state , &c. ? except in a single case ) is co-exten

A. “ Justice of the Peace," “ Court sive with the state .

of County Commissioners, " “ Asso 30. Which have original jurisdic

ciate Judge's Court " i. e. our probate tion , &c. ?

court,) “ Circuit Court," " Supreme A. I. “ Justices of the Peace.”

Court.” A Justice of the Peace has original

28. Their style, & c . ? jurisdiction in all cases of debt and

A. “ Justices of the Peace," “ Coun- account, where the sum demanded or

ty Commissioners," " Associate Jud- due exclusive of interest does not

ges,5," “ President Judge," “ Judge, " exceed $50.

( of the Supreme court. ) They may take confessions of

29. The extent of their several ter- judgment to the amount of $100.

ritorial jurisdictions, &c. ? They have jurisdiction of all tres

A. Justices of the peace in criminal passes committed on personal or real

cases, have jurisdiction throughout estate or to the person, where the

the county in which they are com- damages claimed do not exceed $ 20 .

missioned ; in civil cases they are In demands for rent they are limit

confined to the townships in which i ed to $30, and in trover and conver

they are elected and reside, except sion to $20.

when in an adjoining township no From their judgments in all civil

justice can be found.
cases an appeal lies on payment of

The jurisdiction of County Com - costs, to the Circuit Court of the

missioners and Associate Judges, as county.

well as that of the Circuit Courts, II. The “ Court of County Com

extends to the county. missioners."

The state is divided into 5 circuits This court consists of three “ qua

embracing from 8 to 12 counties in lified electors, " one of whom is an

each circuit. nually elected by the electors of the

For each circuit there is appointed county to continue in office three

a president judge and two associate years.

judges, who hold courts in and for They are made by law a body po

each county at stated times, usually litic and corporate ; have the regu

3 times in each year . The president lation of the domestic police of the

alone in the absence of the associate county and are invested with exten

judges , or the president and one as- sive powers.

sociate judge in the absence of the The clerk of the circuit court for

I
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the Chancery and common lawsuits

the county is ex officio their clerk , terms as the circuit courts, which

and the sheriff of the county is bound are generally three in the year .

to attend their orders. IV. The “ Circuit Courts. "

The appointment of constables, The president and associatejudges

overseers of the poor , inspectors of in their respective counties have

elections, the assessment of county jurisdiction, over all crimes and mis

taxes, the opening regulating and demeanorswhatever committed with

repairing of roads, establishment of in the several counties ; and original

ferries, granting of tavern licenses, jurisdiction in all cases matters and

the selection of grand and petit ju- things at common law and in chan

rors, and supervision ofweights and cery, and full cognizance of all ac

measures fall under their jurisdictions real personal and mixed ; and

tion . may issue all writs and processne

They hold 4 sessions a year .
cessary to carry these powers into

In certain cases where individuals effect according to the course of the

consider themselves aggrieved , an common law and the usages of courts .

appeal lies from their decision to the

Circuit Court. are tried promiscuously , according

III. 66 Probate Court" or 66 Asso
to the direction of the court and con

venience of parties.

ciate Judges' Court. "

V. The “ Supreme Court.”
The clerks of the several Circuit

Courts, are authorised to take proofs judges ( any two of whom is a quo

The supreme court consists of 3

of last wills and testaments and to

grant letters testamentary and let-rum) and has appellate jurisdiction

ters of administration in vacation ; only, in all cases of law and equity

which letters & c. so granted by them coextensive with the limits of the

may be repealed bytheassociate state, withplenary powers to carry

their jurisdiction into effect.

judges in term time.

The only original jurisdiction giv
These clerks are Recorders of all

en to this court by statute is in chan
wills, testaments & c . and all admi

cery, when the president judge of

nistration bonds, inventories, ac
any of the circuits is interested in a

counts & c ; and other documents ap - case, or prejudiced , or has been coun

pertaining to the settlement of es sel for either of the parties ; then the

tates of decedents are filed in their

cause is certified to the Supreme

respective offices.
Court which takes original cogni

The “ Associate Judges ” have ge- zance of the same.

neral power to act as judges of pro The proceedings in chancery are

bate, appoint guardians and bind out by Bill and Subpæna according to

minors & c : They are invested with the English Practice. ( 1 )

power to award process, punish for

contempts and are courts of record . ( 1 ) The judges of the supreme court are

The clerk of the Circuit Court and appointed by the governor by and with the

the sheriffs of the county are ex offi- advice and consent of the senate ; the presi

dents of the circuit courts, are appointed by
cio officers of the probate court.

joint ballot of both branches of the general

An appeal lies in all cases from the
assembly ; the associate judges, are elected

decisions of the Probate to the Cir- by the qualified electors in the respective

euit Court.
counties :

They hold the same number of The judges of the supreme, circuit and in .
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31.— partly original and part Every appeal to be prayed for at

ly appellant &c. ? the time of rendering the judgment,

32. appellant jurisdiction on- and bond and security to be given

ly, ốc. ? within such time as the court shall

33. Which are courts of equity, fix, for due prosecution of the same.

and which of law, &c. ? A writ of error cannot be brought

A. The answer to these questions after the expiration of 5 years from

will be found under No. 30. the passing the judgment or decree

34. What methods are used to complained of, with the usual excep

carry upjudgments & c . ? tion in favour of femes covert, in

A. Cases are taken up from inferi- fants, absentees &c. &c. See the

or courts to the superior court by laws of Indiana, session acts of 1817,

appeal and writ of error , under the 18 & 19. more especially, the Re

following limitations and restric - vised Code of 1818.

tions.

No appeal is allowed in a crimi MISCELLANEOUS .

nal case , nor can any writ of error

in a criminal case operate as a super 35. Who is State Printer , & c . ?

sedeas.
A. Armstrong Brandon , Corydon.

No appeal can be granted from 36. Who is the principal Bookseller

an inferior court unless judgment at the seat of Government ?

be final and amounts exclusive of A. There are no booksellers in the

costs to $50, or relates to a fran - state .

chise or freehold .

is held at the seat of government :

ferior courts hold their offices for 7 years if preme court appoints its own clerk ; and the

they so long behave well ; receive a compen- clerks of the circuits in the several counties,

sation not to be diminished during continuare chosen by the qualified electors in each :

ance in office : The president judge must re all Clerks hold for 7 years unless re-appoint

side within the circuit : The Supreme Courted, Const.

The su
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No. II. CONVEYANCE BY DEED, &c. 6. Must the deed be sealed ?

A. Yes.

1. What is the kind of Deed most 7. Is a scroll sufficient ?

in use in your state &c. is it that of A. Yes.

bargain and sale ? 8. Are the common law requisites

A. Our common deed is that of bar- for the perfection of Deeds &c. alter

gain and sale . ed in any particulars, in your state ?

2. Does the legal possession pass A. It is believed not, further than re

without livery , &c. ?
spects subscribing witnesses. ( See

1. The legal possession is conse- No. 5.)

quent upon the execution ofthe deed , 9. Is it necessary to the validity

without livery or other act of either of a Deed as between the parties & c .

party. ( 1 )
that it should be acknowledged by

3. In the creation of estates in fee, the grantor, or proved by the witnes .

or fee tail, are technical words ne- ses, and be recorded ?

cessary , &c. ? A. No.

A. The common law is observed ex 10. As against bona fide subsequent

cept in respect of entails, which are purchasers and mortgagees ; must the

estates unknown to our laws. prior deed or mortgage to affect

4. Is the construction of common them, be recorded : within what pe

assurances , governed by the rules of riod : in what office : will notice of

common law ; or by the intent, &c. ? the prior title, though unrecorded ,

A. The common law governs. bar the second incumbrancer ?

5. Are attesting witnesses & c. re- A. They must be proved and record

quired to conveyances ?
ed within twelve months after exe

A. Two subscribing witnesses are cution, or are void as against any

necessary, unless acknowledged by subsequent purchaser or mortgagee ,

the grantor before an authorised unless proved and recorded before

officer.
the proving and recording of the

subsequent conveyance : As to the

( 1 ) We have no local acts on the subject effect of notice other than by record

embraced in this question , but for more fully ing, it may be doubtful ; I subjoin

comprehending our situation as to the com- the words of our statute . (2)

mon law and acts of parliament I here insert 11. May a feme covert convey

the 52d chapter of the Revised Code of 1818, estate held in her own right, and her

which was at this time newly declared, but dower in the husband's estate, & c . ?

had been in force many years.- " Be it en.
A. Yes.

acted & c . that the common law of England,

all statutes or acts of the British parliament

made in aid of the common law prior to the 4th

(2) Every deed of conveyance that shall

year of the reign of K. James the first (ex. at any time after the publication hereof be

cepting the 2d sec . of 6th chap. of 43d Eliza- made and executed and which shall not be

beth , the 8th chap. 13th Elizabeth and 9th proved and recorded as aforesaid , shall bead

chap. 37th Henry viii , ) and which are of a judged fraudulent and void against any sube

general nature not local to that kingdom and sequent purchaser or mortgagee for valuable

not inconsistent with the laws of this state , consideration , unless such deed be recorded

and also the several laws in force in this state , as aforesaid before the proving and record

shall be the rule of decision and shall be con- ing the deed or conveyance under which such

sidered as of full force until repealed by subsequent purchaser or mortgagee shall

legislative authority. ”

claiin . Rep. Cor . 1818. chap. 28. Sec. 8.
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12. Is this done by joining with A. Yes in all cases , there is no dif

him in the conveyance , & c . ?
ference between residents and non

A. By joining with the husband. residents .

13. Is a private examination of the 17. Generally, is there any thing

feme necessary , & c . ? peculiar in respect to dower in your

A. This is necessary .
state ?

14. What officers may take this A. No.

examination , &c. ? 18. What Officers in your State

4. The Recorder of the propercoun- are authorized , to take acknowledg

ty, a Justice of the peace where the ments and proofs of deeds and mort

land lies, or any Judge of the Su- gages ?

preme, or Circuit Courts. A. See answer to No. 14 .

15. What is the form of a certifi 19. What is the form of a certifi

cate by the officer , where a feme cov- cate by such officer , when the gran

ert acknowledges the execution,&c? | tor acknowledges the execution ?

A. “ Indiana ! A. The same as in Answer No. 15,

County of-8. omitting what relates to the wife.

Personally appeared on this day 20. What is the form when the ex

of -182 -before the undersigned ecution is proved before him , by the

E. F. one of the justices of the peace deposition of the subscribing wit

in the state aforesaid ( or other pro- nesses ?

per officer describing his office ) A. A. “ Indiana !

B. and C. his wife who severally ac County of ss.

knowledged the within written con Personally appeared on this day

veyance (or instrument) to be their of—- 182 -before the undersigned

act and deed ; and the said C. being E. F. one of the justices of the peace

examined by me separate and apart in the state aforesaid (or other officer

from her husband and having had the describing his office) 0. P. one of

contents of said conveyance by me read the subscribing witnesses to the within

(or made known] to her declared, that conveyance ( or instrument) and made

she voluntarily and without any coer- oath that he saw A. B. the grantor

cion or compulsion from her husband sign seal and deliver the same as his

sealed and delivered the same as her act and deed .

act and deed . Sworn before me the day and year

Given under my hand and seal. aforesaid.

E. F. (SE AL. ]" E. F."

To be certified on the back of the 21. Must the grantor or witness

deed , instrument, & c . ( 1 ) subscribe the acknowledgment, or

16. To bar the feme of dower in deposition ?

the husband's estate ; is her joining A. No.

in the deed, and making such ac 22. Is the certificate to be under

knowledgment, necessary in all ca

ses, & c . ? that where the land lies, may take the above

acknowledgments and proofs, and the same

(1) We have no form prescribed, the above duly certified by the clerk of the circuit court

is collected from the statute ; I have given under the county seal, shall be as valid and

the words, at least all substantial ones. effectual as if taken before a justice of peace

Judges of the Supreme and Circuit Courts of the county where the land lies. Rev. Cort

and Justices of Peace of anycounty other than ' 1818.
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are

the seal , as well as the hand of the are in a foreign country, and living

officer ?
or dead, is there any provision for

1. In the case of relinquishment of taking an acknowledgment or proof

dower the hand and seal of the officer in such country ?

is required by law. In other cases A. The same recourse to hand writ

the law has not exacted it. It is ing of witnesses and grantors, as in

however the usual practice.
the preceding case .

23. If a quaker is witness, what is 28. Are deeds and mortgages

the form of affirmation by your law ? recorded , evidence ; by whom are

A. “ I A. B. do affirm that I will & c. copies exemplified ?

and that as I shall answer to God at A. Yes ; but we have no law respect

the great day." -- The words in the ing exemplications of deeds. The

certificate in such case would be records themselves usually

" and being affirmed according to brought into court . Our counties

law saith that & c .” are small and the Recorders office is

24. If a grantor, mortgagor, or invariably kept at the seat of justice.

witness, is in another state or territo 29. In what order, do mortgages

ry , what officers in such other state take preference of each other ?

&c. may take the acknowledgment of A. Within a year from the date or

the grantor, or deposition of the wit- more properly " execution " they take

ness, to the execution ? preference by priority of execution ,

A. In such case the deed may be ac - afterwards, by priority ofrecording.

knowledged or proven as before di 30. Is
any time allowed after exe

rected, before any judge or justice cution , within which the mortgage

of peace where the deeds are exe- being recorded , a subsequent mort

cuted and certified under the county gage gains no priority by first re

seal, then to be admitted to re- gistering ?

cord here and will be considered as A. Twelve months.

valid and effectual as if here executed 31. May deeds of mortgage, be ac

and acknowledged. knowledged and proved in like man

25. Where the officer is of another ner in and out of the state , recorded

state &c. what proof or instrument and have like competency in evi

must bemade or annexed to his certi- dence, as absolute deeds &c ?

ficate, showing he is such officer & c ? A. There is no difference .

A. No proof is necessary by our 32. In regard to the execution of

laws. The seal of the county from deeds and mortgages in your state,

which the deed comes like that of a is there any other thing to be obser

notary, proving itself. ved , &c. ?

26. If grantors or witnesses are 4. It is believed not.

dead , removed from the state , orcan

not be found ; is there any provision No. III. JUDGMENT, ( EXECUTION )

in those cases for secondary proofs, &c.

& c . ?

A. Yes ; first the hand writing of 33. Do judgments bind real pro

witnesses may be proved ; in default perty , and may it be sold on execu

of which that of the grantors, on tion in your state ?

which the deed may be admitted to A. Real estate is bound by the judg

record and read as evidence in court. ment, and may be sold on execution .

27. If the grantor and witnesses 34. From what time is a judgment

59
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or, &c. ?

(or decree in equity,) a lien on real | ately after judgment, against real

estate, against alienation of the debt- estate of the debtor, and that be sold

without any previous appraisment

A. From the actual signing. &c. and on what conditions as to pay.

35. What is the order of priority ment ?

among judgment creditors, in res- A. Yes. Our executions command

pect of lands ? the officer to make so much out of

A. By priority of judgment. the estate of the defendant ; but the

36. Does a judgment bind, after law directs him to take personalpro

acquired land ? perty first, in default of which land

A. This is doubtful ; res non adjudi- may be taken on the sameexecution .

cata . Before it is offered for sale , it is

37. In respect of chattels,has the the duty of the sheriff to call an in

first judgment,or first execution de - quest of 12 freeholders to appraise

livered , the preference ? it, and unless it brings one half of its

A. The first execution , chattels not appraised value no sale can take

being bound until delivery of execu- place at any time.

tion into the officer's hands. The creditor however has it in his

38. In respect of chattels, may the power at any time after an unsuc

debtor alienate, before execution de cessful attempt to sell, to take the

livered ? land at half its appraised value and

A. Yes . the sheriff is bound to make him a

39. Is a prior judgment in an Indeed.- Acts of 1820, 21.

feriour court, a lien on lands without 43. In such case , is a Deed made

its jurisdiction, &c. ? and delivered to the party , before

A. It is believed not : But an act of acknowledgment of it by such officer

the last legislature ( winter of 1821) in court, or confirmation by the

provides, that a transcript of the court, valid : If fraud or irregularity,

judgment of any of the circuit courts is there any summary redress ?

under the official seal of the court A. It is the duty of the sheriff to ac

and signature of the clerk , on being knowledge the deed in open court,

deposited and filed with the clerk of no other confirmation of the sale is

the circuit court of the county where required .

the lands lie, shall from the time of If the execution is regularly issued

such filing bind the lands of the de- and it appears together with the re

fendant in such county .
turn correct on its face, there is no

40. Is there any Court in which summary redress .

a Judgment will bind the lands, in 44. Before real estate can be sold

every county ? on execution , must it be appraised

A. Yes.- Judgments of the supreme and sale delayed, until it brings the

court would bind according to pri- appraised value, or some propor

ority, in every county. tion , &c. ?

41. Can execution be taken out at A. See answer to No. 42.

once , in every county, &c. ? 45. Is there any writ of levari fa

A. An execution directed to the pro- cias , elegit, extent, &c. in yourstate ?

per officer of the supreme court, ope- A. There is a writ of levari facias

rates throughout the state.See pre- to have execution of mortgaged pre

eeding answer . mises. But none of elegit or extent.

42. Can execution issue immedi We have what in popular language
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is called an extent law — which is judgments, and if not paid at matu

this ;-Whenever an officer under a rity execution issues against princi

f . fa, levies on land, the defendant pal and security , upon which no re

has a right to demand a jury of 12 plevin is to be taken nor delay per

freeholders who after being sworn mitted . Acts of 1820—21.

by the officer , shall examine the pre 47. What security is required ,

mises levied upon and say whether that theproperty shall not be wasted ,

they will rent in the term of 7 years and be forth coming ?

for sufficient to satisfy the execution . 48. May the debtor redeem land

If their verdict is in the affirma- sold on execution , & c . ?

tive the officer is bound to expose the A. No.

term to the highest bidder, or as is 49. May judgments on warrant

the practice to sell the smallest part of attorney, be entered in vacation ?

of the term that may be, to satisfy A. No.

the execution. 50. Can judgments be entered on

46. Are there any laws, to delay warrant of atty. before the debt is

or impair the remedy on execu- payable ?

tion, by suspension , appraisment, A. In no case.

and a minimum fixed , &c. or con Judgments may be confessed on

straining the creditor to receive oth- warrant of Atty, but only in open

er than lawful money &c. ?
court. We have not copied the ex

A. The law of appraisment above extreme jealousy of Virginia and

named and a suspension or “ re- Kentucky who refuse all quarter to

plevy ” law, are the only legal im- warrants of Atty. to confess judg

pediments to the speedy collection of ment, and make it highly penal for

debts. an Atty. at law to presume to act

By the present replevy law enact- under them .

ed at the last session of the legisla 51. In such case , is the judgment

ture, ( 1 ) all executions issued by an incumbrance, against a subsequent

justices of the peace are entitled to a judgment for debts due, and follow

suspension of 9 months. Those fromed by immediate execution ?

other courts to 12, 15, 18 and 21 52. If after sale and conveyance

months in the order of their amount of land on execution , the judgment is

ing to $ 100 ; over $ 100 and not ex- reversed ; does the estate revert, &c.?

ceeding 300 ; over 300 not exceed - 1. The creditor is responsible for

ing 600 ; and all sums over 600 to the price of the land at public sale ;

the last term of 21 months, on the there is no reverting.

defendantstenderingto the sheriffa 53. Is theCa. sa. allowed in the

bond with sufficient security to pay first instance : are bail exonerated

the execution , interest and cost at the by surrender of the principal ?

expiration of the time. A. Yes, to both branches of the ques.

The body also on ca. sa. is reple- tion.

viable on bond and security in like 54. May the debtor be imprisoned

manner , and in the same proportion for any sum ; are none exempted ,&c.?

as to amount. A. For any sum , and none are ex

These bonds have the force of empted .

55. Is the Ca. Sa. regulated by

(1) “ 1821 ," as I infer from my corres . the common law , &c. ?

pondent's letter. Ed. A. By the common law .
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56. Are any kinds of personal es On final hearing the applicant is

tate exempt from execution ? required to verify by oath or affirm

A. Personal property not exceeding ation his petition and schedule and

$100, which value is to include the to swear , that he will without fraud

indispensable articles for family use deliver up and convey to such trus

and support.
tees as the court may appoint all his

estate real and personal, and that he

No. IV. INSOLVENT ( LAW .) ( 1 ) never has directly nor indirectly

disposed of any property to injure

57. Is there a standing insolvent and defraud his creditors.

law in your state, &c. Are any per At the same time he is required on

sons on account of the nature of the oath , to answer the questions of any

debt, &c. excepted out of it ? creditor who may think proper to

58. What time is required to effect interrogate him.

a discharge: Is the claim for a dis The court then appoint trustees to

charge, determined by the court or accept a conveyance or assignment

a jury ? from the insolvent of his property,

59. Must the debtor be actually excepting such as is by law exempt

in the gaol, or may he apply for the ed from execution . The trustees

benefit of the law, at any time &c. ? give bond and security for the faith

60. Is there any thing peculiar in ful execution of their trust.

your insolvent law ? They are required to settle all

A. Any person insolvent and unable claims, empowered to institute suits

to pay his just debts, may by peti- &c. and directed to convert the whole

tion to the Circuit Court obtain relief estate into money and then pay off

in the following manner .
the creditors who have given notice

With his petition the applicant of and substantiated their claims

must file a schedule, containing a (for which they have 6 months, the

faithful list of all debts by him owing trustees giving public notice by ad

and to him due or accruing, and of vertisement of the time and place of

all his property of whatever charac- their meeting for that purpose ) pro

ter or description. The court there - rata, retaining for their expenses

upon orders 60 days public notice to such sum as the court may think

be given of the time and place they reasonable.

will act on his petition : such notice Creditors not putting in their

to be published 3 weeks successively claims in 6 months are barred from

in some public newspaper printed in a share in the distribution . Credi

the state , tors aggrieved by the decision of

trustees may appeal to the circuit

(1 ) I had almost been of opinion that since court. The trustees continue to

the decisions of the Supreme Court of the
make a dividend

U S. respecting state insolvent laws, it was

every six months

till the estate is exhausted .

unnecessary to give an account of our own,

which have fluctuated for several years past
If the applicant be guilty of fraud,

with the annual legislation of the country ; concealment, diminution &c, on proof

but as it is in the list of questions to which of this within 3 years, and on con

answers are requested and as our last act of viction he is to suffer the penalty of

1820 is somewhat peculiar, I have inserted perjury.

as an answer to all the questions under this After surrender of property, the

head a brief abstract of our present law. 1 person to be discharged from all

1
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debts at that time owing, but future 63. What formalities are required ,

property to be liable. in the revocation of wills of land ?

A party in prison on mesne or final A. The revocation is to be with the

process is to be discharged on exe- like formalities as the making, the

cuting satisfactory bonds before the subscription by testator and two wit

clerk of the circuit court to the party nesses.

imprisoning, that he will faithfully 64. Are the provisions of the 29

surrender his property for the bene- C. ii . C. 3. adopted in regard to the

fit of his creditors, according to law execution of wills of land &c ?

&c. A. The provisions are similar, I am

By an amendment, passed Jany. not certain if they are identical with

1821 , a debtor filing with the clerk the english statute.

a petition, schedule, and bond, after 65. Before what court, or officer ,

process has been issued againsthim , are wills of lands and personalty,

the clerk is bound to issue a super- exhibited for proof: does the proof in

sedeas to such process, and on final the probate court, affect the right of

hearing of the application , it is made the heir to question its execution at

lawful for any person to establish by law as to land ?

competent testimony fraud on the A. Before the clerk of the circuit

petitioner, which if shewn to the sa- court in vacation , and before the

tisfaction of the court they are to judges of probate in open court.

refuse to discharge him , and if pro The probate is supposed to be con

cess has been superseded to direct clusive ; it will be recollected an ap

new process to issue. Acts of 1820 peal lies to the Circuit Court. See

-21 .
No. 30, “ Courts." ( 1 )

I perceive no objection to the in 66. Is the execution proved by the

solvents taking the benefit of this witnesses, or oath of the executors,

act, before any process whatever has or both , in the first instance ?

issued. A. By the oath of two credible wit

nesses .

No. V. WILLS, &c. 67. In what office is the will and

inventory registered : are office co

61. Are lands and frechold inter- pies evidence ?

ests devisable at the pleasure of the A. In the office of the clerk of the

testator , and to the entire disinheri- circuit court . Office copies are evi

son of his children or issue &c. ? dence by statute.

A. They are . 68. What formalities are required ,

62. What formalities ofexecution, to wills of chattels ?

are essential to a will of lands &c ? A. This is left as it was at common

A. The will is to be subscribed by

the party devising or by some per
( 1 ) It appears under this number division

son for him and be attested by two III “ Probate Court ; " that where the will

witnesses.
&c is proved before the clerk , the “ Asso

Co -attestation is not necessary ;
ciate Judges" in term may repeal his act ;

from their sentence again or from their own
sealing, probably is by a late law ;

without the subscribing and two wit- cuit Court," that is the “ President Judge "

original sentence an appeal lies to the “ Cir

nesses, the will is void by our statute and th : same two associate judges ; so I un

ef frauds. derstand it . Ed,
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law except, that the seal of the party veral U. States and Territories, our

is required by a late act. Revised Code c. 55, 1818, provides,

69. Are any number ofsubscribing 1st. That every act of the legisla

witnesses, or the signature or seal of ture of any one of the U. S. or ter .

the testator, required ; or is a will of ritories certified by the secretary and

personals provable by the rules of having the seal of such state or ter

the common law &c ?
ritory affixed , shall be deemed au

A. See the preceding answer.

thentic and receive full faith and cre

70. May executors, or adminis- dit when offered in evidence in any

trators having letters in another court &c.

2d . The records and judicial pro

state, sue in your state ?
ceedings of the several courts of or

4. They may .
within the U.S. or Territories there

71. If not, what is to be done to

of, shall be admitted &c. by the attes

enable them to sue ?
tation or certificate of the clerk or

A. See the preceding answer. prothonotary and the seal of the

72. Are exemplifications of wills court annexed, together with the cer

and testaments , by the proper offi- tificate of the chief justice or one or

cer in other states, evidence in your more of the judges or presiding ma

courts &c ?
gistrate of either such court ( as the

4. They are, the originals are not case may be, ) that the person who

necessary. There is an express pro- signed such attestation or certificate

vision in our revised code ( 1818) by was at the time of subscribing the

which all wills and probates granted clerk or prothonotary of such court

by courts in other states under the and that such attestation is in due

scal of the courts and officers grant- form of law &c. chap. 55. R. C. 1818.

ing the same, are as valid and effec

tual as if granted here.
No. VI. DESCENTS.

73. How are foreign wills and
74. How do inheritances in fee sim

testaments proved in your state , &c?
A. As to wills, testaments & c. made ple descend upon intestacy, among

lineal heirs ?

within the U.S. See the preceding
75. How among collaterals ?

answer : As respects foreign wills,
76. How , in respect of the half

testaments , deeds, judgments & c .
blood : does the common law govern ?

they should be exemplified in due
77. Does the common law prevail

form under the seals of the proper on descents, in any cases, and what ?

courts, or officers ; questions might
78. Is there any thing peculiar in

arise on these here, as our laws do your law of descents ?

not provide in all cases : It would be A. Real estate on intestacy descends;

proper in addition to the exemplifi
1. To the children equally.

cation under the seal of the court,
II. If no children nor descendants ,

officer &c. to verify the authority of to the father .

the officer certifying, under the great III. If no father, to the mother ,

seal of state ; or a notarial declara - brothers and sisters in equal parts.

tion ; or that of the american minis
IV. If no father, mother, brothers

ter or consul ; the seal of state ,how - or sisters , the estate is divided into

ever would be most proper. moieties, one halfgoing to the pater

In regard to public acts , records nal and the other to the maternal

and judicial proceedings, in the se- ' kindred .
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V. But the widow , of an intestate the wife and the residue is distribu

having no issue, and no father, mo- ted to the next of kin to the intestate

ther, brothers or sisters is entitled to who are in equal degree and to those

all his personal and half his real es- who legally represent them . (2)

tate .
80. How among collaterals ?

VI. For want of paternal or ma- A. But no representatives are ad

ternal kindred , the whole estate goes mitted among collaterals, after bro

to the wife . thers and sisters children. Rev. Cod .

VII. And if he has no wife , then ( 1818) 144 , 145.

the estate is to be applied to the sup 81. Are the 22nd and 23rd Car.

port of free schools in the county in ii. c. 10 , and 29 Car. ii . c. 30, called

which such property is situated . ( 1 ) the Statutes of distribution &c. a

In dividing the estate among heirs , dopted ?

all property received by any of them 1. ( 3)

previously , by way of advancement On the subject of distribution ofin

shall be taken into view , if such per- testate's estates , it may be proper to

son claim his or her right of inher- mention a provision of our law ren

itance .
dered important by the large amount

Illegitimate children, inherit from of property it is liable to embrace, in

the mother, as legitimate would. consequence of the peculiar situation

Antinuptial children, are legiti- of our citizens.

mated by after marriage. • When any person shall depart

In respect to kindred of the half this life having entered any tract of

blood to the intestate, the statute is land in any of the land offices of the

silent, and their right depends on U. S. in this state and shall not have

the common law . See Rev. Cod. paid the several instalments due or

( 1818) 183, 184 .
that may become due on the same,

and shall not leave personal assets

No. vil. DISTRIBUTION ON INTES- sufficient to pay the same, or leaving

TACY, (OF PERSONALTY. ) enough , but not in such situation

that they can be applied to such pay

79. Upon intestacy, how is the ments in time to prevent a forfeiture

surplusage of personal property dis- of such land, it shall be lawful for

tributed ?
the Ex'rs and Ad’mrs under the di

A. Upon intestacy the surplusage rection and order of the Associate

of the personal estate goos :

I. Among the children equally, and (2) It is seen under “ Descents .V ” that the

their representatives. widow takes all thc personal estate , in the

II . If no children nor representa- case there stated . Ed.

tives of children , then one moiety to (3) This question is not answered ; but if

my correspondent is correct, the Indiana law

( 1 ) It will be observed that my corres is essentially different in regard to the widow ,

pondent hasnot thought it necessary to state for it does not appear that she takes any per .

that the issue of children , or of brothers and sonal estate if there be children or their rep

sisters , or other collateral next of kin , are to resentatives, whereas by the Stat of Car. and

take the parents' share by representation ; in. by all the laws ofthe several states which I

deed this is always to be understood : So also have seen , the widow takes one third where

in the case V. where the widow takes by the there are children or lineal descendants ;

statute half the real estate, it is doubtless in possibly there may be some oversighthere.

full of dower. Ed. Ed.
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Judges of the Circuit Court for the 87. What savings &c ?

proper County , to sell at publick 88. Is there a saving in favour of

sale for the best price that can be foreigners or citizens ofother states ?

had the tract or parcel of land so en 89. Are the general principles of

tered , and the person purchasing English law, on the bar of these sta

shall have the same interest in said tutes, adopted in your state ?

land as such deceased had and no 90. Is there any thing peculiar in

more , and such Ex’rs or Adm.rs shall your state on this head ?

convey the land so sold to the purcha- A. We have no statutory provision

ser by assignment on the back of on the subject of real actions .

the Certificate or by any method of I presume the common law gov

conveyance that now is or shall here- erns in all such actions where the sub

after be pointed out by the laws of ject of limitation is brought into view .

the U.S, and all such monies shall Ejectment is barred by 20 years

be considered in the same light as peaceable possession.

personal assets are and disposed of 91. What length of time bars re

accordingly by such Ex'rs and Ad - covery &c . in personal actions ?

m'rs. Rev. Cod. 1818. A. Debts by specialty, stand as at

common law.

No. vill. ENTAILS, DOWER, CUR Trover ; Assumsit; Detinue ; Re

TESY, &c.
plevin ; Trespass quare clausum fre

git ; Actions on the case ; Debt ; Ac

82. May entails be created, as count, are barred after 5 years from

under the Stat. de donis-- and with the the cause of action accrued ; Tres

same incidents, in respect of being pass, Assault, Wounding and Im

barred ; dower ; curtesy ; waste &c ? prisonment, after 3 years ; Slander

83. Are entails abolished ; con- , for wordsspoken, after 1 year.

verted into fees ; or otherwise modi. 92. What savings ?

fied &c ? A. There are no savings, in person

84. How barred by the tenant ? al actions. ( 1 )

A. Entails never existed in this state. 93. Are there any in favour of ci.

85. Is the widow entitled to dow- tizens of other states, or foreign

er ; and the husband to curtesy ; as

by the common law ? A. No distinctions are made.

A. Dower and curtesy, are as at

common law. No. X. TAXES .

A widow is entitled to dower out

of lands which her husband has pur 94. May lands be sold for the pay.

chased of the U. S. on credit, al- ment of taxes : has an absentee any

though the payments are not comple- privilege ?

ted and the title has not passed from 1. When goods and chattels cannot

government, if the payment for the be found lands may be sold :

land is afterwards made from the An absentee has no privilege.

husbands estate. Acts of 1820. p. 76. When the owner is resident, notice

in writing or personal notice must

No. IX. LIMITATION OF SUITS. be given to him by the sheriff 1

ers ?

86. What length of adverse pos

session of lands is a bar &c ?

( 1 ) Nor any I presume in ejectment; my

correspondent mentions none . Ed.
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month before he can distrain his , of the clerk of the circuit court of

goods &c. the respective counties , where the

95. Before a sale , is notice to be lands lie .

given &c ? 100. Do lands on which taxes are

A. Notice for 20 days is to be given not paid , in any case vest in the state :

by advertisment at the court house and then how and in what time to be

door, and publication in some publick redeemed ?

newspaper of the state 3 weeks suc- A. Lands are ordered when not sold

cessively of the time and place of on the first exposure for want of

sale. buyers, to be re -exposed ; but there

96. What officer is to give this no- is no provision for vesting them in

tice ? the state .

A. The sheriff, who is collector of 101. What officer in any county ,

taxes ex officio . ought a non -resident desirous ofkeep

97. In what manner &c. ing his taxes paid , correspond with

A. See preceding answers. for that purpose : or what is most

98. If a sale takes place, is the prudent for him to do ?

deed absolute ? A. Without a personal acquaintance

A. The sheriff gives a certificate to with someofficer,or recommendation

the purchaser, specifying the quan- of others that can be depended on,

tity sold and for what sum in pre- no man ought to trust the payment

sence of 2 witnesses ; this vests all of his taxes, to officers.

the right of the delinquent in the The safest course would be to em

purchaser and his heirs ; entitles ploy some individual in the county

him to demand partition, and to ap- where the lands lie whose integrity

propriate in every respect the pro- and capacity can be relied on, to act

perty but not until after 2 years from as an agent for the payment of taxes

the time ofsale.
and direct him to give notice of his

The certificate is admitted to re- agency to the sheriff and collecting

eord at the expiration of two years officers. See laws of Indiana, 1818,

and deemed and taken from thence , p. 265, 266, 267.

as an absolute conveyance.

99. If not, what time is allowed to
No. XI. MISCELLANEOUS.

redeem , and on what terms : at what

place or office, are the sales entered ?

A. Land may be redeemed within

the 2 years on payment or tender by
102. May debtors pendente lite, be

the delinquent or owner to the pur- 'the debtor liable to be holden to
restrained from alienating &c. Is

chaser, of the amount paid for it, the debtor liable to be holden to

with 100 per cent. per annum addi- bail, &c?

tional. A. There is no statutory provision

If the purchaser does not live in in regard to the first branch of this

the county , the owner may deposit question. In special cases by appli

the money with the county treasurer, cation to the chancellor an injunc

and then on giving public notice of tion would be granted.

this in the nearest newspaper, re
The debtor may be holden to bail

demption is effected as fully as if ten- under our laws, and I presume on like

dered personally . principles as regulate bail in civil

The sales are entered at the office ' cases , elsewhere.

BAIL, &c.

60
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ALIENS .

LETTERS OF ATTORNEY . unquestionably appoint the person

nominated in the will.

103. Is there any provision for the Guardianship here, is partly re

proof&c . of letters of Attorney ,made gulated by statute leaving much to

in other states or foreign parts, for common law.

the conveyance of lands &c . in your

state ? PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY EXECU

A. We have no special provision, TORS AND ADMINISTRATORS .

but it is every days practice ; and

where they relate to lands, it would 107. Is the law of England, in re

be proper to acknowledge or prove gard to the order of paying debts by

them as deeds should be. ex’rs and adm’rs, in force &c ?

Any instrument except deeds of A. Yes.

land, may be recorded , on paying to 108. May ex’rs and adm’rs give a

the officer his legal fees . preference by confessing judgments;

Are lands sold on judgment against

ex'rs or adm’rs ?

1. The first question is doubtful.

104. Do aliens stand on the foot In default of personal estate to sa

ing of the common law, in respect of tisfy debts, the lands of an intestate

taking by descent, or purchase: may may be sold by an order of the pro

they in any case hold real estate, bate court, and I presume as a mat

as in mortgage ? ter of course they can be sold on

A. Aliens inthis state , may hold and judgments against executors and ad

transmit real estate as citizens, after ministrators.

having declared their intention to be

come citizens in pursuance of the JOINT - TENANCY .

laws of the U. S.

109. Is Joint-tenancy in land, as

ADMINISTRATION . GUARDIANSHIP . at common law, &c ?

A. Our statute takes away the right

105. Is the right of administration of survivorship , and the parties hold

regulated as in England by the 31 | as tenants in common .

Edw. iii. c . 11. and 21 H. viii. c. 5.

or by local acts ? SEALS.

A. No local acts have been passed to

alter the right, as understood and .110 . Is the common law, in regard

practised in england. to the effect of instruments sealed,

106. May guardians be appoint- and not under seal, in force ?

ed by will : does the common law 4. Generally, it is unchanged ; but

regulate & c ? see No. 135.

The judges of probate are direct 111. Is a scroll &c . equivalent to

ed by law, to “ have due regard to wax & c ?

the direction of last wills and to the A. In all instruments, it is equivalent

true intent and meaning of testators

in all matters and things that shall BASTARDS .

be brought before them respecting

the same " unless some flagrant ob 112. Are bastards subject to com

jection should exist, the judges would mon law disabilities ?
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A. Partially they are ; the right of BARON AND FEME .

inheritance on the part of the mother

excluding many of the common law 121. Is the common law of baron

disabilities. See “ Descents . ” and feme adopted : does the wife's

113. Are antinuptial children , le - chattels vest in the baron ?

gitimated by marriage of the pa- A. The common law regulates.

rents ?

A. They are . See “ Descents." INTEREST.USURY.

ALLUVION . 122. What is the rate of interest ?

A. Six per cent, is the statute interest.

114. Does the common law in re 123, What provisions against usu

spect of alluvion prevail ? ry ?

A. Yes. A. We have no penal laws against

usury ; but when suit is broughtona

FISHERIES. usurious contract for the loan or use

of money , the defendant has a right

115. Is the owner of lands bor- to plead the usury specially, and on

dering on a river where the tide plea substantiated or 'adjudged good

flows and reflows, &c . entitled to se- on demurrer, the whole amount of

veral fishery in front ofhis land ? interest charged is deducted from the

116. Isthis so by statute, or usage? principal, and the plaintiff recovers

A. We have no statute regulations the balance,

on this subject. If the interest exceed the princi

pal, the excess constitutes a debt of

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES . record against the plaintiff, and judg

ment is rendered for the defendant.

117. Are the 13. and 27. E. against Rev. Cod. 1818, 236, 237.

fraudulent conveyances in force in

· your state : or similar acts ?
BOOK ACCOUNTS .

A. It is believed so.

124. Are book accounts evidence

STATUTE OF FRAUDS .

in your state : for what things fur

118. Isthe 29. Car. ii. c. 3. ( called nished &c ?

the stat. of frauds,) or similarprovi- 4. Book accounts are not evidence

sions, adopted in your state ?
of debt.

A. Similar provisions exist in this
125. Is interest recoverable on

state .
book debt ?

A. Asto interest on book accounts,

USES. it is left to the discretion of the jury .

The custom of merchants in dif

119. Is 27. H. viii.called the Stat. ferent places, is always allowed to

of uses, (or similar provisions) in be given in evidence.

force ?

A. This question may be answered , BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND PROMISSO

affirmatively . RY NOTES .

120. Is the English law of uses

and trusts , in force ? 126. Are foreign and inland bills

A. As also this.
of exchange and promissory notes
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negotiable ; and generally governed where his treatment of her is ex

by the law of England ? tremely barbarous and inhuman .

A. They are . The party offending, is not re

127. Must demand be made by the leased from the bands of matrimony.

holder , and notice of non -acceptance It is conceived that the partymak

or non -payment be given to thedrawing the application must be a resi

er or endorser, by the rules adopted dent, though the law is silent on that

in the English law, to entitle him to point.

recover ?

A. The like rules must be observed . ATTACHMENTS.

128. Is a protest for non -accep

tance or non -payment necessary , on 132. Do foreign and domestick at

inland bills and promissory notes ? tachments issue in your state, a

A. I believe not . It is however the gainst absent,or foreign debtors ?

usual practice. A. Yes.

129. Is there any peculiar practice

in your state, on this subject ?
LANDLORDS AND TENANTS.

A. None.

130. What damages are recovera 133. Is the law of landlord and

ble, upon the protest of foreign bills tenant, in regard to distress for

of exchange ? rent, similar to the English law ?

A. Fifteen per cent. if drawn on per-| A. Our law on this head is similar

sons living out of the U. S. and ten to the English law.

per cent, if drawn on persons living Justices of the peace issue distress

out of the state and in the U. s . warrants for any amount, and they

are the only officers who can issue

DIVORCE. them.

131. Are Divorces, a vinculis SET-OFF.

granted in your state &c ?

1. Divorces may be granted a vin 134. Is the law of set -off, similar

culis, by the circuit court on libel or to the English law, and that of other

petition filed . states ?

The causes are , where the party A. Yes.

had a husband or wife at the time of

solemnizing the second marriage ; CHOSES IN ACTION.

for impotency or adultery in either

party . 135. Are choses in action assign

For the husband, where his wife able : may the assignee sue in his

shall have voluntarily left bis bedown name : is there any liability of

and board with the intention of aban- the assignor over, unless stipulated ?

donment for two years, or been con- A Choses in action as well as bills

demned for felony in any court of of exchange & c . are assignable.

record in the U.S.
The assignee may sue in his own

For the wife, where the husband name, and the assignor is always li

shall have left her in the same man- able over on the assignees baving

ner , or abandoned her and lived in used due diligence against the maker

adultery with another woman, or or obligor, unless expressly stipu

been condemned for felony & c.; or lated to the contrary.
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136. Is the common law in respect | A. They are read in our courts ,

of choses in action, adopted ? without restriction . ( 1 )

A. The common law principle is un

(1) The foregoing replies were principally ,

changed ; other, than as in the pre- received previous to October 1821. Thegen

eeding answer . tleman who sent them expressed his fears,

that some of them might soon become inap

LIFE ESTATES &c. plicable by reason of new laws, or alterations

in those which then prevailed :

137. Are tenantsfor life, years, &c. He thought it would be prudent for me to

entitled to the same rights, and sub- intimate the probability of this, for the rea
sons stated in his note.

ject to the same liabilities, as by

the common and statute law of En- will take place greater or less in all places ;
It is certainly to be expected — that changes

gland ? and this renders it the more necessary to re

A. Our law is the same.
sort to some method of giving publicity 10

them when they do happen.

DECREES IN CHANCERY. In regard however to most of the subjects

of general consequence to which these ques

138. How are decrees in equity tions relate , they are not likely to undergo, es

executed &c ? pecially in the older states, any great and cer

A. Where the decree is for money ,
tainly not very sudden innovations. In fu

as other judgments.
ture , an annual supplement will be issued , not

only comprizing intermediate changes, but
In the foreclosure of mortgages, extending toother subjects, within the range

the court orders the land sold .
of this department of the Law Register.

The sheriff executes the process. I cannot do better however in reference to

my correspondent's suggestion than to insert
INSOLVENT ESTATES.

his paragraph on this point; he observes,

with regard to some of our laws it appears

139. In case the estate is insolvent,

to me proper to subjoin a very few remarks.
are creditors paid pro rata , &c ? It is unfortunate for our state and may be

A. There is no statutory provisi on considered so for other parts of the western

on the subject, and I am not aware country, that we are overburdened with legisla

that any particular practice has re- tion. Our laws, some of them of a funda

ceived the sanction of our courts. mental character are extremely fluctuating.

It is very doubtful for instance whether on

PUBLICK OR PROPRIETARY LANDS. the publication of your Register, our execution

lat will be the same that I have cited, or any

140. Are there any lands which thing like it. Last year we had a property

belong to the State : how obtained law ; the year before executions were endors

by one desirous of purchasing : Is ed by law that current bank paper would be

there any proprietary land, and how received in satisfaction of them , or a suspen

obtained ? sion of twelve months was allowed . What

A. None but town lots at the new the advocates for “ Relief” may incorporate

seat of government ( Indianapolis ;) with the Laws next winter, it is impossible

these have been ordered for sale at for the wit of man to conjecture or anticipate.

I shall be pardoned therefore I trust for sub
public auction.

mitting an intimation , that justice to yourself

and correspondents might render proper some

ENGLISH LAW BOOKS.
" notification, that would prevent your subscri.

bers and the citizens of the United States ge

141. Are English law books, al nerally from expecting an accuracy , which

lowed to be read in your State annual Legislation, at least in this part of the

courts : if so , under what limitation ? I country will never allow.”

66
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APPENDIX.

Rules OF THE SUPREME COURT OF INDIANA.

1. The oldest judge in commission is president of the Supreme Court, and

in his absence the next oldest in commission shall preside for the time being.

2. When the judges deliver separate opinions, ( seriatim ) the junior judge

shall proceed first, and so on in order.

3. The president shall superintend matters of order in the Court House.

4. When writs of error issue, a sci. fa. to the defendant in error to hear

errors , shall issue at the same time and shall be returnable at the same time

the writ of error is returnable.

5. On the return of the writ of error , and sci. fa. served, errors shall be

assigned within the three first days of the term . Joinders in error shall be

filed within three days thereafter, if the term should last so long and if not,

then on the last day of the term , otherwise the errors shall be taken to be con

fessed and there shall be judgment accordingly ; unless the Court by the con

sent of parties direct otherwise.

6. In cases of appeal, errors shall be assigned as on writ of error, other

wise error shall be considered waved and proceedings shall be had accord

ingly ; and joinder to error in appeal shall be made instanter, otherwise the

error assigned shall be taken to be confessed and judgment shall be given

accordingly, unless the Court give further time.

7. As soon as there is a joinder in error, each party shall furnish to each

judge a statement of the case and the points he relies on.

8. All motions shall be in writing signed by counsel, and filed of record.

9. The parties may by leave of the court, set their causes for argument on

any given day, or the court may set a cause for argument. And when a cause

is called as set for hearing by the clerk , by the parties aforesaid, or by the

court, if either or both parties do notproceed with the argument, the court

will take the cause to be submitted and will proceed accordingly.

10. Each attorney employed in a cause shall mark his name to the cause,

otherwise he shall not be heard on the argument of the same.

2
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11. Whenever any alteration is made in an entry of the clerk, a memoran

dum thereof shall be made in the margin and signed by the president of the

court.

12. At the end of each term and immediately preceding the adjournment

of the court, the court shall make a memorandum in the book of judgments

and proceedings ; which memorandum shall state the number of pages con

taining the proceedings of that term, and shall state the number of the page

of the Book where the same ends. The clerk of this court, shall send one

copy of these Rules to the clerk of the Ist. Judicial District, and to the clerk

for the 2d, and one to the clerk of the 4th . Judicial District.

13. The clerk of the Supreme Court shall on the first day of each term

deliver to each judge, a copy of the record in each cause in which there was

an assignment of errors at the preceding term , or which may have been filed

in his office ten days before the term.

14. The statement of points relied on, to be furnished by counsel to each

judge, shall be delivered on the first day of each term .

15. In all cases where the sci. fa. is returned not executed , and the defen

dant in error shall enter a voluntary appearance on the first day of the term

to which the sci. fa. is returnabie , the plaintiff in error shall assign his errors

within the three first days of such term , and where the defendant in error

shall appear after the first day of such term , he shall give notice of such ap

pearance to the plaintiff in error who shall assign his error within three days

after such notice given.

16. All writs of error in which a scire facias shall be returned executed

on the defendant, or defendants shall enter a voluntary appearance on the first

day of the term to which such writ is returnable, shall be argued at such

term , unless for cause shewn, the court shall grant a continuance to either

party.
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No. I. STATE OFFICERS. Clerk of the superior or

supreme court , & c . ?

1. Who is Governor of your state
4. Clerks of the “ Supreme Judicial

& c . ?
A. John Brooks;residence, Medford , Court” for the counties of Suffolk

styled “ the Governor of the Com- and Nantucket, John Tucker and

monwealth of Massachusetts ,” title John Callender, both of Boston .

“ His Excellency , ” ( 1 ) term of of County ofMiddlesex,Abraham Big

fice one year ; elected by the peo
low of Cambridge.

ple ; ( 2 )—salary , $3666, 66, (or
Norfolk , Horatio Town

L. 1100 , Mass. currency . )
send Dedham,

2. Secretary of state & c . ?
Plymouth , John B. Tho

A. Alden Bradford ; residence, Bos
mas, Plymouth .

ton ; term of office , one year ; chosen ,
Bristol, James Sproat,

by joint ballot of the Senators and
Taunton.

Representatives in one room .

Counties of Barnstable and Dukes

3. Chief justice of the su.

County, Abner: Davis,

preme court oflaw, &c . ?
of Barnstable.

4. Isaac Parker ,--Chief Justice of
Worcester , Abijah Bige

the Supreme Judicial Court ; resi
low , of Worcester.

dence, Boston ; term of office , dur
Hampshire, Solomon Stou .

ing good behaviour ; but he may be
dard jr, Northampton.

removed by the governor with the
Franklin , Elijah Alvord,

consent of the council, upon the ad

Greenfield .

dress of both branches of the legis Hamden, John Ingersoll,

lature ; appointed by the governor, Springfield.

with the advice and consent of the
Berkshire, Charles Seda

council ; salary, $ 3500 . wick , Stockbridge. (3 )

( 1 ) “ Commander in chief of the army are also clerks of the inferior courts in the coun

and navy , and of all the military forces of lies in which they respectively reside, namely the

the State, by sea and land." Court of Common Pleas and Court of Sessions ;

( 2) The qualification of voters is fixed , by but in the county of Suffolk there is no court of

în amendment to the constitution proposed sessions. Vid. ansz . No. 50.”

by the late convention in Massachusetts and

[ The Supreme Jud . Court does not hold a

adopted by the people.

term in the counties of Nantucket and Dukes

county . In these counties therefore there are

(3) “These clerks are appointed by the Jus- distinct clerks of the inferior courts, appointed

tices of the Supreme JudicialCourt, and hold the however by the justices of the sup . jud. court .

office during their pleasure . The same persons . The clerkof the courts in Nantucket is Bence
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8.

5 . Attorney General : & c. ? fourth tuesday in Tunes second tues

A. Perez Morton ; residence, Dor- day in September, and first tuesday in

chester ; holds his office during the December, at Boston ; (besides spe

pleasure of the governor and coun- cial courts holden at any time, at the

cil ; appointed by the governor with discretion of the judge.)

the advice and consent of the coun 13. Circuit courts & c . ?

cil ; salary $ 2000.- ( 1 ) A. On the 15th of May and 15th of

6. When, and where, is the annu- October ; at Boston.

al meeting of the legislature ?

A. Bostonis the seat of government. LAWS- LAW BOOKS.

The legislature first assembles there,

the last wednesday in May.
14. What number of volumes, does

the compiled body of your Statute

UNITED STATES OFFICERS . law consist of, &c. ?

A. The compiled body of the Statute

7. Who is District judge, & c . ? Law of a public nature, is contained

A. John Davis ; residence, Boston. in 4 volumes, viz :

Only one district. “ The laws of the commonwealth

Clerk ofthe District court of Massachusetts, passed from the

& c . ?
year 1780, ( when the constitution

A. John W. Davis ; residence, Bos- was adopted ) to the end of the year

ton. 1800, with the constitutions of the

9. District Attorney, &c. ? United States of America , and of the

A. George Blake ; residence, Boston . Commonwealth prefixed. To which

10. Marshal, & c. ? is added an appendix, containing ucts

4. Samuel D. Harris ; residence, and causes of acts, from the laws of

Boston . the late Eolony , Province, and State of

11. What Justice of the S. court Massachusetts, which either are unre

of the U. S. holds the circuit in yonr vised or respect the title of real estate ;

state , &c. ?
2 vols. ( I. II .) Published by order of

A. Mr. Justice Story (Joseph ,) holds the General Court.” - 1801.

the Circuit Courts. An index to both volumes is an.

New Hampshire, RhodeIsland , nexed to each .

Massachusetts and Maine, compose
“ The laws of the commonwealth

the circuit. of Masachnsetts ; from November 28,

12. At what times and places, are 1780. to February 28, 1807. with the

District courts oftheU. S. held, &c.? constitutions of the United States of

A. On the third tuesday of March ; America and of the Commonwealth ,

prefixed, 3 vols. To which is added,

( 1) Solicitor General, Daniel Davis, of Bos. at the end of the 2d voł. an appendix ,

ton ; term of office, mode of appointment and containing acts and clanses of acts,

salary, the same as in the caseof the atty. gene from the laws of thelatecolony, pro
ral. An act was passed last Feby. ( 1821 ) the ob

vince, and state of Massachusetts,

ject of which is to abolish one of these offices as

which either are unrevised or respect
soon as a vacany shall take place in either.

the title of real estate . Published by

min Gardner, of Nauticket; in Dukes-county order of the General Court.” vol. III:

Cornelius Marchant, of Edgarton . ] - Thus 1807. The index extends to all the

part in [ ] is inserted from the M. S.butowing

to changes since I received it may not be cor
three volumes ; this is a continuation

rect. Ed. of the above mentioned 2 vols.
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“ The publick and general laws of seph Story Esquires ” were appoint

the commonwealth of Massachu- ed “ a committee , at the expense of

setts ; from February 28, 1807, to the commonwealth , to collect the

February 16 , 1816. Published by or- charters and the publick and general

der of the legislature. vol. IV. 1816 . laws ofthe late colony and province of

An index to this volume only is Massachusetts Bay," and to cause

annexed ; this is a continuation , and them to be printed.

forms the body of our statute pub A volume was published accord

lick laws up to 1816. ingly with the following title.

The private acts have also been The Charters and General Laws

compiled in 3 volumes - viz . of the Colony and Province of Mas

“ Private and special statutes, of the sachusetts Bay, carefully collected

commonwealth of Massachusetts from from the publick records and ancient

the year 1780, to the close of thesession printed books. To which is added an

of the General Court, begun and held appendix, tending to explain the spir

on the last wednesday in May A. D. it, progress and history of the juris

1805. With an appendix , containing prudence of the state ; especially in a

such statutes , of the above description , moral and political view . Published

passed before the year 1780, as are re- by order of the General Court. 1 vol."

ferred to in acts passed since, and in- 1814.

cluding the temporary acts, made per This volume is frequently cited by

petual March 7 , 1797. ” 3 vols. 1805. the name of “ Ancient Charters & c, "

• Index in each referring to all.”( 1 ) and sometimes “ Colony and Pro

It should be mentioned likewise, vince Laws."

that by a resolve of the legislature Various other editions of the laws

of Jan. 15 , 1812, the “ Hon . Na-, have been published from time to

than Dane, William Prescott and Jo- time. (2)

(1 ) The two first volumes of thegenerallaws (2) The following advertisement appeared

have been reprinted in 1807, with some correc- ( Sept. 20, 1821 ,) in the Boston Daily Advertiser.

tions and additional marginal references, with a « Wells & Lilly have almost ready for the press

title page and indes like those of vol . 3d . In a Revised edition of the Statutes of this com

other respects this edition is intended to be a copy monwealth with a new and complete indes to the

of the first ; the same paging is observed. whole work attached to each volume. Statutes

The volumes above described are those most repealed or altered will be noticed, with referen

commonly cited in referring to the statutes ; as ces to the statutes containing the alterations ; the

they are in most general use . titles and dates of the special statutes will be

The publick laws would be cited thus ,-for ex. given . The proof sheets will be compared with

ample, 2 “ Mass. Lawr - or Mass. Stat.” 802 ; the originals in the office of the Secretary of

The private thus,-3“ Mass. Spec. Laws, 100.” State . ”

In speaking of them in our courts wecommonly any one year, and the next succeeding general

say, such a volume and page of “the laws ” or election, shall be deemed chapters, and numbered

« the special laws, ” omitting “ Massachusetts. ” in a seriesarithmetically progressing from the first

If a different edition is cited , it is necessary to to the last, so passed by the same legislature.

particularize the edition . The statutes are also It happens however that the statutes are not

referred to , by the year and day of the month numbered as chapters, in either of the volumes

when they were enacted, and by the political above mentioned ; not even in the 4th vol. of the

year and chapter. general laws, which was printed so many years

This last method has been uniformly observed after passing the resolve .

in the last 14 vols, of the Mass. Term Reports ; In the pamphlets published after every session

in accordance with a resolve of the legislature of the legislature, in which the publick and pri

passed Jan. 20 , 1808, directing “that the acts vate acts are printed promiseuously , according

passed by the same legislature, between the gen . to their respective dates, the acts are numbered

eral election " ( the last wednesday of May,] " ofl as chapters according to the resolve .
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15. Can the publick laws in pam- ports of cases argued and determined

phlets, be procured , & c ? in the supreme judicial court of the

1. The note below contains the in- state of Massachusetts. From Sept.

formation required in this questi- 1804 to June 1805 both inclusive. By

on . ( 1 ) Ephraim Williams Esq." 1 vol. Pub

16. Is there any Digest of thestate lished 1805.

laws &c ? Tyng's Reports ; " being a conti

A. White's Digest ; “ being, a com- nuation of reports in the same court

pendium and digest of the laws of from March 1806, to October 1820 .

Massachusetts. By William Charles By Dudley Atkins Tyng Esqr. Coun

White, counsellor at law . " Publish- sellor at law .” 15 vols. Published ,

ed 1809, 1810, and 1811. 4 vols. between 1808 and 1821. The first

generally bound in two. vol. by Mr. Tyng is called the 2d.

17. Are there any Reports of cases vol. being in continuation of Wil

in your state courts , &c. ? liams's 1st. vol. of the term re

A. Williams's Reports, “ being , re- ports. (2)

(1) The publick laws are not printed by Reporter under the act, and published vol. 1 , and

themselves, in pamphlets,but as before mention- Dudley Atkins Tyng Esq. succeeded him , and

ed , promiscuously with the private acts . The published the other 15 vols.

printer to the state publishes a certain number of
They are commonly called the “ Massachusetts

copies for the use of the commonwealth , which

are distributed among the members of the legis. Term Reports ; ” and contain from 500 to 700

lature, judges & c. and cannot be procured by a pages each . The retail price is $5, 50, a vol.

private individual; besides those printed for the but the booksellers make a discount, proportiona .

state , the printer tells me he usually strikes off ble to the No. of vols. purchased. They may be

50 more copies for sale . had in any of the book -sellers shops in Boston.

Some of the late pamphlets may be obtained The following is a summary of the times of

of Russell & Gardner, Editors of the Boston pablication, contents &c. of these reports.

CommercialGazette,” who have in fact executed vol. 1. From Sep. 1804 , to June 1805. Pub.

the Printing for the state , under a contract with
1805.

Benjamin Russell, editor of the Columbian Cen .
2. From March 1806 to June 1807 ; and a

tinal, who is the state printer .

The laws of the last January session ( 1821 , )
supplement containing, “some few deci

are not to be purchased ; Russell & G. having by
sions of the same court” of a prior date .

mistake printed only 10 extra copies, all of which
Pub. 1808 .

have been disposed of.
3. From June 1807, to the end of the year ,

The state frequently changes its priater; so with a supplement. Pub. 1808.

that there is but little inducement to strike off Containing the cases of 1808. Pub, 1809.

many extra copies ofthe laws.
Vols. 5 to 12, inclusive, were all published at New.

(2) Provision was first made by the legislature
buryport, between 1808 and 1816, some

Murch 5th 1804, for the appointment of a Re. of the vols. with and some without supple.

porter of the decisions of the Supreme Judicial

Court. By this act the appointment was vested
A 2d. edit. of the 1st . vol. with a few notes

in the supreme executive, (Governor ;) the re
and references to the 10 following vols.

porter to be sworn to the faithful discharge of his
and also to some english and american re

duty and removable at pleasure : His salary was
ports, was published in 1816, by a gentle

fixed at $ 1000, annually and the profits of the
man of the Bar . The index eolarged , and

work. The money paid by persons admitted as
the original paging preserved in the mar.

attornies in that court to constitute a fund, for
gin .

the payment of this salary. (3 Mass. Lazy: 227.)
Most if not all the other vols. abovemen

This act (at first for 3 years,) was continued
tioned , have been reprinted at Eseter in

for limited periods, until Feb. 2 , 1815 , when it
N. Hampshire in 1818, 1819 ; but without

vas continued without limitation . (4 Mass. Laws.

445.).
any new references or other improve

Ephraim Wiliams, Esq. was first appointed ments, except it may be in type or paper.

ments.
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We have no other reports of any court of judicature, court of assize

particular authority in this state ; and general gaol delivery held at Bos

but some of the following may be ton, the 27th day of November 1770,

worth recording. by adjournment, before the Hon . Ben

“ Trial, of William Wemms, James jamin Lynde, John Cushing, Peter

Hartezan, William M'Cauley, Hugh Oliver, and Edmund Trowbridge,

White, Matthew Kitiroy, William Esquires, justices of said court.” 1

Warren , John Carrol, and Hugh vol. 1770. Published by permission

Montgomery, soldiers in his majesty's of the court . Taken in short hand by

29th Reg . of foot, for the murder of John Hodgson .

Crispus Attucks, Samuel Gray , Sa Another account of this trial,

muel Maverick , James Caldwell, and was published in a small vol. in

Patrick Carr, on monday evening the 1807. By Belcher and Armstrong,

5th of March 1770, at the Superior | Boston .

Vol. 13. Contains the cases for the year 1816 | authorises the mhabitants of any of the uniucor

Pub. 1817, by Cummings and Hilliard , | porated plantations in the state to give in their

University Press, Cumbridge. votes for governor and lieutenant governor.”

Mess. Cummings and Hilliard in this
A reading upon the provincial statute of Mas

vol. announce, that they have purchased sachusetts Bay, "for registering of deeds and

the copy right of this and the subsequent conveyances;" by the late Hon . Edmund Trou

volumes, and that complete sets of the bridge, one of the judges of the superior court

Massachusetts Reports may be had at their of judicature, & o .

book store No. 1 , Cornhill, Boston .
The supplement to vol. 7 , contains, the opinion

Pols. 14 , 15 , 16, bringing the reports to Oct.1820, of the judges on a question proposed to them by

appeared from the same press in 1818, the House of Representatives in 1811'; “ whether

1819, and 1821 . aliens are rateable polls &c. and whether in de

The supplements to several volumes of termining the number of representatives which

these reports, contain much interesting and any town should be entitled to send the repre

valuable matter. A summary is subjoined. sentation should be predicated on the number of

The supplement to vol. 2, consists, of rateable polisincluding such resident aliens & e . "

several cases determined in the Supreme The supplement to vol. 8 , contains, the opinion

Judicial courtprior to the appointment of of the Justices on certain questions submitted to

a reporter ( Mar. 1804,) and a table show . them by the governor in 1812, viz ; 1st . “ If com

ing the names of the Justices of the Supe- manders in chief of the militia of the several

rior court of Judicature, &c. of the Pro
states have a right to determine, whether any of

the exigencies contemplated by the constitution
vince of Massachusetts Bay from the or .

of the U. S. exist, so as to require them to place
ganization of the colonial government un

the militia, or any part of it, in the service of the
der the charter of William and Mary un

U. S. at the request of the president, to be com .
til its termination in 1775 ; and the names
of the Justices of the samecourt, and of manded by him , pursuant to acts of congress."

the Supreme Judicial Court, from that per exist authorising the employing of the militia in

2d . “Whether, when either of the exigencies

riod until the appointment of Theophilus the service of theU. S .-- the militia thus en

Pursons Esq. in 1806.
ployed can be lawfully commanded by any officer

The supplement to vol.3, contains, a number but of the militia, except by the President of the

of cases prior to the 1st.vol.of the reports (1804.) | U.S."

The opinions of the Justices of the Supreme To this succeeds “ a Treatise on Mortgages ;" :

Judicial Court on certain questions referred to by the late judge Trowbridge.

them by the senate of Massachusetts in the year The supplement to vol. 10, contains, " a sketeh

1791 , “relating to the time when bills or resolves of the charucter of the late Ch. Just. Parsons,

should be laid before the governor for approba- exhibited in an address to the grand jury , & e. by

tion in order to have the force of law ." Isaac Parker, Esq. one of the associate justices,

The opinions of the Justices on a question pro- &c. now ch. just of the S. J. C.” also “ a letter

posed to them by the governor in 1807, viz ; from the Reporter respecting Ch.Just.Parsons. "

« whether the constitution of this commonwealth The supplement to vol. 11, contains, sketeh2
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6. Trial of Thomas O Selfridge, Atay in office, before the senate of Massachu

torney at Law, before the Hon . Isaac selts in the yeur 1821. With an ap

Purker Esquire, for killing Charles pendix, containing an account of fore

Austin , on the public exchunge, in Bor- mer impeachments in the same state.

ton, Hugust 4th. 1806. Tuken in short By Octavius Pickering and William

hand, by T. Lloyd Esq. Reporter of Howard Gardiner, of the Suffolk Bar."

the debates of congress, and George 1 vol. Boston . 1821 .

Caines Esq. late reporter to the state 18. Is there any Digest of cases in

of New York . And sanctioned by the your state courts , & c. ?

court, and reporter to the state." I vol. 4. • Bigelow's Digest; “ being a di

The Militia Reporter ; “ containing gest of thecases argued and determined

the trials of Capt. Joseph Loring, jun. in the supreme judicial court of the

on the charges of Gen Winslow ; Capt. commonwealth of Massachusetts, from

Joseph Loring jun. on the charges of Sept. 1804, 10 Nov. 1815, as contained .

Maj. Davis ; Capt. Amos Binney on in the twelve first volumes of the re

the charges of Maj. Osgood ; Capt.ports." By Lewis Bigelow , counsel.

Thomas Howe on the charges of Maj. lor at law ;" I vol. 1818.

Messinger. Taken from authentic do 19. Are there any Treatises on

For the information of the the law, in your state & c. ?

officers of the militia " , vol. 1810 A. The County and Town Officer ;

Prescott's Trial ; “ being a report of 07. an abridgement of the laws of the

the trial by impeachment of James Preso province of the Massachusetts Bay, re

cott, esquire, Judge of the probate of lative to county and town officers. By

wills, &c. for the county of Middlesex , a gentleman.” I vol. 1768. ( 1 )

for misconduct and maladministration An Essay ; " on Common , and Heu .

cuments.

ofthe character of the late Ch. Just. Jno. Sewull, (1 ). I have comprehended in the list of

by the Hon. Judge Parker. "
Massachusetts. publications sent to me in

The supplement to vol. 12, contains, “ a sketch
answ . to this question, all those which my

of the life and character of the Hon . Duniel De

wey deceased, late one of the Justices &c. by the correspondents comprised in their answer to

same. "
No. 23. - These questions in effect being the

The supplement to vol. 13, contains, “ certain same.

Regulæ Generales of the court. " It is proper to observe also , that they are

The supplement to vol. 14 contains, “ an act arranged according to the time of publica.

for giving further remedies in equity ;" and the tion , taking no notice of any, but the last,

“ rules of the court for the regulation of the prac . where there is more than one edition .

tice in chancery. ”

The opinion of the Justices on the constitutional
The opinions of the Justices in many of the

questions “ of filling vacancies in the council in above cases were given in pursuance of a provi.

1784 ;" and the opinion of the Justices in 1787, sion in our constitution, that each branch of the

upon the right of the legislature to commute legislature, as well as the governor and council,

the punisnment fixed by law after sentence. ”
shall have authority to require the opinions of the

The opinion of Judge Trowbridge, “ on a case justices of the Supreme judicial court upon im

before the superior court of judicature in 1768.” portant questions of law , and upon solemn occa

“ Several cases taken from notes of the Hon.
sions."

Wm. Cushing, formerly ch . just. & c . ' By the 9th article of the amendments recently

T'he supplement to vol. 15 contains the opinion proposed in the convention, called for revising the

of the Justices &c. on a question submitted to constitution , “ the governor, and the two branches

them by the house of representatives in 1815 , of the legislature respectively , shall not hereafter

viz ; “ whether a town,having by the constitution be authorised 10 propose questions to justices of

a right to send a representative, or representa the S. J C. and require their opinions thereon ."

tives, to the general court, can constitutionally and This amendment has however been rejected

legally vote not to send a representative, and by the people ; probably owing to a provision in

whether such vote would be binding on a minority the same article , for the greater independence of

of voters, dissentiog therefrom in such town. " | the judiciary .
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dal Law By John Adams, ambassa . Story's Pleadings ; " being a se

dor plenipotentiary from the United lection of pleadings in civil actions

and independent States of North Ame- subsequent to the declaration , with

rica to their High Mightinesses the occasional annotations on the law of

States General of the United Provinces pleading. By Joseph Story." (3) 1

of Holland.” 1782. ( 1 ) vol. 1805.

The Constitutions ; “ of the scveral Chancery Jurisdiction ; “ being an

independent States of America ; the essay on the establishment of a chan .

declaration of independence ; the arti. cery jurisdiction in Massachusetts. " I

cles of confederation between the said vol. 1807. - or about that year.

atates ; the treaties between his most
The Civil Officer ; « of the whole

Christian Majesty and the United duty of sheriff, coroners, constables and

States of America ; and the treaties collectors of taxes. With an appendis

between their High Mightinesses the of forms." I vol. 1809.

StatesGeneral of the United Netherlands
The Embargo Laws ; “ with the

and the Uni! ed Stales of America. message from the president,upon which

Published originally by order of Con . They were founded .To which is add

gress.-- The second edition ."--Boston ," ed an appendix, containing Mr. Galla

I vol. 1785 .
tin's circulars ;- form of certificate

Debates, Resolutions and other pro- granted by the Governor of Massachu

ceedings ; “ of the convention of the setts to the importers of four ;
-aw

commonwealth of Massachusetts, con decision in the federal circuit court of

vened at Boston , on the 9th of January | South Carolina ;-law for enforcing

1788, and continued until the 7th of the embargo ;-the Berlin decree and

Februaryfollowing , for the purpose of other French decrees growing out of

assenting to and ratifying the Consti. it ;-the British orders in Council, and

tution recommended by the Grand Fe- other orders connected with them ;-the

deral Convention . Together with the Spanis ! decrees conforming to Buong

year , and nays on the decision of the parte's ;—and the law interdicting com

grand question . To which the Fede- merce between the U. S. and Great

ral Constitution is prefixed .” 1 vol. Britain and France .” _ I vol. 1809 .

1788.

Dickinson's Digest ; “ being e di.

Debates &c . (as above ]; “ Towhich gest of the powers and duties of sher .

the federal constitution is prefired ; iffs, coroners, constables, and collectors

and to which are added, the amendments of taxes. By Rodolphus Dickinson ,

which have been made therein .” — 1 vol.
attorney at law ." | vol. 1810.

1808.

The Massachusetts Justice ; “ being

An Answer ; “ To Paine's Rights of
a collection of the laws of the common.

Man.-By John Q. Adams, E8q.”
wealth of Massachusel18, relative to the

London 1793. ( 2)

Sullivan's Land Titles; “ being the Peace.- Alphabetically arranged. To

powers and duty of a Justice of the

history of land titles in Massachusetts. which are added , under the proper

By James Sullivan L. L. D. Attorney heads, a variety of forms,grounded on

General of that commonwealth ."
said laws. The whole intended for the

vol. 1801 .
use of those who practice in the office

( 1) Printed in a collection of State Papers
of a justice, lo assist them in the vari

from p . 80 to p. 100. - London 1782, 8vo.

(2 ) Published originally in the Columbian (3 ) Now one of the Justices of the S.

Centinel. Court of the U.S.

1
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18A

ous duties thereto belonging:-- With an specting the estates of testators, intes

appendix , containing extracts from tates, and wards. To which are addeda

sundry laws of the United States, and variety of formsfor the use of probate

other useful matter.-To all which is courts and such persons as may have

added an index - By Samuel Freeman , business to transact therein . Tog cher

Esq. compiler of the Town officer, Pro . with a comprehensive alphabetical in

bate auxiliary, and American Clerk's dez to the laws and the forms.- By

Magazine. Third edition , much im - Samuel Freeman Esq . late Register,

proved. " Inol. 1810. but now Judge of the court of probate

Poor Law ; " being a summary of for the county of Cumberland . Third

the laws of Massachusetts relative to edition enlarged and improved." I vol.

the settlement, support,employment and 1812 .

removal of paupers. By Jonathan A Treatise on Courts Martial and

Leavitt Esq. counsellor at Law ." Military Law :- " containing an ex

vol. 1810. planation of the principles which go

Dickinson's Compilation ; “ being a vern courts martial and courts of in

compilation of the laws of Massachu - quiry under the authority of an indi

setts, comprising the title of A88088088, vidual state, and of the United States

Auctioneers, Clerks, Commissioners of in war and peace.The powers and

Sewers, Districts, Engines and Engine- duties of individuals in the army ,

men , Fences and Fence viewers, Fer. navy and militia , and the punishments

ries and Ferrymen , Field drivers, Fire to which they may be liable respec

and Fire wards, Health committees or tidely for violations of duty . The

officers, Hog reeves - Measurers of necessary forms for calling , assem

wood and bark, Militia , Moderators, bling and organizing courts martial

Overseers of the poor : Parishes and and all other proceedings of said

precincts, plantations, proprietors of courts.By Isaac Maltby, Brigadier

common and general fields, proprietors General in the 4th . Massachusetts Die

of common and individual real estate , vision , and author of Elements of

poprietors of social libraries, sealers of War . " - 1 vol. 1813.

weights and measures , surveyors of The Civil officer ; " or the whole

highways, surveyors of lumber, sur duty of sheriffs, coroners, constables

veyors of private ways, towns, trea . and collectors of taxes Second edi .

surers , and tything.men . With an ap tion.To which is added , 1 Digest of

pendix containing the legal forms con the principal decisions in the supreme

nected with those subjects. By Ro- judicial court of Massachusetts rela

dolphus Dickinson, attorney at laqu, tive to the powers of said officers. Al

compiler of a law tract intended for 80, several important statutes respect

civil officers. " 1 vol. 1811 . ing the duties of civil officers. " I vol.

Livermore on Principals and 1814.

Agents ; “ being a treatise on the law American Clerks Magazine ; " being

relative to principals, agents, factors, a valuable assistant to every man ; or

auctioneers and brokers.By Samuel the american clerk's magazine, contain

Livermore, Esq. counsellor at law . " . ing the most useful and necessaryforms

1 vol. 1811. of writing's which commonly occur be

The Probate Directory ,“ or assistant tween man and man , under the name of

to Probate courts, executors, adminis . acquittances, agreements, assignments,

trutors and guardians, being the laws of awurds, bargains, bills, bonds, com

the commonwealth of Massachusetts re- I plaints, conveyances, covenants, declé .

-

62
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rations, deeds, feoffments, fine and re- notes and references to adjudged cases .'

covery, gifts and grants, indentures, 1 vol. 1815.

leases, lease and release, letters of at. Militia Laws ; “ of the United States

torney, mortgages, notes, pleas, peti. and of the Commonwealth of Massa

tions, probate matters, receipts , releas . chusetts ; to which are added , judicial

€8, sales, surrenders, wills, writs & c. decisions on the same, and a discussion:

and other instruments.-The whole of of an important constitutional ques.

which are calculated for the use of the tion . " I vol. 1815.

citizens of the United States, and are Oliver's Practical Conveyanc

made conformable to law .- By Samuel ing ; " being a selection of forms of

Freeman , Esq. compiler of the Town general utility, with notes interspers

officer, Probate auxiliary and Massa- ed. By Benjamin Lynde Oliver jan.

chusetts Justice 7th edition revised and counsellor at law .” i vol. 1816.

enlarged " I vol. 1814. State Papers and Public Docu

Considerations; “ on an Insolvent ments ; “ of the United States from

Law .” 1 vol. 1814. the accession of George Washington

Expatriation ; “ being a review of to the Presidency, ( 1) exhibiting a

a Treatise on expatriation , by George complete view of our foreign relations

Hay, Esquire, attorney of the U. s . since that time. — Second edition . Pub

forthe District of Virginia .- By a lishedunder the patronageofcongress.

Massachusetts Lawyer. " 1 vol. 1814. Including confidentialdocuments,now

The Town Officer ; " or the power first published .” 10 vols. 1817.

and duty of selectmen , town clerks, (Two more volumes have been pub

town treasurers, overseers of the poor, lished, coming down to 1818.)

a88e88088, constables, collectors of taxes, Dickinson's Justice ; “ being a digest

surveyors of highways, surveyors of of the common law , the statute laws of

lumber, fence viewers, field drivers, Massachusetts ,and of the United States,

measurers of wood ,and other town offi- and the decisions of the supreme judi

cers, as contained in the laws of the cial court of Massachusetts, relative to

commonwealth of Massachusetts. With the powers and duties of justices of

a variety of forms for the use of such the peace ; to which is subjoined an er.

officers. To which is prefixed the contensive appendix of forms. By Ro

stitution of said Commonwealth , and of dolphus Dickinson, attorney at law ,

the United States ; and thereto is add - compiler of a work upon the duties of

ed the power and duty of towns, pa- sheriffs & c.” i vol. 1818.

rishes and plantations- a plain and re . By -Laws of Boston ; " being the by

gular method of keeping town accounts laws and orders of the town of Boston ,

and a table of crimes and punish- passed at several legal town meetings,

Also an appendix containing and duly approved by the court of ses

some inspection and other laws at sions ; together with Rules and Orders

large ; with other useful matter. By passed by the selectmen . The rules

Samuel Freeman Esq . author of the and regulations of theBoard of Health .

Massachusetts Justice, Probate Direc. Also sundry laws of thecommonwealth,

tory, and American Clerks Magazine, and other important information relat

eighth edition . ” I vol. 1815 . ing to the town of Boston.” Published

The Overseer's Guide ; " or a his- under the direction of the selectmen .

tory of the laws of Massachusetts re- 1 vol. 1818 .

specting the settlement, support, em

ployment and removal of paupcrs. With ( 1 ) Murch 4 , 1789.

ments.
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Alden's Abridgement; “ being an tions, rejoinders, surrejoinders, de

abridgment of law with practical forms murrers & c. with explanatory notes

in two frants. Part 1. An abridg . from Chitty's treatise on pleading and

ment of Blackstone's Commentaries, other approved books of entries. By

Massachusetts statute laws, and Mas . John Anthon Esquire, counsellor at

sachusetts term reports. Part II law . - Third edition with correc

The Justice's guide, the conveyancer's tiongo " 1 vol. 1821.- r commonly call

guide, the sheriff" : guide, the coroner's ed Precedents of declarations. )

guide, the executor's, administrator's Journal of Debates and Proceed

and guardian's guide, the town officer's ings; " in the convention of Delegates,

guide, the petitioner and complainant's chosen to revise the constitution of

guide, the referee's guide and the ju. Massachusetts, begun and holden at

ror's guide, By Cyrus Alden , Esq. Boston , November 15th. 1820 , and con .

counsellor at law ." I vol. 1819. tinued by adjournment 10 January 9th.

Anthon's Precedents ; “ being 1821 - Reported for the Boston Daily

american precedents of declarations, Advertiser.” — 1 vol. ( 1 )

collected chiefly from manuscripts of White's View, &c ; “ being a view

Chief Justioe Parsons and other ac- 1 of the jurisdiction and proceedings of

complished pleaders in the state of the courts of Probate in Massachusetts,

Massachusetts, digested and arranged with particular references to the county

under distinct titles and divisions, and of Essex . By Daniel Appleton White,"

adapted to the most modern practice. (2; I vol. 1822.

With a prefixed digest of rules and Fessenden on Patents ; “ being an

cases concerning declarations.To essay on the law of patents for new

which are added the most accurate inventions.-- By Thomas Green Fes

and approved english precedents of senden, counsellor at law .” The second

declarations, with extensiveexplana- edition 1 vol. 1822.

tory notes ; and also an elementary 20. Foreign law books repub

treatise on pleading, together with the lished in your state, &c. ?

most accurate forms of pleas, replica- A. See note below . ( 3)

( 1) Out of print. pages, and prices, all which are stated with great

(2) Judge of Probate in that County. precision in the MS. now before me. I shall

( 3) In reply to this question, my correspond avail myself of all these particulars, in compiling

ents have given a long and minute list of transat the general catalogue. Ed.

lantick and domestick Law Books republished in

Massachusetts ; with their titles, prices & c. many “ Foreign Law Books republishedin

of them , with notes and references to other for. Massachusetts. "

eign and American works.

For reasons mentioned at a former page ( 126 , Abbot's Law of merchant ships and seamen;

N. 1.) it was my design to omit them entirely at
with annotations by Joseph Story Esq.

present, but - on reflection I am induced to sub counsellor at law . 1 vol. 1810.

join in this note an abstract of the names & c. of Advice On the study of the law ; with addi.

those republications.
tional notes for the American student.

In publishing a general law catalogue, ( for 1 vol. 1811. (This is by Wm. Wright

which I am preparing materials, ) the information --the last english edit. 1815.) Ed.

conveyed in reply to this question, will furnish Beccaria On crimes ; with a commentary . By

me with a most exact account of all these public M. D. Voltaire. 1 vol. 1809.

cations in Massachusetts ; the number is very Blackstone's Commentaries. Edited by Jno.Wil

great, and the selection of the most valuable liams Esq. 4 vols. 12mo. 1799.

character, as will appear by the list below . Same With notes and additious ; by Edward

I should here also mention, that in the notices Christian Esq. 4 vols. 1818.

taken of the American works, I have omitted to Barnewall & Alderson's Reports in B. R. years

mention the places of publication, the number of 1817, 18. 1818, 10. By Richard
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21. -
Reports of Cases in the liam P. Mason counsellor at law." I

district or circuit courts of the U. 8. vol (2)

in your state , &c. ? Fletcher and Peck ; “ being a copy

A. Gallison's reports ; “ being reports of the record in the case Robert Flet.

of cases argued and determined in the cher vs. John Peck ; decided at the

circuit court of the U. States for the circuit court of the United States for

first circuit, containing the cases deter . the first circuit, held in Boston within

mined in the districts of New Hamp and for the District of Massachusetts

shire , Massachusetts and Rhode Island. on the 20th day of Oct. A. D. 1807."

By John Gallison counsellor at Law Pub. 1808 .

2 vols." ( 1 ) Davis's Opinion ; “ being an opinion

Mason's Reports ; “ being cases de of the District court of Massachusetts,

termined in the same circuit .- By Wil- in the case of Natterstrom adm'r of

Vaughn Barnewali and Edward Hall
( 1 ) Vol. 1. Contains cases determined it

Alderson . 2 vole. the years 1812, and 1813 , and was prepared

Burlemaqui's Principles of natural and political and published by Mr. Gallison from the

lav . By J. I. Burlamaqui. 2 vols. minutes of his predecessor in the office of

1792. Reporter to the Circuit Court. Pub. 1815 .

Burrow's Reports, B. R. from 1756 to 1772 .
Vol. 2. Contains cases determined in the

temp. Ld. Mansfield . By James Bur.

row , Knight &c. 5 vols. 1808. Pre- years 1814 and 1815.- pub .1817.

mium Edit. They are generally called " Gallison's Re

English Liberties, Containing Magna Carta & c . I ports."

&c . By H. Care ; continued by W. (2) This col. contains the cases determined

N. 5th Ed. 1721 .
in the years 1816, 1817, 1818. - Called “Ma.

Chitty's Treatise on the Law of Nations, rela- son's Reports.” — Pub. 1819.

tive to the legal effects of War on
and Wm. Selwyn Esqrs. 4 vols. 1819.

the commerce of belligerents and neu .
vol. 5 in the press.

trals. By Joseph Chitty Esq. 1812.
Marshall's Treatise on Insurance.

Chitty's Treatise on bills of exchange &c. with
By Samuel

the addition of American cases. By
Marshall Esq. 2 vols. 1805.

Joseph Story Esq. 1809.
Montesquieu's Spirit of Laws. By M. D. Secon

Chitty's Treatise on the same, from last Lond .
dat Baron de Montesquieu . 2 tbls.

1802 .
Edit. with notes and references to

Park's
American cases . 1 vol. 1819.

System of Marine Insurance. By

Christiau's Notes to Blackstone's Commentaries,
Allan Park Esq . 1 vol. 1800 .

adapted to all the editions vol
. 5. 1801. Philips's Treatise on the law of Evidence. By

Comyn's Treatise on the law relative to con
S. March Phillips Esq ; with notes

and references to American authori
tracts not under seal, with additions

notes and references. By Samuel
ties, by an eminent Counsellor at Lav .

Comyn Esq 2 vols. 1819 .
2 vols. 1822. ( 1 vol. published in

N. Y. )

Cowper's Reports B R. Hil. 1774 to Trın . Pothier's Treastise of Maritime contracts , of
term 1778 both inclusive, with notes

and references to subsequent repor:
letting to hire, by Robert Joseph Po

thier ; with notes and a life of the au

ters. By Henry Cowper Esq. 2 vols.
thor by Caleb Cushing. 1 vol. 1821.

1809 .
Saunders's Reports B. R. tem. Car. i. By Ed.

Jones O Bailments. By William Jones Esq .
mund Saunders, Knight &c. with notes

1796 .
&c. by John Williams Esq. 2 vols.

Kyd's I reatise on bills of exchange & c. with 1816.

additions. 1798.

Vattel's Law of Nations. By M. D. Vattel.
Lawes's Treatise on pleading in assumsit, with 1 vol. 1805 .

the addition of American cases . By Yelverton's Reports, temp. latter end of Q. Eliz.

Joseph Story Esq. 2 vols. 1805 .
and first 10 years of K. James, with

Maule & Selwyn's Reports, B. R. years 1813, notes, references &c . by Theron Met

1814 , 1815, 1816. by George Maule calf Eng. I vol. 1820.
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T'aylor v8 . Ship Hazard , respecting practise law two years after his ad

wages due to the representatives of a mission as an attorney at either of

sraman hired by the month and dying these courts, before he can be admit

on the voyage..By John Duvis judge ted as a counsellor. (6 Mass. Rep.

of that court 1809. ( 1 )
385. ) Rules of Circuit Court, Rule 6.

22. Is there any Digest of cases In the inferior courts of the com

in those courts , & c . ? monwealth and in the District Court

A. There is no digest (2) of the U. S. for this District, no dis

23. Have any books been compo- tinction exists between counsellors

sed, in your State , & c . ? and attornies.

A. See answer No. 19 .
25. By whom are attornies or

counsellors admitted , & c . ?

ATTORNIES - COUNSELLORS . A. The Statute of Nov. 4, 1785, pro

24. Is there any distinction in the vides “ that no person shall be ad .

profession of Attorney and Counsel- mitted an attorney of any court in

lor, & c . ? this commonwealth , unless he is a

A. In the Supreme Judicial Court person ofgood moral character and

of Massachusetts and in the Circuit well affected to the constitution and

Court of the United States for the government of this commonwealth ,

first circuit, there is a distinction and hath had opportunity to qualify

between counsellors and attornies. himself for the office, and hath made

The following Rule shows the dis- such proficiency as will render him

tinction in the court firstmentioned . useful therein."

“ All issues in law and in fact, and This provision is explained by

all questions of law arising on writs Stat. Mar. 6, 1790, which enacts,

of error , certiorari, and mandamus, that any person of a “decent and

on special verdicts, on motions for good moral character who shall pro

new trials , and in arrest of judg- duce in court a power or letter of at

ment, shall be argued only by the torney , specially for that purpose,

coninsellors of this court. And the from any person whomsoever, shall

counsellors of this court may prac- have full authority though his prin

tice as attornies " (6 Mass. Rep . 385.) cipal be absent, to prosecute and de

The Rule of the Circuit Court of fend any suit or matter, wherein his

the U. S. is as follows ; _ " No per- principal shall be concerned, to final

son , unless at least a counsellor of judgment and execution ; and to

this court, shall bepermitted to ar - plead, implead or manage the same

gue any questions of law or fact ; case as fully as if such person so au

but counsellors may practise as at- thorized , was an attorney of such

tornies." Rules of Circ . Court, Rule 9. court, and admitted and sworn in

In addition to the differences con- usual form as prescribed by law,

tained in the Rules quoted above, it and agreeably to the rules of such

is required that a person should court.” (3 )

( 1 ) This opinion ( delivered in 1809 ,) is in circuit court which we transmit.— The same

2 Hall's Amer Law Fourn. 359. — and in rules are used in the district court, when ap

Montb. Antbol. June 1809, p.359. Other opi- plicable .

nions of Judge Davis, have occasionally been

published in the newspapers.
(3 ) No party is allowed to manage his

(2) Mr Davis the clerk of the district cause, by more than two attornies. Stur.

court, has given us for you , the rules of the Nov.4, 1785. $ 2.
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Students at law are first admitted not been graduated at any universi

attornies, at the court of Common ty , the Standing Committee may ,

Pleas. by the Rules of the Bar, require him

Formerly each county had a court to submit to an examination “ as to

of Common Pleas ; afterwards cir- scientifick , literary, classicaland le

cuit courts of Common Pleas were gal attainments . "

established, each having jurisdiction The Bar Rules are different from

over two or more counties ; and re- the rules of the courts,being such as

cently the system of Courts of com- are framed and adopted by a volun

mon Pleas has undergone a new or- tary association of the gentlemen of

ganization , as will be seen under the the profession in any county .

head of Courts. These courtswere should a recommendation be re

authorized by statute to make rules fused to a student,he may make ap

for the admission of attornies, and lication to the court, and upon a

as they acted independently of each hearing of the merits of the case, the

other, their rules differ in some re - court will admit him or not, accord

spects. ing to its discretion .

It is presumed however, that they If the refusal to recommend is ow

all agree in requiring such an edu - ing to a non- compliance on the part

cation as the courts respectively of the student, with any Bar Rule ,

considered equivalent to having a the court will consider whether the

liberal education and regular degree, Rule is a reasonable one , and if not,

at some publick college, and after- will disregard it.

wards pursuing the study of the law If the court of Common Pleas un

in the office of a counsellor of theSu- reasonably refuse to admit an attor

preme Judicial Court for three years ; ney , the Supreme Judicial Court

for this is recognized in a Rule of will upon examination admit bim as

the Supreme Judicial Court as being an attorney of the Supreme Judicial

a suitable education to entitle a per- Court ; by virtue of which he will,

son to admission at the Court of according to the Rules of the Court

Common Pleas, (6 Mass Rep. 382.) of Common Pleas in some, perhaps

As the late statute hasestablished all of the counties, be enabled to

one Court of Common Pleas for the practise in the Court of Common

whole Commonwealth , it is to be ex- Pleas.

pected , that uniformity will be intro In the County of Suffolk , an attor

duced into the rules respecting the ney of the Court of Common Pleas

admission of attornies at that court is permitted to practise before any

in the several counties. court held in the county, except the

At present, in some counties the Supreme Judicial Court and the Cir

student submits to an examination cuit Court of the U. S. We presume

before a committee of the Bar of the this is the case in the other counties.

county ; if the examination is satis Whether an attorney admitted in

factory to the committee, the Bar one county shall practise in another

recommend him for admission . into which he has removed , depends

In Suffolk co. the student is not upon the rules of the court and of

examined, and he receives his recom- the Bar in this last county.

mendation from the Standing Com With respect to the rules of the

mittee ofthe Bar ; but if the person Bar, however it is a question of feel

applying for a recommendation has / ing and expediency only ; for if an
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attorney is willing to encounter the approbation and consent of the Bar ;

inconveniencies resulting from the and he will not be entitled to an ex

ill will of his professional brethren , amination unless he has been a stu

he may disregard their rules and be dent and practitioner, at least four

excluded from their association . years next preceding the time of his

Upon the admission of an attor applying for admission.

ney , the clerk of the court adminis By a subsequent vote of the Bar ,

ters to him the oaths of allegiance if a person has been admitted to the

to the Commonwealth and to the highest court in another state, he

United States and the oath of office. must study one year in Essex county

In the United States courts the two after such admission , before he can

last oaths only, are administered . be recommended to the Court:

The oaths are written in a book , to The Rules of the Court of Com

which the attornies subscribe their mon Pleas in the same county, are

names as they are successively ad- silent on this subject.

mitted. The clerk makes a minute In Suffolk , he must have studied

of their admission on his docket, one year in the office of a counsellor

which is afterwards entered at large within the county , and must produce

in his records. evidence of such classical and pro

• 26. On what conditions, & c . from fessional study as are required from

other states, & c . ? other candidates.

A. This question is answered so far Probably in most of the other

as it relates to the Supreme Judicial counties, no rule exists, either of the

Court, by the following rule of that Court of Common Pleas or of the

court :- “ Any person who shall Bar, in relation to the admission of

have been admitted an attorney of attornies from other states ; the

the highest judicialcourt of any oth- court being guided by its discretion

er state in which he shall dwell, and according to the particular circum

afterwards shall become an inhabi- stances of each case, reference being

tant of this state , may be admitted had to the qualifications required in

an attorney or counsellor of this gentlemen making similar applica

court, subject to the discretion of the tions, who have studied or practised

justices thereof, after due inquiry law in Massachusetts. ( 1 )

and information concerning hismo

ral character and professional qual COURTS .

ifications."

In the inferior courts no uniform 27. What are the names of the ses

practice prevails. veral courts in your state , & c . ?

A rule of the Bar in the county of A.The court of “ a Justice of the

Essex requires, that any gentleman peace ” familiarly termed a “ Justice

who removes from another state intol Court.” “ Police Court" called also,

that county , and who has not been a with reference to its civil jurisdic

regularly admitted practitioner in tion, "The Justices' Court for the

the highest court ofjudicature in the

state from which he comes, shall pro
(1 ) With respect to the circuit Court U.

pose to submit to an examination by s. it will perhaps be best to quote the seven

a committee of the Bar, before he first rules of that court, (or to refer to them

shall be admitted to practice in the if Mr G. publishes all these Rules together)

Court of Common Pleas, with the l as they have each a bearing on this point.
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County of Suffolk ,” “ Court of Ses “ Courts of Probate , ” throughout

sions ;" “ Court of Probate," " Muni- their respective counties .

cipal Court for the city of Boston ;" The " Municipal Court," through

“ Court of Common Pleas," and " Sn- out the county of Suffolk .

preme Judicial Court,” which is like The “ Court of Common Pleas,"

wise the Supreme Court of Probate. as recently organized by stat. Feb.

“ Courts martial and courts of in- 14, 1821 , has jurisdiction through

quiry , ” are occasionally held tinder out the state ; but a court is held

the militia laws,and the Senate some within and for each county by oneor

times sits , as
a high court of im- more of the Justices, at the several

peachment.”
times prescribed by statute .

The “ Supreme Judicial Court, "

28. Their style, &c. ?

has jurisdiction throughout the state ;

A. “ Justice of the Peace , " “ Justices butits terms are held within and for

of the Police Court," " Justices of the several counties respectively;

the Court of Sessions, " " Judge of with theexceptions, that a law teren

Probate," (1) " Judge of the Muni- isheld at Plymouth and Taunton al

cipal Court for the city of Boston ; " ternately, for the counties of Bristol,

“ Justices of the court of Common Plymouth, Barnstable and Dukes

Pleas ;" “ Justices of the Supreme county ; at Northampton , for the

Judicial Court ; or of the Supreme counties of Hampshire, Hampden

Court of Probate, according to the and Franklin ; law and nisi prius

nature of the case .
terms at Boston, for the counties of

29. The extent of their several ter- Suffolk and Nantucket ; and a nisi

ritorial jurisdictions, &c. ? prius term at Barnstable, for the

4. “ , Justice of the Peace," has ju- counties of Barnstable and Dukes .

risdiction throughout his county ex- county.

cept in the county of Suffolk . ( See 30. Which have original jurisdic

remarks on the Police Court. ) tion, &c. ?

The office of Justice of the Peace A. Justices of the Peace ; Police

throughout the state is conferred , Court ; Courts of Sessions ; and

rather by way of compliment, on a Courts of Probate.

few of the more distinguished men . I. “ Justices of the Peace.”

66 The Police Court," has criminal By the stat. Mar. 12, 1808, it is

jurisdiction in the city of Boston ; provided, that all civil actions,

and under the appellation of " The wherein the debt or damages does

Justices ' court for the County of not exceed twenty dollars (and where

Suffolk , " it has civil jurisdiction over in the title of real estate is not in

Boston and Chelsea, which together question) shall and may be heard,

compose the County of Suffolk . tried, adjudged and determined by

“ Court of Sessions," throughout any justice of the peace , within his

their respective counties.
county ; and that no action shall be

sustained in any Court of Common

Pleas where the damage demanded

( 1 ) “ Of wills and for granting letters of

administration on the estates of persons de
docs not exceed twenty dollars, un

ceased having goods chattels rights or credits less by appeal from a justice of the

in the county of”—( abbreviated, Judge of the peace ; saring such actions wherein

Probate of Wills, &c. in the county of the title to real estate may be con

familiarly termed " Judge of Probate." cerned ; and if upon any action ori
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ginally brought before the Court of into any county in the common

Common Pleas, judgment shall be wealth. This is a ministerial and

recovered for no more than twenty not a judicialproceeding. Stat. Mar.

dollars debt or damage; in all such 19, 1782.

cases the plaintiff shall be entitled The general powers of justices of

for his costs , to no more than one the peace in criminal cases are de

quarter partof the debt or damage scribed in the stat. Mar. 16, 1784,

recovered . which provides, that it shall be with

This last clause does not apply to in the power and be the duty of every

actions , in which the title to real es - justice of the peace within his coun

tate is concerned , (2 Mass. Rep. 462 ;, ty, to punish by such fine as is by the

nor to cases, where the plaintiff's de- statute law of the commonwealth

mand is reduced by a demand filed provided , all assaults and batteries

and allowed by way of set-off; (8 that are not of a high and aggravat

Mass . Rep . 536.) ed nature ; and to cause to be stayed

In an action of trespass quare and arrested all affrayers, rioters,

dlausum fregit before a justice of the disturbers and breakers of the peace ,

peace, no evidence which may bring and to bind them by recognizance to

the title of real estate in question is appear at some higher court, and to

admissible under the general issue ; require them to find sureties for their

and if the defendant pleads the title good behaviour in the meantime.

of himself or any other person in Justices ofthe peace are likewise to

justification, the justice must order " examine, into all homicides, mur

him to recognize to enter the action ders, treasons and felonies done and

at the next Court of Common Pleas committed in their counties,and com

within the same county ; if he re - mit to prison all persons guilty or

fuses, judgment will be given against suspected to be guilty of manslaugh

him as upon a default. ter , murder, treason , or other capi

Upon a return of non est inventus tal offence ," and to hold to bail all

upon an execution issued by a justice persons guilty or suspected to be

of the peace, the same justice may guilty of lesser offences which are

issue a scire facias against bail , al- not cognizable by a justice of the

though the sum of the debt and costs peace ; and to require sureties for

on theoriginal execution exceed twen- the good behaviour of dangerous and

ty dollars. disorderly persons ; and to take cog

A justice of the peace has also | nizance of all other crimes, matters

authority within his county to take and offences which by particular

recognizances for the payment of laws are put within their jurisdiction.

debts , without any limitation as to
The fines which may be imposed

the amount, and if any part of the by a justice of the peace are usually

sum acknowledged to be dueremains small, never exceeding twenty dol

unpaid after the time set in the re- lars.

cognizance for the payment of it, the An appeal, (1) lies from a justice

same justice of the peace may within (1 ) In Boston before the judicial powers

three years after that time issue an of its justices of the peace were transferred

to the Police Court, an appeal lay in criminal

execution , alias and pluries, against cases to theMunicipalCourt
. It seemsques.

the body and estate real and personal tionablewhetherany provision has beenmade

of the conüsor .
for an appeal froma justice of the peace in

Chelsea in criminal cases. The Municipal

The execution may bemade to run Court ought to be the court of appeal.

68
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of the peace to the Court of Com IV. “ Court of Sessions."

mon Pleas ; except in prosecutions The Court of Sessions in each

for fines under the militia laws, county is composed of a chief Jus

where there is no appeal unless the tice and two associate Justices, be

forfeiture adjudged exceeds ten dol- sides two special Justices, who are

lars exclusive of costs. to act only when the standing Jus

II . “ Police Court.” (of Boston.) tices are from any cause unable to

This court went into operation on hear and determine any matter pend

the first of June 1822. It consists ing before them .

of three Justices with an annual sa

This Court has jurisdiction rela

lary. A court is held daily by one tive to the erection and repair of

or more of the Justices, at stated gaols and other county buildings,

hours, and at other times when ne the allowance and settlement of

cessary, “ to take cognizance of all county accounts, the estimate, appor

crimes, offences and misdemeanors tionment and issuing warrants for

whereof Justices of the peace may
assessing county taxes, granting li

take cognizance by law, and of all censes, laying out, altering and dis

offenceswhichmay be cognizable by continuing highways, fixing the li

one or more of said Justices accord- mits of gaol yards, regulating gaols

ing to the by-laws and regulations and houses of correction, & c. & c.

which may be established by the pro

The Court of Sessions for the

per authority of the city of Boston.” county of Suffolk was abolished by

All warrants issued by said Jus- the act establishing the Police court,

tices, or either of them , or by any far as respects the town of Chelsea,

and the whole of its jurisdiction , so

justice of the peace within the city transferred to theCourt of Common

of are

Police Court ; and no process re

Pleas.

turnable before a justice of the peace the Court of Common Pleas has all

With respect to the city of Boston,

residing in the town of Chelsea, ex- the Court of Common Pleas has all

cept for causes of complaints arising

in Chelsea, can be served in the city courtofSessions had “ with regard

of Boston.

to streets and ways, and with regard

III. “ Justices Court for the coun- ceedings whatsoever in which a trial

to all other suits, processes and pro

ty of Suffolk . ”
by jury may be had or required ;"

This Court is held by one or more and the mayor and aldermen have

of the Justices of the Police Court many of its other powers.

on two several days in each week , The Judge of Probate for the

and as much oftener as may be ' ne- County of Suffolk, the Judge of the

cessary, and has original exclusive Municipal Court, and Justices of the

jurisdiction and cognizance of all Police Court, form a “ Board of

civil suits and actions, which for- Accounts.”

merly might be determined before
In general, there is no appeal from

any justice of the peace within and the Court ofSessions ; in cases where

for the County of Suffolk . an appeal is allowed , it lies to the

An appeal, lies from the Justices of Supreme Judicial Court.

the Police Court, in criminal cases , V. « Probate Courts .

to the Municipal Court, and in civil, The statute of Feb.24, 1818, which

to the Court of Common Pleas. revises former acts, provides that
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there shall be some able and learned the widow when the estate of the de

person in each county of the com- ceased is not sufficient to pay his

monwealth " for taking the probate debts, or when it is sufficient with

of wills, and granting administra- but little surplus left ; to make a dis

tions on the estates of persons de tribution of an intestate's real and

ceased , being inhabitants of, or re- personal estate ; in some cases to

sident in the same county , at the appoint commissioners to assign

time of their decease, or having died dower; and various other things,

without the commonwealth , and relating to the settlement of estates

leaving estate of any kind within and the disposition of property in

the same ; for appointing guardians the hands of guardians.

to minors, and other persons; for An appeal,lies to the SupremeJu

examining and allowing the accounts dicial Court as Supreme Court of

of executors, administrators, or Probate. The statute prescribes the

guardians; and for such other mat- course of proceeding in claiming and

ters and things as the Courts of Pro- prosecuting an appeal. ( See ans. to

bate, within the several counties No. 65.)

aforesaid shall by law have cogni 31 . partly original,and part

zance and jurisdiction of." ly appellant &c. ?

The judge of probate has authority A. The Municipal Court ; Court of

to appoint trustees in certain cases , Common Pleas ; and Supreme Judi

and to remove executors, administra- cial Court.

tors, guardians and trustees ; to li VI. “ The Municipal Court for

cense guardians to transfer stock ; to the city of Boston . "

cause partition to be made among This court was established by stat.

heirs and devisees of real estate, or Mar. 4, 1800, and is held by one

to assign it to one or more when par- judge.

tition cannot be made ; to license It is provided by the statute , that

executors, administrators and guar- this court “ shall have cognizance

dians to sell real estate for the pay- of all crimes and offences committed

ment of debts and legacies ; to make within the town of Boston which are

an allowance of personal estate to cognizable in the court of General

Sessions of the Peace ; ( 1 ) and cogni

(1) This Court, frequently called the "Court mon Pleas has succeeded, by statute of March ,

of Sessions, " was held by the justices of the 1804, was erected by the statute of July 3d .

peace in their several counties. 1782, and it is impowered to hear and deter

It has been superseded by other courts, but mine all matters relating to the conservation

an account of the jurisdiction which it pose of the peace, and such offences as are cog

sessed will be of use to the reader in enabling nizable by them at common law, or by acts

him to understand better, the powers of the of the legislature. If by common law be

courts to which its jurisdiction has been understood strictly the common law of Eng

transferred . and, those words cannot have any for

We therefore extract the following pas . the sessions being created by statute cannot

sage from the opinion of the Court in Com- have any jurisdiction, but what is given it by

monwealib os . Knowlton, (2 Mass. Rep.534 ;) some statute. But, if these words import

and the more willingly , on account of the the common law of the commonwealth ,they

view which it presents of the Common Law have an extensive operation and are easily

of Massachusetts. understood . Our ancestors, when they came

“ The Court of Sessions, to whose juris- into this new world , claimed the common

diction in criminal causes the Court of Com . I law as their birth right , and brought it with .

effect ;
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sances . '

zance of all crimes and offences they are in fact situated . ( Stat.June

against the by-laws ofthe said town ; 16, 1813.)

of frauds , deceits, monopolies , fore An appeal, lies to the Supreme Ju

stalling, regrating, theſts and nui- dicialCourt,in cases, not brought be

fore the Municipal Court by appeal.

Offences against the by - laws of VII . The “ Court of Common

Boston may be within the cognizance Pleas."

of the Police Court likewise. ( Vid . This court has original and exclu

ante. p . 490.) sive jurisdiction of all civil actions,

A subsequent statute of Feb. 27, except those of which justices of the

1813, enacts that the Municipal peace (or the Justices' Cout in the

Court “ shall have original jurisdic- County of Suffolk ) have original

tion concurrent with the Supreme jurisdiction, and except also , some

Judicial Court, of all crimes and of- few cases in which the Supreme Ju

fences arising or happening within dicial Court lave original jurisdic

the County of Suffolk , not capital. " | tion .

In practice, no indictment for a crime Its criminal jurisdiction is the

not capital is originally tried before same as that formerly possessed by

the Supreme Judicial Court, unless the court of general sessions of the

particular circumstances render it peace, extended to some other cases

necessary
by particular statutes made since the

T.e State Prison and its precincts, transfer . ( See the preceding note. )

so far as respects crimes and offences In the county of Suffolk, it has only

comınitted within them ; are deemed civil jurisdiction. ( See the remarks

to be in the County of Suffolk ,as well on the Court of Sessions, and Muni

as in the County of Middlesex where cipal Courts. )

1

them , except such parts as were judged in and of the statutes then in force, amending

applicable to their new state and condition .or altering it ; such of the more recent sta

The common law , thus claimed , was the com- rutes as have been since adopted in practice ;

mon law of their native country, as it was and the ancient usagés aforesaid, may be

amended or altered by English statutes in force considered as forming the body of the com

at the time of their emigration. mon law of Massacbusetts, which has sub

Those statutes were never re-enacted in this mitted to some alterations by the acts of the

country , but were considered as incorporated prov.scial and state legislatures, and by the

into the common law. provisions of our constitution.

Some few other English statutes, passed From these principles we may conclude,

since the emigration, were adopted by our that the sessions in England, having at the

couris, and now have the authority of law time of the emigration , jurisdiction of all

derived from long practice. trespasses, (except perhaps forgery and per

To these may be added some ancient jury , See 2 East's Rep. 18,) which were of.

usages, originating probably from laws pass. fences against law , when the statute of 34

ed by the legislature of the Colony of the Ed. iii, c . 1. was passed, giving the sessions

Massachusetts Bay, which were annulled by (among other things) the cognizance of all

the repeal of the first charter , and from the trespasses : our court of common pleas, as

former practice of the colonial courts, ac successor of the sessions, has jurisdiction of

commodated to the habits and manners of the same trespasses by the common law of

the people. the commonwealth : and that it has jurisdic

So much therefore of the common law of tion of no other trespasses, unless derived

England as our ancestors brought with them , I expressly from some statute .”.
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An appeal, lies to the Supreme Ju- , be injured, leave to sell the whole

dicial Court in civil actions, where or so much as will be beneficial to

the debt or damages demanded ex- the parties concerned , must be ob

ceed the sum of one hundred dollars, tained of one of the other courts .

unless the parties have agreed that By the Stat. Feb. 10, 1818, the

the judgment of the Court of Com - Supreme Judicial Court has " power

mon Pleas shall be final ; and in cri- and authority to hear and determine

minal cases, not brought before the in equity, all cases of trustarising un

court of Common Pleas by appeal. der deeds, wills, or in the settlement

An action may be removed into the of estates ; and all cases of contract

Supreme Judicial Court, by a bill in writing, when a party claims the

of exceptions to any opinion, direc - specifick performance of the same,

tion or judgment of the Court of and in which there may not be a,

Common Pleas in any matter of plain , adequate and complete renie

law, whether the debt or damages dy at law ; and the bill or complaint

demanded are more or less than one in such cases may be inserted in a

hundred dollars. ( 1 ) writ of attachment or original sum

VIII. “ Supreme Judicial Court." mons, returnable to the same court,

The jurisdiction of this court is in and such writs may be served on the .

general of an appellate nature. adverse party as other writs of at

It has original and exclusive ju- tachment or original summons are

risdiction in cases of divorce and by law to be served , or the same may

alimony, and in suits on probate be otherwise brought according to

bonds. It may grant licence to the proceedings in the courts of chan

guardians to sell the real estate of cery ,” - provided “ that the cases .

wards, in order to put the proceeds of contract to which this act shalt

at interest, and may also authorize apply, shall be to such only as shall

guardians or trustees, when they be hereafter made in writing ."

have not otherwise the power, to in In regard to criminal jurisdiction ,

vest personal property in real estate it is provided by Stat. July 3, 1782,

or some publick fund. that the Justices of this court “shall

Where the application of execu- take cognizance of all capital and

tors , administrators or guardians is other offences and misdemeanors

for license to sell real estate for the whatsoever of a public nature, tend

payment of debts and legacies, the ing either to a breach of the peace ,

jurisdiction of the Supreme Judicial or the oppression of the subject, or

Court, Court of Common Pleas and raising of faction , controversy ,. or

court of Probate is original and con- debate, (or) to any manner ofmisgov

current ; except, that the judge of ernment; and of every crime whatso

Probate has not authority to license over that is against the publick good ;

the sale ofmore than is sufficient for and shall by virtue of their office, bei

these purposes ; if therefore by a sale severally conservators of the peace

of part of the estate the residue will throughout the commonwealth .”

Particular statutes , have transfer

(1) The Court of Common Pleas consists red the cognizance of some of the

of a Chief Justice with a salary of twenty one
smaller offences to the inferior courts

hundred dollars,and three Associate Justices exclusively.

with a salary of eighteen hundred dollars In capital crimes and others, of

each ,
great enormity. the jurisdiction of
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this court is exclusive, except in the feiture annexed to any article of a

county of Suffolk , wherethe Munici- greement, covenant, contract, or

pal Court has concurrent original charter -party , bond obligation or

jurisdiction in all cases not capital. other specialty , or for forfeiture of

Writs of certiorari and oferror, go real estate upon condition, by deed

from this court to the inferior courts. of mortgage or bargain and sale

It has power algo by the statute with defeasance, when the forfeiture,

last cited, to “issue all writs of pro- breach , or non -performance shall

hibition and mandamus, according to be found by jury, by the default or

the law of the land, to all courts of the confession of the defendant, or

inferior judiciary powers, and all upon demurrer, the court before

processes necessary to the further which the action is, shall make up

ance of justice and the regular exe- judgment therein for the plaintiff to

cution of the laws.” recover so much as is due according

Indictments for a capital offence , to equity and good conscience. "

motions for new trials , questions of This provision does not repeal the

law on statements of facts agreed by clause in . Stat. Feb. 21 , 1785, which

the parties, or special verdicts, and enacts that no chancery shall be al

all issues in law are heard and de- lowed in prison bonds for the liberty

termined by the court when held, by of the yard. (9 Mass . Rep. 221.)

three or more of the Justices ; in A mortgagor or person claiming

other cases any one or more of them under him , may have his bill in equi

may hear and determine. ty to redeem , originally triable in the

In practice, the nisi prius terms Supreme Judicial Court, or Court

are usually held by one Justice : any of Common Pleas.

party aggrieved may file a bill of ex 34. What methods are used to

ceptions to his opinion, direction or carry up judgments & c. ?

judgment, to be heard and determin- A. See the preceding answers under

ed by a full court, held by three or this head.

more of the Justices.

The arraignment, assignment of MISCELLANEOUS .

counsel and other things preparatory

to a capital trial, may be performed 35. Who is State Printer, & c. ?

when only one justice is sitting. A. A contract is made every year

32.— appellant jurisdiction on with some printer to do the printing

ly, ốc. ? of the legislature. The present con

A. None.
tract is made with Benjamin Russell,

33. Which are courts of equity, of Boston, editor of the Columbian

and which of law, & c . ? Centinel.

A. There is no court of equity dis Any printer of a newspaper who

tinct from the courts of law.
publishes in his paper the acts and

In addition to what has been said Resolves of the Legislature for a

in relation to the equity powers of year, is entitled to receive sixteen

the Supreme Judicial Court, it may dollars and two thirds from the trea

be remarked , that by Stat. Nov. 4, surer of the commonwealth.

1785, " in all causes brought before 36. Who is the principal Bookseller

the Supreme Judicial Court of this at the seat of Government ?

commonwealth, or before any court A. Messrs. Wells and Lilly, and

of common pleas, to recover the for- Messrs Cummings and Hilliard ,

1
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No. II. CONVEYANCE BY DEED, &c. In (6 Mass. Rep. 32.) Parsons Ch.

J. remarks, “ a conveyance of land

1. What is the kind of Deed most by deed may here be considered as

in use in your state &c. is it that of any species of conveyance necessary

bargain and sale ? to effect the intent of the parties to

A. The kind of deed most in use in the deed , and not repugnant to the

Massachusetts is little else than a terms of it.” See the notes in Oliver's

translation of the vetus carta feoffa Conveyancing p. 154 et seq. ( 1 )

menti, omitting the reddendum and 2. Does the legal possession pass

adding covenants,that the grantor is without livery, &c. ?

lawfully seized in fee of the granted A. It is enacted by stat. Mar. 10 ,

premises, that the premises are free 1784, sect. 4 , “ that all deeds or other

from all incumbrances (if that is the conveyances of any lands, tenements

case , and if not, the incumbrances or hereditaments, lying within this

are specified and excepted from the commonwealth, signed and sealed by

covenant) and that the grantor has the party or parties granting the

good right to convey . A clause of same, having good and lawfulright

release of dower is added when ne- or authority thereunto , and acknow

cessary . ledged by such grantor or grantors,

The better opinion is, that this before a justice of the peace in this

deed when acknowledged and re- state , or before a justice of the peace

corded , operates rather as a feoffment or magistrate in some other of the

with livery of seizin than as a bar- United States of America, ( or in any

gain and sale. other State or Kingdom wherein the

It is in fact precisely like neither grantor or vendor may reside at the

in its operation ; and it will some- time of making and executing the

times have the effect of a feoffment, deed ,) and recorded at length in the

and sometimes of a bargain and sale. registry of deeds in the county where

( 1) Perhaps Mr. G.will think the follow .

ing form of our common warranty deed, in fee of the afore granted premises ; that

a better answer to this question.

they are free from all incumbrances ; that I

“ Know all men by these presents, that I , have good right to sell and convey the same

A. B. of M. in the county of E. yeoman , in to the said C.D. as aforesaid ; and that I will,

consideration of dollars to mepaid by c and my heirs executors and administrators

D. of the receipt whereof I do hereby shall warrant and defend the same to the said

acknowledge, do by these
C. D. his heirs and assigns forever, against

presents give,

grant, bargain sell and convey unto the said the lawful demands of allpersons.

C. D. his heirs and assigns , a certain parcel
And S. the wife of the said A. B. in con

of land situate in M. aforesaid , bounded and sideration of ten cents to her paid , the receipt

described as follows, viz , (describe the land) whereof shedoth hereby acknowledge, doth

together with all the privileges and appurten- hereby release to the said C. D. his heirs and

ances, to the said land in any wise ap- assigns all her right and title of dower in the

pertaining and belonging to have and 10 aforesaid granted premises.

hold the above granted premises to the said In testimony whereof I , the said A. B.

C. D.his heirs and assigns, to his and their and S. my wife have hereunto set our hands

use and behoof forever. And I, the said A. and seals this day of A. D.

B. for myself, my heirs executors and admin . Signed, sealed and delivered in presence

istrators, do covenant with the said C. D. his of us, E , F, 2 A. B. (Seal.)

heirs and assigns, that I am lawfully seized
G. H. } S. B. ( Seal.) "
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such lands, tenements or hercdita-, county , after such refusal, at the re

ments do lie, shall be valid to pass quest of the grantee or lessee, his

the same without any other act or heirs executors, administrators or

ceremony in the law whatsoever . assigns , may issue a summons for

And no bargain , sale, mortgage such grantor or lessor to appear, ( if

or other conveyance in fee simple, he see cause ) at a certain time and

fee tail , or for term of life, or any place therein mentioned , to hear the

lease for more than seven years from testimony of the subscribing witnesses

the making thereof, of any lands, thereunto ; which summons shall be

tenements , or hereditaments, within served by the proper officer, seven

this commonwealth , shall be good days at the least before the time

and effectual in law to hold such therein assigned for proving the

lands, tenements or hereditaments, deed ; and at such time and place,

against any other person or persons whether the grantor or lessor be pre

but the grantor or grantors, and their sent or not, it being made to appear

heirs only, unless the deed or deeds by the oath of one or more of the

thereof be acknowledged and record - witnesses thereunto subscribed , that

ed in manner aforesaid : Provided they saw the said grantor ( or lessor)

nevertheless, that when any grantor voluntarily sign and seal the deed,

or lessor as aforesaid shall go be- and thatthey subscribed their names

yond sea, or be removed out of this as witnesses thereunto at the same

government, or be dead, before the time; such proceedings, and a certi

deed or conveyance by him executed , ficate thereof under the hand of the

shall be acknowledged as aforesaid, justice annexed to the deed , (where

in every such case the proof of such in the presence or absence of the

deed or conveyance , made by the party shall be noted ) shall be equi

oath of one or more of the witnesses valent to theacknowledgmentof the

whose names may be thereunto sub - grantor before a justice of the peace :

scribed , before any court of record Provided that nothing in this act

within this commonwealth , shall be shall be construed , deemed or ex

equivalent to the party's own ac- tended, to bar any widow of any

knowledgment thereof before a jus- vender or mortgager of lands or

tice of the peace as aforesaid . tenements from her dower or right

Sect. 5. And be it further enacted , in or to such lands or tenements,

that if any grantor or lessor of any who did not join with her husband

lands, tenements or hereditaments, in such sale or mortgage , or other

shall refuse to acknowledge any bar- wise lawfully bar or exclude herself

gain, sale , mortgage or other con- from such dower or right.”

veyance as aforesaid , it shall be law 3. In the creation of estates in fee,

ful for such grantee or lessee to leave or fee tail, are technical words ne

a copy of such deed or lease, com- cessary , & c. ?

pared with the original by the regis- A. Yes .

ter, in the register's office , and such 4. Is the construction of common

copy so left shall be deemed sufficient assurances, governed by the rules of

caution to all persons against pur- common law ; or by the intent, & c. ?

chasing or extending execution there- 1. By the rules of common law .

on for the space offorty days from 5. Are attesting witnesses & c. re

the time of leaving such copy. And quired to conveyances ?

any justice of the peace in the samelA. Witnesses are perhaps not essen
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tial to the validity of a deed . It is the grantee is considered by our

however the universal practice in courts as sufficient notice.:

this state to have deeds attested by No time is prescribed for putting

two witnesses. Such attestation is a deed on record .

advisable, as well for proving the The acknowledgment is intended

deed, when the making of it is de- to authorize the recording ; which is

nied , as for procuring it to be re- done, in the office of the register of

corded where it has not been ac- deeds for the county , in which the

knowledged . ( See answer to No.2.) land conveyed is situated .

A deed to bar an entailment, must
11. May a feme covert convey

be attested by two or more witnesses. estate held in her own right, and her

( Stat. Mar. 8, 1792.)

dower in the husband's estate, & c . ?

6. Must the deed be sealed ?
12. Is this done by joining with

him in the conveyance, & c . ?
A. Yes .

A. A feme covert of lawful age, may

7. Is a scroll sufficient ?
convey her own land either abso

A. The question has never been de lutely or in mortgage by joining in a

cided byour court, whether a scroll deed with her husband , and she may

is equivalent to a seal. release her right to dower in her hus

It is more safe therefore to make band's land either by joining with

use of a seal, and this is the univer- him in his deed , or subsequently by

sal practice. ( See answer to No. 3. ) her separate deed , reciting or refer

8. Are the common law requisites ring to the former conveyance of her

for the perfection of Deeds & c. alter- husband as a consideration.

ed in any particulars, in your state ? An acknowledgment by the hus

band alone will be sufficient,although
Å . See answer to No. 2.

it is certainly proper that all the

9.Is it necessary to the validity grantors in adeedshould acknow

of a Deed as between the parties & c .

that it should be acknowledged by

ledge it.

13. Is a private examination of the

the grantor, or proved by the witnes
feme necessary , & c . ?

ses , and be recorded ?
14. What officers may take this

A. No. ( See answer to No. 2.)
examination , & c . ?

10. As against bona fide subsequent 15. What is the form of a cer

purchasers and mortgagees ; must the tificate by the officer , where a feme

prior deed or mortgage to affect covert acknowledges the execution ,

them , be recorded : within what pe- & c ?

riod : in what office : will notice of A. No examination of a femecovert

the prior title, though unrecorded, is necessary.

bar the second incumbrancer ?
16. To bar the feme of dower in

A. A deed not recorded , is not good the husband's estate ; is her joining

against a subsequent bona fide pur- in the deed , and making such ac

chaser; but notice of the prior con- knowledgment, necessary in all ca

veyance , although the deed is unre- ses , & c . ?

corded, will bar the second incum- A. To bar the femeof dower in the

brancer.
husbands estate it is necessary in all

Notice may be express or implied, cases , that she should release her

and open and exclusive possession of right according to the rules men

64
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tioned in the answer to Nos. 2. and deeds for this purpose and those in

12. ( 1) other cases .

17. Generally, is there any thing 19. What is the form of a certifi

peculiar in respect to dower in your cate by such officer , when the gran

state ? tor acknowledges the execution ?

A. “The widow , of any citizen of A. “ Massachusetts !

the United States who may have s. --SS. -day of—A. D.

been, or who shall be an alien at the Then the said A.B. personally appear.

time of intermarriage with such citi- ed (or appeared by C. D. his attor

zen, shall be entitled to dower in her ney ) and acknowledged the foregoing

husband's estate in this common- instrument to be his free act and deed ,

wealth , in the same manner as those before me,

who are now by law entitled to dow E. F. Justice of the Peace. "

er . ” ( Stat. Feb. 23, 1813.) 20. What is the form when the ex

A widow is not entitled to dower ecution is proved before him , by the

in wild lands, not connected with a deposition of the subscribing wit

cultivated farm . ( 15 Mass. Rep. 164.) nesses ?

A woman divorced for the cause A. “ Massachusetts !

of adultery (which is a vinculo, in s ss. I hereby certify, that ox

this state) committed by the husband , this day of -E . F.

is entitled to dower in the same man- and G. H. (or E. F. one of) the wit

ner as if he was naturally dead . nesses whose names are subscribed to

( Stat. Mar. 16, 1786.) the foregoing deed , appeared before

18. What Officers in your State me the subscriber, one of the justices of

are authorized, to take acknowledg- the peace for the said county of

ments and proofs of deeds and mort-, and made oath that they (or he) saw

gages ? the above named L. M. sign and scal

A. Justices of the Peace ; and Courts the foregoing deed, and that they sub

of record . ( See answer to No. 2.) scribed their names as witnesses there

When a grantor or lessor 'refuses unto at the same time: The said L. JL

to acknowledge his deed , a Justice of being present (or the said L. M. al

the peace may take the proof of it, though duly summoned according to

and give a certificate. Stat. Mar. law, was not present) when they (or

10, 1784, sect. 5. See No. 2.) he) took the said oath .

In a deed to bar an estate tail, the N. 0. Justice of the Peace. "

grantor may acknowledge it before Proof in Court.

the Supreme Judicial Court in any “ Commonwealth of Massachusetts!

county, or the court of Commons- $ . At ( the court] begun and

Pleas in the county where the land holden at góc. on foc.

lies, as well as before a justice of the Be it remembered that on the

peace. ( Stat. Mar. 8, 1792. ) day of in the year of our Lord

We are not aware of any reason in proper person appeared A. B.

for making this distinction, between before the said ( Court) and made so

lemn oath , that he was present and

(1) No. 16. has no reference to jointure or

did see C. D. sign seal and deliver the

forfeiture of dower :-if there is any ambi- foregoing instrument and did sub

guity in the generality of the answer, Mr.G. scribe his name as a witness thereto

will make exceptions of jointure and for at the execution thereof; it being made

feiture. to appear to thesaid Court by the tes
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timony of [or it being alleged ]) serves only as a warrant for record

that thesaid C. D. is deceased out of ing.

this government & c.] 26. If grantors or witnesses are

E. F. Clerk . g c." dead , removed from the state , or can

It may be well to prove the death not be found ; is there any provision

& c. of the grantor, but it does not in those cases for secondary proofs,

seem to be necessary ; indeed , if this & c. ?

certificate stopped at the words "ex- A. The case of the grantor's death

ecution thereof” it would probably before acknowledgment, where one

be sufficient ; the party taking upon of the subscribing witnesses is liv.

himself the risk of being able to ing, is provided for in 4th sect. of

prove , that he was justified in ma- Stat. quoted in answer to No. 2.

king the application to the court. Where the witnesses also are dead ,

21. Must the grantor or witness the Stat. June 28. 1787 provides as

subscribe the acknowledgment, or follows ; “ That in all cases which

deposition ? have or may hereafter happen ,

A. No. where the grantor or grantors of

22. Isthe certificate to be under the any deed shall be deceased before

seal, as well as the hand of the officer ? the deed or conveyance by him exe

A. It is not necessary nor usual. cuted , shall be acknowledged, and

23. If a quaker is witness, what is the witnesses whose names may be

the form of affirmation by your law ? subscribed thereto are also deceased,

A. “ I, A. B. do solemnly and sin- that the proof of the hand writing of

cerely affirm &c. under the pains the grantor or grantors, and of the

and penalties of perjury." or " made subscribing witnesses thereto, made

solemn and sincere affirmation under by the oath of two witnesses before

the pains & c , that & c ." any court of record within this com

24. If a grantor, mortgagor, ori monwealth, shall be equivalent to the

witness, is in another state or territo- parties' own acknowledgment there

ry , what officers in such other state of before a justice of the peace, as in

& c. may take the acknowledgment of and by the said act (Stat. Mar. 10,

the grantor, or deposition of the wit- 1784 ) mentioned : Provided, That

ness , to the execution ? it shall be made to appear to the sat

A. See the 4th sect. of Stat. quoted in isfaction ofthe Justices of the court,

answer to No. 2. before whom such proof shall be

25. Where the officer is of another made, that the grantee or grantees

state & c . what proof or instrument mentioned in such deed or convey

must be made or annexed to his certi- ance, have in the lifetime of the gran

ficate, showing he is such officer &c ? tor or grantors, taken actual pos

A. The certificate itself of the ac- session of thereal estate conveyed by

knowledgment, is sufficient warrant such deed ; and thatthe said grantee

for the recording, and would be pri- or grantees,or some person or persons

mafacie evidence on a trial that the claiming under him or them , have

person taking the acknowledgment continued such actual possession

held the office he assumed . quietly, to the time when such ap

Deeds are proved by the subscri- plication shall be made to such court,

bing witnesses ( on the trial ) when for the purposes aforesaid .” ( 1 )

their testimony can be had. The ( 1) Our statutes have merely, directed,

acknowledgment is no proof, and how deeds shall be proved, in default of ac

1
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27. If the grantor and witnesses perty , and may it be sold on execu

are in a foreign country, and living tion in your state ?

or dead, is there any provision for 34. From what time is a judgment

taking an acknowledgment or proof (or decree in equity ,) a lien on real

in such country ?
estate , against alienation ofthe debt

1. We have no other provisions on or, & c. ?

this subject than those contained , in 35. What is the order of priority

the answers to No. 2, and No. 26. among judgment creditors, in res

28. Are deeds and mortgages pect of lands ?

recorded, evidence ; by whom are 36. Does a judgment bind, after

copies exemplified ? acquired land ?

A. Copies of records, are certified by 37. In respect of chattels, has the

the Register of deeds, and are evi. first judgment, or first execution de

dence prima facie, where the origi- livered, the preference ?

nals do not belong to the party of 38. In respect of chattels, may the

fering the copies, or are not within debtor alienate, before execution de

his control. livered ?

29. In what order, do mortgages 39. Is a prior judgment in an In

take preference of each other ? feriour court, a lien on lands without

30. Is any time allowed after exe- its jurisdiction, & c . ?

cution , within which the mortgage 40. Is there any Court in which

being recorded , a subsequent mort- a Judgment will bind the lands, in

gage gains no priority by first re- every county ?

gistering ? 41. Can execution be taken out at

31. May deeds of mortgage, be ac- once, in every county , & c . ?

knowledged and proved in like man 42. Can execution issue immedi

ner in and out of the state, recorded ately after judgment, against real

and have like competency in evi- estate of the debtor, and that be sold

dence, as absolute deeds ac ?
without any previous appraisment

A. What has been observed previ- &c. and on what conditions as to pay

ously of absolute, deeds applies in ment ?

these respects to deeds of mortgage.

43. In such case , is a Deed made

( See No. 2. 9. 10. & -c .)
and delivered to the party , before

32. In regard to the execution of
acknowledgment of it by such officer

deeds and mortgages in your state, in court, or confirmation by the

is there any other thing to be obser- court,valid: If fraud or irregularity,

ved, & c . ?

is there any summary redress ?

A. No.

44. Before real estate can be sold

No. III. JUDGMENT, (EXECUTION )
on execution , must it be appraised

and sale delayed , until it brings the
&c.

appraised value, or some propor

33. Do judgments bind real
tion, & c . ?

pro

45. Is there any writ of levari fa

knowledgment, to warrant the recording of cias, elegit, extent, & c . in your state ?

them . Where they are disputed on a plea of 48. May the debtor redeem land

Bon est factum , they are proved according to sold on execution , &c. ?

con mon law by the subscribing witnesses or A. In Massachusetts no one class of

thenext best legal evidences
debts has any priority over others ,
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and thedebtormay alienatehis real or within three months after the levy

personal estate bona fide at any time, in the registry of deeds for the coun

before it is actually attached upon an ty in which the land lies, makes as

original writ, or upon execution, good title to the creditor as the debt

• The original writ in common use, or possessed .

(except against certain privileged

The debtor has one year to redeem

persons who are not liable to arrest) his land by paying the debtcosts and

is both capias and attachment, the interest ; if it is not redeemed within

officer being commanded to " attach that time, it rests absolutely in the

the goods or estate and, for want judgment creditor .

thereof, to take the body " of the
If there are several attaching cred

debtor; and if real or personalestate itors, their executions are to be sat

is attached upon the writ, it is held isfied in the order of their attach

by the officer as security to satisfy ments. If there is collusion between

the judgment which may be render- the creditor and debtor, or, if itap

ed in the action.
pear by the return of the officer that

After 24 hours andwithin a year not accordingto the provisions of

his proceedings were irregular and

from the rendition of judgment in

his favour , the plaintiffis entitled to
the statute , the extent is merely

void, and the creditor gains no title.
an execution , which commands the

officer “ that of the goods chattels
When goods or lands are attached

or lands ” of the debtor, he cause to upon the original writ, they must be

taken in execution within thirty days
be paid to the creditor the amount

( in the island of Nantucket sixty

of the judgment, and that he satisfy
himself for his own fees ; and for days, Stat. Feb. 28, 1807.) after

want of goods &c. he is command the rendition of judgment ; other

ed to committhe debtor to gaol. wise the lien acquired by theattach

ment is lost, and after - attaching

If personal estate is taken upon creditors who levy their executions

execution, it is to be kept at the ex- within the thirty days, will have the

pense of the debtor for four days,

priority.

and if not redeemed within that time
When the real estate cannot be

it may be sold at publick vendue, set out by metes and bounds, the ex

having first been advertised forty ecution may be extended upon the

eight hours before the expiration of rents and profits. ( Stat. Mar. 17 ,

the four days.
1784 and Oct. 30, 1784. )

If the execution is levied upon 46. Are there any laws, to delay

land, the land must be appraised by or impair the remedy on execu

to ree disinterested freeholders in the tion , by suspension , appraisment,

county, (chosen one by the creditor, and a minimum fixed, & c. or con

oneby the debtor, or if he neglect to straining the creditor to receive oth

do it, by the officer, and a third byer than lawful money &c. ?

the officer ,) and set off by them by 47. What security is required ,

metes and bounds to satisfy the judg- that the property shall not be wasted,

ment and expenses of levy. and be forth coming ?

The officer delivers possession and A. There are no such laws, except

seizen to the creditor ; and the exe- that if the creditor chooses to take

cution being returned with the do- real estate , it must as above men

ings thereon, and being recorded tioned , be setoff on execution by ap
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praisement; the creditor however, year next after the entering up final

is not obliged to receive real estate judgment against the principal. ( St.

in satisfaction of his judgment. June 30 , 1784, und March 7, 1804.)

49. May judgments on warrant Bail may also discharge them

ofattorney, be entered in vacation ? selves by committing the principal,

50. Can judgments be entered on before final judgment upon scire fa

warrant of atty. before the debt is cias, to the common gaol in the coun

payable ? ty where the arrest was made or in

51. In such case , is tho judgment that to which the writ is returnable,

an incumbrance, against a subsequent leaving with the prison -keeper an

judgment for debts due, and follow- attested copy of the writ and the re

ed by immediate execution ? turn within fifteen days after such

A. No such proceeding is known . commitment, giving notice in writ

A debtor may at any time entering to the plaintiff or his attorney of

into a recognizance before a justice of the time and place of the commit

the peace acknowledging a debt due ment within fifteen days after it, and

to his creditor, to be paid at some paying the costs of the scire facias if

certain time named in the recogni- any bas been issued . ( Stat. Feb. 20,

zance, and if the debt is not paid at 1818.)

the time specified, the justice is au 54. May the debtor be imprisoned

thorized at the request of the credi- for any sum ; are noneexempted , & c . ?

tor, to issue an execution. ( See ans. A. A debtor may be imprisoned for

to No. 30. under “ courts of a justice any sum exceeding five dollars, ex

of the peace.” ) clusive of costs ; ( Stat.Feb. 28,1811 ,)

52. If after sale and conveyance and if the debt recovered in any suit

of land on execution, the judgment is is less than five dollars, no subse

reversed ; does theestate revert, &c.? quent suit upon the judgment will

d . As land cannot be sold , but is set render the person of the debtor lia

off on execution , when the judgment ble. (Stat. Dec. 14, 1816. )

is reversed, the creditor's title is lost. Sheriffs are exempted from arrest on

53. Is the Ca. Sa. allowed in the civil process , ( Stat. Mar. 12 , 1784 ;)

first instance : are bail exonerated members of the House of Represen

by surrender of the principal ? tatives while attending the General

A. The execution may be served im- Assembly, eundo et redeundo , (Const.

mediately upon the body of thedebt- ch. 1 , sect. 3 ;) officers, non commis

or, if he does not expose personal sioned officers and privates in the

property to satisfy the execution . militia during performance of mili

Bail are exonerated by surrender- tary duty or election of officers,

ing their principal, at any time before eundo etredeundo, ( Stat. Mar.6 , 1810,

judgment upon scire facias against seot. 11 ;) personswhose duty brings

them . But if the principal is not sur - them to court, while attending, cundo

rendered , until after a return of non et redeundo, (3 Mass. Rep . 28846

est inventus upon the execution and Mass. Rep . 245, 264 ;) executors and

scire facias issued , they must pay the administrators before judgment upon

costs that may have arisen upon the scire facias upon a suggestion of

scire facias, before they can be disc waste, (Stat. March 4 , 1784 ;) trustees

charged . ( garnishees) in foreign attachment

No scire facias can be served upon beforejudgment on scire facias, ( Stat.

the bail, unless it is done within one Feb. 28 , 1795 ;) and persons who have
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sworn out of gaolfor the same cause prisoners for debt " by which a debt

ofaction , ( Stat. Nov. 19, 1787, June or committed on execution might ob

22, 1789 and Mar. 1 , 1805.) tain his discharge, by taking a cer

55. Is the Ca. Sa. regulated by tain oath , commonly called the poor

the common law , &c. ? debtor's oath, unless the creditor was

A. Yes. ( See ans. to No. 53.) willing to pay for his support in pri

56. Are any kinds of personal es son at a fixed rate .

tate exempt from execution ? The same provisions substantially

A. The following articles are ex- were re -enacted in 1787, except that

empted from attachment and execu- the creditor wasno longer permitted

tion ;-the wearing apparel ; beds, to keep the debtor in prison on any

bedsteads, bedding and household condition after such oath, or, ( in the

utensils of any debtor necessary for case of persons legally excused from

himself, his wife and children — not taking an oath ,) after an affirmation

exceeding one bed &c. for two per- of similar import under the pains

sons and household furniture to the and penalties of perjury.

value of fifty dollars ;—the tools of This act, with some modifications,

the debtor necessary for his trade or continues in force, and extends equal

occupation ; the bibles and school ly to all classes of debtors.

books in actual use in the family ; 58. What time is required to effect

one cow ; one swine; (Stat. Mar. 13 , a discharge: Is the claim for a dis

1806—15 Mass. Rep. 170 and 205 ;) charge, determined by the court or

six sheep, ( not exceeding thirty dol- a jury ?

lars in value ;) and two tons of hay 59. Must the debtor be actually

for the use of the sheep and cow, in the gaol, or may he'apply for the

( St. Feb. 26, 1814 ;) the uniform of benefit of the law, at any time&c. ? .

officers, non commissioned officers
60. Is there any thing peculiar in

and privates in the militia, ( St. Mar. your insolvent law ?

6, 1810. sect. 11. ) A. In pursuance of the provisions of

Respecting tools of trade, see ( 5 said act, as now modified, whenever

Mass. Rep. 315,–13 Mass. Rep. 82.) the debtor, being either actually in

Promissory notes, private papers gaol, or within the limits, on execu

and accountbooks, and articles which tion, shall complain to his gaoler,

cannot be returned in the same plight, that he has not property sufficient to

have been held not to be subject to support himself in prison, thegaoler

attachment. (7 Mass. Rep. 123 and shall apply to some justice of the

438–9 Mass. Rep . 537 and 12 Mass. peace within that county, who is

Rep . 510. ) thereupon required to issue a notifi-

cation in writing under his hand and

No. IV. INSOLVENT (LAW.) seal, signifying such prisoner's de

sire to take the benefit of said act, as

57. Is there a standing insolvent well as the time and place appoint

law in your state, &c. Are any per- ed for the taking of the oath therein

sons on account of the nature of the prescribed ; which notification is to

debt, &c. excepted out of it ? beserved upon the creditor, his agent,

A. As early as the year 1763, under or attorney, if either be within the

the Provincial Government, an act Commonwealth , by the sheriff of the

in the nature of an insolvent law county or his deputy, at least thirty

was passed " for the relief of poor days before the time appointed for
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the purpose aforesaid ; and if the The prisoner is then set at liberty,

crcditor live out of the common and discharged forever from all lia-,

wealth , and have no agent or attor- bility to future imprisonment for the

ney within the same, then the ser- same cause of action ; but any pro

vice is to be performed upon the perty he may then have, or may

clerk of the court, or the justice, by thereafter acquire, is still answera

whom the said execution was signed. ble ; and if he shall be convicted of

At the time and place appointed, having sworn (or affirmed ) falsely,

accordingly, two justices ofthe peace he shall not only be liable to the

for that county, each of whom shall pains and penalties, of wilful per

be of the quorum , are authorized to jury, but shall receive no benefit

inspect the return of the notification, from his said oath or affirmation.

and if it appear to have been duly ( See under No. 54 a provision re

served , then to examine the prisoner specting debts not exceeding five

touching his property . dollars.)

For the purpose of this examina

tion they have power to adjourn, not No. v. WILLS, &c.

oftener than twice, nor for more than

twenty four hours each time.
61. Are lands and freehold inter

Written interrogatories may also ests devisable at the pleasure of the

be proposed by the creditor, or his testator, and to the entire disinheri

representative, to which answer shall son of his children or issue &c. ?

be made in writing, signed and sworn A. Yes.

to by the prisoner, if required, and But it must appear in the will , that

certified by the justices and deliver- a child (or his legal representatives,)

ed to the keeping of the creditor, if has not been accidently forgotten by

required.
the testator ; otherwise, the law as

After this examination , should the signs the child (or his representa

justices be satisfied of the truth of tives) the same share in the parent's

the prisoner's statement concerning estate which he could have claimed ,

the insufficiency of his estate, they if no will had been made.

are to administer the prescribed oath , The letter of the statute requires

(or affirmation) which is in substance thata legacy should be given to the

“ that he ( the prisoner) has not any child ; but our court has construed

estate sufficient to support him in the act according to the intention of

prison , nor to pay prison charges, the Legislature. ( Stat. Feb. 6, 1784 .

except the goods and chattels by law 3 Mass. Rep. 17.)

exempted from attachment and exe Provision is made for advance

cution ; and that he has not disposed ments, as well where a child is omit

of any property in trust, or done any ted in the will, as where the parent

other act with intent to defraud his dies intestate. ( Stat. Feb. 6 , 1784 .

creditors . ” Upon this the gaoler Stat. Mar. 12, 1806.)

receives a certificate from the jus 62. What formalities of execution .

tices, that the creditor was duly no- are essential to a will of lands &c ?

tified, that the debtor has not, in their A. Those parts of our statute of wills

opinion , sufficient property to sup- | ( Feb. 6 , 1784) which prescribe the

port himself in prison , and that they formalities to be used in making and

have, with due caution, administered revoking wills of real estate , and in

the oath (or affirmation ) aforesaid . repealing wills of personal estate ,
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are copied from the provisions on 23d. sections of the Stat. of Frauds,

the same subject in the English Sta- except, that the sum of fifty pounds

tute of Frauds, (Car. ii . ) withoutany | ( 8166, 66, ) is substituted for the

material alteration or addition, ex- sum of thirty pounds named in the

cept, that by our statute the attesting English statute, and that the follow

witnesses in each case are required to ing clause is substituted in place of

be credible. ( Bac. ab. Wills. Let. D. ) the last part of the 21st section in

Our court has decided that the that statute , which relates to the pro

word credible here signifies compe- bate of nuncupative wills, viz . "

tent; and that it is sufficient if the less process shall have first issued to

witnesses are competent at the time call in the widow and other person or

of attesting persons principally interested , if res

Should any subsequent event ren- ident within the government, to the

der them incompetent, they will be end they may contest the same if they

from that time rendered incapable, please." . ( Bac. ab . Wills. Let. D.)

of course, to testify in any court to It is also provided by our statute

the validity of the will , but it will of wills ;-1. That a posthumous

still be considered as having been child, not provided for in the will,

duly attested at the time ofexecution . shall have the same share in the es

A person named executor in a will , tate , as if the testator had died with

is if he be neither a devisee nor lega- out a will .

tee, a competent subscribing wit 2. That if a child, or any other

ness, but if after the testator's death relation , to whom real or personal

he accepts the trust, he renders him- property is devised, shall die in the

self thenceforth incompetent to tes. life time of the testator, the devise

tify in favor of the will, on an ap- or legacy shall go to the lineal der

peal to the Supreme Court of Pro- scendants of such relation .

bate for the purpose of setting it 3. That the widow may wave a

aside, because if the will be over- provision made for her by will , and

thrown the executor may be com- claim her dower, but shall not have

pelled to pay costs. both, unless it plainly appears that

In such a case , the will must be such was the intention of the testator .

proved as will be explained in the 4. That no instrument purporting

answer to No. 66.
a disposition of both real and per

Sealing of wills , though not essen- sonal estate, and not so executed as

tial, is usually practised in this state . to pass the former , shall be approved

( 4 Mass. Rep. 462.) and allowed as a will of personal

63. Whatformalities are required , estate only.

in the revocation of wills of land ? It has also been said by our court,

A. See ans. to 62. ( Bac. ab. Wills. that the principle applies with equal

Let. D.) force to a will originally defective

64. Are the provisions of the 29 and ineffectual as to any material

C. . C. 3. adopted in regard to the part; each devise and bequest being

execution of wills of land &c ? in some measure the condition of

A. Those provisions in our statute every other, especially if the estate

which relate to nuncupative wills, to is distributed among children. (12

testamentary words, and to wills of Mass. Rep . 534.)

soldiers and mariners are copied in 5. That all property not devised

substance from the 19, 20, 21 , 22 and or bequeathed by the will, shall be

65 .
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distributed as if no will had been Court of Probate. Such appeal must

made. be claimed within one calendar

6. That legacies &c. left to sub- month from the decision, decree , & c.

scribing witnesses shall be void , and and shall be proceeded upon at the

that creditors whose debts are charg- next session of the Supreme Court

ed on lands, shall be good subscribing in the same county , which shall be

witnesses ; and these , as well as the holden after thirty four days from

foliowing provisions are expressed the time of claiming the appeal.

nearly in the same manner, as in St. In the meantime the following

25, Geo . ii. steps must be taken .

7. That payment to a devisee or Within ten days after claiming

legatee or a release or refusal by him , such appeal , security for prosecuting

shalt qualify him to testify to the must be filed in the probate office.

execution of the will. ( 1 ) Within ten days after such security

8. That if a legatee who is a sub- is given, the appellant must file bis

scribing witness shall have died be- reasons of appeal in the Probate

fore he shall have received , refused Court appealed from . Fourteen

or released the legacy , he shall be days at least, before the said session

deemed a legal witness to the execu- of the Supreme Court, he must serve

tion of the will. the adverse party or parties with an

That no such legatee or devisee attested copy of such reasons : Pro

shall after testifying, receive his de- vided that a person outof the United

vise or legacy, or any compensation States and who has no sufficient at

therefor. torney within the Commonwealth at

65. Before what court, or officer , the time of the decision of the Judge

are wills of lands and personalty, of Probate, shall have onemonth af

exhibited for proof: does the proof in ter returning or appointing an attor

the probate court, affect the right of ney, to claim and prosecute his ap

the weir to question its execution at peal. ( Stat. Feb. 24 , 1818, sect. 7.)

law as to land ? It is provided by the same statute,

A. Wills are exhibited for proof be- sect.8. that if an aggrieved party omit

fore the Probate Court. to appeal in due season , the Supreme

The heir or any person aggrieved Court, at any time within a yearfrom

by the decision of the Judge ofPro- the decision of the Judge of probate

bate, may appeal to the Supreme may , upon petition for an appeal and

(1 ) The Stat. 25 Geo. ii . c. 6, provides, sect. if any person bath or shall attest the execa

1, that if any person shall attest the execution of any will , he may be a witness, if his

tion of any will which shall be made after legacy has been paid, &c.

Yune 24th, 1752, a legacy to him shall be There seems therefore to be an inconsist

void and he shall be a witness ; and sect . 3, ency in our statute, arising from the omission

that if any person batb or sball attest the ex. of the particular day, which in the English

ecution of any will already made or which statute restricts the operation of the twopro

shall be made before the same June 24th , he visions.

may be a witness if his legacy has been Our statute omits likewise the clause which

paid , & c
enacts , that the witness shall retain the le

Our statute enacts generally sect. 2 , that gacy paid him, although thewill shall be ad

if any person batb or sball attest the execu- judged to be void ; no doubt the witness could

tion of any will , a legacy to him shallbevoid however retain it.

and he may be a witness ; and sect. 13, that
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after due notice to parties interested , another country, may produce a copy

grant an appeal, upon its appearing of it and of the probate under the

that the petitioner has not lost his seal of the foreign court in which it

appeal by his own neglect, and that was proved, before the Judge of Pro

justice requires a revision of the de- bate of any county where the testa

cision of the Judge of Probate. tor had real or personal estate where

66. Is the execution proved by the on the will may operate, and request

witnesses, or oath of the executors , to have the same filed and recorded ;

or both , in the first instance ?
which the Judge, after notice and

A. The execution of the will is proved hearing all parties may order to be

by the attesting witnesses ; who , if done ; and he may then take bonds

the will is contested, shall all be call of the executor, or may grant admi

ed , provided it be required by the nistration with the will annexed of

contesting party. the testator's estate, and may settle

If either of the witnesses is dead, all the testator's estate lying in this

or become incompetent, or beyond state, as he might have done had

the control of the court, the will must the will been originally proved be

be proved by the rest, and in default fore him .

of these, by the next best evidence If a person die intestate in a fo

that can be found. reign country or in another state ,

67. In what office is the will and and leave property in this state , ad

inventory registered : are office co- ministration must be taken out here

pies evidence? and bond given , with sureties who

A. The will and 'inventory are re- are inhabitants of this common

gistered in the office of the Register wealth .

of Probate : Office copies are evi The personal property of such de

dence. ceased , after paying his debts, shall

68. What formalities are required , be distributed according to the laws

to wills of chattels ? of the State where he is a subject.

A. None, except as to testamentary Administration however, may be

words and nuncupative wills. ( See taken out here of all his property in

ans.to No. 64. & Bac. ab.Wills Let.D.) this State by any person interested,

69. Are any number of subscribing whether administration has been pre

witnesses, or the signature or seal of viously taken out elsewhere or not.

the testator, required ; or is a will of The person who first takes out ad

personals provable by the rules of ministration here shall give notice of

the common law &c ? the fact, and no administration af

A. A will of personal estate , must terwards granted in this State shall

be proved before the Court of Pro- be valid .

bate. ( By the rule of common law . Ed .) This administration , may be gran

70. May executors , or adminis- ted by the Judge of Probate in any

trators having letters in another county where the deceased has left

state , sue in your state ?
estate , and shall extend to all his

property lying within the State.

71. If not, what is to be done to 72. Are exemplifications of wills

enable them to sue ? and testaments, by the proper offi

A. The executor or any person in- cer in other states, evidence in your

terested in a will proved without the courts &c ?

state , whether in another state or in 73. How are foreign yills and

A. No.
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testaments proved in your state , &c? scend , (where they are not lawfully

A. The copy of any will and of the devised) in equal shares to the in

probate thereof under the seal of the testate's children , and to the lawful

court where it has been allowed , issue of any deceased child by right

whether in one of the United States of representation :

or in any foreign state or kingdom , II . And when the intestate shall

may be filed and recorded in the Pro- leave no issue, the same shall de

bate office in any county , where the scend to his father :

testator had real or personal estate III. And when there shall be no

on which the will may operate ; and issue nor father, the same shall de

it will then be of the same force and scend in equal shares to the intes

effect, as an original will filed and tate's mother , if any, and to bis

recorded in the same Probate office. brothers and sisters and the children

( Stat . June 29, 1785.) of any deceased brother or sister by

We have no peculiar laws, respect- right of representation :

ing the anthentication of foreign IV. And if the deceased have no

deeds and judgments. issue, father , brother or sister, then

In (8 Mass. Rep. 273.) the affi- the same shall descend to his mother,

davit of J. D. who swore that he ap- if any :

plied to the reputed clerk of the fo V. But if there be no mother, then

reign court for a copy of the record to his next of kin in equal degree ;

of a judgment, that he assisted the the collateral kindred claiming

clerk in comparing the copy with through the nearest ancestor , to be

the record , and in affixing the preferred to the collateral kindred

seal of the court to the copy, and claiming through a common ances

saw the same clerk attest the copy tor more remote ; and the degrees of

by putting his name to it, was held a kindred, in all cases, to be compated

sufficient verification of the record . according to the rules of the Civil

For the mode of authenticating Law :

the records of other states, see the VI. And when there shall be no

Laws of the U. S. 2 vol. 102. 3 vol. kindred, the same shall escheat to

621. Biorens Edit. the commonwealth for want of heirs ;

saving always to the intestate's hus

No. VI. DESCENTS.
band his tenancy by the curtesy ; and

to his widow, her dower at the com

74. How do inheritances in fec sim - mon law, unless she be lawfully

ple descend upon intestacy , among barred of the same. Provided how

lineal heirs ?
ever , that when any child shall die

75. How among collaterals ? under age, not having been married ,

76. How, in respect of the half his share of the inheritance that

blood : does the common law govern? camefrom his father or mother, shall

77. Does the common law prevail descend inequal shares to his father's

on descents, in any cases , and what ? or mother's other children then liv

78. Is there any thing peculiar in ing respectively, and to the issue of

your law of descents ? such other children as are then dead,

A. It is provided by our Stat. Mar. if any, by right of representation .

12, 1806.
And provided further, that when

I. That inheritances in fee simple, the issue or next of kin to the intes

or for the life of another , shall de-' tate , who may be entitled to his es
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tate by virtue of this act, are all in All gifts or grants of real or per

the same degree of kindred to him , sonal estate made by the intestate to

they shall share the same estate a child or grandchild , which shall be

equally, otherwise they shall take expressed in the gift or grant, or

according to the right of represen- charged by the intestate in writing,

tation .
or acknowledged by the child or

Brothers and sisters of the half grandchild in writing, as made for

blood, and, if deceased, their chil- an advancement of the portion of

dren by right of representation ,share such child or grand -child , shall be

equally with those of the whole blood ; estimated in the partition and dis

except where the first proviso above tribution of the estate, and taken by

makes a difference. ( 12 Mass. Rep. such child or grand -child towards

490.) his share at the value expressed,

The statute of 11 and 12 of Will. I charged or acknowledged , if any

ii. C. 6, providing that natural born value be so expressed charged or ac

subjects may make their titles by de- knowledged, otherwise at the value

scent through alien ancestors, was thereof when given. ( Ibid . sect. 3.)

adopted in Massachusetts. (2 Mass.

Rep. 179.) No. VIII. ENTAILS, DOWER , CUR

TESY, &c.

No. VII. DISTRIBUTION ON INTES

TACY, (OF PERSONALTY.)
82. May entails be created , as

under the Stat. de donis - and with the

79. Upon intestacy, how is the same incidents, in respect of being

surplusage of personal property dis- barred ; dower ; curtesy ; waste & c ?

tributed ?
A. Entails of real estate may be ,

80. How among collaterals ? created as under the stat. de donis,

81. Are the 22nd and 23rd Car. and with the same incidents, in re

fi . c. 10, and 29 Car. ii. c. 30, called spect of being barred & c ; but they

the Statutes of distribution & c . a- may be barred so easily, that it

dopted ?
would be nugatory to create them.

A. The surplusage of personal estate 83. Are entails abolished ; con

is distributed , according to the rules verted into fees ; or otherwise modi.

regulating the descent of real estate ; fied &c ?

except, that the husband of the intes- A. Entailed estates are liable for the

tate is in all cases entitled to the debts of the tenant in tail, before

whole of the residue ; and if the in- and after his decease ; and they may

testate leaves a widow and issue, the be barred by deed. ( See No. 84.)

widow is entitled to one third, or if In other respects they remain as

no issue, to one balf, or if no kin- by the English law.

dred , to the whole of said residue. 84. How barred by the tenant ?

Stat. Mar. 12, 1806, sect. 2.) A. They may be barred by fine and

Where there is neither husband, common recovery ; but fines have

widow , nor kindred , the whole of the never been used in this state .

residue escheats to the Common In addition to these modes of bar

wealth . ( Ibid . )
ring, it is provided by ( Stat. Mar. 8,

Alienage, is no impediment to a per- | 1792,) that it shall be lawful for any

son's claiming a distributive share. person seized and possessed of land

( Ibid. sect. 4. )
in fee tail, being of full age, by deed.
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duly executed before two or more dower, see answers, from No. 11, to

credible subscribing witnesses, ac- 17 inclusive.

knowledged before the Supreme Ju

dicial Court in any county , or the No. IX. LIMITATION OF SUITS.

Court of Common Pleas in the coun

ty where such land lies, or before 86. What length of adverse pos

any Justice of the peace in this Com- session of lands is a bar &c ?

monwealth , or before a justice of the A. A writ of right, upon the posses

peace or magistrate in some other of sion or seizin of an ancestor or pre

the United States , or in any other decessor, must be brought within

state orkingdom wherein the grantor forty years next before the teste of

may reside at the time of making the writ.

and executing the deed , and recorded A writ of entry upon disseizin

in the record of deeds for such coun- done to an ancestor or predecessor,

ty, for a good or valuable considera- or any action possessory upon the

tion , bona fide, to convey such land possession of an ancestor or prede

in fee simple. cessor', must be brought within thirty

This statute , does not enable the years next before the teste of the

tenant in tail to bar the entailment writ, or bringing such action . ( Stat.

merely, without alienating the land, Mar. 2, 1808.)

nor to convey any other estate than No action can be maintained upon

a fee simple. ( 5 Mass. Rep. 65.) the demandant's own seizin or pos

The statute of Feb. 18 , 1805, en- session, above thirty years before

acts , that in all cases where an es- the teste of the writ. ( Stat. July 4,

tate tail in remainder, with all re- 1786. )

mainders and reversions expectant Writs of formedon in descender,

on the determination thereof, might formedon in remainder, formedon in

be barred by a common recovery, by reverter, must be commenced within

the tenant of the freehold and re- twenty years next after the title or

mainder man joining therein , the cause of action descended or fell :

same shall be as effectually barred And no person , unless by judg.

by the deed or deeds (executed, ac - ment of law, can make any entry

knowledged and recorded as requir- into lands, but within twenty years

ed by the former act,) of the tenant next after his right or title first de

of the freehold and of the remainder scended or accrued . ( Ibid . )

man , as by suffering a common re 87. What savings &c ?

covery ; and the person or persons 88. Is there a saving in favour of

to whom such deed or deeds shall be foreigners or citizens of other states?

so made, shall hold to such uses as A. When any person entitled to any

may be therein expressed in the same of the above mentioned writs of for

manner as though such uses had been medon , or to make an entry into

so expressed in the deeds made, de - lands, shall, at the time the right or

claring the uses for which such com- title first descended , accrued or fell,

mon recovery might have been suf- be, within the age of twenty one

fered .
years, feme covert, non compos men

85. Is the widow entitled to dow- tis, imprisoned, or beyond seas, or out

er ; and the husband to curtesy ; as ofthelimitsofthe United States,such

by the common law ?
person may bring such suit or make

Yes, in general; bat respecting ' such entry, at any time within ten
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years next after the expiration of the any of them, within three year's next

said twenty years and not after after the cause of action ; and ac

wards. ( Ibid . )
tions

upon
the case for words within

89. Are the general principles of two years next after the words

English law, on the bar of these sta- spoken : (Stat. Feb. 14 , 1787. )

tutes, adopted in your state ? An action between the original

A. Yes. parties to a witnessed promissory

90. Is there any thing peculiar in note is excepted out of the statute,

your state on this head ? and left as at common law.

A. Where an action is brought to re

cover land which the tenant, or per- or arrested after verdict for the

Ifjudgment be reversed for error ,

son under whom he claims, has had in

actual possession for six years, and within a year after such reversal or

plaintiff, he may have a new action

on which he has made improvements, arrest of judgment. ( Ibid .)

if a verdict is found forthe demandant,

the value of the land without the im
When the writ purchased shall

provements, and the value of the fail of a sufficient service or return,

improvements may be ascertained by any unavoidable accident, or by

by the jury ; and the demandant the default, negligence or defect of

may elect, to take the land and
the officer to whom it is directed, or

pay

the tenant for the improvements, or

shall be abated , or the action shall

to abandon the land and receive the be avoided by demurrer, or other

value ofit without the improvements. wise, forinformality of proceedings,

The statute provisions are minute. a new action may be commencedand

( Stat. Mar. 2 , 1808, Mar. 2 , 1810, pursued at the next court of Com

Feb. 22, 1820.)

mon Pleas of the county in which

91. What length of time bars re- trial of the cause may be had, or

within three months next after the

covery &c . in personal actions ?

A. The limitation of actions for the court whereto such former writ was

recovery of debts due by specialty, abatement or other avoidance of the

returnable , or wherein judgment of

remains as at common law .

All actions oftrespass quare clau- suit has happened. ( Stat. Feb, 27 ;

sum fregit ; all actions of trespass ;
1794.)

detinue ; trover or replevin for goods
An action of the case , or of debt

or cattle ; all actions of account and grounded upon any lending or con

upon the case , other than such ac- tract or for arrearage of rent,which

counts as concern the trade of mer might have been, or may be, sued

chandize, between merchant and and prosecuted by or against any

merchant, their factors or servants person within thirty days next be

( except actions upon the case for fore his decease, may be sued by or

slander;) all actions of debt, ground against his executor or administra

ed upon any lending or contract, tor within two years after the grant

without specialty , and for arrear- of letters testamentary or of admi

ages of rent; and actions of assump- nistration , and not afterwards, if

sit ; must be commenced within six otherwise barred by the statute of

years next after the cause of action limitations. ( Ibid .)

accrued .
| Actions against sheriffs for the

Actions of trespass of assault, bat- misconduct and negligence of their

tery, wounding, imprisonment, or deputies, must be commenced within
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four years next after the cause of wealth at the time any of the last

action . St. Mar. 8, 1797. ) mentioned causes of action shall ac

Scire facias must be served upon crue against him , without having

the bail , within one year next after left property therein that could, by

entering up final judgment against the common and ordinary process of

the principal. Stat.June 30, 1784.) law, be attached, the statute of limit

Actions against an executor or ad - ations will not begin to run in his

ministrator, must be brought within favor until after his return into this

four years after his giving bond at government : ( St. Feb. 13, 1787. )

the Probate office ; provided , legal 93. Are there any in favour of ci

notice has been given of his appoint- tizens of other states , or foreign

ment, and provided the claim be due ers ?

within that term. 4. No ; except as above.

If the demand will not become due

until after that term , the creditor No. X. TAXES.

may either file his claim in the pro

bate otice and the executor or admi 94. May lands be sold for the pay

nistrator will be directed to retain ment of taxes : has an absentee any

assets , unless the heirs or devisees privilege ?

give sufficient security for the exe 95. Before a sale , is notice to be

cutor or administrator to respond given &c ?

such demand ; or if he does not file 96. What officer is to give this no

his claim as aforesaid, he may have tice ?

his remedy against the heirs or de 97. In what manner &c.

visees, within one year from the time 98. If a sale takes place, is the

of its becoming due. ( Stat. Feb. 14, deed absolute ?

1789.) 99. If not, what time is allowed to

But this statute will not bar any redeem , and on what terms : at what

action against an executor or admi- place or office, are the sales entered ?

nistrator with the will annexed, for 100. Do lands on which taxes are

the recovery of a legacy, bequest, not paid , in any case vest in the state:

gift or annuity accruing by virtue of and then how and in what time to be

any last will and testament. ( Ibid .) redeemed ?

92. What savings ? 101. What officer in any county ,

1. Except as to claims against the oughta non - resident desirous ofkeep

estates of deceased persons, actions ing his taxes paid, correspond with

against sheriff's for the misconduct for that purpose : or what is most

or negligence of their deputies, and prudent for him to do ?

scire facias against bail, there are A. ist. Where no person appears to

savings in favour of infants , femes discharge the taxes on the unim

coverts, persons imprisoned , or be- proved lands of non -resident proprie

yond sea, without the United States, tors, or improved lands of proprie

or non compos mentis ; who may bring tor's living out of the State, the col

either of the actions before mention- lector shall advertise in the public

ed , within the term set and limited for newspaper of the printer to the Ge

the bringing such action , reckoning veral Court ( Legislature) for the

from the time that such impediment time being, three weekssuccessively,

shall be removed ;—and if any per- the names of all such proprietors if

son shall be out of the common - known, with the sum of the taxes
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assessed on their lands respectively, waste before the time of redemption

and the time and place of sale ; and has expired.. (St. Mar. 16, 1786.)

where they are not known he shall 4th . If a non - resident proprietor

in like manner publish the sum of shall authorize any person dwelling

the taxes on theseveralrights, num- in the town , district or plantation

bers of lots or divisions ; he shall where his lands lie , in writing, to

post the same advertisement in some pay the taxes , and such written au

conspicuous place in the town or thority is lodged with or recorded by

plantation where the lands lie, and the clerk of such town & c. which the

in three of the adjoining towns, at clerk is required to do on payment of

least, for the term of three weeks one shilling, the lands shall not be

previous to the time appointed for advertised withoutdemand first made

the sale .
on such person nor until two months

If no person shall appear there- afterwards. ( St. Feb. 28, 1795.)

upon to discharge the taxes and all
5th. If an owner of real estate

necessary intervening charges, then shall remove out of the town, dis

the collector shall (after waiting two trict, & c . where such real estate lies

hours from the time appointed for after the same is assessed , and shall

the sale) sell to the highest bidder, not leavesufficient personal property

so much of the land as shall be suffi
to

pay the assessment, and shall nego

cient to discharge the taxes and the lect for three months after his re

necessary intervening charges.
moval to pay the same, or if any

2d. The collector shall execute a person not an owner, shall be taxed

deed to the purchaser, but the land for real estate in his possession , and

shall be reconveyed to the proprietor the collector is unable otherwise to

on paying within two years , the sum collect the assessment, such part of

the land sold for with interest at ten the real estate as shall be necessary

per cent and all necessary interven- to pay the assessment and charges

ing charges.
may be sold in the manner before de

3d. The purchaser will be liable scribed. ( St. Mar. 16, 1786. ) ( 1 )

for damages, if he makes any strip or

( 1 ) In Massachusetts, improved land is to has a right either to pay the surveyor in

be taxed upon six per cent of its value and money , or to work on the roads, to the amount

unimproved land two per cent ; that is, un of his tax , in person or by substitute, with his

improved land is táxed but one third asmuch oxen, horses, cart and plough, at such prices

as improved, in proportion to the value. This as the town shall affix to such labour. When

is now altered in Maine. any person is deficient, his tax is to be put in

The most burdensome taxes in newly set to the next assessment of a town tax, and

tled towns, are those raised for the making must be paid in money. ( St. Mar 5, 1787.)

and repairing of highways. As the towns have the right of fixing the

The inhabitants of every town may raise prices of labour, it is sometimes customary,

such a sum of money as they may think pro where there is much land owned by non-resi

per, to be expended on the highways ; to be dents, to allow very high prices , so that the

assessed on the polls and ratable estate, per- value of the labour done by the inhabitants is

sonal and real, of the inhabitants, residents much less than the sums assessed upon them ,

and non - residents of the town. and if the non -resident pays in money , he

The surveyors of the highways are to give pays much more than his proportion .

the inhabitants six days notice of the times The proper way for him to proceed is, by

and places they shall appoint, for providing means of an agent in the town, to hire per

materials and labouring ; and every person sons to work out his taxes .

66
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No. XI. MISCELLANEOUS . writ and is given to the officer by the

BAIL , &c. plaintiff.

In the second mode, the officer ac

102. May debtors pendente lite , be tually attaches sufficient property if

restrained from alienating &c. Is he can find it, and serves the defen

the debtor liable to be holden to dant with a summons as above .

bail, &c? This property cannot be alienated

A. The purchaser ofan original writ so long as the attachment continues ;

of attachment and capias may direct but the defendant cannot be restrain

the officer to make a nominal attach- ed from alienating any other pro

ment,—to attach sufficient property perty, although the officer may not

to respond the judgment, or to ar- have attached enough to respond the

rest the body of the defendant. judgment.

In the first mode of service the For the last mode of service, the

officer returns that he has attached a officer receives the writ without a

chip , &c. the property of the defen- summons.

dant, and given him a summons in
If the defendant, being arrested,

hand (or left a summons at his last would give bail, it must be by bond

and usual place of abode,as the case to the officer with a condition that

may be.)
the defendant shall appear and an

This summons informs the defen- swer the plaintiff, and further that

dant concisely, that an action has he shall abide the order and judg

been brought against him by the ment of the court in the action , and

plaintiff, before such a court, & c. It shall not avoid .

is attested in the same manner as the This bond, thus given , when re

Towns containing eight hundred inha. shall direct, in order that the proprietorsmay

bitants , may vote to have the highway taxes appear at such time as the Court shall there :

collec'ed in the same manner as other town in prefix, to show cause why such highway

taxes are. ( Stat. Feb. 20, 1819. ) should not be laid out or amended. And if

Highways in plantations unincorporated. The they do not show cause to the satisfaction of

inhabitants of such plantationswho are emo the court, that such highway should not be

powered and required to assess taxes upon laid out made or amended at their expense,the

themselves, towards the support of govern- court may order it to be done and an assess

ment or to defray county charges, have the ment to be made on such tract at so much

same powers and are under the same obliga- per acre as they shall judge necessary . And

tions as towns. the proprietors, if they hold in severalty , shall

The proprietors of unincorporated places be assessed severally if they furnish the court

are obliged, each according to his interest, to with proper documents for that purpose.

keep the roads through them in repair, unless The treasurer of the county shall cause the

the Court of Sessions for the county shall tax to be advertised in manner aforesaid , re

deem it unreasonable ; in which case it shall quiring it to be paid within six months from

be done by the county , or partly by the county, the first publishing of the advertisement, and

and partly by the proprietors. notifying the proprietors that unless the same

When application is made to the Court of be paid, so much as shall be necessary will

Sessions to lay out a new highway through be sold at public vendue at a time and place

such tract, or for an order to repair an old to be expressed in the advertisement.

one, they must cause the substance of such A time of redemption is allowed in the

application to be published for three weeks samemanner, as for other land sold for

successively in one of the newspapers print- taxes. (St. Feb. 28, 1797.)

ted in Boston , and sach other paper as they
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turned , is so far a matter of record , A. The right of administration, is

that the plaintiff may sue out a scire regulated wholly by statutes of this

facias on it in his own name against commonwealth .

the bail. The widow or next of kin , being

The bail thus given, answers the of age, or both , at the discretion of

same purposes as the bail below and the judge of probate, are first enti

the bail above at common law : and| tled to administration.

nothing is a breach of the condition After thirty days from the death

of this bond, which is not also a of the intestate, in case the widow or

breach of the condition of the recog- next of kin refuse or neglect to take

nizance of the bạil. (2 Mass. Rep . out letters of administration , being

484.) cited before the judge of probate for

The officer for his own protection that purpose , if resident within the

should require two sufficient sure - county, the judge of probate may

ties, but a bond with only one would commit administration to one or

not be void . (See answer to No. 53. ) more of the principal creditors, and

in case of their refusal, to such other

LETTERS OF ATTORNEY . person or persons as he shall think

fit. ( St. Feb. 24, 1818.)

103. Is there any provision for the 106. May guardians be appoint

proof&c . of letters ofAttorney ,made ed by will : does the common law

in other states or foreign parts, for regulate &c ?

the conveyance of lands &c. in your A. Guardians are appointed by the

state ? judge of probate , who would be in

A. We have no statute provision on fluenced by a testamentary appoint

this subject.
ment only as a recommendation .

The letter of attorney authorizing Their powers and duties, are regu

a conveyance of land, is usually related partly by the common law and

corded with the conveyance itself. partly by statute .

ALIENS. PAYMENT OF DEBTS BY EXECU

TORS AND ADMINISTRATORS.

104. Do aliens stand on the foot

ing of the common law , in respect of 107. Is the law of England, in re

taking by descent, or purchase: may gard to the order of paying debts by

they in any case hold real estate , ex'rs and adm’rs, in force & c ?

as in mortgage ?
A. Debts due to the United States ,

A. Aliens stand on the footing of the and to the commonwealth , the ex

common law in these respects ; ex- penses of the last sickness, and the

cept that alien widows are entitled necessary funeral charges must be

to dower by St. Feb. 23, 1813. ( See first paid .

conveyance No. 17.)
The claims of other creditors are

upon an equal footing, and must be

ADMINISTRATIO
N

. GUARDIANSHIP . paid off pari passu .

The only exception to this is , in

105. Is the rightof administration the case of mutual demands between

regulated as in England by the 31 a deceased insolvent and his credi

Edw. üi. c. 11. and 21 H. viii . c. 5. tors . These demands must be li

or by local acts ?
quidated and balanced, and the ba
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lance only, placed on a level with the in the common law , with regard to

last mentioned class of claims. the effect and operation of sealed in

108. May ex’rs and adm’rs give a struments.

preference by confessing judgments; 111. Is a scroll &c. equivalent to

Are lands sold on judgment against wax &c ?

ex'rs or adm’rs ?
A. There has been no decision in this

A. Executors and administrators commonwealth upon the point, what

cannot give a preference, by confess- shall constitute a seal.

ing judgment.
They are however very seldom of

Lands of deceased persons are sold wax . A small piece of paper annex

for the payment of debts ,only by speed with a wafer or paste is generally

cial license and order of court for used, as well by our courts of judi

that purpose obtained by the execu- cature, as in the common transac

tors or administrators. But if an tions by specialty between indivi

executor or administrator neglects duals, and as the seals of corpora

to satisfy an execution , itmay be le- tions, & c .

vied on the real estate in the posses

sion of heirs , devisees, or their ali BASTARDS .

enees .

112. Are bastards subject to com

JOINT - TENANCY .
mon law disabilities ?

A. Yes.

109. Is Joint- tenancy in land, as

113. Are antinuptial children, le
at common law, &c ?

A. The St. Mar. 9, 1786, after re
gitimated by marriage of the pa

rents ?

citing that estates in joint-tenancy

are often created unintentionally in-|A. No.

stead of estates in common, and that
ALLUVION .

the latter estates are more beneficial

to the commonwealth and consonant
114. Does the common law in re

to the genius of republics, enacts spect of alluvion prevail ?

thatjoint-tenancy shall not be created A. Yes.

by implication of law, but only by

words clearly indicating such to have
FISHERIES.

been the intention of the party con

veying ; such as , that the grantees, 115. Is the owner of lands bor

feoffees, devisees or bargainees shall dering on a river where the tide

hold jointly ,or asjoint-tenants, or in flowsand reflows, &c entitled to se

joint-tenancy, or to them and the sur- veral fishery in front of his land ?

vivor or survivors, &c. A. The property in the fish in all

The incidents to such an estate are bays, coves and rivers, so far as the

the same, as at common law. sea ebbs and flows, belongs to the

public ; but if the legislature does

not appropriate this property , the

towns may dispose of the same with

110. Is the common law, in regard in their respective limits ; and if

to the effect of instruments sealed , neither the legislature nor towns ap

and not under seal, in force ? propriate the same, any citizen may

A. No alteration is made by statute I take and dispose of the fish ,provided

SEALS.
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he does not trespass on the land of over , they brought it with them as an

others. ( St. 1641,4 Mass . Rep. 140.) existing modification of the common

116. Is this so by statute, or usage? law, and it has always been consi

A. It seems to be a part of the com - dered a part of our law ; consequent

mon law of the state , that the town ly conveyances of lands, deriving

may appropriate the fish , if not ap- their effect from the provisions of

propriated by the legislature : that statute , are legal in this state ,

The power of appropriation only as well as conveyances at common

not meeting with the wishes of many law.

towns, acts have been passed au 120. Is the English law of uses

thorizing them, not only to fix the and trusts, in force ?

times and manner of taking the fish , A. The English law of uses and

but also the places, and the disposi- trusts, is considered to be generally

tion of them when taken ; and to sell in force here.

the exclusive right of fishing; and The only statute provision is, that

this authority is guarded by pecu- allgrants,assignments, declarations

niary penalties. ( ibid .)
or creations of trusts or confidences

A several fishery therefore in such in lands or tenements (excepting

waters, whether in front of one's such as arise or result by implication

land or in another place,must be de- of law, or are transferred or extin

rived from a grant of the legislature guished by operation of law) shall

or of the town . be proved by some writing signed by

the party creating the trust, or else

FRAUDULENT CONVEYANCES. shall be void and of no effect. (St.

Mar. 10, 1784. )

117. Are the 13. and 27. E. against

fraudulent conveyances in force in BARON AND FEME.

your state : or similar acts ?

A. The statutes of 13 and 27 Eliz .
121. Is the common law of baron

against fraudulent conveyances, are and feme adopted : does the wife's

considered as being obligatory in chattels vest in the baron ?

this commonwealth .
A. Yes.

STATUTE OF FRAUDS .

USURY . INTEREST .

118. Is the 29. Car. i. c. 3. ( called

the stat. of frauds , or similar provi 122. What is the rate of interest ?

sions , adopted in your state ? A. Six per cent per annum.

A. Provisions have been made by 123. Whatprovisions against usu

law for preventing fraud and perjury, ryy ?

similar to those of 29 Car. ii. 3 . A. All bonds, contracts, mortgages

and assurances whatsoever where

USES.
upon or whereby usurious interest

has been reserved or taken, are made

119. Is 27. H. viii. called the Stat. void ; and where usurious interest

of uses, (or similar provisions) in has been received , the value of the

force ? loan is forfeited and may be recover

A. The statute of uses being in force ed by indictment or action of the

in England when our ancestors came case, one moiety to the use of the
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commonwealth and the other moiety This usage has been extended to

to the prosecutor. ( 1 )
the admission of a book so verified,

In a suitbetween the original par- though kept in the leger form and

ties to a contract, the bond, &c. shall into which the original charges were

be void , if the debtor shall swear from time to time transferred from a

that usurious interest is taken , re- slate (13 Muss. Rep. 427 ; ) and

served or secured by it, or that the even original memoranda of charges

creditor has received usurious inte- not kept regularly in the form of a

rest upon the loan , unless the creditor tradesman's book, have been suffer

will swear to the contrary . ed to go to a jury. (2 Mass. Rep. 217.)

Letting of cattle, or other usages The court upon inspection are to

of the like nature among farmers, judge of the competency of this kind

or maritime contracts among mer- of evidence, and the jury of its cre

chants, as bottomry, insurance, or dit. ( ibid .)

course of exchange, are excepted out The books of one deceased are also

of the statute. ( St. Mar. 16, 1784. ) admissible, although the charges con

Our statute makes use in general tained in them cannot be verified by

of the phraseology of 12 Ann . St. 2. oath . (4 Mass. Rep. 458.)

C. 16. 125. Is interest recoverable on

book debt ?

BOOK ACCOUNTS .
A. In an action upon a book debt,

interest is recovered from the time

124. Are book accounts evidence of the service of the writ.

in your state : for what things fur

nished &c ? BILLS OF EXCHANGE AND PROMISSO

A. A tradesman's books , are compe

tent evidence to go to a jury in as

sumpsit for goods sold and delivered 126. Are foreign and inland bills

or for work and labour performed, of exchange and promissory notes

not only when kept and sworn to by negotiable ; and generally governed

a clerk, but also when in the plaint- by the law of England ?

ift's own hand writing and verified A. They are .

by his oath ( 4 Mass. Rep. 457 ; ) a 127. Must demand be made by the

mode of proof, in the extent to which holder, and notice of non -acceptance

it has been carried , said to be pecu- or non -payment be given to the draw .

liar to New England, if not confined er or endorser, by the rules adopted

to this State, and which has proba - n the English law , to entitle him to

bly been in practice from the first recover ?

settlement of the country. ibid . (2 4. Yes.

Mass. Rep. 221.) 128. Is a protest for non -accep

( 1) Prosecutions on penal statutes for the inland bills and promissory notes ?

tance or non -payment necessary, ou

benefit of the prosecutor must be commenced

A. A protest is not necessary on pro
within one year, and for the Commonwealth
within two years after the offence commit. missory notes, nor on inland bills

ted, except in cases where a shorter time payable within the state ; and only

may be prescribed by any penal statute . ( St. for the purpose of recovering dam

June 19, 1788 ) The general provision ap. ages on inland bills, payable out of

plies to prosecutions under the statute of the State.

usury . The statutes of June 19, 1819, and

RY NOTES .
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June 14, 1820 provide, that a person than of some incorporated bank, on

drawing or indorsing within this which less than five dollars is due,

commonwealth a bill of exchange with intent that the same shall be

payable at any place without the circulated as currency ; and raises

commonwealth and within the Uni- the forfeiture to fifty dollars, to be

ted States and the territories there- recovered by indictment in the Sup.

of, which shall be regularly protested Jud. Ct. to the use of the Common

for non acceptance or non payment, wealth ; or in the Com . Pleas, to

shall in addition to the contents of the use of the County ; or by action

the bill and to the costs and interest, of debt, to the use of any person who

be liable for damages at the follow- shall sue for the same.

ing rates,viz : if the billis payable A note of hand is not by the laws

in Maine, New Hampshire, Ver- of this state entitled to grace , unless

mont, Rhode Island, Connecticut or it be expressly made payable with

New York, three per cent on the grace. ( 4 Mass. Rep. 251.)

amount ; if in New Jersey, Pennsyl In this state “ notes payable out of

vania, Delaware, Maryland , Vir- a particular fund, and notes for spe

ginia or the District of Columbia, cific articles, have, as between the

five per cent; if in North Carolina , original parties,been usnally declar

South Carolina, or Georgia, six per ed on as cash notes strictly negotia

cent; and if in any other of the ble . So in an action by the endorsee

United States or the territories there against his immediate endorser.

of, nine per cent. This form of declaring is held to

By the first of these statutes, da- have become by long established

mages at the rate of one per cent are usage, a part of our common law .

allowed as above, on a bill of ex- ( See Chitty on bills 39 ; Story's Ed . )

change or order for the payment of We have no other peculiarity

money, for one hundred dollars or except in relation to damages ; for

upwards, payable at any place with which see below.

in the commonwealth distant seventy 130. What damages are recovera

five miles or more from the place ble, upon the protest of foreign bills

where the same is drawn or indors- of exchange ?

ed ; but no protest is required . A. Here, the usage is to allow the

129. Is thereany peculiar practice holder of the bill the money for

in your state , on this subject ? which it was drawn reduced to our

A. A statute of Feb. 18, 1805, en- currency at par, and also the charges

acts, that all notes &c. payable to of protest with American intereston

bearer or order under the amount of those sums, from the time when the

five dollars, shall be wholly in wri- bill should have been paid ; and the

ting ; if stamped or printed , to be further sum of one tenth of themoney

utterly void ; and the person who for which the bill was drawn, with

shall issue or pass the same, to pay a interest upon it from the time pay

fine of four dollars to be recovered ment of the dishonoured bill was de

in an action upon the case, half to the manded of the drawer .

use of the complainant and half to But nothing has been allowed for

that of the poor of the town. re -exchange, whether it is below or

An explanatory act of March 16 at par.

following, describes the offence to be, This usage, says the late Chief

issuing or passing notes & c . other . Justice Parsons, is so ancient that
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we cannot trace its origin : and it decided, that a libel could not be sus

forms a part of the law merchant of tained where it appeared that the

the Commonwealth . (6 Mass. Rep. parties lived in another state at the

161.) time of the adultery committed , and

that the libellant had afterwards

DIVORCE. moved into this state .

But it seems to have been beld ,

131. Are Divorces, a vinculis that if the parties had dwelt within

granted in your state &c ? the County where the libel was filed

A. Divorces a vinculis are grantable before the adulterous act, and the

in our State by statute , in case the wrongdoer had afterwards removed

marriage were incestuous ; in case a out of the County , (and of course

former wife or husband is found to if out of the State ,) and committed

have been alive at the time of a se- the offence , that then the libel would

cond marriage; and also for impo- be sustained . (3 Mass. Rep . 158.

tency, or adultery, in either of the 6 Ibid . 263. )

parties, unless both have been guilty.

All questions of divorce and ali
ATTACHMENTS .

mony, are beard and tried by the Su

preme Judicial Court holden for the

County in which the parties live, and
132. Do foreign and domestick at

the decree of the same Court is final. tachments issue in your state, a

The aboveare statute provisions. (1 gainst absent, or foreign debtors ?

Mass. Laws, 301.) Upon the con- A. The note below will present our

struction of this statute it has been answer to this question. ( 1 ).

( 1 ) “ An act to enable creditors to receive which provides, that " it shall be the liberty

their just debts out of the effects of their ab- of every plaintiff to take out either summons

sent or absconding debtors” was formerly in or attachment against any defendant. "

force in this Commonwealth , but is now su In addition to this it is provided by our

perseded by our trustee process, as it is com trustec process, above spoken of, that any

monly called ;-a process in the nature of fo- person entitled to an action founded on con

reign attachment, but more extensive in its tract " against any person , or persons , other

application . than bodies politick , or corporate, having any

Domestic attachments,as practised in other goods effects or credits so intrusted or depo

states , ( Pennsylvania for instance) are'un sited in the hands of others that the samecan

knowo here for obvious reasons . not be attached by the ordinary process of

By our law the creditor may in all cases at- law ," (namely that above mentioned ,) “ may

tach property on mesne process, this being cause not only the goods and estate of the

the usual method of compelling appearance, person against whom such action lies to be

where the solvency of the debtor is at all attached in his own hands and possession ,

doubtful. but also all his goods effects or credits so in

A lien is thus created, which may be per. trusted or deposited to be attached , in whose

fected by execution at any time within thirty hands soever they may be found , by an ori

days after judgment, so that priority of at ginal writ to issue under the seal of the Court

tachment has the effect of priority of judg. of Common Pleas."

ment in England. This species of mesne The form of our common writ of attach

process is believed to be peculiar to the New ment is as follows, “ We command you to

England States, and probably originated in an attach the goods or estate of A. B. & c. to the

order of the General Court of Massachusetts value of and for want thereof to take the

Bay, passed so long ago as October 1644, body" & c . The form of the trustee writ is
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LANDLORDS AND TENANTS, the Clerk of the Court, or the Jus

tice of the peace, before whom the

133. Is the law of landlord and writ is returnable, some days before

tenant, in regard to distress for hand.

rent,similar to the English law ? The general principles of English

A. The English remedy by distress law in regard to set-off,are applica

for rent, is merged in our general ble here .

law of attachment.

The landlord has no other remedy CHOSES IN ACTION.

against his tenant for the recovery of

rent, than the creditor in any other 135. Are choses in action assign

case against his debtor. able : may the assignee sue in his

own name : is there any liability of

SET-OFF. the assignor over , unless stipulated ?

A. Choses in action are assignable,

134. Is the law of set-off, similar but the assignment is held to vest

to theEnglish law ,and that of other merely an equitable interest in the

states ? assignee, which courts of law will

A. Set -off is allowed by statute in protect against the frauds of the

any action for debt on simple con- debtor, or collusion between him and

tract, or promise in writing not un- the original creditor.

der seal, and is admissible under the The debtor must have notice of the

general issue. assignment; to prevent his paying

An account of the defendant's de- over the amount to any one else, and

mands however must be filed with after such notice it seems an action

this, “ We command you to attach the goods in three years, by attaching property , by read

and estate of A. B. & c . to the value of
ing the writ , or leaving an attested copy

and summon the said A. B. if he may be thereof,athis last and usual place of aboden .

found in your precinct, to appear before our and upon the trustee , (and each of the trus

justices & c. to answer unto CD, & c . and tees if more than one) by reading the writ , or

whereas the said C D.saith , that the said A. leaving an attested copy ; and if the princi

B. has not in his own hands and possession pal has not been resident as aforesaid , then a

goods and estate to the value of afore service made on such supposed trustee, or

said , which can be come at to be attached, trustees, shall be deemed sufficient.

but has intrusted to and deposited in the The goods effects and credits of the prin

hands and possession of E. F. Sc. trustee of cipal in the hands of the trustee at the time

the said A. B.goods effects and credits to the of the service , are thus bound to satisfy the

said value, we command you therefore that judgment which the plaintif may recover

you summon the said E. F. if he may be against the principal.

found in your precinct, to appear &c . to show For the security of the principal , when out

cause, if any hehas, why execution , to be is of the Commonwealth , it is provided that

sued on such judgment as the said C. D. may the action shall be continued two terms, in

recover against the said A. B. in this action, order that he may have notice ; and if he

( if any) should not issue against his goods does not eventually appear, any one of the

effects or credits in the hands and possession trustees may appear and defend in his behalf.

of him the said E. F. and have you there this If the supposed trustee shall at the first

writ with your doings therein & c.”
term come in and declare , that he had not , it

This writ may be served upon the princi- the time of the service, any property of the

pal, if a resident of the Commonwealth with principal in his hands, and shall submit him

67
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brought by the assignee must be in they are all founded upon a fair ap

the name of the assignor. plication of the principles which

As to the liability over of the as- have long governed the courts of law

signor, we do not find any particular and chancery in Great Britain . "

decision of our Courts. ( 15 Mass. Rep. 486.)

136. Is the common law in respect

of choses in action , adopted ? LIFE ESTATES &c.

A. In a late case the Court remark

“ it will be perceived by attending
137. Are tenants for life, years, &c.

to the judicial history of equitable entitled to the same rights, and sub

assignments, contained in our re - ject to the same liabilities, as by

ports, that there has been a gradual the common and statute law of En

extension of the doctrine, according gland ?

to the more full development of the A. They are. ( But see ante 133.)

principle on which it depends, which

successive actions have presented.

And it will be seen by a recurrence 138. How are decrees in equity

to the several cases decided, that executed & c ?

DECREES IN CHANCERY .

self to examination on oath , the Court being If the answer of the trustee disclose an as.

satisfied of the same shall discharge him with signment, the assignee may , if he pleases,

costs ; but if he neglect to appear and answer, become a party to the suit, and the validity

without reasonable cause shown, he shall be of the assignment may be tried by the Court,

liable for all costs arising in the suit out of or a jury, as the case may require; and in

his own estate , unless recovered out of the such trial the principal may bemade a witness,

property of the principal in his hands.
If the assignee neglect to appear , the at

If the plaintiff fail of his action against the tachment continues valid .

principal, costs may be recovered by the prin
It is farther provided , that after the ser .

cipal and each of the supposed trustees ; but vice upon one or more supposed trustees,the

the discharge of all the trustees will not af- names of any other supposed trustees may be

fect the liability of the principal in that suit, inserted in the writ , provided there has been

unless there have been no such service upon no service on the principal.

him as would have rendered him liable in an
And even after the principal has been coni.

ordinary suit.
mitted on execution , the judgment creditor

If the plaintiff recovers against the prin
may attach his property in the hands of trus.

cipal, and all the trustees have not discharged
tees , upon condition of discharging the body

themselves on oath, execution is awarded
of his debtor.

against the goods &c. of the principal in the

hands of the trustee , as well as against the
An important exception in the statute is,

body goods and estate of the principal .

that no person shall be considered or adjudg.

If the execution against the goods &c. in ed a trustee by reason of his having made,

the hands of the trustee be returned unsatis. given, endorsed, negotiated , or accepted, any

fied, a scire faciasmay be sued out , calling on negotiable security whatever.

him to show cause &c, and if he suffer him. There have been many important decisions

self to be defaulted, having never been exa
on this peculiar process of our law, as to what

mined on oath under the original process,
are goods effects or credits liable to attach

judgment shall be rendered against him for
ment within the statute ; how they must be

" the debt and costs . situated to be so liable ; who in respect of the

Conviction of perjury in his answers sub- authority by which they hold are liable as

jects the trustee , besides the ordinary penal trustees ; what assignment or payment of

ties , to sa : isfy the whole judgment against the debt will discharge the liability ; &c.

the principal.
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INSOLVENT ESTATES. .

A. By the statute giving further re- though bills in equity are constantly

medies in equity, the justices of the brought to redeem .

Supreme Judicial Court have au

thority to issue all such writs and

processes, as may be necessary or

proper to carry into effect the chan 139. In case the estate is insolvent,

cery powers thereby granted to them . are creditors paid pro rata, &c ?

See ante 31 , & c . ) A. They are, without preference, ex

But decrees for the payment of cepting that all rates and taxes, and

money , are executed like judgments debts due to the Commonwealth , and

at Common Law .
for the last sickness, and necessary

As to mortgages, they are usually funeral charges of the deceased are

foreclosed by making actual entry
to be first paid. ( See No. 107, 108.)

on the land, after condition broken ,

in the presence of two witnesses, PUBLICK OR PROPRIETARY LANDS.

and continuing in possession three

years .
140. Are there any lands which

The only other mode of foreclos- belong to the State : how obtained

ing is by a real action given by sta- by one desirous of purchasing:Is

tute, in which the judgment is con
there any proprietary land, and how

obtained ?

ditional, namely, that if the mort- A. There are public lands belonging

gagor do not pay such sum as the

to this State , situated in the State of

Court shall adjudge due within two
Maine.

months from the time of entering up
We have a land office where ap

judgment, with interest, then the

plaintiff shall have his writ of pos- of purchasing, and deeds may be

plication is made by those desirous

session.

obtained from the Commissioners.

This writ commands the sheriff,

We have no proprietary lands.

or his deputy, to give possession of

the land, and also to satisfy the

plaintiff of his costs, out of the

goods, chattels, or lands of the debt
141. Are English law books, al

or, and for default thereof to take his lowed to be read in your State

body. courts : if so, under what limitation ?

There is no jurisdiction on the A. English law -books, both reports

Chancery side of the Court in re- and elementary treatises, are read

gard to the foreclosure of mortgages, without any limitation .

ENGLISH LAW BOOKS .
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3

APPENDIX.

Commonwealth of

Massacbusetts.
}

Suffolk and Nantucket, ss.

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT,

1818 , March Term.

RULES FOR THE REGULATION OF THE

PRACTICE IN CHANCERY.

1. In suits and proceedings under the late statute for giving further reme

dies in equity , the court adopt, as the outlines of their practice, the practice

of the English courts of equity, so far as the same is not repugnant to the

constitution and laws of the commonwealth, nor to the rules which the court

shall , from time to time, make for simplifying the proceedings and preventing

unnecessary delay and expense .

2. All unnecessary prolixity and repetition in the pleadings shall be avoid

ed . The bill shall contain a full, clear and explicit statement of the plaintiff's

case , and conclude with a general interrogatory : But the plaintiff may , when

his case requires it, propose specific interrogatories ; and may allege , by way

of charge, any particular fact for the purpose of putting it in issue.

3. Upon the general interrogatory contained in the bill , the defendant shall

be required to answer fully, directly and particularly, to every material allega

tion or statement in the bill, as if he had been thereto particularly interrogated.

S. ss .

4. The original process to require the appearance of the defendant. (when

the bill is not inserted in an original writ, as provided by the statute ) shall be

a subpæna in the form following.

Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

To A. B. of ( addition

Greeting.

( L. S.) We command you that you appear before our supreme judicial

court, next to be holden at within and for our

said county of S. on the Tuesday of next, then

and there to answer to a bill of complaint exhibited against you in our said

court, by C D. of (addition) and to do and receive what our

said court shall then and there consider, in this behalf. Hereof fail not, un

der the pains and penalties, in the law , in that behalf provided. Witness,

J. P. Esquire, the in the year of our lord

E. F. Clerk.

day of
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The writ shall bear teste of the chief justice, or first justice , who is not e

party to the suit ; and shall be under the seal of the court, and signed by the

clerk ; it shall be served by the same officers, and in the same manner, as

other original writs of summons are by law to be served.

5. The bill may be filed in the clerk's office, in vacation , and a subpæna

shall thereupon issue of course, upon the application of the plaintiff or his

solicitor, returnable at the then next term of the court. The subpæna in

such case shall be served fourteen days at least before the day , on which it is

returnable . When the bill is filed in term time, the court will order the sub

pæna returnable on a certain day in the same term , or at the ensuing term ,

as the case may require ; but the defendant shall never be compelled to ap

pear, nor subjected to any penalty for not appearing, unless the subpæna be

served upon him, fourteen days, at least, before the day on which it is re

turnable.

6. The plaintiff may in all cases cause the defendant to be served with a

copy of the bill, at the same time that the subpæna, or other original writ is

served ; and by the same officer by whom such writ is served ; the copy to

be delivered to the defendant, or left at the place of his last and usual abode ,

and to be attested by the clerk, unless the bill is inserted in a writ of attach

ment or summons, in which case the copy shall be attested , by the officer by

whom the same is served—And when such copy of the bill shall have been

duly served on the defendant sixty days or more , before the day on which t'ie

writ is returnable, the defendant shall be held to plead, demur, or answer on

the return day of the writ, unless for good cause shewn, the court shall allow

further time for that purpose.

7. When the bill is filed in term time, and a subpæna is issued returnable

at the ensuing term , the defendant shall file his plea, demurrer, or answer, in

the clerk's office at such time in the vacation, as the court shall order, not

less than sixty days after service on him of the subpæna, and of an attested

copy of the bill ; provided that he be served with a copy of such order, at

the time of the service of the subpæna. And when an answer is so filed, the

plaintiff may file his replication in the clerk's office , in the same vacation ;

and upon giving notice of such replication to the defendant, not less than

thirty days before the ensuing term, the parties may proceed to take the exa

mination of their witnesses, so that the cause may be heard and determined

at the ensuing term ; or if the plaintiff shall elect to proceed to a hearing of

the cause , on the bill and answer, he may give notice thereof to the defen

dant, not less than thirty days before the ensuing term , and the cause shall be

then heard and determined accordingly.

8. If the defendant, being duly served with the subpæna or other original

process, shall neglect to enter his appearance on the return day thereof ; and

if it shall appear to the court, by the return of the officer or otherwise , that

he had personal notice of the suit, fourteen days , at least, before such resurn

day ; his default may be recorded, and the bill may be taken pro confe880.
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9. The defendant's answer may be sworn to before any justice of the peace

for the county where the defendant may be, and in such case it shall be en

closed and sealed by the justice, and returned unopened into the clerk's office .

The answer may be then opened by the clerk for the inspection of the plainte

iff, that he may reply or proceed thereon , as he shall be advised .

10. All testimony shall be by depositions, to be taken ( if within the com .

monwealth ) before any justice of the peace , being either a judge of any court

of common pleas, a judge of probate, or a counsellor of this court, not in

terested, nor of counsel in the cause ; and if without the commonwealth, the

depositions shall be taken before commissioners to be appointed by the court,

or by any justice thereof in vacation.

11. The examination of witnesses shall be had upon interrogatories to be

filed in the clerk's office, by the party producing the witness, and upon such

cross interrogatories, as may be filed by the adverse party . The party filing

the interrogatories shall give notice thereof to the adverse party , or to his

solicitor or counsel, seven days, at least, before taking out the commission,

and one day more for every ten miles, that such party, or his solicitor, or

counsel, shall live from the clerk's office ; and when the witness to be exa

mined, is within the commonwealth , the clerk shall issue, of course, a com

mission or order, with the title of the cause and of the court, in which it is

pending, authorizing any of the magistrates mentioned in the preceding rule ,

to take the examination of the witness, upon the interrogatories annexed to

the order .

12. All the notices required by these rules to be given to the plaintiff, may

be given to his solicitor or counsel ; and all such notices to be given to the

defendant, if after he has entered his appearance, may be given to his solici

tor or counsel.

13. Whenever it shall become necessary or proper to have any fact tried

and determined by a jury, the court will direct an issue for that purpose , to

be formed by the parties ; containing a distinct affirmation of the points in

question , and a denial, or traverse thereof; and the issue thus formed and

joined will be submitted to a jury in the same court, in which the suit may

be depending
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Rules OF THE SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

“ SUFFOLK , ss. At the Supreme Judicial Court, begun and held at Boston,

within the said County of Suffolk , and for the Counties of Suffolk and Nan

tucket, on the first Tuesday of March, in the year of our Lord, one thou

sand eight hundred and twenty.

Present, the Hon. Isaac PARKEK, Chief Justice.

The Hon. GEORGE THACHER,

CHARLES JACKSON, Justices.

SAMUEL PUTNAM,

SAMUEL S. WILDE,

IT IS ORDERED, That all the rules of this court, excepting only those which

relate to the admission of counsellors and attornies, and the rules for the re

gulation of the practice in chancery, shall be repealed from and after the first

day of July next : and the following RULES are established for regulating the

Modes of Trial, and the Conduct of Business in this court, from and after

the said first day of July.

1. No civil action shall be entered after the first day of the term , unless by

consent of the adverse party , and by leave of the court ; or unless the court

shall allow the same, upon proof that the entry was prevented by inevitable

accident, or other sufficient cause.

2. In all actions originally brought in this court, and in all actions brought

by appeal from the courts of Common Pleas wherein the defendant may have

reserved leave to plead anew, leave to plead double will be granted of course,

on application to the clerk, and entered on his docket at any time within two

days after the action is entered : the day of the entry to be reckoned as one

day ; and if any one or more of the pleas so filed, shall appear to the court to

be unnecessary or improper, the same will be struck out, at the motion of the

plaintiff or demandant : and no leave to plead double will be granted, after the

expiration of the said two days, unless by consent of the plaintiff or demandant,

or unless the court shall allow the same, upon proof that the party was pre

· vented from making the motion, by inevitable accident, or other sufficient

Gause.

3. Either party may obtain a rule on the other, to plead , reply , rejoin, &c .

within a given time to be prescribed by the court ; and if the party so re

quired, neglect to file his pleadings, at the time, all his prior pleadings shall

be struck out, and judgment entered of nonsuit or defauit, as the case may

require, unless the court, for good cause shewn, shall enlarge the rule .

4. When an action shall be continued with leave to amend the declaration

or pleadings, or for the purpose of making a special plea , replication, & c. if

no time be expressly assigned for filing such amendment or pleadings, the

same shall be filed in the clerk's office, by the middle of the vacation, after
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the term when the order is made ; and in such case the adverse party shall

file his plea to the amended declaration , or his answer to the plea, replication,

&c . as the case may be , by the first day of the term to which the action is

continued as aforesaid. And if either party neglect to coinply with this rule,

all his prior pleadings shall be struck out, and judgment entered of nonsuit

or default, as'tne case may require ; unless the court, for good cause shewn,

shall allow further time for filing such amendment or other pleadings.

5. In all actions brought to this court by appeal, the defendant, or tenant,

if he intends to plead specially , shall file his plea within two days after the ac

tion is entered , (the day of the entry to be reckoned as one) unless it shall

appear to the court that the matter of the plea, or the circumstances of the

case are such as to require a longer time ; in which case the court will, on

motion, assigo a time for the filing of the plea : and if such plea be not filed

within the time prescribed by this rule, or to be assigned by the court as afore

said, the defendant will not be allowed to plead specially , but will be required

to plead the general issue , or to file a general demurrer ; and on failing so to

do, he will be defaulted .

6. If a demurrer shall be filed at a time when the court is held by one

judge only, and the same shall , be objected to by the adverse party, as frivo

lous , or immaterial , and intended for delay ; and the counsel or attorney for

the party demurring, shall nevertheless insist on such demurrer ; and if

on the hearing of the cause on such demurrer, the same shall appear to the

court to be frivolous, or immaterial, and intended for delay ; the counsel or

attorney who so insisted on the demurrer, shall be struck off from the roll,

and shall never afterwards be allowed to practise in this court ; unless, upon

good cause shown, the court shall think fit to restore him.

7. Upon the entry of every action or appeal, the name of the plaintiff's or

appellant's attorney shall be entered at the same time on the clerk's docket,

and in default thereof a nonsuit may be entered ; and within two days after

the entry of the action or appeal , the attorney of the defendant or respondent

shall cause his name to be entered on the same docket, as such attorney , and

if it be not so entered, the defendant or respondent may be defaulted. And if

either party shall change his attorney, pending the suit the name of the new

attorney shall be substituted on the docket for that of the former attorney, and

notice thereof given to the adverse party. And until such notice of the

change of an attorney, all notices given to , or by the attorney first appointed,

shall be considered in all respects as notice to, or from his client, excepting

only such cases in which , by law , the notice is required to be given to the party

personally. Provided, however, that nothing in this rule contained, shall be

construed, to prevent either party in a suit from appearing for himself, in the

manner provided by law ; and in such case the party so appearing shall be

subject to all the same rules that are or may be provided for attornies in like

cases, so far as the same are applicable.

8. Amendments in matters of form will be allowed as of course on motion ;
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but if the defect or want of form be shewn as the cause of demurrer, the

court will impose terms on the party amending.

9. Amendments in matters of substance may be made, in the discretion of

the court on payment of costs, or on such other terms as the court shall im

pose ; but if applied for after joinder of an issue of fact or law , the court will,

in their discretion, refuse the application, or grant it upon special terms ; and

when either party amends, the other party shall be entitled also to amend , if

his case requires it . But no new count or amendment of a declaration will

be allowed , unless it be consistent with the original declaration and for the

same cause of action .

10. All depositions shall be opened and filed with the clerk , at the term fot.

which they are taken ; and if the action in which they are to be used shall

be continued, such depositions shall remain on the files, and be open to all ob

jections when offered on the trial, as at the term at which they were opened ;

and if not so left on the files, they shall not be used by the party who originally

produced them : but the party producing a deposition may, if he see fit, with

draw it, during the same term in which it is originally filed, in which case it

shall not be used by either party .

11. The court will grant commissions to take the depositions of witnesses

without the state , and will appoint the commissioners : and either party may ,

on application to the clerk in vacation, obtain a like commission ; which com

mission, in the latter case, shall be directed to any justice of the peace, no

tary public, or other officer legally empowered to take depositions or affida

vits in the state or country where the deposition is to be taken , unless the

parties shall agree on commissioners. And in each case , the depositions shall

be taken upon interrogatories to be filed by the party applying for the com

mission, and upon such cross interrogatories as shall be filed by the adverse

party, the whole of which interrogatories shall be annexed to the commission .

And the party applying for the commission shall in each case file his interro

gatories in the clerk's office, and give notice thereof to the adverse party, or

to his attorney, seven days at least before taking out the commission, and one

day more for every ten miles that such party or his attorney shall live from

the clerk's office. And no deposition taken without the state by force of the

statute in that case provided, and without such commission, shall be admitted

in evidence, unless it shall appear that the adverse party or his attorney had

sufficient notice of the taking thereof, and opportunity to cross examine the

witness, or that, from the circumstances of the case, it was impossible to give

such notice. And when a deposition shall be taken and certified by any per

son as a justice of the peace, or other officer as aforesaid, by force of such

commission, if it shall be objected that the person so taking and certifying the

same, was not such officer, the burden of proof shall be on the party so ob

jecting ; and if a like objection is made to a deposition taken without such

commission , it shall be incumbent on the party producing the deposition to

prove that it was taken and certified by a person duly authorized, according

to the statute before mentioned.
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12. Depositions may be taken for the causes and in the manner by law pre

scribed in term -time, as well as in vacation ; provided they be taken in the

town in which the court is holden , and at an hour when the court is not ac

tually in session . But neither party shall be required during term - time to

attend the taking of a deposition, at any other time or place, than is above pro

vided, unless the court, upon good cause shewn, shall specially order the de.

position to be taken .

13. No motion for a continuance , grounded on the want of material testi

mony, will be sustained unless supported by an affidavit which shall state the

name of tủe witness, if known , whose testimony is wanted , the particular facts

he is expected to prove, with the grounds of such expectation ; and the en

deavours and means that have been used to procure his attendance or depo

sition , to the end that the court may judge whether due diligence has been

used for that purpose . And no counter affidavit shall be admitted to contra

dict the statement of what the absent witness is expected to prove ; but any

of the other facts stated in such affidavit may be disproved by the party ob

jecting to the continuance. And no action shall be continued on such mo

tion, if the adverse party will admit that the absent witness would, if present,

testify to the facts stated in the affidavit, and will agree that the same shall

be received and considered as evidence, on the trial, in like manner, as if the

witness were present and had testified thereto ; and such agreement shall be

made in writing , at the foot of the affidavit, and signed by the party , or his

counsel, or attorney . And the same rule shall apply, mutatis mutandis, when

the motion is grounded on the want of any material document, paper, or other

evidence, that might be used on the trial.

14. When an action is continued at the motion of either party at the term

when it might otherwise have been tried , the party making the motion shall

pay to the adverse party all his costs incurred at that term, in procuring the

attendance of witnesses ; unless the continuance is ordered on account of some

unfair advantage taken by the adverse party , or of some other fault of mis

conduct on his part ; or unless when the party making the motion, shall have

given notice thereof, with a statement of the grounds of such motion to the

adverse party, or his attorney, in such season , before the sitting of the court,

as might have prevented the attendance of the witnesses, or when it shall ap

pear that the ground of the motion was not seasonably known to the party

making it ; and the costs thus paid shall not be included in the bill of costs of

the party receiving them, if he should finally prevail in the suit.

15. The preceding rule will not prevent the court from imposing any other

and additional terms on the party moving for a continuance when the justice

of the case shall require it ; neither shall it be construed to prevent the party

to whom such previous notice may have been given, from procuring the at

tendance of his witnesses, if he shall think fit to oppose the motion for a con

tinuance. And in such case , if the motion is granted , the costs for such wit

nesses shall be allowed in the bill of costs, for the said party, if he should

finally prevail in the suit.
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16. The court will not hear any motion grounded on facts, unless the facts

are verified by affidavit, or are apparent from the record , or from the papers

on file in the case, or areagreed and stated in writing to be signed by the

parties, or their attornies, and the same rule will be applied as to all facts re

lied on , in opposing any motion.

17. In all cases in which money may be brought into court upon the com

mon rule, as it is called, if the plaintiff shall not accept the same, and if upon

the trial, the verdict shall be for the defendant, the plaintiff shall not be liable

for any costs incurred before the time of bringing the money into court, but

only for the costs incurred after that time ; and the terms of the rule shall be

altered accordingly.

18. All civil actions shall he heard and tried in the order in which they

stand on the docket; unless the court shall, upon good cause shewn, post

pone any trial to a time later than that in which it would come in course .

Provided, however, that any one action may, with the consent of all the par

ties concerned, and with the leave of the court, be substituted for another ac

tion standing earlier on the docket ; but in such case the said action which

stood earliest shall take the place of the one which is substituted for it, and

shall be tried when the latter would have come on in course, if no such

change had taken place. And no cause will be continued, even by consent

of parties, unless for good cause shewn.

19. When the court is held by one judge for the trial of causes by the

jury, all motions for the continuance or postponement of any civil action shall

be made on the first day of the term , or on the first day after the entry of the

action, unless prevented by inevitable accident or other sufficient cause ; or

unless the cause or ground of the motion shall first exist, or become known

to the party, after that day ; in which cases the motion shall be made as soon

afterwards, as it can be made, according to the course of the court ; and when

ever an action is continued on such motion , after the time above prescribed ,

the party making the motion shall not be allowed any costs for his travel and

attendance for that term , unless the continuance is ordered on account ofsome

fault or misconduct in the adverse party.

20. Provided , however, and it is further ordered , that when the court shall

be held by one judge as aforesaid, in any law term, after the determination of

the law questions, the first day of the sittings for the trial of causes by the

jury shall be considered as the first day of the term, as to any thing contained

in the preceding rule ; and provided also , that in the County of Suffolk , such

motion may be made within the first four days of the sitting of the court

with the like effect as if made on the first day of the term, or of the situings

as aforesaid. But this rule shall not be construed to prevent the making of

any such motion at any earlier time during the same term , when the party is

prepared to make it.

21. When the court is held by one judge as aforesaid, in those counties, in
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which the court is usually in session for the trial of causes by the jury, more

than two weeks, all motions, reports of referees, petitions, and other like ap

plications, shall be made and presented on the first day of the term , or at the

opening of the court on the morning of each Monday during the term ; and

in those counties in which the court is not usually in session more than two

weeks, all such motions and other applications shall be made on the first day

of the term, or at the opening of the court on the morning of each day : pro

vided that when the cause or ground of such motion or other application shall

first exist or become known to the party, after the times in this rule appoint

ed for making the same, it may be made, (if the case require it) at any inter

mediate time .

22. When a motion is made in relation to any civil action , at any of the

times specifically appointed for that purpose in the preceding rule, no pre

vious notice of the motion need be given to the adverse party ; and if notice

is not given, the court will allow him time to oppose the motion, if the case

shall require it. But when such motion is made, at any intermediate time,

according to the proviso in the preceding rule, the motion shall not be heard

unless seasonable notice thereof sha : I have been given to the adverse party.

23. When the court is held by three or more of the judges, for the hear

ing and determining of questions and issues of law, as provided by the sta

tute, all actions intended for argument shall be entered on a law docket to be

kept for that purpose by the clerk ; and if it is a new action of that term , it

shall be entered on the law docket at the same time when, by the foregoing

rules, it is to be entered on the general docket ; and if a continued action, it

shall be entered on the law docket, before the opening of the court, on the

first day of the term . And no action shall be entered on the law docket after

the times above appointed, unless it shall appear to the court that the entry

was prevented by inevitable accident, or other sufficient cause.

24. In every case intended for argument, as aforesaid, copies of all the ma

terial papers shall be delivered to each of the judges at, or before the open

ing of the court on the first day of the term, or immediately upon the entry

of the action on the law docket ; and no action shall be so entered by the

clerk, until the papers are prepared and ready to be delivered as aforesaid ;

provided that when the question arises upon special pleadings, a special ver

dict, a writ of error, or certiorari, it shall be sufficient to make out one com

plete copy of the material papers to be delivered to the chief justice, and ab

stracts of the same, to be delivered to each of the other judges ; such ab «

stra . ts to be made as to present fully the question intended to be argued ;

and when the question arises upon the answers of a trustee , one copy of the

answers shall be deemed sufficient ; unless when additional copies shall be

ordered by the court.

25 The clerk shall enter on the law docket, all actions in which it shall

appear from the record , or from his docket, that there is any question of law

to be argued ; and all such as either party shall request to have so enterede
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provided the papers are prepared as above directed : and actions so entered

within the times above limited in that behalf, shall be entered in the order in

which they stand on the general docket ; and if any are entered afterwards,

by leave of the court, they shall be entered successively at the end of the law

docket, and shall not be argued until they come on in course, on that docket ;

but all of them shall have their proper numbers prefixed, as they are num

bered on the general docket .

26 In all cases of writs of error, or certiorari, issues of law on pleadings,

facts agreed and stated by the parties, and trustee processes, it shall be the

duty of the plaintiff or complainant, to cause the action to be entered on the

law docket, and to furnish the papers for the court ; and in all other cases the

same shall be done by the party who moves for a new trial , or who holds the

affirmative upon the question to be argued ; but this shall not prevent the

adverse party from making the entry and furnishing the papers, if neglected

by him whose duty it is, as aforesaid . And when the party whose duty it is

shall neglect to enter the action , or to furnish the papers as aforesaid , he shall

not have any costs for that term .

27. When the papers of which copies are required as aforesaid, are filed

in the clerk's office, it shall be his duty without delay, to make out such copies

for the court ; unless he shall be notified by the party whose duty it is to fure

nish the papers that the question of law is waved, or will not be argued : and

when an abstract is sufficient, the attorney of the party shall make out the

abstract to be copied by the clerk, or otherwise the clerk may make out a

complete copy for each judge , the extraordinary expense of which shall be

borne by such party, and the costs of the copies shall in every case be ad

vanced by the party whose duty it is to furnish the same, unless they shall be

received and paid for by the adverse party. And all such copies shall be

written in a fair, legible hand, on one side only of each sheet, and with a con

venient margin ; and they shall be folded uniformly like the other files of the

clerk , with the names of the parties, and the number of the action endorsed

thereon . And the costs of such copies shall be taxed for the party prevail

ing in the suit, if he shall have furnished the same.

28. In cases submitted upon facts stated by the parties, or others in which

the papers may not have been filed with the clerk , they may be copied by the

party, whose duty it is to furnish the same as above directed ; but they shall

be written and prepared in the manner above prescribed, or they will not be

received by the court.

29. Each civil action shall stand for argument in its order upon the law

docket ; and when called for argument, if neither party appear, it shall be

struck off the law docket, and shall be considered as not having been entered

thereon ; and if one party only appears, he shall be heard ex parte, or the

court will render judgment, on nonsuit or default, or such other judgment, as

the case may require ; but this rule shall not apply to libels for divorce, nor to
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appeals from the probate court in which there may be any question or issue

of fact.

30. To enable the court the better to understand the questions to be argued

in each case , and to prevent unnecessary delay in the determination thereof,

the clerks are required, in all cases, to transmit to the judges in vacation,

copies of all papers made by them as aforesaid , as soon as may be after the

copies are made out ; and the parties who inake out their own copies, are re .

quired to transmit the same in like manner ; and no argument will be heard

in any case till one day , at least, after the papers shall have been delivered to

the judges , unless it be the first day of the term, or unless thc court shall

think proper, for special reasons, to dispense with this part of the rule .

31. The clerk shall be answerable for all records and papers filed in court,

or in his office ; and they shall not be lent by him, or taken from his custody,

unless by special order of court, but the parties may at all times have copies.

Provided , only, that depositions may be withdrawn by the party producing

them, at the same term at which they are opened ; and whilst remaining on

the files they shall be open to the inspection of either party, at all seasonable

hours .

32. The clerk shall make a memorandum on his docket, of the day on which

any judgment is awarded , and if no special award of judgment is made, it

shall be entered as of the last day of the term.

33. In order to enable the clerks to make up and complete their records

within the time prescribed by law , it shall be the duty of the prevailing party

in every suit, forthwith to file with the clerk, all papers and documents ne .

eessary to enable him to make up and enter the judgment, and to complete

the record of the case ; and if the same are not so filed within three months

after judgment shall have been ordered, the clerk shall make a memorandum

of the fact on the record ; and the judgment shall notbe afterwards recorded,

unless upon a petition to the court at a subsequent term, and after notice to

the adverse party, the court shall order it to be recorded . And no execution

shall issue until the papers are filed as aforesaid . And when a judgment

shall be recorded upon such petition, the clerk shall enter the same, together

with the order of the court, for recording it among the records of the term

in which the order is passed, with apt references in the index and book of

records of the term in which the judgment was awarded, so that the same

may be readily found ; and the judgment when so recorded shall be and be

considered in all respects as a judgment of the term in which it was originally

awarded . And the party delinquent in such case, shall pay to the clerk the

costs of recording the judgment anew, and also the costs on the petition , and

the costs of the adverse party, if he shall attend to answer thereto .

34. Whereas the clerks in keeping their records in books, according to

the ancient usage in this state, do sometimes begin to enter a judgment be

fore they have all the papers necessary to complete the same, and thereupon
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leave a blank in the book to be afterwards filled up ; it is ordered, that no

such blanks be suffered to remain for more than six months after the end of

the term at which the judgment was rendered ; and if the clerk, after begin

ning to enter a judgment as aforesaid , shall be prevented from completing

the record for want of any necessary papers, as mentioned in the preceding

rule , he shall make a memorandum of that fact, as above directed, in the

blank space so left in the book, so that no one can afterwards interpolate the

judgment therein .

35. Whereas it is made the duty of the judges of the several courts to in.

spect the conduct of their respective clerks with regard to the making and

keeping of their records, it is therefore ordered, that the respective clerks of

this court shall, on the first day of every term, exhibit to the court the then

latest book of records in their respective offices, and such others as the court

shall require ; to the end that in case of any deficiency therein, the court may

take the measures prescribed by the statute in such case, and such other

measures as the case shall appear to them to require.

36. No cause shall be opened for trial, by the jury, until the fees due in

that behalf are paid to the clerk ; all other fees due to the clerk shall be paid

as soon as they are by law payable ; and if the clerk shall fail to demand and

receive any such fees when payable as aforesaid , he shall be chargeable with

all those, for which he is by law required to account to others, in like man

ner, as if he had actually received the same.

37. On indictments found by the grand jury , the clerk shall, ex officio ,

issue a capias without delay ; and when default is made by any party bound

by recognizance in any criminal proceeding, the clerk shall in like manner

issue a scire facias thereon , returnable to the next term, unless the court shall

make a special order to the contrary.

38 Every venire fucias shall be made returnable into the clerk's office by

ten of the clock in the forenoon of the first day of the term , and the jurors

shall be required to attend at that time ; excepting only, when in case of a

deficiency of jurors, the court shall order an additional venire facias in term

time, in which case , the same shall be made returnable forthwith, or at such

time as the court shall order.

39. The respective clerks of the several courts of Common Pleas, of the

several circuit courts of Common Pleas, and of the Boston court of Common

Pleas, in all cases in which judgment shall be rendered in those couris re

spectively, shall record at large the declaration or complaint, and all the

pleadings of the parties, with all orders of the courts, and other proceedings

in the cause .

40. Bills of costs shall be taxed by the clerk, apon a bill to be made out

by the party entitled to them , if he shall present such biil, and otherwise

upon a view of the proceedings and files appearing in the clerk's office ; and
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no costs shall be taxed without notice to the adverse party to be present, pro

vided he shall have given notice to the clerk in writing , or by causing it to

be entered on the clerk's docket, of his desire to be present at the taxation

thereof And either party dissatisfied with the taxation by the clerk , may

appeal to the court, or to a judge in vacation .

41. When an action is continued by the court for advisement, or under re

ference by a rule of court, costs shall be allowed to the party prevailing, for

only one day's attendance and his travel, at every intermediate term .

42. In every writ of error, the plaintiff may file the assignment oferrors,

in the clerk's office before taking out the scire facias, in which case the same

shall be inserted in the scire facias, and the defendant shall be held to plead

thereto within the first two days of the returą term, unless the court shari

by special order enlarge the time.
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Rules Of The Boston COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.

SUFFOLK. ss. At the Boston Court of Common Pleas, begun and holden

at Boston , within and for the County ot Suffolk , on the first l'uesday ofJuly ,

in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty .

The Court established thefollowing Rules.

1. No person shall be permitted to practice as a counsellor and attorney of

the Boston court of Common pleas, until he shall have been regularly aumitted

and enrolled as such.

All persons who have been regularly admitted counsellors or attornies of

the supreme judicial court, and who are of regular and fair standing, and all

persons who have been admitted as attornies of the court of common pleas for

the county of Suffolk , and who are of regular and fair standing, are hereby ad

mitted and enrolled as attornies of this court .

Any person , a citizen of the United States, of the age of twenty one years,

and upwards, who may have received an education at any university, and shall

have been a student for three years in the office of a practitioner in the high

est court of Judicature in any of the United States, the last year of which

shall have been spent in the office of a counsellor of the supreme judicial

court of this county ; or who, besides having a good school education , has de

voted seven years to literary acquisitions, and spent three years at least in

the office of a practitioner in the highest court of judicature in any of the

United States, the last year of which , shall have been spent in the prosecu

tion of the study of the law in the offce of a counseilor of the supreme judicial

court in this county ; and any person who shall have been admitted to practice

in any court of common pleas in any other county , and shall have practised

therein two years at least ;-or who shall have been admitted an attorney of

the supreme judicial court in any other county, and whose moral character is

fair, on the recommendation of the standing committee of the bar of this coun.

ty, accompanied by the recommendation of the counsellor of this county in

whose office he shall have studied, shall be admitted an attorney of this court.

2. No counsellor or attorney of this court shall , on pain of being struck

from the roll, be bail in any cause pending in this court.

3. A list of all actions, intended for entry, shall be delivered to the clerk on

or before the evening of thursday of the first week of each term, and shall be

entered by him, and the new docket prepared for the examination of the gen.

tlemen of the bar, and for entering of appearances, by nine o'clock in the

forenoon of saturday of the same week ; and no list of entries shall be recei

ved by the clerk after the evening aforesaid , nor any action be entered except

ing by order of court, after the time aforesaid ; and in all cases, in which ac.

tions shall be entered by order of court, after the time aforesaid, no attend.

ance shall be taxed for the plaintiff previously to the time of entering such

action ; and if the defendant shall be defaulted, the first term ,in any action so

69
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entered , no appearance having been entered for him , no attendance shall be

allowed to the plaintiff.

4. On the first day of each term, the continued docket shall be called, and

a list of all actions intended for trial shall be made, and in all cases, which

shall be set down for trial , the counsel for the plaintiffs, on or before satur

day . of the first week of the term , shall deliver to the court, a short memoran

dum of the nature of each action , and generally how it arises, and what sum

is demanded in damages, and the counsel for the defendants shall deliver as

aforesaid a short memorandum of the grounds of their defences : And in all

actions which shall be set down for trial , on the new docket like memoranda,

shall be delivered to the court, within seven days from the time of calling the

new docket, to the end that the court may see whether or not it has final juris

diction of the causes to be tried , and to a certain extent, what number of cau

ses it may be useful to assign for trial, on each day — And in all cases , the party

omitting to deliver to the court such memorandum within the term aforesaid,

will be considered as waving his right to a trial, though he may be compelled

to submit to one .

On tuesday of the second week, in each term , the new docket will be called,

and a list of all actions intended for trial will be made.

5. In the memorandum required to be delivered by rule fourth , it will not

be expected that the plaintiff will state in what manner he shall support his

action, nor the defendant how he shall make out his defence. In a writ of en.

try it will be sufficient for the demandant to state the degree and shew the

alienations or descents ; in an action of debt, for the plaintiff to say debt on

judgment, on bond, on statute , &c . &c . in assumpsit , to say on promissory note,

for goods sold, or services rendered, &c . &c . in case, for torts, to say for slan

der, malicious prosecutions, trover , &c . &c . in trespass, to say for taking

goods, quare clausum fregit, assault and battery , &c . &c . in replevin , to say for

goods, of the value of. And for tenant in a writ of entry, it will be sufficient

to say, never disseized , or state what he proposes to plead specially ; in debt,

to say no such record, not his deed , he owes nothing, &c. &c ; in assumpsit,

to say he never promised, and relies on proving payment, usury , infancy ,

statute of limitations, set off, & c . &c; in trespass and case , to say not guilty,

special justification, &c . &c ; and in replevin, to say non cepit or property in

himself, or a stranger, &c .

6. Oyer of all deeds, &c. declared on , may be had on motion at the return

term , but not afterwards, unless by special order of court.

7. The plaintiff may amend his writ, and declaration , or declare anew , for

the same cause of acion , at the first term , without costs or continuance, be.

fore issue joined, but no amendment shall afterwards be made but upon

terms.

8. No motion for double pleading shall be sustained after the first term , un

less for good cause shewn .
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9. Either party may obtain a rule on the other, to plead , reply, rejoin , &c.

within a given time , to be prescribed by the court; and if the party so re

quired, neglect to file his pleadings, at the time prescribed, all his prior plead.

ings shall be struck out, and judgment entered of nonsuit, or default as the

case may require, unless the court for good cause shewn, shall enlarge the

rule .

10. If in the same cause there be an issue in fact, and an issue in law, the

issue in law shall be first argued and determined, unless the court, for good

cause, otherwise direct.

11. Motions in arrest of judgment, or for new trial, shall be made in wri.

ting and the causes thereof shall be specified therein.

12. No attorney shall be permitted to deny the signature of any paper decla

red on, unless he shall satisfy the court that he has been instructed by his client

so to do, or that he verily believes such signature not to be genuine, or un

less he shall have given the adverse party reasonable notice thereof.

13. No papers or records filed in court , or in the clerk's office, shall be ta

ken therefrom , unless by special leave of court, or by the agreement of par

ties in writing, filed in their stead .

14. All judgments and continuances shall be entered as of the last day of

the term, unless where otherwise specially ordered by the court .

15 Every person summoned as a trustee, living within the county, when he

enters his appearance, in the action in which he is so summoned, shall give

notice thereof, to the counsel of the plaintiff, personally, or by leaving a noti

fication at his office, if he keeps one within the county, advising him that he

has entered his appearance in the action in which he is so summoned, and will

be ready to answer such interrogatories as may be proposed to him on some

certain day, not exceeding three days, from the time of such notice. And

the declaration of any supposed trustee, inserted in his answer and sworn to ,

shall be sufficient to prove such notice.

16. Any person summoned as a trustee , shall not be entitled to any fees for

attendance, until after he has appeared and given notice as aforesaid . And

every person summoned as aforesaid , shall be entitled to fees for attendance ,

from the time of his appearance and giving notice as aforesaid, until he is

discharged, excepting fees for attendance during the time, the cause may

be continued, by order of court, for advisement.

17. If the trustee unreasonably neglect to answer interrogatories, the court

upon motion of the plaintiff, will assign a day by which his answers shall be

filed, or the trustee defaulted .

18. If the plaintiff shall discontinue his action against the trustee, on or be
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fore the second day of the term , such trustee shall be entitled to costs of his

travel and three days attendance only .

19. All depositions shall be opened and filed with the clerk, at the term for

which they are taken ; and if the action in which they are to be used shall be

continued , such depositions shall remain on the files, and be open to all objec

tions when offered on the trial , as at the term at which they were opened ; and

if not so left on the files, they shall not be used by the party , who originally

produced them ; but the party producing a deposition, may, if he sees fit,

withdraw it, during the same term in which it is originally filed , in which

case it shall not be used , by either party .

20. The court will grant commissions to take the depositions of witnesses

without the state, and will appoint the commissioners , and either party may,

on application to the clerk in vacation, obtain a like commission ; which com

mission in the latter case , shall be directed to any justice of the peace , Nota

ry Public , or other officer legally empowered to take depositions or affidavits

in the state or country where the deposition is to be taken , unless the parties

shall agree on commissioners; and in each case , the deposition shall be taken

upon interrogatories to be filed by the party applying for the commission, and

upon such cross interrogatories as shall be filed by the adverse party, the whole

of which interrogatories shall be annexed to the commission.
And the party

applying tor the commission shall in each case file his interrogatories in the

clerk's office, and give notice thereof to the adverse party, or to his attorney,

seven days at least, before taking out his commission, and one day more for

every ten miles, that such party or his attorney shall live from the clerk's of.

fice. And no deposition taken without the state by force of the statute in that

case provided , and without such commission , shall be admitted in evidence, un

less it shall appear that the adverse party or his attorney had sufficient notice of

the taking thereof, and opportunity to cross examine the witness, or that from

the circumstances of the case , it was impossible to give such notice . And when

a deposition shall be taken and certified by any person as a justice of the peace,

or other officer as aforesaid , by force of such commission, and it shall be ob .

jected that the person so taking and certifying the same, was not such officer,

the burden of proof shall be on the party so objecting ; and if a like objection

is made to a deposition taken without such commission, it shall be incumbent

on the party producing the deposition to prove that it was taken and certified

by a person duly authorized, according to the statute before mentioned .

21. Depositions may be taken for the causes and in the manner by law pre

scribed in term time, as well as in vacation ; provided they be taken in the

town in wbich the court is holden, and at an hour when the court is not ac

tually in session . But neither party shall be required during term -time to

attend the taking of a deposition, at any other time or place than is above

provided, unless the court upon good cause shewn, shall specially order the

deposition to be taken .

22. No motion for a continuance, grounded on the want of material testi
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mony, will be sustained unless supported by an affidavit, which shall state the

name of the witness, if known, whose testimony is wanted , the particular facts

he is expected to prove , with the grounds of such expectation ; and the endea

vours and means that have been used to procure his attendance or deposition ,

to the end that the court may judge whether due diligence has been used for

that purpose . And no counter affidavit shall be admitted to contradict the state

ment of what the absent witness is expected to prove ; but any of the other

facts stated in such affidavit may be disproved by the party objecting to the

continuance . And no action shall be continued on such motion, if the adverse

party will admit that the absent witness would , if present, testify to the facts

stated in the affidavit, and will agree that the same shall be received and con

sidered as evidence, on the trial , in like manner, as if the witness were present

and had testified thereto ; and such agreement shall be made in writing, at

the foot of the affidavit, and signed by the party , or his counsel , or attorney .

And the same rule shall apply, mutatis mutandis, when the motion is ground

ed on the want of any material document, paper or other evidence that might

be used on the trial.

23. The court will not hear any motion grounded on facts, unless the facts

are verified by affidavit, or are apparent from the record , or from the papers

on file in the case , or are agreed and stated in writing and signed by the pare

ties, or their attornies, and the same rule will be applied as to all facts relied

on , in opposing any motion.

24. In all cases in which money may be brought into court upon the com

mon rule, as it is called , if the plaintiff shall not accept the same ; and if upon

the trial , the verdict shall be for the defen :lant, the plaintiff shall not be liable

for any costs incurred before the time of bringing the money into court, but

only for the cost incurred after that time ; and the terms ofthe rule shall be

altered accordingly.

25. All motions, reports of referees, petitions , and other like applications,

shall be made and presented at the opening of the court on the morning of

each monday, Wednesday and saturday during the term ; provided that when

the cause or ground of such motion or other application shall first exist or

become known to the party , after the times in this rule appointed for making

the same, it may be made , ( if the case require it) at any intermediate time.

26. When a motion is made in relation to any civil action, at any of the

times specifically appointed for that purpose in the preceding rule, no previous

notice of the motion need be given to the adverse party ; and if notice is not

given , the court will allow him time to oppose the motion, if the case shall

require it . But when such motion is made, at any intermediate time, accord

ing to the proviso in the preceding rule , the motion shall not be heard unless

seasonable notice thereof shall have been given to the adverse party.

27. The clerk shall be answerable for all records and papers filed in court,

or in his office ; and they shall notbe lent by him or taken from his custody ,
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unless by special order of court, but the parties may at all times have copies.

Provided , nevertheless , that depositions may be withdrawn by the party pro

ducing them , at the same term at which they are opened ; but whilst remain .

ing on the files they shall be open to the inspection of either party, at all

seasonable hours .

28. In order to enable the clerks to make up and complete their records

within the time prescribed by law , it shall be the duty of the prevailing party

in every suit, forth with to file with the clerk, all papers and documents neces

sary to enable him to make up and enter the judgment , and to complete the re .

cord of the case ; and if the same are not so filed within three months after

judgment shall have been ordered , the clerk shall make a memorandum of

the fact on the record ; and the judgment shall not be afterwards recorded

unless upon a petition to the court at a subsequent term , and after notice to

the adverse party , the court shall order it to be recorded . And no execution

shall issue until the papers are filed as aforesaid . And when a judgment

shall be recorded upon such petition, the clerk shall enter the same together

with the order of the court, for recording it among the records of the term in

which the order is passed , with apt references in the index and book of re

cords of the term in which the judgment was awarded, so that the same may

be readily found ; and the judgment when so recorded shall be considered

in all respects as a judgment of the term in which it was originally awarded .

And the party delinquent in such case, shall pay to the clerk the costs of re

cording the judgment anew , and also the costs on the petition, and the costs of

the adverse party, if he shall attend to answer thereto.

29. Whereas the clerks in keeping their records in books, according to the

ancient usage in this state, do sometimes begin to enter a judgment before

they have all the papers necessary to complete the same , and thereupon leave

a blank in the book to be afterwards filled up ; It is ordered, that no such

blanks be suffered to remain for more than six months after the end of the

term , at which the judgment was rendered ; and if the clerk, after beginning

to enter a judgment as aforesaid , shall be prevented from completing the re

cord for want of any necessary papers, as mentioned in the preceding rule, he

shall make a memorandum of that fact, as above directed in the blank space so

left in the book, so that no one can afterwards interpolate the judgment

therein .

30. No cause shall be opened for trial , by the jury, until the fees due in that

behalf are paid to the clerk ; all other fees due to the clerk shall be paid as

soon as they are by law payable , and if the clerk shall fail to demand and re

ceive any such fees, when payable as aforesaid , he shall be chargeable with

all those, for which he is by law required to account to others , in like man

ner, as if he had actually received the same .

31. Bills of costs shall be taxed by the clerk, upon a bill to be made out by

the party entitled to them , if he shall present such bill, and otherwise upon a
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view of the proceedings and files appearing in the clerk's office ; and no costs

shall be taxed without notice, to the adverse party to be present, provided he

shall have given notice to the clerk in writing, or by causing it to be entered

on the clerk's docket, of his desire to be present at the taxation thereof. And

either party dissatisfied with the taxation by the clerk, may appeal to the court

or to the judge in vacation .

32. When an action is continued by the court for advisement, or under re

ference by a rule of court, costs shall be allowed to the party prevailing, for

only one day's attendance and his travel, at every intermediate term ,
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INDEX

To the Rules for the RegulATION of the Practice in Chax

CERY, in the SUPREME JUDICIAL Court. See
P. 524 ,

No.

3

6, 7

9

5

8

ib.

ib .

ib.

8

Answer,

on the general interrogatory in the bill - how to be.

when to be put in .

sworn to and returned how to be.

Appearance,

not necessary - unless subpæna served 14 days &c.

default of at ret. of process - bill confessed &c.

Bill,

case in-how to be stated .

conclusion of - with a general interrogatory.

specific interrogatories in — when to be.

charging a particular fact - to be put in issue .

to be taken pro confe880 - when .

Commission, Commissioners. (sce Witnesses . )

Interrogatories, (see Witne8808. )

in the bill-how to be .

the general one-how to be answered .

to witnesses ~ 10 be filed by parties — where &c.

notice of filing — to whom—when &c.

to be annexed to commission.

Issue of fact to a jury,

when and how to be made up, and where tried.

Notice,

to the solicitor or counsel of parties - sufficient.

Pleading ,

bill may be served with the processwhen and how.

defendant to plead &c at ret. of process- when &c.

plea, answer &c . to be filed in 60 days ,when .

replicat. on filing answ - notice of &c . how to be.

hearing on bill and answer - how to be .

Practice,

of the english court of equity - adopted - how far.

Pro Confe880 ,

bill to be taken when .

Prolixity,

of pleading - unnecessary to be avoided .

3

11

ib.

ib.

13

12

6

6 , 7

ib .

7

ib .

1

8
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4 , 5

5

ib .

10

11

ib.

Subpæna,

form - teste - service - return of & c .-- how to be.

of course - on bill filed in vacat.

on bill filed in term , how ordered .

Testimony (see witnesses.)

to be by depositions in all cases.

in the state taken before what persons and how.

out of the state-taken before whom - and how.

Witnesses,

to be examined on interrogatories and cross- o .

interrogatories for to be filed with whom when &c.

notice of filing - how to be.

commission to examine, within the state .

who to issue it when and to whom &c.

out of the statemwho to issue and to whom.

purport of icmto the officers.

1

ib.

ib.

ib .

ib.

10

11

70
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INDEX

To the Rules of the Supreme Judicial Court. See p. 527.

Action,
No.

civil- not to be entered after 1st . day of term -- unless.
1

continuance of — for further pleading-how &c .

on the Law Docket -when and how to be entered. 23, 24, 25, 26

order of trial_how to be .
18

Affidavit,

of facts to support motion-- necessary - unless .
16

Amendment,

of form of course on motion .
8

if shewn for cause of demurreterms. ib.

of substancerin discretion - on costs and terms. 9

after issue in fact or law - do .
ib.

by one party_allowed to the other - if. ib .

not allowed — to change the action .
ib .

Argument, ( see hearing . )

in civil actions to be called on in order on the docket. 29

neither party appearing on - struck from docket. ib .

one party do — to be heard exparte - or judgment &c. ib .

on divorce, and probate appeals- different rule - when . ib.

not to be heardm'till copies furnished - how . 30

Attornies, ( Counsellors. )

rules for admission of not repealed . See page 527.

insisting on frivolous demurrer - struck off roll- when . 6

names of_to be entered in actions and appeals — or &c .
7

changed - pending suit - regulations.
ib .

Bringing money into Court,

pltff. not accepting — what costs to receive &c .

Clerks,

to issue capias — on indictments immediate.
37

to sue out sci. fa-on forfeited recognizances.
ib.

fees of - on jury trials to be paid — when.
36

accountable for fees to 3rd . persons — how .
ib.

Commission, (see depositions - commissioners. )

to take deposit. - out of the state-how granted — in term .

in vacation - how taken out and to whom directed . ió.

interrog. on — by parties - notice of filing of annexing of

&c.how, ib .

executed or not by right officer - onus probandi &c.
ió .

Commissioners, (see commission - depositions )

to take deposit. - appointed in term — how .
11

do . in vacat .- how appointed and who to be.
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13

Continuance,

on leave to amend - plead anew &c .-regulations.
4

of action for want of material testimony — when and how.

affidavit for, in case of absent witness — what to contain. ib .

contradicted-how far allowed . ib.

not to bemif facts admitted and how . ib .

for want of a paper, document & c . — what rule &c.
ib .

costs on — when and what to be paid . 14, 15

terms on-court may impose reasonable .
15

of causes by consent - not to be unless &c . 18

motions for, at sittings before I judge when and how to be. 19

at law terms before I judge-when and how.
20

Gopies,

of papers for the judges - what - and when to be ready &c. 24

complete and abstracts either sufficient- when .
ib .

to be furnished judges — by the parties respectively - how . 26

not furnished by one party--may be by the other.
ib .

filed in the office-- clk . to make copies for court-- unless . 27

expense of making -- when by clk .-- who to pay .
ib .

to be made out fair -- with names of party --number &c .
ib .

costs of_to be taxed for party_if furnished by him.
ib.

in cases submitted &c and papers not filed—who to deliver. 28

made out by parties or clk .-- to be sent to judges in vacat. 30

Costs,

on amendment.

on continuance of action - when -- and what to be . 14, 15 , 19

on bringing money into court- party what to pay.
17

of the term-party not entering act. on L. D .-- not allowed . 26

of copies for the court--how paid. 26, 27

for not filing papers-- to make up judgment.
33

due to clerk -- for jury and other fees.

clerk liable for to others--when.

to be taxed by clerk - how &c.
40

bill of — to be presented by party - or.

notice of taxing - when to be. ib .

appeal from taxation of—how to be . 40

of the term - cause being under advisement or reference. 41

Days in term ,

motions for continuances -- on what days in . 19 , 20

on reports - petitions - and applications - do. 21

Demurrer,

frivolous - proceedings - how to be. 6

atty . insisting on - struck off roll_when . ib.

Depositions, ( see commission - commissioners. )

to be opened and filed - how and when. 10

on continuance of action to remain on files &c. ib .

may be withdrawn by party producing-when.
ib ,

8 , 9

36

ib .

ib.
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.

33

39

taken out of the state without commission - proceedings how .

may be taken in term as well as vacat. - how &c. 12

person taking , authorised or not-onus probandi.,
11

Docket, ( See Luw Docket. )

Error,

on writ of - assignment of errors - before sci. fa .
42

Fees,

on jury trials — to clk - payment of.
36

to be accounted for by clk .-to 3rd . persons-when.
ib.

Hearing- Trial , (see argument . )

of civil actions - on the docket-order of.
18

Judgment,

for default of pleading - when . 3, 4, 5

for attornies names not being entered - when .
7

mem . - of time when awarded-clk . to enter.
32

making up the record of-regulations for.

parties what to do-to enable clk . to make up.
ib.

in the com . pleas - pieadings at large-to be recorded.

not to be entered - nor execution on - when . 33

entered with blanks - regulations. 34

Law Docket,

when 3 &c. judges hold law terms - clk . to keep one.
23

actions for argument - when to be entered on. ib.

action not to be entered-until copies ready for judges.
24

what actions to be entered on by clerk .
25

order of entering actions - on . ió .

actions on - lo be numbered as io Gen. Docket. ib .

parties respectively - which to cause entry of action on.
26

Motion ,

facts on - to be verified by affidavit - except. 16

on what days in term - in certain cases . 19 , 20, 21 , 22

notice of — when required or not - in what cases. ib.

Notice,

of motion - required or not - in what cases.

Order,

of trying civil causes on the docket. 18

Papers, for the judges See copies . )

Picading, ( pleadings )

double - regulations for. 2

rule to plead , rejoin & c . - time for - court to prescribe. 3

neglect of the rule-judgment-unless . ib .

on continuance of action to amend, plead anew & c . - how to be. 4

specially , on causes of appeal - regulations for. 5

demurrer frivolous - proceedings - how . 6

when to be struck out.
2, 3, 4

Propria Persona,

party may appear-in. 7

appearing in --bound by the rules.
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31

ib.

ib .

ab .

33

34

35

Putting off_Trial, (see con inuance )

Records, (and papers .) (see judgment. )

clk . to be answerable--for all filed .

not to be lent - or taken out_but on order.

copies of - parties entitled to .

depositions withdrawn by party_when .

to be made up by clk .- parties to file papers - for.

blanks in when to be filledor noted.

books of - to be shown by clk. to Judges - when .

of judgments in the Com. Pleas_how made up.

Rules,

prior to Mar. 6, ( 1821 ) repealed_except &c. See page 527.

Trial,

order of_on the docket.

putting off - See (continuance. )

Venire,

return of_when and where to be .

Witnesses, ( See commission - commissioners - depositions. )

39

18

38
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INDEX.

To the Rules of the BOSTON COURT OF COMMON PLEAS

for the County of Suffolk . see p. 537.

Actions, ( entry of.) ( see Docket .) No.

list of— to be delivered for entry - and entered by clerk - when . 3

-not to be received after - unless. ib.

docket for actions and appearances when to be ready for exam

ination . ib.

entries of, or of appearances -- not in time - costs of attendance not

allowed.
ib.

Affidavit,

of facts to support motion -- necessary - unless. 23

Amendment,

of writ and narr.—or declaring anew - when .
7

without costs - or costs and terms when. ib .

Arrest,

of judgment -mot. in writing - and causes for.
11

Attornies, ( Counsellors . )

not to practice-until admitted and enrolled .
1

now ofthe S.J.court & C. Pleas for Suffolk Co.-admitted here. ib .

qualifications— necessary to admission of. ib.

not to be bail in any cause .
2

not to deny signatures of papers declared on-unless.
12

Bringing money into court ,

plaintiff not accepting-what costs &c .
24

Commission, ( see deposition commissioners.)

to take deposit . out of the state - how granted in term .
20

in vacat . - how taken out and to whom directed .
ib .

interrogat. on , by parties-notice of - filing of annexing of &c. ib.

executed by right officer or not - onus probandi &c .
ib.

Commissioners, (see depositions - commission . )

to take depositions,-appointed in term - how .
20

do . in vacat. - how appointed.--and who to be.
in .

Continuance,

of action for want of material testiinony – when and how. 22

affidavit for, in case of absent witness—what to contain.
ib .

-contradicted - how far allowed .
ib.

for want of a paper & c . — what rule .
ib.

to be entered as of last day of term-unless .

Costs,

to be taxed by clk - how &c .
31

bill of to be presented to by party—or.
ib.

notice of taxing—when to be .

ib .

appeal from taxation-how.
ib .

32

of terms-cause being under advisement, or reference.
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ib .

Days in term,

motions on reports, petitions, applications & c . - on what days in. 25

Depositions,

when to be opened and filed.

to remain on filemon continuance &c. ib .

may be withdrawn when .

taken out of the state - without commission-how to be .
20

officer takinghis authority questionedhow proved.
ib.

may be taken in term as well as vacat.
21

Docket, (see actions.)

continued to be called
and trial list of actions made--when . 4

mem..ofdemand and defence for the court to be delivered

when . ib.

the like on the new docket- when . ib .

omission to deliver - waiver &c . ib .

new, to be called and list of trials made outmo-when . ib.

mem . to be delivered — what sufficient. 5

Fees,

30

ib.

13, 27

27

10

9

28

ib .

29

14

on jury trials to clk — payment of.

to be accounted for by clk - to 3rd persons.

Files,

not to be taken from office_unless.

clk . - answerable for .

Issue,

in law_and issue in fact - trial of first.

Judgment,

when to be - for not pleading.

parties to furnish clk . with papers & c . — to enter.

not to be entered_nor execution on — when .

entered with blanks - regulations.

to be entered as of last day of term—unless.

Motion ,

facts on — to be verified by affidavit - unless.

on what days in term_in certain cases .

notice of_required or not - in what cases.

in arrestmor for N. Trial-to be in writing and causes for.

N. Trial,

motion for - to be in writing - and causes for.

Notice ,

of motion - required or not - in what cases .

Oyer (of deeds &c )

on motion_when_and not after.

Papers , ( or records . )

filed_not to be taken from office - unless .

clk.--answerable for.

Pleading,

double--mot. for - when to be.

rules tor_by parties respectively-how to be .

28

25

26

11

ib .

26

6

13, 27

27

8
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ib.

10

15

27

ib .

ib .

-not complied with - judgment &c.

issues in law and fact - trial of - first.

trustee summoned_to give not . of app.-how.

Records, (and papers ) (see Judgment.)

clerks to be answerable -- for all filed .

not to be lent or taken out_but on order.

copies of parties entitled to .

depositionsmay be withdrawn — when.

for making up - parties to file all necessary papers.

entered with blanks - regulations.

Signatures,

of papers declared on — not to be denied - unless.

Trial list, (see docket .)

Trustees,

summo
moned-to give not. of app . how.

how proved .

fees of_for attendance_what allowed.

neglecting to answer interrogatories.

costs allowed tomon discontinuance .

ib .

28

29

12

15

ib .

16

17

18

1

1
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RULES OF THE BAR OF THE COUNTY OF SUFFOLK,

June 25, 1819. with the AMENDMENTS (1)

Whereas, in all the liberal professions, great mischiefs are caused to the

public by unlearned and immoral persons assuming to perform duties, which

can safely be entrusted to none , but such as are competent in knowledge and

pure in character ; and as the surest safeguard against these evils it has been

an ancient custom for those , who exercise such professions, to unite them

selves as a fraternity, to prescribe to themselves such rules as are found best

adapted to secure their honour and usefulness, to judge of the qualifications of

such as offer themselves to become members of the profession, and by their

approbation , and by admission to their society, to distinguish those, who have

pursued a proper course of study and dicipline, froin such as intrude them

selves without due preparation :- And whereas maintenance, barratry and

abuse of legal process are the usual consequences of unsuitable and unquali

fied persons assuming the practice of the law ;

The members ofthe bar of Suffolk do agree upon and establish the follow

ing rules :

ARTICLE 1. There shall be one stated meeting ofthe Bar on the first Tues

day in September annually, at such hour and place as the President herein-af

ter mentioned may appoint. There shall also be special meetings as here

in -after provided for.

All meetings of the Bar shall be holden in future by those only, who are

counsellors or attornies of the Supreme Judicial Court, and who shall have

been admitted as counsellors or attornies on the recommendation of the Bar,

or else shall have been specially admitted as members of the Bar in the man

ner provided by Art. 6, and no person shall be considered a member of the

Bar, who shall not have subscribed these rules . Provided, however, that

all who are now attornies in the Court of Common Pleas , shall, if they sub

scribe these rules , be considered as members of the Bar, and be required to

attend its meetings . No business whatever shall be done at any meeting un

less twenty members are present, but a less number may adjourn the meeting.

2. At the annual meeting above mentioned, the Bar will dine together, and

it shall be the duty of the standing committee, herein -after mentioned, to at

( 1 ) I have published the “ Rules of the Bar" of Suffolk county , as the latest Formulary

of this description , which has been communicated to me . A system of rules for securing

the dignity and rights of the profession , devised by the eminent men who preside and

practice in the courts of Massachusetts, and particularly in its refined capital , cannot be

misplaced in this work. It furnishes a precedent which may assist in the formation of sim.

ilar institutions--whilst it conveys the information necessary to comprehend the actual

situation of those who aspire 10 - or exercise the profession of the law in that great and

wise community , Ed.

( Note.) The index is framed by the editor, rather to finish, than as being necessary to

matters so brief and intelligible. The “ Amendments,' are in Italick .

71
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tend to the provision of a suitable dinner, and the expense thereof shall

be assessed equally upon all the members of the Bar, who shall not, at

least eight days previous to the meeting, give notice in writing to the Secre .

tary of their intention not to attend the dinner, and shall be collected by the

Treasurer in the same manner as the fines and other assessments .

It shall also be the duty of said Standing Committee annually to appoint

some person, at least six months before the meeting in September, to deliver

an address to the Bar, at their annual meeting, on some subject relating to

the profession. The hour and place of delivering said address shall be ap

pointed and notified by the President, and the same may be attended by all

the members of the Bar, by the Justices of the several Courts of the United

States and of this state, and by such other persons as the Standing Committee

may invite.

3. At the meeting in September, annually, there shall be chosen by ballot a

committee of seven , to remain in office one year, and until others are chosen.

From among their number they shall elect a President. At this meeting a

Secretary shall be chosen for one year, who shall also be Treasurer. The

President shall preside at all meetings of the Bar, and at all meetings of the

Committee. He shall convene special meetings ofthe Bar, whenever he shall

think proper, or whenever thereto requested in writing by five or more mem

bers . He shall also call special meetings of the Committee, as often as occa

sion may require, by directing the Secretary to issue notifications therefor. He

shall receive and lay before the Committee, or before the gentlemen of the Bar,

at any meetings, such matters and communications as may appertain or be

addressed to them respectively. In the absence of the President the duties

appertaining to him shall devolve upon and be performed by the seniormem

ber of the Committee, who may be present.

4. It shall be the duty of the Secretary to attend all meetings of the Com

mittee, and to keep a fair record of all their proceedings, and also constantly

to attend all meetings of the bar, and to keep a record of their proceed

ings. He shall be the keeper of the records and the files, and shall not per

mit the same to be taken from his possession. He shall keep an account of

all monies which he may receive in his capacity of Treasurer, and shall hold

the same subject to the orders of the Standing Committee. It shall be his duty

to demand and receive all fines and assessments, and if those which may be

incurred or imposed, pursuant to these regulations, are not collected by him,

he shall be accountable for the same himself, unless he shall state in writing

to the President, that he has demanded the same, and that the gentlemen

from whom the same are due, have refused or neglected to pay.

5. A fund shall be raised to be holden in trust for the relief of such mem

bers of the Bar, or their families, as by reason of reduced circumstances shall

stand in need of assistance. And the mode of raising the same shall be as fol.

lows. Every person on subscribing these rules ( excepting such as are now

members of the Bar, to whom it is earnestly recommended so to do) shall pay

into the hands ofthe Secretary and Treasurer, for the use of this fund, a sum
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not less than five dollars ; and at the annual meeting every member of the Bar

shall contribute towards the said fund a sum not less than one dollar. The

investing and managing of said fund shall be confided to four persons as Trus

tees , who shall be chosen or removed from time to time by the Bar, as shall

be found necessary : and the income of said fund shall be applied by the

Standing Committee to the purposes aforesaid at their discretion-and said

Trustees shall transfer the said trust property to their successors by such le

gal acts and conveyances , as may be sufficient for that purpose. The said

fund may also be increased by voluntary donations, and a book shall be kept

by the Secretary and Treasurer, in which all such dunations shall be recorded.

And a distinct account shall be kept of all monies received for the use of, and

expended from, the said fund.

6. All counsellors and attornies, who have been regularly admitted to prac

tise, and who now reside or usually practise in this county , may subscribe

these rules at any time before the first day of August next. But after that

day no person shall subscribe the same, unless upon being admitted, on the

recommendation of this bar, to practise as an attorney in the Supreme Judicial

Court, or by a special vote ofthe Standing Committee allowing such person to

subscribe the said rules , and to become a member of the Bar.

No person who has been admitted to practice in any other county of this

commonwealth shall be considered a member of this Bar, nor allowed to sub

scribe these rules, until he shall have filed with the Secretary of this Bar a

certificate of his having been so admitted, and shall have produced to the

Standing Committee the recommendation of the Bar of the county , in which

he shall have been so admitted. “ And any gentleman who has been admit

ted a practitioner ofany of the Judicial Courts in another state , and who has

removed into this county with the intention of opening an office and ofprac .

tising in the courts of the same, shall, prior to his being recommended for ad

mission to a like degree in the courts of this commonwealth, produce the ev .

idence of his having studied one year in the office of a counsellor within

this county, in addition to the production of such evidence of classical and pro

fessional study and of moral character as by existing regulations is required

from candidates for admission originally to the courtswithin this county . "

(Records Sept. 5 , 1820.)

7. No costs shall be demanded, nor continuance claimed for any amend .

ment of a writ or declaration , which is authorized by law , or permitted by the

Court, provided it be made at the first term of the Court, at which the action

is commenced, or in cases of demurrer by consent, at the first term of the

Supreme Judicial Court.

8. No member of the bar shall have his office in the same apartment with

justices of the peace, who try causes, or with deputy sheriffs, or constables,

or any person authorised to serve legal process ; and no gentleman, who

so keeps his office, shall be recommended for admission to the Supreme

Court, or to the Boston Court of Common Pleas. And if any practitioner of
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the Supreme Court, or of the Boston Court of Common Pleas, shall so keep

his office, his name shall be erased from the Bar-book, and the President shall

give notice thereof to the Courts respectively.

9. It is considered improper and dishonourable, and tending greatly to the

prejudice not only of practitioners at this Bar, but of the public, for any per .

son , who is not a regularly admitted practitioner at the same , or at some other

bar"in this state , to commence any action before any justice of the peace , or

in the Boston Court of Common Pleas, or Supreme Judicial Court, District

or Circuit Court, and no gentleman of the Bar, shall , upon any terms, por

under any circumstances whatever, assume the care of such action ; nor shall

any gentleman of this Bar, upon any terms , nor under any circumstances, be

in any manner connected in his professional practice with any person who is

not, as aforesaid, a regularly admitted practitioner. Nor shall any gentleman

assume the care of any action originated in this county by a person practising

therein , not having subscribed these rules, unless such person , being a regu

larly admitted attorney of the Boston Court of Common Pleas, and not having

been refused a recommendation for admission to the Supreme Judicial Court,

or otherwise censured by a vote of the Bar, shall in writing, in a book to be

kept for that purpose by the Secretary , have declared his assent to these

rules, and engaged to observe the same. Nor shall any gentleman advise or

consult, or be in any manner associated in any case whatever with any person

practising in this county, who shall not have subscribed these rules, except

ing such attornies as aforesaid of the Boston Court of Common Pleas.

1

10. Tuking into consideration that the rules of the Supreme Judicial Court

require that nine years , at least, should have been passed in literary and pro

fessional pursuits, to qualify a man for admission to that Court as an attorney

thereof, and two years practice therein as an attorney , to qualify him for ad .

mission as a counsellor thereof, and also that those who take upon themselves

to perform professional duties are , and ought to be , bolden in law and in

honour to indemnify their clients for all losses or damages which are occa .

sioned by negligence or want of professional knowledge ; and lastly , that the

members of the profession are never applied to, if the party can obtain,

without their agency , the rights which the laws of the land secure to him ;

We the subscribers, members of the Bar in the county of Suffolk, establish

the following rates of compensation and fees as the lowest , which we can

reasonably and honourably receive ; and we bind ourselves not to receive less

fees or compensation than are herein expressed, nor any commutation or sub

stitute therefor, viz.

ADVICE OR CONSULTATION.

For advising when the property in dispute exceeds 100 dollars, and does not exceed 500

dollars , not less than

For advising when the property exceeds 500 dollars , not less than
5

DRAFTING OF LEGAL INSTRUMENTS.

The compensations in these cases do not admit of any precise rule. The service to be
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compensated is compounded of professional advice and knowledge, and the labour of ap

plying them in writing to each particular case .

LETTERS BEFORE SUIT.

For a letter demanding payment, under 500 dollars

Above 500 dollars

$2

3

WRITS, &c. ADVISING AND COMMENCING THE ACTION.

$3Where the demand or cause of action does not exceed 100 dollars

Where the demand or cause of action exceeds 100 dollars , and not 500 dollars

Where the demand or cause of action exceeds 500 dollars 5

TRUSTER PROCESS, ADVISING , &c.

One dollar in addition to each of the sums chargeable as above for common writs, that

is, four, five, and six dollars , instead of three, four, and five .

These charges are to be made when the action is settled before entry, and are to be paid

together with the sheriff's fees.

In addition to these charges the plaintif's attorney or counsellor will charge his fees for

advice, if the case be such as to authorise such charge to the plaintiff.

FEES IN THE COURT OF COMMON PLEAS.

FOR PLAINTIFF'S COUNSEL OR ATTORNEY.

If he prevails, the counsel or attorney is to charge the plaintiff with the bill of costs

and give him credit for it, if it be received from the defendant, or on execution.

He is also to charge the fees for arguing the cause, if argued either to the Court or Jury.

If the plaintiff does not prevail in the suit, his counsel or attorney is to charge the writ

according to the rates before stated , and all sums of money paid for the plaintiff in carry .

ing on the suit. He is also to charge a term fee for each term.

83In cases not exceeding 100 dollars

exceeding 100 and not exceeding 500 dollars

exceeding 500 dollars

If the cause be argued to the Court or Jury, the arguing fee is to be charged for the

term at which the argument took place, instead of the term fee.

In cases, where several actions are brought on one and the same title, or on the same

policy of assurance , or other like cases, in which all are governed by the decision of one,

or more, either term fees or half term fees may be charged at discretion, in such actions

as are not tried or argued.

FOR DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL OR ATTORNEY.

Where the defendant prevails, his counsel or attorney is to charge the bill of costs reca .

vered against the plaintiff, and in addition thereto, term fees as before stated , excepting

the term when the cause is argued to the Court or Jury, when the arguing fee is to be

charged instead of a term fee.

But when the costs cannot be obtained of the plaintiff, the defendant's counsel may

charge either the bill of costs and arguing fee only, or the term fees and arguing fee only,

at his option .

If the defendant does not prevail, his counsel or attorney is to charge him term fees,
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1

as aforesaid, for each term . If the cause be argued , the arguing fee is to be substitated

for the term fee at the term when the argument is had .

For arguing a cause in the Common Pleas, not less than

For trustee's answer, &c , where he has no effects

Where he has effects exceeding 100 dollars

For a surrender of principal by bail, & c .

$ 10

3

5

5

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.

FOR PLAINTIFF's couNSEL OR ATTORNEY.

When the plaintiff prevails, the counsel or attorney is to charge the bills of costs in the

Court of Common Pleas, and in the Supreme Court, and fees of arguing to the Court or

Jury , or both , as the case may be.

When the plaintiff does not prevail, the counsel or attorney is to charge the sums paid

in the prosecution of the suit, and term fees, double the amount chargeable as term fees

in the Common Pleas, and also the fees of arguing the cause either to the Court or Jury>

or both, as the case may be.

DEFENDANT'S COUNSEL OR ATTORNEY.

When the defendant prevails, the counsel or attorney is to charge the bill of costs and

the fees for arguing the cause to the Court or Jury , or both , as the case may be, and term

fees double the amount chargeable in the Court of Common Pleas.

When the costs cannot be obtained from the plaintiff, the defendant's counsel may

charge the bill of costs and arguing fee only , or the term fees and arguing fee only, at

his discretion .

When the defendant does not prevail, the counsel or attorney is to charge term fees

double the amount chargeable as term fees in the Common Pleas, and instead of term

fee, the fees of arguing at the term when argument is had .

For arguing a cause to the Jury in the Supreme Judicial Court, for plaintiff or defendant,

not less than

For arguing a question to the Court, for plaintiff or defendant, not less than
20

$ 20

But when the matter in dispute does not exceed $ 100 in value, the counsel shall charge

for arguing the cause , what they shall deem a reasonable compensation.

For divorce

For naturalization

For process of partition

Not less than

$ 20, exclusive

of clerk's dues.

DISTRICT AND CIRCUIT COURTS.

The fees are to be the same in all respects as in the Supreme Judicial Court, with such

additions thereto as the peculiar practice of these Courts may make proper in the opinion

of gentlemen who may practise therein .

REFERENCES, &c.

In all arbitrations, and in references entered into in the Supreme Judicial Court and

Court of Common Pleas , and rules entered into before a justice of the peace , the compen .

sation is to be regulated according to the rate of fees established as to the Courts of Com.

mon Pleas and the Supreme Court, as to arguing case ; and for the advice and preparation

for the hearing, a reasonable charge to be made according to the spirit of these roles.
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After the term when a cause is referred , and before the term when the report is made ,

the counsel or attorney of the plaintiff, and the counsel or the attorney of the defendant,

shall charge half term fees only .

COLLECTING MONEY,

For attention and responsibility of the attorney or counsel in effecting a settlement with

the debtor before judgment, and obtaining the money due, or for obtaining execution and

committing the same to a proper officer, and receiving the money from him or from the

debtor, and paying the same over to the creditor, when the amount does not exceed one

thousand dollars, a commission of two and one half per cent is to be charged , and for

every hundred dollars above one thousand dollars, a commission of one dollar.

When mortgaged premises are sued for, and the money is paid, the like rate of com

mission is to be charged ; but if the demandant receives his writ to take possession , or

when the judgment recovered is to be satisfied by a levy on real estate , a reasonable com

pensation shall be charged and received .

If the plaintiff thinks fit to take the execution from the attorney or counsel, and dis

poses of the same himself, he shall be charged and required to pay the same percentage as

if the attorney had collected the money , or done other duty as to the execution , which

would entitle him to a commission , according to the foregoing provisions.

Where money is collected for a client , who lives out of the Commonwealth, a commis

sion of three per cent shall be charged to him upon the amount received

When the plaintiff cannot obtain any benefit from his suit, the counsel or attorney may

charge the bill of costs only .

These rules are intended to establish the lowest compensation ; and not to restrict gen .

tlemen from taking higher compensation in cases of difficulty or magnitude ; and these

rules are not to apply to cases not exceeding twenty dollars.

11. Every gentleman of the Bar shall attend every meeting of the Bar,

which may be duly notified ; and every gentleman, who is absent from any

meeting, shall forfeit and pay to the Treasurer one dollar , unless absent from

town, or confined by sickness, and this shall be stated in writing by such ab.

sent member to the Treasurer. Notice shall be given of every meeting of

the Bar by a written or printed notification to be left at the office of every

member of the Bar, one day before the meeting.

12. No gentleman shall enter, or cause his name to be entered on the

docket, or be considered as counsel for the plaintiff or defendant, or trustce

in any action, unless there shall have been an application to him personally or

by writing, or by some person who may have been duly and expressly authori

sed by the party to retain counsel in the action, or unícss he is retained by

the party as counsel in all cases.

13. The sum which every student shall be required to pay for his law edu

cation, shall be at the rate of five hundred dollars for three years, one third

part thereof to be paid , or satisfactorily secured to be paid, at the expiration

of each year.

And every student shall be holden to pay at the rate of five hundred dollars

for any portion of three years. Every student, whose term of study is more than

three years, shall pay at the same rate of five hundred dollars for three years,

and shall pay at the end of each year, or secure the payment of the sum duc.
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14. Whenever any gentleman shall intend to be proposed for admission as

an attorney of the Bos!on Court of Common Pleas, he shall give notice thereof

to the Secretary, at least ten days before the first week of the term in which

he proposes to be admitted, which notice the Secretary shall lay before the

Committee , and shall also hand the same to the Clerk of the Court. And if

the Committee are satisfied that such gentleman has strictly conformed to

the rules of the Bar, and that his moral character is fair, the Committee

shall give him a certificate of his title to be recommended for admission ac

cordingly to the Boston Court of Common Pleas. Upon refusal of such cer

tificate the candidate may appeal to the Bar. All students, on their admis

sion to the Bar, shall pay to the Secretary of the Bar a fee of three dollars,

to be appropriated towards the expenses of the Bar. And any gentleman ,

who shall receive a student into his office, shall , at the time of his commen

cing his studies, furnish him with a copy of the Bar -rules .

The qualifications for recommendation by the Committee of the Bar for ad

mission to the Boston Court of Common Pleas shall be the following. - The ape

plicant shall have been graduated at some university, and shall have diligently

studied law three years in the office of a counsellor in the Supreme Judicial

Court of this state , ( the professor of law at Cambridge is considered as such

counsellor ) and the last of said years in the county of Suffolk , and shall pro

duce a certificate of these facts, and that he is of good moral character. “ And

any person having a liberal education and a regular degree as aforesaid who

shall afterwards have commenced and pursued the study of the law in any other

state in the office of a counsellor of the highest Judicial Court of such state

for two years , and afterwards shall pursue the study of the law in the office

ofa counsellor of the Supreme Judicial Court of this state residing within the

county of Suffolkfor one year, shall be entitled to a recommendation by the

committee of the Bar for admission to the Boston Court ofCommon Pleas, on

producing certificates of these facts and that he is ofgood moral character ."

(Records, Sept. 5 , 1820.)

Or 2d . If the applicant shall not have been graduated at some university ,

he shall have had a good school education, equivalent to such education as

would qualify him for admission at Harvard University in the freshman class ;

and he shall have devoted four years to the study of such sciences and litera

ture as are the subjects of instruction at the university, and shall have studied

law three years besides in the office of a counsellor as aforesaid, and shall be

certified to have so done, and to be of good mural charcter.

Or 3d . The applicant shall have such school education as aforesaid , and

shall have devoted two years to scientific and literary attainments, and shall

have diligently studied in the office of a counsellor five years besides, and

shall be certified so to have done , and that he is of good moral character.

And the Committee of the Bar may, if they see fit, require of any applicant,

who has not been graduated at some university, to submit to an examination

before said Committce, as to his scientific, literary, classical and legal attain

ments .

1

15. ( 1 ) Meetings of the Bar for the purpose of acting upon the applications

( 1 ) The original article repealed, and the following substituted .
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of gentlemen who may desire a recommendation for admission to the Supreme

Judicial Court, shall be holden on such day in the first week in October and

in the last week in February respectively as the president shall appoint. And

whenever any gentleman shall intend to be proposed , for admission as afore

said , he shall give notice thereof to the Committee of the Bar at least fourteen

days before the session of the court at which he is to be proposed, and at least

seven days before the said first week in October or of the said last week in

February as the case may be, and if the Committee are satisfied that such

gentleman has strictly conformed to the rules of the Bar, and that his moral

character isfair , the Committee shall certify his title to a recommendation of

the Bar for admission to the S. J. C. to be acted upon by the Bar at either of

the said meetings. And no other meeting shall be called for the sole purpose of

considering such applications, unless the Standing Committee shall be of opin

ion, that from some peculiar circumstances the applicants are entitled to such

indulgence." ( Records, Feb. 24, 1821. )

16. No gentleman shall have more than three students in his office at the

same time. And every gentleman, who shall in future receive any student

into his office, shall give to the Secretary in writing the name of such student

and the time of the commencement of his studies, and the time when, and

the university or college at which such student was graduated, ifat any ; and

if the student be not a graduate of any university or college , the gentleman

proposing to receive such student shall fully state all facts as to the nature of

his education : all which shall be laid before the Committee of the Bar at the

next ensuing meeting ; and unless such student be then approved by the Com

mittee, and shall be so recorded in the Bar-book by the Secretary, he shall

not be considered as a student within the meaning of these provisions.

17. And no gentleman, who has been a student in any other county of the

Commonwealth, shall be received into any office in this county as a student,

unless he shall produce to the gentleman, into whose office he comes, satis

factory certificates or evidence ofhis having been regularly admitted a student

in the county from which he came, and that he sustains a good moral charac

ter. These certificates or evidence, shall be handed by him to the Secre

tary within thirty days next following, and the same shall be recorded in the

Bar -book by the Secretary.

18. No student shall commence or defend any action, or do any professional

business whatever on his own account.

19. The standing rules and regulations shall be entered in the Bar -book ,

subscribed by every member of the Bar, and no person shall be considered

or treated as a member of the Bar until he has subscribed the same ; and every

gentleman of the Bar shall be bound in honour to give notice in writing to the

President of any transgression or breach of these rules by any gentleman

belonging to the profession.

No person shall be recommended by the Committee for admission to prac

tise as an attorney at the Boston Court of Common Pleas, until he shall have

72
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in writing declared his assent to the Bar-rules, and his determination to adhere

to the same.

20. All controversies or complaints concerning the breach of any of these

rules shall be submitted to the Committee, whose decision thereon shall be

final.

21. A Committee of seven shall be appointed annually to inquire on com.

plaint of any member of the Bar, or other notice, of malpractice or infringe

ment of the standing rules of the Bar, or of any unfair, oppressive, dishonoura.

ble , or illegal practices, and to present the same either to the Standing com .

mittee, or to some other sufficient tribunal.

22. No person shall receive a recommendation to the Supreme Judicial

Court until 2 years after he shall have declared his assent to these rules and

regulations, as provided in 9th article , or have subscribed those in force prior

to these ; nor shall any person receive a recommendation to the Supreme

Court, who shall have practised otherwise than as these rules and regulations

require.

23. So much of these rules and regulations as respects fees and compen

sations, excepting as to students, shall be printed on sheets of paper, with

the names of those members, who have subscribed the same, and one of these

sheets shall be put up in some conspicuous place in the office of every attor

ney and counsellor of the Supreme Judicial Court, and of the Boston Court

of Common Pleas, to the end that every gentleman may show to his clients, if

there be any occasion so to do, the rules by which his practice is to be govo

erned.

24. This association , considering the great convenience and public benefit,

which will result from the trial of civil actions under twenty dollars before

one respectable magistrate, do hereby recommend to all members of the Bar

to commence all such actions before the Justice of the Town Court.
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